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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

This treatise, Wl1ich is the second of 'The Essential ..... ' - , 
series, the first being 'The Essential Adi Satikara", is a faithful 

, -
translation of Sri Satchidananadendra Saraswati Swamiji's Kannada , 
gem of "Sri Gau<;lapada Hridaya" into Englisll for tIle benefit 
of those true seakers who do not have the facility of understand
ing this regional language. This is yet another prestigious book 
published by our Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Holenarsipur, 
Hassan District, Kamataka - 573211 with a view to propagating , 
the pristine pure Sailkara Vedanta, cleansed of the alien doctrines 
interpoalated into the renowned Vedantic titerature of the original , , 
SaIikara Bhashyas. Sri Gaudapada, who was the grand-preceptor , 
of Sri SaIikara, had written a solitary treatise called - 'Manduk)'a 
Karikas" which are based on the shortest Upanishad, Mandukya, 
comprising a mere 12 mantras. This terse Upanishad is utilizing 
one of the most important and tIle subtlest methodologies based 
on the axiom of Superimposition and Rescission, and the very , 
fact that Sri Gau9apada chose this brief Upanishad to write his 
elaborates commentary vouches for the importance and promi
nence that is given by all spiritual preceptors. It would not, for 
that reason, be an exaggeration if it is stated that whosoever 
masters this principal methodology adopted subtly by these illus-- , 
trious Acharyas and as explained and elucidated by our Sri 
Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji of revered memory, can 
never miss the real purport behind the gemine teachings of this 
ancient school of non-dualism, Advaita Vedanta. , 

We are confident that this treatise translated by Sri D. B. , 
Gangolli, an ardent follower of Sri Swamiji, will benefit all tllose 
who patiently study this book and adopt a way of life in 
consonance with these profound tenets. 

1st November 1997 
Holenarasipur. 

Chainnan 
Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya 

(public Charitable Trust) 
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FOREWORD 

Upanishads are an unparallelled treasure of supreme spiritual 
wisdom. Of all the Upanishads the Vedas include, the Ma~4ukya 
has a distinct place of excellence and charm. Pllilosophy intends 
to probe into existence and knowledge and unearth the ultimate 
source of both. In other Upanishads the external objective exist
ence is the subject of enquiry, whereas Ma1)QUkya presents a 
distinct difference, which makes it brief but compUlsive. 

The text of Mat:l9ukya Upanishad consists of twelve mantras 
in which the seventh stands paramount. It describes the Ultimate 
Reality, Brahman, to be the supra - consciousness, distinct from 
all the other levels of consciousness normally accessible to us. , , 
This supra - consciousness is described as "Santam Sivam and 
Advaitam. This is the Xtma and this indeed is to be known" 
spells out the mantra. 

To illustrate and explain the process of Sadhana the Upanishad 
esents the monosyllable Om, relating its three component syI

.. hIes A, U and M to the tllree states of man's awareness, 
wakefulness (Jagrat), dream (Svapna) and deep sleep (Sushupti). 

The Upanishad's revelations have their own exclusive 
sanctity and are to be honoured and accepted outright. But 
whatever the Upanishads present are not without reason and 
verification. In fact, the entire gamut of Upanishads aim at 
inculcating in the seeker his own personal testimony for which 
a full 'Sadhana' is laid down. But scriptural pronouncelnents, 
supported by one's own direct experience cannot be without tIle , 
stamp of reason or 'yukti'. Only when all the three - 'Sruti', 
'yukti' and 'Anlll..,11~lva' (scriptures, reason and direct experience) 

blend well tIle findings become final and unassailable. 

Assigning reason or 'Yukti' its supreme place in the field 
of religion and spiritual life, Sri Gau<;iapada presents three 
sections of Karika - Vaitathya, Advaita and Alatasanti. By these 
he first proves, on the basis of relentless reason, the unauthentic, 
illu sive character of the objectivity of our experience. He then 
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establi shed the nondual nature of existence as well as conscious-
• 

ness and finally disposes of all possible arguments against these 
findings. 

The PrakaraIJ.as of Sri Gau<;lapada are held with as much 
esteem and sanctity as the Upanishadic mantras themselves. Unlike 
in other parts of the world, in this blessed country the 
philosophers are always ascetics and sages, proving thereby that 
their philosophical effort is not at all an intellecutal pursuit but 
a full-fledged religio- spiritual mission with the sale aim of 
realizing the Supreme Reality and thereby fulfilling the main 
purpose of human life on this earth. 

Is the objective existence around us true and absolute in 
nature and purpose ? Or is it merely a subject of perception 
alone ? This is the basic question the Karikas pose and discuss. 
Perception is the outcome of the 'perceiving process' . And 
'perceiving' is a process which proceeds from the 'perceiver'. 
There cannot be an 'action' except when tile 'actor' is first there. 
An 'action' is a phase of expression of the 'actor'. An 'actor' 
becomes so only when the 'action' proceeds. Before the action 
proceeded, one cannot think of any. actor at all. The twins of 
'actor and action' emerge at one stroke. Dissociated from 
'action', the ~actor' becomes inconceivable. Something distinct 

r 

from 'actorhood' and 'action' has thus to be thought of, as the 
Eternal Presence. 

The objective world, or objectivity, around us, however 
huge and imposing it may be, is not a full-fledged or absolute 
perception; the Karika sets forth. For the duration and condition 
in which the external objects are perceived, consitute only a part 
of our life and consciousness. We are conscious of the world, 
but only during our wakeful state. Wakeful state by itself does 
not complete or exhaust our consciousness, either its potential or 
expression. Besides wakefulness (Jagrat), we have two more 
distinct states. One is the dream (Svapna) and the other the deep 
sleep (Sushupti). 

Sushupti or deep sleep is an undisturbed, unbroken long 
enough state, which does extend to several hours of the day -
nearly or more than one third of the day. It can extend even 
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beyond. The same 'I' which remains wakeful and thereby per
ceives tllrough the senses the objective world, withdraws itself 
into 'Sushupti', to drop all wakeful perceptions altogether. How 
can a perception be held true, if it is subsequently ijullified like 
this ? The 'I' brings in sleep all by itself, independently, 
uncomprehending anything else, even the body, mind and intel
ligence. Besides this deep sleep, we have also the solely inward 
dream state, which, whenever it transpires, succeeds sleep. The , 

dream state brings in altogether a new world, new objects, new 
values and new responses. Thus the dream state fully contradicts 
and invalidates wakefulness. 

Should not the rational man evaluate the objective world, 
taking his stand on all the tlrree states together ? lnstantly, 
objectivity proves itself to be llnauthentic and illusory. What is 
then the ground or ~ubstratum of this illusion ? If the whole 
existence around us falls ~ illusory, its substratum has necessarily 
to be not anywhere outside, but solely inside. The very 'I', which 
undergoes all by itself the three of wakefulness, deep sleep and 
dream, and which endures alike in all of them, can alone be and 
is the substratum for all the states. Everything the 'I' produces 
and perceives is illusory but the 'I~ itself is not. 

That the Self of the Upanishads which the entire Vedas 
extol is the only source of creation and is the Ultimate Reality, 
is what the Karikas argue out and establish. The scriptural 
Upanishad thus derives a confinnation and enrichment in the 

. hands of the Karika. 
, 

Swami Saccl1idananda Saraswati, a staunch and loyal Sailkarite, 
has written elaborately bringing forth the essential content and 
message of Sri Gauc;lapada' s Karika and the excellent reasoning 
set forth there. This work rendered in a regional language has 
now been made available to larger audience in an international , 
mediwn by Sri D. B. Gangolli, who has authored a free 
translation of Swami Sacchidananda Saraswati's original compo
sition. By this a large scope is thrown open by the author which 
will make Swami Sacchidananda Saraswati's thoughts available 
to the world over. 

These days when the Upanishadic, Epic and philosophical 
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thoughts constituing Vedanta are sought more and more by , 
tl1inkers and students in tIle world, Sri Gangolli's effort at 
publislling this book is quite timely and beneficial . One can hope 
that his efforts will be properly rewarded and enough of reading 
and introspection will take place in the field of Upanishadic 
thoughot, especially the distinguished MaI}gUkyopanishad and Sri 
Gaugapada's Kiirika on it. 

Ma1J.gUkya Upanishad is incomplete without Gauc;lapadakarika 
and proper understanding of the Karika will no doubt make the 
seeker unshakeable in his spiritual pursuit and the realization of 
the Self. 

Trissur 
Narayat:tashrama 
Tapovanam 
18.06.97 

Swami Bhoomananada Tirtha 



PREFACE 

INTRODUCTION _ , 
Soon after 'The Essential Adi S ankara , was published in 

1991 by the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Thyagarajanagar, 
Bangalore - 28, the idea of publishing the second of this 'Essen
tial' series, viz. 'The Essential Gauc;lapada' was mooted. Although 
the translation of this magnum opus in Kannada by the enldite 

, , -
pen of Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji, of revered 
memory, was completed by me early in 1993, the publication was 
put off owing to several causes beyond my control. However, by 
God's benign grace, I have succeeded to overcome all hurdles 

• 
and hindrances - most of them could not even be anticipated -
and now this gem of Vedantic science is in the hands of the 
readers. It is hoped that this will also be weII-receive(f by the 
connoisseurs and seekers alike just as its predecessu, 'The - , 
Essential Adi Sailkara'. It will also be in the fitness of things to 
complete -this endeavour of propagating the pristine pure Advita 
Vedanta as expounded by a line illustrious preceptors like Veda , 
Vyasa (Badaraya~a), GauQapada, Sankara and Sureshwara who 
belonged to a time-honowed traditional school of Advaita plli
losophy. And hence now I have mooted to publish in the near 
future two more texts of this series to bring it up-to-date, viz, 
'The Essential Sureshwara' and 'The Essential Satchidananda'. 

It is quite well-known in Vedantic circles allover our 
country that Shri Gau~apadacharya was the grand-preceptor of , 
Shri SaIikaracharya, and barring the forner's 'Karikas', (commen-
taries) on the Mat:l4Ukyopanisllad there are no other authentic , 
works which are extant in his name. Althougll Adi Sankara's 
Prasthana Traya Bhashyas have become world-famous and are 
exllaustive in their exposition of almost all the rudiments as well 
as the subleties of the unique traditional (Sampradayic) metll0d
ologies handed down over the ages from the teacher to the 
taugllt, Shri Gaugapada's Karikas, numbering a mere 215 divided 
into four chapters (Prakaranas), project the same traditional teach
ings in a terse and trite verse fonn. And unless the ardent student - , 
takes recourse to the expert guidance of Adi Sailkara's edifying 
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and enlightening Bhashyas, he finds it almost impossible to 
discern the hidden import of the Karikas. The traditional meth
odology of teaching was by word of mouth from the preceptor 
to the pupil in a discursive manner and only the initiated pupils 
with a pure heart and incisive intelligence could divine and intuit 
the subtle truths. 

, 
The fact that 8hri SaIikara in a verse acknowledged 8hri 

GauQapada as a Knowledgeable teacher of Advaita Vedanta 
belonging to his line of traditional (Sampradayic) preceptors as , 
well as the fact that 8hri SaIikara has written an exhaustive and 
extensive Bhashya on these extant and most ancient (for, no other 
authentic or authoritative work on Advaita Vedanta by way of an , 
explanatory PrakaraI.1a Grantha is available, barring the Srutis, the 
Smritis and the Brahma Sutras - going together by the popular 
name of Prastllana Trayi) work. 

It being so, it is unfortunate that some Vedantins belonging 
to an alien group and modern scholars with a pronounced sense 
of an academical study but not trained or prepared to accept even , 
the word of Shri SaIikara have raised all kinds of doubts with 
regard to Shri Gauc;lapada's identity or whereabouts and have 
opined that MaQ.QUkya is a recent work passing. muster as an 
ancient Upanishad, the author being 8hri GauQapada. Further, 
some of these academicians have, quite audaciously too gone to 
the extent of nick-naming nqt only Shri Gau4apada but also his , 
faithful glossator Shri SaIikara as 'Pracchanna. Bauddhas', mean-
ing psuedo-Buddhists marauding as Advaita Vedantins. This they 
have done on the mere but flimsy reason that the former has 
literally, sometimes even bodily, borrowed Buddhistic terms and 
verses and have adapted them to suit their own whimsical theo
ries or tenets. Suffice it to say that all these are wild, unsustainable 
charges and can easily be dismissed as idiosyncrasies of acade
micians for each and every such allegation can be disproved (and 
have been repeated by Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swami, 
of Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Holenarasipur - of revered 
memory) quite convincingly. For more details in this regard the 
students or seekers are requested to read 'MaQQiikya Rahasya 
Vivrutihi' in Sanskrit, (with an exhaustive English Introduction 
by the Swamiji) published by the Karyalaya. 
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But here is this context some relevant and important details 
regarding Shri GauQapada, his works and contributions to Vedanta 
will be mentioned so as to remove any misconceptions that 
one might have had because of such false propaganda by the 
academicians as well as proponents of philosophy opposed to 
Vedanta. 

1. MANDUKYOPANISHAD . . 
Among the Upanishads that belong to the Atharva Veda, , 

Shri Sankaracharya has written his Bhashyas only on three of 
them, viz. MUQ.Qaka, Prashna and Mal.1Qtikya. Among the three -, 
nay, among all those Upanishads which Shri Sailkara has chosen 
to write Ilis commentaries on - MaQ.Qiikya is the smallest. Even 

so, Shri Sankara h-as described it as ·fl4a~H'til(fl6=,lhl:· (the 

quintessence of the tenets of all Upanishads). Since Shri 
GauQapadacharya's commentary in the form of 'Karikas' is also 
written on this Upanishad, we can say - from the standpoint of 
history of Vedantic lore - that this diminutive Upanishad has a 
unique importance of its own. With regard to the question -
'To which part of Atharva Veda does this Upanishad belong ?' 
- it is not possible to determine, as there is no clinching evidence , 
available. In this regard, Shri Sailkara has not stated anything 
whatsoever in his Bhashya. Since the lone methodology of 
A vasthathraya (the three states of Consciousness) is to be found 
l.n this Upanishad through which tIle Ultimate Reality is 
d(etermined and expounded, there is a high probability of 
surmising it to belong to the Aral)yaka of that Veda . 

.:. VARIOUS OPINIONS ABOUT THE AUTHOR OF THESE 
MANDUKYA KARIKAS . . 
, 

Although Shri SaIikaracharya has written a Bhashya on the 
UpanIshad as well as explanations for the Karikas, he has not 
expressed that he has written his Bhashya predominantly by 
himself on the Upanishad ; on the other hand, he has given all 
the predominance to the Karikas which undertake the task of 
explaining the Upanishad. As at present, the Karikas are divided 
into four Prakara1)8S (Chapters) called - Agama, Vaitathya, 
Advaita and Alatashanti. More than the previous PrakaraQa, 
the next one contains a higher number of Karikas in that 
order. In the frrst among tllem, viz. Agama PrakaraJ)a, as at 
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present, 29 Karikas are to be found in groups divided and 
interspersed between the Upanishadic Mantras. But the remaining 
three Prakaranas are independent in their fonns. The last and the 
biggest, viz. Alatashanti PrakaraI}.a, comprising 100 verses or 
Karikas, contains invocatory verses both at the beginning and at 
the end. It being so, there are all kinds of opinions among the 
scholars witil regard to the authorship both in the matter of the 
Upanishad and the PrakaraQas. 

First and foremost, many Advaitins opine that all these 
four PrakaraQ.as are written by 8hri Gaugapada, who was the , 
grand preceptor of Slui Sallkara. Secondly, Shri Madhwacharya 
(the founder of the Dvaita school of Vedanta) has acknowledged 
that - (i) Agama PrakaraIJ.a is not at all 'PounIsheya ' (of human 
origin); (ii) the Mantras, which are seen (heard by sages, who are 
Brahmajfifulis, when they are in commune with the Ultimate 
Reality) are exemplified in the Upanishad for the purposes of 
determining Self-Knowledge ; (iii) both the Mal)<;iukyopanishad , 
and the Karikas are together the 8ruti alone. The German scholar, 
Deussen, opines that together with these four Prakara1)as the 
MalJ~Ukya Upanishad is one whole work written by Shri 
Gaugapada. Prof. S.N. Dasgupta, M.A. Ph.D, and many other 
modem scholars have declared that - (a) Among 8hri Gau(lapada's 
PrakaraIJ.as - especially the fourth one - many Prakriyas (meth
odologies) found in Buddhistic texts are to be seen ; (b) since 
Shri GauQapada came into the picture only· after the famous 
Buddhist teachers like Ashwaghosha, Nagarjuna, AsaIiga, 
Vasubandhu etc., we have to perforce surmise that he too, in all 
probability, was a Buddhist, or else, he was a preceptor who had 
a great respect towards Buddha's teacllings. Among these four 
different opinions of various groups of scholars, the last three 
seem to be mere speculations, for each one of them cannot stand 
the test of reasonable deliberation. 

IT IS NOT PROPER TO SAY THAT 
AGAMA PRAKARANA IS SRUTI . 

Let us first deliberate upon the reason or evidence for
warded by 8hri Madhwacharya to conclude that the Karikas . 
belonging to the Agama PrakaraIJ.a are part and parcel of the 
Upanishad only. The authoritative sources that Shri Madhwa
charya has adduced in support of his assertion are : (i) A text 
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called 'Brahmatarka' ; (ii) Garu4a Purat:ta - of which the first 
treatise is not available now. No other Acharya has referred to 
or mentioned about these works. Since there is every possibility 
of any number of new verses being added or interpolated, every 
now and then, in mythologi9al treatises (Pur81).8S), before we 
accept to consider GaruQa Pura~a 10 be an authoritative evidence 
for the present topic we have to perforce examine whether any 
other Acharya has acknowledged these Karikas to be the Upanishad 
or not. But no one worth the name before Madhwacharya has 
assumed in that ~anner, and there is nothing to prove this , 
conjecture ! On the other hand, Shri SaIikaracharya has clearly 
expressed that he is undertaking to write commentaries on the 
four PrakaraQas (1; 3) ; his direct disciple, 8hri Sureshwaracharya, 
has exemplified two Karikas from the Agama PrakaraI).a in his 
own treatise on Vedantic tenets called 'Naishkarmya Siddhi' 
and has mentioned that they are written by Shri Gauc;iapada. Even 
among the post-Madllwacharya Advaita Vedantins, some have . - , 
opined that Agama PrakaraI).a is Srutj (scripture) ; but they have 
not substantiated their statements by adducing any authoritative 
source or evidence. It is not possible to sunnise as to what is 
Slrri Ramanujacharya's opinion in this matter; one KuranarayaQa, 
who is a well-known follower of that Acharya, has endorsed the 
viewpoint of Madhwacharya alone. It being so, it has to be 
perforce concluded that to affirm that - "Agama Prakara~a is the 
Upanishad" - we have not so far come across any reliable, trust
worthy evidence. 

THERE IS NO SUBSTANCE IN THE THEORY THAT 
MANDUKYOPANISHAD IS GAUDAPADA'S TREATISE . . . 
Secondly, the Western scholar, Deusscn, has imagined that , 

- (a) to say that Shri SaIikara had believed MaJ:.1Qiikyopanishad 
to be an Upanishad there is no evidence ; (b) GauQapada himself 
might have written that part of the treatise. For this sunnise of 
his, the two logical devices which are his mainstay are : (i) In 

the Bhashya sentence - c~~I'fIltfel(\ie,U''1t1fit( lI4Cifi{UIT.tUtiCO'I'( 

ailfl:t~CfiIi8<Fq~ 1ftr atl(i4~J - .there is an indication to suggest that 
, 

MaI).<;liikya is included in the four PrakaraI).as ; (ii) Shri SaIikara , 
has not quoted or exemplified MaI).Qiikya as Sruti (scriptural , 
text) anywhere at all. But, at the same time, Satilcara having 
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exemplified Mal}.Qiikya as Gauc;iapada's work also is not to be 
seen anywhere. In the sentence, which Deussen has illustrated, it 
is also possible to interpret it to mean - "The four-some Prakarru:ta , 
treatise beginning with t}1e (Upanisllaei)"~ - also. Shri Sailkara has 
quoted one Karika of Agama Prakaralla (1-16) as also one Karika 
from Advaita PrakaraQa (3-15) (to be an authoritative statement 
by those who know the traditional method of teaching) in Sutra 
Bhashya (1-4-14 ; 2-1-9). If it were true that just as tile verses 

quoted, like'~ ,(fflCfiI 'iiccRl' - (meaning, here in this context 

these verses are there) - the Upanishad too had been written by 
Gauqapada himself, then in that event, there is no scope what
soever to divine the cause (reason) for the prose portion, which 
is to be commented upon, being brief, whereas the poetry portion, 
which is the commentary (elucidatory),. being elaborate ; just as 
there is in vogue a practice, among the authors of Sanskrit 
literature, of writing the prose portion elaborately and abridging 
the same matter in poetry - there is no contrary practice to be 
seen anyWhere. [It is not possible even for those who assert that 
- "Both the prose portion and the Agama Prakarru:ta are, together, 
the Upanishad itself" - to add!.lce a convincing reason for the 
verses quoted here to be so elaborate. For, the system that is seen 
in the Upanishads is quite contrary to this]. In addition to all this, 

" , 
Shri Sureshwara, who is a direct disciple of Shri SaIikara having , 
vociferously called Mru:tcJiikya a Sruti is to be seen in his 
BrihadaraQyaka Vartika (3-8-26). It being so, there is no hurdle 
or difficulty whatsoever to be seen in believing or assuming that 

, -
- "Ma1J.c}iikya is a Sruti ; the four PrakaraIJ.as of Agama, Vaitathya 
etc. are together the work of one and the same author." 

THE THEORY THAT GAUDAPADA . 
WAS A BUDDmST IS A FALLACY 

An author by name Anandagiri, who has written a 
sub-commentary on MaI)cJiikyopanishad Bhashya as also on the 
commentary on the Karikas, has mentioned that he has written 
a sub-commentary on the Gau4apadiya Bhashya (of Satikara). , 
He has further stated that - "Mat:lgiikya is a SlUti" - "Pt:a~ar~a-

chatushtaya is the resultant fruit of the Vidya that Sh..ri Gauqapooa-" 
charya earned as a boon by invoking NarayaI)a (Shri Visht:lu)" . 
It is quite evident here that this traditional legend must have been 
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invariably there in vogue even prior to Anandagiri. Even so, 
another Western thinker, Wallaser, has opined that because there 
are a few verses (Karikas) in Alatashanti PrakaraQa which are the 
replicas of certain verses found in the treatise - "TarkajwaJa" 
- written by a Buddhist by name - 'Bhavaviveka' - the statement 
that there existed an author by name - 'Gau4apada' - is itself 
ridden with doubts. It is already mentioned that Prof. Surendra 
Nath Dasgupta has opined that Gaugapada had respect or ado
ration for Buddhistic methodologies. It is not clearly known as 
to what exact supporting evidence there is for this modem scholar 
to discard or refute what Sureshwara and others have very clearly 
declared that - "The Karikas are verily the work of Gaugapada." , 
It is not possible for us to disregard or disrespect what SaIikara 
has eulogized and remembered at the end of his Bhashya viz. that 
(Gaugapada) was l1is 'Paramaguru' (grand-preceptor). It is quite 
probable for a doubt of tIle type - 'Whether the author of the 
Karikas had a name - GauQapada - or not ?' - to arise ; for, as 
he hailed from a region by name - 'Gaudadesha' - he might have 
been quite popular and called by the name - 'GauQapada'. But 
especially the difference or distinction that exists between the 
philosophical teachings of the Karikakara and the Btlddhists is 
not so very unclear or obscure as to be neglected or disregarded. 
Because of the facts :- (a) In the Alatashanti Prakarar:ta GauQapada 
has profusely and predominantly used Buddhistic logical devices 
to refute the doctrines of other schools ; (b) he has utilized 
several Buddhistic technical terms found in their treatises - even 
some indiscreet or unwary people of our country too have 
called the Karikakara 'Pracchannabouddha' (meaning, pseudo
Buddhist). 

Therefore, here is an arduous attempt by 8hri Satchida
nandendra Saraswati Swamiji, of revered memory, to totally wipe 
out any traces of doubt that in the methodology of 'Mat}.Qukya. 
Karikas there is a dubious blending or mixture of Buddhistic 
teachings, but at the same time, with a view to helping 
TattwaJeijiiasus (genuine seekers of the Ultimate Reality of the 
Self) discern and divine the unique and extra-ordinary method
ology that is implicit in Vedantic texts of t~js type, the salient 
topics of this treatise have been divided under various heads and 
briefly described hereunder. 
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AGAMA PRAKARANA . 
Because in this Chapter the traditional methodology of 

propounding the Absolute Reality is adopted and followed in
order to explain MaJ).gukyopanishad, this Prakarat:la has earned 
this name. In this Chapter there exists an exposition of the 
method of Avasthatraya (the three states of Consciousness). The 
waking Atman (Self) is called 'Vishwa', meaning, Atman who 
has the entire gross world of duality perceived in the waking as 
His Upadhi (adjunct) ; the dreaming Atman is called 'Taijasa', 
meaning, the Self who has the entire subtle world seen in the 
dream as His Upadhi ; the deep sleep Atman is called 'Prajfia' 
or 'A vyakrita', meaning, Atman who is the very cause for the 
entire universe. Thus one and one Atman alone is appearing in 
three different forms (1-1). Because in each of these Avasthas the 
entire liieyarashi (gamut of things that can be known objectively) 
is hidden or implicit, these Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are called 

• 

Atman's 'Padas' (quarters). But the Paramartharupa (Absolute, 
Ultimate form) of Atman is extremely different or distinct from 
all these three forms (1-10 to 1-15). All these three forms are 
the Asatya (false) forms appearing in Atman due to Anadi Maya 
(beginningless illusion) ; they do not exist in reality (1-16). 
Because this Atmatattwa (Absolute, Transcendental Reality of 
Self) is devoid of Vachya (that object which can be named by 
speech) and Vachaka (that subject which pronounces the named 
by speech) Bhavas (concepts), this Reality is being called 'Omkara' 
and 'Atman'. The essence of teaching of the Agama PrakaraJ).a 
is : 'This Omkara or Atman is Shiva (the ultimate personified 
Truth which is auspicious, benign) alone, who is Prapaiichopashama 
(devoid of the world of duality) - (1-24 to 29). Because this very 
methodology of A vasthatraya is taken up for the purposes of 
drawing conclusions in the fourth and last Chapter of Alata
shanti Prakarat:la (4-57 to 90), it becomes established that the 
subject-matter for both these PrakaraQas is one and the same. 
This Prakriya (methodology) which succeeds in establishing 
Atmavada (the doctrine of the innermost Self) through the 
three universal experiences of the three A vas th as (viz. waking, 
dream and deep sleep) is not acceptable in the least to the 
Buddhists. 
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VAITATHYA PRAKARANA . 
In this Chapter, after expounding and establishing the truth 

that both the A vasthas of waking and dream are identical in all 
respects (2-1 to 10), it has been demonstrated effectively that all 
Dvaita (duality) is Kalpita (imagined, misconceived) in Atman 
alone (2-11 to 38). This tenet also which propounds that -
'Atman is the Adhishthiina (substratum) for Prapaiichadhyasa (the 
misconception or delusion of the world of duality)' - is totally 
opposed to the Buddhistic 'Nairatmyavada (theory of essenceless
ness of our own Being as Self- or, in short, Nihilism)'. 

ADV AlTA PRAKARA~A 

In this Chapter frrst the latabrabmavada (theory of Brahman 
being born or having birth) of certain proponents - who used to 
argue that - 'Brahman is born in the fonns of Chetana (sentient) 
and Achetana (insentient) beings; the Jivas attain Brahnl8Swarupa 
(the essential nature of the ultimate Reality) by means of Upasana 
(meditation) - is refuted and then the (Vedantic) teaching that -, 
'The creation that is indicated in the Sruti is merely an Upaya 
(device, plan) "to te~ch the Aikya (unity, identity) of Jlva (trans
migratory soul) and Paramatman (the Supreme Self) - (3-10 to 
27). The Swamata (the traditional philosophy of Advaita Vedanta 
of his own school) which is of the Satkaryarupa [nature of 
propagation of the tenet that 'Sat' (the Reality) Itself as the cause 
or substratum appears as an effect] is clarified (3-27, 28) by 
expounding the Vedantic teaching - "Brahman may, by virtue of 
Miiya (illusion), be born in the form of the world of duality ; 
but Asat (unreal thing) can never be born either in reality or 
through Maya." "If one cognizes or Intuits that - 'Atman alone 
.8 Satya (the Ultimate Reality)' - the mind becomes (or is 
rendered) Amanas (no-mind)" - this tenet is demonstrated (3-29 
to 39). Further, it has been instructed that Madhyamadhikaris 
(practitioners who belong to the middle-grade qualifications) also 
can cognize this Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) by means of 
Manonigraha (an Intuitive method of giving up one's innate 
identification with his inner instrument of Mind in its entirety) 
- (3-40 to 46). Thus this PrakaraJ.la - which, in truth, firmly 
establishes Advaita (non-dualisnl) by deliberating on Srutyartha 
(the tenets of the Upanishads) and by Yukti (logical devices 
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based on Intuitive Experiences) ; and after refuting by clear
cut, unambiguous statements the fallacious doctrine of 
Asatkaryavada (the doctrinaire theory that Asat or unreal 
thing itself is born), which acknowledges Sadvivartavada (the 
Vedantic tenet of Sat or Ultimate Reality of Brahman or 
Atman Itself appears to have been born as the world of 
duality and the Jivas living in it) - can never be acceptable 
to any Buddhist whosoever he may be. 

ALATASHANTI PRAKARANA . 
The Abheda (non-difference) among Jiiatru (the knower), 

Jiieya (the object to be known), ]iiana (the knowledge) con
cepts or categories has been expounded in this PrakaraI}.a in a 
subtle and serene manner both in the Upakrama (introductory part 
or preamble of the treatise) and the Upasamhara (conclusive part) 
portions (4-1, 4-99). Because the Dvaitins are arguing one against 
the other among themselves and since there is no possibility 
whatsoever of one's logical devices being accepted by any op
ponent, all Dvaita philosophies are Mithya (false- or fallacious) ; 
whereas, the Advaita philosophy, which expounds that - "Para
martha (the Ultimate, Absolute Reality beyond all empirical 
dealings, concepts or categories as It is beyond time, space and 
causation) is not opposed to anything whatsoever" (3-17, 18), 
that was briefly propounded in Advaita Prakara~a - is itself 
being described here in detail and thereby the Ajativada (the 
Vedantic tenet of Brahman or Atman is devoid of birth) is firmly 
established (4-2 to 23). First, the doctrines of Vaibhasikasoutrantika 
(the school of Realism among the Buddhists), who believe in the 
reality of the external things or objects, are "refuted from the 
viewpoint of the Vijiianavadins (the school of Idealism among 
the Buddhists), who acknowledge o~ly the internal mental con
cepts or ideas to be real (4-25 to 27) and, then by their own 
method of dialectics their Vijiianavada is refuted (4-28) ; finally 
the Vedantic method of Ajativada is elaborately expounded 
(4-29 onwards). It is never possible for anyone - whosoever he 
may be - to build up or show any relationship between the 
Buddhistic 'Pratltyasamutpada ' (dependent origination), which pro
pounds that A vidya (ignorance) and other concomitant categories 
are born one from the other, and the Vedantic 'Ajativada' (theory 
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of no birth or creation), which establishes that for Advitlya 
Atman (non-dual Self) there is no birth whatsoever from the 
Paramartha (Absolute) viewpoint. 

Those present-day research scholars who have reckoned a 
similarity of methodologies between the M~~Ukya Karikas and 
the Buddhistic texts have not evidently taken into consideration , 
the commentary of 8hri SaIikaracharya. It is quite plausible for 
logical-minded people to question in the manner .. "Knowingly 
or unknowingly, the Bhashyakara might have interpreted the 
Karikas in a totally different manner, is it not ?" It is for the. 
sake of removing the doubts of such people alone, without taking 
recourse to or depending upon the Bhashya, but merely on the 
examination of the Gau~apada Karikas alone it was convincingly 
proved above that there is no relationship or similarity whatso
ever betw~en the methodologies of the Karikas and of the 
Buddhistic treatises. Especially if one discerns the teachings of , 
the Bhashyakara (i.e. 8hri SaIikara), the bare fact that - 'The 
Karikas have, in truth, championed the cause of the Vedantic 
Prasthanatraya methodology alone' - becomes crystal clear. It is 
true that at certain places there is an apparent similarity between 
the words used in the Karikas and the Buddhistic texts ; but, 
there is no similarity of meaning of those words at all. Just as 
BadarayaJ}.acharya (the author of Vedanta Sutras) has in his 
Sutras used words like 'Pradhana', 'Pratyaksha', 'Anumana' -
which are technical terms belonging to alien schools of philoso
phy - so as to suit the Vedantic methodology, GauQapada too has 
utilized Buddhists' technical terms with a different meaning 
altogether to suit Vedantic tenets. 

Since in this Prakarat:la it is to be found that first by means 
of the Buddhistic logical devices the doctrines of other disputants 
are refuted and then 'entrapping', as it were, Buddhists too by 
their own logical device their doctrines are also refuted - in 
certain contexts of this type certain Buddhistic logical devices 
being seen is not surprising or contradictory . We need not discuss 
or deliberate upoq the controversial topic - 'Whether Ashwaghosha, 
Nagarjuna and such other Buddhists lived before or after Gau~a
pada.' Even those who affirm that Gau9apada himself came later 
than those Buddhist scholars will be constrained to give their 
consent to the above-mentioned conclusion. For, it is not possible 
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for anyone to assert that, while an opponent's argument is being 
refuted, merely, on the count that his technical terms as also his 
logical devices are utilized in the deliberations or discussions, it 
does not at all amount to accepting the opponent's argument or 
doctrine. 

IS ALATASHANTI PRAKARANA . 
AN INDEPENDENT TREATISE ? 

Some scholars have imagined or inferred - on the ground 
that in the beginning and at the end of this PrakaraI.1a there are 
invocatory verses and the profuse usage of Buddhistic terminol
ogy and logical devices - that this PrakaraQ.a is a separate inde
pendent treatise by itself without having any relationship what
soever with the preceding three Chapters. The shallowness of this 
theory also becomes clear by virtue of the above-mentioned , , 
logical devices. SaIikara has called this PrakaraQa 'Sastra' (scrip-
ture) - (4-1, 4-100). But merely on that count it cannot be 
affirmed that this Chapter is in itself a separate text ; if it is , 
asserted in that manner, then it becomes contradictory to Satikara's 

. own promise or proclamation made at the beginning that he 
would write a Bhashya to all four PrakaraJ)as. Hence, just as the 
15th chapter of Bhagavadgita' is said to be 'Sastra' with the 
implicit meaning of 'the essence ~of Gltasastra' (15-20), in the 
same manner here too this PrakaraJ).a, which signifies the very , 
essence of the Sastra of the form of MaI.1cJUkyopanishad, is called , , 
by Sailkara, the Bhashyakara, 'Sastra' - thus we have to reckon. 
Since it is already mentioned that the tenets which are expounded 
in . the other three Chapters are themselves being conclusively 
established in this last PrakaraQ.a, let us stop this consideration 
here. 

FOR THE BUDDHISTIC PHILOSOPHY TOO 
THE UPANISHAD ALONE IS THE ORIGIN 

If we thoroughly and deeply observe, it will have to be 
inferred that for the Buddhistic philosophy to spread out and be 
propagated on the strength of logical devices the Upanishad itself 
is responsible in a circuitous manner. For; among the Buddhists· 
in the beginning there were no canonical texts which were 
predominantly logical in their approach ; they were. mainly 
instructing about - 'Dvadashanidana or Bhavachakra', 'Shila', 
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'Samadhi', 'Prajfia' - only. In fact, their extra-ordinary tenet 
(theory) is that Atman does not exist. Even so, after the first 
century A.D. the logical device of refuting the existence of the 
world of duality (prapaiichanirakaraJ}.8 Yukti) became strong among 
them. The reason for this is : A Brahmin by name 'Ashwaghosha' 
was defeated in a logical contest and was 'converted' to Bud
dhism ; he evolved a new Siddhanta (philosophical tenet) called 
'Tathata'. He argued in the manner - 'In all of us there are two 
parts - (i) one part as the Samsari or transmigratory existence and 
(ii) 'Bhutatathata' (meaning, that entity which exists as it is) -
another part ; Samsara is Asatya (false, unreal) ; 'Tathata' is 
having an essential nature which cannot be said to be Satya (real) 
or Asatya (unreal).' It need not be pointed out as to how near 
·or close is this tenet of his to the Upanishadic theory of 
'Kutasthanirvishesha Atman'. However, after Ashwaghosha his 
theory did not gain strength. In Buddhistic texts like 'Lailkavatara' 
etc. although this very doctrine called by a different name of 
'Tathagatagabhan' is signified, therein it has been very clearly 
stated that - 'This doctrine or theory is instructed as a first lesson 
to ignorant people who believe that 'Atman' exists, but it is not 
absolutely true.' Let it be so. All the logicians who caml after 
Ashwaghosha went on strengthening the 'Prap.aiichanirakara.,a
vada' (theory of refuting the real existence of the world of 
duality or diversity). Especially, scholars like Nagarjuna, 
Chandraklrti etc. conjoined new logical arguments to further 
strengthen this doctrinaire theory. Anyway, between the twin 
theories of 'Brahmasatyatwa' and 'Jaganmithyatwa' found in the 
Upanishads, the second one, viz. Jaganmithyatwa (the falsity of 
the world of duality) became finn and ensconced through the 
Buddhists. Because they did not acknowledge the Upanishadic 
lore as PramaJ}.a (authoritative source), among them the principal 
doctrine which expounds Brahmasatyatwa (the Absolute Reality 
of Brahman) paled off without being given any encouragement 
or support. 

The Buddhists are adepts in expounding the Prapaflcha
niriikaranavada (tlleory of negating the reality of the world of 
duality). In answering the question - "When the world of duality 
is very clearly perceptible and is in our experience to be real, 
how at all can it be said that it does not exist ?" - the Buddhists 
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raise all kinds of surmises or conjectures about the -world of 
duality which the uninitiated, ignorant people say that it is in 
their experience and then they demonstrate that these cOlljectures 
or concepts cannot survive the onslaught of logic. This method 
is their main dialectical device. In fact, Shri Gau<;lapadacharya 
has utilized this very device in the A1atashanti Prakara.,a and 
by means of that dialectical exercise he has turned the tables 
on the Buddhists, so to speak, by refuting their methodology 
also. He has refuted the whole gamut of theories propounding 
the reality of dualism and thereby demoltstrated the greatness 
and glory of Vaidikatarka Oogic used in all the scriptural 
texts). Those well-known research scholars who do not know this 
secret are afflicted by a delusion which prompts them to believe 
that in Vedanta there is an admixture of Buddhistic tenets. 

SANKARA'S BRASHY A ON THE KARIKAS 

It has already been intimated that since GauQapada's Karikas 
are quite ancient there is every scope to get deluded to believe 
that one part of them is the Upanishad and the other part is a 
Buddhistic Prakara~a. It is quite certain that had there not been , 
any Bl1asl1ya written by Sarikara on this PrakaraIJ.a-chatushtaya 
(tl1l' four Chapters) it would have been very difficult for Vedantins 
al~o to discern the reality or veracity of this secret. For, we find 
"llfficient support in Shri Sureshwaracharya's 'Brihadaral}.yaka,.,' 
bhashya Vartika' to prove or establish the fact that - "Some so-, 
called Vedantins prior to SaIikara were actually commenting on 
this treatise (i.e. MaQQukya Karika) - which expounds predomi
nantly Jiiana (Intuitive Knowledge of the Selt) alone as Vastutantra 
(to be cognized as it is in esse and not to be conceived or 
imagined) - as if it is Upasanapara (meant for purposes of 
meditation)." In this Vartika, the opinions of those who had 
believed the 38th verse of the Vaitathya Prakara~a and the 46th 
verse of the Advaita PrakaraQa to be liianabhyasapara (meant 
for repetition of the Intuitive Knowledge) and were quoting them 
for this purpose (Bri. Va. 4-4-887, 888) have been refuted. Even 
to this day it is to be seen that among Advaitins themselves there 
exist several bizarre differences of opinion as far as the Vedanta 
Siddhanta is concerned. It being so, it becomes quite essential 
here in this context to bring to the notice of the readers certain 
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important topics which are implicit in the Karikabhashya. By this 
tre Jijiiasus (true, sincere seekers). who wish to discern the 
profound teaching of genuine Vedantic Siddhanta (final spiritual 
teachings) that are implicit in the Karikas are sure to benefit a 
great deal. 

IS ADV.L\ITA (NON-DUALISM) SASTRASIDDHA (ESTABJ-JISHED 
ON THE SUPPORT OR BASIS OF SCRIPTURES) OR 

TARKASIDDHA (BASED ON LOGIC) ? 

In Vedanta the essence of the entire universe is called 
'Brahman' ; the Vedanta Siddhanta - as a philosophical system 
- teaches that - "Brahman is the Xtman (Self) of all of us ; It 
E Advitiya (non-dual) and is Nirvishesha (devoid of any 
attributes whatosever)." The Vedantins say that this Siddhanta is 
known from the Upanisl1ads alone and it cannot be known either 
by Pratyaksha Pram81)8 (perception as a valid means of knowl
edge) or Anumana Pram81)8 (inference as a valid means of 
knowledge). In order to signify that Brahman can be known only , 
from the Sastra (scriptural text) of the fonn of Upanishads the 
special tenn "Oupanishada ' , (the adj ectival fonn of Upanishad) , 
is used in the Sruti (scriptural text) ; whereas in the Brahmasiitras , 
the special term of Sastra Yoni (the scriptllres being the womb 
or birth place) is used. All this appears to tIle predominantly 
logical-minded or highly rational people of tllis modem science 
age to be a contradiction. These logical-minded people opine : , 
"For those who believe in the Vedas, Brahman may be Sastraika , 
Vedya (that which can be~ known only from the Sastras) ; but 
can Buddhists and such others - who do not have any faith in 
the authoritativeness of the Vedas - accept this tenet? No. For 
tllis reason, GauQapada relied on the VedapramaIJ.ya (Vedas as 
the authoritative, canonical texts) and signified the Paramartha 
(the Absolute Reality of Brahman) in the Agama Prakarar,a and 
then for the sake of those who do not believe in that (i.e. 
VedapramaJ).ya) he has established his Siddhanta in the remaining 
three PrakaraJ).as exclusively (nlerely) on yukti (logical devices). , 
Shri SaIikara also has written like that alone." 

If we deeply observe, it would appear that this queer opin
ion is formulated because these so-called 'rational people' have , 
not meticulously examined and properly deliberated upon SaIikara 
Bhashya, as also they have not discerned the basic nature of tile 
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PramaJ)atarkas (logical systems which rely on the valid means of 
knowledge) and their mutual differences and distinctions. For, , 
Satikara's vehement statements to the effect that he has estab , 
lished Advaita by means of both Sruti and Yukti are to be found 
in the Karikabhashya of all the four Prakarat:las ; for example : 

( t) 1lt44 ACfi(UI'l atl·I'IA~H'l1 

(~) atl·I'I'II~ act I ~ aqq~lfif ~ ~ 'll¥l~ atct!4I<i4g'l Wcr 
r,tft4 Aiji(UI'l atl~~ I 

(l) amr ~'1I·I'I'U~UI Ardq=aCltl'{, atlill14tt diliullf1:41ftr "1 om atT{ -

'll¥l~ ailiullfq ilg'll act Cfit4'l Wcr at!dACfi(U1'l atl{'4~ I 

()C) 'l1l~qqr~'4I'l atCl!4IRatE4ltt at;lJlcc:t«'lf4 ~'4·«'lr'1'l I d,IGJtE4ltt 

~61I«"'1'l at"'lJtt I 

(,-\) ailCfiIu:tuf4&1(UJ 3111111d: Afc1~IC1fL1 ataafll "IGJrqqq~~~t1t4Iii4 rijllifl4, 

y.r: ama 'l1l~gr16'4i~Pt!4fRdt4 al{d'dS'd4 ~N'( (l-)Ct> 1ftr aqe61(: 

;;a: OR) I d~dt4 atl'I'IItd't4 at!d«'lf'1t4 Afi1q~\dl: tftR: ~'1I~ICfiI'l~ I ....... 

Here above in the fifth sentence we should keep in mind 
the conclusion drawn by saying - "Advaita Darshana is Agamartha , 
(the prime purport of the Sastra) alone" ; for, although Advaita 
or non-dualism is established by means of Yukti, for it, in the - , 
main, Agama (Sastra) alone is PramaJ)8 (authoritative source) -
this fact becomes clarified by this statement. Not merely in the 
first Agama Prakarar,a but in the remaining three Prakarat).as 
too (2-31 ; 3-11, 12 ; 4-90) Upanishads have been quoted. It is 
also quite reasonable that in the last three PrakaralJ.as - which are 
predominantly logical in their treatment and approach - Yukti has 
been given a higher place or importance. 

It should not be objected in the manner - "If one argues , 
by assuming SastrapramaJ}a, how at all can the Siddhanta become 
acceptable to the rest of the disputants ?" For, here there is no , 
occasion whatsoever for believing the Sruti sentence to be a 
PramaI)a (valid source of knowledge). Although in the Kanna 
KaI.1~a (the ritualistic portion of the Vedic lore) such a circum
stance arises, since the Vastubodhakavakyas (sentences which 
teach or expound the really real, Absolute Entity of Atman or 
Brahman) of the Jfiana Kanda give rise to Jjjana (Intuitive 
Knowledge) alone which is Vastvanusari (in consonance with the 
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Ultimate Reality in esse) no one - whosoever he or she may be 
- can ever possibly refute or negate It. One may ask - "If so, 
where is the need for Tarka (logic) ?" The Naiyayikas (exponents 
of Nyayas or axiomatic science) proclaim that one should accept 
an Anubhava (experience) born out of a Prama1)a only after its 
veracity and validity are examined and investigated thoroughly by 
means of Tarka. Hence just as that experience (knowledge) which 
accrues from using PramaJ)as like the Pratyaksha (perception), 
An umana (inference) etc. is examined or investigated by means 
of Tarka and then only we accept a principle. to be universal, in 
the same manner that knowledge which accrues from the - , 
Agamapram81)8 (valid source of Sastra or scripture) is also to be 
examined and explored by means of logical devices and only , 
then to detennine the truth is quite reasonable. Sastra is Bodhaka 
(that which instructs, teaches), while Tarka is Shodhaka (explor-, 
atory, investigatory). For that reason alone Shri Sailkara has 
written in his remaining Bhashyas also that - "What is estab-- , 
lished on the strength of Agama (Sastra) and Upapatti (logical 
device) itself eventually becomes sustainable as Paramartha 

'""" (A~olute Reality)." 

THE MANNER IN WHICH SASTRA SIGNIFIES OR EXPOUNDS 
THE .P ARAMARTHA 

, 
The answer that Shri SaIikara has given to the question -, 

"How does the S§stra (scripture) signify or' expound Brah-
man (the Absolute Reality) which is of the essential nature of 
Atman (Self) ?" - is highly sutbl~ and profound, needing a 
great deal of deliberative analysis. Since there is no cause 
giving rise to any function of speech in Brahman, it is not 
possible at all to signify It by means of speech. Hence, through 
signifying in the manner - "In It there does not exist any special 
feature' or attribute which appears due to misconception" - the , 
Sastra expounds It. Due to, A vas tha traya (the three states of 
Consciousness, viz., waking, dream and deep sleep) the qualities 
like Antahprajiiatwa (internal awareness) etc. are Kalpita (imag
ined, lnisconceived) in Atman. By sublating or rescinding this 
superimposition (Adhyaropa) alone the Xtmaswarupa (the essen
tial nature of the innermost, Absolute Self) has perforce to be 
signified ; the purport behind the rescission or abrogation in this 
fashicn is to signify, denote that Atman is A vasthatrayatita 
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(beyond the ken or purview of the three states Consciousness) 
alone and not to indicate that Atman is one having a separate 
and distinct A vastha (state of Consciousness) called Turlya (fourth 
comparatively to the three referred to as universal experiences). 
In fact, because Advaita (non-dual Reality) is the very Self (i.e. 
core of Being) of the Jiji1asu (the ardent seeker) and is verily the 
Aspada (substratum, support) for the whole gamut of Dvaitavikalpas 
(imagined phenomena of duality) which are Adhyasta (superim
posed on Atman) - just as the rope is the substratum for the 
snake imagined or misconceived due to Bhranti (delusion) - by 
abrogating or sublating \vhat is Adhyaropita (superimposed) alone, 
Advaita Jiiana (Intuitive Knowledge of non-dual Self) invariably 
and unfailingly accrues. Since Atmaswarupa is contiguous with 
all VikaJpas (imagined phenomena), there is no need whatsoever 
for a Pratyaya (mental concept having the stamp of certainty or 
conviction) of Atmaswarupa to accrue or arise afresh. If the , 
Sastra denotes or depicts that such and such a Dharma (quality 
or special attribute) does not exist in Atman, it does not at all 
thereby entertain an opinion or motive to indicate that an 
'opposite' or contra of that Dharma exists in Atman. For, any 
Dharma whatsoever existing eternally in Atman is never to be 
found. , 

Hence, the fuction of the Sastra is exclusively to rescind or 
abrogate the Ajnana (ignorance) pertaining to Atman. Let it be 
any Pramiil)a (valid means of knowledge) - its function lies 
exclusively in removing, abrogating the Ajiiana with regard 
to the Prameya (the object of knowledge) ; but to believe that 
in addition to this, another function of objectifying the Prameya 
and illumining it - subsists for it is fallacious indeed ; because 
the knowledge or cognition of an object accrues spontaneously 
and automatically, so to speak, by virtue of Ajiiananasha (sublation 
of ignorance), it is not a PramaI).aphala (fruit, resultant produced 
by valid means). Therefore, Paramartha Tattwajiiana (the Intuitive 
Knowledge of the Absolute, Transcendental Reality of the Self) 
accrues merely by Anarthaprapaiichanivritti (abrogation or rescis
sion of the world of duality, which is the cause for all mundane 
miseries and mishaps) which are Aropita (superimposed) on 
Atman ; and for this purpose neither any PramaI).antara (other 
valid means) called 'Sakshatkara' (materialization or actualization 
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of an esoteric experience) nor any Sadhanantara (other spiritual 
practice or discipline) of the type of Prasarikhyana (repetition of 
an exercise) etc. is needed whatsoever. 

THE AmANA THA T IS RESCINDED BY SASTRAIC mANA 

Ajiiana (ignorance) is of two kinds ; (a) an insensate and 
indolent sleep in which the Tattwa (the Ultimate Reality) is 
not known at all ; (b) a dubious, delusory dream in which 
all things or phenomena are misconceived (1-15). 'AgrahaI).a' 
meaning, not knowing or cognizing, is the cause for Anyatha
grahaI).a (erroneously knowing or misconceiving) - (1-15). In 
Sus}lupti (deep sleep state) the cause alone exists, while in the 
waking and dream states both the cause and the effects exist; but 
it Turlya who is devoid of A vasthatraya (the three states of 
Consciousness), meaning, the Shuddhatman (pure, Absolute Self), 
both these do not exist (1-11, 14) To believe that both these (i.e. 
Agrahana and Anyathagrahana) exist in Atman is Viparyasa 
(misconception), Bhranti (delusion) - (1-15). All these above 
tenets are very clearly written in both the Gau<;lapada Karikas and , 
SaIikara's Bhashya on them. Even so, such an indubitable and 
unmistakable statement the present-day Vyakhyanakaras (post-, . 

SaJikara sub-commentators) have misconstrued in the manner : 
(a) KaraQ.ajiiana means 'Mulavidya' - a particular AVaTaI).svishesha 
(a special feature of engulfing or covering). Because it has been 
propounded in the Karikas that -(1) 'AgrahaI}.a' means not 
knowing the Tattwa or Absolute Reality of the Self ; (ii) since 
it is the cause for the Visheshajnana (knowledge of various 
manifest phenomena) of the waking and dream, this AgrahaQa is 
being called 'KaraI).8Vidya' (the causal ignorance in a potential or 
seed form) in deep sleep. In the Shuddhatman (pure, Absolute 
Self) called 'Turiya' .also this AgrahaJ)a exists ; but due to that 
there is no possibility whatsoever of Anyathajnana (misconcep
tion, erroneous knowledge) arising - not in the least - it is not, 
really speaking, Kara1)avidya (1-13). Hence, in the Karikas there 
is not even an iota of scope for this fallacious Mulavidyavada 
(theory of the substantiality of the causal ignorance). 

Further, in some Vyakhyanas (sub-commentaries) it is found 
that Avyalqitanamarupablja (the unmanifested seed form of names 
and forms), which has to be perforce conceived to be the cause 
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for the manifest appearances of names and forms of the world 
of duality, is itself called 'Maya' (illusion) and Mulavidya (the 
substantial causal ignorance). But since in the Bhashya sentences 

like - '3frqElICfid'1I'1(6iq't1~I~~ol' and '3frqElICfid'lI~laftii(l(qi4I'1I"l' - it has 
been clearly stated that Maya, which is the Bija (seed form or 
cause) for names and forms, is itself said to be Avidyalqita 
(brought about by ignorance), it evolves that - "Maya itself is 
Adhyasta (misconceived)" - and hence it will not be in accor
dance or consonance with the Bhashya to assert that - "Maya is 
MUlavidya which is the substantial cause for Adhyasa (miscon
ception)." Therefore, in this manner too it becomes fully estab
lished that in the Karika Bhashya there is no ~cope whatsoever 
for the theory of Mulavidya. 

AJATIVADA (THE DOCTRINE OF BIRTHLESSNESS) 

The doctrine that -" Atman is, in the Absolute sense, Janm a di
vikiirarahita (devoid of changes or mutations like birth, growth, 
death etc) ; as also He is PrajJaflchopashama (devoid of the world 
of duality)" - is called 'Ajativada' in Vedantic parlance. In 
MaI}.~Ukya this doctrine alone has been propounded as its ulti
mate purport. To the doubt of the type - "The world of duality 
comprising sentient and insentient phenomena is appearing in 
Atman to all of us, is it nQt ? What will be its fate ?" - the 
solution that - "The entire world that appears to us is - just like 
a dream - Mithya (false, unreal) ; in the Absolute sense, all this 
is verily Atman alone" - was provided in the Vaitathya Prakara.,a. 
In the Upanishad - just like Vaishwanaratman (Atman having the 
waking as an adjunct is called by this name) - for Taijasatman 
(Atman having the dream as an adjunct) too it has been taught 
that there are SaptaIigas (seven limbs or parts, macrocosmical in 
their proportions or magnitude) and Ekonavimsatimukhas (19 
doorways, microcosmically speaking) and this aspect itself - it 
can be inferred - has been explained in detail in tllat second 
Prakarana . 

• , 
For the doubt that - "In other Srutis it has been propounded 

that the Jlvas (transmigratory souls) are born out of Brahman and 
~ Upasana (meditation) they attain Brahma Sayujya (merger 
with Brahman), how come this contradiction ?" - a consolation 
has been provided in the Advaita Prakaral}a. Just as the empty 
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space (AkaSa) due to adjuncts like an earthen pot etc. appears to 
have been born, in the same manner Jivas too - due to their 
adjuncts of the forms of the body, the senses, the mind etc. -
appear to have been born. Just as, in truth, the empty space itself 
is the 'essence' of adjuncts like the earthen pot etc., these 
Upadhis (adjuncts) of the body, the senses etc. also are verily 
Xtman alone. Since the body, the senses etc. in their respective 
forms are - just like the dream body, senses etc. - Mithya (false, 
unreal) alone, to conclude that Atman is Advitlya (non-dual), Aja 
(birthless), Nisprapaiicha (devoid of the world of duality) there 
is no impediment or difficulty whatsoever. In fact, the Sp$!i , 
(creation) that has been propounded in the Srutis is this Mayikasp$# , 
(illusory creation) alone. For the Sruti there is no Paramatatparya 
(the ultimate or absolute purport of teaching) in propounding 
'Sri~ti' ; it is merely an Upaya (device) utilized to help discern 
Atman's Ekatwa (non-dualism, oneness of the Self) but not to 
teach that Dvaita (duality) is Satya (real). For this reason alone, 

, -
in the Srutis Atmaikatwa (non-dualism of the Self) is eulogized, 
praised - whereas _Nanatwa (manifoldness) is decried, refuted. 
Upasana and its resultant fruit of Brahmasayujya have been , 
taught in the Srutis for the sake of those Adhikaris (qualified 
practitioners) entertaining Avidyadri$!i (the viewpoint of igno
rance), as they are not able to cognize the Paramartha (the 
Absolute, Ultimate Reality of the Self) ; hence, for the Ajativada , 
which the Sruti propounds as its ultimate purport there is no 
danger or damage caused. 

Here an objection of the type -"Proponents of other schools 
of philosophy like Sailkhyans, Kal}.adas (Vaisheshikas or propo
nents of Vedic Atomic theory), Jains and Buddhists etc. have also 
expoWlded the Paramaitha (the Ultimate Reality) by means of 
yukti (logical devices), is it not? Now, this Vaidikavada (theory 
taught by the V edic lore) which propounds that - 'Atman is Aja 
(birthless), Nishprapaiicha (deviod of the world of duality)' - is 
opposed to their philosophical doctrines, is it not ?" - may arise. 
It is true that the other disputants accept the theory of cause and 
effect, but as regards the topic - "Ho\v is the effect born from 
the cause ? What are the essential -natures of 'cause' and its 
'effect' ?"- they are not unanimous in their theories ; on the 
other hand, they are mutually opposed to one another. Not only 
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that, the defects that the proponent of one school points out in 
the doctrines of a rival group are insoluble or irrefutable; from 
this itself, the fact that Ajativada is correct gets evolved. But the 
satisfactory solution that - "To the Advaita philosophy - which 
propounds that all duality is born only magically or illusorily and 
that birth in itself is not Paramartha or absolutely real - no brand 
of dualism whatsoever can possibly be antagonistic" - is depicted 
in the Advaita Prakarana in brief and in the Alatashanti 

• 

PrakaraJ.1a in detail. F or all these reasons, both in the Karikas 
and the Bhashya it has been fully established that 'Ajativada' is 
irrefutable. 

THE REALITY BEIDND pRATIBHASIKA V ASTUS 
(ILLUSORY PHENOl\lENA) 

It has been propounded both in the Karikas and the Bhashya 
(1-16, 17 ; 2-2 ; 3-19, 24, 27) that - "In the Ajativada, the tenet 
that - 'Neither the Jlvas nor the Jaf)avastus (gross things) are born 
at all' - is Paramartha (Absolutely real) ; that they are 'born' is 
Mliyika (illusory)" - is it not ? In order to elucidate this theory 
they have adduced illustrations of the rope-snake etc. Here in this 
context - we have already indicated - the Vyakhyanaprasthana 
(post-Sureshwara school) has interpreted 'Maya' as Miilavidya. 
The followers of that school have adapted and utilized this 
universally acknowledged illustration in a distorted, bizarre marl
ner in propounding their new doctrinaire, dogmatic theory called 
- 'Anirvachaniya Padarthotpatti' (the birth of a thing which is 
indescribable or indefmable as real or unreal) to render it highly 
controversial. Their opinion is : "The Pratibhasika Vastus (illu
sory objects) like the rope-snake etc. are the Pari1}.ama (transfor
mations, metamorphoses) of Avidya (ignorance) which is called 
'TuJavidya' or 'PalIava Vidya'. By virtue of this illustration 
alone the doctrine that the world of duality is Mayika, meaning, 
MuJavidyapariJ;lami (that which is transformed by means of 
Mulavidya or a substantial causal A vidya or ignorance) is estab
lished. " 

For this doctrine there is not even an iota of support eithe~ 
in the Karika or the Bhashya. In the Karika it is written : "Just 
as people misconceive a rope to be a snake or a streak of water 
etc. because they have not cognized it as a rope - Atman also 
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is misconceived in various ways. Just as when people determine 
that - 'It is a rope alone' - and there exists tilat rope alone, 
similarly from the Nishchayadrishti (viewpoint of conviction and 
detennination) Atman alone exists" - (2-17, 18). In the Bhashya 
there are sentences of the type - "The imagined snake miscon
ceived in the rope due to Bhranti (delusion) does not really exist 
and by virtue of Viveka (discrimination) it does not vanish" ; 
"The rope-snake etc. which are the misconceptions of the mind 
do not merge in the rope etc. nor are they born from the rope 
etc." ; "Just as the conglomerations of the earthen pot etc. are 
born from that very Akasha (empty space), in the same way from 
Paramatman (Supreme Self), who is analogous to Akasha, the 
gross conglomerations like Prithivi (earth) etc. as also the internal 
conglomerations within us which are KaryakaraJ)ariipa (of the 
forms of effect and cause) are misconceived to have been born 
just like the rope-snake." If we examine these sentences, it can 
be emphatically and affmnatively said that neither in the mind 
of tIle Karikakara nor of the Bhashyakara there was even an iota 
of this wild imagination of Pratibhasika Utpatti (birth of an 
illusory object). Even during the time the rope-snake etc. are 
imagined (misconceived) in the rope etc. and they appear, at that 
moment too, in reality, the rope-snake etc. are not born (physi
cally) ; in the same manner, even if it is said that - 'From Atman 
the world of duality, is born' - it is - just like the rope-snake 
- merely an appearance alone. This alone is the purport of , . 
teaching of the Sruti (2-31 - its Bhashya ; 4-42 - its Bhashya ; 
4-49 - its Bhashya). Even the statement that - 'Atman is Aja' -
is not made from the ParamarthaeJrishfi (viewpoint of the Abso
lute Truth) ; for, Vedantins first assume the Avidyadrishti (view
point of ignorant people) to the effect that there exist objects or 
things which have birth, and on the basis of this viewpoint alone 
they propound that - "Atman is Aja ; He does not have birth 
just like the other objects or things." Therefore, from the 
Paramarthadrishti - 'Atman is not Aja ; He is Nirvisheshachinmatra 
(pure, Absolute Consciousness without any special attributes) 
devoid of any Dharma whatsoever' - and this tenet alone is the 
essence of Ajativada that has been proclaimed both in the Karikas 
and the Bhashya. 
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THE OBJECTION AGAINST MAYAVADA 

For those who~ are totally immersed, as it were, in Dvaita
satyatwabuddhi (innate belief that duality is Absolutely real) - it 
is very difficult to trust that Prapajicha (the external gross world 
of duality) is Vitatha (false), Mithya (unreal), Mayika (illusory) 
- as propounded in the Karikas and the Bhashya. The logical 
argument that - "If everything is Mithya, then what is said to 
be Mithya also is rendered Mithya and thereby it amounts to 
saying that. everything is verily Satya alone" - is being always 
forwarded by such rabid Dvaitins. God only knows why it dQes 
not flash to their mind that - "If everything is accepted to be 
Mithya, then the defect, that they point out, also is rendered to 
be Mithya" - ? Further, somehow it has not been discerned by 
them that the concepts - "Everything is Mithya" and "What 
is called 'Mithya' is also Mithya" - are not mutually opposed 
ones. 

There is yet another objection raised by Dvaitins against 
Mayavada. That is strengthened and presented in recent times 
by the late Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,· and it says : "The opinion 
that - everything is Mithya - runs in and through all GauQapadas' 
works like warp and woof. A logician bent upon refutation, for , 
the heck of it, may opine that - 'But, the Sastra - which 
propounds that a Mithya Jiva, in order to evade a Mithyabandhana 
(talse bondage) which exists in a Mithya Prapaiicha (false world) 
and to attain a Mithyarupa Paramapurushartha (the ultimate goal 
of all human existence which is itself Mithya), is carrying on , 
Sadhana - itself (i.e. the Sastra) may be Mithya'." This refutation , , 
is not at all a new one. For this both GauQapada and SaDkara 
have given an answer (1-18 - its Bhashya) .. viz. "The concepts , 
like Sastra and Shishya etc. are assumed tentatively for the 
purposes of spiritual instruction alone, but they are not at all 
Paramartha. " 

But Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, without taking into consideration 
this answer, has formulated a 'Siddhanta' of his own and has, 
in the process, expressed an alien opinion which renders the 
Karika Bhashya Siddhanta itself topsy-turvy, so to speak : 
"Between the theory which propounds that - 'It is an inscrutable 
secret as to how the Nirvikara Paramartha without changing Its 
Svabhiiva appears in the form of the Jagat' .. and the theory that 
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- 'The entire universe is a mere mirage' , which refutes the 
existence of the world, there is a great difference." Neither the 
Karikakara nor the Bhashyakara had believed that the sentence 
- which smacks of timidity - to the effect - "It is an inscrutable 
secret as to how the Paramartha appears in the form of the world , 
of duality" - is acceptable to Tattwa Sastra ; it is quite evident 
that such an opinion suggestive of the person's weak-mindedness 
is of no utility whatsoever for the seekers of Paramapurushartha. 
(a) It is in everyone's experience that the waking world exists 
in the waking only and not in the dream or in the deep 
sleep ; (b) the truth that Atman exists in all the three A vasthas 
as He is without undergoing any change or mutations whatsoever 
is also Anubhavagamya (discernible by virtue of Intuition). Bar
ring these two experiences, no other Padartha (entity) exists 
whatsoever and hence the Jagat (world of duality) is Mithya, a 
false appearance that appears in Atman ; those people who do 
not have the PiirIJsdrishti (the comprehensive, plenary view-

-point of the Absolute Reality) are dealing with Atman Him-
self as the world of duality and not that Xtman has got 
transformed into the world form - this Siddhanta in consonance 
with Intuitive Experience gets evolved. If this excellent, profound , 
Shroutatarka (a logical method enunciated in the Srutis them-
selves) is branded as 'an inscrutable secret' by those who cannot 
digest and divine it, then genuine Vedantins may show some 
compassion and a sense of pity towards their this lack of dis
crimination ; what else can they do ? 

Dr. Radhakrishnan has expressed a Virodhabhasa (a contra
dictory negative feeling that one begets in his workaday trans
actions if he follows the Mayavada), in the following manner: 
"It is not possible at all for those who take part in the competi
tive sport called 'life' to do so by believing that this sport is a 
mere show or appearance, and the prizes or presents that we win 
here are mere zeroes ; everyday saying that - 'No object exists 
really, there is no value I whatsoever for anything' - and keeping 
those very objects with us, we have perforce to carry on our 
daily transactions - this aspect is the prime defect that exists 
in this theory." To say that Lite whole universe in which we live 
is a 'competition' and that we are engaged and engrossed in this 

" competitive sport with the objective of achieving prizes may be 
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an acceptable statement to the people brought up in the Western 
civilization which keeps its competitive transactions as its front
line motto and which is predominantly guided by empirical sci
ences. But it is not in keeping with our Indian culture and ethos 
which are predominantly spiritual in their approach to life. 

Although the Kamyakarmas (actions or rituals done to get 
a desire fulfilled) which are stipulated in our scriptures are said 
to yield fruits like heaven etc., even those are decried to be 
A varakarmas (low-grade, inferior acts), and then for the sake of 
those discriminative people who aspire for Paramapurushartha 
(the prime purport of human existence) Karma Yoga has been 
instructed in the Bhagavadgita. If we merely remember this 
profound teaching, the devil of a desire to acquire prizes in this 
worldly sport will get bewitched, as it were, and vanish into thin 
air. It is quite but natural that people full of desires slog for , 
prizes; but that Sastra (authoritatve text) which encourages and 
applauds such ambitious people cannot be given the honourable , 
name of a 'Sastra'. 

Further, if the Vedantic statement that - "The world of 
duality is Mithya" - is interpreted as - "No object really exists ; 
no object has any value whatsoever" - then it amounts to doing 
a great injustice to this theory. For, when it is said that objects 
are Mithya, the purport is not that the objects do not have any 
value at all ; it means that they are all, in truth, Brahman (the 
Absolute Reality) alone. The apparent values that we have con
ceived when compared to the 'value' of the Transcendental Entity 
are zeroes indeed. Those people who assert that - "It is impos
sible for people, who have realized that everything is verily 
Brahman, to carry out any worldly transaction" - will have to be 
dubbed as those who have undertaken the task of not only 
refuting or decrying GauQapada' s Siddhanta but also the esoteric 
teachings of Shri KrishQa, the Gitacharya. To those who have 

meticulously studied the Bhagavadgita verse - '_,,,qui iClsfq:' 
- , 

(Gita 4-24) and Sailkara's Bhashya on it will be able to discern 
the truth that we have expressed here. In the case of those people 
who have thoroughly understood the Gltopadesha that - "Al
though Jfianis are perfonning all Karmas, in reality they are not 
performing any Karma whatsoever" - the misconception that -
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"By virtue of the Jfianis' empirical transactions, a prime defect 
attaches itself to the current theory" - will also vanish. 

Before concluding this topic we will examine yet another 
sentence of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan1 : "The world of duality may 
be an inscrutable secret as well as an indescribable or indefinable 
phenomenon. But by this the fact that - a distinct Reality, which 
has subsumed within Itself this world as also which exceeds and 
is beyond this world, necessarily exists - gets established ; but 
the doctrine that the entire world of duality is a mere dream will 
never evolve out of it." We have already demonstrated the 
shallowness of the statement that - "The world is an inscrutable , 
secret." Neither GauQapada nor Satikara has argued that the 
world is a mere dream on the basis of the world being an 
inscrutable secret. Both of them have established in the Vaitathya 
Prakarar,a by virtue of logical devices in consonance with uni
versal experiences that - "Between the dream and the waking, in 
any manner .or aspect, there does not exist any difference or 
distinction whatsoever." Those who point out a defect or defi
ciency in Gauqapada's teaching should perforce show the defects 
in his logical devices or arguments ; at least, they should show 
as to which is that special feature that exists in the waking but 
not in the dream. But without fulfilling this task if they merely 
express that this theory cannot be accepted, it will fizzle out into 
a mere statement but will not amount to a criticism or contra
diction of the Siddhanta. 

WITH REGARD TO THE DREAM THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE 
OF OPINION BETWEEN GAUDAPADA AND SANKARA . 

, 
On the strength of a statement by 8hri Satikaracharya in his 

Brahmasutra Bhashya (2-2-19) to the effect that "Between the 
waking and the dream, there is Vaidharmya (difference in their 
natures)" Dr. S. Radhakrishnan and some others have inferred , 
that there is a difference of opinion between Shri Sailkara and 
Shri Gau<;lapada. 8lrri Kokileshwara Shastri has even undertaken , 
the dubious task of showing that to Sailkara the distinction 
between the waking and the dream was acceptable, by distorting 

1. The statements of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan that are mentioned 
here are taken from his book - "Indian Philosophy". 
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and misinterpreting certain Bhashya sentences in the Vaitathya 
Prakarana . . 

But, if one examines from an unbiassed viewpoint it is not 
possible at all to point out any difference of opinion between the 
two traditional Acharyas. Further, nowhere in the Vaitathya 
PrakaraI).a Bhashya or anywhere else (i.e. in any other PrakaraI).a , 
Bhashyas) Shri Sailkara lIas expressed explicitly that Shri 
Gau<;lapada's opinion is not acceptable to him. In fact, in the , 
Sutra Bhashya Shri Saitkara has reverentially called Shri Gauc;lapada 
"One who knows the Sampradaya (traditional methodology of 
dissemination) of Vedantartha (the real purport of the scriptures)" 
- (Sutra Bha. 1-4-14, 2-1-9). Hence it has perforce to be inter
preted that in the Sutra Bhashya the statement to the effect that 
there exists a difference between the waking and the dream is 
made only from the Vyavaharadrishti (empirical viewpoint). His 

own Bhashya statement - cara) .~fltCflr~~ ~;Qftlt 'Illtl'l15lcq'l ar~(1'l' -
(Sutra Bha. 3-2-4) purporting to say that - 'The waking, just like 
the dream, is Mayika indeed' - is in keeping with this interpre
tation. 

THE MANONIGRAHA THAT IS TAUGHT IN 
ADVAITA PRAKARA~A 

In this regard many different opinions have arisen among 
the present-day Vedantins. Hence it becomes a necessity to examine 
a little as to what exactly the Karikakara and the Bhashyakara 
have stated about this topic. 

(1) "When (the practitioner) does not make any Sankalpa 
(volition) by virtue of Xtmasatyanubodha (the spiritual instruction 
about the Ultimate Reality of the Self), then (his) mind attains 
a state of 'no-mind'." - (Ka. 3-23). 

(2) "One should cognize the innate nature of the mind 
which is Nigraha (identification with it is given up) and Nirvikalpa 
(which is not having or entertaining any concepts whatsoever). 
The nature of the mind that exists in Sushupti (deep sleep) is· 
different; for, therein the mind gets Laya (merged) ; but when 
it is Nigraha it does not get merged." - (Ka. 3-34, 35). 

Some people have believed that the overall meaning of the 
above Karikas is : If the mind is made Nigraha (not grasped or 
supressed) the Samadhj (Yogic trance) that accrues has been 
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explained here and the Mulavidya that exists in Sushupti does not 
exist in Samadhi. We have already demonstrated that the Mulavidya 
vada is not known to the Karikakara or the Bhashyakara. The 
tenet that - "In Sushupti too, just as in Samadhi, the Advaitatma 
swampa (the essential nature of non-dual Self) alone exists" - has· 
been stridently proclaimed in the Karika Bhashya, the Glta Bhashya 
and the Sutra· Bhashya (2-1-9, 3-2-7). Besides, since this is a 
Jnana PrakaraI)8 (a chapter exclusively dedicated to Self-Knowl
edge or Intuition) we have to perforce discern it to mean -
"Cognizing or Intuiting the Atmasatya (the Absolute Reality of 
the Self) by means of Viveka (discrimination) and achieving 
Chittanirodha (giving up identification with the mind Intuitively) 
is itself called here by the name 'Nigraha'. Therefore, just like 
Dvaita (duality, manifoldness) appears to be real as usual when 
one wakes up from deep sleep, Dvaita when it gets Badhita 
(sublated, falsified) by means of Jiiana (Self-Knowledge) it does 
not at all appear to be real. This alone is the difference that is 
pointed out here. We should reckon that the subtle distinction that 
has been depicted between Prajiia (the Self with the deep sleep 
state as His adjunct) and Turiya (the Absolute Self without any 
attribute or association) in the Agama Prakara.,a is Itself being 
delineated here in a variant manner. 

Now, let us examine the topic itself that is discussed in the 
40th Karika of the Advaita Prakarana alone : . 

(3) "For all Yogis, Abhaya (fearlessness), Dul)kha Kshaya 
(complete riddance from misery), Jiiana (Self-Knowledge, Intu
ition), Akshaya Shanti (peace or quietude that never diminishes) 
- all these are within the purview of the mind's Nigraha." - (Ka. 
3-40). 

What is the essential nature of Manonigraha that is taught 
here? This topic is worth deliberation. For, while explaining this 
Nigraha in Karikas 3-42 to 46, an opinion to the effect that -
"If the four hurdles, viz. Laya, Vikshepa, Kashaya and Sukhaswada, 
are surmounted the mind becomes Brahman (the Ultimate, 
Absolute Reality)" -- is found. Some people describe that it is 
taught that - here in this context - "(a) Nirvikalpa Samad11i has 
been taught; (b) to one who l1a8 experienced that Samadhi and 
has woken up, till the Prarabdha K3l111as get emaciated a blemish 
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called 'Ajiiana Lesha or Samskara' (remnant of ignorance or its 
latent impression) persists and (c) that after tile fall of the mortal 
coil when the vital force gets merged in Brahman the predomi
nant Mukti (Liberation, Beatitude) called 'Videha Kaivalya' is 
attained. " 

But there is no support or substantiation whatsoever for this 
dogmatic theory either in the Karikas or Karika Bhashyas or any 
other remaining Bhashyas on Prasthanatraya texts. If we reckon 
that in the sixth chapter of the Glta just as DhyaJ?a Yoga has 
been taught as an Antarangasadhana (internal spiritual practice) 
for Joana Yoga, here too that very Dhyana Y oga is being in-, 
structed by the name 'Manonigraha' - then for Shri Sailkara's 
opinions expressed in both contexts there will be a complete 
agreement or reconciliation brought about. This Manonigraha 
which is instructed for the sake of micldle-grade practitioners is 
not Upasana (meditation) which is Purushatantra (within the purview 
of the wish or will of the practitioner) ; by exanlining through 
Siikshmadrishti (subtle incisive viewpoint) - just as the evaluation 
of the worth of a jewel is detennined - similarly without dispers
ing the mind by thinking of mundane objects, without allowing 
it to get merged (into sleep) by getting fatigued by Atma Chintana 
(contemplating upon the Self), witllout getting satisfied merely by 
the Ananda (pleasure, mental happiness) born out of this deep 
examination - to contemplate upon Atmaswarupa with all concen
tration is itself called 'Manonigraha' as a spiritual practice. This 
is also called 'Nididhyasana.' Because Advaita PrakaraQa itself 
has been commenced by decrying Upasana, it becomes estab
lished that what is instructed here is Nididhyasana which is quite 
different from Upasana. In calling this Nididhya'sana by the name 
of 'Upasana' there is no defect at all ; for, even liiana (Self
Knowledge, which is Intuitive and not intellectual or mental), 
being called by the name of 'Upasana' is to be found in Srutis 
and Smritis. But we should not neglect or negate the differ
ence that exists between Upasana which is a spiritual practice 
to attain Brahmasayujya (merger in Brahman) in Lokantara 
(other world after the fall of the mortal coil) and this Upasana 
which is. said to be the cause for Atmasatyanubodha (the 
spiritual instruction about the Self being the Ultimate Reality) 
here and 'now in this very life. For that reason alone, while 
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concluding the purport of Advaita Prakarar,a the Bhashyakara 
has stated : "These Manonigraha etc., creation which is likened 
to M[illohadi (clay, iron etc.) and Upasana are said to be Upaya 
(devices) to help cognize the Paramartha (the Absolute, Ultimate 
Reality) and not Paramarthasatya (themselves the Absolute Real
ity). " 

THE REFUTATION OF DUALITY THAT IS TO BE FOUND IN 
THE KARlKAS AND THE BHASHYA 

, 
Both Gau4apada and Sankara have refuted here and there 

the doctrines of Vaisheshikas, SaIikhyans, Buddhists, Jains, 
Mlmarpsakas etc. We have to detennine through cautious delib
eration as to what is the benefit gained from this refutation. For, 
just as for the Buddhist ShUnyavadins, SaIikhyans, Vaisheshikas 
etc. who have necessarily to refute the rival doctrines in order 
to demonstrate that their own respective doctrine is correct - for 
Advaitins, there is no such need at all of any refutation. For the 
Dvaitins (dualists) since duality or manifoldness is real in the 
absolute sense, even after establishing their Siddhantas (final 
spiritual teachings) there remains the task for them to show or 
prove the rival doctrines to be defective and unsustainable. But 
from the standpoint of the Advaitins, since all duality is Maya 
Kalpita (conceived due to illusion) from this Kalpitadvaita (imag
ined or misconceived duality) there is no harm or danger what
soever caused for Advaita (3-17, 18) ; therefore, by virtue of 
establishing Advaita it amounts to refuting Dvaita. Even so, 
Dvaita has been separately refuted, the reasons being : (a) Since 
Dvaita Siddhantas are mutually contradictory, Dvaitabuddhi (the 
sense of duality being real) becomes, in its wake, the cause for 
Ragadwesha (likes and dislikes) - '-'-17 - its Bhashya) ; (b) since 
Advaita is the substrate for all imaginations or concepts, it is 
always Shivaswarupa (of the essential nature of auspiciousness of 
the Lord Almighty) - (2-33 - its Bhashya) - thus to indicate to 
the Mumukshus (seekers of Liberation here and now) this has 
been done ; (c) since the Dvaitins have followed the wrong or 
erroneous viewpoint opposed to the Vedic teachi 11gs, in order to 
indicate that if their philosophies are examined in the proper 
deliberative method - tlley are cleally rendered as illogical ,Jnd 
untenable - (3-13 - its Bhashya). This opinion has been signified 
repeatedly by the Bhashyakara in the followillg sentences : 
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'fqlld~~Cf qfV~a~~HlId'd('tl': 'f.i;:;qlfflfiJ: OitC'ileql ~ f(1(.ftC:, ~: 

{lllIf~CiflItlMd~ffiN: ~q~lfd~~f4: dlfit;CiflIf~N: ~("Qf1:tSlI;q:' - (2-35 - its 

Bhashya) - meaning: "Only to Sannyasins who do not have any 
defects and who are totally dedicated and devoted to Vedantartha 
(the Reality that is expounded in the Upanishadic lore) it is 
possible for seeing (i.e. cognizing, Intuiting) this Atman (inner
most Self) and not to Tarkikas (logicians) and others whose 
minds have been disturbed and distracted by ( defects like) Raga 
(attachment, affinity) etc. and who have presumed only those 
philosophies which they like and want - this is the purport." 

The refutation or decrying of Upasanas which are stipulated , 
in the Sastras themselves is for the ultimate purport of indicating 
the greatness or profundity of Ajativada and not with the inten
tion of showing that those Sadhanas are useless in all respects. 
For that reason alone, both the Karikakara and the Bhashyakara 
have expressed that for low and middle-grade practitioners the , 
Sruti, out of compassion, as it were, stipulate Karmas and Upasanas 
(3-16) ; for Shrotriyas (those who listen to the discourses on , 
Srutis) with gross intellect S[ishfi (creation) has been accepted so 
as to be quite helpful and convenient for their Sadhanas like 
Karma etc. (4-42). Seen from this viewpoint, the common 
Siddhinta of both the Karikakara and the Bhashyakara is verily 
- "Dvaita is Vyavaharikasatya (real from the empirical viewpoint) 
and Advaita is Paramarthasatya (Absolutely Real}." 

This preface has already been a long-drawn one but was felt 
to be neccessary to root out certain deep-seated misconceptions 
on the part of preachers and practitioners alike. It need not be 
gainsaid that in a big treatise of this magnitude many topics, 
statements, expressions or phrases are repeated ad nauseam irri
tatingly, disconcertingly; but the subject being highly subtle and 
esoteric, repetition of certain technical Vedantic words so as to 
suit different contexts is more a virtue that a vice. In this regard 
I crave the indulgence of the readers and request them to bear 
with me. But before concluding it I have to express my heart
felt gratitude to Sri Swami Bhumananda Tirtha, who readily 
agreed to write a foreword to this magnum opus at short notice 
and his observation about the book are truly in the nature of a 
morale-booster to me. I would be failing in my obligatory duty 
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if I do not record here my sincere thanks to the Trustees of 
A dhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Holenarsipur and Mis. L. M. 
Graphics for all the help rendered by them. If even a few seekers 
and students benefit by this gem of a text my efferts will be 
considered to be fruitful. 

Holenarsipur 
.12.11.97 

D.B. Gangolli 
Translator 



THE ESSENTIAL GAUDAPADA 
• 

WHO IS SHRI GAUDAPADACHARYA ? . 
Till today no one knows historically as to who was this Shri 

Gaugapadacharya. However, Advaitins while remembering the 
traditional teachers (Guru Parampara) recite a verse in which it , 
is said that Shri Suka had a disciple by name 'Gau<;lapada'. 
However, Wallaser, a foreign Indologist, has opined that, that 
name is conceived in keeping with a general traditional conven
tion in the northern parts of the country and that there was no 
individual by that name. On the strength of two epithets of , 
'Gauc;la' and 'Dravi"a' used for Shri Gauc;lapada and Shri Sailkara, 
respectively, by Shri Sureshwaracharya, a known direct disciple 
of the latter in his work, 'N aishkannyasiddhi', we have to imag
ine or infer that Shri Gauc;lapada was a famous Vedantin in the 
region called "GaucJadesha". Dr. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has 
imagined that 'Gauc;la' was his name and 'Pada' was an honorific , 
given to him out of veneration. Even in the several 'Sailkara 
Vijayas' now in vogue there is no help coming forth with regard 
to this name. On the whole, this riddle is not yet solved. 

NAME OF THIS PRAKARANA . 
It is said that in some hand-written old manuscripts pertain

ing to this first Prakarru:ta it is called 'Agama Shastra' and the 
commentary on it, 'Agam~ Shastra VivaraI}.a' (AS. p.231, 234, 
236, 244). Although this name of 'Agama Shastra' is not in 
vogue among the Advaitins, Anandagiri, one of the Tlkakara 

(critical commentator), has mentioned a verse: ''Eis:tfd If\QS4ullI::tRl(),,, ... -

SI~*"'tcf.:i; q(Jf!l'Ei\"( 3ilalfl~II~{l6tlI&Ud~ SlUttlt€l'i 6tlc(~dl1. Slolflfd' (MaIJ.QUkya 
Bhashya Pushpika 223), it can be surmised that during this 
commentator's time this name also was in usage. In these days, 
it has become a convention to call this text by the popular name 
of 'Shri GauQapada Karikas.' 

OTHER WORKS BY SHRI GAUDAPADA . 
Some people opine that the Bhashya or commentary on 

'Sailkhya Karikas, Uttaraglta and a couple of other works have 
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been written by this Acharya, but there is no satisfactory evi
dence to affirm that he is the author since there is a great 
difference between the style of exposition of the Karikas and the 
style evident in these works. Hence, it has to be concluded 
inevitably that the author of these treatises is not 8hri Gauqa
padacbarya. 

IS MANnuKYA UPANISHAD TOO A POURUSHEYA GRANTHA . . 
(SCRIPTURE TEXT WRITTEN BY A HUMAN BEING) 

LIKE AGAMA PRAKARANA . 
Although the followers of the traditional method of teaching 

(Sampradayikas) fmnly believe that 'MaI).Qiikya' is an 'Upanishad', 
some modem research scholars, who have a pronounced procliv
ity of determining the historical backround by means of inferen
tial and logical deductions alone, have imagined that this is a 
work of human origin alone. Deussen, a Western scholar on 
Indology, has opined on the Strength of the Bhashya excerpt by 

Shri Sankaracharya - II ~t:Ol"'dI~luh~i!'1afll~ §lCfi(uI'if~tCq'l· aflfl1~acoo<f'1NI~' 

3iI<i4d" - that the phrase - 'a?tflt~dGe.1<'l' - belongs to the main text 

of the four PrakaraQas written by the author, Shri Gau4a 
padacharya. 

To substantiate further this above contention of his, Deussen , 
has taken recourse to the argument that Shri Sailkaracharya has , 
not exemplified MaQ<Jiikya as a Sruti {Upanishad) anywhere in , 
his Bhashyas. But as against this argument, neither Shri Sailkara 
has mentioned this part of the Upanishad as a work by Shri 
GauQapada nor the other Vedantins belonging to his Sampradaya 
(tradition) as well as any other acknowledged commentator hav
ing opined like that is to be seen anywhere in the whole gamut 
of Sanskrit literature. Therefore, this influence is to be considered 
as belonging to the realm of wild imaginations alone. 

Late Dr. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has written in his 
"Agama Shastra" which he has published in both English (1943) 
and Sanskrit (1950) languages, that the Karikas are together the 
original or first text compiled and that some one has composed, 
on the strength of some ancient Upanishads, the 'MaQQUkyo
panishad' which has become famous in present times as a 
scriptural text. Further, he has opined that in this Upanishadic 
portion attempts to systematize the various topics and aspects in 
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both the Karikas and the Upanishads, to amend as also add new 
topics for the purposes of elucidation are to be seen. To show 
that this opinion too is a figment of sheer imagination it is 
sufficient if we understand the meaning of the Verse by Shri 
Sureshwaracharya in his Brihadarat:lyaka Vartika (a sub-commen-, 
tary on his preceptor 8hri Sailkaracharya's Bhashya on that 

Upanishad), viz. ~s~<t~tiC '<tlf.r: {i4fq lI""ql'4~ I ql0i.$<t~raq:q ~ 

~sc:q'4'tt~" (Bri. Va. 3-8-6, p. 1294), in which he has named 

'MaQ.cJUkya as an 'Upanishad' in very clear unantriguous terms, 
Not only that; Dr. Bhattacharya has not shown or exemplified 
any authoritative and convincing statement to prove his conten
tion that Mfu)4likya is a recent work. This defect in his theory 
the readers should discern. 

IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE AGAMA 
PRAKARANA AND THE UPA.~ISHAD . 

Dr. Bhattacharya has given two main reasons to substantiate 
his theory and they are : (1) If Agama PrakaraQ.a is the Com
mentary on the ~la:QcJUkyopanishad, then what was propounded in 
the prose portion should have been explained in the Karikas 
witl10ut exaggeration. But that is not so. (2) It can be discerned 
that the Karikas existing originally, the Upanishadic part has been 
interpolated later only after comparing the prose and poetry 
portions. 

Without giving into these considerations which are purely 
of academic interest and more an exercise in futility, we- should 
not forget a general cOWlter-argument which can be raised in this 
regard. First and foremost, the Kiirikas are not a commentary, 
word by word (.~avayakrama) on the MaQ.4i1kyopanishad giving 
the meaning of each and every word and then detenriining the , 
purport of the whole sentence. If it were so, Shri Sailkaracharya 
would not have written his Bhashyas on the Upanishadic Mantras 
or verses. Without understanding this important aspect, 
Dr. Bhattacharya has allowed his wild imagination to formulate 
puerile objections like : 'Why has not the Kiirikakara explained 
this word ?' ; 'Why is this word different in the original text ~nd 
its commentary l' etc. It is not that his objectiuns cannot at all 
be answered satisfactorily but they are not so important and va1jd 
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to be gone into full detail here in this text. We will leave that 
vain task to academicians. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE UPANISHAD 
AND THE AGAMA PRAKARANA . 

Any needless controversy raised by modem research schol
ars or academicians who surmise or contend that Mal)4fikya is 
a text compiled by an individual in recent times and for the 
Karikas the main authoritative source is BPbadarat}.yaka Upanishad 
alone is without any valid evidence worth serious consideration 
by the true seekers. Suffice it to say that from time immemorial 
the traditional teachers have taken MaQgfikya as one of the , 
principal ten Upanishads selected by Shri Satikara for writing his 
famous time-honoured Bhashyas. It can be unquivocally asserted 
that MaQ"iikya Upanishad has itself served as the original source 
for Shri GauQapada to compile his famous Karikas ; besides, in 
order to prove that his explanatory commentaries in the form of 
Karikas are fully in consonance with all Vedantas (Upanishads) 
beyond any shadow of doubt or ambiguity the Acharya has in 
various contexts quoted and exemplified excerpts from Taittiriya 
and BrihadaraJ}yaka Upanishads in support of his conclusions and 
teachings. 

DELIBERATION ABOUT OMKARA IN THE KARIKAs 

Dr. Bhattacharya has imagined further that : "Only after 
completing the deliberation on Atman's 'Padas' like Vishwa, 
Taijasa and Prajfia in the Karikas (in the 19th Karika, to be 
exact), a comparison has been drawn between Vishwa, Taijasa, 
Prajiia (the three Padas) and Akara, Ukara, Makara (the three 
Matras). But in the Upanishad (Mat}.c;liikya) at the outset itself the 
description of Omkara has been started. The subject-matter which 
is the object of a device (Upeya) in the Ka:rika: is itself, men
tioned frrst and then alone Omkara which is the device has been 
taken up for deliberation and this is quite reasonable ; the author 
of the prose text, having been influenced by the Chhandogya, 
Taittiriya and other Upanishads, has elevated Omkara to a higher 
status ; because in the BtihadaraQ.yaka Upanishad there is no 
Omkar8 Upasana (meditation on Omkara) Shri GauQapada, the 
author of 'Agama Shastra' (meaning, the Karikas in toto), has not 
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given the pride of place to Omkara and has himself added that 
at the end of the first PrakaraJ)a (Chapter)." 

It need not be gainsaid that all these are wild conjectures 
akin to an attempt to draw a picture in empty space alone. We 
have emphasized above the fact that MaQQiikya Upanishad alone 
is the original source for the Karikas and that in order to bring 
home the purport or the precepts taught in that Upanishad alone 
Shri Gauc;lapada has independently written the four Prakar~as. 
We have already explained that with the introductory remark -

'~ :tcllCfiI 'tcd::ij' - 'Here in this context, these Slokas (verses or 

Karikas) explain this topic" - Shri Gauqapada has written the 
, -
Slokas of the 'Agama PrakaraI.1a' so as to agree with the different 
topics mentioned in the Upanishad as also that there is a very 
innate coherence between the Upanishad and this fust Prakar~a 
in so far as deliberation on certain topics is concerned. In the 
Karikas the reason for the deliberation on Omkara being given 
at the end is not the absence of Omkara Upasana in the 
BrihadaratJ.yaka Upanishad. Not only that, therein it is eulogised 
that Omkara is the cause for the whole of the Vedas. 

In the MaI}.c;lUkyopanishad Omkliropasana (meditation on 
Omkara) has not been' elaborated upon predominantly indeed ; 
similarly, in the Karikas too Omkaropasana has not been ex
pounded. Here in the Karikas Omkara means not merely a word 
or sound alone ; it is verily the Paramartha (the Absolute, 
Ultimate Reality) beyond the name (A bhidh an a), the named 
(Abhidheya) as also all mundane transactions (Vyavahara). 
* Take details from M. Up. Manjari. . 

In truth, the first. PrakaraI}.a (Chapter) among the four 
PrakaratJ.as written by Shri GauQapada going by the name of 
-

'Agama PrakaraJ)a' has the exclusive purport of determining the 
essential nature of this Omkara. In the Upanishad for this purpose 
of detennining the subtle meaning of Omkara alone, at the 
beginning itself Omkara has been taught and then after having 
expounded that Omkara is nothing but all-Comprehensive and all
pervasive Brahmatma Tattwa (the Absolute Reality of Brahman 
or Atman) , that very Atman (Self) alone is taught to be Omkara 
from the predominant view point of the name and further it is 
explained that in this context there is no difference whatsoever 
between the three Padas (quarters) and the three Matras (alpha-
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bets). In order to elucidate this secret alone in the Karikas fIrst 
the Atma Tattwa or the Ultimate Reality of the Self is determined 
to be the 'Turlya' (the fourth) and then only the deliberation on 
Omkara is begun. One can discern beyond any shadow of doubt 
or ambiguity the essential nature of Omkara in consonance with 
the Karika teaching from the commentaries on 1-26 to 29. 

I 

Here in this context, Bhashyakara 8hri SaIikara has com-
mented that in an indirect manner (Avantara Tatparya) for the 
sake of middle and low grade Adhikaris (seekers) Omkara Up as ana 
has been mentioned. The relevant Bhasbya excerpt is to be found 

in the commentary on the 12th Mantra as follows : "q~qQfq~lIi 
~ • f f1 • • fi· .. Fc • '9 $I 4S1(=tltCCfi'iIClI'i1 e~I' 'II 'i:tl tI"4l (:11. ql~lolI ql~I911 ~ Cffl'<l;(oUql;:q q~1 

~tllqSqlf£lqI1: aDCfiI(l ittit$tfaq=aq 3t1~iXI;ftiiqfi1tt - Meaning : Hence we 
have also commented on this Karika in the same manner. For that 
reason herein it should be understood that there is no contradic
tion at all. 

THE QUINTESSENCE OF AGAMA PRA~A 

There are many more topics, which are to be examined and 
deliberated upon, and which pertain to the methodology of teach
ing adopted in the Karikas. They will be taken up while explain
ing the purports of the next Prakar3l)as and their respective 
introductions according to the contexts and relevance. At present 
for the sake of the seekers (Jijiiasus) remembering the essence of 
the teachings of the Agama PrakaraQa we will briefly mention 
them : (1) Here in this PrakaraI)a in order to enable us to cognize 
or Intuit the Ultimate Reality of Atman (Self) as It is the 
determination of the essence of Omkara has been carried out in 
the main. Hence one should not take Omkara to be merely a 
word or sound; Omkara is, in truth, the Absolute, Ultimate 
Reality (paramartha Tattwa) which is perennially devoid of the 
three A vasthas or states of consciousness ; which is neither a 
name (Abhidana) nor the named (Abhideya) and which is devoid 
of the divisions or distinctions of the Known (Grahya) or the 
Knower (Grahaka). This Reality has been called 'the fourth 
quarter' (TurIya Pada) which It is being described through the 
quarters (Pada Vivarapa) and alphabet-less Omkara (Amatrs 
Omkara) while It is being described through the alphabets ' A' , 
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'U', 'M'. Both in the seventh and the twelfth Mantras of the 
MaQ.gUkya Upanishad and in the 'Turlya Karikas' and the 'P.raI.1ava 
Karikas' (which names we have added to these respective Karikas) 
this Omkara alone is taught. 

(2) Agama really means - By adopting the traditional 
(Sampradayic) methodology of Superimposition and Rescission 
(Adhyaropa Apavada Nyaya) - to wit, although they are not real 
in the Ultimate analysis (i.e. from the standpoint of the Pure 
Consciousness of the Witnessing Self) the three states of Con
sciousness, viz. the waking, the dream and the deep sleep, which 
appear to be every one's experiences in the workaday transac
tions are conceived as if they are really the characteristics or the 
qualities (Dharmas) of Atman in the forms of three Padas and 
three Matras, and thereby the seeker is made to realize (Intuit) 
that that Atman (Self) exists and thereafter once he is able to 
Intuit the Absolute Reality of his own innate Atman or Self in 
order to dissuade him from really taking the Padas and the 
Matras to be the characteristics or qualities of his Atman the 
Shastra (Upanishad) now rescinds or falsifies them. Thus in a 
very Intuitive, comprehensive but subtle manner both the 
Upanishads and the preceptor (Guru) well-versed in the Shastraic 
and Sampradayic method of teaching the Transcendental Reality 
of Atman (Brahman) is taught in its very essence as It is and 
the genuine seeker comes to Intuit It. 

In order to bring home this Chaturtha (the fourth, which is 
nothing but the Ultimate Reality or Paramartha) T attw a, in the 

M .. ~ · .. ~ ~. ...~ • M · antra :- stq Iq~lq ~lIdlqq d ~q q;<f 'If 311<'41 - eanlng, 

"(Those who Know the Ultimate Reality - who have realized the 
Self in His essential nature) call this non-dual (Advaita), who is 
devoid of this world of the forms of the states and the ownership 
of those states, devoid of the name (Abhidana) and the named 
(Abhideya) explained above, who is unto Himself peaceful (nay, 
verily an embodiment of peace or quiescence) and of the very 
essence of Bliss (paramiiIJ.anda Swariipa) alone - 'the fourth' ; 
That Reality Itself is Atman". In the Upanishad it has been 

enWlciated that : "atql,,~",*g¥ilscsqqQI4: Slq;:a;:q)q~lq: mc:ct ~ ~J{iCfiI" 
atl~qlt - Meaning : "Omkara which is devoid of the Matras, the 

fourth and beyond the reach of Vyavahara or mundane workaday 
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dealings, is, in truth, Advaita or non-dual (having nothing else as 
second to It) indeed, devoid of the world (of duality) of the 
names of the alphabets and their respective forms, which is 
auspicious and propitious ; thus Omkara is nothing but Atman 
alone." This teaching alone is established and elucidated in the 
Turlya Karikas as well as in the PralJ.ava Karikas found in the 
first Agama PrakaraI}.a - Atman is devoid of the Prapaiicha (world 
of duality) of the three Avasthas, meaning He is devoid of 
A vidya (ignorance) of the dual forms of Agraha.I)8 (non-compre
hension or ignorance) and Anyathagraha1)a (misconception) 
(1-15). Omkaratman is devoid of the world of duality of names 
(Abhidhana Prapaiicharahitaha), meaning Atman alone of the very 
essence of Absolute Bliss (Paramananda Swarupa), devoid of all 
kinds of divisions." In the Chbandogya Upanishad the Upadesba 

or spiritual teaching expounded in the statement. .. Q:d~IMfq~ ~ 

dfefli ~ atlt"tl dt€lqf~" meaning, "This alone is the essential nature 

of all this world of duality, This alone is the Reality (Satyam), 
This alone is A~an ; That thou art" - is nothing but this 
teaching alone. 

The statement to the effect that - "Prajfia is the cause for 
the birth, sustenance and dissolution of the world of duality", 
thereby superimposing causation, sustenance & dissolution of the 
world of duality on Atman is done only from the viewpoint of 
A vidya alone, and in order to drive home this truth Shri 

Gau4apadacharya has written a Karika as follows : "at;nFGqlltltl 

~ ~ \iller: S4GCf4d I a:t\ilqr~~q{qtrfq,d Gl'4d ~ II" - meaning : "Jiva 
~ ~ ~ 

is asleep owing to eternal Maya (illusion), seeing a dream ; when 
he wakes up to Jfiana or Self-Knowledge (Intuitive experience) 
attained with the aid of the teaching by the Shastra or Upanishadic 
lore and the Acharya (preceptor well-versed in the traditional 
methodology of teaching), then he cognizes the Ultimate trutll 
that this Atman or Self is Aja (devoid of the Avidya Nidra or 
sleep called Avidya or ignorance) which, in turn, is the non
comprehension of the Absolute Reality), is Advaita (one in whom 
there does never exist. any kind of world of duality)." Here in 
this Karika the difference between the viewpoints with regard to 
the Ultimate Reality of Brahmatman of the JiIanis (Realized 
souls) and the Ajiianis (common people ignorant of their very 
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essence of Being as the Self, Xtman) in a very clear manner. 
This very meaning is conveyed in certain other words in the 

Bhagavadglta verse : ~ f.mT tici"l.dHIi(' (G. 2-69). How to Intuit 

this Absolute, Ultimate Reality of the Self has been propounded 

in the Mat:lQukya Upanishad in the following words : "t:frq~If4I-
• 

(Ci1ISSt'i14 1{ ~~" - meaning, "He who Intuits or cognizes 

(Atman) will enter or merge into, (become one with) Atman in 
the form of Atman" ; in the Agama PrakaraJ)a this teaching h~ 

been condensed in the words : "anCfiI(l rClRxfl ~ "« !If~~d(l ~:", 
meaning : "He who has Intuited Omkara alone is a Muni, the 
rest are not Munis. To wit, he who Intuits his own Self (Atman) 
who is devoid of the world of duality (prapaiicharahita), birthless 
(Aja), 'non-dual (Advitlya) as He is in essence culminating in 
Intuitive experience (An ubh a va), - he alone is a Muni, meaning 
he is a holy man (Mahatma) who has attained that non-dual 
silence (Mouna) of the very essence of Intuitive experience 
(Anubhava) which is beyond the reach of speecl} and mind, 
in truth, which is speech of the speech and mind of the 
mind. · 

The really qualified people for Intuiting the essential nature 
of Reality of Omkara, propounded here, are only those aspirants 
(Jijiiasus) who have acquired extreme renunciation (Vairagya 
Sampannaha). Those Sannyasins (recluses) with middle-class 
qualifications are fit for contemplating upon the identity between 
the Padas and Matras of Omkara as Upasana (meditation), while 
those Sannyasins belonging to a lower grade are fit for the 
PratIkopasana (meditation on the symbol) of Omkara. Although 
it can be ascertained from authoritative sources like epics and 
mythological texts that those Mumukshus or aspirants for Libera
tion who have not acquired the above-mentioned qualifications -
also can by remembering divine names like Ratna, Krislu.ta etc. 
achieve purification of the mind or Chittashuddhi and thereafter 
according to each one's capacity attempt to deliberate upon the 
Ultimate Reality (Tattwa Vichara), this fact has not been stated 
here. 

In retrospect, thus in the Agama PrakaraJ)a the quintessence 
of the Upallishad has been briefly mentioned. To elaborate upon 
this teaching on the strength of Shastra and Yukti and bring 
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home the subtle teaching alone is the main goal of the next three 
Prakaranas . . 

(Taken from the Introduction to the other three PrakaraI}.as) -
[Facts about the Four Prakarat}.as compiled by Gaugapada]. 

, 
It is not possible to reckon from 8hri SaIikara' s Bhashyas 

that the complete treatise comprising the four Prakarat}.as authored 
by Shri Gauqapada by way of a commentary on Mat}.Qiikyopanishad , 
bore one comprehensive name or title. In fact, Shri SaIikara has 
called the treatise 'Prakarat}.achatushtaya' alone. But the commen-

, -
tator on Shri SaIikara's Bhashya by name 'Anandagiri', while 
explaining an invocatory verse by Shri GauQapada, has stated : 

" ~ $Ira U:t4 $I Olll:t $I ~ \il9i S1G~f:t 'Lcfcfi q (q!l ~i 311'1 q~lI~ 6"U(§q I d flI $I cit q~:t sq qR=i14 dl9( 

Slulqftt" - meaning :- "He (Shri SaIikara) salutes his grand-precep
tor (Shri Gaugapada) who was the expounder (prat}.etru) of Agama 
Shastra after stating the benefit of his commentary (Bhashya)" -
(MaI.1~Ukya Bhashya p. 223). The topic as to who this anandagiri 
also has become controversial. For, it has become conventional 
or traditional to call many famous sub commentaries (Vyakhyanas) 
or Upanishad Bhashyas to be those of Anandagiri alone. If the 
opinions expressed in those commentaries are compared, we get 
sufficient evidenc~ to conclude that this person by name Anandagiri 
is not one but many. Let it be anything. We can reasonably 
believe that during the times of the commentator Anandagiri who 
wrote his sub-commentary on MaI.14Ukya Bhashya the Karika 
Grantha (by Shri GauQapada) was having the name of 'Agama 
Shastra. " 

Agama means a PramaJ}8 (valid means of Knowledge) of 
the nature of spiritual instruction which is other than the PramaI}.as 
like Pratyaksha (percepts), Anumana (inference) etc. but which is 
Sampradayic (traditionally handed down from the teacher to the 
taught). Hence the purport implicit in this name of Agama is the 
fact that Shri GauQapada has written this PrakaraI}a Chatushtaya 
comprising many Karikas (verses) keeping in mind the Upanishadic 
teachings alone in a predeminant sense. The fact that the treatise 
is fit to be called' Agama Shastra' can be justifiably substantiated 
only by means of an Intuitive deliberation on the subject-matter 
of the Prakaranas . . 
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For instance: In the fIrst 'Agalna Prakarat).a' the Upanishadic 
instructions alone are propounded predominantly. Although 
herein Yukti (logical devices) are utilised to some extent, they 
are all GOU1)8 (of secondary importance). But though (compara
tively speaking) in the next three PrakaraI}.as Yukti alone is given 
all the predominance, the Upanishads and their teachings have 
been invariably given their pride of place as the canonical, 
authoritative sources. The Upanishadic discription of Atman as : 
44 • fl· n .. tt • "A-~19ij:11i ~ it 6tSA~ 9t 'ilia: ';f $I~I=tl:491 1Tij '11S1~'l meanIng: tman, 
as He is in the dream state, is not internally conscious 
(Antahprajnam) ; as in the waking state, He is not externally 
conscious (Bahishprajiiam) ; ..... .... as in the deep sleep state, He 
is not without Consciousness (Aprajiiam) - is taken as an authori
tative source ; further discerning the Upanishadic description of 
the dream, Atman, just like the waking Atman, in similar words 
like 'Saptatiga' or one endowed with seven limbs and 
'Ekonavimshati mukhaha' or one havlllg nil1eteyn openings or 
doorways, Shri Gauqapada has called both waking and dream 
states as dream alone ; and finally with a view to describing 
Atman who exists (pervades) in all the three states is in truth 
without any taint or obligatory relation whatsoever with any of 
the three states Shri GauQapada has depicted 'TUIlya' (the fourth 
one when compared to the three states meaning the witnessing 
Pure Consciousness alone) with such characteristic features as 
Ajam (birthless), Anidram (devoid of deep sleep ), Asvapn!m 
(devoid of dream), Advaitam (non-dual) in these three Prakarat).as. 

If the fact that the special features of'a:t\ilqf~~q~ctt( (G.K. 1-16, 
3-36, 4-81) are mentioned in Agama PrakaraI}.a, Advaita PrakaraI)a 
and Alatashanti Prakaral)a is remelnbered, then we can get con
vinced that this treatise (by Shri Gauc;lapada) is not only the 
'Agama Shastra' which expounds the real purport of the 
Upanishads, but also a Shastra which depicts the 'Sampradayic 
Siddhanta' or the traditional methodology of teaching the Ulti
mate Reality as handed down from time immemorial from the 
Guru to the Shishya indeed. Especially the word 'Advaita' (non
dualism) is to be found in all the four PrakaraI)as. 

SHRI GAUDAPADA'S SAMPRADAYA • 

Treatises on Advaita written prior to the times of Shri 
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Gau<;iapada are not available now. His treatises bristle with the 
technical terms used in Buddhism texts as well as their logical 
devices (Yuktis). Therefore, some research scholars devoted to 
finding out the textual teachings of Buddhistic treatises and 8hri 
Gaugapada's works have imagined that for Advaita Philosophy 
Buddhism itself is the source. In his book - "History of Indian 
Philosophy", 8hri Dasgupta has not only sunnised that Shri 
Gau4apada has borrowed ideas from Buddhistic treatises, but also 
has gone so far as to allege that Shri Gaugapada was himself a 
Buddhist ! Shri Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, another renowned 
Indian writer (Philosopher) has propounded that in view of the 
similarity of the technical words used by him and the Buddhistic 
texts, Shri GauQapada has championed the Vijfianavada (of the 
Buddhists) alone.' But these contentions are rendered untenable 
if we observe the fact that Shri GauQapada has himself expressed 
the opinion that his tenets are supported by those of ancient 
(traditional) teachers and this purpose alone he has specified in 
the Vaitathya Prakarat:la by statements like "Vedanteshu Vichaksha-, 
naihi" (2-31) ; "Munibhirvedaparagaihi (2-35). In several Sankara 
Bhashyas too (viz. Gita Bhashya 13-22, 13-13, 18-50 ; Briha
dar~yaka Bhashya 2-120 ... ) at many places reverential refer
ences to amount preceptors well-versed in the Sampradayic 
methodology of teaching have been made ; in the Sutra Bhashya 
(1-1-17, 3-2-21) the teachings of Nirvishesha Brahmavadins (theory 
of the ultimate Reality of Brahman being deviod of any special 
features whatsoever) are taken up for discussion and adopted. 
Because (a) general tenet of Advaita (non-dualism) by various 
preceptors are referred to and refuted and (b) the Nishprapaficha 
Brahmavada or theory of Brahman being devoid of any world of 
duality is examined and expounded to be Sampradayic in several 
statements found here and there in the Bhashyas - it becomes 
evident that 8hri GauQapada never fonnulated afresh (or in
vented) the Ajadvayatmavada or the theory of Atman as the 
ultimate Reality being birthless and non-dual. Besides, from the 
sub-commentaries on G.K. Bh. 2-32, Bri. Bh. 2-1-20 by 
Anandajfiama and from the commentary on 'Samkshepa Sharira' 
by Madhusiidana Saraswati it is established that ancient precep
tors like Brahmanandi, DraviQacharya ere, were belonging to this 
school of Advaita philosophy or Sampradaya. Therefore, because 
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of all these evidences it can be inferred that Shri Gaugapada' s 
Sampradaya co-existed with other contemporary Advaita schools 
for a long period of time. 

GAUDAPADA'S SIDDHANTA Vs BUDDIDSTIC VIJNANAVADA . 
The basic source for Buddhistic Siddhanta is Anatmavada. 

But whether in the ancient or Buddhistic works (a) neither the 
Intuitive deliberation on Atman who is of the nature of Netinetyatma 
(not this, not that) as described in the Bphadaral)yaka and 
Shwetashwatara Upanishads Sarvabhutastha (who is pervading all 
things and phenomena) and 'Sakshichaitanya' (witnessing Pure 
Consciousness) - (b) nor the Intuitive deliberation on the 
'Avasthatraya Sakshi' (the Witnessing Consiousness of the three 
states of Consciousness) as described in the M~<;lUkya, Chandogya 
and Brihadarat:lyaka Upanishads have been examined in the least ; 
it being so, how and on what grounds at all can it be sustained 
to argue that the ultimate Reality of Atman which 8hri GauQapada 
has propounded (quite in consonance with the Upanishadic and 
his own traditional school's time-tested spiritual teachings) as 
'Ajanidraswapna has evolved out of either Buddhistic Vijfianavada 
or Yogacharavada ? 

We will be be constrained to conclude that those who argue 
and allege that there is similarity between Vijiianavada and Shri 
Gauc;lapadacharya's V ada have not taken into their reckoning the 
contrary or disparity between these two theories. For the benefit 
of our readers, we will mention here under some verses of 
Buddhistic teachings and try to depict the striking disparity be
tween the purport impicit in them and the opinions, of Shri 
Gauc;lapada : 

( ~) arq ... dqft.ti~ma ~ (pf ';f fClw~ I 

~L~dl P:iWd (pf d~I¥iN ~ fciWd II 

This verse is taken from Maitreyanatha's 'Madhyanta 
Vibhaga'. The commentator of this text has stated : (non-existent 
or false decision) necessarily exists. Just as in the Rajju or rope 
there does not exist Sarpaswabhava or snake nature whatsoever, 
but the rope exists in the Rajjuswabhava or rope nature alone 
similarly the Vijiiana called Abhuta Parikalpa invariably exists ; 
but in it the categories or concepts of Vishayi or subject and 
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Vishaya or object especially do not exist ; even in the 
Vishayavishayibhava Shunyatwa or void in which both concepts 
of subject and object do not exist there exists Vijiiana or intel
lectual Consciousness or awareness ? 

In the MaQ.<;iUkya Karika, 8hri GauQapada has written : 

~'idlf'tf.1~~nsffif ~ ast ";f fqeJd I 

~t'ttci "« !~q fW:CAfltm ';f 'luq~ II 

Its Purport : Neither the Jivas nor the Chitta (mind) are 
form ; tosay that they exist is mere Mithyabhinivesha (deluded 
staunch belief). Th~ Vijfianavadins purport is fIrst to demonstrate 
that Vijiiana (intellectual awareness) alone exists and the repute 
the doctrine of the Shunyavadins that everything is Nishswabhava 

(of the nature of essencelessness). Shri GauQapada in 4-28 : 'd=tLt1 

"'Ilid m f:q"d~4 ";f Glltta' has opined that neither the Chitta or mind 
nor the Jlvas exist apart from Brahman which is Akhat.t4achaitanya 
or immutable, importible pure consciousness, can these disparate 
teachings be reckoned as one and the same ? The mind alone 
exists inside (internally) ; that alone appears as the external 
objects - this is the opinion of the Buddhistic Vijiianavadin ; 

Dijilaga has written in his treatise called - "AIambana 
Pariksha" · , 

lIG9ij$lI(i\cj a iCr~cfc{q'qlfld I 

'Ws~ rC4~I::t(C\q(qlt( d6lttllldttlfq ;:r II 

- in very clear terms. This opinion is refused in the Sutra 
Bhashya. But GauQapadacharya has stated in his Karika 4-67 : 

~ GJ;:ql;:q<i:(~ a fct; dGtdlrc, ifl:aca I 

~ulI~l;:qq'i4 d;:qd~q ~ II 'tfr. CfiT. )t-~\9 ~ ~ ·J.QlU 

He not only states that both the mind and its perceived 
object are mutually dependent but also that both the waking and 
the dream are states of the same kind as also shown that both 
are Mithya or false ; further he has established that for both these 
states of consciousness Atman alone is the substratum. All these 
facts have been affrrmed in the Vaitathya PrakaraQa. 

Vasubandhu, a Yogachara Vijiianavadin, has stated that -
"The empirical or waking consciousness (Pratyaksha Buddhi) 
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might have been like the perceptible knowledge accruing in the 
dream. When a person becomes conscious in the manner -
'I have perceived such and such a thing' - actually there is no 
Pratyaksha or Perceptible object ; Where the external objects too 
are KshalJ.ika or ephemeral, momentary, then where is the ques
tion of any perception ? such a dogmatic theory or concept is 
not to be found anywhere in Gaugapada Karikas. In V asubandhu' s 
opinion people are experiencing a long dream ; in the trance 
(Sarnadhi) called "Lokottarajfiana" people come to cognize that 
there exists 'Vijnapti' or consciousness alone. But Gaugapada's 
opinion is "Both waking and dream are states of consciousness 
of the same kind ; Loukika (waking), Shuddha Loukika (dream) 
these are not knowledge (Jiianas) of different levels each from 
the other. Although deep sleep or Sushupti is a state of 'Lokottara' 
(a state in which there is no Vyavahara or transaction whatso
ever) if the waking consiousness to the effect - "All the three 
states of consciousness are Mayika or magical, illusory" - is 
attained by one then he cognizes (Intuits) that Advaitatman or 
non-dual Self who is Aja or unborn, Anidra or devoid of sleep 
and Aswapna or devoid of dream. 

While commenting on GauQapada Karaka 1-16 : 

ai;tlf~qlll141 ~ ~~: Sfi1'4d I 
~ ...:) 

at'ifqf.:t~q'(4Cfqad !~d ~ II 
, 

- Shri Sankara has explained in this manner, Between , 
Manonigraha (3-40) that Shri Sailkara (and GauQapada) has 
mentioned and the Lokottarajiiana of Vijiianavadins there does 
not exist any relationship or similarity whatsoever, and this fact 
is very clear indeed. 

It also becomes quite evident here from the comparative 
analysis or deliberation carried out by us so far that : "There 
does not exist any relationship whatsoever between Vijiianavada 
and the Vedantic teaching that - The non-dual pure consciousness 
(Advaita Chinmatra) which is Ajanidraswapna or devoid of birth, 
sleep and dream alone is satya or real". 

ALATASHANTI CHAPTER AND SHUNY A VADA (NIHILISM) 

In the fourth and last chapter called ' Alatashanti' Shri 
Gaugapada, folloqing or adopting Avltanyaya also called Vyatireka-
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nyaya or aphorism based on dialectic distinction or exclusion, has 
shown tilat his own (traditional school of) Advaita Philosophy is 
fully or undoubtedly established by the numerous aim dialectic 
squabbles, qrangling between protagonists of Sankya and 
Vaisheshika schools, on the one hand, and between the 
Balyastitvavadins or realists and Vijiianavadins or Idealists, on 
the other. Further, following the same Advaita Siddhanta Shri 
GauQ.apada has refuted the dogmatic theory propounded by some 
among the Vedantins, Viz. Bandha or Bondage and Moksha or 
Release, Liberation are Paramartha or Absolutely real. As we 
have previously stated, in two ~rakaraQ.a or chapter too he has 
unequivocally demonstrated by once again Intuitively exaimning 
the methodology of the three Avasthas of Jagrat, Swapna and 
Sushapti that - "His owtr1eaching his Ajativada or theory of non
birth of Atman is in consonance with Vedantic spiritual science". 

In all these respects although between this chapter and the 
previous three chapterg.· there exists a relationship of complete 
agreement, late Shri Vidhushikhara Bhattacharya has been de
luded and deceived by the mere fact that in this Alatashanti 
Prakaral)a Shri GauQ.apada has used predominently or rather 
excesively, Sanskrit words which occur in Buddhistic texts and 
has misconceived the theory that - "Shri Gaugapada's teachings 
are truly those of Vijfianavadins" in his own English and Sanskrit 
works called "Agama Shastra" published in 1943 and 1950, 
re~pectively. The calcutta academicia~ has further quoted many 
sentences from Buddhistic texts and has vainly endeavoured to 
prove that - "The Buddhistts have lent on hire, as it were, their 
theories and themes to Shri Gaugapada' s treatise (of MaI).Q.iikya 
Karikas) " . 

Because we have already demonstrated the wide distinction 
and difference that exists between Vijnanavada of the Buddilists 
and 'Brahnatmavada' which is of the very essence of Kiitastha 
Vijiiana, this deliberation on Shri Vidhushakhara Bhattacharyas 
opinion may be stopped. 

But another academician date Shri T.R.V. Murthy (fonnerly 
of the Benares Hindu University) the another of - 'The central 
Philosophy of Buddism, without accepting 8hri Bhattacharya's 
opinion has thought out and projected his own new Siddhanta : 
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'It is indulitable that the tenets of Madhyamikas and Y ogacharas 
(two schools of Buddhism) have influenced Shri GauQapada's 
Karikas'. But neither in respect of the language of the fIrst three 
chapters nor in respect of the methodology adopted for the 
various topics in there exists anything in the best which is 
opposed to Vedanta ; it is also not to be seen that having 
accepted the fourth chapter as· Vedanta neither the Vedantins nor 
the Buddhists have illustrated the Karikas (in this chapter) ; that 
fourth chapter must have been written by some unknown Bud
dhist alone. It cannot at all be stated either that Vedantins were 
influenced by Buddhists or that Buddhists have acknowledged 
any opinion of Vedantins ; for the Sampradaya or traditional 
methods of teaching of both are different. Therefore, it may be 
owerred that only the two aspects of Madhyamikas Paribhasha or 
technical tenns and Prakriya or methodology only have been 
adopted used by the Vedantins. 

From one point of view it can be accepted that in this 
theory there exists a little part of truth. Because the statement to 
the effect that - 'Alatashanti Prakarana must have been written . 
by some unknown Buddhist' - is merely a figment of imagina-
tion, we can discard it. 

Because the verses of the previous Prakara~as as well as the 
methodology of A vasthatraya is exists in this fourth chapter also, 
it becomes exigent as also expedient to acknowledge it to be a 
part of the whole treatise alone. Further, the theory propounded 
by Shri Murthy that - " The distinction of Vyavahara (empirical, 
sphered) and ParamaItha (the Transcendental Absolute Reality) 
did not exist in the Advaita Vedanta nor did Vivartavada prior 
to Shri GauQapada - is without any proper support or proof. For, 
we have already demonstrated the truth that the Sampradaya of , 
Shri SaIikara's Siddanta did exist even oefore (the time of Shri 
Gauc;lapada). In order to over that - "There existed in addition 
to proponents different Advaita Siddhanta, Nirvisheshavadins even 
before Shri GauQapada's time, and with a view to establish the 
teachings of his own traditional school of practise pure Advaita , 
Vedanta by refuting the tenets of other Advaitins Shri SaIikara 
wrote his Bhashyas - the Sutra Bhashya is sufficient. Even in 
Shri Sureshwaracharyas 'Sambandha Vartika' there is sufficient 
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support available for this asumption. Therefore it has to be 
universally and invariably accepted that both these theories of 
8hri T.R.V. Murthy are without proper support. 

Now let us ponder over the question - "Is it possible to 
detect or discern the 'Nirvisheshavada' or Absolute, non-dual 
method of teaching delineated in Vedanta 8hastra without being 
influenced or induced by Buddhistic teachings ?". 

In the Upanidhads off and on through the method of refu
tation of characteristics other than or alone to its own essence of 
pure being in the manner - "Asthulam (not gross),. Apum (not 
small)" ; "Neti, Neti (Not this, not that) etc. The Tattwa or 
ultimate reality being described is to be seen. If the Sampradaya 
Granthas and Acharyas or traditional ( authoritative) texts and 
preceptors were there, why should not this traditional methodol
ogy of teaching be evolved or formulated directly from the 
Upanishads without any influence of the Buddhists being cast on 
it ? It being so, by adopting a method of negation in the manner 
- 'Not this, not that' where was the need for Shri GaurJapada to 
surrender himself is the Buddhists for the purport of fmding out 
the methodology of Intuiting the Absolute Reality (Tattwa) ? 
Instead of this, why could not we surmise that Buddhists them
selves borrowed this methodology from the Vedantins ? Gautama 
Buddha had discovered merely the sequential order of Dwadasha 
Nidana or twelve diagnostic symptions which are evolved on the 
basis of "Pratltya Samutpada" or dependent origination (meaning, 
if one category exists the other one is produced or born) - a 
cause effect phenomenon (riimittanainithika Bllava or Karyakar(lQa 
Bhava). It being so, how come among the Madhyamika Bud
dhists scholars like Nagarjuna etc., all of a sudden (to wit, 
without any extraneous influence) the spiri~l philosophy of 
Nihilism (Naihswabhavya Siddanta) flashed in the mind? There 
was no support whatsover of any previous traditional authoritative 
texts (Sampradayika Grant has ) for them ! In fact, a less known 
truth is that Madhayamika Buddhists like Nagarjuna etc. were 
previously Brahmins (Hindus) and later on became Buddhists. 
Under the circumstances, having realised the fact that the 
Upanishadic 'Ekatwavada' or theory of Monism or Unitary Re
ality was opposed to 'Anatmavada' or theory of the world of 
Reality being real, why cannot it be assumed or surmised that 
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they shunned the Upanishadic theory and adopted the methodol
ogy of 'Dvaita Nishedha' or refutation of duality fonned in it to 
suit their own Siddhanta ?" If this question is raised, there need 
not be any surprise whatsoever. In truth for this kind of a surmise 
actually there is acknowledgement and support lent by Prog. 
Dasgupta and others. Further, Prof. T.R.V. Murthy too has ac
cepted this argument that - "Thus just as there exists support for 
the inference that Vedantins were influenced by Buddhists, in the 
same way there equally'·.~xists support for the inference that the 
Madhyamika Buddhists were influenced by the Upanishadic 
methodology ; it being so, in this matter no decision can be 
arrived at" (CPB-I09) For this reason slone, we have hesitated 
to accept the theory of those proponents that - " For the fourth 
Prakara~a of Alatashanti (of Shri Gauc;iapada) Nagarjunas 
Madhyama Karika was the main source". 

THE BUDDmSTIC TECHNICAL TERl\flNOLOGY AND 
METHODOLOGY 

Another thought-provoking topic has remained and that is 
: "What is the reason for the abundant usage of Buddhistic 
technical terms (Paribhashika Shabda) in Shri Gauqapada's Karikas 
? In fact, he has even utilized or pressed into service 'Nagarjllna's 
unique methodology, called 'Chatushk6ti Prakriya' ! \\'hat is the 
plausible reason for this ? 

Finding out a satisfactory ans\ver to this intriguing qu~stion 
becomes quite necessary and important. To those sagacious people 
who are capable of divining the plausible cause by Intuitive 

"" 
insight the truth that - "For this too there necessarily is a cause" 
- cannot but flash. First and foremost, there is no reason ·what
soever to doubt that this traditional Acbarya (Shri Gauc;lapada) 
was not fully conversent \vith or knowledgeable about the 
Vedantic technical terminology as, also the profundity and subtlety 
of the Vedantic 'Prakriya' or traditional methodology. It can 
safely be avered that in the first three chapters of Shri Gaugapada's 
MaIJ.<;tiikya Karikas neither the Buddhistic terminology nor their 
methodology exists. This fact has been acknowledged by Prof. 
T.R.V. Murthy but (unfortunately) with regard to the Alatashanti 
PrakaraI}.a he has erroneously arrived at a conclusion, mainly 
basing his arguments on the fact that this fourth chapter is 
bristling with Buddhistic temlS ared logic or dialectics, that -
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"The Alatashanti PrakaraI}.a must have been written by some 
Buddhist only". There is room whatsoever to doubt that due to 
any dearth or total absence of any Paribhashika Shabdas or 
Prakriya (in his traditional school of Advaita Vedanta) Shri 
GauQapada was thus compelled to borrow technical words as well 
as the methodology from schools alien to Vedic traditions ; in 
truth there might have lurked in his 'heart' some other profound 
reason than this peurile, immature surmise, and this alone seems 
to be rational and justifiable. In fact, this is one of the 'essentials' 
of Shri GauQapada's teachings which has prompted us to name 
this treatise as - "The essential Gaugapada". 

The main reasons for Shri GauQapada using 'Avltanyaya' 
exclusively in the fourth chapter and propounding his teachings 
predominently based on dialectious are : Sankhyas, Vaisheshikas, 
Bahyastitwavadins (Realists) among the Buddhists, Y ogachara 
Vijfianavadins (a school of Buddhism only), - all these were, at 
least to some extent; Darshanakaras or founders of their respec
tive schools of philosophy who, focussing on their own individual 
viewpoint, perspective or vision, brought into vogue their respec
tive philosophical methodology; even the Shunyavadins (among 
the Buddhists) - championing the cause of Nihilism (Dhanna 
Naihiswabhavya) on the lone premise of dialection of the form 
of VitaQQavada or perversed or spurious logic, captious criticism, 
are, in truth, . not adopting any methodology of the other 
Darshanakaras but on the other hand, they are bent upon refuting 
all the viewpoints taking recourse to their own VitaI}.Qavada 
(Tarka) with a view to establishing Nihilism - are truly Dvaitins 
obstinately preserting or guarding their own viewpoint. 

Now, this main defect of formulating and founding their 
own schools of philosophy exclusively based on viewpoint, in
tellectual reasoning and wrangling but totally obivious of the fact 
that any Reality - if at all it has to be acknowledged as such 
- has to be Sarvatrika or universal, as also Nitya or eternal (not 
an entity in time and space) is to be detected initialy from this 
it evolves that merely based' on Tarka (logic) or Anumana (in
ference) this universal Reality cannot at all be known. It can only 
be Intuited by the exclusive, unique, Vedantic method of 
'Anubhavanga Tarka' or discriminative reasoning based on Intui
tive experience (Anubhava). These teachings belonging to his 
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own traditional methodology of Advaita Vedanta was fully known 
by Shri Gau~apada and it was handed down to posterity by him 
and was later fully established and ensconced by in its pristine , 
purity by Shri Satikaracharya and his direct disciple Shri 
Sureswaracharya. 

Against this background and the state of affairs prevailing 
in the spiritual circles we can now discern the fact as to how 
the great wisdom befitting a true acharya was demonstrated by 
8hri Gauqapada to meet all the challenges posed by these array 
of alien schools and scholars who were adepts in dialectics in 
their own right. Hence in order to show exclusively the truth that 
- "Owing to their mutual squabbles and disagreement among 
these Dvaitins or dualists it evolves that all their doctrines are 
mere Vikalpas or erroneous concepts or theories ; further it 
evolves that for all such Vikalpas that Aja (unborn) Advaita 
(non-dual) Atma Tattwa (absolute Reality of self of the essence 
of pure consciousness) which is the substrate, is Itself the 
Paramartha (the Transcendental, ultimate Reality)" - Shri Gauqapada 
has written the fourth chapter in this fashion. This logical meth
odology is itself called ' A vitanyaya' . 

While using this method of dialectics in the fourth 
(Alatashanti) Prakar~a one of his main purposes was : "Because 
of the main reason that in the Buddhistic philosophy the principal 
sects who are exponents of dialectics are Vijiianaviida (Idealism) 
and Shunyavada (Nihilism), it can be demonstrated convincingly 
by means of their own logical devices his own Advaita gets 
established without any Virodha or opposition and Vivada or 
counter argument". Thus for Shri Gauqapada to have utilized the 
Buddhistic methods of logic this alone was the cause. 

N ow, the reason for 8hri Gau<;lapada to have used the 
Buddhits Paribhasha is : To make it known that the technical 
terms that they have used are fully suitable and capable of 
signifying tQ.e more profound Tattwas or truths expounded in 
Vedanta. How this purpose has been achieved we have shown at 
varies in the commentaries of the Karikas. The fact that Vedantins 
utilize the Paribhashika shabdas or technical terms of other (rival) 
schools of philosophy with their own different and subtler mean
ing or indications is clearly revealed by Badarayana Sutras. There 
cannot be any doubt about this fact being clearly realized by 
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those who have discerned as to how words like 'Pratyaksha', 
, Anumana' , 'Pradhana' , ' Al:lu' etc. are utilized in the' Brahma 
Sutras to indicate totally different meaning (to suit Vedantic 
teachings). 

AGAMA TARKAS OF GAUDAPADA AND NAGARJUNA . 
Shri Gau~apada is a Vedantin, wliile - Shri Nagarjuna is a 

Madhyamika Buddhist ; and hence both have exemplified their 
respective texts as PramaI).a or authoritative evidence - Shri 
Gau~apada has quoted Upanishads, while Shri Nagarjuna has 
mentioned Buddha's sayings in the fonns of 'Nikayas' and 'Sutras', 
'Chandrakeerti, the commentator of the Sutras, has praised 
Nagarjuna in the manner - "Sakalalokalokottara Pravachana 
Nitaneyartha Vyakhyana NipUl}.a". But one special feature : For 
GauQapada 'Agama' his traditional authoritative text (Upanishads) 
alone are most important ; hence, he has written his Agama 
PrakaraI)a (his first chapter in the form of a commentary on the 
MaIJ.QUkya Upanishad) first and only then has followed it up with 
his three PrakaraI).as, viz. Vaitathya, Advaita and Alatashanti, 
which are predominantly dialectical in approach and style. 

For Nagarjuna dialectics alone is important ; Only after 
having refuted on the strength of logical devices certain view
points he has quoted Buddha's sayings in support of his opinion. 
The strong profound statements are called : 'Nitartha' by Bud
dhists, while GauQapada has called such statements 'Nishchita', 
'Y ukti yukta' . 

Whereas for Nagarjuna logic is to be given pre-eminence 
and the waking state alone is the subject-matter for deliberation. 
The fonn or nature of Nagarjunas logic is to interpret as though 
Buddha had taught Pratitya Samutpada (dependedt origination) 
and the Naishiswabhavya (essencelessness) of Dharmas (percepts) 
and accordingly argue out. His Siddhanta or philosophical teach
ing is : "The Karya KaraI)a Bhava or the cause - effect categories 
never exist ; 'Apratitya Samutpanna V astu' or an entity or sub
stance which is of dependent origination does, not at all exist ; 
hence a substance that is ' Ashunya' or not void or without 
essencelessness does not at all exist" - (Madhyamika Karika 24-
19). Whereas for Gaugapada the form or nature of logic is only 
to examine the three states of consciousness viz., waking, dream 
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and deep sleep with a view to demonstrating the truth that -
"Advaita or non-duality alone is the Siddhanta or the final 
spiritual teaching which helps cognize that - (a) Turiyatma or 
Absolute self who is A vasthatrayatlta or beyond the three states 
of consciousness alone is the ultimate Reality - as also' (b) Jlva 
or the transmigratory soul is, in the Absolute Intuitive sense 
(Paramartha) , Brahman alone" . In the ultimate analysis, his 
Siddhanta is : "That Ajatma Tattwa or Reality of unborn self, 
devoid of any association (Samparka) with the empirical Katya 
KaraQa Bhava or cause effect categories, is Itself the Absolute, 
ultimate Reality (paramartha)" 

For Nagarjuna there is no greater Sadhana or means instru
ments of action than Tarka or logic ; for GauQapada there is no 
greater Sadhana than Upanishads which teach" in accordance or 
consonance with Anubhava or universal Intuitive experience. 
According to Nagarjuna's opinion Naihiswabhaya or void or 
essence less alone is Ajiiti or devoid of birth or creation, whereas 
for Gauqapada Ajadvitiya Atman or unborn, non-dual self alone 
is Ajati or without birth. 

"For the word 'Shiinya' not only there is a meaning of 
'Naihiswabhavya' (essencelessness) but also the meaning of 
'Buddhyatita NirvikaJpaka Paramartha' (the ultimate, Absolute 
Reality, which is non-conceptual and beyond the intellect). 'Prajfia 
Paramita', 'Jfianamadvayam', : TathagatabhUtakoi, , 'Buddhamatru' 
- all these are the nomenclatures for Paramartha Tattwa or the 
ultimate reality. Hence to say that 'Shunya '.' means 
'Naihiswabhavya' it is not proper" - thus T.R.V. Murthy opines. 
But we have shown in our explanatory dissertation that this 
opinion is, itself not proper. For, (Abhisamayalankaraloka 408-
499) - in this sentence since it is very clearly meant that 
Prajnaparamita is itself Pratltyasamutpanna, it has been further 
clarified that it means 'Nihswabhawa' (essence less) and 
'Mayopama' (analogous to magic, illusion). In the same text on 
page 144 it has been proclaimed that - "Nirv~amapi Prati
vishishtam Dharmakayamadvaya Jnanaswabhavam Mayasupana
samanam Vaddami» - purporting to mean Advayajiiana also is of 
the essential nature of Maya, Svapna. 

in the same manner, a selected sentence from Di(n)jIiagana's 
work called 'Prajiiaparamita a pindartha Nirdesha Grantha' runs 
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like: "Prajnaparamita Jnanamadvayam sa Tathagataha ; Sadhaya 
tadarthya yogena Tacchatydam Granthamargayoho" - Here for 
the phrase 'Advaya Jfiana' the meaning (Mukhyartba) and sec-

t'i" 

ondary meaning (GoUQartlia) of the word 'Prajiiaparamita". 
When the Buddhists themselves are affirming that 'Advaya

juana' or non-dual knowledge is 'Mayopama' or analogous to 
magic, illusion, if one imagines that it signifies Paramartha is not 
proper and this is very clear. The word 'Bhutakoti' has been used 
for the 'Dhannakaya' or spiritual body of Tathagata (Buddha or 
the realized person) ; merely on that count Prajiiaparamita cannot 
mean Paramartha or the ultimate reality ; the purpost behind 
calling it 'Buddhamaqu' is not that it is a material cause for 
anything. In fact, the reason for calling like that is to indicate 
that if one worships it Buddhatwa or realization is attained. Why 
say more ? All these statements strengthen the doctrine that -
"Prajnaparamita is Nihswabhava". The Shunyavadin Buddhists 
have expounded that - "(Mashyamika Karika Vrithi 22-16, P. 
162). Thus it is not possible at all for anyone to show or prove 
any comparison between the Shunyavada which preaches that -
"Everything is Nihswabhava or essenceless" and Vedanta which 
expounds that - "The substratum for all Vikalpas or erroneous 
mental concepts is Aja (unborn) Advaya (non-dual) Brahm a 
(ultimate reality)" 

P ARAMARTHASATYA AND VYAV AHARIKASATYA 

In the opinion of Shri GauQapada, 'Vyavaharikasatya' means 
that (apparent) reality or Satya which is PramaQa Vedya ~r 

known, cognized through a means of knowledge which appears 
in the waking state. This teaching as also that - "Atman of the 
fonn of Sakshi is himself the Paramarthasatya or Transcendental, 
ultimate reality'" - Both these tenets have been demonstrated in , 
the Sutra Bhashya by 8hri Sailkaracharya. But in the opinions of 
Nagarjuna and other Buddhists "Shunya is itself Paramarthasatya ; 
all else is Samvriti satya - (meaning, that which is believed by 
common people to be real)". 

Kumarila Bhatta in his "Niralambanavada" refuted the above 
Buddhistic theory in the manner - "It is never acceptable if it 

" 
is said that Samvriti is a kind in Reality ; if it is Samvriti it is 
not satya, if it is satya then it is not Samvriti". 
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CONCLUSION 

Sllfi Gau<;lapada has established by taking as his centrai 
authoritative source the MaQQukya Upanishad, which though 
smallest in size (only 12 Mantras or verses) among all the 
Upanishads yet the most famous one, the following profound 
Siddh3nta by means of logic fully in consonance with Anubhava 
(universal Intuitive Experience) : "On the support of Anubhava 
of A vasthatraya or three states of consciousness, Atman of all of 
us is verily Ajadvaya Brahman alone which is Nityaniravastha or 
eternally devoid of any state ; That alone is the Paramartha 
satya". Further, he has not only clarified as to what exactly is 
the wide difference between the predominantly perverted logic -
orinted Vijfianavadis and Shunyavada, on the one hand, and 
Vedanta on the other, but also has convinced all true seekers 
about the facts that: (a) Vain logic can never stand its ground 
all through ; (b) all the devices adopted by the logically-oriented 
Darshanas or schools of philosophy are all meant for the worship 
(Aradhana) of Paramatman, who is propounded in Vedantic 
spiritual science as Devadeva or god of all other gods and 
Iswareshwara or Lord of all other lords. 



-THE ESSENTIAL GAUDAPADA 
• 

AGAMA PRAKARANA 
• 

I INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Among those principal ten Upanishads on which Shri , 
Sailkara Bhagavatpada had written his profound commentar-
ies to make them universally familiar MaJ.l4ukya is one. Al
though this Upanishad is the smallest in size among them, in 
its spiritual contents it is the greatest, nay the most convinc- . 
ing text. In the first place, this Upanishad is, on the pretext 
of examination of the three states of Consciousness, verily the 
quintessence of all the Upanishadic lore. Secondly, having 
been totally fascinated by its profound spiritual teachings 
Shri Gauc;lapadacharya, an exponent belonging to an ancient 
line of traditional teachers well-versed in the Vedantic meth
odology of expounding the Ultimate Reality of Brahman or 
Atman, wrote this magnificent treatise - comprising 215 vers~s -
which have become universally famous as 'Karikas' divided into 
four Prakara.,as or Chapters - with the sole purport of revealing 
the secret teachings of this concise Upanishad for the benefit of 
genuine seekers. To the best of our knowledge, the world teacher, , 
Shri Satikarachatya, who was the foremost spiritual preceptor 
who by revealing the less known, implicit Vedanta Prakriya 
(methodology utilized in the Upanishads) which was Siimpradiiyic 
(traditionally) through his Prasthanatraya Bhashyas and who had 
helped Jijnasus (true seekers) to discern the Vedanta Siddhatlta, 
had kept in view the subtle teachings of these MaJ}.4iikyopanishad 
Karikas alone as his main treasure trove and inspiration and had 
rendered this yeoman service to all humanity. 

In addition to presenting before the serious students of , 
Vedanta the real purport of Shri Satikara's Bhashyas on 
these Karikas, it is also intended in this treatise to examine 
thoroughly the various contradictory opinions as also raging 
controversies that have been spread throughout our country 
by alien schools and scholars with regard to those spiritual 
teachings propounded in these Karikas and then prove the oppo
nents' views as fallacious and ill-found. For this purpose the real 
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purport of the various Karikas will be explained and established 
on the basis of universal Intuitive Experience and logical argu
ments or devices in consonance with it. 

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE FOUR PRAKARANAS . 
It will be highly beneficial to discern or divine the extra

ordinarily profound tenets that are implicit in the four 
Prakarat:las distinctively. The first PrakaraIJa is called 'Agama 
Prakara~a'. Because the methodology of teaching (the Vedantic 
truths) handed down according to the traditional 
(Sampradayic) line of teachers is revealed on the pretext of 
writing a commentary on the Upanishad, this Chapter is 
called 'Agama PrakaraJ).a', which is befitting indeed in this 
regard Agama means the Upanishad which teaches the Tattwa 
(Ultimate Reality), as also the traditional methodology of teaching 
It which is implicit in that Upanishad - both these aspects are 
called ,by that name. Although in this Prakaral)a, Upapattis -
meaning, the Yuktis (logical arguments or devices) utilized to 
solve certain doubts that may arise in between the textual verses 
- are conjoined to the Upanishadic verses, here the Agama alone 
is important and is given the pride of place and Upapatti is 
given the second place. 

The next PrakaraQ.a is Vaitathya Prakara~a. 'Vaitathya' 
means 'not being like that'. Dvaita (duality) - meaning, the world 
which appears to be full of diversity and is divided into Inanifold 
aspects - although it at first sight creates an impression, a belief . , 
that it really exists as it appears, when we adopt a Sastra Dfishti 
and deliberate upon it, we come to realize that - "The world of 
duality or diversity is 'Vitatha' (that which is not like that), it 
is a mere false notion or misconception" - this teaching is 
brougllt home to Ollr Ininds in this PrakaralJ.a. Because this fact 
is demonstrated followillg a logic in consonance with or approved , 
by the Sastra, thIS l'rakaraQ.a is called 'Vaitathya Prakara~a'. 
In this Chapter altllougll Yukti (logical devices) only are given 
predominance, here too the authoritative support of Sistra has 
not been discarded; l1ere too 'Agama' is invariably being fol
lowed or adopted. This fact has to be bome in mind. 

The third Chapter is 'Advaita Prakara~a'. Because Dvaita 
is shown to. be a mere false appearance it amounts to rendering 
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Dvaita as not really existing, and it is concluded thereby auto
matically that Advaita (non-dualism) alone is the Paramartha 
(Absolute truth). Even so, in order to remove doubts to the effect 
- "Like Dvaita why should not Advaita too be false ? If it is 

• 
contended that because Dvaita is opposed to Advaita the former 
is false, then on the same score because Advaita is opposed to 
Dvaita, why cannot Advaita too be said to be false 1" - this 

• 
Chapter which establishes the Advaita Satyatwa (the Absolute 
reality of non-dualism) is begun. Although like the Vaitathya 
PrakaraQa here too yukti alone is given predominance, neverthe
less, Agama is not discarded or neglected. Anyhow, through these 
fIrst three PrakaraQ.as the Advaita spiritual teaching expounded in 
the Upanis~ad is fully established adopting the traditional meth
odology of pedagogics. 

Further, the fourth Chapter is called Alatashinti Prakaral}a. 
A relevant doubt of the type - "Because there exist in this world 
schools of philosophy (Darshanas) which are opposed to the 
Vedas, what convincing proof is there to assert that whatever is 
taught in the Vaidik Upadeshas (Upanishadic, spiritual instruc
tions) alone are the ultimate fmal verdict? Even those who are 
not Vaidikas, are also fOIWarding their respective' 'Agamas' -
meaning, their own respective spiritual preceptors' doctrines - and 
Yuktis in keeping with them, is it not so ?" - may pose itself 
before us. Solving this doubt, it is affirmed in this Chapter that 
- "Because those various logical arguments (Yuktis) are mutually 
opposed to one another, there is no worthwhile essence or sub
stance in them ; on the other hand, there is no possibility whatso
ever for the Advaita Siddhanta to be opposed to any Darshana 
- whatsoever it may be - nor is there any possibility of any 
internal squabbles or contradictions within Advaita itself'. Fur
ther, it evolves that - "Vedanta Siddhanta can be acknowledged 
without any apprehensions or inhibitions whatsoever, because it 
is demonstrated quite convincingly here in this Chapter by means 
of yukti that Dvaita is Mitbya (false)". Although in this PrakaraJ.la 
mere logical arguments utilizing it is disclosed as to how the 
remaining Darshanas are mutually opposed to one another, even
tually it is proved to the hilt that the Vedantic methodology is 
opposed to none even from the standpoint of the Agama also. 
The prudent student should ever remember this fact too. 
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Thus the first PrakaraQa, being of the nature of a commen-
, -

tary on the Sruti (MaJ).Qukya Upanishad), is Agam apradh an a 
(predominantly Sastraic and traditional in its approach and treat
ment of the subject nlatter), while the remaining three Chapters 
are Tarkapradhana (predominantly logical or dialectical in ap
proach), because they have invariably and unfailingly utilized that , 
Intuitive logic implicit in the Srutis as also any other empirical 

, -
forms of dialectics not opposed to that 'Srutyanugrahita Tarka' 
(logical devices approved by the scriptures). Because all these 
four Chapters help Intuit or cognize the truths enunciated and , 
expounded by Vedanta Sastra, these Chapters have been called 
'PrakaraJ.1as' in the spiritual circles. The word 'PrakaraI).a' means 
any write-up which pertains to anyone part or aspect of the , 
Sastraic teachings and which thereby provides another elucidatory , 
commentary to the Sastraic topic; Here in this context, to ex-
pound that Advaita 'Tattwa (non-dual Reality of Atman or Brah-, 
man) is the Sastrartha (real, ultimate purport of the scriptures) 
and confmning it by means of Upapatti is the Karyantara (ex
traneous purpose). 

-I AGAMA PRAKARANA 
• 

We have already stated that the first Chapter called 'Agama 
PrakaraJ).a' written by Shri GauQapadacharya has been given that 
name because - (a) He has kept in mind the spiritual teachings 
of the MaJ;lgUkya Upanishad predominantly as his authoritative 
source for it ; (b) in this Chapter he reveals the ltoaditional 
methodology of teaching adopted by the line of preceptors (from 
time immemorial) belonging to his Sampradaya (school of phi
losophy viz. Advaita Vedanta). Hence, it amounts to saying that 
because in the Upanishad it has been propounded that through the 
determination of the purport of Omkara the method of cognizing 
the Ultimate Reality of' Atman has been elaborated, the Agama 
PrakaraJ).a has to be understood by following the sequential order 
of the Upanishad Mantras. For this reason alone, 8hri GauQapada 
has taken up the first six Mantras together and with the purport 
of explaining their teachings, has written the Karikas pertaining 
to the Padatraya (three quarters). 

THE FIRST SIX MANTRAS OF THE UPANISHAD 

ailFq~d~8if<fq~.t ~ d~qoql(§tll;f ~ ~ 1:Ifcl'sqRFd ~4~CfiI( ~ I 
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II P ADATRA YA KARIKAS 
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l\'leaning: (1) "Here these verses exist : The Vibhu 
(Omnipresent Lord) having the extroverted cognition (con
sciousness) is Vishwa ; One who has the introverted cognition 
is Taijasa ; is verily a (consummate) lump of COl1sciollsness. 
is Prajfia. One alone is of these three kinds - thus He is said 
to be." 

THE BH,,~SHY AKARA'S MANGALA SI.lOKA 

"lit ~.cyl(q' fqfq'-lfc4l1l1li SII<lI ~ ~fc4tiOl~ 

q:till:eql;:ql~ ~qrarq'lql~ ~f(1tn m ~~ I 
{(qf~dl~!lYf<ftl~: tc41t'tf.t ~lqfq(tU 

f6('S11 ~ fcr"IlJIO( ~·ld!l0I.IUI: ql('Slm Yf~~q: II 

Commentary: Perhaps, because he has written Bhashyas 
to the Mat}.c;liikyopanishad as also to the four Karika PrakaraQas, , 
Shri Sailkata Bhagavatpada has here, in this context, written two , 
MaiJgaJa Slokas (invocatory verses at the beginning of the trea-
tise). For this reason, we have utilized the first verse for the 
Upanishad and the second for the KiirikaS. The Bhashya com
mentator has raised a doubt that in the fourth part of the second 
verse there is no 'V.rittalakshaJ.l8' (sign of continuity) and has 
provided a consolatory explanation saying that in it there is 
'GathalakshaJ.l8' (sign of a religious. verse, but not belonging to 
any Vedas). 
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, 

The purport of the MaIigala Sloka : "May the Sarvatma 
(Self of all) ... after having enjoyed the pleasures born out of 
gross objects, then by means of His Jyoti (Light of Conscious
ness) having enjoyed the other subtle objects which are spread 

~ 

out or projected by His mind, .thereafter slowly sustaining and 
subsuming all of them in His own essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness and eventually giving up all particular features 
becomes entirely devoid of the whole gamut of characteristics -
may that Turlya (fourth, relatively) protect all of us !". This verse 
too is akin to the invocatory verse, written prior to the Upanishad 
commentary, in its purport or meaning. In the first verse itself 
a little deeper meaning becomes evident. On the whole, the 
principal meaning of all this is that the Turlyatma mentioned in 
the Upanishad is Himself Brahman. 

In order to explain the meaning of Atman's three Padas 
(quarters) Shri Gau<Japadacharya has written nine Karikas. The 
student will do well to reckon the meaning of the Karika sen
tence - "The VibllU who has an extroverted consciousness is 
Vishwa" - to be the same as that of the commentary by Shri , 
Saitkara on the third Upanishad Mantra; for the Karika sentence 
- "One with the introverted consciousness is Taijasa" - take the 
commentary on the fourth Mantra ; and for the Karika sentence 
- "Similarly, one who is Ghanaprajiia (lump of Pure Conscious
ness) is Prajfia" - take the commentary on the fifth Mantra. 

The meaning of the Karika sentence that - " One alone is 
said to be of three kinds" - is ~ Although Atman is non-dual (i.e. 
One without anything second to Him), those knowledgeable teachers 
say that - 'He is appearing as of three forms of Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajiia'. For the textual phrase - "Tridha Sthitaha"·- the 
commentary is : "He appears as if to exist in three kinds" ; for 
the alternative textual phrase (found in another recension) "Tridha 
Mataha" - the commentary is : "Altho,ugh in reality, that is, from 
t~e Absolute viewpoint, He is one and one alone, the ignorant 
people are misconceiving Him to exist in three different kinds." 

WHAT IS TO BE COGNIZED BY THE DISTINCTIONS OF 
VISHW A, T AIJASA AND pRAmA ? 

, 
For this Shri Sailkara has written a sentence the meaning 

of which is ; "Because - (a) all the three states of Consciousness 
(A vasthas) are being experienced one after another ; (b) we are 
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recognizing Him in the manner - 'He Himself is myself - by 
means of memory - it is established that 'Atman is distinct from 
the three A vasthas ; He is one and one alone (non-dual) ; He 
is Shuddha (pure, Absolute), Asariga (non-attached or unrelated) 
- this is the purport here ; this has to be deduced on the strength 
of illustrations such as the big fish etc." 

Here in this context there are quite a number of topics 
which are to be discerned and cognized. As per the Bhashya 
statement that we remember in the manner : " A vasthas are 
coming and going one after another ; they are three in 
number ; He alone is myself' - although it may at frrst sight , 
appear to be true, Shri S ankara does not at all have the 
ultimate intention of conveying this meaning. 

To wit : Although it is true that, in general, to all us 
it appears that the A vasthas are coming and passing away 
one after another ~nd they are three in number - these 
A vasthas are not coming one behind another in one common 
substrate or denomination of time, nor are they appearing to 
exist one by the side of another in one common space. There
fore, to reckon them to be 'three' in number is wrong. If a 
clock strikes three sounds to indicate three hours, that flow 
of time in which the first sound was heard by us, in the same 
flow of time alone the second and the third sounds are being 
heard by us. Because we are individuals distinct from the clock 
we are able to count the sounds of the clock as one, two and 
three. But bere the one flow of time which is the substratum 
or support for all the three Avasthas does not exist at all ;
there is no o~e who can count them as one, two etc. Anyway, 
that all the three A vasthas are coming and going in a sequential 
order is not in our experience at all ; the phenomenon that - "I 
myself who experienced the waking, after waking up, am expe
riencing this ; apart from these two A vasthas I am separate" --is not in our experience. Therefore, the statelTlent that - "Atman 
is having the three Avasthas in a sequential order" - is Dot in 
consonance with universal experience. 

In the same manner, even the concept that we cognize in 
the manner - "That person himself is myselr' - on the basis of 
memory is also not acceptable to experience, and this truth is 
determined only by Intuitive deliberfltion. To explain, what is 
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experienced in the past to remember that in one time continuum 
is called .. 'S111[iti' (memory). For the memory of the type - "ThIS 
morning I ate some food ; but now I am hungry" - which occurs 
in the evening - there is support of the past experience. It is also 
quite reasonable if on a Sunday morning to one who has taken 
his food, in the evening its memory being there ; for the one 
particular period or point of tilne like 'Sunday' is the support for 
both the consumption of food and the memory of its consump
tion. But pertaining to the illustrated (Darshtrantika) Atman, it is 
not at all like this. Here in this latter case, it is true that a teeling 
of the type - "~I myself, who saw the dream after waking up, am 
seeing the external worlli" - to accrue ; but there is no time 
flow or continuum whatsoever which is comnlon to both 
dream and waking. Besides, it is in the experience of every 
one of us that in each of these A vasthas, one each but 
different time continuum exists. The explanation as to how 
this is to be reckoned will be more elaborately deliberated 
upon in the commentary on the second Prakarat:la. In the 
same way, there is ~ hitch to say that - "The 'I' of the dream 
is being reckoned to be the 'I' of the waking". For, the '1' 
that 'existed' in the dream is different or distinct from the 
'I' of this present waking in so many respects. This fact too 
will be made very clear in the commentary of the second 
PrakaraIJ.a. On the whole, because of the facts that - (a) both 
the Avasthas do not 'exist' in one and the same time con
tinuum ; (b) there is· no 'I' which is a common witness to 
both the states - to assume that there is a 'Pratyabhijiia' 
(recognition) of the type - "That person (in the dream) alone 
am I" - is not proper ; therefore we can conclude that this 
opinion too is not the real intention of teaching of the 
Bhashyakara (i.c. Shri Sailkara). 

In that case, for the sentence which is written by Shri 
Sankaracharya what exactly is the ultimate purport 1- This 
question will be answered now. The Avasthas can be delib
erated upon or considered from two viewpoints. One is a 
viewpoint which witnesses them on the strength or basis of 
and in accordance with Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) ; in 
fact, this alone is the proper, reasonable one. For, everyone 
of us will necessarily have to acknowledge the truth - that 
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'Intuitive Experience has a greater value and validity than 
memory (Smfiti)'. The other viewpoint: Vyavahara means 
the plienomena tIl at appears to our mind in the waking and 
the manner in which we all talk, express or communicate in 
accordance with that. Because - (a) this viewpoint is common 
or natural to all (luliversal) in their 'A vichara Dasha' (state of 
non-discrimination or igIIOratlce) ; (b) it is proper for a person, , 
\\;ho wishes to examine these states from the Sastra Drishti . . 
(viewpolllt of the sc~iptures or Upanishads), while leaching or 
expounding the Tatnva (the Ultinlate Reality), to do so on the 
basis or strength of the knowledge \Vllich the COIlL.'11on run of 
people have acquired in their ~vavahara (to wit, the workaday 
experiences and notions) - to follow atld deliberate Up 011 this 
Vyavahrui.k viewpuint alone first becumes quite justifiable. When 
we observe from this viewpoin.t, because to all of us (i.e. uni
versally) it appc;ars as though we are all having (experiencing) 
the three states of Consciousness like ·wakil1g, dream and deep 
sleep as also whetl one alnong therrt exists (or in being experi
enced), no other state exists and it appears as though these three , 
states are coming and going one after another, Slui SaIikara has 
stated, on the basis of this (cyparent) regular recurrence or 
repetition (Paryliya) cf" three states of Consciousness, that Atman 
exp~riences them. Even from this viewpoint, even after these 
states come and go ~nd when allY one ,)f them is being expe
rienced, because our essential nature of Pure Belflg-Conscious
ness exists as It is, it e'volves from this that these states of 
Consciousness are not part and parcel of Atman's essential 
nature. 

Similarly" eacll one of us thinks in the manner - "I 
myself, Whf) saw the dream, am awake" ; "I myself, who did 
Jll"lt know arlythjrlg in deep sleep, am no\v, in tIle waking, 
See!!1g the extern.~l w,)rJd and arn cognizing the internal mental 
condiilon~" - and (ieducing from these that - '·'That person, 
\vho experi~~cec! t:1ose dream and deep sleep states, is myself 
indeed" ; eacll one ()f· u"'; on tIle strength of memory is 
recogIlizing thdt - "TILe e·-j~eJlce t)f the previolls state is that 
of the present Of Ie alone" ; eacll one cf os is believing tllat -
"The states, especi all) are different and distinct." Even COllSid

ering from this \'ya\'ahal"a Drishti, it e\l'Jlves ~at - "Atman is 
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separate from the three states of Consciousness." In fact, no one 
will or does agree if it is said that - 'Wllat one person experi
ences, another remembers, is it not so ?" Therefore, it is to be 
concluded that - "This Atman who is experiencing the three 
states one by one and is remembering the previous experience 
now is one and one alone." In "the same way, even though it 
appears as if that - "He is experiencing these three states" -
when He wakes up, neither a taint even of the bizarre experi
ences of tile dream nor the ignorance of the deep sleep actually 
have caused any stain or stigma whatsoever to Atman. Hence, 
it evolves that - "Atman is Pure." Not only this ; the relationship 
with the waking state is not there in the le"ast for Atman in the 
other two states. Similarly, the relationship of the dream state is 
not there in the other two states ; the relations~ip of deep sleep 
is not there in the other two states ; Therefore, in His very 
essence Atman is Asanga (unattached or unrelated or Abso
lute, Transcendental). It amounts to saying that just as a plastic 
emulsion-coated (water-proof) cloth is not 'soaked or wetted by 
water, the three states of Consciousness can never taint or touch 
Atman with any of their characteristics or features. 

In this manner, it is the opinion of the Bhashyakara (i.e. , 
Shri SaIikara) that even when the Vyavahara Drishti is followed 

, -
or adopted, what the Sruti has expounded as Atman' s essential 
nature to be like - 'He is transcending or beyond the three states' 
etc., becomes intelligible or comprehensible. This alone is his 
purport and not that he has any resolute attachment in persisting 
to affirm that - (a) the three states of Consciousness have the 
support of one and tIle same time continuum ; (b) they have the 
regular recurrence (Paryaya) of appearing one after another ; 
( c) among the states there exists the memory of one in another ; 
(d) this memory is actually of the essential nature of remem-

. brance alone. Just now we need not consider these controversial 
topics like - (i) Whether the three states have the substratum of 
time or not ? (ii) Whether they are actually occurring one after 
another or not ? (iii) Whether there is any scope or chance of 
the mem<?ry of the dream and the deep sleep states occurring in 
the waking or not ? All these will be taken up for detailed 
deliberation in the second Chapter or Prakaral).a. 

So far, on the strength of the Vyavaharika Drishti it has 
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been determined that even if we analyse and deliberate upon our 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) it is tantamomt to accepting 
that - 'Our Atman is beyond (transcendental to) the tlrree states, 
is One, Pure and unrelated.' If we discern the fact that even the , 
inviolable or infallible Sruti - which is propounding tIle Tattwa 
(Ultimate Reality of Atman, Brahman), keeping Sarvatrikanubhava 
(the universal Intuitive Experience) alone as the basis - is a valid 
means or proof (pramaJ)a) for this teaching, then it becomes clear 
that this deteimination alone is the correct one. For instance, in . 
the Brihadara~yaka Upanishad it is stated thus : 4d~~ qt?,q~ 

~ ~ 311f(~(r(1 -qcf ~ am- ~ ((Qqcu4 1nill \@lcrQICl'fllctt:t.ai1{fa ~C1I;ij 
01.. ~ 0-. ~'-. ~ ~ 

~ ~4iI;ij ~ II' (Bri. 4-3-18). Just as a big fish like a whale, without 
being .washed away by the turbulent current of a river, freely, 
leisurely rqams' about from one bank to the other, not de
pending. upon either of tIle banks nor having anything to_ do 
with "them "and thereby we may reckon it to be 'Asanga' 
(unattached, . unrelated) ; because the mud of either bank has . 
not stuck to the fish, we may also -reckon it to be 'Shuddha' 
(pure, clean) - in the same way, this Atman too, thOllgh He 
appears to enter and experience the waking. and the dream 
states one .after the other, He is beyond and is surpassing 
both of them, remaining pure and untainted by them. Thus , 
on the analogy of this illustration of a big fish tIle Sruti is 
teaching us the essential nature of Atman. 

In the same vein, there is yet another Sruti : uda~I@:tSlICfiI~ 
. . 

lt~:il CU ~quii CU fqqf{1Jtli JJlHI: {it;tq 1.T$ ~Rk1<1I~q fti<ld CJ>CIqcn<i ~ C@ftli 

3t;allt ~Iqfa ~ ~ ";f ci;:q1 ~Iq Cfil'tlld ~ cfioq1 f{4cj q:tllfa II tt t meaning : 

Just as a falcon or a hawk, after havillg wandered ·aDout in mid-air 
and getting exhausted, folds up its wings, returns to its nest and 
enjoys conlplete rest - in tile same way, this Atman, after having 
carried Ollt varied transactions either in the waking or in the dream, 
gets exhausted and then enters into deep sleep alone ; therein He 
does not see anything ; desiring anythL'lg, He does not slog for , 
attaining it - (Bri. 4-3-19). This Sruti sentence is clarifying the truth 
that - 'For Atman tIle Kama (desires) and I(arma (actions) tllat are 
apparently seen to attach themselves ill the waking and in the dream 
are not at all reiated'. Therefore, the Siddhanta (spirit'lal philoso-
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phy) that we comprehended by following the Vyavahara Drishp 
and eX'amining the tlrree states of Consciousness is established to be , 
correct on tIle evidence of the Sruti teaching itself. 

THE MEANING OF THE NAMES LIKE 'VISmVA' ETC. 

It is necessary to deternline here the exact Ineanings of 
words like Vishwa, Vaishwanara, Taijasa, Prajiia - which are 
used in the Karikas and tile Upanishad. For,.. in the texts 
which have become popular tllese days (like the Tattwaviveka 
of Paiichadashi 17, 24, 29 ; Siddhantaleshsafigraha 92.:100 -
Choukhamba ; Vedantasara pp. 42,' 46 ; 63-64 ; 69-70) there 
is in vogue a convention of teaching that - 'Vishwa', 'Taijasa', 
'Prajiia' are the names for Vyashti Jlv8 (the individllal, micro
cosmic soul), and in that order they are the selves identifying 
themselves with waking, dream and deep sleep states, respec
tively, and 'Vaishwanara', 'Hiral}.yagarhlla', 'Iswara' are, in 
tllat order, the different Salnasllti (macrocosmic lords of those 
three states). Besides, the translations of the Hindi text -
'Vrittiprabhakara' by Sadhu Nishchaladasji are very popular in 
our country. In that text, it has been propounded that the words 
'Hira~yagarbha' and 'Virat' are used to refer to Jiva and 
Iswara in different contexts and tllat these references become 
justifiable, on the basis of 'Shaktivritti' (in the sense of power) 
to Jlva and 'Gal~avritti' (in tile secondary sense) to Is\vara. In 
addition to this, it has been written therin that - "'In tIle· 
l\tlat:lQUkyopanishad it has been tallght that " TrividhajJ\laS , (the 
three types of Jlvas) have to be meditated upon as identical 
(Ahhedachintana) with 'Tri\lidha Ishwaras' (three types of 
Iswaras)" ! Further, it bas beell mentioned that - "The Ma~Qukya 
Vachana has the liitimate or prime purport in teaching mere 
Abhedachintana alone and not that therein the Tattwa (the 
Ultimate Reality of Atman ) has been taught in consonance with 
Vastuslllarupa (the essential nature of the Reality as It is in 
esse)" ! (Vp. Pra. pp. 353-355). By these interpretations there is 
every scope for more confusion being callsed in the lninds of the 
Jijfiasus (seekers). For these reasons, it becomes quite necessary 
here to deliberate upon the real purport belllnd tllese P3Iibhashika 
Shabdas (teclmical terms). 

Can the words - 'Vai~h'vanara' 811d 'Hiraf.lyagarbha' -
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be used as Jlvaviichaka (those signifying the transmigratory 
soul) ? In the present text of Mal).Qukya, how are these terms 
used ? - this question let us examine. With regard to this topic , 
Shri Sankara has written in his BrihadaraQ.yaka Bhashya (1-4-6) : 
"Papmadal1a (destruction of sins, demerits), Bhaya (fear), Arati 
(absence of pleasure), Janma (rebirth) etc. - because tllese have , 
been mentioned in the Sruti they have perforce to be said to be 
Samsarivachaka (referring to a transmigratory soul) alone ; even 
so, here there is a special feat~rre. TIle non-dual Paramatman 
alone exists in the Absolute sense, but He is being dealt with 
both as a Salnsari due to association with adjuncts and as in His 
essential nature as Asamsari ; from tllis point of view, for 
Paramatman alone these words are used due to association with 
adjuncts. The dealings of Hirar.tyagarbha being one and of many 
fanns are also of this nature alolle. All the Jlvas too, in the same 
manner, as they appear with adjuncts are Samsaris as also of 
tnany or various forms; butA from the Paramartha Drishti they are 
all Paramatman alo~e. In the case of Hira~yagarbha, especially, 
because the adjunct is infinitely or exceedingly pure or subtle, He , 
is being called in Srutis and Smritis 'Parameshwara' alone ; He 
is referred to as 'Samsari' rarely at some places. For Jlvas only 
- because of their abundance of inlpurities in their adjuncts, 
ptostly the dealings as Samsaris are many, but from the stand
point of their Ni11lp a dhikarupa (essential nature devoid of all 
fonns of adjuncts) they are all of the very essence of Paramatman 
indeed". (Bri. Bh. 1-4-6, its gist). 

Secondly, if we deliberate upon the question - "In what 
manner have these words been used in the MaJ.1~ukya 

Upanishad and in the Agama Prakara~a Karikas which are 
of the form or nature of a commentary on it ?" - then there 
does not exist any Prama.J;18 (valid evidence) whatsoever to say 
or conclude : "In MalJ9ukya Upanishad, an Abhedachintana has 
been taught between the Vyashti Jivas and Iswara of 
Samashtirupa". In MaI)<;lukya it has been instructed in the manner 
- "Om - this letter is all this" ; "All this is verily Brahman" ; 
"This Atman is Brahman" - in order to give an explanation of 
Ornkara as also the Brahmatmaikya (the identity between Brah
man and Atman) , and further in it there exist sentences which 
propound that the entire world of duality tllat appears to all of 
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us is verily 'Onlkara' or 'Brahn1an' ; but there are no words like 
'Upaslta ' (one should meditate), 'Dhyayet' (one should contem
plate) etc., which stipulate by way of an injunction Dhyana 
(meditation, contemplation), anywhere in the text. In the case of 
the Karikas too, there is no trace of statements like - "Vishwa 
should be meditated or cOTltemplated UpOIJ as Virat" - to be , 
found anywhere. In his Bhashyas Shri SaIikara has stressed tIle 

point that all these four Prakaral).as are ~~GI;:aI$1Jijl<ij'5~U6:t - mean

ing, ~The qlliRtessence' of the teachings of Vedanta' - indeed, and 
not that they describe Upasanas. He has said: The determination 
of meanings of Omkara is : "Atmatattwapratipatyupayabhiitam" 
- meaning, "It is a device (Upaya) for attaining ljjana (Intuitive 
KIlowledge or Experience) of Atmatattwa (the Ultimate Reality 
of Atman)" and not that either in the Upanishad or in this 
Prakarat).a the Pranava Cbintana (meditation on Omkara) has been 
considered. Even if we realize the meaning of the sentence 

e 

occurring in Muktikopanishad : 'QlosCfQqqqqld ~~ fqtf=cti~' -
0.. ~...::.,.....::. 

meaning "F or .. Mumukshus MaI}QUkya alone is. sufficient to 
enable them to attain Mukti" - we will have to reckon that from 
time immemorial tIle opinion that this Upanishad teaches Jiiana 
which is instrumental in attaining Sadyodmukti (i.e. Liberatioll in 
this very life - also called Jlvanmukti in Vedantic p~lance) has 
been acknowledged on all hands. Therefore, it is proper to reckon 
that both the Upanishad and the Karika have the one singular 
purport of teaching the Vastuswarupa. 

Further, if we examine the query - "The word 'Vaishwa
nara' used in the Upanishad and the word 'Vishwa' used in 
the Karika - between these two words does one indicate 
Samashti (macrocosmic aspect) and the other Vyash!i (micro
cosmic aspect) ?" - to conclude in this maImer, we do not find 
any support or valid evidence. The word 'Vaishwanara', as used 
in the Chandogya Upanishad, is the name given to Brahman , 
alone who is Upasya (the object of meditation). Shri SaIikara has 
stated that the qualifying word 'SaptaIiga' (endowed with seven 
limbs or parts) which is described in the Upanishad, is applicable 
or suitable only to Iswara with proper reasons. While dealing 
with the etymological deduction (Vyutpatti) of the word 
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, 
'Vaishwanara', Shri Sailkara has stated : - 'fq-Utrt ~<IOII'l 3i~q;~1 

1~11Cl ~JQI1(:t - meaning, "Because He enables all Jlvas to carry 

on their mundane affairs in various ways, He is called 

Vaishwanara"; '~en fq.g~:q ~ ~<~i:I ~ fqJQI.,.<: ; fqJQI'1( ~ 

~JQI1(: ; ecfNO:gI~IS1~(qIe( - meaning, "The human being who is 

Vishwa (the universe) is Vishwanara ; to the word 'Vishwanara' 
itself when the Swmhapratyaya (by virtue of a particular gram
matical usage indicating a subjective aspect) it gets converted into 
'Vaishwanara' ; because He is Abhinna (non-different from all 
embodied souls, He is called V aishwanara". Therefore, it be-, 
comes definite, certain that tlle Sruti which has used this word 
of 'Vaishwanara' does not at all refer to Jlva. 

In tIle case of the Karikas of Shri Gau4apadacharya, espe
cially, the word 'Vishwa' is found, but the word 'Vaisllwanara' 
is not found. It is reasonable and proper to expect this teacher, 
who has undertaken the task of explaining the Upanishad, has 
indicated the meaning of the word 'Vaishwanara' by the word 

~ 'Vishwa'. In the same way, it is proper indeed to reckon that the 
words 'Taijasa', 'Prajfia' are significant teI1J1s for Parameshwara 
alone and not for Jivas. Only then, what has been expounded in 
the Upanishad as .. "Vaishwanara', 'Taijasa' and 'Prajfia' are 
Atman's three Padas (quarters)" - fully agrees with what 8hri 
GauQapada has explained with all his heart as - "These tlrree are, 
in fact, indicating one and the same Atman and not that each one 
refers to one part of Atman" - and further it becomes fully in 

agreement with the meaning of his statement - c~ ~ ftrirr ~:', 
meaning' - "Those who are knowledgeable (seers) say that one 
and the same (Atman) Parameshwara exists three-fold". 

In the same way, the word 'Taiiasa' as also the word 
'Prajiia' - both are the same in the Upanishad and the 
Karika. In the Upanishad just like Vaishwanara, Taijasa also is 
said to be 'SaptaIiga'. Therefore, therein to interpret 'Taijasa ' as 
the Samashtirupa (macrocosmic fonn) of Iswara alone is proper. 
In the Madhubrahmat).a of Brihadarat).yaka (2-5) there is a phrase : 

"q:(oqlllttflli 'ii"tlOlfi a\ij)q<:f!siidilfll: ~(itl:tt - meaning, "This Purusha 
who is existing in the earth and is full of resplendence, and 
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immortality" and ill this manner, while Jnentionirlg identity be
tween Adhidaivika Purusha (tutelary macrocosmic Deity) and 
Adhyatma Purusha (spiritual microcosmic Being) In every recur
rence of the words, because it has been invariably stated by 
adducing lejomayatwa (abundance of brilliance), meaning -
Chinmatratwa (very esserlce of Pure COl1sciousness) to both eqllally, 
it becumes q'.lite reasonable here in this context also to reckon 
that - just lil~e the \yord 'V aj. shwanara , .., the Vv·ord 'Taijasa' also 
has been used as 'Adhidaivapara' (ill tutelary rnacrocosIIlic as
pect) alone. Furttler, in the Bhashya on the Upanisilad, because 
it has been stated that - 'For Taijasa (Purusha) a Consciousness 
which is replete with Vasana (latent impressions) alone that 
which is experienced" - we have perforce to reckon that thereili 
tre Atman who is a Witness to th~ COllsciousness of latent 
impresions is referred to. 

Now, \\7ith regard to teaching that - "The word 'Prajiia' 
is truJy one which signifies Parameshwara" - there does not 
remain any doubt whatsoever. For, in the remaining part of 

the sentence itself the Sruti is affirming : ~ ~m: ~ ~:., 
mealling - "He Hirnself is the omnipresent Being, He Hirrlself is 
the ommiscient Being" - etc. in clear, unequivocal terms. Be
sides, the word 'Pr2jiia' is being used at various places in the 
Brahma (Vedanta) Sutras (1-4-5 ...... ) as signifying Parameshwara , 
alone. The Bhashyakara (Shri Sailkara) too has vociferously declared 

that - '~41ftdqISl'( 3f~Cflftlt:(f<oi ~q'( ~ ~:t - meaning, "Becallse the 

Pw·e Consciousness is the extra-ordinary nature of this Purusha 
alor.e, He is called Prajiia". In the Sutra Bhashya too Shri 

Sankara has written : 'mi: -cAA-m:, {tcf~Hq~Ulln S1~tJl Pt~4fq4l.Ii( -
(Sutta Bh. 1-3-42), meaning - "Prajiia means Parameshwara ; for, 
the. Consciousness which .has the characteristic featllre of 

, 

ommiscience subsists in Him without leaving Hirn or departing 
from Hitn". For these various reasons, we have to dismiss the 
weird illterpretation of many present-day authors of Vedantic 
texts who say that - "Prajfia means Praye1)a Aji1aha (one who is 
abundantly steeped in ignorallce)" - and who have wildly imag
ined that he is the Jlva who is identifying hilnself as the pos- ~ 
sessor of deep sleep state - as Wltenable, being opposed to the , 
Sruti as well as to the Bhashya. 
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BENEFIT ACCRUING FROM DETERMINATION OF THE 
MEANINGS OF Nr\"f\'IES LIKE VISH\VA, T AIJASA ETC. 

17 

By all such deliberation what is the decisi ve Ineaning ar
rived at ? It is : Ttl~ words 'Vaishwanara'. 'Taijasa' and 'Prajfia' , 
used in the Sruti afe the various forms of macroccsmic aspects 
ci Is\vara ; anti those very fOflT1S ha\'e been c:.llled ""j~l)'l·a, 
Taijasa, Prajiia, Je~;lecti,/ejy, in the Karlkas too. These Vishwa 
etc, are not tenns signifyjng Jlvas ; neither are Vish\\Ta and 
Vaishlvanara are terms SigJlifying Jlva and Iswara, respectively. 
NOlrhcre eitlJer in the Upartishad or in tIle present Kal·ikas 
the terms like Vishwa, Taijasa etc. are stated to be the names 

-of \'yashti Ji\'as or microcosmic individllal souls. These are 
verily the names of Parameshwara with adjuncts. Tlle benefit 
that accrues by determinirlg in this manner is : It will amount 
to our discerning (tIle teaching) tllat - "To the non-dual 
Pararneshwara alone, who is associated with gross, subtle and 
causal forIns of adjurlcts, these tllree different epithets of Virat 
or Vaishwanara, Vish,va ; Hiran)1agarhha ; and Prajiia or 
Iswara who is of the essential nature of Avyalqitatma (unmatlifested 
Self), respectively, have been addressed. In the follo\ving verses 
this very opinion alone will be clarified. 

THE INTUITIVE EXPElUENCE (~1\lUBIIA VA) OF VISIIW A, 
TAIJASA ETC. EXIST IN THE WAKING STA"fE TOO 

~1I{8jq~ fcfm q~~~(=(l ~: I 
~ ~ 

3f1q;1~ -:q ~ UI~ff;t'fl ~ oqCfffila: II~ II 

Meaning : In the doorway of the right eye Vishwa, 
within the mind Taijasa and in the space within the heart 
Prajfia - (thus) in the body He exists in three forms. 

It should be remembered here that Vishwa, Taijasa" Prajfia 
- these names are not utilized exclusively for the purport of 
signifying tlrree different Atmans who are associated with the 
tirree states of waking, dream and deep sleep. On'tile other hand, 

, 

they are specifically utilized to indicate the truth - "One and the 
same Paramatman, by virtue of His association with adjuncts, has 
acquired these three distinct fonns" . This teaching has b~en 

clarified in this Karika by Shri Gauc;iapadacharya. For that reason 
alone, here the waking state alone has been taken up for con
sideration. 
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"Vishwa exists in the doorway of the right eye" - this 
expression does not at all mean that He has taken a position in 
tIle eye. In fact, in various places in the Upanisl1ads (e.g. 
BrihadaraJ)yaka 5-5-4 ; Chhandogya 4-15-1) it has been stipulated 
that the practitioner should meditate upon Paramatman as existing 
in the eye. In tilat context the literal meaning that - 'Paramatman 
actually exists in the eye' - is not intended to be conveyed. Let , 
us see what Shri Sailkara has stated in his Bhashya on the Chha-

ndogya sentence : 'am.ttUT ~ ~ f~'la'it~:, i1~~qffG~I~1~qa: 

~1l~fc4~fCfifq: ~~tel' - meaning : "To those discrimillative persons 

- who have turned their senses within, who have acquired spiri
tual disciplines like Brahmacharya (celibacy) etc. and who are 
tranquil in their minds - the Drashtru (seer) of this Drishti (sight), 
i.e. Atman who witnesses the sight - appears". Tl1erefore, "Vishwa 
exists in the eyes" - means He illumines directly the cognitive 
(perceptive) faculty of the eyes by means of His Chaitanya or 
Pure Consciousness. Although in the Upanishad the statement -
"He is endowed with 19 cogniti\'e doorways" has taken into 
account the remaining senses while describing Vaishwanara, here 
the mention of only the 'eye' is intended as an Upalaksh8J)8 (an 
implication of all five senses) ; here it should be discerned that 
He is the Sakshi (Witnessing Consciousness) of the cognitive 
faculties of all the senses. The mention of 'the right eye' is to 
indicate the fact that in the Vedas mostly the right eye alone is 
selected ; may be, it has been stated in that manner because 
especially the rigllt eye in people possesses a superior sharpness 
of sight. In fact, for stipulating by way of an injunction - the 
Purusha (celestial Being) who exists macrocosmically .in the Sun 
and, microcosmically speaking, the Atman who exists in the right 
eye - should be meditated upon as one and the same Parameshwara 
by the name 'Satya' - this alone is the purport. In any case, that 
Paramatman who is being called 'Vaishwanara' from the macro
cosmic view-point is Himself our Atman who is illumining our 
cognitive consciousness in the senses. Not discerning this truth 
people in general are misconceiving their own Being divisively 
in the manner "I am the Jiiatru or cognizer who knows the 
external objects through the means of my senses" - this is the 
purport of this sentence. 
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For the sentence - "In the mind He exists as Taijasa" -
a silnilar interpretation should be made. Giving up his perception 
of tIle external objects through the senses, when he is experienc
ing happiness and miseries in 11is mind alone internally, one who 
is illumining the mental cognition of ~he form of Vrittis (thoughts, 
concepts) is veril)' Atman, is it not? In the case of the cogIlition 
of one who is seeing the gross objects with 11is eyes, actually by 
virtue of the (intelnal) mind and the (external) senses conjointly 
becoming one valid Ineans or medium of knowledge the cogni
tion of the object is accruing ; but when l1appiness and misery 
and suel1 other psychic phenomena are being experienced by the 
mind, there is no relationship of the outer senses at all to our 
cognitive ktlowledge. Therefore, herein the subtle cognition alone 
became the object for the Sakshi (Witnessing Consciousness). By 
virtue of this difference in His adjunct Atlnan Himself is called 
'Taijasa' indeed. In addition to this, the microcosmic Inind is 
important for Jlva in l1is Lingashanra (subtle body) ; by means 
of this alone the Jlva begets his fruits according to the nature of 
his Karmas and has to attain other bodies (in other births) -
(Brihadara!)yaka 4-4-6). HiraQyagarbha who is endowed with the 
adjunct of macrocosmic Mind is Manomaya (of the very essence 
of Mind) - (Bri. 5-6-1). He has to be perforce meditated upon 
in -the mind only. Because this Sakshi alone who is implied by 
the association with the adjunct of the mind has been called 
'Taijasa' in the Upanishad, it is proper to have stated that - "One 
who exists in the mind is Taijasa". 

Now, what is meant by - "In the space of the heart exists 
Prajiia" - is to be considered, is it not so ? If the phrase -
'Hridayakasha' - is to be translated literally, then it has to be 
interpreted as 'the space existing within the heart' only_ Although 
in the waking both the body and the heart within it are invariably 
existing, because this expression has been used to explain the 
present topic of 'Pra j fia' s experience', this meaning or interpre
tation does not suit. When both the mental transactions of expe
rience (Anubhava) and memory (SmaraI)a) have ceased, the es
sential nature of Being that exists (subsists) alone is called 
'Prajiia', is it not so ? Just as when ill deep sleep there do not 
exist any mental transactions, Atman exists in His essential nature 
of Pure Being-Consciousness, in the same way in the waking 
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state too when Atman exists in the 'Tush1}.lrpsthiti' (a state 
wherein there are no mental transactions \vhatsoever) He actually 
exists tmto His essential nature of Pure, Absolute Chaitanya 
(Consciousness in esse). Tllerefore, our calling Him 'Prajfia' is 

. rendered to be correct. But how can tIle statement - 'He exists 
in the space of tIle heart' - be justified ? 

TIle answer to this query is : IIere the \\Ford 'Akasha' 
(space) lne!lllS Shuddhatman (pure Atman) who is exceedingly 
subtle like space. This convention of using this word '"Akasha' 
to refer to Paramatman is in vogue in the Upanishadic lore. 
For example, in the Brihadaral}yaka during the debate be
tween Gargi and Ajatashatru tht! question that - "When he 
is asleep where was the Vijfianamaya Purusha ?" - (Bp. 2-

1-16) - was raised and in answer - 'a~~i SU OIF1i rq~I~1 fq~1I'1ql~14q 

~S:t1~~q a:lrCfiI}(I~~~~' - meaning, "Taking all these cogni

tions of the senses along with the distInct knowledge which 
manifests itself in the AntahkaraJ)a (mind), He exists in the space 
which is within the heart" - it is stated thus. While explainillg , , 
the meaning of this Sruti sentence, 8hri SaIikara has written in 

his Bhasbya thus : 'a:tICfiI~I~I~;Jf"tR ~ lCl 611<"11 d:cqd ; d~~ ~ a:u(tff~ 

a:t1q;1{t ~ ~1'ilfC1Cfi a:t'EtiftIRCfit - meaning, "By the word 'Akasha' 
here one's own Paramatman is denoted; he rests in that Akasba 
called 'Atman' who is his own essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness and devoid of anv characteristics of Samsara 

~ . 
(transmigratory existence)". In the- following sentence too 8hri , 
Sailkara has stated : "He exists in mere space - is 110t its 

r 

meaning ; for, the support of another Sruti sentence from 
Chhandogya, viz. 'My dear, then he has become one with Brah
man called 'Sat' - also, will be available for this ol.l:f interpre
tation. Discarding the distinct nanlre brougllt abOtlt by association 
with the adjunct of Lingasharira (causal body Jlvatma), he rests 
in his essential nature' of Pure Being-ConsciollSllCSS wllich is 
devoid of any distinct characteristic, and Absolute, Pure ; this is 
the meaning". Therefore, the real meaning of the third sentence 
of the Karika is : "When there do not exist any' mental 
modifications or transactions of the forms of experience and 
memory (Anubhava-smarar,arupa Manovyapara) all of us re
ally (actually) exist in our Hridayakasha, meaning Paramatma 
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Swarupa (the essential nature of Suprelne Self)". Vaishvlanara 
who exists in tile waking condition, Taijasa who exists in the 
dream condition arld Prajfia who exists in tIle deep sleep condi
tion - the Intuitive Experience of all tllese three (macroeosmic 
Beings) invariably exists in our waking experience indeed. "By 
association with tIle adjuncts of the senses he is Shariratma 
(embodied soul), by association witl1 the adjunct of the mind he 
is Lirigatma (subtle-bodied SOltl) and when both these adjuncts 
are absent and he rests in his essential nature of Pure Being 
without cognizing an)'thing whatsoever he is Sushuptatma - thus 
even in our waking we are able to recognize or realize" - in this 
nlaIL.ler if \ve ratiocinate and try to give up our identification with 
these microcosmic (Vyashti) adjwlcts (Upadhis), then the Sakshi 
(Witnessing Consciousness or Principle, who is implied by these, 
alone is our essential nature per se. Even the concept that this 
Sakshi is invru.iably confined by these cognitions of the body and 
the senses is also a Bhranti (delusion) indeed. For, this cognition 
or Intuition of our Sakshi Chaitanya (Witnessing, Absolute 
Consciousness) has verily transcended tIle b:Jdy and is witnessing 
the entire lL~ivers(, itself (in the holistic sense). Therefore, if we 
cognize tlle fact that the entire \vaking world (~,rjsh"ia) is an 
adjunct t() tttis Sa~5hi, then this Alma who is apf."'earing to exist 
in our body is Himself 'Vish"'a' (Vaishwanara) · it amounts to 
saying. Jtlst lLke the microcosmic adjunct of th~ body (Vyashti 
Liilgopadhi), it' we Intuit that the whole gamut of 1j1e macrocosmic 
Mind itself is all adjuiict to this S~k~;fii, then this our Annal1 
HiInself, who appears as if being en,;ircled by the subtle adjllnct, 
is verily 'Taijasa' (Hirat:lyagarhha) - it amounts to saying. In the 
same way, when ~~.zlubhava (experience), SlnaraI)8 (memory) -
these adjuncts do nl)t exist whatsoever - although it appears t.~at 

we do not have an)' cognitive knowledge whatsoever - then it is 
tarltamcJunt to dedtlCing tllat - "The Sakshi (Witnessing Con
sciousness) - who directly Intuits or cognizes in the maruler - 'No 
knowledge or experience whatsoever appears' - with the aid of 
Ollf Nirvikalpanubhava (Pure, Absolute Intuitive Experienc\!) - is 
Himself· the 'Prajiia' who is verily our Atnlan". Therefore, what 
we averred that - "One and the same Paramatman exists in three 
kinds in our waking body" - is also substantiated indeed. 

The statement that is made in the first Karika to the effect 
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that - "One and the same Atman exists in three aspects as 
Visllwa in the waking, Taijasa in the dream and Prajfia in deep 
sleep" - is itself being once again ieiterated here in the nlanner 
- "In the waking too, in the same manner, to one and the same 
Person the three types of distinct forms like Vishwa, Taijasa and 
Prajfia accrue" - and the reason for this repetition here is in
tended to instruct the truth that - "Atman begets distinct forms 
by virtue of His association with adjuncts alone, but in His very 
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness there do not arise 
or' come into being these tluee distinctions whatsoever." There is 
scope for the common run of people to get deluded in the marIner 
- "First when we are a\\'ake ,Jur Atnlan begets a particular form ; . . 
then when the dream comes ~'e attain anotller fonn ; thereafter 
when the deep sleep comes yet another form we acquire" - is 
it not so ? Tllere is no rOOln whatsoever for such a delusion ! 
Atman exists unto Himself as He is in esse. E,;en if three people 
ilnagine in the manner - "This is the Sun who appears through 
the door of this house" - there do not exist tllree Suns at all, 
is it not so ? In the same way, Atman Himself does not in the 
least acquire different fonns - being endowed with tIle adjuncts 
of the body and the senses in the waking,. merely ti1e mind in 
tIle dream and a total absence of any cognitive knowledge in the 
deep sleep_ Just as the Sun who supplies lig11t to e\;eryone is one 
and one alone, Atman who provides (stlstain~) all the A \rasthas 
by virtue of the Light of His ChaitanYa (Pure Consciousness) is 
one and one alone (non-dual). These very same adjuncts can be 
cognized in the waking too ; then in that event, the" trutl1 that 
- "Atman is one alld one alOlle" .. will become all the more clear, 
evident ; and this alone is the purport of the Karika. 

IS IT PROPER T(l SAY THAT IN THE WAKING TOO THE ANUBHA" A 

OR INTUITIVE EXPERIENCE OF VISHWA ETC. EXISTS ? 

Here in this context a doubt may arise : If by virtlle of 
being endo\\'ed with various adjullcts like wakiIlg, drerun and 
deep sleep alone these epithets of Vishwa, Ta~jasa and Prajiia 
have been given, then how at all the statement tilat - 'In the 
waking state alone the experiences of these three exist' - can be 
proper ? In that event, does it not amount to saying that when 
tIle waking state alone is existiIlg the dream and th~ deep sleep 
states too exist ? 
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For tllis, tIle solution is : Because tIle true purport bellind 
tIle above-mentioned explanation has not been discerned, this 
doubt has raised its llead. In fact, by virtue of an association with 
adjuncts like tIle senses, tIle mind and Ajrlana (ignorance) alone 
the states of waking, dream alld deep sleep are appearing as 
tllough they are experienced by Atman. All this has been stated 
from the waking viewpoint alone and not from' tIle viewpoints of 
the respective states. For, neither in the dream in tIle manner -
"Now I am seeing (experiencing) a dream" nor in the deep sleep 
in the manner - "Now I am sleeping, am not cognizing anything 
whatsoever" - anyone ever experiences ; in truth, while in the 
dream one feels in the manner - "I am awake at present" .. only, 
and in deep sleep no feeling whatsoever exists .. Therefore, be
cause we are getting the distinctive discrimination or recognition 
of 'dream' and 'deep sleep' in the waking alone, it. amounts to 
saying that the concepts or feelings of A vasthatraya (three states 
of Consciousness) are occurring to us in the waking alone. The 
scrutinies of the types of - "Last night I saw a dream" or" "I had 
deep sleep. I did not 11ave cognition of anything whatsoever" -
are possible to -be carried out in the waking by one who has the 
distinctive cognition of the body alone. Therefore, there is noth
ing wrong in tIle statement made to the effect - "In the body He 
exists in three kinds". Thus Atman, who is appearing as distinct 
as one embodied, Himself in His essential nature as the Witness
ing Consciousness assumes tIle macrocosmic forms of Vishwa, 
Taijasa and Prajiia, in the manner in which it has been so far 
shown, and that this truth tIle Upanishad is teaching is the 
purport of the Karika. 

• 
THE OBJECTIONS AND SOLUTIONS PERTAINING TO TIIE 

EXAMINA TION OF DEEP SLEEP 

Here in this context some people who follow the Vyakhyiina , 
Prasthana (the metllodo)ogy of the post-Sarikara sub-com-
mentators) have raised a doubt pertaining to tIle scrutiny that 
is carried out about deep sleep in waking and tlleir ans,ver to 
it also is as follows : That the Sakshi who exists in deep sleep 
is Himself to be found in the dream as well as in the waking 
is accepted on all hands. What accrues in waking is SmaraJ)8 (the 
memory) of the Sakshi, of Sukha and Ajiiana that exist in deep 
sleep. Memory is a phenomenon which occurs when after tIle 
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experience is destroyed, the latent ~pressions (Samskara) arise 
in a different period of time due to a .special cause. The memory
of the form of - ' "Then I experienced in such and such Lu. nn~r ' · 

- accrues to us because after Anubhava (the experi n~e) ha.s 
vanished, ·now in a different period of time the Sarnskara of t at 
experience has arisen in lIS, is it not so ? But wh.at ex is~~ 'n 
Sushupti is the Sakshi's experience alone. And since there i no 
destruction whatsoever to t Sakshi, the Anllbhava did not 
vanish at all ; then, wherefrom can the Sarpskara come ~ If there 
is no Sam kara 1. r ~\"~y ~. ~ ~j i . ,ouid ! ~ e me !lorv accrtle ~-

~I 

Thus f . -is' .. g a ! - ~ _~~. ~ f thIS type, \\'. at c n~o lati ~ I . ... tho'e 
disputants h ve Sl.: ,~ '~:-.c. " . : .. ~ ~ ~ . -r- ~ , expprience t_ fU. accrll , in 
Su n pti is tllat of jfia~ l "' ','<rl' . ~: ~:'~ : .. ts in t at );. v·a'Jth ' ~F"ere 

in this fPspect the Opillion oi t . , ;.-. ~ . j-: ':) .. lta ltS 1: t ~ c! -- · ~'rhis 

Ajiiana is not ffjanabhava (the abse ~ ':' ~'" .. I-,,-.::n -) ullt a f;articular 
t)'Pe of substantial p ,itive Anin', ~11£A - ~ ·~t{ ; /:~y ;~ - (it de::ma~le ig
rorance) I. By v irttle of the association ' .~ "." au a(ljufict of tl e 
fom1 f Chidlibhasa (fal e appeara ""e of Cu __ s· -, u~ness hat 
a ises itl this Ajnana, the fhlse cone ~ t~lal experilo.-nce oi' the t ) e 
of jfiana, Sukha al'd Sak-hi arises. in 115. ~ ince tti.~t Jnana is 
acquired in a 1 the three Avasth'~s, three different s~ t .s, by the 
destructioll of a pre ious parti~ · ~ ar Aj-- ~ a, the -"1 id~,bha ~.a that 
e ists in it a1 " I bets troye ~nd an -th r ... 'jnarl -:& _. t;l tat,-, 

of ignorance. i us d a well as ~nather Ch.ld!ibh sa ~'I' h 
t;xi t~ in it. There£)re, by the re 'val of ·a paA. "ic ."1ar 'al .skara 
born Ollt of he destructinn of t_ re p ~ti e "hi t:--bh~ in the 
, aking ther s eve ?cssibi~ i Y : f Jl the 11el~OTY of ~ \). <; ~t . re 

plleno . na. ~nj," 'j and .jn na t ar:s,. 
Neither the c' , l)t r} r s lUl-on des\.,-ri ~ci co far i to be 

fOll ) • t 'v ·e bit 0 . J. ~ i the K~rika >"'pecialty. T~ p Ainana 
that the. v dis Lta. ts h e con i,'ed h s ' g .j +led or 
S'U5g -st· an)' 'Ni "'e h. tl-,c SL. · a l<;lapa a). 

Otl1 the h n 1 a · f [' - . \ a th - S 1- J .... ar r \ ,e ing rl '!- oyed 
alld he di. e " 11 vasth;-< s gvttin bo -:._ a e 1. dep , l't-p. the 
imag~natio i. :. -c ·~i i - -a m re fignl ' .nts of in1agiI a~; n. For, n n 
e t p. has he exp ri:. l .' -, of tile yp " ~ "In ha~ :" . llCh 

aIld l .. ch an \";A ) - r ' ell ,-, " ; h t e U:i alll 1-. (A y" ' 1 a) ts 

tr' J.SD rmed or C I ge ' ;v n< an th r ~O 1 of 
Avastha is a ta'I) d'. nee n sai tb ·· t S r- Gaugavad , 
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on tIle strengtll of tIle tllree A vasthas whicll are in everyone's 
experience as well as tIle experiences tllat accrue to e\'ery one 
in tllose A vasthas, has convinced us about the Intuitive Experi
ence of Visll\va, Taijasa and Prajiia, but he has not mentioned 
an A vidya wllich some disputants l1ave misconceived and whicll 
is riddled with raging controversies and has never thereby tried 
to cause untold and needless difficulties to Jijfiasus (true seekers). 
TIle Avidya (which is conceived by tllese Vyakhyanakaras) has , 
not been considered or reviewed at all in any Sruti (Upanishad) , 
nor any trace of it can be found in Shri Sailkara' sextant Bhasllyas. 
Hence, giving up tIle consideration of this wild imaginary doc
trine of these disputants here, it is better if we pursue our study 
of the Karika meanings. 

In tllat case, if a question to the effect - "What about the 
memory of tIle type - 'In deep sleep I did not know anything' 
- that accrues in the waking ?" - is raised, tIle answer to it is : 
This is a Inere misconceptioll. For exalnple, merely by the pllrase 
- 'A llare's 110ms' - altllough a concept of tIle type that. - 'A 
particular allil11al called a 'iIare' lIas lloms' - may be fonned in 
tIle Inind, those persons who have actually seen a hare are 
convinced in the manner - "Tllat animal has no horns at all" -
and furtller they llave a steadfast, settled belief of the type -
"This phrase is a mere misconception ; there is no hare anywhere 
with any horns as suggested by tIle pilrase." In the same manner, 
in tIle case of Sushupti tIle InelTIory that accrues to us in the 
waking should be understood. Sllri Sureshwaracllarya also has 
expressed the same opinion in his Brihadarat:lyaka Vartika. 

-;:r :aqfQ14IFq~1I4 ;1I~lIr~qFqfa -n-rf::r: ~~ ~I\I 

CfiIC1leJ6!'IQ'l11t=C4iSi ~I(qftlqdld~ 

~ "IdCfiIt1~Cf? U("lf'S·;/f :q13I1fq~3n~ 
~ , . 

lCIT~: q{I~S~ fqCf)(fqta~ If ~ II 

(Bri. Va. 1-4-300, 301) 
The purport of tllese two Vartikas is : "In Sushupti there 

is no experience wllatsoever ; 'I did not know' - is not at all 
a memory. For, tllere is no intervention or interposition of phe
nomena like time, space, causation etc. tllerein. It is not possible
to say about what exists in Atman per se that it belongs to past 
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time, is it not so ? Pratyagatman (the innermost Self) can never 
possibly touch either past time or future time ; for, time also is 
venly an object for Atman ; that which is Parartha - like the 
rope-snake, having been misconceived in another, appears com
pletely being within its control - that phenomenon is stated to 
be a mere VikaJpa (misconception) appearing in a thing which 
is Svartha (a real entity independently existing) like the rope. 
Therefore, the statement - "I did not know anything therein" -
is also a mere Vikalpa indeed. 

Thus, it is tantamount to concluding that the scrutiny of 
the dream and deep sleep states is a particular type of 
Vikalpa alone that is entertained by virtue of the waking 
viewpoint only in the waking body alone. In that case, if it is 
contended that - "It amounts to saying that the deep-seated 
beliefs like - 'We have dreams; we have deep sleep too' - have 
no supporting evidence" - we have to give an answer separately. , 
The Srutis do not - in the ultimate analysis - have the prime 
intention of teaching that to all of us really, actually the three , 
states accrue. In fact, the ultimate purport of all the Srutis is 
invariably to expound their unique Siddhanta (fmal spiritual teach
ing) of - "Atman does not have any A vastlla whatsoever, in 
reality" - but prior to that, first by assuming tentatively the 
staunch belief that all of us entertain' in the manner - "We all 
have the states like waking, dream etc." - from tIle Vyavahara 
D[ishti (empirical viewpoint) alone and thereafter examining the 
A vasthanubhavas (universal experiences of the three states) to 
enable us to Intuit that Atman is devoid of any A vastha. This 
truth we will further clarify while considering the meaning of the 
Turlyakarikas. For the time being, this much should be kept in 
mind: "Vyavahara" means the Pratyaya (cognition) that aCClues 
to us in the waking and the Vyapadesha (utilizing the words) that 
we do. From this Vyavahara Drishti, we all have a strong 
conviction to the effect - "We have the three states of Conscious
ness like waking, dream and deep sleep" - is it not so ? If we 
scrutinize "the experiences of these states - the experiences that 
accrue to us within a particular state - we come to Intuit, cognize 
that : (a) Our Atman is not distinct as an embodied entity ; 
(b) whatever appears in a particular A vastha is only an adjunct 
that is associated with that Atman. On the strength and support 
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of this Intuitive knowledge alone, Atman who is in these states 
has been named 'Vishwa', 'Taijasa' and 'Prajfia'. Now if we 
observe from tIle Paramartha Drishfi (Absolute viewpoint) - that 
there is no valid evidence or means of proof to show that dream 
and deep sleep states occur - is also true indeed. Then, in that 
event, it is tantamount to concluding tliat there is no valid proof 
to assert that there exists a \vaking state distinctively, separately. 
For, only wilen dream and deep sleep pilenomena exist, one can 
say tilat waking exists, is it not so ? If seen in this light, because 
it amounts to saying - "Atman is Nityaniravastha (eternally devoid 
of any states)" - there does not remain any doubt whatsoever. 
This truth we will furtller scrutinize and describe while consid
ering Turlyakarikas. 

ENJOYMENTS FOR VISHW A ETC. 

au~~~~ ~ ~1~f?Et~ 'lFt f~aflttd II~ II 
~<H dqlld fqJij $IfClFq~ (f ~\iI(i'{ I 
~ ~ 

aU~~:(iI ~ • ~ ~ f.rin~ II'" II 

Meaning : Vishwa is eternally an enjoyer (eater) of gross 
things ; Taijasa is the enjoyer of a variety of things, and 
Prajiia is the enjoyer of bliss. Thus know that the enjoyment 
is of three kinds. The gross (enjoyment) produces satisfaction 
or satiation to Vishwa, what is various (produces satiation) to 
Taijasa and bliss produces satiation to the Prajiia. Thus know 
that satiation is of three kinds. 

Commentary: Although the meaning of the verses (Karikas) 
mentioned here can be known from the explanation of the mean
ings of words like 'Sthulabhuk' etc. wllich are found in the 
Upanishad, the delineation of the type - "The enjoyment is of 
three kinds ; tIle satiation is of tllree kinds" - is not clarified 
there. For the Bhoktru (enjoyer) of the waking, enjoyment lies 
in a gross object ; for the enjoyer of the dream, enjoyment is 
of subtle objects and for the enjoyer of the deep sleep, it is 
Tamasa Bhoga (slothful, indolent enjoyment hom out of Ajiiana 
or ignorance), is it not so ? If we discern here in this context 
what is explained in the fourth Mantra, viz. the cognition (Prajiia) 
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itself of these objects is the Bhojya (enjoyment) for Vishwa, 
Taijasa etc., tllen the statement - "Enjoyment is of three kinds, 
satiation is of three kinds" - becomes meaningful. In all the tllree 
A vastllas if Sakshi is one and the same it amounts to saying that 
the cognition of the appearance of the triad, viz. Bhoktru (enjoyer), 
Bhoga (enjoyment), Bhogya (enjoyed object) is verily that of 
Atman ; to wit, the Intuition or cognition (Prajiia) of the enjoy
ment or experience of a particular state becomes an object invari
ably to the light of the nature of Intuitive Experience (Pure 
Consciousness) of Sakshi, it should perforce be assumed that 
Atman who is the Witnessing Pure Consciousness is called 
'BhoktfU' for courtesy's sake alone. From tllis it evolves that 
T.rupti (tIle satiation) that accrues to the respective Bhoktru of 
that particular Avastha by enjoying the respective Bhoga is verily 
Atman's Anandaswarupa (essential nature of Bliss) which mani
fests itself at the end of any fonn of action of enjoyment of an 
object. When the Vritti (mental concept) which arises at the end 
of an enjoyment is born and disappears, this Ananda (Bliss of 
Atman) manifests Itself spontaneously in the fonn as T.rupti 
(satiation). Just as the Prajiia (cognition) of the fonns of gross 
object, subtle object etc. is totally an object to the Witnessing 
Atman, in the same way the Vritti of the form or nature of TfUpti 
that accrues to the Bhoktru is an object to Him only. From this 
deduction, here it is mentioned that there exist three kinds in 
Atman's TfUpti. That is all. 

THE FRUIT ACCRUING FROM mANA OF BHOKTRU AND . . 
BHOGYA 

m ttl'fft lf~'4 fi lf~i4 wCh1fdd: I ...:a ~ 

~~dS~ <i«f ~ 'q~I"Il ~ f(?1'4d I It.. I I 
...:a 0.. 

l\feaning : The one who cognizes - that which is the 
Bll0gya (the object of enjoyment) in all the three Dhamas 
(regio11s) and that one who is said to be Bhdkta (the enjoyer) 
- both these, even if he enjoys he will not get tainted by it. 

Commentary : Here what has been tenned as 'Bhoktru' 
(the enjoyer) for CULlrtesy's sake is Paramatman alone who is tile 
A vastllasakshi (W itnessing Consciousness cognizing the three 
states). The object (of enjoYlnent) of the forms of Sthula (gross) 
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and Suks]lma (sllbtIe) tenned as B1Jogya (enjoyed object) also is 
His Oilly. TIle Bhoktru is not different, one eacll for tIle different 
states. In tile saIne way, the Bl10ga (enjoyed object) too is not 
different for each state. One alld tile same Blloktru - by vi11ue 
of tile fact that He is l1aving StJlu]a Prajl1a (gross cognition), 
Sukshnla Prajiia (subtle cognitio~) etc. Wllicll are objects to 
Anubhava (Pure Consciollslless) - 11as been givell the different 
epithets like Visllwa, Taijasa etc. Tllat very totality of objects of 
tIle l1ature of names and fon11s 11as attained tIle tllree different 
fonns as Bhogya with nanles like Stllula, Suks1lma and Ananda. 
But in Atlnan' s essential nature of Chaitallya as a result of 
ililimining tIle respective object (of enjoYInent) tllere does not 
occur any special feature, cllange wllatsoever. TIle COInlnon people 
llave superimposed llpon (misconceived in) Cllidatm811, who is of 
tIle very essence of S;lksl1i (Witnessing Consciousness), the 
Visllesha (particlIIar cllaracteristic features) that result froln the 
Bl10ga (eIljoYlnent) in tIle BJ10ktrLITLIpa (fonn of tIle elljoyer) of 
tIle elnpirical region (Vyavahara). Tllat is all. 

Here in this context tllere lllrks a secret tenet. AItllough on 
tIle face of it the 111eaning of tIle Karika appears to sllggest tilat 
- "Atlnan WilO is tIle BllOktfll in all tIle three Avastllas of Jagrat, 
Svapna and Susilupti is one and tIle same; tIle Vishayaprajna 
(cognition of the objects) which is Bhogya (tIle enjoyed tIling) 
is also one and the saIne" - if we observe it Illtuitively, in 
Susllupti tilere does not exist any distinction of Bllokt!u and 
Bllogya wllatsoever. For, in rilat state or condition tIle various 
knowledges or cognitions have, witllout being distinct, become 
one unitary Pure Consciousness to merge in Atlnan ; in tIle saIne 
Inanner, tile Ananda (Bliss) wllicll is the object for Jnana (Intui
tive Knowledge) has also Inerged in Atman alone. Hence, tIle 
stateinent tllat - 'I' in all tlle three Avastilas tIle Biloktru is one . 
and tIle same, Bllogya also is one and saIne' - is, in fact, from 
tIle waking state viewpoint. But if we observe Intllitively, it is 
tantamount to concluding tllat one and one Atman alone appears 
as tIle manifold distinctions of botll Blloktru and Bllogya. 

WIlen observed froin tllis viewpoillt, to tIle Jfiani WllO has 
realized Intuitively tIle Tattwa (Uitiinate Reality of Atlnan), tllere 
is no taint wllatsoever froln Bhojana (enjoYlnent). For, tIle JiiaJla 
(Intuitive Knowledge or Experience) of the type - "I am verily 
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Atrr.lan who is devoid of the divisions or distinctions of Bhoktru - . 
and Bhogya" - has acc·rued to him. Even when this Jfial1a has 
not accrued, one who has cognized the truth that - "The names 
and fot:ms which are the Bhogya in the tllree A vasthas are, in 
their essence, one and the same" - he too will not be tainted by 
(the defects or demerits of) Visllaya Bhoga because of his attain
ing the cognition, Intuition to the effect that - "By dint of the 
Jfiana, which is of the essential nature of Atman's Chaitanya, I 
am enjoying or experiencing tIle object". Althougll to the com
mon run of people this Jfiana is not there, one who eats his food 
with tIle deep feeling or staunch belief of the type - "One alld 
the same Paramatman alone, in the forms of Vaishwanara, Taijasa 
etc., is the Lord, Master for the Bhogas that accrue in the three 
A vasthas; I am offering this oblation of the form of this food to 
Vaishwanara" - to such a Satvika (one endowed with Satya G~a 

~ 

or virtuous qualities) there is no taint of any defect or blemish 
that may exist in the Bholya [To wit, Bhogya nleans the object 
of Intuitive Knowledge or Anubhava ; Bhojya means the food 
that is eaten - this difference in the meaning of the words is 
mentioned in the Sanskrit grammar. Here in this context the word 
Bhojya might have been llsed to indicate both the meanings : 
(i) Those who eat their food with chaste feelings do not get 
tainted ; (ii) To Atman who is of the nature of the Witnessing 
Consciousness all this is verily like Bhojya food. Some people 
have, for this reason, conceived of a variant reading like 'Yad 
Bllojyam'] - thus a fruit for such a belief ca!l also be imagined 
for this Karika by way of a secondary purport (Avantara 
Tatparya). 

III SRISHTI KARlKAS 
• • 

~'tct: :ecf\ilctI1i fldlfi:lfa rqr1~:qll: I 

trcf \J11£1ftt ~uul~~(i'i~ S~tt: ~~ IIG II 

Meaning: "(Previously) Existing Sarvabhavas (objects 
in their entirety) - to them alone is Utpatti (creation or birth), 
this is certain. The Purusha (Being) called 'Prat).a' creates 
everything distinctively, the rays of Chetas (Pure COllscious
ness ) too." 
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE TEXT 

From hereon Karikas pertaining to the topic of creation will 
appear. The relationship of this textual portion is : Although the 
forms of Atman which are appearing to he experiencing the three 
Avasthas of Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti are seemingly different 
or distinct, all the three are, in reality, not different, distinct. It 
has already been indicated that the Atman who is illumining all 
the A vasthas is one and the same. For the purpose of engender
ing this cognitive knowledge, it has also been demonstrated that 
the three fOnTIS of Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia accrue to Atman 
by virtue of an association with the different adjuncts of the tllree 
different Avasthas. In order to clarify the truth that - "Really 
speaking, these tlrree forms are not different. That Paramatman, 
of the essence of Prajfia who exists in Sushupti, is Himself 
appearing in these three different fonns of Vishwa, Taijasa and 

Prajiia" - the Sruti, in the sixth Mantra, is stating - ~ ~m ~ 

~:t "This (Atman alone who exists in Sushupti) is Sarveshwara, 
meaning - Sarvajiia." 

In this manner it has been described in this Mantra, is it 
not so ? How is this proper ? It is but natural for the common 
people to doubt in the manner: "Because our form of existence 
in Sushupti is engulfed in ignorance, it ,is an extremely inferior 
fonn". Just as we have believed that in the waking we are 
different as embodied beings and in the dream we are different 
being associated with different minds, in the same manner we all 
have believed that in our Sushupti we are different endowed with , 
different Ajfiana. But the Sruti in order to dislodge this staunch, 
deep-seated belief among all of us exaggerates, rather exalts, our 
Swarupa by teaching that - "In reality, your essential nature is 
not divided by or different from the, A vasthas; in the waking your 
essential nature of Being is Vaishwanarabhinna (not different 
from, i.e. identical with, the macrocosmic Being of Vaisllwanara), 
in the dream It is Taijasabhinna (not different from, i.e. identical 
with, the macrocosmic Being of Taijasa) and in the deep sleep 
It is Prajiiabhinna (identical with the macrocosmic Beillg of 
Prajfia) " . 
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pRAJNA MEANS PAR4.MESHWARA ALONE 

Prajoa is the name for Paramatman who is Cl1id§tmaka (of 
the very essence of Pure Consciousness ). In deep sleep our 
essential nature of Pure Being appears as if It has given up 
completely Its association with the external adjuncts and has 
become one witil ParatneSllwara Himself, Wil0 is of the very 
essence of our Paramarthatman (Atlnan, the Ultimate Reality). In 
order to indicate tllis teaching it is stated in Brilladarat:lyaka 

Upanishad 4-3-21 : '~~Qq: SU~01t(q'11 :eqf{&:I:ffi) ~ "'t@ fq;iH ~ "JIO{Ht( 

- meaning : "Since tllis Vi.jl1anamaya Purusha (self of tIle nature 
of intellectual wisdom is embraced by Prajfiatlna in deep sleep, 
He remains, exists witllout cognizing any tIling, eitller exterl1al or 
internal". Tlle misconception of tIle type - "In deep sleep we 
exist in tile dense darkness of Ajfiana or ignOfaI1Ce" - is eIlter
tained by all of us quite naturally, is it not so ? The ground , 
reality is not like tl1is at all. TIle Sruti is convincing all of us 
about the real state of affairs in the mallner - "(In deep sleep) 
all of you exist bereft of any obligation or binding whatsoever 
of the gross body, senses etc. as also of tIle subtle mind". In his , 
BllasllYas Shri Sailkara, while explaining the mealling of the 

, 
words 'Purusha' and 'Prajfia' used in tIle Sruti, says : 'epr ~~tt: 

~1I{l<: ~Itll dW C4fC{q(qltll cqlijll'4~(Ct~"'IS{e~· ~ o~fd~~ I ~: 

~~: I ;acf~(q<¥t8jUIl(( A~cql f~6!41( 3ifql11allq: II - meaning : "In this 

sentence 'Purusha' necessarily means S11arlratma (embodied self); 
for, he alone is tIle cognizer. Because there is a possibility of his 
cogrlizing what is external and wllat is internal, it becomes 
tenable to say tIlat in deep sleep he exists witllout knOWillg or 
cognizing in tilat nlanner. Here 'Prajfia' means Parameshwara 
alone ; for, the relationship with Prajiia or Consciousness of 
the essential nature of omniscience (Saravajiiahvarupa) is never 
leaving Him" - (Sutra Bhashya - 1-3-42). 

Not merely in deep sleep, but as and when the relatiollsllip 
Witll an adjunct is disengaged from this Jlva - in all such 
circumstances, in reality, he (Jlva) becomes one \vith Paralnesllwara 
Himself who is called 'Prajiia'. A vasthas (empirical states) like 
Samadlli, swooning, death etc. are illustrations for this. In tllose 
states too this Vijnanatma (embodied self or Jlva) lIas become 
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one \vitlI Prajfia alone. For that reason atolle, BrilladaraDyaka 
Upallishad (4-3-35), wllile describing Utkrallti (departure from tIle 

body or death), has stated : '~~II:(l( atlt'il tll~~1(ii11;q1~(i dffiG{'"( 

'lITfu' - meaning : "Just as a fully loaded cart rolls away making 
screaclling noise, in tIle saIne way tllis elnbodied self, being 
Sllpported by Prajiiatma, traverses making a llarsll sound" - from 

tIle Vyavahara Drish!i, and '~: q{(4i ~qdl'4lt( - meaning : "The 
Jlva merges in Paramatman who is the Paradevata (transcenden
tal, Absolute deity or divinity" - from tIle Paramartha Drishti. 
While writing the meaning (purport) of that Sruti, Sllfi SaIikara 

says: ~ Sf)qol aq~~d {4'!.d ~ -:q 'i"iFe ~ ~sf1:r ft~l(ICfilclq(( 

f~F'iffiqti~I{ltl aq'EiFijllttlol: ~ :afqlf':te~'icfCf1'"l ~ aq~F~lIij ~ fjqEJd 

-;r q1~~I9ij<llf ~t1'"<'1lf~ct ar~6dfd I "lf~ m- ~~ ~ qdql1: q;~r:;qf~ct 3Nli 
~ ~~ 

~ ~I"d:, ncr:r I ~d(O({I a:t11("'"t~:, dfl"tl~ct 'tt1It( ftq~lf~q 3tt4llt '1(i:C1 q~~~\i1IC1'"l "0.'" ~ 0. ~~ ~ 

anfq~lfa II" - (ehh. Bila. 6-8-6), meaning : "TIlus wIlen tile Vak 
(speecIl) merges in tIle Inind, tIle mind in tIle Pra1)8 (vital force), 
Pral).a in the Tejas (effulgence, radiance), Tejas in Paraillatman -
in tllis sequential order if we recede unto ourselves and when tIle 
mind (in its entirety) Inerges in, or becomes one, with its very 
source of Paraillatman, then the Jlva, WllO existed in that mind, 
as a result of the sllbIation or falsification of llis adjllnct 
(Upasamhara of tIle Upadhi, viz., body, miIld, senses) recedes 
unto (llis very source of Paramatman) just as at tIle time of deep 

sleep tIle mind etc. are completely witildrawn. Tilen '~('ltIf\ie~'icfCfi' 
(witll tIle Illtuitive Experience or cognition of tIle type - 'Now 
I alTI becolning one witll Sadbraillna' - if lle recedes unto his very 
essence of Being, once again - uillike wakil1g IIp from deep sleep 
- he does 110t wake up witll tIle intention of obtaining anotller 
body. Tllis is jllst like one, WllO is in a region wllich is insecure 
witll a lTItlltitude of fears ; wIlen Ile reaclles a secure;, lace ~l'~Vvld 
of any fear of danger, lle does not return to tIle fonner place. 
But tIle otiler person who is llot an Atmajiia (knower of tIle Self) 
wakes up once again froln that very source of Brahmal1 alolle just 
as he has woken froln sleep and even after deatil he gets caugllt 
in tIle net of the body". 

In any case, it alnounts to concluding tIlat in this Inanner 
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in deep sleep all Jlvas without having any cognition whatsoever 
become one witll Prajfia, meaning Parameshwara. All this l1as 
been stated from tIle Vyavahara Drishti on the assumption of the 
knowledge that - "All Jlvas 'beget states like Jagrat, Svapna, 
Sushupti, one after another". But in the present context of the , 
MaQ.Qlikyopanishad, Shri Satikara has determined in the manner 
- "Because Atman has been called 'Vaishwanara' having been 
associated with tIle adjunct of the waking state, 'Hira:Qyagarbha' 
having been associated with the adjunct of tile dream state and 
'Prajfia' having been associated with the adjunct of the deep 
sleep state - tIle Pratyagatman or innermost Atman who exists in 
the respective state is taught to be verily of the essential nature 
of Vaishwanara, Taijasa etc. indeed" - in his Bhashya on the 
occasion of commenting on the qualifying phrase 'Saptallga'. 
T11erefore, Atman of the deep sleep state attaining the form of 
'Vaishwanara' who is endowed with the waking state is dealt to 
be the 'Srishti' or creation alone brought about by Avyaiqitatman 
(Atman who is in tIle unmanifested seed or causal fonn). Having 
followed this principle alone, Slrri GaucJapada, the Karikakara, 
has vlritten the Srish~ivakyas .. In the Upanishad too in the sixth 
Mantra it has been stated : "This one alone is Sarveshwara, this 
one alone is Sarvajfia, tllis one alone is Antaryalni, tllis one alone 
is the Yoni (womb, calIse) ; is He not tIle cause for Prabhavapyaya 
(birth and deatll) of Bhutas (empirical entities) ?" - Is it not so ? 
From that Adhidaivika Drishti (vie\'vpoint of the tutelary macro
cosmic deity or viewpoint of the celestial plane) alone here also 
in these Karikas the deliberation on creation has been com
menced. 

WHAT IS THE PROPRIETY IN CALLING 
AVYAKRITATMA PRANA ? . . 

In this Karika Prajfia has been called 'Pra~a' also, is it 
not so ? How is this proper ? By describillg here the purport 

, 
behind the discussion that Slui Sailkara has made with regard to 
t11is topic, there is an added advantage. In the Upanishad : 

"~lolqqI3I<4f(f 1lJUf ~:, 1lJUf m, 1lJUf 1ft:, 1fTUIT q)ad1i ~ ~tt -

(ehh. 4-3-3) - meaning: "Vak (speech), Chakshus (eyes), Shrotru 
(ears), Manas (mind) etc. - all these senses become one with 

, 
Pra1)a in deep sleep" - because of this Sruti statemellt, the first 
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consolatory explanation is that the word 'PraJ)a' also can be 
addressed to Sushuptatlnan. But in Susllupti PraI}.a is not mani
fested at all, is it not so ? In truth, PraQa Itself is protecting the 
body of tIle sleeping person ; othelWise, it amounts to saying that 
there is no difference whatsoever between Sushupti and Mara.IJ.8 
(death) ! , 

The present Snlti is stating: "In the case of the Sushuptatman 
He is A vyalqita (in an unmanifested form) ; from Him alone the 
world of duality is born". Besides, we can also cognize if! our 
Intuitive Experience the fact that - "The state of Sushupti and 
tIle A V}'alqitasthiti (unmanifested state) of Pralaya (dissolution of 
the world) are one and the same". To wit, no one ever has or 
can have the experience of tile type - "Sushuptatman exists in 
such and such a region or space and in such and such a time" ; 
for the A vyalqitatman too WilO exists in Pralaya there does not 
exist any distinction or division caused by the time and space , 
categories. Therefore, as stated in this Sruti, it is proper to 
conclude that there does not exist any difference between 
SUslluptatman and A vyalqitatman. It is reasonable indeed to aver 
that this Atman is called "Prajfia". For, 'Prajiia' means Chaitanya 
(Pure Consciousness). It has already been shown on the valid 
evidence of Bhashya tllat - "Because Sushuptatman illumines this 
A vastha (deep sleep) by means of His very essellce of Pure 
COl1sciOllsness, it is proper to say tilat He is called 'Prajfia'." It 
being so, the doubt to the effect - "How is it proper to call 
Sushuptatman who is unmanifest (A vyaiqita) by the word 'PraIfa' 
which signifies manifestation ?" - remains unanswered. Further, , 
the other doubt tilat - "How can we reconcile the Sruti statement 
that - 'All the senses become one with PraQa in the Sushupti 
state' - with our Intuitive Experience ?" - also remains as it is 
unanswered. 

The purport of tIle solution provided by tIle Bhashyakara for 
these doubts is : Sushupti can be observed from two viewpoints. 
From the standpoint of those who are seeing a person sleeping, 
all the senses belonging to the sleeping person have ceased their 
respective functions and are remaining still ; it also appears that 
Pra.IJ.a (the vital force) alone as usual is carrying on its functions. 
Seen from this viewpoint, it amounts to saying that the vital force 
(PraI)a) of the Sushupta (sleeping person) is Vyalqita (manifest 
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alone). But tIle viewpoint of exainilling our own states of Con
SCiollslless of eacl) Olle of lIS sllbjectively by our own Intllitive 
Experience standpoint is itself a superior criterion. For, then and 
then alone we directly Intuit or cognize the experience of the 
essential nature of our A "3sthas. WIlen observed frOIn this 
Intuitive Experience viewpoint, tIle experience of the type - "I 
am an etnbodied person, I am asleep now ; just now, though all 
my sellses -are not functioning, even so my PraQa alone is car
rying on its functions incessantly" - is not tllere at all for tIle 
sleeping person ; in fact, tIlen tIle identification witll or ownersllip 
of our body, senses, mind etc. is totally extinct. Therefore, it is 
reasonable indeed to say that even for tllose who have identifi
catioll \vitil tlleir bodies PraI)a is unmanifest in SllSIlupti. For tllis 
reaSOl1 alone in Brilladaral}yaka Upanishad (2-1-17) it is stated : 
"WIlen tllis person is asleep, taking tIlis consciollsness (Vijnana) 
of tIle senses along with l1is consciousness of tIle AntahkaraJ)a 
(mill d) Ile re111ains, exists in Hridayakaslla (literally meaning, 
space witllin tIle 11eart), meaning ParaIl1atman. WIlen he with
dra\vs tllose KaraI)as (i.e. Bal1ihkm:a1J.a and Antahkara1J.a) he is 
givell tIle epithet - 'Svapiti' - meaning, existing unto Himself. 
Tllen Pra}fa l1as Grihita (taken over or seized) ...... ". Hence, it 
amounts to saying verily tIlat - "In tIle Absolute sense, in Sushupti 
even tIle VyaJq-ita Pr8IJ.a (manifest vital force) 11as become extinct 
or one witil Prajfia who is tIle A ''Yakritatman''. Thus it lIas also 
been affinned in tIle Koushltakibrallma~opanishad. It has 
already been mentioned tilat at tlle tilne of death PraQ.a merges 
in Paramatlnan, is it not so ? Hence, it sllould necessarily be 
accepted tilat tIlerein PraQ.a remains as A vyalqita alone, is it not 
so ? 

THE REASON FOR 'VAKING UP FROM SUSHUPTI 

If a qllestion is now posed to tIle effect - "Tllus if Prat).a 
becomes unmanifest alone botl1 ill tIle deep sleep state and deatll, 
then 110W at all can tIle phenomena of - 'once again wakillg up 
and attaining otller bodies in future biltllS' - be reconciled ?" -
tllen here in tllis context tIl ere is a secret tIlat is to be reckoned. 
Evell wllen tIle respective Upadhis (adjtlncts) exist in t11e forms 
of VaisIlwanara, Taijasa etc., in reality tiley all invariably exist 
totally pervaded or penneated by Paramatma Chaitanya (tIle Pure 
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Consciousness of tIle Supreme Self) alone. Just as altl10ugh a slab 
of ice is cOlnpletely pervaded by water alone it is given a 
separate, distinct name as 'a slab of ice' (in our empirical 
transactions), in the same manner altilougil all tIle Upadllis which 
are of the cllaracteristics of Anatman or not-Self are pervaded by 
Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness) alone, for tIle sak~ of tllose 
people WilO are not capable of cognizing, Intuiting this truth all , 
at once, tile Sruti keeps on teaching in the manner : First, it 
accepts the pllenomenon of Sopadhikatwa (association with an 
adjunct) being there from the Adhyaropa Drishti (viewpoillt of 
deliberate superimposition) and then it reveals that the settled 
belief of the absence of any cognition of a second thing is due 
to the fact that in universal experiences like deep sleep, death, 
swoonings etc. everything has become one with the Paramatma
swarupa. Not knowing tllis secret the ignorant people believe tllat 
in the waking and in the dream the external world appears 
divided into different fonns of things wllereas in the deep sleep 
alone, exclusively, and especially, tllere does not appear any 
world of duality whatsoever. In reality, despite tIle truth tllat our 
essential nature of Pure, Absolute Being is ever of the nature of 
non-dual Pure Consciousness (Advitlya Cl1aitanya) - just as people 
are seeing water alone in tile two distinct forms when they say 
- "In the sea in one region there is a mountain floating in the 
fonn of an iceberg" - similarly, although all of us ever exist in 
our essential nature of Pure Being alone, we believe tilat we are 
associated with a world of duality_ This truth will become clearly 
discernible in the near future when we consider the commentary 
of the Srishti Karikas as well as later on while deliberating upon 
the commentary on TUTlya Karikas. Let it be. From the stand
point alone of those people who believe that botll in the waking 
and in the dream Atlnan is associated with the adjunct of a , 
manifest world of duality, the Sruti describes in the manner : 
(a) Just as in Pralaya, in the SUSllupti too the manifest world 
exists in the (potential or latent) unmanifest seed form ; (b) and 
again - just as in creation and sustenance tIle world gets manifest 
once again - in tIle waking and in the dream tJle world gets , 
manifest. From this viewpoint alone tIle present MaQQukya Sruti 
describes Prajiia with details like - "He is Ekibl1uta (llas becolne 
unitary, non-dual) ; is Prajiianagl1ana (llas become a solidified 
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lump of Pure Consciousness)" etc. It being so, there is no scope 
whatsoever for doubting in tIle manner - "If the Jlva becolnes 
one with Prajiia in Sushupti, what is the cause for him to wake 
up and to assume Jlvatwa ?" For, although Jlva ever exists in 

I the essential nature of Paramatman, the ignorant people are be
lieving in the manner - "We are Jlvas" - in the waking and in 
the dream becuase of the association with the adjuncts IniscoIl
ceived due to Avidya ; although in deep sleep there does not 
exist any adjunct wllatsoever - because then they are not cOgtlizing 
the truth that they achlall), exist in their own essential nature of 
Brahman - therein they believe that they are associated with 
Ajiiana (ignorance). 

HOW IS IT THAT PRAJNA IS SIGNI}~IED 
BY THE WORD 'PR~t\NA' ? . 

Let it be ;' from the reason mentioned above, it amounts to 
saying that in SUSllupti really tIle Vya1qita Pra.r.1a (manifested vital 
force) does not exist at all, is it llot so ? If so, what is the reason 
for calling Prajfia by the name 'PraI}a', who is Sushuptatman ? 
Unless and until a suitable, satisfying solution is gi\Ten to this 
doubt, it does not amount to having given a proper ans\ver at all 
to the question - "In the present Karika why is this nanle of 
'PraI)a' used at all ?" Hence that (SolutIon) we ,viII explaill to , 
some extent now according to the Bhashya of Sllri SaIikara. 

In the Chhandogya Sruti while clarifying the meaning of the 
sentence - "Tattwamasi" ("That tll0U art") - which is tIle spiri-, 
tual instruction given by tlle father (Uddalaka) to his son S\\;etaketu 
- Jlva has been called 'Manas' and Prajiia by the name 'PraJ.la'. 
The Upanisllad (ehh. 6-8-2) states : "Just as when a person WIlO 

has caught a bird ties a string to its body and is playing with 
it, tIle bird flies about hither alld thither and even if it flies far 
away (froln him) to the extent the long string allo\vs it, un":tble 
to free itself from the control of the string that is in that person's 
hands, gettillg fatigued or defeated, out of despair finally it comes 
back to the starting POillt of the strillg held by the bird-catcher 
and sits on his hand - in the same way, Jiva, being tied dO"l1 
to the adjunct of his mind and having wandered abollt in the 
waking and in tIle dream wllerever the mind roams about in all 
directions and finally in the Sushupti (deep sleep) takes refuge 
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in Sadbrahman alone called 'Prat:la' and attains Vishranti (quies
cence, tranquillity)". The mind is an adjunct to the Jlva, while 
Pral}.a is an adjunct to Sushuptatman - from tllis Vyavahara 
Drisl1ti the Upanishad has called Jlva - 'Manas' and Brahman 
who is in Sushupti - 'PraI).a'. Just as tIle bird is controlled, 
restricted by the string in the hands of the bird catcher, similarly 
Jlva is tied down to Paramatman's Swarupa ; howevermuch the 
Jlva goes far away from Paramatman, he cannot exist apart from 
Paramatman ; finally, he has perforce to merge into the Parainatma 
Swarupa and attain peace, quietude. For, that essential nature of 
Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss alone is his (Jlva's) real, ultimate , 

J essence of Being - this truth the Sruti is expounding here with 
the help of an illustration. Anyway, here the name of Pra.,a does 
not signify or refer to Vyakrita PralJa (manifest vital force); in 
fact, it is another epithet for Prajiia alone. On the strength of , 
the Sruti Pramana (Upanishadic evidence) we should discern in 
this manner. 

SATKARYAVADA 

Now, we may endeavour to know the meaning of tIle 
Karika by analytical deliberation. We have by now understood 
that tile Atman of the waking state really exists as Vishwa (or 
Vaishwanara), the dream Atman as Taijasa (or HiraQ.yagarbha) 
and the deep sleep Atman as Prajfia (or A vyalqitatman). The 
Karikakara (Shri GauQapada) has begun to delineate as to how 
this Parameshwara (Supreme Lord) with names like Avyalqitatman, 
Prajiia or PraQ.a brings about creation. 

The meaning of the first half of the verse is : Vishwa, 
Taijasa, Prajiia - all these phenomena, being already in existence, 
come into being. If they are already existing, what exactly is tIle 
meaning for the statement - "They are born again" ? No one 
reckons in the manner - "That which already exists - that alone 
is born" ! This doubt may arise here in this context. The 
satisfactory solution for this is : Althollgh they exist in their 
Paramarthaswarupa (essential nature of Pllre, Absolute Being), 
tllen they do not exist in the Mayarupa (illusory forms) called 
'A vidyalqita Nama Rupa' ('names and forms projected by igno
rance'). All these are already existing in a fonn without distinc
tion alone in A vyalqitatman ; but at the time of creation, they 
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asstlme the illusory fonns of names and forms projected by or 
conjured up by Avidya and manifest thelnselves. 

Any body may raise the question: "Even so, the Maya of 
'names and forms', which did not at all exist in tI1e beginning, 
came into being, is it not so ?" Not so. For, after birth tIle 
Mayarupa manifests ; before birth this Maya exists in a Bija 
Rupa (seed fonn). That seed also exists having been projected, 
misconceived alone by Avidya. For, we have already stated 
that - "Atman ever exists in His own essential nature of Pure 
Being-Consciousness, as also the ignorant people only miscon
ceive in Him tIle creation or birth, sustenance and dissolution of 
tIle world". When tilat which already existed as water, later on 
appeared in two distinct fonns of water and foam, dOll't we ,say 
that the foam which in the beginning exis!ed in the form of water 
and later on manifested itself in the fonn of foain ? In the same 
way, this is to be understood. If we observe deeply, even now 
foam means water alone ; even so, in our empirical worka4ay 
transactions we distinguish in the manner - pure clear water, 
impure dirty foam, is it not so ? In tIle same manner, here in 
this context too in the beginning (i.e. before creatioll), Absolute; 
Pure Bralunan of the very essence of Pure Existence (Sanmatra) 
alone existed ; after creation ensued, the three distinct forms 
called 'VisIlwa', 'Taijasa', 'Prajiia', which were caused by 
Namarupa Maya misconceived by Avidya, came into being. Just 
as water alone exists in tIle fonn of foam also, even when 
assuming the fonns of Vishwa, Taijasa etc. their Parrunartllaswarupa, 
viz. Shuddhatn18swarupa (very essence of Pure Being-Conscious
ness of Atman) exists as It is per see Even so, we may plausibly 
transact in tIle manner - "Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia came into 
being" - from the viewpoint of Maya (illusion) of names~and 
fonus which appear as projected or conjured tIP by A vidya. Tllis 
very concept l1as been described in the Srllti in tIle manner: '4tln 
the beginning Brahman alone existed ; thereafter, Hiranyagarbha 
and Virat - tllese were born". Therefore, what l1as been stated 
viz. "Vishwa, Taijasa etc. wllich already existed came into be
ing" - is proper, justified. 

In this manner describing origination, birth is ,called 'Sat
k!lryavada'. Sailkhyans also have used the nomenclature of 
Satkaryavada ; but their opinion or doctrine is not Yuktiyuta 
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(associated with reason, logic) ; for, in that Darshana (school of 
philosophy) its followers have used tllis nomenclature on the 
basis of a concept, dogma that - "Already existing Pradhana 
(primordial matter) itself got transformed or metamorphosed into 
forms like Mahat, Ahankara etc." If an entity gets repeatedly 
transformed, then what is its real fonn ? - this question cannot 
be determined. It does not also appear to be acceptable if it is 
stated : "Pradhana, which is insentient, inert itself created by 
itself in different forms". But in the Satkaryavada which the 
Vedantins acknowledged (and propound) such a defect does not 
exist whatsoever. For, in deep sleep Atman alone existing and He 
alone appearing in waking and dream, associated with a world 
(Saprapaiicba) - both these phenomena are in eveyone's expe
rience indeed, and hence to say in the manner - "Atman alone 
is assuming various fonns in this manner" - will surely be in 
consonance v/ith universal experience. Thus, because when Atman, 
who was in the beginning Nishprapaiicha (devoid of the adjunct 
of the world), later on appears as Saprapaiicha (endowed with the 
adjunct of a world) there does not take place any mutation 
whatsoever in His essential nature and His originally existing 
Swarups alone appears in His Karyav8stha (created new state) -
we have perforce to detennine conclusively thar the Uplidhi 
(adjunct) of names and forms which appear in waking and dream 
or in Srishti (creation), Sthiti (sustenance) is invariably Maya 
alone, which is projected by ignorance (A vidyakaJpita) - a mere 
false appearance alone. There is a phenomenon of the common 
people imagining a snake in a rope, water in a mirage out of 
misconception, is it not so ? Just as there exists every scope -for 
people to imagllle in objects like a rope, mirage - phenomena like 
snake, water, respectively, in the same way there exists invariably 
every scope for ignorant people (A vidyavantas, Ajiias) to miscon
ceive names and forms in Atman who is Pure, Absolute. This 
alone is called by Vedantins "Avidyakalpita Nimariipa 
Mayabija". Every one will have to admit, agree unavoidably that 
- "The snake etc. which are 'born' from this Bija or seed do 
exist always in their true essential natures of rope etc." ; for, 
without any real entity having been a substratum or support 
DO Vikalpas (imagined things) whatsoever they may be - like 
snake etc. have been ever witnessed by anybody in this world. 
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Even the snake when it appears is verily, in essence, a rope 
only; the mirage water even when !t appears is verily, in 
essence, a sandy waterless desert indeed, is it not ? Therefore, 
that Aspada (substratum, support) in which a particular phenom
enon is imagined - that substratum [To wit, that entity on which 
there is superimposition or Adhyaropa - that entity as the sub
stratum is being called 'Adhisthana' ; this usage is in vogue in , 
many present-day Vedantic texts. But Shri Sailkara uses the word 
'Adhisthana' with the meaning of body, Ashraya (support) only ; 
the entity which is the substratum for Adhyaropa (superimposi
tion) he calls, to a large extent, 'Aspada' in his Bhashyas. 
Therefore, in this treatise we too have used the word 'Aspada' 
in this sense or with this meaning only] - existing in its essential 
nature alone - is born from the Mayabija (illusory seed) of names 
and fonns projected by A vidya [To wit, some Vyakhyanakaras , 
(post-Sailkara sub-commentators) have opined that - "Avidya 
itself is Maya; the statement - 'born out of Mayablja' - means 
that - 'imaginary things are born from A vidya or ignorance, 
which is Anirvachya (indefinable, indescribable). With regard to 
this interpretation - which is purely dogmatic - since it has no , 
support whatsoever of Sruti statements, Bhashya, Yukti and 
Anubhava, we have discarded it here as there is no need of its 
discussion or deliberation]. It is reasonable to accept this 
Satkaryavada. 

In this manner, from Prajfia both Vishwa and Taijasa are 
born by virtue of Avidyalqita Namarupa Mayablja ; to wit, it 
amounts to saying that one and one Paramatman alone ap
pears in three forms of Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia. If we see 
from the macrocosmic viewpoint, because there is no entity 
whatsoever which is not subsumed by fonns like Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajiia, there does not remain any object at all for creation. 
Therefore, - because it is taught that 'PraQa creates these three 
phenomena alone', it amounts to having specifically indicated that 
- 'He has created everything else.' It should hence be understood 
that this fact alone has been explained in the second half of the 
verse. 

The statement - "Pra~a creates everything" - means that He 
causes the birth or coming illto being of all phenomena of the 
fonns of sentient and i11S,-~llticnt things. In the Brihadaral}.yaka 
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(Madhyandina Recension 2-1-23) it has been stated that - "Just 
as a spider, without desiderating any other external cause as an 
aid, is born in the fonn of a tlrread of its own saliva which is 
not something other than itself, and just as from a fire of one 
singular form many small sparks of fire fly off in all directions, 
in the same manner from this one Prajfiatman the senses (PraI)8s) 
like Yak (speech) etc., the Lokas like Bhuhu, Bhuvaha, Svahaha 
etc., deities like Agni etc., all creatures (Bhutas) from Brahma to 
a blade of grass are born -in each and every Jlva as distinct 
Atmans who appear with different adjuncts in the forms of , 
Vishwa, Taijasa etc." According to this Sruti statement, this 
PraI}.atman alone creates the insentient gross things, the adjuncts 
of the sentient livas, the Jlvas - all these appearing as distinct 
objects. Just as from the Sun thousands and thousands of light 
rays emanate, from this PraJ).atman various beings (Jlvas) appear
ing in different bodies, like deities, human beings, inferior crea
tures etc. - all of them are born. 

Although all these sentient and insentient (animate and 
inanimate) phenomena appear to be different, separate from Pral)a, 
in reality (in the Absolute sense) they are not different at all. Just 
as, though the Sun is one and one only, by virtue of various 
adjuncts of JaJashayas (water containers) hundreds of 'watery 
Suns' - meaning, reflections of the Sun - may appear to be 
different from him, in the same way these livas, by virtue of 
their different bodies as adjuncts, appear to be different or dis
tinct from Paramatman, as also mutually among themselves - they 
appear to be different. Even when they are appearing like that, 
just as all the Sun's reflections appear depending upon the Sun 
alone, and further, in the ultimate analysis, apart from tIle Sun's 
existence those reflections do not have any independent, separate 
existence at all - in the same way apart from this Pra~a neither 
any Jivas nor their Upadhis ( adjuncts) exist in the least. All these, 
existing in the Prat:latmarupa alone, appear to be different from 
Him, as also, among themselves, each appears different from the 
other. This teaching alone we have to discern from the Srishti 
Vachana (statements pertaining to creation). Whatever things are 
born, none of them exists whatsoever apart from the Prajiia, who 
is the cause for everything ; even so, appearing as if all of them 
are different, their creation has taken place. 
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Meaning : (7-9) Some people' who deliberate upon the 
subject-matter of creation reckon that creation is Vibhfiti (mag
nificence, splendour) ; some others imagine that it is akin to 
dream and illusion ; those who are having a steadfast faith in 
creation opine that creation is Prabhu's (the Lord's) wish; those 
who are deliberators on the topic of time reckon that creation is 
by Time ; some others say that creation is for enjoyment, while 
others think it is fo~ sport, pastime. This is indeed the essential 
nature of the Divine Being. For the Aptakima (one who has 
obtained all that he wished), how can there be any desire ?" 

DIFFERENT OPINIONS ABOUT CREATION 

Creation is caused by Prajiia ; the effect, existing in the 
beginning in the form of Prajiia alone, later on It appears in 
Avidyiikalpitamayiriipa (an illusory form projected by Avidya). 
When actually the creation takes place, the Jivas are appear
ing in different forms ; while Intuitively deliberating upon 
each and every Jiva's Swariipa (essence of Pure Being-Con
sciousness), if the three states of Consciousness are discerned, 
then from the viewpoints of the various states each and 
everyone of them can be divided into Vishwa, Taijasa and 
Prijiia. Thus, although creation is appearing in various queer 
forms, in reality, all this is Paramitman alone ; but in the 
form It appears It is verily Maya (illusion) alone - this is the 
Karikakara's opinion. In the statement - "Prabhavaha Sarva
bhavanam Satam" - meaning, "For all objects or phenomena 
which are already existing alone there is creation" - in this 
statement all this explanation mentioned above is implicit. In 
order to elaborate upon this teaching the opinions of others, in 
contrast, are being enumerated by Shri GauQapada. 
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"Some people say that creation is Vibhuti (great might, 
superhuman power)". Their opinion is that Parameshwara, the 
Lord Creator, in order to manifest His Vibhiiti, creates the world. 
But some others do not accept this opinion. For, by showing His 
Mahimi (glory or supremacy) to others there is no benefit ac
cruing, or purpose served, for Him ; nor is there any harm to 
Him by not showing His glory to others. 'lswara' means not a 
Samsari (transmigratory being) like us, is it not so ? Like the 
unrefined or uncultured people why should He show off His 
Lordship or supremacy ? Apart from this, before ' the creation 
takes place there exists no one other than Iswara. To whom, shall 
we say, does He wish to show His Vibhiiti and for that ~purport 
He creates ? Shall we say that to create in that manner is His 
Svabhava (essential nature) ? That too is not proper ; for, if it 
were so, He would have had to keep on creating indeed. These 
disputants may argue out in the manner: "In order to grant the 
fruits of Dharma (righteous actions) and Adhanna (unrighteous 
d\!eds) of Jivas, Iswara creates ; hence, when the Jivas' Karmas 
become ripe enough, then He creates. Besides, is not Iswara, who 
is omniscient, independent ? Howat all can we bind Him by 
clamping a restriction or stipulation of the type that - 'He should 
always be creating ?" - But those who assert in this manner that 
He creates in relation to the Kannas of Jivas (Karmaslipeksha), 
will have to give up the contention that creation is His Svabhava ; 
for, what is relative to or dependent upon another cannot be said 
to be 'Svabhava'. Apart from this, those who say that 'Iswara 
is merely Nimitta KaraJ)8 (an efficient cause) for the world and 
that He wishes to exhibit His Vibhuti and thereby for that 
purpose He creates' - if these disputants contend that - "Because 
this world of duality is an effect, just as for effects like a clay 
pot and pitcher etc. a potter who is endowed with Shakti (strength, 
power) and Jiiana (knowledge, intelligence) is a pre-requisite 
cause, similarly for this world (an effect) an efficient cause of 
an Iswara, who is Sarvajiia (omniscient), Sarvashakta (omnipo
tent), is necessary" - on the basis of inferential logic, then by 
that very token of inferential logic it will have to be conjectured 
perforce that - 'Just as the potter has a body and desire for 
enjoyment, in the same way lswara too will have to possess these 
(Upadhis)!. As otherwise, if one seeks to establish lSwara's ex-
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, 
istenc~ on the strength of Sruti Pramana like the Prashnopanishad 
statement - (6-3) : "(Iswara) reflected and saw" - then because , 
other Sruti statements like - "I will become many", "I will be 
born in tile form of the world" - (Taittirlya, Chhandogya) - say 
that - 'Iswara mentally resolved' - and thereby it will have to 
be accepted perforce that - "Iswara is not merely the efficient 
cause (Nimitta Karat:ta) but also the material cause (Upa dan a 
KaraJ)a)". In that doctrine, because Iswara Himself became (got 
transformed, metamorphosed as) the world, it amounts to saying 
that apart from Him there does not exist anything whatsoever and 
then this argument of 'Vibhutikhyapanapaksba' (avowing, pro
claiming Iswara's Vibhuti) will crumble. 

Thus even after this doctrinaire theory that Iswara, the Lord 
Creator, in order to proclaim (Khyapana) His Vibhuti (glory, 
supremacy), brings about creation (of the world of duality), there 
still remains another kind of Vibhuti ~ theory to be considered 
here. To wit, those who used to accept Sankhyans' Pradhana 
were arguing in the manner: "Pradhana or Pralqiti, without any 
dependence upon or aid from Iswara, by itself gets transformed 
into the fonn of the world. By virtue of showing in various ways 
its Vibhuti, Pralqiti provides Bhoga (enjoyment) and Moksha 
(Liberation), which are called Purushartha (the ultimate goal of 
human existence) to Purushas (selves)." This was the Sankhyans' 
doctrine, which is refuted in the Brahma Sutras. To an inert, 
insentient Pradhana tllere cannot possibly be a desire accruing to 
provide Bhoga and Moksha to Purushas. Besides, to say that an 
insentient (Achetana) thing without the help of a sentient being 
(Chetana Vastu) by itself transforms itself in order to proclaim 
its Vibhuti - is opposed to Lokanubhava (universal experience). 
For, no one has ever seen eitller a cart, without there being a 
bullock or a cart-driver, by itself moving ; nor clay, without the 
help of a potter as also in the absence of the wheel, stick etc., 
by itself getting transfonned into various fonns of pot, pitcher, 

, 
etc. This doctrine is, in addition, opposed to the Sruti ; for, the , 
Srutis are teaching tilat Brahman Himself created the world. They 
are further teaching that He Himself became Miirtavastu (things 
with fonns) and Amiirtavastu (things \vithout fonns) , Chetana 
Bl1ava (sentient beings) and Achetana Bhava (insentient things), 
Satya Bhava (really existing entities) and false appearances. 
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In this manner, the Srishti Chintakas (thinkers of creation) 
have variously conceived thier respective doctrines. For those 
Vivekins or Intuitive deliberators, who are ratiocinating about the 
Paramartha Tattwa (the Ultimate, Absolute non-dual Reality), this 
query : "Howat all did this creation take place ?" - has no 
meaning whatsoever. For, irrespective of the fact that whether it 
is assumed that Iswara is the efficient cause alone for the world 
or actually He got Himself transformed into the world - no 
doctrine can ever possibly remain Nirdusl)ta (irrefutable or invio
lable) at all. , 

Although on the face of it the Sruti may apparently seem 
to state that - 'Iswara gets transformed into the form of the 
world' - that statement is not in consonance with either yukti , 
(reasoning), or other Sruti teachings. In fact, this former is 
completely in contrast to these latter two aspects. In the first 
instance, this doctrinaire theory is opposed to Yukti in that : If 
it is said that Iswara gets transformed (Paripama), it amounts to 
saying that He is made up of parts (Savayava) and non-eternal 
(Anitya), like clay, gold etc. Because of the component parts of 
a thing getting less and less in number progressively, things get 
destroyed, is it not so ? If it is contended that Iswara, associated 
with a subtle state of the dualistic world, is Himself getting 
transformed - it amounts to saying that Iswara always exists 
being associated with names and forms ; then, in that event, the 
transformation of names and fonns is verily Iswara's transforma
tion and thereby it amounts to accepting that the defects of these 
names and fonns are those of Iswara alone. Further, if it is 
argued that Iswara in His pure form (Shuddha Rupa) does not 
get transformed but His special qualities or characteristics 
(Vishesh81)8s) only get transfonned, then it amounts to saying 
thllt Iswara is not at all a cause (for tIle creation of the world). 
Thus it amounts to saying that lswara PariI)8ma Vada (theory of 
Iswara's transformation) is opposed to Yukti. , 

Secondly, this doctrinaire concept is opposed to Sruti teach-

ing also. To wit : '~ql~lpq: ~(i"q ~t - (Brihadara~yaka 2-5-

19), meaning : "Parameshwara by virtue of magical, mystic 
< 

powers is appearing as if He is endowed with many forms" ; 
owing to misconceptions people are reckoning Parameshwara to 
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be of various kinds of world fonns - thus the Sruti is very clearly 
declaring. Therefore, in the sense of Iswara becoming the Jagat, 
the statemen~ that - "lswara creates the Jagat" - is Mayamatra 
(mere false appearance) indeed. 

THIS IS SIl\1ILAR TO SVAPNA (DREAM) AND MAYA 
(MAGICAL, ILLUSORY) - THUS SOME WHO KNOW THE 

TATTWA IMAGINE 
, 

This alone is the correct, proper concept. For, in the Srut;s 
(Upanishads) too it has been taught, expounded in this manner 
alone. This fact will be more elaborately explained in the third 
Prakarat)a. The benefit that accrues in conceiving that this is 
Maya, Svapna - is : Just as by scrutinizing either Maya or the 
reality of the dream there is no worthwhile fruit whatsoever 
accruing, in the same way by ratiocinating upon the question -
"Howat all this creation took place, and why it was caused ?" 
- no fruit whatsoever is ever possibly attained. But by Intuitively 
deliberating upon questions like : "Which is that real substrate 
for this Maya ?" ; "Which .is that Satyam (Ultimate Reality) 
which is the substratum for the false appearances seen in the 
dream ?" - there is a great benefit. To wit, let us suppose that 
a magician throws up a rope-ladder, holding a weapon in hand 
appears to climb up that rope-ladder and vanishes into thin air 
without being seen by anybody. Further, if he creates an impres
sion among all of us that he is having a duel with some one and 
eventually falls down being cut into pieces and once again if he 
appears to gather himself up and rise up - then by deliberating 
upon the question - "What is the secret of that magic ?" - with 
all enthusiasm, is there any benefit accruing to us at all ? No. 
Therefore, becoming indifferent in this matter and feeling - "All 
this is verily Maya alone" .. the wise people will attempt to find 
out the answer to the worthwhile question : "Where is the real 
magician ?" In the same way, we will not bother about the task 
of deliberating upon questions like : "Which were all the things 
or phenomena that appeared to us in Svapna or dream 1" or 
"How did those appearances come into being 1" We will discard 
the consideration of the dream appearances thinking in the man
ner • •• All those pbenomena seen are not real ; in the dream I 
alone existed but all else was a false appearance" - and deter-
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mine that - "All those false appearances merely appeared in our 
singular essential nature of Pure Being alone." Is it not so ? 

Just like tllese illustrations only we must reckon creation 
too. Just as the Mayavi (magician) threw up a rope-ladder and 
holdi~g a weapon in hand climbed it up and having conjured up 
a vision as if he had a duel with some one and later made it 
appear that his enemies cut up his body and its pieces fell to the 
ground - and the magician made all this to appear merely· as a 
phantasmagoria, in the same way we must discern i~ the case of 
Darshtrantika (the illustrated case). The three states of waking, 
dream and deep sleep are, like the rope-ladder of the illustration, 
mere appearances ; Vishwa, Taijasa, Prajfia - these appearances 
of various fonns of Atman which are seen along with Upadhis 
of the three states, respectively, are, like the Mayavi who was 
on the rope-ladder, mere false appearances only. This alone we 
cal) by the name of Prapaiicha (world) which is 'created'. All 
this creation is a mere appearance seen just like a magical show 
or a dream. In that case, what is the reality behind this? To wit, 
the magician, without actually being any of those appearances 
which he conjured up before us, was standing on the ground 
indeed by our side remaining as he was, is it not so ? In the 
same way, our Paramarthaswarupa Atman, without being either 
these states of waking, dream and deep sleep or these Vishwa, 
Taijasa and Prajiia which appear within them, respectively, is of 
an essential nature of Pure, Absolute Being-Consciousness quite 
different or distinct from all those queer fonns. We must divine 
that He, who caused or brought about 'creation', is Himself the 
Pure, Absolute Reality behind all these appearances. 

But those people who have staunchly believed or deter
mined that creation is absolutely real have imagined it in various 
ways. To wit, some proponents have imagined, believed that -
"Parameshwara is Sarvashakta (omnipotent). SatyasankaJpa (what
ever He wishes, it occurs then and there) ; therefore, by that 
Prabhu's (Lord's) Itchhiimatra (mere wish) alone all this creation 
has taken place ; His mere wish alone is enough for the creation 
of the world ; no other accessory or material is needed at all by 
Him." Some others are 'Kalachintakas' ! In their opinion, all 
this world has come into being by virtue of Time alone. 'Birth' 
means • 'What was not existing in the past time appears in the 
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present time' - is it not so ? For any thing or any creature to 
be born sufficient time limit is needed ; a seed sprouting, grow
ing as a sapling, giving out its foliage, finally bearing flowers 
and fruits - all these events take place in their stipulated times 
alone. People have believed that things last for certain durations 
of time. Therefore, becasue all things ,being born in time, last for 
a duration in time and eventually get aestroyed in time alone -
it evolves that Time alone is the cause for everything. Thus the 
Kalachintakas opine. Even this theory cannot stand against the 
onslaught of reason, logic. ror, let it be any object, piant or 
creature ; for tlleir birth, time alone is not the singular cause. For 
a plant, only if there are other accessories like a seed, fertile 
ground, manure, water - then only it is having a 'birth' ; simi
larly, for creatures too those relevant different conditions and 
causes become necessary_Therefore, we are constrained to say 
that time is, in fact, SadharanakaraI.1amatra (a mere 'common 
cause') only_ 

Some people think that Iswara creates for His own Bhogarlha 
(purpose of enjoyment) or for the sake of the creatures' Bhogartha ; 
some others opine that He creates for the purpose of Kriga 
(sport). But will it be proper to say that just as people construct 
a house or a fann etc. for their enjoyment, in the same way 
Iswara constructs this world and then enjoys the objects in 
them ? All the Is wa ra va dins (people who acknowledge the 
doctrine of a Lord Creator) agree and aver that 'lswara' means 
Sarvaswatantra (totally, absolutely independent), Nityat[upta (eter
nally satiated) only. It being so, how is it possible to imagine as 
to which desire for any enjoyment He has at all? If we imagine 
anything in that manner, then it will amount to saying that before 
the creation Iswara, without having any enjoyment, was discon
tented, meaning - He was 'AnIshwara' (not a Lord). Is it not 
so ? Therefore, this theory too is not proper. 

In the same manner, the concept that - Iswara creates for 
Kritjartha (purport of sport) - also will not be in consonance 
with yukti (reason). Just like children, to say that - 'In order to 
get rid of ennui or boredom Iswara has cast this game of 
creation' - will not be proper. For, if we imagine like that, then 
we will have to discard the acknowledgement that He is a 
Sarvajiia (olnniscicnt), Nityat[upta (eternally contented). We can-
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not also argue in tile manner that - "Just like great wealthy 
people, kings and higilly-cultured people etc. also, without ex
pecting any material benefit, merely for recreation indulge in 
sport or hiking, why should not Iswara indulge in creation (for 
recreation)." For, even in the case of such big wealthy people 
there exists invariably some sort of a benefit or purpose which 
we may not be able to discern all of a sudden. The wise people 
utter a maxim that - "Without expecting any benefit or purpose, 
not even an idiot engages himself in any activity." Even so, can 
it not be contended that for the sake of those Jivas who are yet 
to be created, Iswara brings about· this creation ? But there will 
always be counter-arguments of the type - "Before creation 
which Jivas are there ? For whose sake is He creating ?" 
Although this theory may seem to be proper from the Vyavaharik 
viewpoint of assuming the distinctions of Jivas, the gross insen
tient things and Iswara, those people who have begun this search 
of finding out the truth or veracity of creation - if tIley, at the 
outset or prior to their deliberation itself, assume distinctions of 
Jivas, Iswara etc. - it would not be quite a rational approach. 

Anyone may ask: "Because it has been mentioned in the 
, -
Sastras that Iswara creates the world, we can assume it to be so, 
is it not so ?" - There is no defect whatsoever in assuming in , 
that manner by those who have complete faith in the Sastra. The 
statement that - "Parameshwara, on account of His wish or desire 
of the type - 'Let the Jlvas attain the enjoyment of the fruits 
according to their Kannas !' - creates" - is agreeable ; it is true 
that it is a satisfactory answer meant for the middle-order seekers. 
But, even then, if it is sunnised that - "Iswara, in order to 
dispense or grant Karmaphalas to Jivas or realizing that for their 
sake it is proper to provide their objects of enjoyment, creates" 
- then we will be constrained to assume that - "Just as the 
parents for the sake of their children try to provide toys, prop
erties, money and make proper ~rrangements for their education 
etc., similarly Iswara for the sake of Jlvas attempts to provide all 
desired facilities by means of His creation." Then in tllat event, 
just as there will be necessarily Pravartaka Doshas (defects of 
instigating, prompting) of the type of love and attachment to
wards tIle children on the part of parents, similarly we will have 
to imagine that in Iswara too such defects exist. Apart from this, 
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that Sastra which says that - "Iswara creates the world" - is itself 
propounding in the manner - "That Brahman alone thou art"; 
"All this is verily Brahman" etc. also. Therefore, it amounts to 
saying that apart from Parameshwara neither there exists any 
world whatsoever nor any Jivas, is it not so ? In that argument 
in some people there may even arise a doubt of the type - "Why 
should Iswara create at all ?" Hence, although the various con
cepts pertainillg to time, fortune, enjoyment, sport etc. may, to 
some extent, explain the tenet of creation, it is not possible to 
assert that they are satisfactory answers or solutions in all aspects 
to this questioll of creation. 

Therefore, it is not possible to imagine that Iswara who is 
Aptakama (one who has all his desires fulfilled) h~ any kinds 
of desires, wishes whatsoever. This is, in fact, that Paramatman's 
Svabhava (essential nature) alone ; the creation of the type -
"Paramatman appears as this form of Jagat" - is part and parcel 
of the Vastusvabhava (essential nature of the Ultimate Reality). 

thus 8hri GauQapada has propounded. 
Here in this context, what exactly is meant by Svabhiva 

is to be deliberated upon in some detail. If we interpret this word 
in the manner - "For Iswara creating is itself a Svabhava or 
essential nature" - then it will amount to saying that Iswara will 
have perforce to be always carrying on creation ; for, the essen
tial nature of a Vastu (entity) can never change. Apart from this, 
when we observe from the Paramartha Drishti or Absolute view-. . 
point - everything is verily Brahman, apart from Paramatman 
there does not exist anything else whatsoever. Therefore, the 
sentence - "This is Paramatman' s Svabhava" - we have to 
understand in the manner: Although rope etc. exist as they are, 
just as on account of people's Avidyasvabhava they appear as 
something else - to wit, because of not reckoning it to be a rope 
it appears as a snake - similarly a sea-shell appears as silver, the 
clear sky appears as polluted, the desert as a mirage - all these 
invariably appear differently due to Aviveka (a lack of discrimi
nation) only. In the same way, because people are not able to 
cognize the truth that all this is Paramatman alone, this phenom
enon in front of them is appearing as the world. It is quite but 
natural for unknown or umecognized things to appear as different 
combinations or conglomerations, is it not so ? In the same way, 
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it is but natural that unknown Paramatman too appears in the 
form of the manifold world. This alone is the import of the 
sentence mentioning 'Svabhava'. 

So far it amounts to our having commented upon the 
Upanishad statement pertaining to Prajiia - "For the Bhiitas or 
creatures He alone is the source of origination and dissolution." 
It is also tantamount to affirming here that the creation that is 
brought about by Paramatman is not Paramartha (absolutely real) 
but it is a false appearance seen by those who do not have 
Xtmajiiana. This alone is called Maya Satkiiryaviida (the theory 
of magical creation by Paramatman). This will be explained in 
the forthcoming PrakaraQas. 

IV TURIYA KXRIKAS 

.1I::a:~ ~ iii ft 6R ti -;:ft '"1£4 (1 : ~ ~ ill ~ I ... E14 ';f ~ :=t I ~ ~ '"l I 

3fcrseqOtfq~14qfll$l q~~Ojqpq"t'!fqoqq~~qqCfiI(CfSf(Qqq;EU( Sf q::l"'I'f~lq ~II~ ~Iqq~ti 

• q;q;(t 'U allNt 11~: 11\911 

Meaning : "(Turiya is) not that which cognizes the 
internal (objects), not that which cognizes the external (ob
jects), not what cognizes both of them, not a mass of cogni
tion, not cognitive, not non-cognitive. (It is) unseen, incapable 
of being spoken of, ungraspable, without any distinctive marks, 
unthinkable, unnameable, the essence of the knowledge of the 
one Self, that into which the world is resolved, the peaceful, 
the benign, the non-dual, such, they think, is the fourth 
quarter. He is the Self, He is to be Known." 

~ ,cfflCfiI \fqf.a .. 

~: ~:&I'1Ia:flftll:C: lfS(6lIlI: I 

3th: ('Ic:f'flql1i ~q~4t ~:~: lI~oll 

Meaning: (10) "Here these verses are to be found: Turya 
(the fourth) is the Is8na (Lord) for removing all miseries, He is 
the Prabhu (Master), imperishable, the non-dual Reality who 
exists in all phenomena, Deva (brilliant Deity), said to be Vibhu 
(all-pervading Entity)." 

TURiY A ATMAN IS NON-DUAL 

SO far we have explained the purport of six Mantras of the 
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Upanishad. Now in order to indicate the purport of the seventh 

Mantra some Karikas are begun. '~~c.1ICf)1 cqCfRi', meaning -

"Here these following verses are to be found" - this phrase is 
used to indicate that from hereon another PrakaraI)8 (topic) has 
begun. In the Upanishad Mantra the three epithets used, viz. 
Vaishwanara, Taijasa and Prajfia - are meant for signifying the 
'three quarters' (Padas, literally meaning footprints) of Paramatman. 
It should be discerned that one and the same Sakshi who exists 
in all the three states is being called by those names. Although 
the Upadhis or adjuncts are classified as Sthula (gross), Siikshma 
(subtle), KaraI)8 (causal), Paramatman is one and one alone ; in 
this seventh Mantra His real essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness which is Nirupadhika (devoid of any adjuncts 
whatsoever) has been enunciated. The tlrree quarters (Padas) like 
Vishwa, Taijasa etc. have been mentioned only as a device for 
signifying this Absolute essence of Pure Being-Consciousness , 
(Paramarthaswarupa) ; in the Sruti this Swarupa alone has been 
called 'Brahma' and 'Omkara'. If this much teaching is remem
bered, the purport of the present Karika will become clear. Turya 
(For all the words like Turya, Turiya, Chaturtha - the meaning 
is 'fourth ' alone) - this Paramarthatman (Absolute Self) - who 
is said to be the fourth because He is apart from these three 
imagined forms - lshana, Prabhu (Lord, Master) for removal 
of all miseries ; because in Him there do not exist any adjuncts 
which are conjured up by A vidya, merely by cognizing this 
Swarupa all miseries (of Samsara) will vanish once for all. 
Without knowing Him - never at all will the Samsaraduhkha be , 
eliminated, got rid of. The Sruti statement to the effect - "When 
it is possible to roll up the sky (empty space) like a sheet of 
leather, without cognizing this Deity, Divinity the Duhkha may 
come to an end !" - (Shwetashwatara 6-20) - is mentioned with 
this purport only. 

There is no scope for anyone to doubt in the manner : 
"Vishwa, Taijasa, Prajfia - are these not different fonns of this 
Paramatman ? If so, by them does not misery get destroyed ?" 
For, Vishwa and Taijasa are Witnesses (Sakshi) for both Sukha 
and Dullkha. Because Prajiia is the cause for everything, we have 
to discern that He is the cause even for Duhkhadarshana (wit-
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nessing act of misery). Especially Prajfia in that condition (state) 
is verily Anandamaya (of the very essence or embodiment of 
Bliss) ; even so, there is a 'probability' of His giving scope for 
Duhkha to appear in the forms of Vishwa and Taijasa. These 
latter two - though they are witnesses of Sukha also, there is 
emaciation, destruction for this Sukha and there also exists a 
Duhkha signifying that - "There is a greater Sukha than this." 
Therefore, all the three quarters called Vishwa, Taijasa, Prajiia 
have been reckoned here as 'Duhkha' alone. One who removes 
or destroys all those Duhkhas is vefily this TUfIyatman. For, to 
those who have cognized, Intuited the truth that - "This Turiya 
is Himself the essential nature of Pure Being of those forms of 
Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia" - the Intuitive Experience of the 
type that - "Turiyatman is verily Nityanivruttaduhkha (of the very 
essence of being eternally rid of misery), Nityanandaswarupa (of 
the essential nature of eternal, perennial Bliss)" - becomes crystal 
clear. 

He (i.e. Turiyatman) is 'Avyaya' (devoid of emaciation) ; 
not only because He has got rid of forms like Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajiia, but also because this - His Anandaswarupa exists 
perennially forever, without undergoing any change ; for this 
reason also it is said : "He is a Prabhu (Lord, Master) who is 
responsible for the removal of all Duhkhas (miseries)." The 
reason for this His Swarupa being 'Avyaya' is because He is 
Nirvikara (immutable) ; because He is without any parts 
(Niravayava) in Himself intrinsically, there is no possibility what
soever of any change taking place. In that case, if it is contended 
that due to an external cause He may possibly be transformed, 
changed - then it is reconciled by saying that - "He is Advitiya 
(non-dual) ; He is without anything second to Him." The word 
'Advitlya' does not mean that He is one, solitarily alone ; it 
means - 'He is Vibhu or supreme, He alone exists everywhere'. 
He is Deva (divine, self-effulgent) - not with a Swarupa, which 
has to be illumined by another entity. Although here a meaning 
for each and every special characteristic that has been mentioned 
in the Mantra has been given, the quintessence that has to be 
grasped from the Mantra has been clarified - this fact we have 
to keep in mind. 
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CfiI4CfiI(UIG4~ dlfqsq~ fqJQ~GI~' I 

'SI1i: CfiI(UliC~'E<1 ~ m ~ ~ r~'4(1: II~ ~ II 
~ ~ 

Meaning: "It is being accepted that those Vishwa and 
Taijasa are bound by cause and effect categories; but Prajiia 
is bound by cause only. Both these do not exist in Turya at 
all. " 

THE CATEGORIES OF sAMANY A (GENERA) AND VISHESHA 
(SPECIES, PARTICULARS) AMONG VISHW A ETC. 

In their essential nature of Pure Being all the three of 
Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are verily Turlyatmans. In that nature 
of theirs there dces not exist any special or 'particular features 
whatsoever. But by virtue of the forms which appear to exist due 
to association with respective Upadhis projected by A vidya, 81ui 
GauQapada is expounding here a traditional methodology involv
ing the categories of Samanya (genera) and Vishesha (species, 
particulars) with a view to teaching the Ultimate, Absolute Re
ality (Tattwa) of Turlyatman. If observed deeply (Intuitively), 
Turlyatman alone is Nityasiddha Padartha (eternally existing Entity 
or Reality). Since there do not exist any particular or special 
characteristics in His essential nature of Pure Being-Conscious
ness, it is not at all possible to signify Him by means of any 
special features whatsoever ; because those seekers of the highest 
calibre or qualifications cognize Him merely on the basis of - , 
Agama (traditional and Sastraic method of teaching the Ultimate 
Reality of Paramatman), there does not arise any need of any 
device whatsoever to indicate, or instruct about, Atmatattwa. For 
that reason alone, in the Upanishad by the system of Agama 
exclusively - to wit, by sublating all the different superimposi
tions of the type of - "He is not AntahprajiIa (inwardly con
scious), etc." - alone this Chaturthatman (the fourth Atman or 
.Absolute, Stlpreme Self) has been taught. In spite of this, for the 
sake of Alpaprajiias (people with mediocre intelligence), utilizing 
the Padatrayas (three quarters of Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia), 
which are Kalpita (deliberately superimposed merely for the purpose 
of teaching the subtle entity of Atman beyond all mundane, 
empirical phenomena), as the doorways (means or a device) and 
by adopting a traditional methodology called 'Anvaya' (agree-
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ment) - 'Vyatireka' (pointing out features in which there is 
disagreelnent) K!-ama (systeln) tIle Absolute Reality 11as to be 
taught. Now it is a fact of life that common people out of a 
delusion (Bhrantl) misconceive a rope to be a snake, or a crevice 
in the ground or a streak of water etc. in poor light or visibility, 
is it not so ? Making tllose very misconceptions as the basis for 
a pedagogic device, utilizing the methodology or system of 
'Anvaya' and 'Vyatireka', the essential nature of a rope can be 
made known. To wit : "This object migllt also be a snake, also 
a crevice in the ground, or a streak of water too. If it were really 
a streak of water it should have actually flown further down ; 
because tilat is not the case, it cannot be a streak of water. If 
it were a snake, there should have necessarily appeared on one 
side a hood or head and on the other side a tail ; since this too 
is not a fact, it cannot also be truly a snake. Hence, it appears 
to be a crevice in the ground indeed." and so on. In this manner 
by collating the COffilnon features (genera) among those various 
imaginary phenomena as well as in contrasting the different 
characteristics tilat appear to exist in each one of them, at least 
the person, who is having or entertaining several doubts as to 
what that phenomenon in front of him could be,. will be able to 
minimise his misconceptions. In the same way, in the present 
context too in order to help the Jiji?asus (seekers) to derive the 
Intuition of the Absolute Reality by means of teaching the 
Samanya-Vishesha Bhava as applied to the deliberately super
imposed forms of Vish\\'a, Taijasa and Prajiia, these Karikas are 
begun. 

"VISHWA AND TAIJASA (ATMANS) ARE BOUND 
BY EFFECT AND CAUSE CATEGORIES" 

Karya (effect) means what is a resultant fruit ; Kar81) a 
(cause) means what is efficient to bring about that effect. In the 
preser!t context KaraQa means 'not having known' alone. For all 
the three - \Tishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia - TattwagrahaIJ.8 (not 
having cognition of the Reality) - such a KaraQ.a is Samana 
(common) to all tIle three. Because the common run of people 
have not cognized, Intuited the Ultimate, Absolute Reality of 
Turlya alone, they have misconceived in (superimposed upon) 
TUflyatman the various (apparent) forms of Visllwa, Taijasa and 
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Prajfia, is it not so ? If we see from the really real viewpoint 
of the Tattwa (Absolute Reality of Pure Witnessing Conscious
ness), Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are not at all three different 
fonns ; all these tllree are indeed the Turlya (fourth i.e. Absolute, 
Transcendental) non-dual Atman alone. Therefore, the KaraI}.a of 

I 

the type of TattwagrahaJ)8 (not having cognized the Reality) is 
common. to all the three fonns. In fact, this root cause of 
Tattwagraha.,a is itself - from the Paramarthik viewpoint - the 
originating (sprouting) seed form of AnyathagrahslJlI (wrong 
knowledge or misconception) of the type of reckoning the Ab
solutely real Turlya or Atman to be (something other than what 
It really is as) Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia, which are found with 
special characteristics. 

Because it is stated that - 'AgrahaI}a is the seed, Anyatha
grahaQa is the resultant fruit' - there is a possibility of miscostruing 
it to mean, just as the seed sprouts and grows into a tree and 
then gives out fruits, in the same manner, that AgrahaQa has , 
given rise to AnyathagrahaQa. For that reason alone, Shri Sailkara 

has in this context written his Bhashya in the manner : "d=tC4l~ft1csn't-

QISlQq 1t" ~ su~~ r~fq=a'l" - meaning : "The seed of the nature 
of 'not cognizing the Reality' is itself the Nimitta or cause for 
being Prajfia, is it not so ?" Just as not cognizing it to be a rope 
is itself the cause for misconceiving that entity alone to be a 
snake, in the same manner to reckon (misconceive) Pure, Abso
lute Atman Himself to be 'Prajiia', 'JagatkaraJ)a (the cause, the 
seed form for the world of duality)' - the absence of the Intuitive 
Knowledge of, or not being able to cognize, Atmaswariipa is 
itself the Nimitta (root cause). Therefore, it has been stated : 
"Prajiia is KaralJabaddha (bound by being a Kara.,a or 
cause)". But in the case of Vishwa and Taijasa, especially, not 
only 'not knowing or cognizing the Atmatattwa' is there but also, 
in addition, there is scope for misconceiving Him alone to be of 
the form of anotller - to wit, 'He is Vishwa with Sthula Upadhi' 
and 'He is Taijasa with Sukshma Upadhi' - called 'Anyathi
grahaQa' in Vedantic parlance. This is a special feature here. 
Thus, the category of cause- called 'Agrahal).a' is the common fea- . 
ture for all the three forms, viz. Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia ; but 
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for Vishwa and Taijasa, in addition, there exists the special 
feature of having AnyathagrallaQa also. 

To a query that - "If it is affinned that both Vishwa and 
Taijasa are bound by KaraI}.a and Karya, then it amounts to 
saying that both of them are associated with the same, common 
Upadhi ! If so, how at all can one distinguish and discern in the 
manner - 'This one is Vishwa, this one is Taijasa' - ? " - we 
have already given an answer. By virtue of His Sthula Upadhi 
one is Vish\va and by virtue of His Sukshma Upadhi one is 
Taijasa - these two (Atmans) do possess these distinctive features 
and hence it is quite possible to distinguish their features and 
thereby it is quite possible to distinguish between them. Since 
both those Upadhis appear due to Anyathagraha1J.a alone, the 
teaching that both of them are 'Karyakara1)abaddha' (bound by 
effect and cause categories) is proper indeed. Thus the conception 
of the distinctions of Vishwa and Taijasa is also mooted from the 
waking standpoint alone ; in the ultimate analysis (considered 
from the Absolute Intuitive viewpoint) tIle decision of the type 
- "Between the two tllere does not exist any distinctive cllarac
teristic whatsoever" - taken on tIle basis of a subtler or superior 
viewpoint, has been deduced by tIle Karikakara (Shri GauQapada) 
in the second PrakaraI).a, and hence that topic may be discussed 
threadbare in that context only. 

Here it should not be doubted in the manner: "TattwagrahalJ.a 
means Abhava (tIle concept of a non-existent thing) of the type 
of - 'not having cognized a tIling' ; now, how at all can this non
entity be surmised as a cause? How can it be proved that Prajiia 
etc. are bound by suell an Abhava ?" It is not at all the intention 
or purport of this Karika to teach that - "Agrahal)a is, in reality 
or actuality, a seed" (taking its literal meaning) and "Prajfia is 
bound by that." We have already stated that Prajiia means 
Parameshwara who is the Jagatkara1)8 (cause for the world). The 
statement that - "Just as due to tIle cause of not having cognized 
the reality in the manner - 'This is verily a rope' - that uncognized, 
unknown rope itself appears as a snake, in tIle same manner 
because we have not cognized in the manner - 'This is Nitya
shuddhabuddhamukta (eternally Pure, Conscious and Liberated) 
Paralnatman alone - that unknown Paramatman Himself is ap
pearing as Visllwa, Taijasa and Prajiia ; from the standpoint of 

I ! 
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Pramatru - who, in tum, appears from tIle waking viewpoint - to 
aver that Sushuptatman is Karal)abaddha wllile Jagratatman and 
Svapnatman are both Karyakara1).abaddha" - is also justifiably 
correct. Tilis subtle teaching will shortly be clarfied in full 
detail: When it is said that - "Paramesllwara is a cause for tile 
world (Jagatkara1)a)" - it is meant that - "Just as the rope itself 
appears as tIle snake, Parameshwara Himself appears in tIle form 
of the Jagat" - alone. To the question that - "In that case, in 
reality, or actually, the creation of tIle manifold world has not 
taken place at all, is it not so ?" - we have already provided a 
satisfactory answer. If the seeker deliberates on the explanation 

given for the Karikavakyas - ''ECI'''t41~le~fd' - (1-7) ; - '~q~tt 

~'ilql~t (1-9) - this becomes clear and comprehensible. In the 

near future too we will provide an elaborate solution for this 
doubt. 

TURIYATMAN IS DEVOID OF THE TAINT, 
BLEMISH OF A VIDYA 

So far we have explained the methodology of applying the 
concepts of Samanya (genera) and Vishesha (species, particlliars) 
among Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia. Now let us endeavour to 
cognize the essential nature of Tunyatman. The statement that -
"Both these are not established to exist in Turlya" - means either 
the concept of seed (B{jabhava) called AgrahaIJ.8 (non-comprehen-. 
sian) or the concept of resultant fruit (Phalabhava) called 
AnyathagrahaIJ.a (misconception) is not established to exist in 
Atman,. who is the fourth (relatively). Because Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajiia - all these three forms (appearances) are superimposed 
upon Paramatman Himself who is Pure, Absolute (non-dual), 
'Shuddhatman' alone is called 'the fourth' (in relation to the 
three) ; but in the absolute sense, it should be reckoned that in 
actuality the intension is ·not that Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are 
three (in number) and Turya, who is alongside those three, is tIle 
fOurtll. Just as the Dharmas (distinctive characteristics) of the 
misconceived fonns like a snake, a crevice in the ground or a 
streak of water etc. do not in the least taint or tarnish the real 
rope, which is the common substrate (Aspada) for them, in the 
same manner the bondage or binding of botl1 Karya and Karat}.a 
concepts does not touch or taint Turyatman. 
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Now yet another doubt : It has been previously stated that 
Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are tIle epithets given to Paramatman 
alone due to the distinctions of the Upadhis (adjuncts). It being 
so, here in this context the statement that - "Prajfia is KaraIJabaddlla, 
wllile Visllwa and Taijasa are Karyakarat:labaddhas" - is contra
dictory to the fonner, is it not so ? To tllis also we have already 
given a convincing solution. KaraQabaddha means - 'One who 
is associated with an adjunct of KaraQa ; to wit, a Sakshi (a 
Witness) to the KaIaJ)a (cause, seed form)' ; Karyakara.,abaddha 
means - '(Atmans) who are having, or associated witll, adjuncts 
of the forms of Karya and Karal}.a, meaning tllose who are 
Sakshi (Witness) to them. In the form of Sakslli although they 
are not different or distinct in essence in the least, first indicating 
tllat from tile standpoint of tlleir respective adjuncts they are 
distinct, one from the otller, thereafter it is shown that tllis 
conventional methodology of Samanya-Vishesha is adopted espe
cially to help cognize the truth that - "Turyatman alone is tile 
Tattwa (Reality, essence of Pure Being) of Vishwa, Taijasa and 
Prajfia." This fact also we have already stressed. 

Here some people may entertain a doubt of tIle type : "In 
that case, why is it that in the Karikas - 'KaryakaraI)abaddhas' 
and 'KaraQabaddha' are mentioned - indicating Bandha (bond
age) ? Karal).a means AgrahaJ)a (non-comprehension), Karya means 
AnyathagrahaJ)8 (misconception, mistaking one to be another) -
in this manner you have explained. Who is haiving these 
KaryakaraQavidyas ? To Paramatman who is of tIle essential 
nature of Sakshi (Witnessing Consciousness) how at all can this , 
Ajiiana be justifiably attached ? In both the Sruti and the Karika 
because Atman who exists in the three A vasthas is Himself called 
Vaisllwanara (or Vishwa), Taijasa and Prajiia, does it not amount 
to saying that Vishwa, Taijasa etc. themselves also invariably 
have the experience of tIle Avasthas ?" To tllis long-winded 
objection too, although we have already provided a satisfactory 
answer, if tile solution is elucidated in full details once -again to 
suit the doubt raised here, then the real import of Turlyatman 
may become crystal clear. Hence we will tackle this doubt part 
by part and provide convincing solutions : 
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(A) TO WHOM DOES A VIDYA ATTACH ITSELF ? 

Who has this A vidya called 'Agrahat:la' ? And who has 
the Avidya called 'AnyathagrahaQ.a' ? These Avidyas are not 
there at all for ~uriyatman ; this truth has been enunciated very 
clearly indeed in the Karika itself. We cannot also accept the 
concept or theory that A vidya exists for Shuddllatman (pure Self 
or Being-Conciousness) since this is a self-contradictory propo
sition on the face of it. It is not possible too to say that 
Karanavidyas are there for Prajfia and others alone ; for, the 
disputant himself affirmed tllat they are misconceived in Tunya 
by virtue <?f Avidya of the forms of Agrahal).a etc. No one can 
say that - "The snake misconceived in the rope - because it did 
not know that it was the rope - possesses A vidyas of the fonns 
of AgrahaQ.a and AnyathagrahaQ.a," is it not so ? Similarly, the 
statement tllat - "To Prajiia, Taijasa and Vishwa, who are mis
conceived in Turiya alone, tllis A vidya attaches itself' - cannot 
be acceptable, is it not so ? This is the first doubt. 

Tile solution for this is : In the empirical sphere or our 
workaday world (Vyavahara) the person who is desirous of In
tuiting, cognizing the Absolute Reality has perforce believed in 
the manner - "I am having the experiences of waking, dream and 
deep sleep" - is it not so ? To such a person alone there exists 
this A vidya. That person who entertains an earnest desire of the 
following type alone is the properly qualified seeker for the 
Vedanta Jfiana, viz: "In deep sleep I do have Ajiiana (ignorance) 
of tIle type of - 'I do not cognize anything therein' ; in the dream 
I am seeing a false phenomenon and believing it to be real alone, 

. I am carrying on transactions therein ; in tile waking, tllOUgh I 
am seeing real objects and am experiencing happiness and misery 
born out of enjoying those objects, there exists this Ajfiana which , 
the Sastrajfias (people well-versed in scriptural studies) say to be 
of the nature of not l1aving cognized tile Advitiya Paramatman 
(tile non-dllal Supreme Self). Now, about tlle Intuitive Experience 
(Anubhava) of the type - 'In deep sleep I am not cognizing 
anything at all' as also the Experience of the type - 'In the dream 
I am cognizing anotller thing' - are these both Experiences 
belonging to my very essence of Pure Being (Swarupa or 
Svabhava), or they being false concepts, is there anything quite 
distinct from tllese but which is verily my S,'abllava ?" To such 
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a Jijiiasu alone there is Avidya. Addressing this sort of an 
Adhikari (fully qualified person) both the Sastra (spiritual texts) 
arrl Acharya (preceptor who is well-versed in the traditional 
methodology of spritual teaching) instruct in the manner : "In 
deep sleep not cognizing anything and in the waking and the 
dream cognizing something extraneous or external object - both 
these phenomena are verily Avidya. This Avidya of the fonns of 
Karya-KaraQ.a is not at all your essential nature of Being (Svabl1ava) 
; you are definitely, decidedly Turlya alone whQ is 
Nityashuddllabuddhamukta." When Atmajiiana which is the re
sultant fruit of that Upadesha (spiritual instruction ) accrues, 
then from that viewpoint no one has Avidya whatsoever. 

In the Present Karika after superimposing the forms of 
Vishwa, Taijasa etc. on Atman and signifying the Pure Being of 
Atman's essential nature, this deliberate superimposition has been 
rescinded and the essential nature of Turlyatman, as He really is, 
has been expounded. This traditional unique method of teaching 
called 'Adhyaropa Apavada (Nyaya) Prakriya' has been ex
plained at several places in this text. 

(B) HOW ARE VISHW A AND TAIJASA SAID TO BE BOUND ? 

For this doubt we will provide a solution by means of 
properly explaining and analysing the purport of the Karika 
alone. The meaning (purport) of the sentence quoted as an illus
tration in the manner - "The rope itself is the snake" - is : In 
the same sense you have to reckon the meaning or import of 
these sentences (about Vishwa, Taijasa etc.). What you had 
imagined to be a snake is, in truth, a rope alone, is it not so ? 
In the same way, the discerning seeker or student ShOllld under
stand (cognize the truth) that - "The A vivekins (non-discrilnillat
ing ignorant people) have believed themselves to be really 
Karyakaral}.abaddha, is it not so ? 'We are bound by KaryakaraQ.a 
Ajftana' - in this manner it is appearing to them, is it not so ? 
They are, in truth, Vishwa -Taijasa Atmans only ; one who is 
appearing as Kara1)a-Ajfianabaddha is verily Prajfia alone" - In 
this manner alone the various words used in the sentences 11ave 
to be connoted and the intended purport should be cOlnprehended. 
The statement that Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia 11ave A vidya , , 
is contradictory to Sruti teaching ; for, in the Sruti both Vishwa 
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and Taijasa have been described as of Parameshwara Swarupa 
alone witll special characteristics of Saptanga (seven limbs). 
To say tllat tiley Ilave Avidya is not at all proper or tenable. To 
say -" Parameshwara has A vidya "0- is a self-contradictory state
ment. 

In the alternative, for tIle sentences - "Prajfia is KaraI).a
baddlla" and "Vis}lwa and Taijasa are both Karyakarru:tabaddha" 
- anotller meaning can be suggested. Because the cause called 
'AgrallalJa' is itself tIle cause for Prajiiatvva (the abstract concept 
of Prajiia), this Prajiia is KaraQabaddha, nleaning, He is related 
to or associated . with Kara1}atwa (the concept of causation or 
cause-hood). In the Absolute sense (to wit, from the Absolute 
Intuitive viewpoint of tIle Ultimate non-dual Reality of Pure 
Being-Consciousness), Paramatman is not KaraI}.a (i.e. He being 
non-dual Absolute, beyond all elnpiricaI transactions, tilere cannot 
ever 'be any causation that can be attached to Him). This is the 
real intention or import behind tllese explanations. In the same 
Inanner, if it is said - "Vishwa, Taijasa are Karya-Kara1.1abaddha" 
- for conceiving them to be Karyarupas (of the form of an 
effect), both KaryakaraIJa (botll effect and cause) are responsible. 
From tIle cause of not cognizing the Pure, Absolute Atman alone, 
its offshoot, as it were, of Anyathagraha1)a (misconception, a 
mistaken or erroneous kno\vledge) has arisen. Besides, it has 
been superimposed deliberately by the Sruti merely for the pur
pose of teaching the seeker in 11is ignorant state of not cognizing 
the Paramatma Tattwa, that - "HiraI)yagarhha is caused or born 
from Paramatman, wllile Viral Purusha is caused from 
Hirayyagarbha." Tllerefore here also when it is said - "Karya
Kara~abaddha" - it Ineans only - "Karya-Kar8.{1a Samba'ddha 
(related to or associated with effect-cause categories)." In fact, 
11ere in this context tIle word 'Baddha' l1as been used to suit both 
tIle meanings of 'as if being bound' and 'having tIle relationship 
of It is S11ri Gauqapada' s prime purport or intention 11ere to 
signify tilat - "In order to 11elp tIle Jlvas rid tIlemselves of the 
misconception of their innately having the bondage of A vidya 
(A vidyabandl1a) superilnposes deliberately the relationsl1ip of 
KaryakaraIJabhava (concepts or categories of effect and cause) 
among Visllwa, Taijasa and Prajfia Atmans and then to instruct 
abOtlt tlle Pure (S]luddlla) non-distinctive (Nirvishesha) Paramatma 
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, 
Tattwa \vhich is the substratum for all of them, tIle Sruti as a 
device (Upaya) has fonnulated tllese concepts." 

(C) HAVE THESE VISHW A, TAIJASA AND PRAJNA 
ANY A V ASTHAS ? 

Now for the doubt of tIle type -"If Parameshwara too 11as 
or experiences the Avasthas of Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti, does 
it not amount to saying that He is also a Jlva who is a Sam sari 
(transmigratory soul) ?" - it amounts to our 11aving provided a 
solution indeed. For, if we examine· on the basis. of IntUitive 
deliberation the essential Reality (substrate) behind the Jlva who 
is appearing as if he is experiencing the three states of Con
sciousness of Jagrat, Svapna and SUShllpti, it becomes discernible 
tllat he llas no Avasthas whatsoever, in the absolute sense. This 
universal fact of Vedantic spritual science will be made clear in 
due course also. From the Paramatha Drishp Jiva himself does 
not have Avasthas ; it being so, how can Parameshwara, who 
is the Witnessing Pure Consciousness (Sakshi) of a Jiva's 
A vastha, be associated with or tainted by the blemish of 
baving an A vasthi ? 

Even in tIle case of the Jlva by virtue of his Inisconception 
alone these A vas tll a bh ogas (experiencing the states) are appear
ing ; 'Jlva' means one WilO has been associated with the adjuncts 
of the waking body, senses and mind alone. There is no support
ing evidence of any universal experience whatsoever to SllOW that 
these body, senses etc. (of tIle waking) exist in the dream or in 
the deep sleep. If this universal experience is Intuited or cognized 
properly, then there is no support of any universal experience to 
imagine or conceive tIl at -"The Jiva who is in the waking 
experiences either dream or deep sleep." Therefore, it is tanta
mount to saying that the usual, conventional belief that -" Jlva 
alone has tIle three Avastllas" - is truly a Bhranti (delusion). It 
being so wIlen viewed from the standpoint of Intuitive Experi
ence or Knowledge, how at all can tllose experiences (projected 
as if to be true by Avidya) taint or touell Paramatman, who is 
the Jlva's Paramartha Slvarupa (Absolute essence of Being) ? 

THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP OF A VIDYA 
TO TURfy A ATMAN 

In any case, by deliberating on the purport behind this 11 th 
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Karika what has been deduced is : Both Agrahat:la and Anyatha
grallal).a Wllicll appear alnong the A vasthas do not at all taint 
Turlya - tIle Paramartha Swarupa of Atlnan who is the Witness
ing Consciousness for them ; therefore, for Him there is no 
blemisll or defect whatsoever of being associated with A vasthas. 
This purport· alone will be clarified in the next Karikas. 

~leql4 ";f q~:i:(~q ~ efli ~ i1lid¥{ I 

~: fCfi::;q .. (Oj~f~ w.f ~ :e4CiCfi ~ II ~ ~ II 

Meaning : Prajfia does not know a wee bit either Him
self or anyone else', either real or unreal, false. Whereas Turya 
is always Sarvadrik ( omni-percipient alone). 

THE PURPORT OF STATEMENT THAT pRAJNA 
IS KARANABANDHA . 

The pllrport of this Karika has to be discerned following on 
the previous Karika. In this and the next Karika, in both, the 
distinction that exists between Prajila and Turya is being ex
pounded. 

In the Sushuptavastha (deep sleep state) we do not 11ave the 
cognitions of the type - 'I' and 'another person' : lleither is 
therein .any cognition of the type - 'This is real, tl1i~ is unreal 
or false' - in this manner is tIle common people's belief, is it , 
not so ? But the Sruti is teaching that, in truth, (from the 
viewpoint of Intuitive Experience of Sakshi Chaitanya) this per
son is Prajiia alone. 

IS THERE AmANA IN SUSHUPTI OR NOT ? 

Anybody may get a doubt of the type - "Ajiiana being 
there in Sushupti is in the experience of all of us, is it not , 
so ? It being so, how at all can the Sruti statement to the 
effect that - 'Our Swarupa which exists therein is Sarvajiia 
or omniscient etc.' - be said to be proper ?" In the past Indra, 
who was practising Brallmacharya or continence, had this very 
same question put to Prajapati. Indra had raised a doubt in tIle 
manner - "Here he does not have his own cognition or the 
cognition of any otller being apart from hilnself ; he appears to 
have been completely lost, destroyed therein. I am not seeing any 
happiness accruing from the cognition of this Sushuptatman. " 
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(ChIl. 8-11-2). But Prajapati, on his part, had stated : "The 
essential nature (Swarupa) of Suslluptatman is Amrita (deatllless), 
Abhaya (fearless) Brahman alone." (Chh. 8-11-1) Thus the reason , 
for such a great difference existing between the Sastra Drishti 
and the COlnmon people's Drishti is : In Sushupti Jlva has 
actually become one with KaraIfa Brahma who is of the very 

essence of Sadrupa (pure Existence, Being). '~qr4d1 iiqfij (1t4,~4 

~cft(11t'l1l:q~ ~ GlNffl \iqfa' (Chh. 6-8-1) - meaning : "Because in 
deep sleep lIe has become one with his own Swarupa he is said 
to be 'Svapiti ' (one who is asleep). He has become one with 
Paramatman who is 11is very Swarupa, is it not so ?" - Thus the , 
Sruti is teaching. In tile present context of Mat}Qiikya Upanishad 
too it has been verily expounded that : "In deep sleep, having 
become Eklbhuta (unitary, non-dual, Absolute) He exists as 
Prajflanagl1ana (mass, ~ lump of Pure Consciousness) alone." -
(Mal}Qukya Mantra No.5). Thus in that Avastha because He has 
become a non-dual Entity or Reality, invariably there being 
nothing second to Himself, He does not get any cognition of 
anytlling else, nor is there any cognition whatsoever. Jllst as in 
the waking if tllere existed two phenomena like - 'I' and I. al10ther 
thing' only and if there existed an Antal1karal)a (inner instrument 
of the Mind) Wllich cognizes an object in the manner - "Tllis is 
such and such a thing" - distinctively, then only there could have 
been any possibility of cognizing indeed, is it not so ? But the 
Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness or Intuitive Experience), espe
cially, which experiences the deep sleep, does exist therein un
doubtedly ; however, with wllat can anything (as an object) be 
cognized ? The Bril1adarat:lyaka Upanishad is very clearly ex
plaining that -"Because there is no second thing (to Shuddha 
Sakshi Chaitanya or Witnessing Pure Consciousness) exists alone, 
He does not cognize and not because He does not have, or 11as 
lost, cognition itself." (Bri. 4-3-30). Tllerefore, from the stand
point of the fact that - "Sakshi or the Witnessing Principle which 
is cognizing the deep sleep (experience) is nothing other than tile , 
omniscient Chaitanya (pure Consciousness) alone" - the Sruti 
causing the Witnessing ConSCiO\lSne'\s of deep sleep 'Sarvajfia' is 
fully justified indeed. E,'en llLl1 "~lrvaJ·rlatwa (onlniscience) has 
been expounded on the grlllllld llf the truth that - "In relation to 
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the phenomena that are appearing in the waking and the dream 
Prajfia illtlmines everything" - alone. Btlt wIlen tIle common 
people observe from tIle viewpoint of the waking, on the ground 
of their apparent apprellension of not cognizing anything what
soever they think in tIle manner : "I did not cognize or expe
rience tllerein anything wllatsoever". Hence there is no real , 
oppositiol1 or contradictiol1 at all between tIle Sastra Dpshti and 
the con1ffion people's experience. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE PROPONENTS OF VYAKHYANA 
PRASTHANA (POST -SANKARA COMMENTATORS' 

METHODOLOGy) IS NOT PROPER 
, 

In this context, some Vyakllyanakaras or post-Sankara com-
mentators have opined : "In spite of the fact that Atman's 
essential nature of self-effulgence truly exists in deep sleep, that 
Tamas or darkness, gloom, ignorance by virtue of which that 
Swarupa or essential nature of His is not being cognized by Him 
- that Tamas is a particular kind of Anirvacl1aniya (indefinable, 
indescribable) A vidya (ignorance) which is Bha~'arupa (of the 
nature of a really existing entity). Because tllis has enveloped or 
covered up Atman, He exists tllerein not able to cognize His own 
real essence of Pure Being. If it is not so, and if the Avidya of 
the nature of mere 'AgrahaJ)a' (non-Comprellension) were to exist 
til ere in , then there will arise- a problem of there being no reason 
or cause that can be adduced for not cognizing anything what
soever tllerein." Tllis is their doctrinaire theory. Tllose who fol
low these Vyakhayanakaras forward yet another Upapatti or ground, 
expedient cause to affilln that in Sushupti such a Bhavarupa 
Avidya actually exists : "By acknowledging the concept that in 
Sushupti SUCll an Avidya exists the following facts are evolved, 
deduced : (i) Tllerein also both. Jlva and Paralneshwara exist 
separately, distinctively ; (ii) only Jlva has Avidya, while Brah
man exists in tllis Shuddha (Pure) nature OIlly ; (iii) no one 
attains Mukti (Liberation, Beattitude) merely on the strength of 
getting Sushupti ; (iv) for that reason alone, it alnounts to our 
finding a tenable reason for the fact of sleeping persons once 
again waking up ; (v) on the other hand, if it is accepted that 
in Sushupti only Brahman exclusively exists, tlien to Brahman 
alone tIle Avidya of the nature of - 'I did not cognize anything 
whatsoever' - will attach itself (unavoidably) ; because merely by 
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going to deep sleep everyone merges in or becomes one with 
Shuddha Brahman, tllerein itself tiley become Liberated or attain 
Mukti - such a Anishta or undesirable predicalnent also will be 
confronted; (vi) besides, the conclusion of tIle type that - 'There 
is no cause wllatsoever for those WilO are asleep to wake up once 
again' - will become unavoidable." 

This doctrine is not proper. For, in the first place, it has 
been very clearly affirmed in the BrihadaraIJ.yaka Upanishad that 
- "Because this Jlva has become Ekibhuta (one or identical) with 
Prajfia, the Jlva does not get either the internal or external 
cognition." If we Intuitively deliberate a little incisively, deeply 
011 this, then there does not exist any PramaIJ.8 (valid means of 
proof) even to assert - "There exists a Padartha or a thing, 
substance Wllich is of the essential nature of an entity called 
Anirvachya A vidya (indefinable ignorance)" ; althougl1 these pro
ponents of tllis king of A vidya are saying that - "Tllis particular 
Avidya is in fact AvyaJqjtanamarupa (unmanifested nalnes and 
forms) alone" - in the Gau"apada Karikas nowhere 'Namarupa' 
or names and forms have- been called 'Avid)Ta' ; also he has 
expressly stated that - "AgrahsIJB (not having cognized the 
Tattwa or Ultimate Reality) is itself called Kara~a Avidya ; 
misconception is itself Karya Avidya". In the second place, 
with the Sruti teaching that - "In deep sleep (SUShuptl) Jiva 
becomes one with omniscient Iswara" - this doctrinaire theory (of 
the Vyakhyanakaras) does not at all agree i.e. it is not in 
conformity whatsoever ; besides, even the statement that - "If 
mere AgrahaQ.a exists, it amounts to saying that nothing has 
covered up or enveloped Atman" - is also not rational ; for, it 
is in the experience of every one of us that - (a) when the light 
of day is gone, in the night nothing being visible to our eyes ; 
(b) the absence of that light alone being empirically dealt with 
as darkness. 

TURivA IS SARV AD~IK RUPA OR OF THE NATURE OF 
OMNI-PERCIPIENT WITNESS 

In the present context there is no need whatsoever to say 
that to the sleeping peopl~ there exists a particular kind of 
Avaral).a or cover of AgrahaQa which is of the nature of Abllava 
or non-existence. For, in Sushupti neither there c· ists cognition 
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nor .obliviousness ; besides therein there is no possibility 
whatsoever of either the correct, proper knowledge or mis
conception existing at all. Especially, the statement that - "In 
Sushupti Jiva and Parameshwara exist separately, distinctively ; 
only to the Jiva therein A vidya exists" - is totally opposed to the 
Sruti teaclling. For, therein the Jiva is verily 'Prajfia' alone. 
'Prajfia' means Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness) and It is Atman's , 
essential nature (Swarupa) - thus the Sruti is affirming too. The , 
Bhashyakara (Shri Sailkara) also, while explaining the word 'Prajfia' 
has opined that - "In Sushupti without there being any Vishesha-
jiiana (particular, distinct knowledge) but there existing a particu
lar kind of Prajfia (Consciousness) which is Swarupamatra or 
Absolute, transcendental, Pure-Being per se - is a special uncom
mon feature." By virtue of which Chaitanya Prakasha (Light of 
Pure Consciousness) we are all experiencing Sushupti - that alone 
is Ollr real Swarupachaitanya (essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness) indeed. Therefore, Shri Gaugapada has stated in 
this Karika that - "That Turya is perennially Sarvadrik (omni
percipient)". Chaitanya which is verily our Swarupa alone 'al
ways' - meaning, in all the three A vasthas exists. It is 'Sarvadrik'
meaning, that Pure Consciousness being everything and, in the 
Absolute sense, because apart from It there does not exist at any 
period of time or anywhere any other entity whatsoever, tllat Pure 
Consciousness alone is everything and 'Drik' - meaning, of the 
very essence of the Light, Effulgence of Consciousness. Here it 
should also be discerned that with the prime purport of teaching 
this Turyarupa, which is the Paramartha or Ultimate Reality of 
Atman, Brahman alone, the Padatraya or the three quarters have 
been superimposed upon Atman in the Ma1J.Qukya Upanishad. 

We should not doubt in the manner - "If it is so, then 
because it amounts to saying that merely by means of going to 
sleep all people become liberated only, the spiritual instructions , 
of tile Sastra and the Guru will be rendered futile, is it not so ? 
It will also be tantamount to accepting that tllere is no cause 
whatsoever for those who are asleep to wake up at all, is it 
not so ?" For, witllout having discerned the truth that - "Our 
Turyatmaswarupa (essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness 
of Turyatman) is eternally Sarvadrik" - all the disputants or 
proponents of various theories are usually entertaining this doubt. 
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Whether it is in the waking or in the dream or in the deep 
sleep - everywhere this Turya alone exists ; when we observe 
(Intuit) from the Paramartha Drishti, apart from the Chaitanya 
of this Turyatman there do not exist these A vasthas like 
waking, dream etc. at all ; just as in the waking the sea-shell 
or nacre itself appears in the form of silver, this Chaitanya Itself 
appears in the distinctive fonns of Pramatru, Pramat:la and Prameya 
indeed. Tllerefore, even the 'Pramatru Rupa' (fonn of cognizership) 
which is cognizing everything in that A vastha (i.e. waking) is, 
in truth, a reflection (Abhasa) alone of this Tunyatma or Chaitanya. 
Why say more? Even what we call 'Jagrat Avastha:' is also the 
Abhasa only of this Chaitanya ; there does not at all exist any 
Jagrat Avastha apart from Turlyatmatattwa ; similarly, apart from 
Turyatman neither there exists whatsoever Svapnavastha nor the 
reflection of the world comprising Pramatru, PramaQ.a etc. be
cause of the mental projections which appear within that Avastha ; 
whatever appears to exist therein is verily an Abhasa (reflection), 
false appearance of this Turyatma Chaitanya. Especially in Sushupti, 
it is known to everyone that the distinctions or divisions of 
Pramatru (cognizer), PramaI)a (means of cognition) and Prameya 
(object of cognition) themselves do not exist at all. This fact we 
have already clarified while explaining the meaning of the second 
half of the Karika. For this reason alone, it was stated in the 
previous Karika (1-11) that both AgrahaQ.a and AnyathagrahaIJ.a 
cannot at all be established or proved to exist in Turya. It being 
so, we Sllould reckon the fact that the purport behind the 
BrihadaraI.1yaJ( ft, ll'aclling - "There is no Viparilopa (total disap
pearance or l()s~ of perception, cognition of the percepient cog
nizer), is it not so ?" - (Bri. 4-3-23) - is itself being restated in 
the sentence: "That Turya is always Sarvadrik" - in the Karika. 

It is very clear now that to those who have gained the 
Intuitive Experience of this Tattwa there cannot at all be any 
apprehension of a doubt of the type - "In Sushupti alone Lib
eration (Mukti) has to be attained ; further, tllere will not be any 
cause whatsoever to be adduced for one to wake up at all ! " 
Wllat is the meaning of saying that to Atman who is Nitya 
Niravastha (eternally devoid of any states), Nityamukta (eternally 
Liberated) Sarvadrigrupa (omni-percipient) has 'Sushupti' ? Wllat 
is the meaning of tile statement - "That He has to attain Mukti 
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afresh" ? What is the meaning of the statement - "One wakes 
up from SllShupti" ? Sinee suell questions are clarified in the 
next Karika, this discussion is enough. For the nonce, it will be 
sufficient if it is realized that - "For the sake of those persons 
who have not yet cognized that they are 'Nityaniravasthas', 
'Nityamuktas' - for such Jijiiasus only first conceiving the 
Atmabheda (distinctions of Atman) of Vishwa, Taijasa and 
Prajiia, then to that Jiva himself who exists in Prajiiasthiti 
(state of Pure Consciousness) here it has been taught about 
his Ajiiana as also for his Turya, which is the Paramartharupa 
or essential nature per se of Pure Being-Consciousness, 
'Sarvadrigriipa' has been taught." Although in deep sleep they 
are themselves verily Prajfia, to those alone who have not cognized 
that Tattwa or Ultimate Reality the enlpirical states of ConsciollS
ness (Avasthas) occur - Ineaning, the mUlldane Vyavaharic trans
action to tile effect - "They are occurring" - is being carried on ; 
but for waking up froln deep sleep, the Ajiiana that exists in deep 
sleep is not the cause ; we have to determine in the manner -
"The absence of tIle Intuitive cognition to the effect - 'Therein 
I llave become one, identical with (Eklbhava) Prajfia' - is itself 
responsible for misconceptions of the type - 'I slept, I \voke up'." 

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN PRAm A AND TuRlV A 

adflflu~oi d~q'i<fl: SU~9t4~: I 
~ -..:a 

;sil\i1F~~I14d: ~: lIT -:q ~ -;r fqed ll~~ II 
~ ~ 

Meaning :- "Not cognizing duality (Dvaita) is common 
to Prajfia, and Turya. Prajfia is associated with Bijanidra or 
deep sleep comprising the seed potency, cause of duality, but 
that (sleep) does not exist in Turya." 

In this Katika, keeping in mind a particular doubt, a solu
tion has been sllggested. That doubt is : "Jllst as Prajii.a has 
association with A vidya of the form of Agrahat:la, in the same 
way Turya also has that very same association ,vith A vidya, is 
it not so ? It being so, how at all can it be asserted that Prajfia 
alone is KaraJ)abaddha or bound by cause ?" 

The solution for this doubt is : "Prajiia is associated with 
Bijanidra." Not knowing the Ultimate Reality of the Self (Tattwa) 
alone is Nidra (sleep). Since this alone is tIle seed form for the 
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Visheshajiiana (distinctive knowledge) in the Vishwa and Taijasa 
Avasthas, it is called 'Bijanidra'. "Prajfia is Karat:tabaddha, is 
associated with Bljanidra" - to this selltence, keeping in mind tile 
explanatory commentary for the 11 tIl and 12th Karikas alone, the 
correct purport must be discerned. In Susllupti by virtue of his 
Bljallidra - meaning, the Ajfiana or non-comprehension of the 
nature of not having Intuited the Ultimate Reality of the Self -
with which he is fettered, Jlva - from the Paramartha Dfishti -
is verily Prajfia ; in order to indicate the subtle teaching that -
"The misconception of the type - 'In deep sleep I am asso
ciated with a sleep of the nature that I did not cognize 
anything" - is itself an impediment for the conviction, Intui
tive Knowledge of the type - 'Then I was Prajfia alone' -" 
exclusively here in the Karika it has been stated that - 'Prajfia 
is associated with Bljanidra.' 

THE FORMS OF Jiv ATWA ETC. OF ATMAN ARE CAUSED 
BY THE UPADffiS OR ADJUNCTS 

We should not think, reckon that -"The Jlva who is in 
Sushupti has this Bljanidra ; this knowledge alone is the cause 
for the concept of an A vastha called'S llShupti " and not that the 
Jiva actually experiences an A vastha called 'Sushupti'." Assum
ing ·an adjunct of an Avastha called 'Sushupti', to the Jiva 
therein (in Sushupti) Prajiiatwa has been superimposed, is it 
not so ? If this truth is discerned, then Jlva is not in reality 
(from the Absolute viewpoint) one who is baving Sushupti 
Avastha ; in the same way, Prajiia too, in the Absolute sense, 
is not Prajiia ; then it amounts to accepting that his 
Paramartharupa or essential nature of Being is Turiya alone. 
Therefore, what was stated, viz. "Prajfia has Bljanidra ; that 
(Bljanidra) does not exist in Turya" - is proved to be correct. 
The subtle point that has to be discerned here in this context is 
: We should never believe, think that - "There are three Atmans 
like Jlva, Prajfia and Turya ; Jiva has Nidra while Prajfia, being 
totally different, distinct from him, is A vyalqita (unmanifest seed 
form) and is the cause for the world of duality ; but Tunya is 
verily Atman, totally different from both these, devoid of Nidra 
and of any association with A vidya." For the specific purpose 
of rescinding, sublating Jivatwa (soulhood) which is superim-
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posed upon (or misconceived in) Atman who appears as Jiva , 
in the Vyavahara or workaday transactions, the Sruti (delib-
erately) first superimposes 'Prajiiatwa'. Thereafter, in order 
to rescind or sublate that deliberate superimposition or im-

\ -, 
putation of Prajiiatwa upon that very same Atman, the Sruti 
once again superimposes 'Turiyatwa'. From the Paramartha 
Drishti, in Atman there is no Jivatwa at all ; neither is there 
Prajfiatwa nor Turlyatwa in Him. By virtue of the Upadhi or 
adjunct of Pr8J)adhara1)8 (endowed with Karal.1as like senses and 
mind, carrying on empirical transactions) - Jivatwa ; by virtue 
of the Upadhi of Jagat KaraQatwa, i.e. being the cause for the 
manifest world of duality - Prajfiatwa ; in relation to 
Bahishprajfiatwa etc. (i.e. from the viewpoint of the experiences 
of Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti being there for Atman) - Turiyatwa 
- t11ese three concepts are misconceived in Annan. Because all 
these Upadhis are appearing from the Avidya Drishti alone, 
from the Paramiirtha Drish{i (in the ultimate analysis based 
on Intuitive Experience) Atman is not Jiva, not Prajiia, not 
Turiya even ; He is verily the Advitlya Tattwa or non-dual 
Absolute Reality who is Prapaiichopashama or devoid of any 
trace of the world of duality indeed. 

~ctf.:t~Jlfdlcu~ SlI~'t'(q(lqct~~l41 I ...:a 

';f ~ ~ ~ ('C1c1 ~ q~qRl r~rri:tdf: II ~'tll 

Meaning : The first two are associated with dream and 
deep sleep ; in the case of Prajfia especially, (he is associated 
with) deep sleep devoid of dream. To those who are totally 
convinced about the Ultimate Reality deep sleep is not seen 
in Turya, neither is Svapna or dream seen at all. 

THE ESSENTIAL REALITY OF 'SV APNA' AND 'NIDRA' 

It has been previously explained that when it is said that 
- 'Pra:jiia has Karal).a Bandha' - it means that He has Bijanidra. 
Now it is being clarified as to what is meant by : 'Vish\\'"a and 
Taijasa have Karya KaraJ.la Bandha.' 

'The first two' - (in this Kariki) means - 'Vish,va and 
Taijasa (Atmans)' - they are associated ,vith Svapna and 
Nidra, i.e. dream and sleep, respectively. Prajfia lIas Asvapna 
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Nidra (deep sleep devoid of dream). People do not know as to 
what exactly is Nidra or deep sleep ; for, while they are asleep 
they are not having any specific, distinctive experience (Vishesha
nubhava) at all. In tIle same manner, the common run of people 
have not deliberated upon, discriminated as to what exactly is 
Svapna (dream) and have jumped to a conclusion. They keep on 
saying that - "When we are asleep all sorts of bizzare appear
ances like pilantasinagoria are falsely seen by us ; that queer state 
itself is Svapna or a dream." Shri Gau9apada, the Karikakara, has 
signified that - "Altl1ough the common people's knowledge or 
belief of 'not having cognized anything wllatsoever therein' is 
proper, in the true sense (in the ultimate analysis on the 
strength of Intuitive Experience) not having cognized, Intuited 
Atmatatwa (Ultimate, Absolute Reality of the Self) is itself 
Nidra (deep sleep)." In the same way, Shri GauQapada has 
indicated tilat - "Although there is partially some truth in what 
the common people believe in that Svapna Qr dream is merely 
a 'false appearance', in the true sense or ultimate analysis, 
seeing Atman wrongly (or misconceiving Him) in a differellt, 
alien form is Svapna or a dream." Though this truth will be 
clarified in tIle next Karika we are stating it here so tllat the 
readers are kept informed in advance. In the MaQgiikyopanishad 
it has been very clearly taught that - "Where (he) does not 
entertain any desire (Kama) and where (he) does not see any 
dream whatsoever (Svapna) - that alone is Sushupti or deep , 
sleep" - (MaQ. Mantra 5). On the strength of that Sruti statement 
only 8hri Gaugapada has written here that - "Prajfia is associated 
with deep sleep devoid of dream." 

Thus by our proper understanding of the words - Nidra 
(deep sleep) and Svapna (dream) what is eventually established 
is : Both the forms, viz. Vishwa and Taijasa, of Atman are 
appearing associated with Svapna and Nidra. Just as the person, 
who has not cognized (the reality of) a rope, is deluded (Bhranti) 
to misconceive it (the rope itself) as a snake, in the same way 
because of our not having cognized Atman in His real essential 
nature alone we are seeing (misconceiving) Him as Vishwa as 
well as Taijasa. By this Intuitive deliberation the doubt of the 
type - "How can there exist dream and deep sleep in the 
waking ? " - will vanish into thin air. For, Nidra or deep sleep 
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means (now) 'not knowing, cognizing the Reality of Atman', 
Svapna (dream) means 'to grasp, cognize It wrongly (miscon
ceive) in a different form'. Just as these Nidra-Svapna pllenom
ena exist in what the common people call 'dream state', in the 
same way they exist in what they call 'waking state' also. 
Therefore, it is stated here that - "The first two are associated , 
with Svapna - Nidra." In the Sruti the special characteristics or 
features of 'Saptanga Ekonavimsllatimukha' - (1v1aI).gukya 3, 4) 
are equally applied to Vaishwanara and Taijasa, and for this 
equal treatment the above-mentioned teaclling alone is tIle cause. 
If we further delve deep into the matter and observe Intuitively, 
what the common people call 'waking' and 'dream' states are 
both one and the same indeed ; both are dreams alone - this 
teaching Shri Gaugapada has clarified in the next Vaitathya 
PrakaraJ.1a. Though that truth is for nonce kept aside, if it is 
discerned that the teaching that "Vishwa - Taijasa forms of 
-
Atman are appearing by virtue of Svapna-Nidra states alone" -
is propounded here, then it is sufficient. 

THE WRONG THEORY OF VYAKHYANAKARAS 
, 

The post-Satikara commentators (Vyakhyanakaras) keep on 
asserting that for the Atmarupa (essential nature of the Self) that 
exists in the three A vasthas, there are three different Upadhis. It 
is their theory that - "In the deep sleep state (Sushupti Avastha) 
an indefinable (Anirvacharuya) KaraI)8vidya (causal ignorance), 
in the dream state (Svapna A vastha) both A vidya and its effects 
of mind (Anta1;lkaraI)a) and in the waking state (Jagrat A vas th a) 
Avidya, its effect of mind (Anta1;lkaraI)a) and the conglomeration 
of the body and the senses (Sharirendriya Sarighata) - all these 
three are the Upadhis for Atman." Because what these disputants 
have acknowledged as their theory of A vidya is grossly opposed , 
to Sruti, Karika, Bhashya, Yukti and Anubhava - this erroneous 
dogmatic theory need not be reckoned here in this context by 
Jijiiasus. In fact, in all tIle three states of waking, dream and deep 
sleep there invariably exists the Nidra of the type of 'not know
ing or cognizing the Ultimate Reality of the Self ; in the waking 
and the dream states there exists a Svapna of the type of 'seeing 
Anatmadrishya or pllenomenon of not-Self totally different, dis
tinct from Atman.' If we interpret the Karika in the manner that 
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- "By virtue of a sleep (Nidra) of Xtmajilana or ignorance, non
comprehension of the Reality of Self alone the dream (Svapna) 
of seeing Anatman or not-Self is appearing" - then it amounts 
to our having brought about perfect harmony or reconciliation , 
(Ekavakyata) between the Sruti teaclling and the Karika explana-
tion. In addition, it wil be in consonance with Yukti (critique 
of reason) and Anubhava (Intuitive Experience). How it is so 
we will clarify when interpreting the meaning of the following 
Karikas. 

IN TURly AT MAN' THERE DOES NOT EXIST 
ANY KIND OF A VIDY A WHATSOEVER 

Thus it amounts to saying that for Vishwa and Taijasa 
Xtmans Svapna-Nidras only are the cause ; for Prajiia merely 
Svapnarahita Nidra is the cause, is it not so ? It evolves, from 
this, that - "In Turya, which is Paramartha or the Ultimate 
Reality and to which all these three forms of Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajiia are deliberately imputed, those persons who are 
established in the realization of the Reality do not see Nidra 
or sleep, nor do they witness in the least Svapna or dream 
which perforce appears because of that Nidra." Turyatman is 
Nityachaitanyaswarupa or eternally of the essential nature of Pure 
Consciousness ; AgrahaI)a and AnyathagrahaI)a - both these A vidyas 
are, in fact, illuminated by His Chidprakasha or Light of Pure 
Consciousness alone; if we further look in incisively, Intuitively, 
then it becomes established that just as the misconceived snake 
is, in a manner of speaking, completely pervaded by the rope 
alone, in the same way both these A vidyas are pervaded by 
Turya's Chidprakasha and there by it becomes evident that 
their Paramiirtha or real essence' of Being is Turya alone. It 
being so, how can tllese A vidyas exist in Him at all ? 

a:t;:q~ alEOld: ;eqcfl ~ d'tcl'l\il19ld: I 
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Meaning: To one who misconceives It is Svapna, to one 
who does not cognize the Reality it is Nidra. The wrong 
knowledge of both these - if it gets destroyed, then (the 
Sadhaka) attains the Turiya (fourth) Sthana (abode). 
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HOW IS l'URfY A ATTAINED ? 

In ha~ been stated t11at tllose who have cognized, realized, 
after due determination, the real essence of Being of Turlya 
neither Nidra nor Svapna is seen, is it not so? There is no 

, question of raising a doubt of the type that - "When can we 
determine and cognize Turlya ? The states of waking, dream and 
deep sleep are continuously occurring to Man, is it not so ? How 
is it at all possible to detemine Turlya distinct from tllese states ?" 
For, the deep-seated comprehension that the three states of wak
ing, dream and deep sleep are really three separate experiences 
is itself responsible for this doubt ; we have already clarified that 
Nidra (sleep) means not having cognized, realized the Tattwa 
(Ultimate Reality), while Svapna (dream) means wrongly under
standing or misconceiving. Although we are all eternally N itya
chaitanyalaksha:r:ta Turlyatmaswarupas or of the very essence of 
Turiyatman of the special characteristic of eternal Pure Con
sciousness, quite contrary to this nature we have believed all 
along in a topsy-turvy manner - once as 'I am awake', once as. 
'I am dreamillg', and once 'I am in deep sleep'. This Viparyasa 
(contrariety, inconsistency), Viparltajiiana (misconception) - mean
ing, knowing in a topsy-turvy manner - should be got rid of ; 
then only, instantly we attain the Twlyapada or Beattitude in
deed. 

'TURfY A' IS NOT AN A V ASTHA 

Because in the Karika it has been stated that - "~ q({q~jd" 

- meaning, "He attains the position of Turlya" - tllere is a 
possibility of getting a delusion of the type - "Turiya means a 
positioll, state or situation ; we have to earn or attain that state, 
situation or position which is beyond the waking, the dream and 
the deep sleep." There are also the adherents of the Vyakhyana
Prasthana who are invariably propagating that - "There exists a 
particular 'Nirvikalpa Samadhi' - an A vastha or state in which 
there is no Vyavahara or empirical transactions or functions 
attached to Atman. " Some people believe innately that this 
'Nirvikalpa Samadhi' is itself 'Turiyavastha.' But this is not a , 
correct knowledge. Shri Satikaracharya has, in this regard, written 

in his Stltra Bhashya in the manner - "";{;w.i 6lIq~I<I\flcOSq~lrq~Ef 
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f~q-"sf'ltftlld 1fa ~ q~'l ; 'd~qr~t 1fa "~I(q'qlq~ 311C1~lrClilq

f;Sif:oti1t€1 ltl" - (Sutra Bllashya 2-1-14) - meaning : "It is not 

possible to assert that a state or situation in which there is no 
empirical dealing whatsoever is caused on account of a particular , 
state (Avastha); for, tile Sruti - 'That thou art' - is declaring, 
proclaiming that without having the cause of any A vastha, pe
rennially we have Brahmatmabhava or the Pure Being (Existence) 
of Brahmatman." 

TuRiYATWA IS ETERNAL 

Therefore, these phenomena of waking, dream and deep 
sleep are not three different A vasthas or states at all ; neither is 
It called 'Turiya', the fOllrth, because that which is 'Turlya' is 
a separate A vastha apart from t1lose three. Just as it has been 
expounded in the present Karika 'not having cognized, realized 
the Ultimate Reality (Tattwa) , - is itself Nidra or sleep, and 
'misconceiving or wrongly reckoning It (Tattwa) to be something 
other than what It is' - is itself Svapna or dream. In these two 
the whole gamut of the experiences of all Avasthas or states 
without any exception whatsoever are subswned. To believe or 
reckon that these two also are A vasthas occurring in time as 
events one after the other is wrong ; both of them are verily 
Viparyasas or inconsistencies, contrarieties ; false notions 
indeed. We should not imagine that in the waking and the dream 
state our Knowledge, Consciousness (Jfiana) 11as blossomed forth, 
while in deep sleep It has shrunk or shrivelled up. As Shri 
Sureshwaracllarya has written in his Sambandha Vartika : 
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- (Sambandha Vartika 1085) - meaning - "Just as in the waking 
and the dream states, similarly in tIle deep sleep too Atman's 
Chitkamala or lotus of Pure Consciousness exists without getting 
shrunk or stilled ; just as in the deep sleep, similarly in the 
waking and the dream that Chitkamala exists without blossom
ing." Atman's 'Chitkamala' means 'Chidrupa' or Pure Conscious
ness per se ; It is not something which never at all attains or 
undergoes distinctive mutations, cllanges of the type of shrinking 
(contraction) or blossoming (decrease or increase). TUfiya means 
our Paramartha Tattwa or the Absolute Pure Being ; in all 
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A vastllas It exists invariably and inexorably as of the very es
sence of Kutastl18 (perpetually immutable) Nitya (eternal) CJlaitanya 
(pure Consciousness) ; we get a Viparyasa or false, contrary 
knowledge (misconception) to the effect - "In tIle deep sleep 
cognition (consciousness) has vanished ; in the waking and tIle 
dream It manifests Itself' - as a result of our imagining an 
Upadhi or adjunct in Atman because of our A vidya. In addition, 
there exists in us, quite deep-seated too, the Viparyasa to the 
effect that - " A vasthas are three in number" . Assuming tIle 
Mayasarikhya or magical illusory numericals of three as applied 
to the macrocosnlic fonns of Atman in the three A vastllas only 
this Shuddhatman or Absolute Self (Pure Being-Consciousness) is 
called 'Turlya' - that is all. 

THE METHOD OF VIPARYASAKSHA Y A OR GETTING 
RID OF MISCONCEPTION 

Although tIle Turiya Swarupa is perennially existing (as our 
very essence of Pure Being-Conciousnenss), as and when the 
Ajiias or ignorant people, who llave not been (till then) able to 
cognize by means of their intrinsic Intuitive Experience (Saksllat 
Anubhava), falsify, sublate the superimpositions (Adhyaropas) 
one by one, they keep on approaching the Turiyaprapti (attain
ment of Tunya), in the following order : 

(i) Because they are associated with (attached to) the 'I' 
concept (Pramatrurupa) conjured up by misconception (Adhyasa), 
the macrocosmic Vishwa and Taijasa Atmans are affected by 
ft_nyathagrahID:la of the nature of seeing duality ; when, in the 
Absolute sense (Intuitively), the Chinmatraswarupa or tIle essen
tial nature of Pure Consciousness which is tile Witnessing Prin
ciple (Sakshi) of the respective A vastha is Itself cognized as his 
own Self, that Svapna Viparyasa of the nature of Dvaitadarshana 
will be on the wane. 

(ii) Although from tI1e standpoint of tIle waking and the 
dream the AgrahID:la of the nature of 'not seeing the duality' 
exists in deep sleep, even therein because that Chinmatra which 
is the Witnessing Principle is verily his Self, when the cognition 
(Intuition) of the type - "I do not have either Grah8.Q8 (compre
hension) or Agrah8.Q8 (non-comprehension)" - accrues, then the 
Nidraviparyaya of the nature of Agraha.,a will get ematiated. 
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(iii) Although the embodied selves (SIlariratmas) WilO ap
pear in the waking and the dream, in their apparent forms, are 
seen in different, distinctive fonns, wIlen the cognition of the 
type - "For all the conglomerations of bodies and senses etc. 
(KaryakaraI)asailgllata) which appear in the waking state Visllwa 
alone is the Atman, while for all conglomerations of bodies and 
senses etc. which appear in the dream state Taijasa alone is the 
Atman" - accrues, then the Svapna Viparyasa of the nature 
of Anekatmagrahal)a (misconception of seeing many se~ves) 

will be got rid of. 
(iv) Although the division, difference of Visilwa, Taijasa 

and Prajfia Atmans due to the association with different Upadhis 
of waking, dream and deep sleep states, respectively, is being 
seen, when the Intuition of the type - "In their Paramarthikarupa 
or Absolute essential nature devoid of any Upadhis whatsoever, 
all of them are really one and the saIne Self - is attained, then 
the Svapna Viparyasa of the nature of seeing the distinctions 
of Vishwa, Taijasa, Prajiia Atmans will be destroyed. 

(v) Although seen from the waking viewpoint it appears as 
if the waking, the dream and the deep sleep states are· different 
as also are real, when the Intuition that they mutually digress 
from one another (Anyonyavyabhicharita) accrues, then the Svapna 
Viparyasa of the nature of the comprehension of the reality 
of the difference among the three states (Avasthatrayabheda
satyatwagraha~arupa) will get destroyed. 

(vi) Although for the non-dual solitary Atman, who is the 
Witness for the tlnee A vasthas, from the viewpoint of the Pramatru 
or 'I' notion, Sadvitlyatwa or being endowed or associated with 
duality, manifoldness is seen, wllen the Intuition that - "The three 
Avasthas are false appearances only ; because Atman exists 
everywhere in His essential nature of Pure Consciousness alone 
He is verily rurlya who is non-dual Pure Consciousness indeed" 
- accrues, then the Svapna-Viparyasa of tIle nature of the com
prehension of a Selfhood endowed with duality (Sadvitiyatmatwa
grahaQa) will get deminished. 

TllUS Svapna of the form of Anyathagrahal).a and Nidra of 
the fonn of Agrahal)a - both these are actually Viparyasas, and 
hence when they are destroyed by the adoption of the metll0d 
of Adhyaropa-Apavada as described above the Jijiiasu attains 
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Turlyapada alone. Altllough Turlyatmal1 is Nityaprapta or eter
nally attained, by Ineans of Viparyasakshaya this Praptaprapti 
is attained. 

3i'1lf~qllflfl W ~ ~: 1Iifern I 
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Meaning : "When the Jlva, who is sleeping as a result 
of beginningless Maya or illusion wakes up, then he cognizes 
the non-dual (Self) who is Aja (birthless), Anidra (sleepless) 
and Asvapna (dreamless)." 

TURIVAPAAPTI MEANS ROOTING OUT THE 
ANADIMA YASV APNA ALONE 

The Intuitive Knowledge (Jiiana) of the Tunyaswarupa or 
essential nature of Turlya which is the resultant of Viparyasakshaya 
mentioned in tIle previous Karika is expounded here. 

Jlva, who is a Samsarl (transmigrating soul) seeing two 
types of Maya Svapna or magical, illusory dreams of the types 
- Bijanidra of the nature of TattwagrahalJ.a and of the nature of 
AnyatllagrallaQa of which the resultant fruits are dream and deep 
sleep ; and begetting waking and dream which are the effects of 
Avidya, lIe is seeing various kinds of Viparyasarupa Svapnas in 
the manner - "This man is my father, this one is my son, this 
one is my grandson ; tllis is my farm, house, money, wealth ; 
tllese are my employees, tl1is is my granary and this is my cattle 
wealth - etc. - all tllese are nline ; by means of these I am secure 
and strong, by these I am doomed." Thus this belief, concept of 
the Jlva being a Samsari· is a Svapna or dream projected, 
conjured up by beginningless l\faya. All this is the resultant 
fruit of A vidya of the nature of AgrahaJ).a and AnyathagrahaJ).a 
alone, and not anything that is really existing at all. 

WIlen an extremely compassionate or kind-hearted Acharya 
(preceptor) who has gained the Intuitive Experience of the 
Vedantartha or the Reality taught by the spiritual science of 
Vedanta awakens this Jlva with spiritual instruction of the type 
- "Oh dear, you are not this Kartru (agent of action) or Bhdktru 
(enjoyer) WllO keeps on performing rigllteous acts (Dhanna) and 
unrighteous deeds (Adllarma) and experiencing pleasure (Sukha) 
and misery (Duhkha) ; you are verily the Tattwa or the Reality 
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Wllich is Paramartha or Absolute, Transcendental ; get up, be
COlne wakeful, WIlY are you muttering in sleep ?" - tllen to this 
Jlva will accrue this waking called 'Turlyajiian8 '. 

TURIYATMA SWARUPA 

Then, (at that stage of spiritual progress) what is that 
Intuition or cognition that will accrue to tIle seeker ? It is : 
(a) This Atlnan is Aja or birthless ; He is Ku!astharupa or of 
tIle very essence of Absolute immutability devoid of any cllanges 
either internal or external ; (b) how is He Aja or birthless ? 
Because, He is devoid of Bijanidra which is the root cause for 
c11anges like birth, deat11 etc. and hence He is Anidra (sleepless). 
Because Turlya is eternally of the essential nature of Chitprakasl18 
or self-luminary, self-effulgent Pure COllSciouslless, He is per
petually, perennially devoid of sleep, is it not so ? Even wIlen 
Agrall8J.l8 (non-comprellension) was superimposed upon Him, He 
was tile Witnessing Principle (Saksl11) ; tllat sleep could not be 
defined or described as either His Swariipa (essential nature of 
Being) or something other than Himself and was, in fact, existing 
as of Mitllyarupa or a false nature. Even then, in the ultimate 
analysis or absolutely speaking, the essential nature of tllat sleep 
also was Atman alone (i.e. Pure Being-Consciollsness) ; (c) now 
especially \vhen considered from the standpoint of this Swariipa, 
He is . eternally devoid of sleep, and for that reason alone He is 
Asvapna. From Bljanidra, of the nature of AgrahaQ.a, alene the 
dream called 'Anyathagrahal).a' is caused or projected, is it not 
so ? When seen from the viewpoint of the Reality it amounts to 
determining that there is nothing like sleep at all ; and so where 
can there be any scope for the existence of Svapna or dream ? 
(d) tilUS because He is Anidra and Asvapna alone, we have stated 
previously that He is Aja, to wit, devoid of mutations like birth, 
death etc. It being so, He is Advaita or non-dual. In Him duality 
of any variety, viz. Sajatlya or belonging to the sanle species, 
VijatJya or belonging to another species, or Svagata or inherently 
witllin oneself - does never exist even the least bit. Thus in this 
manner when the twin Viparyasas (misconceptions) of Avidya of 
the Jijiiasu (seeker of the Ultimate Reality of Annan) are got rid 
of, he is said to have been 'awakened' and thereby cognizes the 
Absolute Reality of his Self. 
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EVEN THIS VIP ARY ASAKSHA Y A IS REFERRED 
TO ONLY FROM THE VYAVAHARA DRISHTI . . 

We should not anymore entertain any misconceptions like : 
(i) Because it is said tllat - "Jlva is asleep by virtue of 

'Anadilnaya' or beginningless illusion" - this sleep is, in the 
Absolute sense, exists from time immemorial ; (ii) because it is 
stated that - "When the Jlva wakes up" - this waking of the 
nature of Jfiana has perforce to accrue in a particular period of 
time in the future ; (iii) because it is mentioned that - "Then he 
Intuits Advaita or non-duality which is Aja, Anidra and Asvapna" 
- at a particular point of time this Tunyabodha or Consciousness 
of Turlya accrues. For, Turlya (the Absolute Reality beyond the 
three A vasthas and hence called 'the fourth' relatively 11ere) is 
not at all related to empirical categories like time-space-causa
tion ; when even A vyalqita itself is Kalatlta or beyond time, how 
at all can there be any relationship whatsoever of time for 
Turlya ? Because the categories of time-space-causation being 
projected by virtue of Avidya are mere appearances which 
are 'Mayarupavishesha' or with forms baving various special 
characteristics totally illusory in nature, events like Janma or 
birth, Nasha or destruction, death etc. which occur depending 
upon those time-space-causation categories have necessarily to 
be Mayarupa or of the nature of illusion alone. This conclu
sion becomes unavoidable, is it not so ? 

Therefore, when we consider from the Paramartha Dfishti, 
time-space-causation concepts, and lanma-Nasha which occur 
depending upon them - all these are Svapna or a dream indeed ; 
because Jivatwa or soulhood is Svapna, whatever he (Jlva) is 
conceived of having like - Viparyasajiiana (wrong knowledge), 
Samyajjiiana Utpatti (attainment of correct Knowledge of Reality) 
and Anadimayasvapna Nasha (destruction ~f the dream projected 
by beginningless illusion, magic) - all these are phenomerra which 
are invariably susceptible to be sublated witllout doubt. The true 
Intuition (that is propounded. by the Vedantic spiritual sci
ence) is : "This Jlvabhava or concept, deep-seated belief of 
soulhood is never there for me ; concepts like Agraha~a and 
Anyathagrahal.la which have to be destroyed never existed, do 
not exist even now, nor can they possibly exist in future too ; 
when these rudimentary categories of time-space-causation 
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are themselves not existing at all; which is that Ajiiana or 
ignorance that has to be got rid of ? And which is that Joana 
or Intuitive Knowledge that has to accrue ? Therefore, wllat 
llas been stated llere as 'waking up from Mayasvapna' is un
doubtedly from the Vyavahara Drishti alone ; this conclusion is 
to be drawn. 
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Meaning : "If the world, of duality really existed, then 
it might vanish ; no doubt about it ; this Dvaita or duality is 
Mayamatra or mere illusion ; from the standpoint of the 
Ultimate Reality Advaita or non-duality alone is sustained." 

ATMAN IS ETERNALLY NISHPRAPANCHA (DEVOID OF 
THE WORLD OF DUALITy) AND KUTASTHADVAITA 

(ABSOLUTELY AND IMMUTABLY NON-DUAL) 

(i) Some Advaita adherents without reckoning the real import 
, -

of the Sruti statement tilat - "Atman is Prapafichopashama, Shanta, 
Shiva, Advaita" - is nothing but Atman's Nityasiddhaswabhava 
or eternally established essential nature of Pure Being-Conscious
ness have opined that - "After obtaining the Jfiana taugllt by tile , 
Sastra, a new, fresh Jiiana called 'Sakshatkara' has to be attained 
and only then the world of duality will vanish." This is an 
erroneous understanding on their part. 

(ii) Some others believe that - "After the Vakyajiiana or 
knowledge arising out of hearing the sentence the seeker should 
necessarily practise Upasana or mental meditation and by means 
of Upasana alone the Paramapurushartha or tIle ultimate goal of 
all human endeavour, existence can be achieved." This doctrine 
has been refuted in the third chapter - 'Advaita Prakara~a' -
of this treatise. 

(iii) Yet. some others have imagined that - "Even after 
Ajfiana is removed by Jiiana, its menace is unavoidable ; in order 
to completely get rid of Ajfiana, Sadhanas like Prasailkhyana 
etc. are to be practised." Tllis theory will be refuted and tIle 
problem solved convincingly at the end of the second chapter -
Vaitathya Prakaral.1a. 

(iv) But so many others aver that - "Because even after the 
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dawnjng of the Vakyajfiana, this Dvaitaprapaficha continues to 
exist invariabl)', At111an cannot attain tIle cognition of Advaitatattwa. 
Tllerefore, for the pllrpose of Prapaficbavilaya or dissolution of 
the world of duality tllere still remains a Sadl1ana to be neces
sarily practised." 

Now we will show tile defects in their doctrinaire, dogmatic 
tl1eories : 

What is meant by Prapaiicha ? Is it the really, actually 
existing duality, diversity ? If so, then it is very clear, evident 
that it is not possible at all to drive it out of existence by any 
means or practices (Sadhanas) - wllatsoever they may be. For, 
what really exists can tlever go out of existence. If it is contented 
that - "Existing things or Inaterial objects are being destroyed, 
is it Inot so ?" - then it is to be lmderstood that in this case it 
is not an absolute destruction witllout any residue of or 
unaccompanied by any concomitant ingredients (Niranvayanasha). 
When we say that a thing or material object is destroyed, it 
means, in the ultimate aIlalysis, that the matter comprising it has 
undergone a transformation only, not that it totally became 
essenceless. If we break-up a wooden chair, it becomes actually 
some wooden pieces ; if those pieces are burnt, then tiley assume 
tIle form of ash etc. Even if this ash is ptlt in water and then 
it is stirred up, the ash particles invariably remain in a subtle, 
invisible form in that water. WIlY say more ? Even when this 
whole visible, manifest world of duality is said to be destroyed 
at the time of tIle annihilation of the universe (at the time of the , 
Kalpa) by the Srutis, the Smritis and Puranas or tIle mythological 
texts, they purport to say that t)ley remain in a subtle, potential 
state of 'Avyalqita (urunanifest) Namarupa (names and fonns) , 
and time after time they once again get manifest as the world 
of multiplicity, diversity called 'Vyakrita Natnarupa Prapaficha'. 
Therefore, to say that an existing world is to be made 'Vilaya' 
or totally extinct, essenceless is opposed to our empirical expe
rience, it is also opposed to logic. 

Even so, if tllese disputants persist in saying that - "This 
world of duality, diversity can be made 'Vilaya' by some sort 
of a Sadhana" - then, it will have to be unavoidably accepted 
til at so far no one has by means of such a Sadllana attained 
Mukti or Liberation. For, if anyone person had dissolved, an-
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nihilated (Vilaya) tIle world without leaving any remnants wllat
soever, now we could not have possibly seen any world at all. 
It is not like that at all, is it not so ? Therefore, it is proper and 
tenable to say tllat - "An existing world of duality can never be 
made 'Vilaya' by anybody." 

In that case, how is it proper, reasonable for Shri GauQapada 
to have said - "The Prapaficha projected by Avidya can be 
destroyed by Vidya" - ? Has he not stated that -. "If the 
Anadimaya Svapna of the nature of AgrallaJ}a, Anyatllagrahal).a is 
done away with (Kshaya) the seeker attains Turlyajnana or 
swarupa" ? - Thus anyone may raise an objection. We have 
already given a satisfactory soilition for this objection. Though 
from the Vyavahara Drishti tllis Avidya and its Avidyakarya 
Prapaficha, meaning tIle world conjured up or projected as an 
effect of that A vidya, are appearing at present, they do not in 
reality exist. Tpis entire Dvaita is Mayamatra or mere illu
sion ; really, absolutely existing Entity is Advaita or OOD

duality alone. This alone is the philosophical teaching (Siddhanta). 

THERE DOES NOT EXIST PRAPANCHA ; NOR THERE IS 
ITS NIV~UTTI (RIDDANCE) 

Therefore to believe tllat - 'Prapaficha really exists' and 
then to reckon that - 'By means of a particular Sadhana it has 
to be dissolved' - both these concepts are wrong. TIle 'Nivrutti' 
of tile world of duality does not mean its disappearance. For, in 
deep sleep the world is not seen by anyone of us ; even so, 
it once again becomes visible, appears. Therefore, real 'Prapaficha
pravilaya' or 'perpetual dissolution of world' means only 
'Mayamatra' or merely as a false appearance and to cognize the 
falsity of this world in the manner - "This is Inerely a false 
appearance . (of duality) ; apart from my Swarupa or essential 
nature of Pure Being-Consciousness, it does not exist by itself 
(independently)" - alone. 

Those who believe (qllite persistently) that - "There exists 
a Prapaficha in Atman ; however, it will be 'dissolved' or 
'removed' by a particular kind of Sadllana" - sllould first get rid 
of this 'Bhranti' or delusion, misconception by deliberating (In
tuitively) on t1le illustrations, figurative analogies, like tIle 'Nivrutti ' 
of rope-snake and 'Maya Nivrutti' or falsification of an illusory 
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vision cast on people by a magician. This discriminative exercise 
has to be repeated mentally so as to comprehend the possibility 
of falsification or sublation of a mere superimposition on Atman 
Consciousness. Take for instance the example of the rope-snake. 
The 'snake', which we have imagined, conceived in the rope 
by our deluded mind, does not really, actually exist during 
the time of its appearance and then by means of the true 
Joana or realization, cognition to the effect - "This is only 
a rope" - that 'snake' does not disappear. For, there never 
existed a snake at any time. In the same way-, by mesmerism 
or hypnotisln those objects or phenomena which a magician may 
conjure up externally like an elepl1ant, or ally other wild animal 
so as to be seen by all the onlookers actually do not exist at that 
time, nor do tiley disappear after the magician withdraws or 
removes his Inagical spell. 

All false appearances - of whichever objects they are the 
projections, i.e. mental images vie,ved as objective reality -
exist at all times in the actual form of that substrate-object 
alone ; in the forms in which they appear they do not at all 
really exist, nor later on do they disappear or become extinct 
also. In the same manner, the phenomenon of the world too 
- because it is also misconceived in Xtman (Pure Being
Consciousness) due I') Ajiiana (a lack of Intuitive Knowledge 
of the Self) - really exists at all times, nay eternally, as 
Turiyatmarupa alone. In its form of appearance it never 
exists whatsoever, nor does it disappear or get dissolved also. 

With regard to the subject-matter indicated by the Karika : 
"If the world existed, then it was possible for it to disappear" 

G 

- some disputants have raised a doubt of the type - "If it existed, 
could it vanisll ? It is proper to say that wllat exists that entity 
does not get destroyed, is it not so ? Why did tIle Karikakara 
write in this manner which is quite opposed to universal expe
rience ? 'If it existed, it would have disappeared; because it does 
not go, it does not exist' - such a (ridiculous) statement which 
discriminating (\vise) person will utter ?" This is the doubt. We 
have already provided a satisfactory solution to this. III our 
workaday world the really existing things or objects may be 
subject to a transaction of the type - "Now they exist ; but in 
a few days they Inay get destroyed." With regard to mere false 
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appearances no one deals in the manner - "TIley exist' - or 
"They get destroyed." Similarly, because tl1is duality also, from 
the Absolute standpoint (Paramartha Drishti), a false appearance 
(misconception) only, to reckon in the manner: "Only after (an 
actual event or occurrence ot) the world of diversity totally 
disappearing or being destroyed, Atman becomes or is rendered, 
as it were, Nishprapaiicha or devoid of a world of mUltiplicity" 
- is wrong indeed. It is affinned in t]le Karika that -" All of us 
are eternally, perennially devoid of the world of multiplicity_" 
Therefore, here in this context there is no scope whatsoever for 
any doubt. 
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lVIeaning: "If this nlisconception were entertained by 
anyone, then it might have disappeared, destroyed. This theory 
is meant for instruction only ; when it is signified, tllere is 
no duality at all." 

ESPECIAI-ILY THE DIVISIONS OF SASTRA, PRECEPTOR, 
DISCIPLE DO NOT EXIST IN ATMAN AT ALL 

No\v yet another doubt : "In truth, Atman is of 'Nitya
shllddhabuddhamukta' essence of Being; in Him there does not 
exist any world of duality whatsoever. To those who are seeing 
a dream because of 'Anadi Maya' tllere is a 'Viparyasa' of the 
type - '1 am experiencing Avastllas of Jagrat, Svapna and Sushupti' 
- caused by the Karya-KaraI).a Avidyas. By means of Tattwopadesha 
when the right knowledge accrues, they will get established in 
the essential nature of Pure Being of Atman realizing in the 
manner - 'Nishprapaficha Turlyatman Himself am I ; I am Aja, 
Anidra, Asvapna' - this in essence is the doctrine that has been 
enunciated so far, is it not so ? If it is so, then to the extent 

, -
of - the Sastra and the Acharya WllO propound the teachings and 
the disciples who receive that spiritual instruction, teaching nec
essarily being there for this empirical transaction - at least, there 
wil.l have to be perforce duality, is it not so ? If you do not , 
accept at least these distinctions of Sastra, preceptor etc., then , 
your transaction of the type - 'From SUCll and such a Sastra or 
from such and such a preceptor I attained this Nirvishesha Advaita 
Jfiana' - will be also rendered false, unreal only. Is it not so ?" 
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, 
The solution for this doubt is : These concepts of Sastra, 

preceptor, disciple are not akin to the world of duality, mUltiplic
ity that the ignorant people have misconceived in Atlnan. In fact, 
no ignorant persons have misconceived these in Atman at all. On , 
the other hand : This distinction or differentiation of Sastra, 
Acharya, Shishya has been (deliberately) superimposed (Adhya
ropita) in Vedanta especially for the purpose of spiritual instruc
tion (Upadesha). That is all. When a big building is being 
constructed the workers erect a scaffolding all around the walls, 
but when the structure is completed they remove the scaffolding, , 
is it not so ? In the same way, this differentiation of Sastra, 
Acharya and Shishya is conceived from the viewpoint of Adhyaropa 
(superimposition) deliberately for the purpose of spiritual instruc-

, -
tion. Both the Sastra or the preceptor who teach the Atmatattwa 
to the ignorant people do so in the Inanner - "You are a Shishya, 
I am (the Sastra) Acharya or Guru ; you do not know the 
Reality, I will teach you. This entire world is misconceived in 
Atman. If you cognize this truth, then you are That eternally non
dual Atman alone" - in this manner the preceptor instructs. For 
those who instruct about the Ultimate Reality of Atman, Brah
man, because the Intuitive Experience of the type - "All duality 
or diversity is indeed Mithya or unreal, false ; its real essence 
of Being (Swarupa) is Atman alone" .. invariably is establislled 
in them, this deliberate superimposition of differentiation will not 
be responsible for their (apparent) Samsaritwa or transmigratoriness. 
While in the game of Chess the pawns are being assumed to be 
'elephant', 'camel' etc. and are dealt with as such various sym
bolic representations, although the players 'very well know the 
reality in the manner - "All these pawns are wooden figures ; 
this one is not really an elephant, nor is that pawn a camel" -
merely for the sake of the sport (recreation) they carry on tllis 
transaction of asswning the various pawns as 'an elepllallt' or 'a , 
camel' etc., in the same way, the olnniscient Sastra (Veda) or 
Acharya, knowing full well the Ultilnate Reality behind t11is 
apparent phenomenon of the world of duality alone, are carrying 
on the Vyavaharik (empirical) dealings of Sastra, Sllisilya etc. 
Tllerefore, the fact that - "These (deliberate superimpositions) are 
not at all misconceptions wllich are the resultant effects of Ajfiana, 
nor is there any need for their removal, dissolution" - will 
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become clear merely by cognizing (Intuitively) the Turiyatmatattwa. 
"For tIle statelnent - 'After cognizi11g, there will not be Dvaita 
or dual~ty' - the Ineaning is not at all - 'Earlier tllere existed 
dllality' ; wIlen the Intuition accrues - 'This thing did not exist 
at any tilne at all' - this truth also will become quite evident" 
- In this Inanner alone that statement has its ultimate purport. 

IF ONE PERSON GETS LIBERATED (MUKTA) 
UNIVERSALLY EVERYONE DOES NOT ATTAIN l\fUKTI 

As a result of the above explanation one mote doubt will 
raise its head l1ere. That is : "If one Jiva by means of the 
spiritual instruction attains the Jfiana, the entire world or universe 
will, as a consequence, get dissolved, and then all the Jivas have 
necessarily to attain Mukti or Beatitude, is it not so ?" - in tllis 
way, the ignorant people may doubt ! But, in the ultimate 
analysis really there is no Dvaita at all ; in the Absolute sense 
the non-dual TUflyatman alone exists. When seen from this In
tuitive transcendental viewpoint there is no room for the above 
doubt at all. For, the doubting Thomas who thinks in that manner 
witll that parochial viewpoint hilnself would not remain tilen. On 
tile other 11and, considering the issue from the Vyavaharic view
point, just as (in the rope-snake illustration) if one person who 
has misconceived a rope to be a snake gets rid of his false 
notion, there will never be any impediment or restriction for 
another person to entertain a delusion of mistaking the same rope 
to be a snake, similarly even if one Jlva Intuits that he is 
Nisllprapaiichatman, by virtue of the Avidya that others have, that 
very Atman keeps on appearing as Saprapaiicha or associated 
with a world of duality. From the Vyavahara Drish!i, the , 
Sastra is instructing each and every human being separately ; 
but from Paramartha Drishti, there are no misconceptions 

, -
whatsoever even of the Sastra, Acharya and Shishya. Espe-
cially to doubt in the manner - "Even when one partiCtllar Jiva 
is Liberated, still other Jivas, many in number beyond count 
being there, it becomes imperative for each and every person 
there will 11ave to be perforce a separate A vidya and thus it will 
amount to saying that tllere exist many Avidyas, is it not so ?" 
- is truly ridiculous. For, in tIle doctrine that - "Though in the 
Absolute sense (to wit, seen from the Intuitive Experie11ce view
point), Advaita or non-dualism alone exists, by dint of A vidya 
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alone duality is misconceived and appears" - even the sunnise 
of" a pllenomenon of A vidya existing is itself conjured up by 
Avidya alone. It being so, to conjecture Avidya, which is invari
ably the cause for all empirical transactions, to be 'one', 'lnany' 
(to wit, thereby involving and including it within the ambit of 
the empirical categories of time-space-causation which are them
selves projections, nay products, of Avidya) is inexcusable, stark 
ignorance indeed ! 

CONCLUSION 

What is established by the deliberation carried out with 
regard to the Karikas considered so far is : "Because in Atman 
the world of diversity, multiplicity of the fonn or nature of an 
A vastha does not exist in the least, in HilTI neither any Jlvatwa, 
which is itself a special characteristic of an experience within an 
A vastha, nor any Iswaratwa, whicll is of the fonn or nature of 
the Sakshi or Witness of any Avastha, exists whatsoever. As 

, 
stated in the Sruti - 'at:qIi It'tl 1m' - (MaI).Qukya Mantra 2) - this 

Atman is verily Brahman alone, Nirupadhika (devoid of any 
adjunct), Nirvishesha (devoid of any special cllaracteristics). 

V MATRATRAYA KARIKAS 
UPANISHAD 

Q):qq((iiIS~<,"<:fiI<ls1llql;i qlGI QISlI "U5l1~:q 

~ Iltll 

Meaning : "This is the Self which is of the nature of the 
syllable 'AUM', in regard to its elements. The quarters are the 
elements, the elements are the quarters, namely the letter 'A', 
the letter 'U' and the letter 'M'." - (8) 

\ifFIIRd~l;fi t'lI'1USCfiI(: ll~ql 'fISllsscd(lfG'i'tCtIC( cuc:flfa ~ t ~ CfiIQ1i. 

a4lfc::~:q \I ctfa "lI ~ ~ II' II 

"Vaishwanara, whose sphere (of activity) is the waking 
state, is the letter 'A', the first element, either from the root 
, Ap' to obtain or from being the first. He who knows this, 
obtains, verily, all desires, also, he becomes first." - (9) 
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~Yf\!lH~"'fI 3CfilU r"dll1l qlsn~~f~rq:q(i1lro~tifd lf ~ ~Htidrd ij4H~"it 

'Jqfij ~1\(41~&lfq(( ~ cqccfa <r ~ ~ II ~ 0 II 

"Taijasa, whose sphere (of activity) is the dream state, 
is the letter 'U', the second element, from exaltation or inter
mediateness. He who knows this exalts, verily, the continuity 
of knowledge and he becomes equal ; in his family is born 
no one who does not know Brahman" - (10) 

'§~'<1~I'1: -mm ttCfiI<f<lffllft 'I15fIF4d<Qldqf fq;?Jftt ~ err ~ ecfQtflf(1}(oq 

'qqftl Ci ~ ~ II ~ ~ II 

"Prajiia, whose sphere (of activity) is the state of deep 
sleep is the letter 'M', the tllird element, either from the root 
'Mi' - to measure or because of merging. He who knows this 
measures (knows) all this and merges also (all this in him
self)" - (11). 

~ ~<.iICfiI \If.4Ri -

fcf ~ ~ l(qfq Sf 8j 141 'i I f({flr'l r;:q ~ (ifico '( I 

ql"le~roQ~ ~1t:\lfCd(ilql;:qqq ~ II ~ ~ II 

Meaning : "Here these verses are found : If there is an 
intention of mentioning 'A twa ' or going, wanderillg for Vishwa, 
when it is assumed to be a Matra or element - then the 
Samanya or genus of being Aditwa or first is Utkata or 
powerful, abundant ; also the Aptisamanya or genus of obtain
ing, fulfilment, completion is abundant." 

THE MATRA OR ELEMENT OF AKARA IN AUM(OM)KARA 
, 

Just as the Karikas which explained the Padatraya Srutis 
were considered so far, now we will take up for deliberation the , 
Karikas elaborating upon Matratraya Srutis. So far those Vishwa, 
Taijasa and Prajiia were expounded as Atman's three Padas 
(quarters) giving predominance to the 'named aspect' of the 
pedagogic method (Abhidheyapradhana). Now those very 
macrocosmic fonns of Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia are being 
called and expounded as' Omkara' s (which is the mnemonic 
symbol for Atman, Brahman) Matratrayas or three elements, 
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letters, gIvIng predominance to the 'nalne aspect' (Abhidllana
pradhana metilod of teaching). On the earlier occasion just as 
Turlyatman Himself was in truth (in the Absolute sense) 
Paramatman WilO was not the 'named' or Abl1idlleya, and just as 
from tIle Adllyaropa Drishfi (viewpoint of deliberate superimpo
sition) only those Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia Padas were super
ilnposed for tIle nonce and later were sublated (Appvada) , in the 
same way here too it will be taugllt that Omkara Itself in the 
Absolute Transcendental sense is the Paramartha (Absolute Re
ality of Atman) sans Abhidhana ; in It, only from the Adhyaropa 
Drisllti, the elements (Matras) of Akara, Ukara and Makara will 
be stlperimposed purely for the purpose of teaching and eventu
ally they will be rescinded (Apavada). The elaboration of this 
teaclling will be made later on while explaining tIle 24th Karika. 
Now tIle essence of Omkara's first element of Akara will be 
signified. 

As stated before, although Visilwa is really TUflya Himself, 
merely to facilitate its comprehension (by the Jijiiasu), it was 
conceived as Atman's first Pada, ql1arter, in the same way assum
ing tile Absolute Reality of TUfiya as Olnkara - that very Vishwa 
alone - altll0ugh He is verily Omkara devoid of tile divisions, 
distinctions of Abllidllana and Abhidheya - is assumed to be the 
'Akara' fonn of the first Matra or metre, element of tile Omkara 
merely to facilitate the Jijfiasu's comprellension. 

Even when assuming Visllwa as Akara thus merely from 
the Adhyaropa Drishti, the seeker sllould perforce reckon it giv
ing predominance to the two genera (Samanya) of 'Aditwa' 
(being first) and 'Apti' (being all-pervasive) for Vish\va. Then it 
will be discerned that there is no difference wllatsoever between 
Vishwa and Akara. Just as Vaisilwanara llas pervaded the whole 
universe Akara also, because the letter 'A' is itself attaining the 
fonns of all VaqJas or letters of the alphabet, is thereby all
pervasive. Just as for one who cognizes Tllrlyatlna Vaishwanara 
is the first instrument or means (Sadhana) of knowing, similarly 
for one WllO wishes to Intuit Omkara tllis Akara becomes the 
initial Sadhana. Only after cognizing this first step, the other 
Matras can be comprellended. 
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a"1~fliI(€tfcciitH d(ifitfl ~ ~oll 

ql';U~S>lfdq:ffi flII5'iit~ 'ijtU ~ I r~o II 
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Meaning : "In the matter of comprehending Taijasa as 
identified with 'U', that is to say, when Taijasa's identity with 
a letter is apprehended, the similarity of excellence is clearly 
seen, and of being intermediary also is equally clear." 

THE UKARARUPA MATRA 

Just as in the past it has been explained in the case of 
Akara which is identical with Vishwa, 11ere too in the same way 
the Ukara is to be comprehended as, identical with Taijasa. 

~ ~1~=(4 qI1~1'iI;:qj(ifiC;'l1 

'iISir (Of~f(1q~~ a <?tllel"l~qCl ~ Il ~ ~ II 
~ 

Meaning: "In the matter of Prajiia's identity with 
the letter 'M', that is to say, when Prajiia's identity with a 
letter is apprehended, the similarity of being a measure is seen 
to emerge plainly, and so also does the similarity of absorp
tion. " 

THE MAKARARUPA MATRA 

TIle Makara wllich is identical, non-different from Prajfia 
should be understood in the same manner as we did in tIle case 
of the previous two Matras. Between the Akara, Ukara and 
Makara which have been mentioned so far, on the one hand, and 
Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajfia, on the other, there does not exist any 
distinction whatsoever. The purport in calling Vishwa, Taijasa 
and Prajfia by letters or names like Akara, Ukara and Makara, 
respectively, is to teach the doctrine tIl at - "Just as from the 
Vyavahara Dris11ti they (Vishwa etc.) are Abhidl1eya (nameables 
or named objects), similarly Akara, Ukara and Makara are their 
Abhidhana (naInes), respectively ; in their true essence of Being 
per se there exist neitller Abhidllana nor Abilidheya wilatsoever. 
If a person, who stands at tile top of a well, transacts in tIle 
manner - "This well is so much deep", and if another person at 
the bottom of the well transacts in the manner - "This well is 
so much high" - these phenomena or concepts of heigllt alld 
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depth are not at all two realities, entities (to wit, as if they are 
two distinct objects) - 11ere too it sllould be comprehended. 

m ,,"q~ 1I~{rl.:j ;el'"l,;:4 ~ F1ff:qd: I 
~ ~ ~ 

~ q\Rf: fl4\idl ... i q~~~q q614f~: II~~ II 
~ ~ ~ 

Meaning : "He who knows, with finn conviction, the 
common sin1ilarities in the three states is a great sage, WOrtl1Y 
of adoratioll and salutation by all beings". 

3tCfiI~ ~ fc!tI!ictiR:('iufil a\i1~'l1 

qC6I<~:q "tFr: >rrij ""1iI~ FctEJd ;llfu: II ~~ II 
~ 

Meaning: "The letter 'A' leads to Vishwa ; so also the 
letter 'U' leads to Taijasa ; and the letter 'M', again, leads 
to Prajfia. That which is beyond the letters, there remains no 
attaillment. " 

THE BENEFITS ACCRUING FROM THE KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE MATRAS 

As we llave explained so far, one who cognizes on the 
strength of Intuitive Experience (Anubhava) in the manner -
"Between Vishwa and Akara, between Taijasa and Ukara and 
bet\veen Prajfia alld Makara - comprehending the similarities 
(genera) between these pairs, just as a diamond expert examiner 
detects the real quality of the diamond after constant concentra
tion in the manner - 'Tl1is jewel which is shedding or diffusing 
brilliance hitller-thither is one alone (to wit, self-effulgent) ; apart 
from it there do not exist any rays of brilliant light' - and so, 
the entire mass or pllenomenol1 of an A vastha comprising both 
these Abllidhana and Abhidheya is verily Atman who is as~oci

ated witil the respective Avastha only" - such a pers,on will 
himself become Vishwa indeed. Tllis meanillg is indicated by the 
sentence - "Akara le .. ads (such a person) to Vishwa." This alone 
is the purport behind tIle invocatory verse (Mangala Silioka) of 
the Upanishad in wllich the Acharya has stated that - "Vishwa 
has pervaded the Sthiracharasamlwa (the conglomeration of n10V

able and itmnovable phenomena) witll His rays of Chaitanya or 
Pure Consciouslless as also He enjoys gross pleasures." One who 
Intuits tlle trutll tIl at -' "Tllis (Vishwa) alone is Taijasa and 
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Prajfia ; tlrrough them to cognize Omkaratman He (i.e. Vishwa) 
is the first device. He is also 'Adi' or the beginning" - will be 
led to Vishwa by Akara. In tllis Inanner by me~s of gis.ceming 
Intuitively the 'Akara Artha' or real meaning of the first Matra 
one who realizes the Omkaratman will attain the Intuitive Expe
rience in the mal1ner - "I am verily Vaishwanara." 

In the same manner, comprellending tIle real import of t11e 
Matra "U", if the seeker cognizes the truth that just as by the 
Utkarsha (excellence) of Akara this Ukara has arisen, silnilarly 
if the subtle aspect from Va~shwanara is excelled or sublimated 
(Utkarsha), then Taijasa alone subsists ; just as Ukara exists as 
an intennediate entity between Akara and Makara and is similar, 
identical with both of them, Taijasa also is identical \vit.h 
Vaishwanara and Prajila - if one merges Akara in Ukara and 
Vaishwanara in Taijasa - this Ukara will lead SUClI a person to 
Taijasatman ; it enables him to attain ~lle Intllitive Experience of 
tIle type - "I am verily Taijasa or Hirat).yagarbha who is the in 
dwelling· consciousness within the Svapna and who is Sarva
prapaiichopahita or having tIle whole universe as an adjunct. 11 In 
the same way, one who cOlTIprehends the similarity between 
Ukara and Makara by virtue of tlleir Mana (measure) or Laya 
(merging, identity) as explained in the commentary on tIle 
Upanishad .. to him this Makara will help attain the realization 
or Intuition of the type .. ~'I aln verily Prajfiat~nan, A vyakritatma, 
who ii ~evoid of any time-space cate~ories and the world of 
multiplicity, but who is having only the KaraQatwa (caus3:tion) as 
His adjunct." ~ecause Taijasa is, through Prajiia, a doorway, to 
Inhlit . Dmj(aratman, He is the second Matra. In tile same way, 
for one who has merged Vishwa and Taijasa unto His Pure 
Being-Consciousness, Prajfia Himself is verily tIle thjrd Matra of 
Omkaratman. 

Although in this Jfiana PrakaraIfa or Cllapter devoted pre
dominantly to Intuition Upasana (meditation which is K~artrutantra 
and A vidyatmaka in its essence) is not relevant in the ultimate 
analysis, in a secondary sense, for the sake of low and, m~ddle 
class seek~rs it has been mentioned. This fact lIas to be remem
bered here .. 
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VI P~A V A KARIKAS (Upanishad) 

3i'iI3t:t"tt(1?jfSOlIG1ijlti': l{q~q~lq: ftrq)$ ((q~CfiI{ ail(i)q tirq~lfltl(q;>j1('ii14 
~ 

-q ~ ~ II~~II 

Meaning: "The partless Om is Turiya - beyond all 
conventional dealings, the limit of the negation of the phenom
enal world, the auspicious and the non-dual. Om is thus the 
Self to be sure. He who knows thus enters the Self through 
his Self." 

~ :(tffiCfiI \ictRi -

afiq;l{ ql~iI fCfElltl qlGI Ql"3U ~ <e:tlll: I 

afiCfiI( ql({:tu ~I(ql -;y fCfif;:qc!Jq F-q~~t( II ~)tll 

Meaning : "Here the following verses are found : One 
should know Om, quarter by quarter; (for) there is no doubt 
that the quarters (of the Self) are the letters (of Om). Having 
known Om, quarter by quarter, one should not think of any
thing wllatsoever." 

PARAMARTHA Ol\tIKARAJNANI IS A ~TA~TYA ; 
DEVOID OF THE DIVISIONS OF ABHIDHANA, AND 

ABHIDHEYA THAT REALITY WIDeH IS BEYOND ALL 
EMPIRICAL DEALINGS IS VERILY OMKARA 

Between the letter (Matra) of 'A'kar~ and tile quarter (Pada) 
called 'Vaisllwanara' there does not exist any difference whatso
ever ; it should not be conceived that Akara is the Abhidhana 
(name) and Vaishwarana is its Abhidheya (the nameable object). 
Olnkara means the Turlyatman alone ; Omkara's Matras means 
really the Turlya's Matras only. Tllerefore, this Omkara should 
be cognized quarter by quarter or letter by letter - both these 
Inean the same tIling. By tIle statement - "quarter by quarter one 
sllould cognize" - it means tilat if one Intuits deeply, Visllwa is 
verily Taijasa alone and that Taijasa is Prajfia indeed. Finally, it 
l1as to be determined tl1at Prajiia in tIle ultimate analysis is really 
Turiya or Omkara alone. 

Tilus for one who has Intuited (the Ultimate Reality of 
Atman or Ttlrlya or Omkara) by this subtle process of merging 
(Laya) each quarter (Pada) or each letter (Matra) tllere does not 
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remain anytlling else whatsoever whicl1 lIas either to be cognized 
or perfonned (by way of a Sadllana). For, in tIle case of a seeker 
who has Intuited to cullninate ill his plenary experience (Allubllava) 
in the manner - "Tllat Absolute Transcendental Reality (paramartlla) 
which is Nityanirupadhika or perennially devoid of any adjuncts, 
Nirvisllesha or devoid of any special characteristics, Abhidhana
bhidheyatlta or beyond the distinctions of name and namable 
object and NirvikaJpa or devoid of any mental concepts alone is 
myself' - there is no possibility wllatsoever of subsisting as 
eitller a Pramatru (cognizer) or Kartru (agent of action). Hence, 
he will relnaill without thinking about anything ; meaning, for 
such a Jiiani (Realized soul) there is no botheration or anxiety 
whatsoever to be caused either by any Ishtaprapti (a desirable 
tiling to be acquired) or AnishtaniV[itti (getting rid of an unde
sirable source of misery). It is tantamount to this Omkara Jiiani 
possessing no body at all (to wit, his Adhyasa or misconception 
to the effect of his identify-ing himself as the body is sublated, 
falsified) and as a result there is no occasion for hiln to worry 
about· endeavouring to acquire anything for the sake of his 
pllysical body or to do away with anytiling tilat is not desired. 
Because he cannot possibly have any Samsaritwa (transmigra
toriness) - there is no possibility of his entertaining any bother
ation or anxiety of either attaining any fulfilment of a desired 
objective in other births (Janmantara) or other worlds (Lokantara), 
or getting rid of any undesirable hardsllips. It furtller amounts to 
his having cognized everything that had to be cognized, as also 
having done everytlling that had to be done in tllis human 
existence. 

~::;41d ~~: ~olcfr -;m ~ I 

-m- r~flI~mf£l ~ cqt{ fq£.ld CfqFiltlll~~11 

Meaning: "One should concentrate one's mind on 0111, 
(for) 0111 is Brahman beyond fear. For a Inan, ever fixed in 
Brahman, there can be no fear anywhere." 

~olci1 qlqt -;m ~Olc:c~:q "tf{:~: I 

a:tqcifs=i~(}s in~S'1q<: SJlolcfrsClflf: II ~~ II 
~ 

Meaning: Om alone is the inferior Brahman ; and 0111 
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alone is considered to be the superior Brahman. 0111 is without 
an inside and an outside, and without a front (effect), a behind 
(cause) ; and It is undecaying." 

Ol\tlKARA WHICH IS PARAMARTHA (ABSOLUTELY REAL) 
ITSELF HAS BECOME THE FORl\lS OF PARA BRAHMAN 

AND AP ARA BRAHMAN 

Here the Intuitive Knowledge of Orpkara is being eulogized. 
, 

T11at 'Apara Brahma', which has been recommended in the Sruti 
by way of an injunction in the manner - "Meditate on It as 
associated with such and such qualities" - for tIle sake of low 
and middle class seekers, is verily this Pral)ava alone, ·this Orpkara 
alone. That Parabrahma too, which has been expounded in the , 
Srutis in the manner - 'Not this, not that" - by refuting the names 
and fonns misconceived because of Avidya for the sake of the 
higllest type of seekers, is verily tllis Orpkara alone. This PraI.1ava 
alone has been dealt with as Apara Brahma being associated with 
Upadhis (Sopadhika) and as Para Brahlna, being devoid of any 

, 
adjuncts (Nirupadhika) in the Srutis. 

Because it has been stated in the Prashnopanishad (Chapter 
2) that - "Those WilO meditate on Para and Apara Bralunans 
tllrough this Pratika or symbol of Orpkara attain tIle respective 
Brahmans" - this Parama"rtha Tattwa or Absolute Reality also has 
been given tIle nomenclature of "Pral).ava" figuratively implying 
It. 

If we observe It Intuitively, It is neitl1er Parabrallma nor 
Aparabrall1na. It has no cause, nor tllere exists any effect of It. 
Within It tllere does not exist anything else which belongs to 
another species ; externally to It also tllere does not exist any
thing whatsoever wllich is distinct or different from It. Therefore, 
It is A vyaya or witll0Ut emaciation, degeneration ; for, there is 
notiling whatsoever which is susceptible to get emaciated either 
witllin or witllOllt It (Mul).4aka 2-1-2). Akh81}.r;l-eka-Rasa Chinmatra 
or It is verily Pllre Consciousness which is impartible, and of one 
and the same essence of Being, is it not so ? 

ij4W ~Olcn ~lf~4tL(q;:a«taq -:q , 

~ f( Slolei ~I(qt Ci';4~jd d~'19ij{'lII~\911 

Meaning: "0111 is indeed the beginning, the middle and 
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the end of everything. If OIp is cognized in this way indeed, 
then only one enters It (attains identity with It). 

FOR COGNITION OF PRA~A V A IDENTITY WITH 
PRA~AVA ALONE IS THE FRUIT 

For all the phenomena which appear as if they are actually 
born - just like an elepllant projected by mesmerism by a ma
gician, like the rope-snake, like the water of the mirage and like 
a dream - this Pral).ava alone is the birth (creation), sustentation 
and dissolution ; in all these three A vasthas It remaills in tIle 
essential nature of the Absolute Reality of PraJ).ava alone. One 
who cognizes in this Inanner immediately thereafter" - without any 
lapse of tilne whatsoever in between - enters into that PraI).ava. 
Or why should it be surmised that he enters into It ? Here it 
should be discerned tilat in the Absolute sense the Intuitive 
Experience or Knowledge to the effect - "I ever exist as the very 
essence of that Pral}.ava" - is itself being dealt with in the 
conventional empirical usage of 'entering into (Merging with).' 

st 0lc1 mm rqell~ ftcf~ ~ ftltd't I 

ecfa:UN1'il\S~Gf)I( ttec1l" ~";{ ~fl:qfa II~t II 

Meaning: "One should Know (cognize) 0111 to be 
'I§wara seated in the hearts of all. The wise one who cognizes 
the Orpkara as all-pervading grieves not anymore." 

PRA~A V A ALONE IS PARAMESHWARA WHO IS 
SEATED IN EVERYONE'S HEART 

The seeker should cognize that - hlswara Himself, who is 
lodged in the hearts of all the Jivas, who is the support, suste
nance for memory and experience and who abides in the 
Anta~karat:la - is this Turlyatman, this PraI).ava who is the Wit-, 
nessing Principle of tllat Antal:tkaraIJa indeed." The Srutis like -
"This Deity who is tIle Visllvakarma or creator of tl1is universe, 
MaJlatma or great one is ever existing, dwelling in the hearts of 
people' - (Svetaswatara 4-17); '''T11at tIlis Alman Hilnself is the 
one who exists in the heart" - (Chhalldogya 8-3-3), as also 
the SIllfiti like - "Oh, Arjuna, lswara dwells in the hearts of 
every creature" - (GIta 18-61) are expressing this sam~ opinion 
alone. 
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TllUS tIle discriminative person (Vivekl) who cognizes that 
Entity which pervades everywhere like the empty space (Akasha) 
is notlling but OqJkara alone, being con\"inced at heart in the 
manner - "Lo, this Self of mine Himself is the Tuciyatma, 
Pranava WllO is all-pervading indeed" - will never grieve at all. 
For, to tIle person who has cognized the all-pervasive non-dual 
Atman alone to be himself, meaning, his very Pure Being-Con
sciousness, tllere does not exist anything else which becomes the 

, -
cause for grief. Srutis like - "One who Intuits, cognizes Atman 
does not grieve at all" - (ehh. 7 -1-3) etc. are authoritative 
sources for this teaclling. 

3iq'mS~9ijq'34~=ct ~d~q~lq: fWct: , 

a{J:S-GfiIU Fq~ffi ~ ~ qf1~dij ~: II~~ II 
" ...::t 

Meaning : "The Orp, without measures and possessed of 
infinite dimension, is the auspicious ·Entity \\~here all duality 
ceases. He by whom Orp is Known, is the real sage, and not 
any other." 

PRANAVA WHO IS AMATRA IS THE TURIYA , 

WHO IS APADA 

Now Sllri GaueJapada is concluding his commentary on the 
last Karika as also the quintessence of the Upanishad : 

This Paranlartha Tattwa of the form of Orpkara is Amatra 
(devoid of letters, measures) ; to wit, It is devoid of the distinc
tive forms like Akara, Ukara and Makara as also Visllwa, Taijas~ 
and Prajfia, which have been indeed (deliberately) superimposed, 
assumed in this Paramartha or Absolute, Transcendental Reality 
alone. In order to teacll, expound the truth of this doctrine alone , 
the Sruti deliberately superimposed first these forms and later 
rescinds theine 

Tllis Reality is devoid of the Matras themselves ; besides, 
It is verily Anantamatra (of infinite, endless measures, dimen
sions) also. Because It is not comprehended either by the senses 
or the mind, tllere is no possibility whatsoever of associating any 
division or distinction of tIle type - "This entity end'i here at this 
juncture or point" - to It. 

Tllis PraQava is the Upashama (extinction, cessation) of 
Dvaita or duality, multiplicity, to wit, It is devoid of eitller the 
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duality of tIle forms of divisions or distinctions of A vastha (state) 
and A vasthavanta (one endowed witil the state) or tIle duality of 
the fonns of Abhidl1ana (name) and Abhidlleya (nameable ob
ject). In It the Dvaita Prapaiicha DU1)kl18 or the misery whicll is 
associated witil tIle world of duality does not exist in tIle least ; 
therefore, It is Shiva ; to wit, It is of the nature of Paramananda 
or supreme Bliss devoid of Sarvasal11saradharma or all the cilar
acteristics of transmigratory existence. 

Only that person who has cognized tilat Gqlkara which is 
non-dual as mentioned above - he alone is a Muni and not any 
one else. "One who has attained the Atmajfiana (Intuitive Expe
rience or Knowledge of the Self as Pure Being-Consciousness) 
and (at the saIne time) has acllieved tIle Nirasa or sublation, 
falsification of the Anatmapratyaya or the concepts of not-selves 
without any residue or remnants whatsoever is sure to become 
a Muni (a sage) ; to wit, he will be one WilO has attained tIle 
Mouna (an attitude of silence, taciturnity) of tIle nature of Ananda 
(Bliss) which is its fruit." - (Brihadarat:lyaka 3-5-1) - thus the , 
Sruti says. As stated in the Mallabilarata Udyoga Parva 43-60) 

4 ¥"ft11Si1 ~ 'if~\fqfa '11<O~CI~11;:qf~: I t€1{1araf (f <IT ~ ~ lif.:r~ dii'4d II' 
~ ...a ~ --.:t 

- meaning,· 'Merely by silencing speech alone he cannot become 
~ Muni, nor by living alone in solitude in a forest does he 
become a Muni ; only that one who has cognized the essential 
nature of the Self will be called 'Munishreshtha' or tile best . 
Muni." 



VAITATHYA PRAKARANA . 

I. RELEVANCE OF THIS CHAPTER 

In the Sruti Atman is said to be "frapafichopashama, 

Advaita." In the Karikas too it has been taugllt that - '~td";f 
. 

FCJ~d' - meaning, "If one Intuits (the Reality) tllen there does not 

exist any duality at all." In tlle sever.~ll Mantra of the Upanishad 
the Paramartha Tattwa (Ultimate Reality of Atman, Brahman) 
was first called 'Brahman' from tIle predonlinant standpoint of 
Abhidheya (nameable object) and then it was expounded that in 
that fann of Turlyatman (the fourth Absolute Reality compared 
to . the three macrocosmic forms of Vishwatma, Taijasatma and 
Prajfi~tma) there is no Prapaflcha or world of duality (to wit, the 
variety of empirical transactions of the type) of seeing the' waking 
or the dream or the deep sleep. In tIle same way, that same 
Tattwa~ being initially called 'Orpkara' from the predominant 
standpoint of Abhidhana (name), later it was taught that in that 
Orpkara devoid of Matras (letters, measures) there is no Vak
prapaJ1cha (duality of speech) of the type of Akara, Ukara and 
Makara which was briefly described in Mantra 12. Thus the very 
spiritual teaclling to the effect that - "No world of duality or 
diversity of the forms of Abhidhana or Abhidheya does ever exist 
in whats<?ever fonn in the Ultinlate Reality" - was propounded 

in the Karikas - '~~ ~ fqtJd· - (Ka. 1-18) and 'aaflf)q~tq: fttq:' 

- (Ka. 1-29). The doctrine of the Chhandogya Upanishad of the 
type - "(That Paramartha Tattwa) is the one and Olle only without 
anything else second to It" - (ehh. 6-2-1) is this very teaching 
indeed. 

In truth, in the Agama PrakaraIJa the explanation of the 
Absolute Reality has been made in accordance with the , Sruti , 
teachings alone. W·hile signifying the Sruti .. teaching what has 
been taugllt in this Vaitathya Prakarat).a also has been pointed out 
at various plaaes'. For, what has been expounded in the Sluti as 
well as in the Agama PrakaraQa is mere 'Agama' alone, mean
ing, taught itl the traditional, conventional methodology of spiri
ulal instruction. That Paramifrtha (Absolute Reality) which is 
taught in that context as Turlyatat1:\va and also as 0111kara adopt-
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ing, following the Sampradayic (traditional) system - called 
Adhyaropa Apavada Prakriya - being our very Atman alone, 
It is Svata1;lsiddha or self-established ; not having cognized It as 
It really exists, the commo~ run of people quite naturally hav,l) 
superimposed upon It both the experiences of the three states of 
Consciousness like the waking, the dream and the deep sleep and 
'Abllidheyatwa' or namableness, objectivity. In the case of supe
rior highly-qualified seekers, merely by mentioning before them 
this teaching that - "This Adhyaropa or superimposition - to wit, 
the projected or conjured up form - does not exist really in 
Atman of the essence of Pure Being-Consciousness" - the purport , 
of the Sruti teaching is Intuited by them. But in the case of those 
for whom merely by such statement, enunciation the real import 
of the spiritual teaching does not become completely compre
hended - for the sake of such seekers, with a view to clarifying 
those subtle teachings - this PrakaraIJ.a has been started. The 
previous PrakaraIJ.a (Chapter) was 'Agama-pradhana' or pre-, 
dominantly based on the Sruti teachings as handed down from 
the teacher to the taught in a traditional manner ; now this second 
Chapter is 'Upapatti-pradhana' or predominantly based on dia
lectical reasoning. 

Although this Chapter is Upapattipradllana in its approach 
and treatment of the subject-matter, it sllould all through be 
remembered that here not merely the logical devices or arguments 
(Yuktis) have been utilized, but here also an attempt has been , 
made to explain, delineate the real import of the Sruti teaching, 
as also the logical devices have been exemplified in consonance 
with the traditional Vedantic methodology alone. How this dif
ficult task has been undertaken effectively and efficaciously, we 
will point out at various places while explaining the Karikas. In 
the Upanishad the Atman who has the adjuncts of the waking 

• 
and the dream states was described with special characteristics of 

ce'<iI:S::I: 'l:ciI'1rq~lf(l~(g:' - meaning, "One who has seven (macro

cosmic) limbs, and 19 doorways." - (Mantras 3,4). Because those 
special features have been stated to be common to Atman WllO 
is associated with adjuncts of the waking and the dream states, 
although from the Vyavahara Drishti it appears as if those Upadhis 
(adjuncts) are different alone, in reality (i.e. from the Transcen
dental Absolute Viewpoint) both are similar (nay, identical) ; it 
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was indicated therein that for the waking state there does not 
exist any difference froin or superiority over the dream state. 
How can that be true ? It is known and accepted on all hands 
that - "Waking appears to be real, while dream is false" - is it 
not so ? In order to solve this doubt by first showing that both 
these states are identical in all respects and then with a view to 
clarifying the fact that waking experience is Mithya or false (as 
much· as the dream experience) - this Chapter has been started. 
For this reason alone, since this is 'Vaitathya' (i.e. waking too 
is false) 'PrakaraI)8' - a Chapter which elucidates this fact - it 
can be said that a fitting name has been given to it. 

II. SVAPNA VAITATHYA KARlKAS 

adei {lcfqlqHi ~ct ails441ff4ul: I 

aKf:~I"'ltt 'tISlIYii eC{d~;Jt tR II ~ II 
~ ~ 

Meaning : "The wise declare the falsity of all objects 
in a dream because of the location of the objects inside (the 
body) and because of (their) contraction." 

THE OBJECTS THAT APPEAR IN THE DREAM ARE FALSE 
BECAUSE OF INADEQUACY OF SPACE 

"The PUJ;lgitas or wise people indeed opine that because the 
objects which appear in the dream exist within (the body) those 
phenomena which appear outside and inside are both Vitatba 
(false), not existing in that manner." In this Chapter, showing 
that all that exists in a dream is Mithya (false), it has been then 
undertaken to expound that just like the dream the waking too 
is Mithya. For, some non-discriminating people think that dream 
too is real only. 'Although what is seen as the dream may be 
real, the phenomena that appear within it can never be real' - is 
the opinion of the discriminative people. The reason that has been 
adduced here in this Chapter in answer to the question - "How 
is it that they are not real ?" - is : "Because they are inside." 
The purport here is that because all those .things seen therein are 
within the body, they are all false. 

Here there may arise a doubt : Just because they exist 
within a room those things like a pot, cloth, etc.. which exist 
therein are not rendered false at all ! Here in this present context 
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merely on the ground that they exist 'within,' CaR it be said that 
all the dream objects are false ? A solution for this is : Because 
they are 'SamV[ita' or confmed within a small, inadequate space, 
they are false, unreal. The word 'Samvrita' means, 'that which 
is contracted, compressed'. The dream occurs within the body 
itself, is it not so ? But, within that dream, all things like a 
mountain, an elephant and a big forest appear. If it were true that 
therein actually a mountain existed, how could they at all exist 
in a restricted place (space) within the body ? What is the size 
or dimension of the body and what is the size, dimension of an· 
elephant or a mountain (comparatively) ? Therefore, because they 
appear to exist in extremely constricted place or space, it amounts 
to saying that those· object's like an elephant, a mountain etc. are 
false appearances alone. A consolatory explanation of the type -
"Therein he merely sees a mountain, but not that actually therein 
a mountain existed" - cannot be forwarded; for, therein it 
appears as though the viewer is on one side and the objects like 
the mountain, the elephant, the forest - etc. appear to exist in 
front. It being so, how can it be reasonable to say that therein 
one did not see a mountain, an elephant etc. at 
all ? In any case, it amounts to saying that because of the fact 
that within a very restricted space both the dream and its phe
nomena are seen, those things must necessarily be false appear
ances alone. 

This same opinion has been conveyed by Shri Badaraya
I}.acharya in his 'Sharlrakamlmarpsii' (i.e., Brahma Sutras) by 

the aphorism - • qliUqlsi g CfiI~;tl91f\toqij){4(C\q(tU( (3-2-3) - mean

ing : "The creation of the dream is merely magical, illusory ; for, 
therein it is not completely, fully manifested." Material objects 
have necessarily to have the requisite amounts or proportions of 
time, space and causation for their existence, and they should not 
be destroyed or sublated - these are the pre-requisite conditions 
to be fulfilled if those objects are to be real, is it not so ? But 
in the dream, for those huge objects like a mountain, an elephant 
or a forest to exist in reality there is no sufficient space within 
the body and this fact is very clear indeed. For the cart seen 
therein and for such other appearances, there do not exist the 
senses like the eyes etc. which are responsible or necessary for 
seeing them ; nor do the raw materials like the wood and the 
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carpenter who can construct the cart exist therein whatsoever. 
Therefore, there is no proper cause for them at all ; there is no 
sufficient time also ; besides, all of them are sublated. All tllese 
details are being indicated in the next Karika. Hence, the state
ment that - "All the appearances seen in the dream are verily 
Mithya or false, unreal" - is proper indeed. 

at Gl tf(i4 l"&:.t Cfi I {1:(04 'I (€I I ~ q ~lI fa I 

SIR! ~ OG~:;q ~ ecffit Hili. itW ';f n:. @I d II ~ II 

Meaning: "Besides, one does not see places by actually 
going there, for the time is not long enough. Moreover, every 
dreamer, when awakened, does not continue in that place (of 
dream). " 

FOR THE PHENOMENA OF THE DREAM THERE IS NO 
SUFFICIENT LENGTH OF TIME 

In order to drive home the idea that - "Because there does 
not exist sufficient length or duration of time the dream 
phenomena are Mithyii (false)" - here another doubt has been 
deliberately raised and that is : "Wllat was stated in the previous 
Karika, viz. 'Because the dream phenomena exist in restricted 
space they are false' - is not proper; after going to another place 
alone the dream phenomena are seen - why cannot we conceive 
in that manner ?" Let us assume that - while sleeping at night 
only one sees a dream in which he has travelled to a distant 
forest and has been wandering about therein. At that juncture 
why can't we imagine that the dreamer actually, really goes to 
a forest away from the body ? - This is the opinion of the 
questioner. He may doub~ in the manner that - "Going out of this 
body he wanders about" - (BrihadaraJ).yaka 4-3-12) - this state-, 
ment of the Sruti is there to substantiate, is it not so ? In that 
way, we may assume that the Jlva (actually) leaving behind the 
body only goes out somewhere, is it not so ?" 

But that is not proper ; for, there did not exist enough 
duration of time for the dreamer to go to a far-off place. There 
are instances of seeing a dream in which one, who is in an 
eastern region, is seen to have travelled to a northern region. To 
go to that forest from the eastern region by walk according to 
the actual time taken, several months will be needed to reach that 
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forest ; can it be proper to imagine that by merely sleeping so 
much time 11ad lapsed or passed '? Howat all will it be possible 
to accept that in one night he went to that far-off forest and 
returned also ? Tllerefore, because there does not exist enough 
duration of tune in the dream, to say that therein he has actually 
travelled to those far-off places is not tenable at all~ 

ON WAKING UP, TIME AND SPACE CATEGORIES 
ARE SUBLATED 

There is yet another reason to conclude that in the dream 
one does not actually travel to a different place and sees the 
phenomena existing in that region. If one persists in saying that 
one who has slept at a place in the eastern region, had during 
the dream actually gone to a northern region - he should have 
woken up in the northern region only ; but the real situation 
(ground reality) is not like tilat ; he wakes up in the eastern 
region alone. Apart from this, one who has slept at night may 
dream as if he has wandered about in the forest during the 
daytime; if that alone was the reality, one who dreams that he 
has roamed about during the afternoon - if he suddenly wakes 
up at that instant, it should necessarily be afternoon only, is it 
not so ? It is not at all like this in our common experience ; 

'getting up at that dead of night and remembering the dream 
experience of having travelled during the daytime, the person 
wonders at that queer experience. No one thinks that in such a 
small duration of time one whole day has passed and another 
night has arrived. 

Another point : Let us assume that a person who slept at 
night sees a dream in which he meets llis friend, who resides in 
another town, during the daytime and then wanders about in that 
town. If that person tells his friend - "I had come to your place 
in my dream yesterday when it was noon time anq we had met 
at noon at this particular place" - does that friend say - "Yes, 
of course, I had met you there only" - and agree with him ? No, 
not at all. Why even the person who had slept does not at all 
believe that he had really met his friend at that spot. Therefore, 

\ 

it amounts to saying that in this manner too there did not exist 
sufficient duration of time. In fact, the person who has slept and 
woken up believes in the manner - "All this is a mere dream, 
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not real." Hence, the dream was sublated, falsified. Especially for 
the Sruti - "Leaving behind tIle body, he goes to another region 
and wanders about" - the real intention, purport is not in the 
literal meaning at all ; in fact, its real import 'should be under
stood to be : (Therein, in the dream) there does not exist any 
relationship with this (waking) body whatsoever ; further,. it , 
appears as if we are roaming about at some place. Another Sruti 
sentence says : "Within his body alone, he is wandering about 
freely as he likes" - (BrihadaraQyaka - 2-1-18) ; and this state
ment appears to be in full agreement with every person's expe
rience too. Therefore, in dream no one goes to any other place 
whatsoever ; therein there existed another time series (or flow of • 
time) indeed - this alone is the correct interpretation and reck-
oning. It amounts to saying that quite in accordance with what 
we reckon in our Vyavahara or workaday dealings as - "All that 
appears therein is a false appearance only" - it is proper to 
reckon that the dream phenomena are false, unreal alone. 

31'tlq~:q ~IGi~i ~ ;:qlll'icfCfi'( I 

adoi -ij;r ~ sued ~Cf a1lS: SlCfiI~ld'( II~ II 

Meaning : "Besides, the absence of chariot etc. is heard 
of in the Upanishad from the standpoint of logic. They say 
that the falsity arrived at thus (by logic) is reiterated by the 
Upanishad in the context of dream." 

FOR THE DREAM OBJECTS THE PROPER CAUSES 
ALSO DO NOT EXIST 

The BrihadaraQyaka Upanishad says: "Therein the chariots 
do not exist ; nor do the horses yoked to the chariot exist, nor 
do the roads exist; even so, he creates (therein) the chariots, the 
horses as also the roads. Therein pleasures, joys and raptures -
none of these exists. Even so, he creates pleasures, joys and 
raptures. Therein there do not exist tanks, wells or rivers ; even 
so, he creates tanks, wells and rivers" - (Bri. 4-3-10). Therefore, 
within the dream sufficient time and space do not exist ; therein 
the relevant causes or conditions to cognize the objects and to 
perform acts do not exist. Because only after the senses like eyes, 
ears etc. have ceased to operate, the dream occurs, therein neither 
the senses nor the aids for eyes to see etc. like the brilliant stars, 
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sun, the moon etc. do not exist. Therein to manufacture things 
like a cart etc. neither the requisite raw materials like wood etc. 
nor the proper implements like a chisel, hammer etc. exist; then, 
wherefrom can the Jiva acquire the ability within such a short 
period of time to manufacture such things ? Therefore, we have 
to assume that as a result of his respective Kannas the mental 
concepts, thoughts of seeing such phenomena arise for the time 
being to the dreamer. The ~bjects seen in the dream are falsified 
as soon as the person wakes up - to wit, the cognition that they 
were not really existing is gained ; not only that, in the dream 
itself the fact that one particular thing becoming an obj ect for a 
different mental concept in the manner - "Not this, that thing" 
- is quite popular, familiar. 

Thus assuming that which is universally familiar only, the , 
Sruti is stating that - "Therein no chariots existed." If we observe , 
deeply, the intention behind this Sruti statement is : Neither to 
affrrm that in the dream material objects actually exist, nor that , 
they do not exist - whatsoever. On the other hand, the Sruti, 
having corroborated, for the purpose of explanation only, that fact 
which is universally, familiarly known, viz. - that all the phenom
ena of the dream are false as known to all human beings - has 
begun to expound that therein Atman is Svayarpjyoti (self-effulgent, 
self-illumining). "Although in the dream there do not exist a 
body, senses, external objects or the illumining brilliant objects 
like the sun, the moon etc. which are aids to the senses to 
perceive the objects, the Antal;lkaraI)8 or internal instrument of 
the Mind alone has metamorphosed itself into the forms of all 
those phenomena. Now, because those mental concepts (V.rittis) 
are being witnessed by Atman by means of His self-effulgent 
Light of Chaitanya or Pure Consciousness, which is verily His 
real essence of Pure Being - He is Svayarpjyoti Swarupa" - thus 
to expound this profound spiritual teaching alone is the real 
intention behind the Sruti statement. Even so, the Sruti cor
roborating what is universally familiar as something materially, 
actually false, propounds that - "Whatever appears in the dream 
is verily false, unreal, but Atman who illumines those phenomena 
is of the essential nature of self-effulgent Light." This fact has 
been pointed out by the Karikakara. 
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WHAT IS THE REASON FOR ESTABLISHING SVAPNA 
MITHYAT\VA OR FALSEHOOD OF DREAM? 

Here a doubt may arise in the minds of the readers, and 
that is : No one ever thinks or believes that a dream is real. It 
being so, what was the reason for writing these three Karikas to 
establish the tenet - "Dreams are false ?" 

The solution for this is : Certain dreams which are signifi
cant in their content do occur. The exponents of dream science 
opine that - "If a person gets a dream of such and such a nature, 
such and such a fruit will accrue. " In fact, people often do 
express opinions that according to the dream significance they 
had certain actual experiences. Apart from this, many scholars of 
Vedic Knowledge do raise objections of the type - "A dream, 
which is created or caused by Iswara who is Satyasarikalpa or 
whose volitions or wishes always become true, how at all can 
it become false, unreal (Mithyii}?" Some proponents of other 
philosophical systems too do adduce certain logical devices to 
assert that dreams are real and exemplify it by means of certain 
experiences also. If their proposition itself becomes the real, 
spiritual fact or truth (Siddhanta), then this Vaitathya Prakar~a 
itself will be rendered redundant, improbable. Hence, at the outset 
there arose a need for establishing the Svapna Vaitathya or falsity 
of a dream. In due course, we will examine the objections of 
these various theorists or proponents and demonstrate as to how 
their dogmas are without any worthwhile essence. For the nonce, 
assuming that the belief of the majority of the people that dreams , 
are false has been proved on the strength of many Sruti state-
ments as also logical devices (yuktis), it will suffice if the 
teachings of the foregoing text are reckoned, discerned. 

III JAGRAT-SVAPNA EKATWA KARIKNAS 

3RJ:~I"'I~ ilGI'1i d=tJltiGGlI1IRd t'ld'l' 

~ (fSf w.n ~ ~?!df4=t NEld 11)(11 

• 

Meaning : "Therefore, (here too) the distinctions that 
exist in the waking, just as therein (i.e. within the dream) 
Vaitathya (falsity) is taught. But in the dream it is different 
because it is Antahsth8na (existence within the body) as also 
it is Samvrita (contraction)." 
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AN INFERENTIAL METHOD TO DEPICT THAT 
WAKING IS MITHYA OR FALSE 

113 

Now Shri GauQapada is endeavouring to establish, on the 
basis of the illustration of the dream, the teaching that ·waking 
too is Mithya (false, unreal) alone. There is apparently no pos
sibility of accepting in their literal sense either the first half or 
the second half of this Karika. If the first half Karika is translated 
literally, it means : "Therefore, because the differences are 
Antal)sthana or existing inside, they say - 'in the waking' -" ; 
and for the latter half literally the meaning is : "Just as it is 
there, similarly in the dream, because there is S8111vrita or con
traction, difference exists. " These sentences do. not become 
meaningful, coherent at all. For, the concept that this verse 
(Karika) has the real purport of teaching that - "Just like the 
waking, the dream is similar" - becomes evident from these 
sentences; but, the actual situation empirically is opposed to this 
indeed. Only after it is established that a dream is false, this 
verse has been written, is it not so ? Therefore, 'Tasmaf mean
ing, 'Tllus because the dream is false' - in this manner alone the 
meaning of this sent~nce has t? be comprehended. According to 
the Bhashya written by 8hri 8ankara for this verse, the recon-

ciliation will have to be understood in the manner : 'dfitl(( 'tftIT 

"ffif ~ ~ \ilIIIR~ .q~Hi adt4 ~d'll (~) ~:ftU'1I~ :Q1d~'1 ':q ~ 

II t - meaning : "There is a difference between the waking and 

the dream; the dream objects exist ~ a contracted space inside 
(the body) ; but in the waking it is not so. Even so, because the 
waking is just like the dream alone,' those waking objects - just 
like the dream objects only - are false; thus the knowledgeable 
people say." In this sentence, the one hurdle, difficulty in com
prehending its purport is that the conclusion : 'The dream is not 
like the waking ; therefore, just like the dream the waking too 
is false' - does not seem to be possibly rational. Here in this , 
context 8hri 8ankara has explained the real purport behind this 
sentence in the following manner : 

\iIIU,:(CIHi 'tlccHi -aa~ ~ SCfdiitl I <i,:tClcq1tt ~ ~: 

<EqC(<i,:tCl'tICCCC(( ~ ~H'I: I ~"ffif ~ <i,:tClHi 'tlccHi ad~fl. ~ \il11,f{ijsfq 

<i,:tClcqqfCC~I~fitfd '<tQ'1Q: I dftll\N("'~sfq adt4 tIld'l ~ RIIQ'1'l I 
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Meaning: "The objects which appear in the waking are 
false - is the Pratijiii (major promise) ; for, they are objects 
(for the sight) - this is Hetu (Logical reason) ; just like 
the phenomena seen in the dream - this is Drishtanta (illus
tration) ; just as the phenomena in the dream are false, in the 
same way it is so in the waking - this is Upanayan (appli
cation of Drishtanta - the fourth tenn in logic, syllogism) ; 
therefore, the objects appearing (seen) in the waking too are 
false - this is Nigamanam (conclusion). Existing inside and 
existing in insufficient, contracted space - are the two features 
that are distinct, different with regard to the objects of the 
dream. Being a phenomenon (object of sight), being unreal or 
false - are the features common to both the states." 

HOW IS IT JUSTIFIABLE TO GIVE DREAM AS AN 
ILLUSTRATION IN SUPPORT OF AN INFERENCE ? 

There is a possibility of a doubt arising, of the type - "In 
this inferential deduction utilizing dream as an illustration - is it 
proper ?" For this the consolatory explanation is : Viewed from 
the standpoint of the waking there are many dreams ; all of them 
are Antai)sthana or occurring within the body. They are, in fact, 
showing phenomena which appear to exist within the body in a 
contracted space. Because it is impossible for huge phenomena 
like a mountain, an elephant etc. to exist either within our body 
or within the subtle nerves in it, to say that they are mere false 
appearances is rational too. Therefore, giving the dream as an 
example in this coptext is quite tenable. 

OBJECTIONS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS PERTAINING TO THE 
REASON' MENTIONED IN THE BHASHYA 

Now then, "What is the meaning for the reason given (in 
the Bhashya) - viz. Because it is an object appearing ?" - this 
question has to be deliberated upon. (a) For this phrase - 'be
cause it is an object appearing' - if it is interpreted as - 'because 
it appears to the dream intellect', then because the objects which 
appear to the dream intellect are really existing in the dream that 
cannot be the cause for Mithyatwa or falsehood here. Some 
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people may argue in the manner - "First of all because the dream 
intellect itself is false ; because in the waking it gets sublated 
and because for the waking person the dream objects appear to 
be false alone - that- cause is the proper one only ; but because 
the dream intellect is not an object for the dream intellect 
itself, it becomes real alone since it is not a phenomenon 
objectified. Especially in the case of the waking objects, because 
they are not objects to the dream intellect the inference that they 
too are unreal or false will be wrong. (b) To say that - "A 
thing being an object to the waking intellect alone is 'Dpshyatwa' 
or objectivity" - also does not become proper. For, in the waking 
all the phenomena of the dream have been sublated ; because 
they (the dream phenomena) are objects to the memory (S111[iti) 
which occurs in the waking mind (intellect), it does not at all 
become justifiable to adduce them as an analogy or illustration 
for the phenomena which are objects for the waking experience 
(Anubhava). (c) It is also not possible to doubt in the manner: 
"Merely being an object (Dpshya) alone is the cause; the dream 
phenomena are objects for the dream mind, while the waking 
phenomena are the objects for the waking mind. In any case, 
being an object to the mind or intellect is the common factor for 
both the states, is it not so ?" For, this cause does not attach 
itself either to the waking mind or the dream mind ; to wit : 
whether it is the waking mind or the dream mind, neither of them 
is an object to any mind or intellect at all. 

Apart from this, if it is contended that - "Dpshyatwa or 
being an object (objectivity) is itself the cause (Hetu) for Mithyatwa 
(falsehood)" - then in that case it will have to be admitted that 

, -
- Because in Srutis like - 'Atman should be found out' - (Bp. 
2-4-5) ; 'Brahman who is Aprameya or not an object has to be 
cognized in one and the same manner' - (Bp. 4-4-20) etc. - both 
Atman and Brahman have been stated to be 'Drishya' or object 
alone they too are false, is it not so ? 

To this doubt the answer is : The Sakshiprakashyatwa or 
the self-effulgence or self-illumining capability of the Witnessing 
Pure Consciousness is Itself 'Dpshyatwa' or being an object -
this alone is the real intended purport here. Sakshi (Witnessing 
Principle or Consciousness) is 'Nityadrigrupa' or one who is 
perennially of the nature of a seer or witness ; He alone is 
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witnessing the waking state just as He is witnessing the dream , 
state. For this conclusion the Sruti also is a strong support. The , 
Kafhaka Sruti states that : "Having realized that great and all-
pervading Self, by virtue of whom a man perceives the objects 
in both tIle dream and the waking states" - (Kalhopanishad 2-
1-4). Because in the present MaI)giikya Upanishad (Mantras 3 
and 4) also it has been propounded that the Vaishwanara WilO 

illumines the extroverted consciousness and the Taijasa who il
lumines the introverted consciousness are both endowed with 
"seven macrocosmic limbs and nineteen microcosmic doorways" 
- that Atman or Pure Consciousness alone is verily Sakshirupa 
or the Witnessing Principle indeed. Atman alone is, in trotll, the 
Vaishwanara, who illumines the waking, as well as the Taijasa, 
who illumines the dream ; because they are objects (Drishya) to 
that Sakshi tIle dream objects are not existing apart, separate from 
Him, and in tre fonn they appear they are false; in the same 
manner, the waking objects too are objects to that very Atman 
alone who is of the essence of a Witnessing Consciousness and 
hence they are false - we can surmise in this manner. If it is 
questioned in the manner·: "If it is so, what will be the plight 

, -
of the Sruti which says that - 'Atman too is Drishya alone' ?" , 
- then, in that context the Sruti has to be interpreted to llave the 
real intention of teaching that Atman has to be comprehended to 
be 'Adrishya' or not an object, on the strength of one's Intuitive 

, -
Experience alone (Anubhava). For, the Sruti is preaching Atman 
to be Adrishya first and then instructs the seeker to cognize Him 
to be Adrishya alone. 

Some people have advanced an argument of the type -
"Here because there is no moti\te of Drishyatwa whatsoever, we 

have to discard it and adopt a tenet like 'ti1t1t€i ~ f\RM' in its 

place." But the waking objects are not 'SaIllvrita' or contracted ; 
whereas in the case of the dream objects because they appear 
within the body alone one may even say that they are Sarp.vrita. 
AntalJsthana (being or existing inside), Sa.rpvritatwa (existing in 
a contracted space or region) - these two are the special char
acteristics applicable to the dream only. These two aspects 
cannot at all be made applicable to the waking objects. 
Therefore, it is proper to adopt the motive of Drishyatwa accord
ing to the Bhashya interpretation. 
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(Objection) : In the present context the Inotive of Drishyatwa 
is not to be found in tIle verse also, is it not so ? Wherefrom 
did the Bhashyakara adopt this interpretation adventitiously ? 

(Solution) : We have mentioned already a consolatory ex-, 
planation for this. In the Sruti it has been propounded that in 
both the waking and the dream equally there exists an Atman 
endowed with 19 doorways, is it not so ? Keeping that very 
teaching in mind here, it has been stated that Atman illumines 
equally the Consciousnesses of both these states and because 
those two states are Dpshya or objects· to Atman both of them 
are equally false only. Hence, if these words are interpreted 
according to the Bhashya statement, then the meaning intended , 
by the Sruti will be discerned. 

Here there is yet another secret teaching : Although Shri , 
Sailkara has borrowed, as it were, the motive of Drishyatwa from , 
the Sruti and has given it a form to suit an inferential method-, 
ology with regard to a Sruti sentence, to the effect that - "Just 
like the dream the waking too is false" - and written his com
mentary, in truth this is not an inference at all. For, if we 
deliberate upon the question as to who is it that witnesses the 
Vyapti or universal,_ invariable Fpncomitance or pervasion in the 
manner - "Wherever DrishyatWa (objectivity) exists in all such 
instances there exists Vaitathya (a feasibility of inferring, con
cluding that it is false) " - then the waking Pramatru (cognizer) 
has not witnessed it at all; for, the memory of the type - "Now 
I have come to the dream from the waking" - can never accrue 
to anyone. The fact that - "This' universally-pervasive witnessing 
capability has actually accrued to the dream Pramaqu" - also 
cannot be asserted; for, that (dream) Pramatru is quite dis
tinct, queer in essence, compared to the waking Pramatru ; 
for him therein adjuncts like body, senses, mind etc. are totally 
different indeed. No one has ever seen that dream Pramitru • 

waking up in that queer form itself. Because there does not at 
all exist anyone who has witnessed the universal concomitance 
or pervasiveness (Vyapti) in this manner, the undesirable (illogi
cal) conclusion that - 'One who infers in this way himself does 

* (Please refer to the commentary on the verses 4-36 and~4-
66 wherein the words 'Chittadrishya' and 'Taddrishya' are explained). 
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not exist - confronts him. Even so, it is quite familiar to everyone 
that the memory of the type - "I was seeing a dream uptil now 
and now I have woken up" - is experienced by everyone. 
Invariably accepting the Intuitive Experience of the type that -
"Because for this Ekatwajiiana or unitary Intuitive Knowledge to 
accrue there has to be perforce one and the same Kartru (agent 
of action or 'I' notion), that Atman who witnessed the dream 
is Himself appearing in the form of the waking Pramitru ; 
even so, He exists in His essential nature of Sakshi (Witness
ing Pure Consciousness) even now" - we can establish the truth 
that - "In both the Avasthis Atman exists equally (identi
cally) ; because the Avasthas are false, their relationship, 
association does not taint Him in the least. " We have to 
discern that in order to teach this lesson alone Shri GaucJapada 
has mentioned here 'Antah-sthanatwa' etc . 

• 

THERE IS NO DISSIMILARITY BETWEEN 
WAKING AND DREAM 

(Doubt) : Because of facts like - "Dream is a state which 
occurs inside (the body) ; since it occurs in a contracted space 
the objects which appear therein are false" - etc., was it not 
earlier stated that there does exist a difference between the 
waking and the dream ? 

(Consolation) : Yes, it was mentioned. That was suggested 
for the sake of the common run of the people as a device to 
enable them to cognize the Ultimate Reality of Atman. If ob
served from the Absolute Intuitive viewpoint even that differ
ence between them is not absolutely true. The Karikakiira (Shri 
GauQapada) to whom both the states are equal has the ultimate 
purport, intention of teaching, expounding the spiritual tenet of 
- "Between these two states there does not exist any differ
ence whatsoever." For that reason only, he has composed this 

verse to suit this his purport alone. To wit - 'df'Ut( \il1'IRa .q~I'1i 

attui +'itt¥( - meaning - "The knowledgeable opine that the 

objects which exist in the waking are false indeed." How is it ? 

- in answer (he states) : 'ORf:~I'1I~t - meaning : "Because they 

exist within one's body." (In support) it has been stated in the 

Taittiriya BrahmaJ.1a 2-8-10 that - C 3t~(ffqrS4" atq;l: I OI~rc.JQf't~ 
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ijJ41( - meaning : "All these beings exist within (Atman) ; the 

entire universe exists within (Atman)." Since this world is ob
jectified by Xtmall (pure Consciousness) we cannot say it is 
Atman ; since it is not seen apart from Him, nor is it seen 
existing independently by itself anywhere and hence it is not 
different from Him. Thus because the waking world - just like 
the dream world - cannot be affirmed to be either separate from 
Atman or identical with Him - both these states are equal in all 
aspects. 

(Doubt) : In that case, saying (knowing) that the waking 
is false, was it proper to give the example of the dream ? 

(Solution) : Here in this context, keeping in mind (assum
ing) the experience of the common people only the illustration 
of the dream (experience) is given as an example, but not with 
the intention of propounding, in the ultimate analysis or from the 
Absolute Intuitive standpoint, that both these states are of differ
ent natures in their essence per see In truth, if it is examined 
from the Intuitive Experience viewpoint even the dream during 
the period of its actual experience in esse was being cognized 
as 'waking' alone. From th~ standpoint of that dream experience 
it also appeares as if therein :- "Apart from this waking there 
exists a dream; this dream occurs in a contracted space within 
the body." It is true that to all of us it appears as if the dream 
is sublated in the waking. But when we are reckoning the dream 
as 'waking' within, that dream (within the frrst dream) which 
appears to occur within, also in the same manner is believed to 
be falsified indeed. Therefore, in reality there does not exist 
any difference whatsoever between the waking and the dream. 
This truth will be clarified in the following Karikas. 

Some people doubt in the manner - "In the Sharlraka 
Mimarpsa there is disparity, in that in Sutra 2-2-29 what has 
been expounded as - 'The waking objects are not like (i.e. similar 
to) the dream objects' - is opposed to the explanation given 
here." That is not proper. For, Buddhists, who have accepted the 
fact that there exists distinction between these two states alone, 
have proclaimed that in the waking too the external objects do 
not really exist. Their logical argument is not tenable ; for, they 
themselves have acknowledged dissimilarity between the tlvo 
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states: This, in truth~ is the purport behind the Sutra. The Sutrakara 
(Shri BadarayaQacharya) has not stated there anything opposed to 
the present Karika. 

THE IMPORTANT PURPORT OF THE KARIKA 

In any case, we should not forget the fact that in this verse 
really taking inferential deductions alone in a predominant sense 
any teaching has been propounded. If this inferential deduction 
alone were true, then it will ~ave to be assumed that the 
Pardkshajiiana or knowledge of something invisible, unknown of 
the type - "Waking has to be false just like dream" - alone will 
become the last word here in this regard. In whatever manner we . 
may l~ok at it, because the prime purport of this PrakaraJ}a is 
indeed that - "In our Intuitive Experience we do not reckon any 
distinction whatsoever between the waking and the dream states" 
- it is not proper to determine that this teaching is mere 
inference. Even so, with the intention that the common people 
with ordinary intelligence should also attain an insight into this 
Intuitive Knowledge of the Absolute Reality, here in this context , 
we have to discern that the Bhashyakara (Slui Saitkara) has 
written the meaning of the verse in this form of an inferential 
proposition. 

~C1\i1I·In:a~l~ tPCfiQlStf9ilfi4ul: I 

.q~I~i ft ~q~~ ~R=I=,~q ~ II~II 
~ 

Meaning : "Inasmuch as the diverse things are (found 
to be) similar on the strength of the familiar grounds of 
inference, the wise say that the dream and the waking states 
are one." 

THE WAKING AND THE DREAM ARE 
EQUAL IN ALL RESPECTS 

Now the author is signifying the fruit of the logical device 
of the fonn of inference which was mentioned in the previous 
Karika. The senses, the mind etc. which appear in the dream and 
the waking states are of the nature of Grahaka ( cognizing or 
comprehending instruments) ; both the objects and the Sukha 
(happiness, pleasure), Dul)kha (grief) that accrue from them are 
of the nature of Grahya (objects of cognition). This familiar 
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reason is applicable to both the A vasthas. * "There does not exist 
any difference whatsoever between these two ; hence, all the 
phenomena that appear therein are false alone" - are the features 
common to both. Because the dream too during the period it 
is seen appears as waking alone, for the two distinct phenom
ena of Adbyatrnika and Adhibhoutika, which appear thereto 
quite similar to the waking, there does not exist any differ
ence whatsoever. From the standpoint of the Avastha which we 
.are calling 'waking' between these two, it is real and the dream 
is false ; if we discern (Intuitively) as to how in these respec
tive A vasthis these phenomena are appearing, then" these two 
are equally false indeed. How this truth can be reckoned is 
clarified in the explanation of the Ineaning of the next Karika. 

at I GI q;:d -:q lI~ I r«r q tfq I;' sftr d 'd en I 

~: e~lI: 'lRi'tsfCldtO ~~: II~ II 

Meaning : "That which does not exist in the beginning 
and the end is equally so in the present (i.e. in the middle). 
Though they are on the same footing with the unreal, yet they 
are seen as though real." 

BECAUSE THERE EXIST BEGINNING AND END FOR THE 
D~SHY AS (APPEARANCES) THEY ARE FALSE 

The dream does not appear to us always ; existing for a 
while, it disappears. We all have accepted it to be false. There
fore, because waking too appears and then disappears it becomes 
established that it is false alone. 

Here a doubt : 'When the dream ends it is false, now we 
are really awake" - in this manner we clearly cognize; But just 
as the dream is sublated on waking, similarly we have not seen 
the waking being false and getting sublated in any other 
A vastha. It being so, how at all can we accept both these states 
to be equal (in all respects) ? 

The solution for this is : The dream too during its period 

* (To wit, 'Dpshyatwa' is a reason which is invariably com
mon to both ; a more familiar reason is there viz. 'Grahya-Grahakatwa.' 
This fact has been mentioned here as a supporting device for . Anumatla 
or inference). 
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appears as (real as) waking alone. From the standpoint of that 
dream, at that instant, it appears as though there is another dream 
within that (first) dream and that inner (second) dream appears 
as though it is sublated in the (first) dream which we have (then) 
believed to be waking alone. In the same way, just because from 
the standpoint of tIle state which we have at present believed, 
reckoned to be waking, the state which appears to be the dream 
within alone gets sublated - to believe that this state alone 
(indisputably) is the waking and that it never gets sublated 
is wrong. For, even when the dream within the (fIrst) dream was 
sublated that (first) dream which had the other (second) dream 
in its womb, as it were, was then believed by us to be 'waking' 
alone, never to get sublated indeed. Even so, that (first dream) 
state is false now. 

(Doubt) : This is not proper. For, even in the illustration 
mentioned by you, it amounted to saying that only the dream was 
the one which got sublated but not that the waking got sublated. 
In one night alone it is possible for many dreams to occur ; 
although they are different or queer each from the other, all of 
them eventually get falsified in the waking. But in the same 
manner, in one day alone many wakings do not occur nor do 
they get falsified at all ; is it not so ? Even if anyone out of 
obstinacy maintains that - "This waking phenomenon too is a 
delusion; the belief that - all the objects that exist in it are really 
existing - is also a delusion" - because all the people have 
acknowledged the fact that dreams are many and the objects 
which exist in those dreams do not have any mutual relationship 
whatsoever, it amounts to saying that the spiritual (philosophical) 
teaching that - "Waking and dream are equal in all respects" -
is rendered to be wrong alone, is it not so ? 

For this the solution is : Whichever state that we reckon 
as a dream does not at all appear to be a dream at that time ; 
on the other hand, (during that period) all that dream is appearing 
as 'waking' alone. Observed from this standpoint, because all 
the states appear to be, then at that instant, waking alone -
to determine the state which appears as waking to be not a 
dream - we do not have any proof whatsoever. Besides, just 
as the objects of the dream can never enter into the waking, 
in the same way the waking objects can never cross over into 
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the dream. The objects belonging to the dream world are un
dergoing cllanges during the dream time ; but we cannot doubt 
in the manner - "The waking objects are steady, is it not so ?" 
Although it has been detennined from the standpoint of the 
physical sciences that the waking world is also undergoing ch(lnges, 
mutations every moment, we believe that it is steady, that is all. 
In the same way, we have believed that the dream objects during 
the dream time are steady alone ; or, in the alternative, by virtue 
of certain changes that occur in the waking even if we believe 
those (waking) phenomena to be non-eternal we never reckon 
them to be false - in the same way, in the dream too we reckon 
that the dream objects are non-eternal only, but no one at that 
dream time reckons in the manner - "All this is false, for this 
is a dream" - at all. Therefore, in this respect too there does 
not exist any distinction whatsoever between the waking and the 
dream. 

Another consideration: Just as the dream appears and then 
vanishes, in the same way the waking too appears and vanishes. 

While the special type of explanation for '3RI:f'Q1~1t( was being 

given we had clarified the tenet that - "Both waking and dream 
exist in Atman alone" - (Refer to commentary on Karika 4 
above). What we have believed to the effect that - "The dream 
appears only for a short period, while the waking lasts for 
a long time" - is invariably from the waking viewpoint only. 
But whether it is the. waking world or the time that appears to 
exist within it - they can never squeeze, or sneak in, into the 
dream world. This fact we will further clarify (in the commentary 
on the 14th Karika). It being so, because the state which we are 
believing (reckoning) to be waking also, just like the state which 
we are believing to be dream, is appearing and vanishing in 
Atman alone, it is not possible for us to assume the literal 
meaning of the phrase - "in the beginning as also in the end" 
- and to apply or attach a time-bound chronological order of the 
type - "waking precedes, dream follows" - to the states. However 
in both the states, the awareness of the type - "The whole of 
the dream is sublated, while the whole of waking remains 
without sublation" - especially persists doggedly. But if ob
served Intuitively in order to detect as to which is waking and 
which is dream, we do not at all have any exclusive, uncommon 
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significance. Therefore, what we have stated - that the two states 
are equal in all respects is correct, justified. 

est41\i1'1dl 'ijtri ~ fq~r(1qE1d I 

d~It::I~H1q~"i Il:ttAq '&f{l W ~dl: 11\911 

Meaning: "Their utility is contradicted in dream. There
fore, from the fact of their having a beginning and an end they 
are rightly held to be unreal." 

CATEGORIES OF CAUSATION AND UTILITY OF OBJECTS 
OF ANY STATE ARE CONFINED TO THE RESPECTIVE 

STATE ALONE 

Here a doubt : The statement that - "Because the phenom
ena of the waking have a beginning and an end they are false" 
- does not appear to be correct. For, as the false appearances, like 
nacre-silver and rope-snake etc., that are seen in the waking exist 
only at the time of their appearance, we may even ascribe 
Mithyatwa (falsity) to those phenomena for which there is a 
beginning as also an end. In fact, after they are falsified or 
sublated, all the people do agree by saying ~ "They did not exist 
really." But from real silver things like ornaments, utensils etc. 
can be made. If a real snake bites a man the poison spreads in 
his blood stream and it causes death. In the same way, the food 
available in the waking satiates hunger ; water quenches thirst. 
It being so, because the waking objects have a beginning and an 
end we can, if we so wish, say they are 'unreal' ; but can we 
reasonably say that they are, like tile nacre-silver, rope-snake etc., 
false ? The nacre-silver is of no utility, nor has the rope-snake 
ever bitten anybody ; where is the comparison between tliese 
false phenomena, on the one hand, and the real objects like silver 
and snake, on the other ? 

Solution for this : The causation categories concerning 
objects like food and drink existing in the waking are sublated 
in the dream. One who has had a sumptuous meal and has slept, 
in his dream feels exhausted, weak from hunger. One who has 
drunk enough water here in the waking and has slept, may in 
his dream suffer from excessive thirst parching his tongue. It is 
quite familiar that a person who has become completely satiated 
by eating food and drinking water in a dream, on waking, finds 
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that satiation not being there at all, is it not so ? What is the 
difference between these events ? There is a beginning and an 
end to waking, similarly the dream too has them ; in this 
regard, between these two states there does not exist any 
difference, distinction whatsoever. In fact, to say that -
"Because they exist for a short duration, they are Anitya or non
eternal (or unreal)" - is also not proper. For, .all of us have 
acknowledged that a dream is a mere false appearance. When we 
are awake no one ever thinks or believes that the dream world 
might be existing somewhere in an unknown region. In the same 
manner, when the dream lasts, it is reasonable to infer, 
conclude that the waking world does not exist anywhere at 
all. 

Now yet anoth~r objection: There are reports that modern 
psychologists examine and analyse the mental habits and proclivi
ties of patients and cure mental diseases or ailments. Apart from 
this, certain Yogis are claiming that they can enter into the dream 
world, can cognize the news, events therein and can come back 
and report. It being so, it amounts to saying that the waking mind 
is capable of being responsible for the causation factors of the 
dream objects too. But no one from the dream world coming 
to our waking in this manner is in our experience. Therefore, 
it does not appear to be proper to say either because the dream 
appears only for a short while it is false ; or only the waking 
state is like the dream false, is it not so ? 

Solution for this : This is not proper. For, those psycholo
gists as well as Y ogis are trying to examine the dream from the 
waking standpoint only. While himself being in his waking state, 
the doctor - who by knowing what another person saw in his 
dream is endeavouring to diagnose - has not gone out of his own 
waking and has not wandered, ventured out anywhere else, is it 
not so ? In the same way, to say that the Yogi, without accepting 
the waking and the dream are distinct A vasthas, entered into 
(another's) dream state is meaningless, ridiculous ! Is it not 
so ? Till one has the memory of the waking all those expe
riences that accrue must necessarily (belong to or) be waking 
alone, is it not so ? It being so, the memory of tIle type - "I 
can examine the dream" ; "I have entered into the dream state 
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and have returned to waking" - is invariably an assessment of 
the dream based on his waking viewpoint alone. But the ques
tion - "What is the real dream experience ?" - has to be 
cognized from the dream experience viewpoint alone. Therein, 
the concept of the type - "This is actually a dream" - does 
not exist at all ; in fact, it creates a deep, innate belief to the 
effect that it is waking alone. With regard to the Avastha which 
appears to be a dream while one is in his waking, every one has 
perforce to accept the fact that he felt in the manner - "During 
that period it appeared to me as waking alone." It is also certain 
that no one reckons at that time in the manner - "I have come 
from the waking state to this dream state." Therefore, it is doubly 
established that what you opined as the dream examination is 
actually from the waking standpoint alone. Apart from this, for 
a particular psychologist in his dream itself there is a possibility 
of his having dreamt in the manner - "This is waking ; let me 
learn from this sick person about his dream experiences and then 
let me try to cure him of that disease." Merely on that count it 
cannot at all be determined that the first dream existed in that 
second dream which appeared to have occurred therein, is it not 
so ? Hence, to believe that waking exists in dream too is 
merely a delusion indeed. Therefore it becomes fully established 
that - "Howsoever deep we fathom, the two Avasthas like waking 
and dream have a beginning and an end ; because they do not 
at all exist one in the other, they are false states alone which 
appear for a while. 

Here in this context some people have adopted a different 

recension of - 'ijSlltlG19fdl ~ ~sftr Slf(1q~a' - meaning : "The fact 

that the waking objects are of utility is seen (cognized) in the 

dream also." But because to the following sentence of "31le~=t" 

- both states having beginning and end this recension does not 
agree, this latter is not proper. If we adopt the present form of 
the Karika as given in this text, then the rational explanation to 
the effect - "Just as the objects which appear in the dream, 
although they appear to be of utility - Arrha Kriyakari (causation 
and utility categories) - in the waking, all that knowledge is 
sublated - similarly although here (in the waking) the objects 
appear to be of utility, this knowledge is invariably sublated in 
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the dream. For, it is in everyone's experience that one who has 
eaten food and has got satiated in tIle waking appears in the 
dream to be hungry" - becomes evident and expedient. 

~ ~If.t'tt~ ft" ~ tct.rr~qlm~I'{ I 
dl::tti ~arn tlfCtl <{~Ct~ fI~I~: lit II 

~ 

Meaning : "The unique attribute is a mere appearance 
of the experiences in a particular state, as it is in the case of 
the dwellers in heaven. This he experiences by going there, 
just as one, well informed, does in the world." 

MEREL Y BECAUSE OF THE APPEARANCE OF A UNIQUE 
ATTRIBUTE THE DREAM CANNOT BE RECKONED 

TO BE TRUE OR REAL 

(Objection) : To say that - "Just like the dream' is the 
waking state" - is not proper; for, in the illustration of the dream 
not only what is seen in the waking but also, in addition, certain 
unique attributes exist. It. being so, 110W is it proper to say that 
the waking is just like the dream ? 

(Solution) : It is true that qualities or attributes which are 
not seen in the waking may appear to exist for Atman in tIle 
dream. Therein .it may appear as if one is seated like Lord Indra 
on an elephant with four tusks, or one may realize tllerein that 
he is, like three-eyed Maheshwara, having three eyes. Though 
this is true, it is the rule of law of the region (Sthanidharma) -
meaning, a quality unique to that A vastha, but not at all a 
Svata1)siddha Dharma or self-established quality. When the dream 
exists only, it (this unique or exotic quality or characteristic) 
appears, but not that it actually is attached to Atman's essential 
nature. Although a stick dipped in water appears to be crooked 
because of the refraction of light, in reality the stick therein has 
not become bent, and when the stick is lifted up above the water 
it is seen to exist as before (straight, and not crooked or bent) ; 
observing this, on this analogy, we can understand, comprehend 
this truth. In the same way, what is seen in the dream as though 
it was a queer unique quality truly belongs to the adjunct of the 
dream alone ; for, as soon as we wake up that appearance is 
sublated. 

In the first half of the Karika what is stated as - 'arqcf , 
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~tllr~·~ql ft"' - is a usage of a neutral gender in the common 

translation which is a unique idiomatic feature of the Sanskrit 

language. If it had been stated as - 4attctf: ~UR'4qf ft"' - what 

would have been the transliteration - that meaning we have to 
take in this context. Those queer characteristics this Atman alone 
witnesses therein. Just as on the strength of a habit of seeing 
such phenomena for a long time Atman sees in the manner -
"These are such and such objects" - here in the waking and is 
recognizing the things, in the sanle way on the strength of a habit 
of the dream state Atman is seeing those queer things therein. 
The Svapnatman (called 'Taijasatman' in MaI).c;iUkya Upanishad) 
reckons in the manner - "I am seeing these things here for a long 
tim~" - and not that He cognizes in the manner - "These, 
phenomena have come into being here anew just now." If ob
served Intuitively, therein the habit fonned on the strength a 
long-standing impression does not exist whatsoever ; those are 
really false, unreal phenomena which are witnessed because of 
the dream influence or domination. Even so, He is seeing them 
therein just as He is seeing real objects here in the waking ; 
therefore, merely on this ground of uniqueness the dream is not 
rendered to be true, real; for, as soon as we wake up it becomes 
clearly seen that all those phenomena are false alone. 

On the whole, what is to be discerned here is : When we 
obserVe from the waking viewpoint the fact that - "The unique 
or queer qualities that we see in the dream are phenomena which 
are bizarre and irrational when compared to· the conditions here 
in the waking" - it may appear to be totally wrong, illogical to 
comprehend, reckon this waking to be equal to that (bizarre) 
dream state ; but because of the fact that during the dream time 
all that experience therein is, like the waking experience, certain 
and convincing, merely on that one count we cannot imagine any 
difference (inequality) between the two states. For, whatever 
A vastha in which we see a world of duality is being experi
enced by us all that occurs or strikes as if it is verily waking 
experience (to wit, as real) only and not in the manner -
"'fhis is a dream (to wit, unreal)" - at all. Thus the Vedantic 
truth that - "In all respects the A vasthas or states of Conscious
ness which we are calling 'waking' and 'dream' in our workaday 
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dealings are identical, equal" - will be explained in the following 
Karikas. 

Therefore, \\That we said that - "Because both states have 
beginning and end (Adyanta), these two states of waking and 
dream are false" ~ - is correct. 

tc4C1f{'dIQfq ('C4~~~der CfiW<td Mfttll 

ilrt}(~<t141~ld ~ ~ ~dttlqdlil: 11'11 

Meaning : "Even in the dream state itself, anything 
imagined by the inner consciousness is unreal, while anything 
experienced by the outer consciousness is real. (But) both 
kinds of things are seen to be false." 

"'Iu~=alqrq (€t~~~d:el lfiffliia (q~tll 
i1f~:(~ffi1~d ~ ~ adt4qd~: lI~oll 

Meaning: "Even in the waking state, whatever is im
agined by the inner consciousness is false and whatever is 
perceived by the outer consciousness is true. It is reasonable 
that both these should be unreal." 

IDENTIFICATIONS OF THE TYPE OF 'INSIDE' 
AND 'OUTSIDE' IN BOTH STATES ARE EQUAL 

(Objection) : Although in what is reckoned as waking just 
like the dream 'differences or distinctions, do appear, in the 
waking we actually perceive the objects externally outside our
selves. But in the dream the phenomena are appearing internally 
within us. Thus there exists distinction between these two states, 
is it not so ? 

(Consolation) : Observing from the waking viewpoint it is 
true that this distinction is seen ; but, while we are actually 
experiencing the dream this distinct~on is not striking, flashing to 
us in the least. Therein too internally - that is, in our AntalJ.karaJ)8 
or mind only - the phenomena which are appearing are false. The 
distinctions of the objects which are conceived by the mind are 
merely imaginations; they appear to be 'false' indeed. Externally 
- tilat is, as if existing outside our body - those objects which 
appear strike as if they are really existing indeed. But just as it 
becomes certain as soon as we wake up that both these appear-
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ances (to wit, internal and external phenomena) were false only, 
in the same way it is proper to surmise, infer that these phenom
ena of the waking too are false .alone. 

Here in this context one important, unique teaching that 
has to be discerned is : Everyone of us has strongly believed 
during the deliberation that - "Waking, dream and deep sleep -
these three states occur to me alone." When observed from this 
standpoint, the fact that these three phenomena are Vrittis (con
cepts) alone Wllich occur in our Antal.lkaraI)a is being signified 
by the Karikakara here by words like - "Svapnavritti" and , 
"Jagradvritti". In the Sruti what is explained in the manner -
"The waking Atman is Bahishprajiia" and "The dream Atman is 
AntaQprajna" - is from this viewpoint alone. In fact, what we 
have reckoned in the manner that - "Waking is an Avastha which 
occurs when by the help of the senses the external objects are 
perceived" and "Dream is an Avastha which - without the 
functioning of the senses, by the force of V asana or latent 
impressions - appears within us alone by virtue of the functioning 
of the mind" - is also from this viewpoint alone ; the opponent 
has accepted and thereby put forth the objection by following this 
viewpoint only. 

But, when we deliberate on the strength of the experience 
(Intuitively) of the respective state, there does not appear any 
difference or distinction whatsoever between these two A vasthas. 
For, in both the Avasthas it appears as though we possess all 
these paraphernalia, separately, distinctively, like body, mind, 
intellect, ego, memory, five vital forces (pa.D.chapr81J.as), ten sense 
organs. With a view to inculcating this viewpoint upon our mind, 

the Sruti has adduced the qualification of ·l(Cfil'1Fq~IFa!i(g:t (one 
who has nineteen doorways) to both the Atmans (to wit, to 
Vaishwanara Atman and to Taijasa Atman). The purport behind 
that qualification is the fact that we reckon within those two 
Avasthas that the (respective) Atman is endowed with nineteen 
adjuncts like mind, intellect etc. By following this tenet how we 
should comprehend the meanings of the qualifications like 

r 

'AntaQprajfia' and 'Bahil:tprajiia' has been signified by Shri SaIikara 
in the following manner : 
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(1) "i1r~&;fijt: I (41f'i&lfdRif) fC4q~ 11iT lIftI ~: i1r~t\I~: I acF~rqq~q 

11iT 1I'E4 atfClEIliidl ~~: II" 

Me'lning : "One who has the Prajiia or cognition (con
sciousness) of an object outside, external to himself is 
Bahishprajiia/;l. One whose cognition ( consciousness) which, 

\ 

being conjured up or projected by A vidya, appears as though 
having external objects - (He is called Bahishprajiial))." 

_~lflqe;rqr at:fl:~(qlt(, q~f(If:, dlil(=f~I(C\ql ;:r tctJt ~ lff!f ~ 
0R1':~: II 

Meaning: "When compared to the senses, the mind is 
internal or inside, much more than those senses ; because He 
has a cognition which is of the nature of their latent impres
sions, He is called Anta/;lprajiial}.." 

According to the above Bhashya sentences it becomes evident 
that the waking cognition or consciousness and its offshoot of 
cognition of the form or nature of latent impressions (Vasanariipa) 
- both are projections of Avidya and are appearing associated 
with manifested objects (worlds of duality) and without any 
manifested duality but of the nature of latent impressions 
(Vasanamaya), respectively. Further, if we comprehend the subtle 

meaning of the phrases - c~~(Hj~', CS4fqfC4=cti~~' - all the doubts 
, 

will be removed. The Bhasbyakara (Shri Sarikara) has stated 
I 

that - "Because of the fact that Vishwa is Savishaya, a Prajiii 
or cognition which is gross is Bhojya or to be experienced or 
consumed; but in the dream especially (to the Taijasa) mere pure 
Prajfia is Bhojya." From this, it amounts to saying that the Prajiia 
or cognition is itself the Bhejya and Vishwa, Taijasa are the 
Bhoktrus or consumers, enjoyers. This leads to the clear COD-

-
elusion that both Vishwa and Taijasa Atmans are illumining 
the cognitions or awarenesses of their respective Avasthas as 
forms of Pure, Absolute Witnessing (Sakshi) Consciousness 
indeed. To those people who keep this subtle teaching in mind 
it will now become very clear that - "In both the A vasthas 
what appears as 'inside' and 'outside' is to the respective 
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Prajiia or cognition ; but to the Sakshi who witnesses (per
vades or illumines) even those Prajiias there does not exist 
either an inside or an outside." 

Thus because both the A vasthas are appearing as of one and 
the same form or nature - to wit, from the standpoint of the 
respective Avastha because both of them invariably comprise two 
divisions of the types of Sat (real) and Asat (false, unreal) - it 
becomes tantamount to accepting that it is quite reasonable, 
justifiable to determine that both these states are of equal 
existence, reality alone. Based on the waking standpoint and 
assuming the distinctions of 'waking' and 'dream' alone, here in 
this context it is stated that - "It is proper to say that both these 
are false." But if we - according to the explanation given for the 
qualification of 'Antal].sthanattu' previously in Karika 4 - enter
tain the opinion that - "That which exists within Atman" - then 
there does not exist any difference or distinction whatsoever 
between these two Avasthas. For, in both the Avasthas those 
objects which are 'inside' or 'within' appear as of real nature 
and those objects which are 'outside' appear as of false, 
unreal nature, and in this respect both are equal indeed. 
Further, the feature of both these Avasthas, during their 
respective periods, appearing as 'waking' alone is also equal 
to both. Therefore, because it is not possible at all to specify or 
detect in the manner - "This is dream" ; "This is waking" - it 
is reasonable to discern that these two states which appear 
in (superimposed upon) one and the same _ Atman (Pure 
Absolute Consciousness) are verily false, unreal - just as in 
one and the same rope the phenomena that appear to exist 
in various forms of a snake or a crevice in the ground etc. 
are truly VikaJpa or figments of imagination alone. 

III THE ABSOLUTELY PURE ATMAN ALONE IS 
THE SUBSTRATE FOR ALL IMAGINATIO:\S 

aiil(t<fq adt4 .q~11i ~1'1~14f~ I 

en ({dli ~tlId ~ q;) ~ ~ fqcn(Nq,: II~~II 

Meaning : "If all objects in both the states be unreal, 
who apprehends these objects and who is indeed their 
creator ?" 
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OBJECTION AGAINST THE TENET THAT BOTH WAKING 
AND DREAM ARE UNREAL 

Here an objection : If it is so, it amounts to saying that 
to imagine the distinctions of 'waking' and 'dream' is itself a 

Bhranti or delusion alone. Even if it is accepted that both these 
states are mere appearances, still the question that - "To whom 
does this delusion accrue ?" - remains. Your conclusion, judge
ment is that the waking cognizer (Pramatru) is, like the# dream 
cognizer, imagined, is it not so ? If it is so, who is it that 
imagines like that ? And, who is it that, by means of deliberation, 
determines and discerns in the manner - "This is not real" ? Yet 
another dOllbt. If we have to misconceive a stump of a tree as 
a human being, both those objects have to be real only. If you 
say that - "There is no tree, nor there is a human being ; but 
the tree itself is being misconceived as a human being" - then 
it would not be proper at all, is it not so? However, you have 
detennined and declared that the objects that appear in both the 
states are verily false, unreal ! Here, how at all can there be a 
distinction of the type - "First there is Bhranti ; and later on it 
gets sublated and the correct knowledge accrues" - brought 
about ? In addition to this, only to a person who is endowed 
with cognizing means like the senses, the mind etc. there can be 
either delusion or the correct knowledge which can sublate it, is 
it not so ? But in your spiritual teaching all the means of 
cognition like the senses, the mind etc. which appear in both the 
A vasthas have become (have been deduced to be) false alone ; 
how is this tenable at all ? 

In any case, thus by remembering a dream to detennine that 
both the waking and the dream are false there is invariably a 
necessity of a Jiiatru (knower) who is the substrate for the 
memory (SI11[iti) and knowledge (Jiiana). In order that this Jfiatru 
obtains Bhranti and Nishchayajiiana (conviction) there have to be 
necessarily things which are objects for him. In order that he 
misconceives and then determines as to what is proper or real, 
he should necessarily possess KaraI)as (instruments) of knowl
edge. In your Siddhanta which proclaims that none of these really 
exists, this distinction of delusion and its sublation does not 
suit at all, is it not so ? - This alone is the essence of the 
objection. 
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Meaning : "The self-effulgent Self imagines Himself 
through Himself by the power of His own Maya. The Self 
Himself cognizes the objects. Such is the defmite conclusion 
of Vedanta." 

THE FACT THAT BOTH THE REGIONS ARE FALSE IS - ,-
ESTABLISHED BY AGAMA (SASTRA) 

For this objection mentioned above the solution is : We are 
not expounding the tenet that these two A vasthas are false, unreal 
on the strength of any illustration following dialectics. This teach-- , 
ing is being divined and discerned by us from Agama (Sastra, , 
Sruti) alone. We are merely formulating, by means of-the logical , 
devices known from those Srutis, this above teaching, that is all. 
In the Xgama PrakaraJ.la, propounding with regard to 

Vaishwanara and Taijasa that both of them are - "tt«t16~1, 

t(cfil'1rq~lra ~:" - meaning - "Endowed with seven (macrocosmic) 
limbs, nineteen doorways" - both the Xtmans are described 
equally alike. Therefore, it has amounted to saying that the 
Xgama has hinted, suggested that both these Avasthas are 
equal, identical alone. That very teaching we are suitably 
mentioning by logical device only. That is all. 

Now, if we examine in accordance with Agama (the tradi
tional methodology handed down pedagogically from time imme-, 
moria} adopting the Sastraic reasoning) both the A vasthas which 
all of us are dealing with empirically as 'waking' and 'dream' 
are, in truth, being experienced by us in one and the same 
manner ; and this fact of life is universally acceptable. It is not 
possible at all for any logician worth his salt to refute this. In 
both those A vasthas the respective Pramatpl within them deems 
that the world at large is perceived by his senses alone. He is 
also thinking, believing that the objects which exist outside are 
real (entities which really exist) and the phenomena which are 
conceived, imagined inside are Asat or false, unreal. It is also in 
everyone's experience that when one of these Avasthas accrues 
the other does not exist at all. Even so, it is possible for an 
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innate identification of the type - "I woke up from a dream ; 
dream is false, this waking is the real experience" - to accrue 
in both the Avasthas. It is absolutely certain now that although 
the Pramatru (cognizer) of the waking did not at all exist in 
the dream, the one who is having the innate identification of 
the type - "I am awake" - is himself misconceiving (wrongly 
reckoning) in the manner - "I myself saw the dream". There
fore, it became expedient for us to determine that - "Both 
these A vasthas were illumined by a Sakshi who is totally 
distinct from Pramatru ; that Sakshi Himself now is experi
encing in the form of a Pramatru both the A vasthas." 

ATMAN HIMSELF IS THE SUBSTRA TE FOR THE IMAGINA
TIONS OF THE FORMS OF THE THREE AVASTHAS 

Hence, the one who has witnessed the two Avasthis is 
Sakshi Himself. The fact that - "In Atman alone these two 
Avasthas and the distinctions of Pramatru, Pramar.ta and 
Prameya that exist in them are merely imagined" - is irre
futable, incontrovertible indeed. 

It being so, the logical arguments and questions of the type 
"Howat all can Atman - without having any association or 

relationship whatsoever with anything else, and existing as Ab
solute, Pure, Transcendental and without perfonning any acts 
whatsoever - imagine this distinction of Pramatru, PramaI).a and 
Prameya in Himself ? The Pramatru, who is endowed with 
Kara~a or means of action is tied down, confined to the 
respective Avastha ; whereas the Sakshi exists without any 
contact or relationship with the A vasthas. It being so, who is 
it that imagines these A vasthas and the different phenomena 
which are seen divided in the forms of planes like Adhyatmika 
(corporeal), Adhibhoutika (physical) etc. ? Without the KaraI).as 
how could Atman see at all ? Without the real things existing, 
how could the false phenomena which appear to be like them be 
imagined at all ?" - are all truly sophism, fallacious casuistry ! 
In fact, because these two A vasthas appearing in this manner 
is in everyone's experience as also their apparent realities are 
appearing and vanishing, the logical conclusion drawn to the 
effect that both of them are false, unreal is itself the incon
trovertible logic. Logic should always be in consonance with 
universal experience (To wit, in this context it is the comprehen-
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sive Intuitive Experience of the Sakshi Chaitanya) and not op
posed to it. Therefore, Atman alone is the really existing Entity ; 
although in Him alone this distinction of Joatru, Joana, Jiieya 
appears within these two A vasthas, in the form in which this 
distinction appears it is false, unreal indeed ; it should be 

-determined that its substrate in the absolute sense is Atman 
~ 

alone who is the Witnessing Pure Consciousness. This alone 
is the Vedanta Siddhanta or the genuine spiritual teaching of 
Vedanta. 

ATMAN CONCEIVES EVERYTHING BY VIRTUE OF MAYA 

Because there does not exist any stronger logic which 
strikes down this conclusion which is arrived at on the strength 
of universal Intuitive Experience (An U bhava), those superlativ~, 

highly-qualified seekers on the strength of this much Intuitive 
deliberation, discrimination alone will decide, determine that -
"Atman is the Ultimate, Absolute, Transcendental Reality ; both 
the waking and the dream states are false, unreal - mere false 
appearances misconceived, imagined in Atman alone ; therefore, 
their essential nature is Atman alone." Even so, for the sake of 
satisfying or appeasing the minds of middle and low grade 
seekers, devotees, here Shri Gau4apadacharya has stated that -
"Atman by virtue of His own Maya has imagined, conceived 
Himself in Himself alone." 

What is meant by Maya? To this question the answer is : 
Although Atman is ever devoid of any kinds of mutations like 
birth, death etc. and is verily non-dual, names and fonns are 
imagined as if they belong to Atman' s essential nature (Swarupa) 
by dint of ~~ vidya ; it is not possible at all to affirm them in 
the manner they appear to be either as Atman Himself or inde
pendent entities existing apart from Atman. Just as in the illus
tration it seems t1Iat although foam, from the standpoint of its real 
essence, is water alone, in the form it appears it is neither water 
nor is it a substance existing independently apart from water -
similarly these names and fonns - observed from the viewpoint 
of workaday transactions (Vyavallara Drishti) conjured up by 
A vidya - it is not possible at all to assert that they are verily 
Atman or they are different, separate entities apart from Atman. 
Such names and forms which are thus indescribable, indefinable 
(Anirvachamya) are called by various synonyms as Prakriti, Bfja 
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(seed fonn) for Samsara, Atman's (Iswara's) Shakti, Maya in , 
Srutis and Smritis. When observed from the waking viewpoint in 
the Atman who exists in deep sleep there exists a 'seed' called 
'AgrahaJ)a', which is of the nature of 'not comprehending any
thing' ; from that 'seed' the 'Anyathagrahal)a', which is of the 
nature of perceiving Atman Himself in a different form, exists in 
both waking and dream ; since we have so far established that 
both these Avasthas are indeed (in their essence) one and the 
same A vastha, in the dream, which is having these two forms, 
this AnyathagrahaIJ.a appears to exist. In order to expound this 
implicit teaching alone in the sixth Mantra of MaIJ4ukya 
Upanishad, Prajiia was stated to be :- "He alone is the Prabhava
pyaya or place of origin and dissolution of all beings". With a 
view to further elaborating that very fact here it is stated ~hat -
"Atm~ conceives (all of them) by virtue of His Maya." This 
one phenomenon itself is called 'Agraha.,a' - meaning, non
comprehension, from the Adhyatmika Drit\hti (the viewpo~~~.9f 
the subjective, corporeal aspect) and from Bahyadrishti (the ex
ternal viewpiont) it is called "Maya Bija" meaning, mystical 
seed form. Just ~ as to a person suffering from the defect, disease 
of· cataract if one moon alone appears as two, from the intro
verted Adhyatmika Drishti it is called a Bhranti or delusion 
brought about by the defect of the eyes and from the extroverted 
viewpoint of what is seen it is dealt with as 'the second moon', 
is it not so ? In the same manner here too we should understand, 
discern it. 

THE WRONG CONCEPTS OF THE PROPONENTS OF 
VYAKHYANA PRASTHANA 

Failing to comprehend, discern the real intention, purport of 
this Karika which is written in order to clarify the tenet that -
"Atman who is the substrate, basis for the concepts of the two 
Avasthas of waking and dream is the one non-dual Absolute , 
Reality", the post-SaIikara Vyakhyanakaras have raised a doubt 
here in this context and on the pretext of providing, suggesting 
a solution for it have, in fact, whipped up a big controversy 
itself ; their doubt is - "Who is it ~ that imagines ? Is it Brahman 
or are they the Jivas ?" 

The solution offered for this doubt b}' a section of the 
Vyakhymakaras is : (1) The Jivas themselves are those who 
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imagine. Because Jivatwa or soulhood is itself imagined, before 
the imagination tllere would not be any Jlva and tllereby it 
becomes quite expedient, logical that only after imagination ensues 
the Jlvatwa follows and only after Jlvatwa is established the 
imagination can ensue ; thus a doubt about this kind of a defect 
of mutual dependence (Anyonyashraya Dosha) may arise here. 
But because all this is Mayika or the product, projection due to 
illusion and that in the case of Maya no defect whatsoever 
attaches itself here in this context, there is really no defect at all. 
Merely because a Mayavi or magician appears to have cut-off his 
own head, really he has not done so, is it not so ? Similarly 11ere 
also we must understand, or, in the alternative, from one seed a 
tree and from tllat tree another seed - thus each from the other 
in a perennial series they can be born, is it not so ? In the same 
way, Jiva and Avidya - their series is perennial. Therefore, here 
there is no defect whatsoever. Tllis is another logical device to 
solve the doubt. 

Some others say with regard to this topic : 
(2) Bral:lnan Itself is imagining here. The solution to the 

query "To Brahmall which is of the very essence of Pure 
Consciousness (Jiianarupa) how could Avidya attach itself ?" -
that these disputants proffer is : WIlen it is said - "Bralnnan is 
Jiianarupa" - there is no import of the type - "TIle knowledge , 
that is engendered by the Sruti" - at all ; for, that knowledge 
is non-eternal, while the Knowledge wllich is verily the essential 
nature of Atman is eternal. Similarly, it does not also nlean - "A 
fonn devoid of Avidya" ; for we have not accepted such a tenet 
at all. Further altllough the interpretation that - "Jiianarupa means 
that which is endowed with the essential nature of Chaitanya or 
Pure, Absolute Consciousness" - suits Brahman, but because that 
essential nature subsists for all Jivas, there does not exist any 
difference wllatsoever between this essential nature and A vidya. 
Now, against this theory the opponents point out a defect : If it 
is assumed that Brahman alone imagines Jlvatwa - then it would 
amount to saying that if one Jiva attains Mukti everyone else will 
perforce have to attain Mukti. For, apart from Brahman Jivas 
do not at all exist ; hence, if Brahman's Avidya vanishes it 
amounts to saying that everyone's Avidya disappears. Or, in 
the alternative, even for one who has attained the Brahmabhava 
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or essential nature of Bralunan, there cannot accrue Mukti ; for, 
those proponents of that theory l1ave accepted that for Bralnnan 
alone there is A vidya. Therefore, it is tantamount to saying that 
even after the Self-realized Souls (Mukta Jlvas) have attained 
the essential nature of Pure Consciousness (Brahmabhava), 
Avidya invariably subsists indeed. For this objection the solu
tion that is offered by Brahmavidyavadins (proponents of the 
theory tllat A vidya attaches to Brahmal1) is : This objection is not 
proper. For, we have not accepted the tenet that - "Apart from 
Brahman there exist many Jlvas" - at all. Therefore, in our 
doctrine if the A vidya that has affected Brahman in the form 
of Jlvatwa is removed, only one (Jlva) attains Mukti. In 
contrast to this, in your doctrine if the Avidya that projects 
livabheda or distinct Jlvas is reckoned as one and one alone, tllen 
the defect of the type - "If one attains Mukti, everyone else 
perforce will llave to attain Mukti" - becomes unavoidable. If 
you contend that each person has one separate A vidya, then you 
are confrollted \vith the Gouravadosha or defect of (not attaching , 
the proper dignity, respect and esteem for Sastravakya) for imag-
ining many Avidyas. Apart from tIltS, because Jiva is imagined 
(misconceived) in Brahman, you have to perforce accept that 
he is Jatjarupa (of the nature of insentience, being inert) ; 
further, you have to -accept tllat because he is conceived, l1e is 
invariably with a beginning (Sadi). Hence, the doctrine that -
"Jlva is the substrate for Anadi beginningless A vidya" - cannot 
be sustained. If A vidya is relnoved, Jlvas will have to be de
stroyed ; tllen, there is no scope whatsoever for Muktas to exist ; 
if it is contented that A vidya never gets destroyed, then it will 
amount to saying - "Vidya is Avidya alone" ; for, you 11ave 
accepted the tenet tilat by virtue of Vidya, A vidya is not de
stroyed. Funher, you offer anotl1er solution that - "In tIle case 
of Maya tllt:re is no Anupapatti or absence of reasonable grounds" 
- is it not so ? In that case, Muktas also can have KaJpana or 
imagination ; for, you have yourself accepted that in the theory 
of Maya there is no defect whatsoe\'er. In any case, the opinion 
of these Brahmashritavidyavadins (proponents of the theory tllat 
Brahman is the substrate for Avidya) is that - "Thus if the tenet 
that 'By means of Vidya, A 1/idya is removed' - is to be sus
tained, then we have to conceive that to Brahman alone A vidya 
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attaches." In this manner, the followers of these two rival theo
ries are seen to be pointing out such other many defects and 
discrepancies in each other's doctrines. 

THE DEFECTS IN VY AKHY ANA PRASTHANA 

Now we have to examine as to which of these two opinions 
has Shri Gau~apada accepted. For, if we read the Karika -
"When the Jiva wakes up" - (l-lb) he appeared to have accepted 
the Jlvashritavidyavada or the theory that Jlva is the substrate for 
A vidya. Because he has also stated that - "The deity called 
Atman has imagined Himself by Himself' - here it appears as 
though he purports to say that Paramatman Himself is the 
substrate for A vidya. Just as saying - "A job can be done this 
way, as also that way" - we cannot affmn that - "The essential 
nature of an entity may be this way, as also it may be that way" 
• and hence we cannot at all conclude that both these statements 
are correct ; therefore, it becomes evident that we have to 
deliberate upon the question - "Between these two, which opin
ion is correct ?" 

Here in this context, our considered opinion is : Both these 
theories are not relevant here. For, this PrakaraI)a has not been 
written to decide the question - "Which is the substrate for 
Avidya ?" In fact, its genuine purport is to demonstrate that -
"Dvaita (duality, multiplicity) in its entirety is false, unreal" 
- and then to determine, establish the Agamartha or the purport , 
of the Sruti, Upanishad which is nothing but - "Advaita (000-

dualism) itself is the Vedaotartha or ultimate teaching of 
Vedanta." Hence the deliberation on Avidyashraya (substrate for 
Avidya) is not the real meaning of this verse. In truth, this 
deliberation is in vain too. For, by this exercise in futility of 
determining the question - "Who is the substrate for Avidya ?" 
- there is no benefit whatsoever accruing to us. On the other 
hand, instead of any benefit accruing, because it would amount 
to our accepting the tenet that - "Avidya really exists - it will 
be totally opposed to Agamartha and thereby from this delibera
tion an undesirable result alone will accrue to us. The Upanishad 
Mantra No.7: "He is not Antal}.prajiia (one who is having 
internal Consciousness) nor is He Bahl1}prajiia (one who is hav
ing external Consciousness)" - propounds the truth that - "Atman 
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is not the substrate, support for Vidya or Avidya" - and there
from establishes the teaching that - "He is Advaita alone." Shri 
Gaugapada in Karika (1-18) has affirmed that - "If anyone has 
imagined a wrong concept, then it would necessarily have to be 
banished." If in this context he has stated that - "Atman has 
imagined distinctions in Himself' - then it would amount to his 
contradicting his own earlier statement, teaching. Therefore, it 
becomes certain that because in this manner it is Anarthakari or 
lands us into unwanted situation or predicament, this is not the 
really intended purport of the present verse. 

THE REAL, GENUINE MEANING OF THE VERSE. 

The real purport behind this verse is : We have already 
declared that the real intention of this Prakarana is to show the . 
veracity of the truth that: "All duality, diversity is false, unreal" 
- and thereafter detennine and proclaim the Vedantic teaching 
that - "Advaitatman alone is the Absolute, Transcendental Real
ity." Between these two tenets the first one, which purports 
to unravel the spiritual truth that all the phenomena that 
appear within the waking and the dream are in essence false, 
unreal, has been brought home to our mind by the subtle 
Intuitive deliberation that has been carried out so far. But 
uptil now the profound truth of Vedanta, viz. - "The non-dual 
Atman Himself is verily the Ultimate Absolute Reality which is 
their true essence of Being" - which is the second tenet - has 
not been expounded. For that purpose, here an objection has been 
initially raised, viz. : If both these A vasthas are said to be false 
alone, it amounts to saying that there does not exist any 
Reality whatsoever ; for, apart from the phenomena that 
appear distinctively within these two Avasthas there does not 
exist any other object or entity whatsoever. We cannot also 
doubt in the manner - "The one who experiences both these 
Avasthas is left out, is it not so ?" For, the one who experiences 
the Avastha is the Pramatru ; just as the Prameya (in the Avastha) 
is false, the (respective) Pramatru is also false only. That thing 
whose being or existence changes - to wit, not existing as it is 
at present and having got its being or existence mutated so as 
to make it disappear - that thing is verily called 'false' (Mithya), 
is it not so ? The Pramatru who exists in the waking is not 
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there in the dream, vice versa the dream Pramatru does not 
exist" in the waking ; this fact is by nnw very familiar, and 
so, in consonance with our Intuitive Experience (Anubbava) 
we have to perforce acknowledge that these two Pramatrus 
are both false appearances alone. It being so, apart from tllese 
two A vasthas there does not remain any Reality whatsoever in 
its own form v,rhich is the substrate for those imagined pllenom
ena which appear within these two Avasthas ; nor there exists 
any Jiiatru or Knower whosoever who cognizes these two 
A vasthas ; therefore, those who affirm that the two A vasthas are 
false appear to have fully adopted the teacllings of the Shunyavadins 
or Nihilists (a sect among Buddhists) alone, is it not so ? - This, 
in fact, is the doubt raised in regard to the pllrport behind the 
PrakaraQa. , 

The solution for this doctrine is : In Srutis like 
Kathopanishad (2-1-4) it has been propollnded that - "One and 
the same Atman cognizes both the waking and the dream 
(Avasthas) ; that SakSlli (Witnessing Pure Consciousness) alone 
is Atman." In fact, this Atman being self-effulgent, self-illumin
ing is the Sllbstrate for the Vi1<:aJpas or false appearances 'Vllich 
are seen in the two A vasthas. That very Atman is the substrate 
for the false phenomena which are mentioned later on (from 2-
20 to 28). The essential nature of Being of that Atman is truly 
of the nature of Nitya Chaitanya or eternally Pure Consciousness. 
That Swarupa Chaitanya (essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness) alone is illumining the various phenomena 
within these two A vasthas. Let us assume that in poor light 
when any particular person mistakes, misconceives a rope lying 
on the ground to be a snake ; another person demonstrates to him 
that it is a rope only and t11ereby the former cognizes it to be 
a rope and is convinced about it. Here in this instance, first 
having wrongly reckoned it as a 'snake', later on when SOlneone 
instructed him about the 'reality' the former detennined it to be 
a rope only ; Inerely on that ground, there does not occur any 
change wilatsoever in tIle Swarupa or essential nature of Being 
of the cognizer, is it not so ? In the same manner, here too it 
should be understood. 

Here in this context anyone may raise this objection : In 
the illustration tIle one who is deluded to believe it to be a snake 
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as well as the one who determined it to be a rope is one and 
tIle same person. But in this illustrated case it is not so. TIle one 
who misconceives, imagines differellt objects appearing in the 
dream is a different person, wllile the one who detennines tIle 
Reality in tIle waking is different, is it not so ? 

This objection is not proper. For, in the illustration tile mind 
and the senses of the person who has misconceived the rope to 
be a snake are associated or afflicted with a defect ; but wIlen 
he detennines in the manner - "This is truly a rope alone" - .there 
does not exist any such defect whatsoever either in his mind or 
his senses. Even so, in the real essential nature of Being of the 
person, Wil0 first was deluded by reckoning it to be a snake and 
later who determined it to be a rope, there is no difference 
whatsoever. In the same way, here too although there exists 
distinction between tIle dream Pramatru and the waking Pramatru, 
in tIle Sakshi which is the essential nature of the perceiver 
there is no change whatsoever taking place. Botl1 these Pramatrus 
of the dream and the waking are perceiving the distinctions 
existing in the respective Avastlla by the benign grace alone of 
that very same Atman who is of the essence of Chitprakasha 
(light of Consciousness). He alone is the substrate for the memory 
of the dream and the determinative knowledge that occurs in the 
waking. Neither the waking Pramatru nor the dream Pramatru 
is different, distinct from the Sakshirupa Atman. For the 

proclamation of the type of - '~I;:qlsmsrnr ~tsCOl ~smsrnr ~ 

;n;:qlsmsrnr '1~1 :tl~smm FCI~ldl' - of Brihadarat:lyaka Upanishad 

(3-7-23), me.aning - "Apart from this Sakshirupa Atman there 
does not exist any Drashtru (seer), Shrotru (hearer), Mantru 
(imaginer), Vijfiatru (discriminator) at all" - this alone is the 
reason. Tllerefore, just as the Buddhists aver that for the JjjanasI11[iti 
(knowledge from memory) there does not exist a Kutasthatman 
(Absolute Immutable Self) as a substrate - we have not followed 

, -
their tenet here at all ; the Sruti statements like - "Atman is the 
Mind of the mind" (Kena 1-2) ; "By wllich the mind also is 
objectified (that alone is Brallman)" - (Kena 1-2, 6) - are the 
supporting evidence for this conclusion. Hence this is the final 
conclusion of Vedanta science ; by taking the non-dual Atman 
alone, who is cognized, Intuited by virtue of the Upanishadic 
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teachings, as the basic fundamental. we have argued here that 
both the A vasthas of waking and dream are f~lse ; but not basing 
our arguments on mere, fallacious logic. 

IN BUDDmSTIC PHILOSOPHY NEITHER A MISCONCEIVER 
(VIKALPAKA) NOR KNOWER (JNAT~U) WHO IS COMMON TO 

BOTH A V ASTHAS IS ESTABLISHED 

Among the Buddhists - Bahyavastusattavadins (Realists), 
KshaIJ.ikavijiianavadins (proponents of Momentary Idealism or , 
Consciousness) and Sunyavadins (Nihilists) - these are the three 
main groups. Among the proponents of the theory that - "A thing 
exists" - there are again two theories. "Mind (chitta) itself is the 
Jiiatru (knower)" - is the theory of Vasubandhu. "Indriya Sanghata 
or the conglomeration of the senses alone is the Jfiatru" - is the 
theory of Vasumitra. These two disputants have acknowledged 
the tenet that - "Although the external objects are Ksha.T)ika or 
of momentary existence, the Vastu (entity) that is the support or 
substrate for them is Nitya (eternal)." Both these theories may, 
somehow to a little extent, be sustained with regard to the 
waking objects ; but there do not exist any body, senses and 
mind which are common to the two A vasthas of waking and 
dream at all ; in a particular Avastha the body, senses etc. that 
are confined to that respective Avastha appear and they disappear 
along with that particular Avastha. Therefore in these theories 
one singular Joatru is not established at all. Since in the KshaI)ika 
Vijfianavadins' theory the Vijiianasantana (the series or con
tinuum of intellectual Consciousness) is one alone, somehow it 
may be made suitably applicable to the waking transactions in the 
manner - "One Jfiatru is established" ; but because the 
Vijiianasantana that exists in dream is quite different, distinct 
from the Vijfianasantana of the waking, it has to be perforce 
accepted that these are different only. Apart from this, it is 
established on the basis of universal experience that by means of 
the Vijiiana or consciousness of the waking the Vijiianasantana 
of the dream is falsified, sublated. It is true that the Vijfianavadins 
11ave accepted the teaching that - "The Manovijiiana or intellec
tual, mental consciousness, or awareness exists in one and the 
same fonn ; and the Alayavijiiana or seat, receptacle of con
sciousness called Chitta (mind) remains one and the same con
tinuously till the attainment of Nirva~a or Liberation, Beati-
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tude" ; but when both the dream mind and the waking mind 
are not appearing to be of one and the same form, then it 
is not possible to imagine, conceive them to be one and the 
same at all. It is not possible to affirm that in all the three states 
one and the same mind persists uninterruptedly ; for, it is in 
everyone's experience that for both the waking and the dream 
their respective categories of time and space as also the 
phenomena belonging to the respective Avasthi are totally 
different. Especially in the deep sleep state there is no experi
ence whatsoever of any concepts of time-space-causation and of . 
various phenomena. In any case, thus it is tantamount to con
cluding that either in the theory of Sarviistitwavadins (Real
ists) or in the theory of Vijiianavadins (Idealists) it is not 
established that there exists one who imagines, conceives both 
the A vasthis of waking and dream. 

Now, even the theory of the Shunyavadins - who aver that 
all the phenomena which appear either within (internally, men
tally) or without (externally, perceptually) are invariably essenceless 
- is, just like the opinion of the Vijiianavadins, full of defects 
only; for, in their theory also the teaching that - "The Dharmas 
(Drishyas) or various phenomena that exist in both the waking 
and dream A vasthas are merely Shiinya or essenceless" - cannot 
at all be demonstrated, proved. For, an attempt to prove that -
"On the basis, strength of Pratitya Samutpada - one thing 
appearing in relation to another (dependent origination) - it amounts 
to establishing the fact that the phenomena do not have any 
independent (Swatantra) existence (Astitwa)" - alone is the logi
cal device adopted by the Shunyavadins. But it is not possible 
at all for anybody to assert that dependent upon the dream 
phenomena, the appearance of the waking phenomena is estab
lished, and vice versa, dependent upon the waking phenomena, 

• , 
* [One particular Vyakhyanakara, i.e. post-Satikara commenta-

tor, has interperted the word - 'Dvayakala' - to mean of the form 
of grasper - grasped (Grahaka - Grahya Raps). But it appears that 
he has not himself 'grasped' the real import of this word 'Dvayakala' 
as well as the word 'Bahihi' at all. Therefore, we have not examined 
their commentary at all. With regard to the various tenets that are 
established by this Kariki in connection with time, refer to the 
Introduction. ] 
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the appearance of dream phenomena is established. For, when 
one of tllem exists or wllerein one of them exists - tIle other 
never appears. 

Further, on behalf of the Shunyavadins what Chandrakirti* 
lIas objected in the manner - "TIle opponents are not mentioning 
tIle Atmalakshal)a or characteristics of tIle Self by actually cognizing 
the Atmaswarupa or essential nature of the Self" - is not accept
able to Vedanta Darsllana or Vedantic philosophy ; tllis defect 
can be, at best, levelled against the doctrillaire theories of schools 
like SaIikhya, Yoga etc. which try to establish the Ultimate 
Reality of Atlnan on the strength of Anumana or inferential logic. 
That· is all. To Sarikhyans their teachings about Pralqiti, Purusha 
and the Pralqiti-Purusha Samyoga (relationship between Pralqiti 
and Purusha) are all invariably perennially inferential knowledge. 
But in Vedanta on the strength or valid authoritative source of 

, -
the Sruti sentence - "Atman is Aparoksha or directly to be 
Intuited, is one who is the innermost Reality of everything" -
(Brihadarat:lyaka 3-4-1) - it is accepted that Atman is 
Swaya1l1prakasha or self-effulgent and Aparoksha in consonance 
with universal Intuitive Experience and not that there is any 
attempt to attain. the Atmasiddhi or Intuitive Knowledge of tIle 
Self by valid means of special characteristics. Following the 
spiritual teaching of - "Both the Pure Consciousness (Intuitive 
Experience) and the Atman who Intuits is not knOWll by you" 
- (Brihadarat:lyaka 3-4-2) Vedantins are affirlning that - "Atman 
is the subjective Knower who Intuits, cognizes everything and 
not that He is an object for any valid means of knowledge 
or cognition at all." Therefore, it should be realized that no 
objection of any kind can be levelled against the Vedanta Siddhanta 
or spiritual teaching of Vedanta. 

THE QUINTESSENCE OF THE KARIKA 

In any case, wllat is important in this Karika is this much 
In Sushupti (deep sleep) Atman appears to have become 'Ekibhuta' 
or undifferentiated and a mass of Consciousness (Mantra 5) ; in 
the waking and the dream He appears to be imagining various 
phenomena.' But because being the substrate for all special 
characteristics He is illumining even their non-existence too 
by means of His own Pu.re Consciousness in all the three 
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-
states, this Atman exists in His non-dual essence alone bereft 
of any special characteristics whatsoever. Hence He is 
Nirvishesha or devoid of any special features. This tnlth is 
expounded in the TUflya Mantra (7) by means of refuting all 
special characteristics. However, those' distinctions which have 
been refuted in the maImer - "Nantallprajfia" meaning "He is not 
internally consCiOtlS" - are not to be reckoned to exist only in 
the waking and dream and not in the deep sleep - this is not, 
in fact, relevant here ; the ultimate purport behind tIle refutation 
lies in propounding that - "A non-dual Reality devoid of birth 
is alone the Absolute, Transcendental Truth ; apart from It 
there does not at all exist anything else whatsoever." 

Here the quintessence of tile verse is : "The non-dual 
-Atman Hinlself appears in the forms of the concepts as also 
the Jfiatru or Cognizer, Kno,\\Ter etc." In the statement -
"Kalpayatyatmanatmanam" (meaning - "He imagines Himself by 
Hilnself') - it is intended to convey the idea tl1at - "The one who 
is imagining - He is Atman alone." TIle phrase - "By Himself' 
- suggests that apart from Him there does not exist any instru
ment of knowledge ; the phrase - "Himself' - signifies that apart 
from Him there does not exist any imagined object. We ShOllld 

interpret the sentence - "~'{CI' ~G!4d" - meaning - "He alone 
cognizes" - in a similar manner only. 

011 the whole, it means - "There is no bondage of the 
type of A vidya, Kama, Karma etc." ; this truth will be elabo
rated upon in Karika 2-36. 

WIDeR ARE THOSE TIDNGS THAT ARE IMAGINED 
IN ATMAN ? 

FqCfi{l~q(l~ 'qlctl'1'k1ff:q~ &lct~dli I 

f~lidi:tT.1 CSff~~ij ~ (f)(?ql4d wq: II ~ ~ II 
...::a 

Meaning : "The Lord diversifies the mundane things' 
existing in the mind. Turning the mind outward, He creates the 
,veIl-defined things (as well as the undefined thillgS). Thus 
does the Lord imagine." 

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF THE IMAGINED PHENOMENA 

Wllile imagining how in what manner does this Atman 
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carry out this imagination ? Of what various kinds are the 
distinctions of the phenomena imagined in Atman ? The answer 
is : Those empirical mundane objects like sound, touch etc. 
which lurk in the mind as well as the objects, phenomena 
mentioned in the scriptures are of the nature of latent impressions 
(Vasanarupa) ; He imagines them in various ways. Earth, Air etc. 
which are fixed, definite entities - meaning, known objects - He 
imagines being extroverted, imbued with external Consciousness. 
In the same way, being endowed with internal Consciousness Be 
imagines the indefinite, uncertain objects existing only during the 
period of imagination in various forms ; endowed with internal 
Consciousness, he imagines in various ways concepts, feelings 
like desires, yearnings etc. Atman alone is the Lord : One who 
is the cause for the various entities to come into existence. 

When the mind is extroverted, the objects which appear are 
flXed, definite - meaning, they appear as entities with forms 
devoid of change ; when the mind is turned inwards, meaning 
in states like the dream as well as wishful thinking within etc. 
those phenomena, which appear within the mind alone and during 
that particular period, are indefinite, disorderly. Thus because 
there exists the distinction of the mind being extroverted ·and 
introverted - although the forms of the phenomena that appear 
are invariably varied, manifold - all of them are verily imag
ined ; it means that for all of them Xtman alone is the 
substrate. 

r:q~~I~tI fQ ~S'k1{'(1 'lICfiI(flI~iI ~~: I 
~ 

~~dl ~~~ rq~ti1 '11;:q~dq;: II~~II 
~ 

Meaning : "Things that exist internally as long as the 
thought lasts and things that are externally related to one 
together with the other, are all merely imaginations. Their 
distinction is not caused by anything else. 

ALTHOUGH THE SPECIAL FEATURES BROUGHT 
ABOUT BY TIME-SPACE CATEGORIES EXIST, 
ALL PHENOMENA ARE VERILY IMAGINARY 

Here a doubt : "The conclusion that - 'Just like the 
phenomena appearing within, the phenomena appearing without 
(externally) are also imaginary' - does not seem to be proper. 
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For, the internal wishful thinking or yearnings may be said to be 
imaginary, because they belong to the Chittakala or mental period 
of time ; meaning, they exist only when the thought (V.ritti) arises 
in the mind (and also last till that thought endures). But that is 
not so with regard to the objects that exist outside ; they have 
DvayakaJa, meaning - one object exists as long as the other 
object exists. Between a mental concept of a delicacy and the 
one which is actually cooked and served to many people is 
there no difference at aU ? "With regard to the actual existence 
of things which we have imagined within ourselves even we do 
not have a staunch belief ; those things being imagined, con
ceived in the manner - 'It must be like this' - 'It must be like 
that' - as soon as the imagined idea, thought ends, we clearly 
reckon, realize in the manner - 'They were not actually existing 
(in time, space and with proper cause-effect relationship) ; we 
ourselves have imagined, conceived them.' The things which are 
seen by us in the external region are also seen by others and are 
steady, aren't they?" Thus anyone may raise a doubt. 

But this doubt too may not stand the test of Intuitive 
reasoning. For, here also we may adduce the illustration of the 
dream. Althoug~ when examined from the waking viewpoint 
the whole of the dream experience appearing to occur within 
our mind itself is true indeed, when considering the dream 
from the dream viewpoint per se (i.e. Intuitively as the dream 
experiencer) it becomes certain and convincing that a waking 
state which is distinct, different (Vilakshs1)a) from tbe dream 
does not at<' all exist in the least. The dream at or during the 
time of the dream experience appears as waking alone (to wit, 
therein no one ever questions the reality or veracity of that 
experience ; in fact, that experience being as real as the one in 
our waking is identical in esse. This truth is being driven 
home quite convincingly to all and sundry irrespective of 
faith, sex, culture, caste, race, nationality etc. by this 
A vasthatraya Prakriya, which is the real clincher in all spiri
tual teaching, taking one to the acme of all Knowledge and 
Happiness). Therein in dream internally some objects (phenom
ena) of Chittakala - meaning, each object existing in one particu
lar point of time as a concept and later completely disappearing 
along with that concept - are appearing; but outside therein the 
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thing~ of the Dvayakala - constant, steady - are appearing. 
"Dvayakala Vastus" - means constant objects which appear as 
if one object exists along with anotller or amidst many otller 
objects (all in one time series). When we say - "They talked to 
us as long as they were with us" - there is an implied meaning 
that they, we as also many other things around - all existed 
together. However, with regard to the concepts or thoughts 

f 

that we entertain within our mind - none of them whatsoever 
exists along with another concept, idea at all ; in fact, they 
are transient, inconstallt phenomena which appear and vanish 
into thin air. Even so, we have no doubt wllatsoever about the 
fact that all of them do exist as figolents of imagination. Apart 
from tllis, tIle universal truth that - "Tile phenomenon called 
'waking state' does not exist anywhere in the least during the 
period of the dream experience" - is to be accepted on all hands 
unreservedly as a more comprehensive, pervasive logical de\rice 
(Vyapaka Yukti). Therefore, in the waking too, just as it is in 
the dream, both the internal and the external phenomena 
(DrishJ'a) are all imagillary indeed; merely on the ground of 
their having the distinctions of belonging to Chittakala and 
DvayakaJa, to assert that they are not imaginary at all tllere' 
cannot be any evidence to be found. 

316Zi'd)Il{Cf ~SY(1~ ~ell{Cf -:q ~"itfQ: I 
...:. ...:. , 

Cf)~dl ~ -a ~ fq¥l~f@:I~lil~): 1I~~11 

l\leaning : "Tllose objects that appear as obscure inside 
the mind, and those that appear as vivid outside, are all n1erely 
created by imagination. Their distillction is to be traced to the 
difference in the organs of perception." 

ALTHOUGII TIIERE IS THE DIFFERENCE OF BEING 
UNMANIFEST, VIVIDLY MANIFEST ALL PHENOMENA 

ARE IMAGINARY ALONE 

Within the mind, in tIle form of Inere Sllbtle impressions 
(Vasana Rupa) some phenomena exist; and some other phenom
ena appear to exist outside quite vividly, clearly_ Merely on that 
grotmd, people beli~ve tl1at the objects which appear vividly are 
real, whereas tile munanifest, invisible objects \vithin the mind 
are llnreal. But what is the ground reality ? All those phenomena 
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are imaginary alone. Even here, tIle drealTI illustration fully suits, 
fits in. For, in the dream too at that period of time we are 
believing those particular things which appear to exist actually, 
vividly external to us to be real, while those pllenolnena appear
ing in the form of subtle impressions within the mind to be 
unreal. Even so, we all are knOWirlg tIl at both of them are 
imaginary only ; for, in the waking state Ilone of them is to be 
seen. We have all accepted the ground reality that both of them 
did not actually exist and tlley were mere false appearances seen 
in a dream. Tllerefore, here in this context, for the di~tinction of 
'being unmanifest' and 'being vivid, clear' "their being actually 
real and unreal is not the cause ; those things whicll are per
ceived by the senses are vivid, clear, while those which lurk or 
are hidden in the mind are false. By virtue of the distinction 
in the senses this difference is seen alone and not that this 
distinction is the cause for their not being imaginary. 

From the deliberation tllat we have made so far another 
conclusion gets evolved. That is : Because of the fact that in 
both the waking and the dream states the temporal features 
of the type of - 'now', 'before', 'in future' - as well as the 
spatial features of the type of - 'here', 'there' - are being seen 
by us equally, in an identical fashion - those particular time
space-causation categories are confined to their respective 
state alone; in reality, (in the ultimate analysis) there do not 
at all exist any states called 'waking' and 'dream', neither 
does any temporal or spatial relationship exist between them 
nor any cause-effect relationship between them. Remembering 
this, if we observe from the Paramartha Drishfi (i.e. the Absolute, 
Transcendental, Intuiti,·e Experience standpoint), then the spiri
tual, philosophical teac11ing gets evolved, viz - "There does not 
exist any mutual difference, distinction whatsoever between 
waking and dream." 

~ Cfi('q~d ~ mn \ilql~ ~tI~'tJli , 
if I ij] I '11'&.:(I Rii Cfi i ~f~ Cf "lJtI I ret EJ ~ til flifo : II ~ ~ II 

Meaning: "First He imagines the Jiva (individual), and 
then He imagines the different objects, external and personal. 
The individual gets his memory in accordance with the kind 
of thought-impressions he has.'~ 
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THE CONCEPT OR THOUGHT OF JiVATWA (SOULHOOD) IS 
THE ROOT CAUSE FOR ALL CONCEPTS 

From the deliberation that we have carried out so far, this 
much has been determined : "In the A vasthas (waking and 
dream) the objects which appear outside do not have any special 
features different from those phenomena which are conceived 
within the mind ; and, as both these are imaginary we cannot 
conceive of any distinction whatsoever between them. Even so, 
the external and the internal concepts are mutually responsible for 
each other. By virtue of the latent impressions (Vasanas) lurking 
in the mind the external distinctions of percepts are seen. By 
virtue of the experience of the external percepts the internal 
(conceptual) impressions are being engendered." Thus the 
conlDlon run of people are believing ; what is the root cause for 
this? 

For this question the answer is : First of all, people in 
general imagine, conceive in the manner -"I am a Jlva who 
performs righteous and unrighteous acts and then enjoys, expe
riences their fruits." Thus in this manner they frrst of all conceive 
of 'Jlvatwa. ' or soulhood in Pure Atman, just as a snake is 
conceived in a rope. When it is stated here - "First, (in the 
beginning) tiley imagine, conceive" - it does not mean - "the first 
priority ovel,' everything else temporally." For, a universe com
prising the wilole gamut of distinctions like - time, space, cau
sation, action, means of action, fruits - is appearing co-evally, co
existentially with the waking state. Therefore, the expression here 
- "They first of all conceive of, imagine Jlvatwa" - means that 
by forging ahead with the concept of 'Jlvatwa', then on the 
strength, basis of that rudimentary concept (called in Vedantic 
parlance as Ahamkara or 'I' concept) all other concepts are 
entertained. 

Thus beginning with the Jlva-concept at the head (rather 
root) of all other thoughts and on the strength (foundation) of that 
fundamental 'I' concept the other concepts like Pral}.a or vital 
force etc. are entertained by the people ; in fact, for conceiving 
in the manner - 'internal concepts' and 'external percepts' this 
basic Jlvatwa-Kalpana or concept of 'I' as a transmigratory soul 
alone is the support. In the category of external concepts (per
cepts) we should include the movable and immovable, animate 
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creatures and plants and inanilnate, insentient objects like the 
rocks, stone, sand etc. and the objects of tile stellar region like 
sun, moon, stars etc. (Adl1idaivika or Divil1e plane). On tIle otller 
hand, the illternal concepts mean Jiiana (knowledge), anxiety or 
eagerness, desire, wonder, mental feelings, emotions etc. - all 
sucl1 differellt concepts. 

If it is asked - "Wllat is tIle cause for tllis Kalpana or 
concept ?" - tIle answer is : "To the Jiva, as mentioned above, 
whichever experience accrues - its memory is engendered; in 
the same way, to him whichever memory is born - an expe
rience of that accrues" - thus we should discern. From such 
causes of enjoYlnents like food, drink, flower and fragrance etc. 
- the fruit known as 'Tripti' or satisfaction, satiation accrues -
thus this 'Anubhava ' (experience), whicll is conceived, is the 
first ; from it tIle concept of a 'Sm[iti' (memory) in tIle manner 
- "For both these tllere is a relationship of calIse and result or 
effect" - is engendered ; and once again from this concept of a 
Smriti anotller concept of an Anllbllava ensues. TIIUS as we go 
on \vith this series of concepts, we entertain yet anotller compre
hensive concept ill tIle manner - "This is the action ; tllese are 
the means of this action." Then, the concept of the type" - "For 
this action perfonned witil tIle aid of these means, instruments of 
action such and sueI1 a fruit has accrued. Then the concept - "As 
a result of this, this fruit accrued." From this evolves a concept 
tilat - "For these - action, means of action and the fruit of action 
- tllere exists a relationsllip." Again, as just now stated - Anubhava 
and Smritis - follow. TllUS the external and internal Anubhavas 
or experiences (percepts) and Smritis (memories) are occur-, 
ring continuously in a series. Thus just as tIle Katllaka Sruti 
states : "Because 11e cognizes the Dharmas or pllenomena as 
being different from himself, he (Jlva) is pursuing them alone" 
- (2-1-14) - altllough tIle ignorant Jlva, in reality (in the ultimate 
analysis, from the Absolute Transcendental viewpoint), is tIle 
essence of Pure Being of Atman who is Absolutely Pllre and 
non-dual, he imagines in all such manner and struggles in tIle 
Mithya Sarpsara or false appearance of translnigratory existence. 

We should not doubt in the manner - "In all suelI ways 
does anyone imagine only those things whicll do not exist at 
all ?" Here in this context too the illustration of tIle dream is 
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available to drive home the point in question. Although therein 
only the individual person (i.e. the dreamer) exists in reality, his 
imagining in himself a new Jivatwa or life which does not at all 
really exist is in everyone's experience. The who is a Brahmin 
in the waking, in the dream he may experience as if he is a 
Vaishya or a low-caste rustic or a heathen ; now in the waking 
one who is enjoying good healtll and who is strong and sturdy 
may in the dream appear to be suffering from a disease and to 
be a lame or blind person. Therein (in the dream) one may 
imagine in the manner - "I am living (existing) here in this way 
alone for such a long time. To end in such a plight such and 
such a thing was the cause ; in future I will endeavour in such 
and such a manner and attain a better condition" - etc. and 
conceive of the relevant memory and experiences, the relevant 
action, means of action and their fruits and the relevant support
ing concepts of time, space and causation ; and further he may 
believe that they really exist therein (at that period of time). Even 
so, the moment he wakes up, the falsifying or sublating knowl
edge of the type - "All that was a mere dream ; I was believing 
a false appearance itself to be real at that time" - accrues, is it 
not so ? In the same way, now at present in the dream called 
'Sarp.sara' which is L\ vidyakaJpita or conjured up by ignorance 
we are all imagining phenomena like - we as Jlvas ; time-space
causation categories ; action - means of action - fruits ; various 
experiences etc. ; for all these imaginations the basic concept 
of Jivatwa which we have conceived of in the manner - "I 
am a Pramatru (cognizer), Kartru (agent of action), Bhoktru 
(enjoyer)" - is the substrate, support. If we observe from the 
Paramailha Dpshti then it becomes evident that all this is verily 
beginningless 'Adhyasa' or misconception which has taken place 
in the Nityashuddhabuddhamukta Advittyatman indeed. 

AN ILLUSTRATION FOR MISCONCEPTIONS 
AND THEIR REMOVAL 

at~~df ~ (\NI<~CfiR fqq;fflqdf I 
~ 

ijcf~I(I~f'1'ifat(1iiGI(q1 fctCfifflqd: II ~\911 

Meaning : "As a rope whose nature has not been well 
ascertained is imagined in the dark to be various things like 
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a snake, a streak of water, etc., so also is the Self imagined 
variously" . 

r~ff~6Iqi 1t!IT {WC(i fqtfi~ fqf~qdd I 

<WR~fd ~ d'C::It'tfqf-t~:q:q: II ~ (, II 
~ 

Meaning: "As illusion (of the rope) ceases and the rope 
alone remains ; when the rope is ascertained to be nothing but 
the rope, so also is the ascertainment about the Self'. 

FOR THE MISCONCEPTIONS IN ATMAN THE ANALOGY OF 
THE ILLUSTRATION OF A ROPE-SNAKE 

The fact that - 'For all imaginations the Jivatwa Kalpana 
or 'I' concept alone is the substrate (root cause)' - we have 
already mentioned, is it not so ? Now we will signify as to what 
is the cause for tllis Jlvatwa Kalpana. In our workaday world 
there are instances of the common people misconceiving a rope 
as a snake, is it not so ? What is the reason for it ? It is 'not 
knowing a rope definitely to be a rope' alone. In poor light or 
in dusk people may misconceive (imagine) in various ways a 
rope to be either a snake or a streak of water or a crevice in 
the ground. We all know for certain that for all those various 
Inisconceptions the absence of the definite knowledge of the type 
- "This is a rope indeed" - is the cause ; for, those who have 
reckoned the rope as a rope only with certainty do not at all 
entertain any misconception. In the same way, for the miscon
ception of the nature of a false notion of the type - "I am a 
Sarpsari who perfonns Dharma (righteous acts) and Adharma 
(sinful acts) and experiences, enjoys their resultant fruits" - to 
occur, the absence of the definite knowledge of the type - "I am 
the Advayatman (non-dual Self) who is of the essential nature of 
Nityashuddhabuddllamukta (eternally Pure, Conscious and ciber
ate d) and Asarpsari (one devoid of Sall1sara)" - alone is the 
cause. 

AN ILLUSTRATION FOR THE SUBLATION 
OF THE MISCONCEPTIONS IN ATMAN 

Just as when the light comes or wIlen the light emitted from 
a bright object spreads and we determine a rope in its real form 
in the manner - "This is indeed a rope", all those misconceptions 
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fonnulated about it vanish ; in tIle saIne way, llere, too (in the 
illustrated case) we must reckon that as soon as tl1e detenninative 
Il1tuitive Knowledge pertainillg to Atlnan is attained, all tllose 
misconceptions, whicll were al'p~aring, do disappear. Just as if 
any person who knows the ground reality affirms a rope to be 
a rope alone and on the strengtll of 11is statement we get rid of 
the fear and trembling born out of tIle Inisconception (of a 
snake), in the same way tllose seekers (Jijfiasus), who listen to 
Sruti statements like : "Not this, not that" (Bri. 4-4-22) ; "All 
tllis is Atman alone" - (Chh. 7-25-2) ; "For tllis Brahlnan neitller 
tllere exists a cause nor an effect, neitller an interior nor an 
exterior; this Atman alone is Brahman" - (Bri. 2-5-19) ; "He 
is birthless within and without" - (MuQ.Qaka 2-1-2) ; "This 
elnbodiment of Pure Consciousness alone is all-pervading, birtiliess, 
devoid of old age and death, immortal, fearless - He is Brahlnan" 
(Bri. 4-4-25) etc. .- attain tlle Intuitive Knowledge of Brahman 
and all tlle misconceptions tilat have been caused disappear. 

Here in tllis case tllere exists a distinction between the 
illustration and the illustrated. That is : For the seer, the rope is 
an object of knowledge (Jrleya) existing outside ; on the other 
hand, Brahman happens to be tIle essential nature of Being alone 
of the Jijiiasu. Even after listening to a statelnent with regard to 
tIle essential nature of the rope, there remains the necessity of 
detennining after the proper inquiries as to whether it is really 
a rope or not ? But Bralunan was Atman alone in tlle past, is 
Atman even now and will be Atman in the future too. Therefore, 
some people here may entertain a doubt of the type - "How 
COlne we do not cognize our own Atman ?" For this doubt the 
solution is : To know, cognize Atman does not mean to know, 
perceive Him just as we perceive an externally existing object 
like a rope etc. through our senses. Our essential nature of Pure 
Being (Swarupa) perennially exists in Its self-effulgent, self
illumining Nitya Chaitanyaswarupa or essence of eternal Pure 
Being-Consciousness. Even so, we have misconceived - due to 
A vidya whicll is natural - that we are of tIle nature of Pramatru 
or cognizer associated or endowed with the body, the senses and , 
the lnind. When both tIle Sastra and the preceptor instruct us in 
the manner .. "You are not of the nature of Kartru-Bhoktru ; 
neither you are of the nature of a Pramatru endowed witll a body, 
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senses etc. ; but you are of tIle essential nattlre of tIle Witnessing , 
COllsciousness who is ever observing, objectifyillg all tllese plle-
nOlnena" - we give up tIle identification (deep-seated ownership) 
and rest establislled in our real essence 'of Pure Being-Conscious
ness. Only to this extent tIle similarity with the illustration of the 
rope should be accepted or adopted, and it sllould not be mis
constnled tllat tllere is any intention, real purport of teaciling to 
tIle effect tilat just like tIle rope our Atman is an object for ~ any 
Ijjana (knowledge) or tilat we have to sublate actually an igno
rance (Ajiiana) about Him and llave to attain afresh a knowledge 
about Him (intellectually) ; tllis topic will be further clarified in 
the next Prakarana . . 

THE THEORY A VIDYA AS THE MATERIAL CAUSE 
OF THE WORLD AND ITS REFUTATION 

TIle manner in wllich some followers of Vyakllyanaprasthana , 
(post-Sailkara COlnmentators' metllodology) llave explained tile 
illustration of the rope-snake mentioned Ilere is : Botll tIle rope
snake and its knowledge are Avidyatnlaka (projected by or of tIle 
essence of Avidya) Wllicll is indescribable, indefinable (Anirvacha
niya) as either Sat or real and Asat or false, unreal. Because tIle 
snake is seen, it is not Asat, but because it is falsified, sublated 
by Jfiana it is also not Sat. To say that the two qualities of Sat 
(existence) and Asat (non-existence) - exist in one and tIle same 
object is a contradiction. Therefore, tIle snake is also not Sadasat 
or real-unreal. It is sometlling Anirvachaniya, totally different 
from all these three. Because the known snake (Jiieya Sarpa) is 
indefinable, it amounts to saying that its Jfiana too is Anirvacllaniya, 
which means - "An appearance which cannot be determined 
and defined as either 'existing' or 'non-existing' ." Because 
both the snake and its knowledge are not existing always, it 
amounts to saying that tlley are Karya or effects wllich appear 
during the interval (temporarily). Tllerefore, for these effects not 
only there must necessarily be a Nimitta Kiiri.l1}a (efficient cause) 
but also an Upadana KaraIJ.a (material cause) also. If tllis cause 
is real just as clay etc., then its effects' like pot, pitcher etc. will 
necessarily have to be real ; both of them will 11ave to be 
perforce known tllrougll certain Prama1)as or valid means of 
knowledge. Tllerefore, if we wish to solve this undesirable 
predicament the Upadana (material cause) for both the rope-
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snake and its knowledge will necessarily have to be the in
definable Ajiiana alone. Both BllIiinti (delusion) and Sarnshaya 
(doubt) are Ajiiana alone ; because of tIle reasons that they do 
not subsist through the Karya (effects) and they are Sadi or with 
a beginning, they qesiderate a different cause ; then needing 
another second cause for that first cause, further a third cause for 
that second cause - thus a series of causes (KiiraJ}.8 Parampara) 
will become a necessity also ; in order to avoid this logical 
defect of' an absence of finality or conclusion, it should be 
reckoned as Jiianabhiva or absence of knowledge ; because 
it is of the nature of Abhav8 (non-existence) also, one has to 
accept the proposition that Ajiiana which is Anirvachaniya, 
Anadi (beginningless) but Bhavarupa (of an existent nature) 
alone is the Upadina KaralJ8 (material cause)- for both this 
rope-snake and the rope-snake knowledge also. 

This explanation is unsustainable, untenable. For, neither 
the rope-snake nor its knowledge is a substance, material object 
existing apart from tIle rope ; the common people imagine the 
rope itself to be a snake and think in the manner - "Now we 
have got the knowledge of a snake" - and not that they believe 
or accept the fact that these imaginary concepts are truly, actually 
material thi~gs or that they necessarily should have a cause ; 
further, it would not be reasonable for them to do so. Shri 
Gau"apadiichirya also, who has written the Kirika, has stated 
that because of the fact that the rope is n~t determined in 
its true form" that rope itself is being misconceived as a 
snake, a streak of water etc. only ; he has not at all men
tioned or propounded that they are the Karya of the 
Anirvacbaniya A vidyi. Further, if we follow the method of 
explaining the illustration by the Karikakara, then for the 
Darshtantika (illustrated) the simple, straight-forward and spiritu
ally purposeful meaning (opinion) of the type - "All that exists 
is tIle Paramatma Vastu alone ; in It all the various components 
like PraJ.)a etc. (mentioned later in the 19th Karika) are miscon
ceived alone" - becomes the most appropriate, suitable one. For 
that reason alone" while explaining the opinion of the Chhandogya , 
Upanishad tIle Bhashyakara (Shri Sarikara) has said : 

"Brahman of the very essence of Pure Being (Sadrupa) Itself 
is being transacted in the manner of Abhidhana (name), Ahhidheya 
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(named object) with co~cepts totally different from It. Just as in our 
workaday world a rope itself is being transacted as a 'snake' because 
of a Sarpabuddhi or snake-consciousness or concept ; or, just as due 
to a misconception that it is different from clay, we deal with the 
clay itself using words like 'a lump of clay', 'pot' - etc. ; further, 
just as for one who has reckoned, realized it to be a rope by dint 
of discrimination the snake, its name and concept too - all these 
(superimpositions or misconceptions) get sublated ; and just as for 
those who have by means of discrimination cognized it to be clay 
the word-concepts like 'pot' etc. get falsified, sublated - in the same 
manner, for those who have Intuited It to be Sadbrahman by means 
of discrimination the word-concepts like 'separate effects' (other than 
its cause or substrate of Brahman) will get sublated." - (ehh. Bhashya 
6-2-3). 

Therefore, in the present Karikas there is no room whatso
ever for the theory that - "For the world (of duality) Avidya is 
a material cause (Upadana Kar8.1J.a)" - to be adopted. Just as the 
rope - when it is not determined in its definite, real form - is 
being misconceived as a snake etc. ; and wIlen its real essential 
nature is determined or cognized, no misconception whatsoever 
remains, leaving bellind the rope (in its true existence) - in the 
same way, Atman too, till He is not determined in His real 
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness, is oeing miscon
ceived as PraQa, etc. But especially when He is determined in 
the manner - "He is really Advitlyatman alone" by virtue of 
Vedanta Vijiiana or Vedantic Intuition - then He subsists as non .. 
dual Pure Being-Consciousness, devoid of any misconceptions 
whatsoever. 

FROM THE ABSOLUTE VIEWPOINT UNITY ; 
FROM THE MAYA VIEWPOINT MANIFOLD 

MISCONCf:IPTIONS 

ql~l1l df£l aqfll"ltllTSli ¥itft;d: {Oqq,{ II ~'II 

Meaning: "(Atman) is misconceived, imagined as PraQa 
and such other innumerable phenomena. This is that Deity's 
(divine Being's) Maya or mystical show, He is Himself de
luded by that. " 
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ALL IMAGINATIONS (VIKALPAS) ARE MA YIK OR ILLUSORY 

Just as wilen it is not detennined to be a rope, tilat very 
rope is being misconceived as a snake, a streak of water etc. -
in tIle saIne way, this Atlnan also is being misconceived in the 
forms like PraQ.a etc., whicll are Inentioned in due course and 
many more suell various fonns. Even so, in reality (in the 
ultimate analysis) He is always of one and tile same essential 
nature indeed. 

Here in tllis context anyone may raise a doubt of the 
type : In the rope-snake illustration etc. the tllings like snake, 
streak of water etc. exist separately, independently by them
selves ; only exclusively in tile rope alone tlley are imagined, 
misconceived. If it were true tilat - "TIle snake does not exist 
anywhere at all" - no one would 11ave misconceived tIle rope as 
a snake out of Bhrantj or delusion. Bhranti means to reckon 
one thing to be another ; if that otller tiling is proved not to 
exist anywllere, how can tllis Bllranti take place at all ? No, it 
cannot. But in tIle present illllstrated instance, is it not true tllat 
Vedantins affinn that COtnlnon people imagine, misconceive Atman 
Himself as Prat:la and such other forms only wllich do not exist 
anywllere at all ? Howat all can tllis be suitable, tenable ? 

For this the consolation is : Merely on the strengtll of 
illustration of the type of rope-snake we are not trying to estab
lish or expound either Atman's unitary existence (Ekatwa) or tIle 
fact of all the other phenomena being ilnaginations, misconcep
tions. For all that we affirm, there is the support of Anubhava 
or universal Intuitive Experience. Merely on the strength of 
Tarka or logical arguments what can be established at all ? In 
deep sleep, we have the Intuitive Experience of: 'Atman - WilO 
is of Chaitanya Swarupa (essential nature of Pure Being-Con
sciousness), who is unitary, non-dual alone - Himself ain I' ; 
while in the waking and dream, although that very Atman of 
Chaitanya Swarupa exists as He is, tIle other imaginary pllenom
ena, which are of the nature of misconceptions alone, are also 
seen. When both these things are seen on the strength of Intuitive 
Experience, it can never be proper to forward an illogical argu
ment of the type - "How is this possible at all? This too does 
not suit or is not in agreement with logic, is it not so ?" 
Therefore, using the proper logical device we should determine 
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that - "Jllst as the ignorant, deluded people misconceive a rope 
itself to be a snake, or a streak of water etc., in the same mallner 
tIle ignorant people - altllough Atman exists unto Himself as non
dual in His essential nature of Cl1aitanya (Pure Consciousness) -
misconceive Him alone as 'Prajiia' etc." 

(Question) : In tilat case, in Atlnan, who is eternally Pure, 
Conscious and Free, pllenomena or appearances which do not at 
all exist anywhere are appearing, is it not so ? How should we 
reconcile this apparent anomaly ? 

(Ans,ver) : All tllis is 'tllat Deity's Maya or mystical 
prowess.' In tlle workaday world a magician by profession will 
delnonstrate as if a tree in elnpty space has bloolning flowers ; 
Inerely on tilat cOlInt, are tllere trees wllich exist in space bloom
ing witll flowers ? Not at all. In tIle saIne way, althougll tllat 
Paramatlnan exis~s alone by Himself etenlally Pure, He appears 
as if He is endowed with the conglomeration of the body and 
tIle senses as also being associated witll the triad of action, means 
of action and its fruit. He appears to be enjoying the transmi
gratory life in a world of duality Wllich is totally different froln 
Hilnseif. Previously in tIle Agama Prakaral}a also (1-17) it was 
expounded that - "Tllis Dvaita or duality or diversity is mere 
Maya or Illusion" - is it not? In tllis Vaitathya Prakaral}a too 
was it not stated in 2-12 that - "That Deity called 'l\tman' by 
virtue of His Maya or mystical power ilnagines Himself in 
various forms" - ? In that manner, everythillg here also s11l)uld 
be discerned. Although Atman exists in tIle Absolute fonn of 
Parameshwara alone, He appears as if He is deluded by His 
Maya. Meraly because his Kalpita Rupa or imagined (miscon
ceived) form of Jlva - in which tIle special characteristic (Dhanna) 
called "AntahkaraI}.a" or Mind is misconceived (Adhyasta) -
appeares to exist controlled by Bhranti or delusion, there is no 
harm done at all to that Paramatman's real nature of Pure Being
Consciousness. To Him, who is always eternally. Witnessing the 
three states of Consciollsness by meallS of His Absolute, Pw"e 
Consciousness as the S~\k"hi~ no trials and tribulations of this 
illusion of the transmigr:l.f~· ~ form (Sarpsara) have really (in th~ 
Absolute sense) been ca·l,.~~d at all ; for tIl at reason alone, 
Bhagavan Shri Krisht:ta llas taught Arjuna in tIle following man-

ner : tcu W !l0jqtjt 'qq' qjqj S{(qQI I qjqCf ~ $Iqa:fl qlqlqai a<f.d W II 
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(Gita 7-14) meaning: "This Maya of Mine wllich is of the nature 
of three qualities (of Satwa, Rajas and Tamas) and difficult to 
cross, belongs to Me, the Divine Being. Those who surrender 
unto Me alone are able to cross this Maya". In any case, there 
is p.o taint whatsoever of the whole gamut of Maya Drishya or 
illusory phenomena, Wllich appear in the three Avasthas of wak
ing, dream and deep sleep, to Atman, Paramatman. One who 
determines (so as to culminate in his Intuitive Experience) that 
- "All these phenomena are verily Mayika or illusory, a mere 
phantasmagoria; to Me (who is the Pure Being-Consciousness of 
Atman) these pllenomena of Sarpsara appearing within the three 
states of waking, dream and deep sleep do not at all afflict, taint 
in the least ; I am really the eternally Pure, Conscious, Free 
Absolute Being alone" - in such a person, in reality, there are 
no misconceptions occurring at all. That aspect of the spiritual 
teaching that: "Just as - although in the rope the misconceptions 
like a snake, a streak of water etc. are appearing (i.e. they are 
superimposed upon it) - in actuality, tIley are not at all related 
in the least to the essential nature of the rope, in the same way 
to the essential nature of non-dual Atman none of these Vika/pas 
or imaginary concepts like PraQ.a etc., which are superimposed 
upon or misconceived in Him, actually taint Him in the least" 
- this tenet alone is relevant here in this rope-snake illustration. 

SOME TYPES OF IMAGINATIONS MADE IN ATMASWARUPA 

~ ~ sUijlfq~ 'la'~lf\1 ~~: , 

~ ~ !l0lr~~~~I:flfa ~~: II~o II 

Meaning : "Prfu).a, say those who know Pr~a, and 
Bhiita or material object, say those who know it ; GU1).as, say 
those who know GUQas ; and Tattwas, say those who know 
them. " 

ql(~1 ~ ql~q~ fc4qQI ~ *: , 
tfflCfiI 1ftf <fflCfifctc!l ~ ~ ~ *: Il~~ II 

Meaning : "Padas, say those who know Padas, Vishayas, 
say those who know them ; Lokas say those who know 
Lokas ; and Devatas (deities), say those who know them." 
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~~~~rq~~~~*: I 

,",l~fa ~ ift~fq~ -q1\it1Fqfa -:c(~: 'I~~ II 

Meaning : "Vedas, say those who know Vedas ; and 
Yajfias, say those who know them ; Bhoktru or enjoyer, say 
those who know Bhoktru ; Bllojya or the object enjoyed, say 
those who know it." 

~ ~ ~~rqG: f'Q(.'f 1ftr ~ *: I , , , 

~~ '1tff~~~~~~: 1l~~11 

Meaning : "~iikshma (subtle), say those who know what 
is Siikshma ; and Sthiila (gross), say those who know it to be 
so ; Miirta (with fonn) , say those who know what is Miirta ; 
and Amiirta (fonnless), say those who know it to be so." 

'filtH ~ CfiI(1fq~ ~ lftr ~ *: I 
enGI ~ c1l~rCC~ \fC1'1lwflFd *: II~~II --.:a 

Meaning: ' 'Kala (Time), say those who know Tilne ; 
and directions, say those who know them ; theories, say those 
who know theories and Bhuvanas (worlds), say those who 
know them (14 worlds)." 

'IFf 1ftr q:ufct~ iCr~n:ra ~~: I 
--.:a 

r:q~rqrtt r:q~rct~ ~qr'-lql-:q *: II~~II 
Meaning : "Mind, say those who know the Mind ; 

intellect, say those know it to be so ; Chitta (memory), say 
those who know Chitta ; and Dharma (righteousness) and 
A dharma (unrighteousness), say those who know them." 

q~rei~ICfi ~ qr&:~~1 ~ ~ I 

t{q;fS1~Iq; _fl.ns<~;u ~ ~ II ~~ II 

Meaning : "Twenty-five principles or categories, say 
some ; while others say, twenty-six ; some say, it comprises 
31 categories, while others say, it comprises of infinite catego
ries. " 
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~CfiI~q;Fq~: SU:§{I&1U ~ *: I 
tilci::l':iecti cl:S·~II: q{lq(qtlltt{ 11~\911 

...:a ...:a " 

Meaning : "People, say those \vho know it to be peo
ple ; Ashramas (stages in life), say those who know tllem ; 
Liilga (sex), say those who know it to be of nlasculine, 
feminine or eunuch sexes. Some others call it as Para and 
Apara. " 

~fteRr(f (fftefq~ ~ ~ ;:r *: , 
~faRrt1 ~r(1rq~: ~ ~ (f ecf~1 II~lll 

...:a 

Meaning: "Srishti (creation), say those who know crea
tion; Laya (dissolution), say those who kllOW dissolution ; 
Sthiti (subsistence), say those who know subsistence; but He 
has always been all these." 

THEORISTS ALSO HAVE IMAGINED 
VARIOUS CONCEPTS IN ATMAN 

Not only tile COlnmon run of people of the world but also 
the various philosophers as also theorists (thinkers) llave con
ceived their own respective religious or spiritual tenets Wllicll are 
truly imaginations misconceived in Atman. This is the sum and 
substance of these above mentioned Karikas. 

THE EXPLANATION OF WORDS LIKE PRANA ETC • . 
"Pral.la", the word first used in these Karikas, means "Prajfia", 

who alone is the Karat).atma or the Self who is the primordial 
cause. All else are His effects, offshoots. The reason why Prajiia 
has been called 'PraQ.a' has been explained in the previous 
Prakara~a (page 38). 

"Bllutas" means Prithvi (earth), Ap (water) etc. ; "Gtu:IaS" 
means Sattva, Rajas and Tamas ; "Tattwas" means the 25 cat
egories whicll tile Sailkhyans enumerate - only th~se are tIle 
cause for the manifold world - tllUS VariOllS di"putants ~r propo
nents of various theories were asserting. 

Various theories, objects, worlds, d~it)~,~. !;acrifices, enjoyer 
and the enjoyed objects - all tllese are tIle various categories or 
concepts to wllich several proponents of spiritual doctrines have 
given predominance in empirical or religious transactions. The 
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relevance of these tlleories ill this context is ratller illcomprellen
sible. 

"SUksllma" means the subtle state of tIle Bhutas or five 
primordial elements; "StlluIa" Ineans tIle gross elelnents and tIle 
body, the senses etc. Wllicll are caused by tllelTI ; Charvakas or 
Materialists had greater belief in Bhutas or primordial elements 
since they were perceptible objects or things. "Murta" means the 
theory of those WilO believe tilat Parameshwara is with form ; 
"Amiirta " means the tlleory of certain people WilO used to argue 
that Atman did not have a~>, form whatsoever ; this theory is 
presented by Shunyavidins or Nihilists - tllUS opine certain 
people ; but there does not seem to be any proper evidence or 
support for that opinion. For, it has been fOllnd Ollt from the texts 
like Nagarjuna Karikas etc. that tIle doctrine of the Sllunyavadins 
is : "In all appearances, whatever they may be, there is no stuff, 
substance at· all. " 

Those who have given predominance to time are astrolo
gers ; predominance is given to cardinal directions in the school 
of philosopllY called 'Svarodayavadins'. Theories (Vadas) are 
beliefs in Dhatu Vada (to wit, metals, mantras etc. contain in 
them the secret of immortality) ; Bhuvanas means the 14 worlds 
which are the regions of elljoyment of fruits of Kannas ; Manas 
(mind) say Naiyyayikas (followers of tIle school of pllilosophy 
called Nyaya) ; Buddhi or intellect say SaIikhyans (followers of 
another school of philosophy called Sarikhya) ; Chitta or idea 
say Yogins - thus one and tile saIne AntaJ:lkarar,a or Mind, 
psyclle is given different names by different sects of pllilosophy 
based on different causes, reasons. The Kshal)ikavijiianavadil1s (a 
sect among tIle Buddhists) have imagined tIl at this Chitt~l or 
psyche alone is momentary, transient and that it appears by its~lf 
bOtll as the grasping agent (Grahaka) and tIle grasped object 
(Grahya). That tIle Dllarmadharmas or virtues and vices are the 
causes for all Karmaphalas or fruits of actions is the doctrine of 
MimaIpsakas. Sarikhyans say that Purusha is the 25th category, 
whereas Pataiijala Yogins propound tllat Iswara is the 26t11 
category and Pashupatas believe that Iswara is the 31st category. 

Thus the various proponents of different philosophies have 
imagined various concepts in one and the same Atman. The 
purport of this present text is neitller to find out the various 
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theories nor to determine their validity, veracity or otherwise. 
One and the SaIne Atman, who is NirvikaJpa or beyond imagi
nation or concepts, has become various concepts like Prajfia etc. 
It is enough if the seekers understand, discern the fact that all 
these are mere imaginations, misconceptions ; that there is no 
difference wllat.~oever between the imaginary phenomena appear
ing in a dream and tllese various concepts when they are con
sidered or' examined from the Paramartha Drishti. The Karikakara . . 
has expressed this very opinion at the end when he says : ~ 

~ ~ ~" (In this everything is imagined always). 

THE FRUITS OF MITHYAJNANA (MISCONCEPJIONS) 
AND SAMYAJJNANA (INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE) 

~ ~ ~~f~C( lIf!l (f ~ lJ ~ tf}(~ra I 

(j :;cucdfi ~ 'l.(€clsm dC;::~~: {t!!~fd 'dll. II~' II 

Meaning : "Anyone to whom a teacher may show a 
particular object (as the reality) sees that alone. And that thing, 
too, protects him by becoming identified with him. That ab
sorption leads to his self-identity (with the object of atten
tion). " 

~S'1t4a\fla: "itl~~Fd~: I 

~ ~ ~ d~:t Cfi(tq~t( ~Srq~I~Cfid: I r~o II 

Meaning : "Through these things that are (really) non
different (from the Self), this one is presented as though really 
different. He who knows this truly grasps (the meaning of the 
Vedas) without any hesitation." 

THE EFFECT OF MITHYAJNANA 

Many differences, distinctions beyond count like PraQa etc. 
are imagined, misconceived in the non-dual Reality of that Atman, 
is it not so ? For all of them Atman alone is the Paramartha or 
Ultimate, Absolute substratum, essence of Pure Being; only the 
respective special fonn merely appears due to· misconception, that 
is all. Without discerning this secret the various disputants believe 
steadfastly in what appears to tllem as real, to be the Ultimate, 
Absolute Reality and they preach the same doctrine to others 
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also. When any preceptor teaches his pupil that a particular tenet 
among all tllese various concepts as tile Ultimate Reality, then 
that teaching will be held firmly in the mind of the pupil in the 
manner - "This alone is the Ultimate Absolute Reality ; this 
alone is my Swariipa or essence of Being" - or "This alone is 
the means for attaining my ultimate goal of the present existence 
(Purushartha)". Just as the convicts in a prison are securely 
bound, shackled by the jailors and are prevented from escap
ing, in the same way that very belief, concept itself is firmly 
binding that pupil and is creating a faith in him to the effect 
that all other tenets are unreal, false. Previously in 2-19 it was 
stated that : "This is the Maya of the Deity ; by this he alone 
is deluded" - is it not so ? Accordingly, each and every person 
is holding on obstinately to his respective misconception indeed. 

THE EFFECT OF SAMYAJJN'ANA 

But these PraI}.a etc. do not at all exist apart from Atman ; 
just as the rope itself is imagined in various fonns like a snake, 
a streak of water etc., these too appear as if they exist indepen
dently apart from Atman, and one who conceives ( cognizes) in 
this manner is the one who has properly understood, discerned 
the purport of the Veda texts. 

One should not doubt in the manner : "Although the 
misconception of the snake does not exist in the rope, a real 
snake invariably exists somewhere (in the empirical world) ; but 
as regards the misconceptions like PraJ.1a etc., apart from Atman, 
they do not at all exist anywhere, is it not so ? Then, how does 
the illustration suit or becomes relevant in the present context ?" 
For, this phenomenon conceived in the fonn of 'this snake', 
when we say - "Tllis snake which is appearing before me" - it 
does not exist 'anywhere' in reality_ In the same way, these 
phenomena of PraQa etc. which have been described above do 
not at all exist anywhere, being in the same predicament or 
situation. In the illustration the snake may exist (as a real object, 
entity in the empirical region) somewhere ; but in the form of 
- "This snake which appears herefore" - it (i.e. the rope-snake) 
does not exist whatsoever, and in the same way, all the miscon
ceptions of the type of PraJ)a etc. in the apparent fonns tlley 
appear do not exist anywhere at all. Therefore, there exists 
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positively, a parallel, proper relevance between the illustration 
and tIle illustrated. -

Thus one WilO has determined in the manner - " Atman 
alone really exists ; none of the misconceptions (Vikalpas), what
soever they may be, in tIle fonn in Wllicll they are appearing 
exists at all either in Atman or anywhere else" - will be endowed 
witil tIle capability, qualification of detennining the true purport 
of the Vedantic texts as it really is. In fact, he is tIle one fully 
qualified person who can comparatively weigh and evaluate, 
detennine the respective purports bellind the Kannavakyas or 
statements pertaining to religious rites, rituals etc., Upasanavakyas 
or statements pertaining to the Vedic meditations as also the 
ljjanavakyas or statements pertaining to Self-Knowledge ; all the - , 
rest - howevennuch they migllt llave studied tile Mimalpsa Sastra 
(texts of Jaimini's school of philosopllY Wllich propose to inquire 
into the etymological and rittlalistic aspects of the Vedas) - will 
not have the Intuitive Knowledge to discriminate and determine 
as to which is Paramartha or Absolute Reality and \Vllicll is 
merely empirical, transient (appearance). 

KARIKAS DEVOTED TO THE CONCLUSION OF THE 
PURPORT OF THE PRAKARANA 

tE4ct'iIQ "lJtIT ~ jl~4'1.I< "lJtIT I 

(ftlffcrJQfl:I~ ~ Ct~loill~: II~~II 

. 

Meaning : "Just as dream and magic are seen to be 
unreal, or as is a city in the sky, so also is this whole universe 
known to be unreal from the Upanishads by the wise." 

THE FACT THAT DUALITY IS FALSE APPEARANCE 
IS ESTABLISHED BY THE VALID MEANS OF 

VEDANTA (UPANISHADS) 

In this PrakaraQa it has been expounded that duality is 
unreal (Asat), is it not so ? For this exposition, there is Prama1)ya 
(the valid means of evidence) provided by the Upanishads. This 
is not Inerely a futile imaginative exercise of building a castle 
in the air. Just as, tl10Ugh the dream phenomena as well as tlle 
magically-projected pllenomena do appear to be real, tiley are in 
truth unreal, false ; just as in the phenomena called 'Gandharva
nagara' or a celestial city seen in tIle sky or empty space tllere 
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are appearances of a commercial street, houses, multi-storeyed 
buildings, men and women roaming about etc., and all of a 
sudden that whole phenomenon of the celestial city disappears in 
a jiffy - in the same way, this universe is a mere false appear
ance, and tllis truth the scholars, wise people (Pandital)) have 
cognized on the validity, authority of the Upanishadic sentences. , 
If we observe the statements of Srutis like : "All this universe 
was, in the beginning, Atman alone" - (Aitareya) ; "Where there 
appears to be duality there one may see another ; may hear 
another, may smell another, may touch another, but where this 
Jfiani is verily (himself) the Atman alone who can see what and 
with what ...... ?" (Brihadara~yaka) etc. - it becomes evident that 
their real ultimate purport of spiritual instruction is that all the 
phenomena of the manifold universe are merely a false appear
ance indeed. 

';( r~ ij ~ -;r if! eq f~;f ~ -:{ -:q til '1 q:; : I 

';( lftpa-:f .1:Jm ~ q<ttitfar 'I~~II ~~~~ ~ 

Meaning : "There is no dissolution, no origination, none 
in bondage, none striving or aspiring for salvation, and none 
liberated. This is the highest truth." 

THE WHOLE GAMUT OF EMPIRICAL TRANSACTIONS 
IS THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF AY.IDYA 

Although what has been conclusively established in the 
previous verse itself to the effect that both the waking and the 
dream states are of the same category on the strength of logical 
devices, this conclusion alone is not the prominent purport of this 
PrakaraI),a ; for, merely by indicating this much there is no 
benefit accruing at all. In order to detennine exclusively the real 
essential nature of Atman which has perforce to be cognized 
(Intllited) by means of Agama or the implicit, subtle methodology 
traditionally handed down through a long line of preceptors well 
versed in the Upanishadic pedagogics, the profound teaching that 
- 'All duality, diversity is Mithya' - is propounded. Because 
of the fact that if one cognizes that Truth it amounts to his 
getting rid of A vidya, Kama, Karma ~nd the transmigratory life's 
experience of the nature of Sukha and Duhkha, as also the 
Xtmaikatwa Jiiana or the non-dual Self-Knowledge becomes 
beneficial, fruitful. 
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How is it ? To explain, if one Intuits the truth that - "All 
duality is false, unreal ; Atman alone is the Ultimate Reality" -
and if it is further detennined that both Loukika (empirical, 
secular) and Vaidika (scriptural) transactions in their entirety are 
invariably the subject-matter of A vidya alone, then there does not 
at all exist anything like birth, growth, death etc. Therefore, it 
amounts to concluding that there is no one at all who is bound 
(by transmigratory existence) ; nor is there anyone who per
forms, practises Adhyatma Sadhana or spiritual disciplines. To 
one who is born there is bondage, is it not so ? To one who 
is bound there is a need of Sadhana, is it not so ? Therefore, 
it amounts to concluding that there is neither a Mumukshu or a 
seeker of Liberation or salvation, nor a Mukta or one who is 
Liberated. Is it not true that the quintessence of all Loukika and 
• 
Vaidika Vyavaharas is : By performing such and such a Sadhana 

» • 

such and such a fruit, benefit should be acquired ? OIlly to a 
person who fully believes that Utpatti or creation and Pralaya or 
dissolution of the world of-duality, diversity are really occurring, 
this above Vyavahara also really exists. But to one who has 
decided that all these are, like a dream, false alone - just as to 
one who has woken up the gains and losses or the happiness and 
misery accruing from the dream transactions do not affect at all 
- no transaction, whatsoever it may be, is really real in the 
ultimate analysis (paramartha). 

If the question - "To one who has attained the Paramartha 
Jiiana (Self-Knowledge) how can there be no Utpatti (creation) 
and no Pralaya (dissolution) ?" - is raised, the answer is pro-, 
vided convincingly based on Sruti statements like - "Where one 
sees as if there exists duality, there one sees another" - (Bri.) ; 
"To one who has the knowledge that here Bheda or diversity, 
distinction exists, he obtains death after death" - (Katha) ; "All 
this is Atman alone"" - (Bri., etc. To objects which really (em
pirically) exist, there is birth and there is destruction also ; but 
to a false appearance like a hare's hom there does not ever exist 
any birth or destruction, is it not so ? Observed from the 
Paramartha Drishti, the Absolutely existing (i.e. non-dual,· Tran
scendental) Atman can never have birth or death whatsoever. For 
any object or substance there can be destruction caused either 
from another object or substance ; or by the mutation of its own 
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constituents or ingredients it can be destroyed ; to Atman, who 
does not have both these pre-requisites or conditions and who is 
Absolutely, Transcendentally as also non-dually existing (by Him
self, unto Himself, for Himself, so to speak) how at all can there 
be any destruction ? 

It is true that in our workaday world those objects and 
creatures which are perceived to exist are born and are de
stroyed ; it has been already demonstrated, explained that all 
those are like the rope-snake, misconceptions imagined in Atman 
(2-29). All phenomena like rope-snake, nacre-silver etc., because 
they are mere mental imaginations only - neither do they get their 
birth in the rope, nacre etc., respectively, nor do they merge in 
the latter indeed and get destroyed. Further, no wise (discrimi-

. native) person ever imagines that misconceptions like the rope
snake etc. are born in one's mind alone or that they get destroyed 
therein in the mind itself. 

We cannot also affirm that the phenomena like the rope
snake etc. were born due to a blending of both the mind ·and the 
external objects lik~ rope etc. and then got destroyed. We have 
already refuted (in the commentary on the 17th Karika of the 
previous Prakaral).a, 1-17) the doctrinaire theory which propounds 
- "From A vidya Shakti both the rope-snake and its knowledge 
are caused and destroyed" - based on the strong reason that it 
is contradictory to universal experience. On the same basis, 
because the world of duality is a mere imagination (misconcep
tion), it (i.e. world) is not really created, born ; nor does it get 
destroyed anywhere or end up in any other entity_ Thus we have 
to determine. 

ALL DUALITV IS A FIGMENT OF IMAGINATION INDEED 

Anyone may here in this context raise the question : 
"How can it be said that all this world of diversity is a mental 
imagination alone ?" The answer to this is : Whether in the 
waking or in the dream, if the mind is quivering, vibrating - then 
duality, diversity is seen appearing; but if it is not so, as is the 
case in Avasthas or states like Sushupti (deep sleep) and Samadhi 
(trance) etc., duality or diversity is not seen. Therefore, all duality 
or diversity is verily Manovikalpa or vibration (volition) of the 
mind alone. 
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(Doubt) : The fact of duality being independent is also to 
be cognized by the Kar81J.8 or instrument, medium of the mind 
alone. This much is the truth and not the (far-fetched) doctrine 
that - 'Duality, being the mind's figment of imagination, does not 
seem to be rational, tenable.' Merely on the ground that in the 
darkness of the night objects are not seen, and in the light of 
a lamp they are seen, it cannot be understood, reckoned that by 
the lamp alone the objects are produced or brought into existence 
; or, in the alternative, merely on the ground that blind people 
cannot see objects, it does not amount to saying that apart from 
the eyes the external objects do not exist at all, is it not so ? 
In the same way, here in this present context too why can it not 
be assumed that the mind is merely a valid means to know, 
cognize duality ? 

(Solution) : Not so. Although in darkness the objects are 
not seen, not visible, or to the blind people the sight or form of 
the objects is not visible, people can touch the objects and 
determine, decide, in an alternative manner, that they exist. But 
it is not so in the case of duality ; if there is no mind, it is not 
possible, in any manner, to detennine that duality exists. If the 
mind exists, duality appears or is seen; if it is not there, duality 
does not. appear ; hence, it is established that the phenomenon 
of duality, diversity is mind's imagination or misconception alone. 

Here there is an important point that the true seeker has to 
perforce keep in mind : When it is said that - "If the mind exists, 
duality exists ; if it is not there, duality (too) does not exist" -
there is a scope for misinterpreting this statement to mean -
"Duality is a phenomenon different or separate from the mind; 
and in duality the mind is not included." But, the ground reality , 

is not like that at all ; the mind is included in duality only ; Of, 

it is rational and proper to decide, determine that mind and 
duality are one and the same. Atman, in His very essence of 
Pure Being-Consciousness, is non-dual (i.e. having nothing else 
second to, or other than, Him ; there does not at all exist the 
division or distinction of Grahya (that which is objectified, com
prehended) and Griihaka (that which is the objectifying subject 
or cognizer). The significant word "Advaita" - connotes the sub
tle concepts of - (a) nothing else similar to It exists; (b) another 
entity or thing apart from It (Reality of Atman) does not exist 
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at all ; (c) within It there does not exist any distinction or 
division at all - all these profound meanings are signified by that 
one pregnant word. To the mind the distinctions of itself being 
the '1' (subjective consciousness), the senses and the sensate 
external world of duality are always visible. To the Jlva (soul), 
who is utilizing this mind in the external world of diversity, it 
appears in the manner - "Like me, there exist many other Jlvas." 
This alone is being called by us as "Dvaita". In any case, thus 
because all this duality, diversity is the misconception (imagina
tion) of the mind only, Dvaita (diversity) does not really exist at 
all ; therefore, what is taught in the Karika, viz. - "There is no 
Nirodha or dissolution ; nor is there Utpatti or creation," - is 
proper indeed. 

The real purport behind the expression - "This is Paramartha 
(the Ultimate, Absolute Reality)" - is : "In that Entity in which 
there does not exist any concepts or categories like 'Nirodha', 
'Utpatti' etc. That alone is Paramartha." 

THE DIFFERENCE (CONTRAST) BETWEEN THE BUDDHISTS' 
THEORY OR DOCTRINE AND VEDANTA 

Here in this context there is a secret which has to be 
discerned : The examples, illustrations of Svapna, Maya and 
Gandharvanagara, mentioned in the previous Karika, keep on 
coming in the Buddhistic Vijiianavada texts. The deliberation on 
the Abhava or non-existence of Nirodha (dissolution), Utpatti 
(birth, causation) etc. mentioned in the present Karika is well
known as mentioned.\'in the Buddhistic Shunyavada (Nihilistic) 
texts. The invocatory verse in the Madhyamika Karika written by 
Nagarjuna runs like this : 

a:tA(J'-Iq1«1I~q1~<=:q:tIPQd'"l I 
~ ~ 

at~CfiIv.fq1111v.fq11·lqqf~.rq'"l II 

1f: $ldlfllfitiNIG $lq~q~lq ~ I 

~:tl(flqle ti~:t$;td ~ qGdi CR'{II 

Thus for reasons like - (a) to a great extent there appears 
to be similarity of word usage in the Buddhistic texts ; (b) to 
those people, who do not examine with all concentration and 
discrimination by the mind it appears as though there exists 
innumerable sentences in GauQapada Karikas with a similarity of 
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meaning too - some people have opined that 8hri Gaugapada has 
borrowed his Siddhanta (spiritual teachings) from Buddhists alone ; 
and some others were of the opinion that Shri GauQ.apada enter
tained an opinion that - "Buddhistic Siddhanta itself was 
Upanishadic Siddhanta." Some scholars, who have not been able , 
to discern or divine the traditional methodology of Shri Satikara's 
Advaita Siddhanta, or those, who are opponents of Advaita 
philosophy, have even levelled the serious allegation that - "Shri 
GauQ.apada and his followers who are Advaitins are 'Prachhanna 
Bouddhas' (meaning, though they are secretly following Bud
dhism, they have hidden this fact and have dubiously professed 
themselves to be Vedantins)." Because of the fact that this 
allegation is logically associated with the whole Karika text, 
only after aU the deliberation of this text is completed the 
validity and veracity or otherwise of this allegation can be 
truly and elaborately deliberated upon, discussed either in the 
appendix or in the introduction. For the nonce, it is quite 
necessary that one knows this much, viz. : When the Vijnanavadins 
(Idealists) use the illustrations of Svapna, Maya etc., their purport 
(intention) is that - 'Apart from Vijilana (mental consciousness) 
the external object does not exist' ; when the Shunyavadins 
(Nihilists) use them, their opinion is that - 'For any phenomenon 
(appearance) there is no real essence of Being.' But when the 
Vedantins use the very same illustrations it is their teaching 
that - 'Each of the illustrations of Svapna, Maya (magic) or 
Gandharvanagara (celestial city in the empty space) indicates 
the truth that there invariably exists a real substratum for a 
false appearance.' 

In the present Karika the sentence which states that -
"There is no Utpatti, no Pralaya, no Baddha, no Sa dh aka , no 
Mum ukshu, no Mukta" - its purport is : "Just as it is taught in 
the Upanishad that all the Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) of 
Avasthatraya (three states of Consciousness) is imagined (miscon
ceived) in Advaita Atman (non-dual Self) and that this non-dual 
Atman alone is the Paramartha (the Absolute, Ultimate Reality) ; 
that all the rest of the duality is a mere figment of imagination 
(VikaJpamatra) appearing in Him ; just as the Shunyavadins opine 
that duality is essenceless (Nissara) or just as the Vijfianavadins 
say that all this (manifold world of duality) is a mere momentary 
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mental concept - here in this context there is no such opinion 
at all. Neither the Abhidhana Prapaiicha (world of names) nor the 
Abhidheya Prapaiicha (world of named objects, phenomena) in 
their respective fonns of appearance is Paramartha (really Real, 
Absolute Entity) ; all these are A vidyakrita Vyavahara (empirical 
transactions projected because of Avidya or ignorance). In the 
Shfinyavada or theory of Nihilism no object or substance 
whatsoever is really existing (esseoceless) at all; in Vedanta, 
however, although as long as the empirical, mundane trans
actions exist or continue the Vyavaharika Prapaiicha (empiri
cal, material world) is dealt with as if it is real, its real 
essence of Being, in the ultimate analysis (i.e. from the Ab
solute Reality viewpoint), is Advitlyatman alone.~' 

,- -
HOW CAN IT BE SAID THAT SASTRA IS PRAMANA OR . . 

VALID MEANS FOR ADVAITA 
, 

Here in this context a doubt may arise : To say that Sastra 
(Upanishadic lore) indicates (teaches) non-duality is a Vyahatdkti, , 
meaning a contradictory statement. For, Sastra becomes Pratipadaka 
or that which propounds or expounds, and Advaita is Pratipadya 
or that which is propounded, and if this kind of duality is 
accepted, then non-dualism cannot be established, proved ; if it 
is not accepted, how at all can one assert that Advaita is , 
Sastrasiddha or established on or through the valid means of the , . 
Sastra ? 

(Consolatory Explanation) : With the help of the rope
snake illustration we have already (2-17, 18) given a detailed 
solution for this query. Unless and until the reality (substratum) 
of the rope is accepted or acknowledged, there is no scope 
whatsoever for the imaginations (misconceptions) like the snake, 
a streak of water etc. to appear ; for, any false appearance 
(misconceived or superimposed phenomenon) - whatever it 
may be - can n~er appear (manifest) without there really 
being an Aspada (substratum, support) at all. Merely on this , 
ground alo~e, the Sastra which refutes the (reality of) duality 
or diversity also can be proved to be the valid means for 
Advaita (non-dualism). 

(Objection) : This solution is not proper, rational. For, just 
as the imaginary concepts like the snake, a streak of water etc. 
the rope too is invariably an imaginary concept in its cause. 
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Therefore, assuming - withollt any valid proof - the rope to be 
a Paramartha or Roality devoid of any Vikalpa or misconception, 
if one goes on arguing, then it becomes illogical, irrational. 

(Solution) : Not so, when we conceive of objects in various 
ways like - "This is a rope", "This is a snake", "This is a streak 
of water" etc., although the object existing in front of us is not 
a Vikalpa, there in that regioll or spot there invariably exists a 
particular substance which is perceived by us and which we 
address as 'this' but which is not at all an imagined thing 
(A vikalpa Padartha). Now, keeping that entity (which serves as 
the substratum) as an illustration, example, to propound that 
Advaita is the substratum for al) sorts of mental concepts is 
not at all illogical or improper. On the other hand, to argue that 
a thing which is addressed by us as 'this' and which is perceived 
by us before us is itself not existing amounts to opposing uni
versal experience (Anubhava). Even in the case when one obsti
nately affimlS that that ,substratum too does not exist, then be
cause of the fact that - one WllO says that such a thing does not 
at all exist or one who exhibits his misconception saying that all 
these are mere imaginary concepts alone - in both cases at least 
the disputant has perforce to admit that he himself exists, here 
there is no scope whatsoever for the vain argument that every
thing is Shunya or essencelessness. 

(Doubt) : Here there is no proper semblance or relevance 
between the illustration (Drishtanta) and the illustrated 
(Diirshtantika). For, in the illustration a substance called 'rope' is 
an object for the Pratyaksha PramaI}.8 or valid means of percep
tion. But in the case' of the illustrated Atman, the Siddhantins 
(Vedantins who propound Advaita) keep on affirming that He is 
not perceived by any valid means. It is quite reasonable, logical 
too. How is it possible at all for any Vikalpas to arise in 
Atmavastu or the Entity of the Self which is ever, eternally 
Aprarneya or imperceptible, unobjectjfiable ? 

(Solution) : This is not at all a defect. For, the fact that 
-

our Atman exists is popular, familiar ; only with regard to 
the question of what exactly is His real essential nature of 
Being there is no certainty, definite cognition, that is all. 
There is no rule of law at all that the entity in which people 
entertain a misconception should necessarily be detennuled through 
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a valid means (pramaIJ.a). If it has been cognized, reckoned 
through the means of perception in the manner - "This is a rope" 
- in that entity who will ever misconceive it to be something 
else? Only if a thing is generally (perfunctorily) known in the 
manner - "this", but if it is not determined in the perfect manner 
in answer to the query - "What is 'tIns' ?" - then alone people 
imagine, guess in the maImer - "This is a rope" ; "This is a 
streak of water" etc., is it not so ? In the same way, we all have 
the common, general form of experience 'I' ; with regard to it 
none of us has any doubt whatsoever. No one can ever doubt 
in the manner - "Do I exist or not ?" We are perceiving every 
now and then special features like - 'I am a happy person' ; 'I 
am a miserable person' ; 'I am a fool' ; 'I am a wise person' ; 
'I am born' ; 'I will die' ; 'I was a young man' ; 'I am an old 
person' ; 'These are my people' - etc. The 'I' which is Atnlarupa 
or of the nature of self-consciousness, awareness is accompanying 
all these thought-constructs, mental concepts. Because 'Sukhitwa' 
(happiness) and 'Duhkhitwa' (misery) etc. are universally-, 
acknowledged experiences alone, the Sastra need 110t undertake 
the task of establishing or proving their validity at all ; it is also 
universally known that they do not always exist in the self
consciousness. Further, with regard to this specific form of 'I' 
notion or concept - that too is universally established ; that too , 
the Sastra need not endeavour to establish or prove. But it has 
perforce only to determine the question - "What exactly is the 
real essential nature of this Atman or self of the nature of 'I' , 
concept ? In fact, this is what the Sastra unravels or reveals. 
Because Atman is not an object for any kind of knowledge (to 
wit, He can never be objectified as a known concept or percept, , 
and hence the Srutis emphasize the truth that He is 'Aprameya' ; , 
it is not possible for the Sastra to delineate in the manner -- , 
"Atman is such and such an entity" ; in truth, the Sastra has , 
not at all undertaken this impossible task. However, the Sastra 
by propounding that the special characteristics, which are appear
ing to exist in Atman (Pure Being-Consciousness), do not at all 
belong to His essential nature of Being in the manner - "Neti, 
Neti" - (Not this, not that) - (Brihadara.,yaka) ; "Asthulamana1J.u" 
- (which is not gross, which is not subtle) - (Bri.) etc. refutes, 
rejects all those Dharmas or qualities, characteristics which do 
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not belong to Him in the least, and by such negation alone 
, -

(negatively, so to speak) the Sastra helps indicate our Atman or 
Self. 

THE VALIDITY OF NEGATING SENTENCES 

We should discern the truth that scriptural sentences like -
"Not this, not that" ; "Not gross, not subtle" etc. - merely refute 
the respective misconceived form exclusively and achieve the 
fruition of their purport, but we should never assume that 
they indicate or imply the Abhava or non-exisitence of a 
special characteristic or another special feature different from 
it or opposed to it. 'Ajfiana' means the absence or lack of Jiiana, 
or it may mean also 'misconception, wrong knowledge opposed 
to Jfiana.' If it is said : "This is not gold", it may also imply 
that "It is brass" ; but, in that same manner, when it is said in 
the case of Atman - "Not this, not that" - there is no opinion 
or teaching whatsoever implied, of the type - "Something else." 
If it is stated - "Atman is not Sukhi" - its purport is not at all - , 
- "Atman is Duhkhi" ; for, the Sastra attaches equal relevance 
to both the statements viz., - "Atman is not Sukhi" and 
"Atman is not Du~khi". In Atman no special characteristic 
form or quality whatsoever 'really' exists. Therefore, in re
ality there is no special distinction in Atman at all ; in fact, 
in distinctionless Atman alone all distinctions or special fea
tures are imagined, misconceived - and this alone is the purport , 
behind all Nishedha Sruti or scriptural statements of negation. In 
Avasthas or states like Sushupti (deep sleep) and Samadhi (trance) 
etc. we are not seeing any distinct quality or characteristic what-- , 
soever in Atman (pure Consciousness). Therefore, the Sastra does 
not indicate directly, positively in the manner - "Atm~ is of 
such and such distinctive nature, quality - etc." ; merely after 
stating - "Atman is not this, not that" - by refuting qualities, 
characteristics not belonging to His essential nature, they 
(scriptures) stand vindicated in communicating their ultimate , 
purport. Merely on this count the scriptures or Sastra is said to 
be a Pramat:la or valid means to signify or teach the subject
matter of Atman, i.e. Self-Knowledge. For this reason alone, Shri 
Dravigacharya, one of the ancient preceptors belonging to his 
traditional line (Sarppradaya) of teachers, had written the Sutra 
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or aphorism : "R=t4i"l'tl r~qaCf)qttLt (Merely because of their refuting, 

removing those Dharmas or qualities which do not belong to - , 
Atman, the Sastra PramaI).ya or validity of the scriptural texts is , 
established) - this Shri Satikara has expressed in his Bhashyas. 

IN ATMAN DVAITA (DUALITY) WHICH IS INAUSPICIOUS 
DOES NOT EXIST AT ALL 

\f1~({iF\t:{qI4q,~'1 ~ Cfifc¥i:4d: I 

'IlcU 31<4,~~q dt'llGGlidl ftrcn II~~ II 

Meaning: "This Self is imagined to be the unreal things 
and also to be non-dual ; and these perceived things are also 
imagined on the non-dual Self. Therefore, non-duality is aus
picious. " 

THE PRIMA FACIE ARGUMENT OF DVAITADVAITAVADINS 

It has been stated in Ka~hopanishad 2-3-2 that - "The 
Atmatattwa or the Reality of the Self, devoid of Pralaya (disso
lution) etc., is Itself Paramartha or the Absolute Reality" - is it 
not so ? Atman is being seen, the imagined phenomena like 
PraI}a etc. are also being seen. It being so, how at all can it be 
detennined that Atman alone is the Ultimate Reality and not 
Pral).a etc. ? The Advaitins may doubt in the manner that : 
"Because we have assumed that appearances (phenomena) exist, 
there is no benefit accruing, is it not so ?" But whether there 
is any benefit or not, it is true that Dvaita (duality), like Advaita 
(non-duality), is appearing. Therefore, it is proper, legitimate to 
assume that both these are real indeed. 

(Doubt by Siddhanti) : Both Dvaita and Advaita cannot 
.possibly exist in one and the same entity; for, they are opposed 
to each other. Therefore, it should be declared that Dvaita is 
unreal. Is it not so ? 

(Opponent with prima facie viewpoint) : Not so. In a tree 
the manifoldness of many branches is seen ; in the sea the variety 
of waves, bubbles etc. is seen. Therefore, it amounts to saying 
that there is no opposition, contradiction between Dvaita and 
Advaita. Apart from this, it is not correct to say that there is no 
benefit accruing from Dvaita. Just as there exists a benefit of the 
attainment of Moksha (Liberation) from Ekatwajnana (Knowledge 
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of Unity), there exists the benefit of the conduct of Loukika 
(mundane, elnpirical) and Vaidika (scriptural, religious) transac
tions from Nanatwa or manifoldness also. 

REFUTATION OF DVAITADVAITAVADA 

This theory, doctrine is not proper. For, although it is true 
that misconceptions like PraQa etc. do appear, it is not pos
sible to affirm that they are real, because their essential 
nature does not exist ever as it appears. Just like the miscon
ceptions of a rope-snake, a streak of water, they are getting 
sublated, falsified. Just as the real essential nature (empirical 
entity) of the rope exists, subsists as the substratum for all 
mental, misconceived concepts, Atmaswarupa eternally, peren
nially exists as the substratum for all misconceptions like 
Pra~a etc. Further, just as the rope itself is misconceived (wrongly 
imagined) to be the appearances, Atman is being misconceived 
as Pral)a and such other forms. Not only is it true that just as 
those Vikalpas get sublated each by tIle knowledge, cognition 
of the other, these PraJ.1a and such other misconceived forms 
get sublated ; but further these misconceived forms do not 
appear whatsoever in A vasthas or states like Sushupti, Samadhi , 
etc. Although it is true that in the Sruti (Upanishad) the 
Sushuptatman is called 'Prajiia', 'PraI)a', then (i.e. in deep sleep 
state) He is not at all cognized or Intuited in any distinctive fonn 
with special features whatsoever. It is true that by comparing 
with special forms existing in Jagrat and Svapna we have to say 
that He (Atman) therein (in deep sleep or trance) remains in His 
KaraI)arupa or causal seed form; but because in Sushupti no 
special distinctive form really appears therein, Atman exists 
as Advitiya or non-dual (one without anything else second to 
Him) ; in Him therein no division, distinction of the fonns of 

« 

Grahya (grasped, comprehended object) or Grahaka (grasping, 
comprehending subject) whatsoever appears. 

(Doubt) : We should aver that the phenomena which appear 
in Jagrat and Svapna are Atman's 'Prachalitarupas' or forms 
which are set in motion, i.e. in vogue alone, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : Tllis concept especially cannot at all be accept
able to anyone ; for, Atman is Kutastha, in Him there can 
never occur any mutation whatsoever. Therefore, all the phe-
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nomena which appear in Jagrat and Svapna are (due to) the 
natural proclivity, tendency of the fickle mind ; just as when 
there is a lamp the brilliance, glow of the light that is seen, 
in truth, belongs to the la~p alone, in the same manner it 
amounts to sayillg that only when the mind exists the duality, 
diversity that is seen or which appears belongs to, is related 
to, the mind alone. In due course (4-73) the Karikakara himself 
states that the Dvaita (duality) of the fonn of Grahyagrahaka is 
a mere vibration of the mind. Because of that fact, we should 
not conclude that - "All this amounts to Vijfianavada alone". We 
will indicate the vast distinction between Advaita which pro
pounds that - "In the Ku!astha Atman both the mind and the 
Dvaita that appears as an object to it are Kalpita or misconceived, 
imagined" - and Vijfianavada in due course. Let it be. On the 
whole, Atman, remaining perennially in one and the same form 
or nature, is Himself imagined both. in the form of the false, 
unreal phenomena of Pr3l).a etc. and in the form of the Paramartha 
(Absolute, Transcendental) Sadriipa (of the essence of Reality, 
Pure Existence) Advayatman (non-dual Self). That is all, and it 
should not be reckoned that the rest of the phenomena really 
exist as separate, distinct entities and - just like a thread 
passing, running through different flowers - Atman, alone 
exists in all substances, objects. 

ALL PHENOMENA ARE, IN THE ABSOLUTE SENSE, 
THE NON-DUAL. ATM~~ ALONE 

(Objection) : That Atmatatt\\la which exists as the Sadriipa 
(pure Being, Existence) in A vasthas like Sushupti, Samadhi etc. 
Itself gets transformed in various forms with special features in 
Jagrat and Svapna. The sea itself gets transfonned into various 
forms like waves, foam and bubbles etc. and is appearing in 
those distinct forms, is it not so ? This is also just like that only. 

, -
Besides, there is a Sruti sentence (Taittiriya 2-7) saying : "That 
Xtmatattwa Itself created Itself. " Just as the Paramatmatattwa, 
which is analogous to the sea water of the illustration, really 
exists as Sadriipa, in the same way these various phenomena with 
distinct features, which appear after being transformed in the 
waking and the dream, analogous to the various distinct fonns 
like the waves, foam etc., are indeed Sadriipa alone, is it not so ? .. 
How is it proper to say that phenomena (Bhiivas) are false, 
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unreal ? If this alone is true, then it amounts to admitting 
that Upanishads are exclusively the valid means (pramal)a) ; 
Karmaka~"a - because it signifies phenomena which are 
Asadrupa (of the form, nature of unreality) - though a part 
of the Vedas (just like the Jiianakir,4a which comprise the 
Upanisbadic lore) - is rendered ApramalJB (invalid), is it not 
so ? 

(Solution) : This is not proper. For, those phenomena like 
PraQ.a etc., remaining as non-dual alone, are imagined indeed. 
Even when imagining in the manner - "They exist in the various 
forms of PraJ)a etc." - they do not at all exist without giving up 
or discarding their Advayatmas"'arupa (the essential nature of 
non-dual Self or Pure Being-Consciousness) which is Paramartha 
(Absolute,_ Transcendental Reality). This truth we have previously 
(2-30) indicated already. These phenomena of PraJ)a etc. do not 
exist in their respective distinctive forms giving up the support 
of or apart from Atman (pure Being-Consciousness), is it not 
so ? Even when they have manifested in the fonns of appearance, 
nothing else does exist anywhere at all. It is not possible to aver 
that - "In that case, let it be said tllat Atman too is Kalpita 
(imagined) only !" Because, a VikaJpa (concept, imagined thing) 
can never exist without an Aspada (substratum). An imagined 
rope-snake etc. cannot be said to be imagined without it having 
an entity or a substance (Vastu) which is a substrate for it, is 
it not so ? Hence, it is not possible for anyone to assert that 
-
Atman too, who is the support, substrate for all imaginations 
(KaJpanas), is Himself an imagined thing, a concept. For that , 
reason alone, the. Sruti is stating : "That is Satya (real), that alone 
is Atman" - (Cbhandogya 6-8-7):- Further, it bas to be deter
mined that because for all kinds of mental concepts It (Self) 
is the Witnessing Consciousness (Sakshi), It is not imagined ; 
for, in reality (i.e. from the standpoint of universal Intuitive 
Experience), without Sakshi being there, no object (padartha) 
can ever appear at all. 

(Doubt) : In that case, what is the purport behind writing 
the Karika in the manner: "He is also imagined in the Advayarupa 
(non-dual form)" ? 

(Solution) : The meaning of that statement is not that - "He 
(Alman), existing non-dual is ar~o Kalpita". Just as for all the 
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various imaginations (concepts) of individual cows (i.e. the spe
cies) the Samanya (genus) of 'Go twa , (cowness) exists as a 
substrate - the Samanyarupa (the category of genus, which ap
pears to exist persistently in all phenomena of the form of 
duality, is also Kalpita (imagined or conceptual) alone ; for, in 
Atman, in the absolute sense, these categories or concepts of 
Samanya (genus) and Vishesha (species, particular) do not exist 
in the least - in fact, this is the (intended) purport of that 
statement. 

Now, the prima facie statement of the opponent that -
"Atman being of the essential nature of Dvaitadvaita alone is 
proper; only then, both the KarmakaQQa and JiianakaJ}4a acquire 
Pram~ya (validity, authority)" - is in all respects improper. For, 
Atman is always, perennially Niravayava (devoid of parts), is Eka 
(unitary, non-dual). It should not be doubted here in the manner 
- "In that case, KarmakaQga is rendered invalid !" For, by 
assuming the universally familiar duality or diversity alone if 
Kanna or action is stipulated by way of an injunction, the 
KarmakalJ~a invariably acquires validity ; but there is no cause 
whatsoever to imagine that - 'In order that the validity of the , 
Sastra be upheld or established, duality has perforce to be real 
only.' Besides, once it is determined that Advaita (non-duality) 
alone is real Dvaita (duality), which is of the form of Kriya 
(action), does not subsist at all ; only if in that manner duality 
subsists, it could be asserted that Dvaita has necessarily to subsist , 
in reality, is it not so ? The Sruti (BrihadaraJ}yaka 4-5-15) is very 
clearly declaring that no duality whatsoever exists from the stand
point of the Jfiani when it says : "When from the viewpoint of 
this Jiiani everything became Atman alone (i.e. Pure Being
Consciousness, the Ultimate-Absolute Reality), then there with 
what can He see what ?" - thus, it is not possible to imagine, 
infer that the fact that there is no Vyavahara (empirical transac
tion) was mentioned exclusively pertaining to the states like deep 
sleep and trance etc. ; for, Vidya or Intuitive Knowledge de
notes, depicts an Entity, Reality which always (perennially) 
exists and not a particular thing or phenomenon which exists 

, -
(appears) in an Avastha. Besides in Srutis like - "Atman is 
AeJrishta (imperceptible), A vyavaharya (beyond the realm of 
workaday transactions), Prapaiichopashama (devoid of the world 
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of duality), Shanta (tranquil), Shiva (auspicious), Advaita (non
dual): He is cognized as the fourth. He alone is Atman, He 
should be cognized" - (MaQgukya 7) ; "That alone is Atman, 
That alone thou art" - (Chhandogya 6-8-7) - etc. it is expounded 
that Advaita is not restricted exclusively to anyone state. There
fore, it is proper, reasonable only to say that - "Atman is not 
transformed into the forms of phenomena like Pra~a etc. ; all 
those phenomena, existing as Atman alone who is of the 
really Real (Absolute, Transcendental) essence of Pure Being
Consciousness, are appearing in those various forms." 

ADV AlTA XrrMAN ALONE IS OF THE ESSENCE OF 
AUSPICIOUSNESS 

Thus, for reasons like :- (a) Atman is the substrate for all 
mental concepts, (b) His essential nature of being non-dual never 
changes - even when the imagined phenomena are appearing, the 
non-dual nature itself is 'Shiv8' or of MangaJaswarupa i.e. the 
essential nature of auspiciousness ; the mere imagined phenomena 
are AmangaJaswarupa (of the nature of inauspiciousness). For, 
just like the rope-snake etc. they are the cause for Anartha 
(calamities, life's troubles and travails) like Bhaya (fear), Shdka 
(misery) etc. 

~I(q\fl€t\=f ~ ";f ~11N Cfitl:;;q'i I 

~ "i~:S~'1I'l~fr$if;'qrC\ra a~fq~ fcr5: II~~II 

Meaning : "This world, when seen from the standpoint 
of the Self, does not continue to be diverse. Nor does it 
exist in any manner in its own !ight. Nor do phenomenal 
things exist as different or non-different (from one another or 
from the SeIt). This is what the realizers of Truth have 
cOgIlized. " 

THE INAUSPICIOUS MANIFOLDNESS DOES NOT 
AT ALL (EXIST REALL Yl 

Nanatwa means manifoldness i.e. things being different from 
one another ; where that (such manifoldness) exists there is 
invariably inauspiciousl1ess. For instance, from beings like a tiger, 
a thief etc. which are different from us, inauspicious experiences 
like fear, terror etc. accrue. But if we properly examine, observe 
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the phenomenon of duality or diversity, then we can discern that 
it is nothing but of a nature of Atman (pure Being-Conscious
ness)" Just as when viewed, observed in the light of the lamp the 
snake (i.e. rope-snake) is verily seen as a rope, in the same way 
if we see (cognize, Intuit) with the light of Jiiana (Intuitive 
Knowledge), then Dvaita is verily Atman or Pure Being-Con
sciousness ; the former is not existing separately at all. Then, 
especially in its apparent form of duality it does not at all exist ; 
all that exists is verily Advaitatman (non-dual Self) - and is· this 
not called 'Jfiana' ? 

Now, although in the Vyavahara A vastha (waking, em
pirical state of Consciousness) the VikaJpas (imagined things, 
phenomena) invariably appear to be distinct from one an
other, observed from the Paramartha Drishp even the Vikalpas, 
distinct from one an~ther, do not at all exist. The Vikalpas -
like a snake, a streak of water, which are imagined in the rope, 
no one ever thiriks, reckons to exist really, invariably being
distinct from one another - is it not so ? People, in general, have 
believed that a horse is really existing distinctly, separately from 
a he-buffalo ; but with regard to the imagined (misconceived) 
rope-snake etc. - which are mere appearances - no one ever 
believes with regard to them in the manner - "These are fit to 
be cognized in the manner - 'This is different from that'." 
Therefore, they are not distinct from one another ; nor one 
can affirm that all of them (i.e. such misconceived phenom
ena) are one and the same too. In the same way (if this line 
of Intuitive reasoning is pursued to its fruition, finality) we 
can never assert that those VikaJpas are different, distinct 
from Paramatman (Supreme Self) or non-different. Previously 
in 2-30 it was true that it was stated : "Although all these Bhavas 
(phenomena) are Appthak (non-different), He (i.e. Atman) is 
cognized to exist separately indeed" ; but the intended purport 
behind that Karika was only to strengthen the truth, teaching that. 
- "The non-dual Atman alone exists ; none of the apparent 
phenomena whatsoever exists really" and not at all with any 
opinion of expounding a teaching that - "All apparent phenomena 
do exist without change apart trom Atman." Therefore, there 
. does not exist any opposition, contradiction between the teachings 
of that Karika and the present Karika. In any case, thus apart 
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from Atman all the rest of the categories or concepts or 
phenomena - everything else - are merely misconceptions 
indeed. They are not different, distinct from Paramatman, 
nor are they one with Paramatman. Among themselves too, 
they are not different from one another, neither is it ever 
possible to affirm that they are all one and the same ; no 
phenomenon - whatsoever it may be - from the Paramartha 
Drishti - is distinct separate at all. Therefore, the non-dual 
Atman is perennially of MangaJaswarupa (essential nature 
of auspiciousness) ; it is now established that whether within 
or outside Himself (i.e. Atman) there does not exist any 
cause whatsoever which gives rise to Amangala (inauspicious
ness). 

DELIBERATION ON THE ESSENCE OR REALITY OF 
DIFFERENCE, DISTINCTION (BHEDA TATTWA) 

IS NEEDLESS 

Some among the thinkers - adept in the deliberation on the 
essential nature (or reality) of distinction or difference - first 
assuming that all empirical phenomena exist distinctively or sepa
rately from one another, undertake to examine the doctrine of 
those who opine that - "Difference, distinction is to be estab
lished exclusively on the valid means of perception." They fur
ther endeavour to discuss the topic after imagining (assuming) a 
question that - "Whether the concept or category of distinction, 
difference is a Dharma (quality, characteristic) or Swarupa (es
sential nature of Being) of separate entities, objects ?" But after 
it is determined in the manner - "All the phenomena which are 
appearing to us are mere misconceptions; they are misconceived 
in (superimposed upon) the non-dual Atman" - · there is no scope 
whatsoever for this discussion. In any case, the final candid 
detennination, decision of those who have cognized the Ultimate 
Reality of Atman (Self-realized souls) is : "As a result of any 
phenomenon (or misconceived object of appearance) which is 
Adhyaropita (superimposed) upon the non-dual Atman, there is 

,; 

no taint of AmarlgaJa (inauspiciousness) whatsoever affecting or 
adhering to the latter." There is no harm or danger being posed 
by any yukti (logical device) or Anubhava (experience) - what
soev~r they may be - to this truth, teaching. 
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Tms ABSOLUTE REALITY WILL BE INTUITED BY 
VEDANTINS WHO ARE ENDOWED WITH A COMPOSED, 

CALM, CONCENTRATED MIND 

cf\d(ljlcql1s61~4f~f\tCft{ql(~: I 
~ 

f.tFctCfi~ ~~: Rqaqlq~I'"11~: J I~~II 
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Meaning : "This Self, that is beyond all imagination, 
free from the diversity of this phenomenal world, and non
dual, is seen by the contemplative people, versed in the Vedas 
and unafflicted by desire, fear and anger." 

PEOPLE WHO ARE QUALIFIED FOR ADV AITATMA mANA 

Al~hough in this manner this Ultimate Reality is devoid of 
any blemish, stigma of Amangala (inauspiciousness) whatsoever 
and It is our very Atman (Self) alone, this Advayatma Tattwa 
(non-dual Reality of our Self) is not Intuited, cognized by every
one. For, those, in whose AntahkaralJ.a the latent impressions, 
proclivities of duality are very strong or deep-seated, are unable 
to dissociate thetnselves from, or discard, their Dvaitasatyatwabuddhi 
(steadfast belief in the reality of duality or diversity), which is 
having a vice-like grip on their intelligence from time immemo
rial. Because defects like - (a) having attachment in things which 
are desirable, and having hatred in l.mdesirable things ; (b) a fear 
complex that thil1gS wanted by them may get destroyed or the 
apprenhensions that some particular impediment or risk may 
entail them ; (c) a pronounced, burning desire for things wanted 
by them and if any hindrap.ce, impediment to that desire is 
encountered then indignation, wrath etc. - are abounding in their 
mind, although this Ultimate Reality which is non-dual and aus
picious is verily their Atman (i.e. their innate essential nature of 
Pure Being-Consciousness in esse), they are incapable of cognizing, 
discerning It. Only to those persons, who are devoid of these 
above-mentioned defects, drawbacks and who are always ratioci
nating, ruminating in their minds about this Paramatmatattwa 
alone and who have cognized, Intuited this Vedanta Tattwa (Ulti
mate Reality expounded by the Vedantic, Upanishadic texts) which 
is in truth the goal of ail Vedas exclusi\rely, this Tattwa (Reality) 
which is devoid of any trace or taint of Dvaita and which is 
Advaita and MarlgaJakara (auspicious) will be cognizable. 
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This opinion is clarified in the following Mu.,4aka 
, . 

Upanishad sentence and such other Sruti sentences, VIZ. 

'~~I;I(1fq~11~f~ff.qdl~f: 4;:q1~~.IIE1(1lf: :(I~=(ql:' - (Mundaka 3-2-6) -
~ ~. . 

meaning : "Only those liiananishthas (people who are fully 
established in the Self-Knowledge) who have determined con
vincingly the Tattwa (Absolute, Ultimate Reality of the Self) by 
means of Vedantavijiiana (Vedantic Intuitive Knowledge or Ex
perience) and who have attained Sattvashuddhi (purification of 
the mind, heart) will attain the Paramamritatwa (the Absolute, 

really real immortality)." This phrase of a verse, viz. ·qld(Jarqllshl~:" 
- meaning : "Those who are devoid of attachment, fear, anger 
or hatred" - is seen in Gita (4-10) ; there in that context too, 
it has been stated that - "To those who are purified by means 
like Jiiana (Self-Knowledge), Tapas (meditation, austerity) 
Bhagavattattwa (the Absolute Reality of Paramatman) becomes 
cognizable. " 

THE TRANSACTIONS (BEHAVIOUR) OF A VIDWAT 
SANNYASIN (REALIZED SOUL) 

dt4il~ci rq~~'1q~d ti1\if~(( ~ra'll 

aWi :a'ijwl'4 \if~c(~C".fiql:q~ I ,~~ I' 

Meaning: "Therefore, after knowing It thus, one should 
fix one's memory on (i.e. continuously think of) non-duality. 
Having attained the non-dual, one should behave in the world 
as though one were dull-witted." 

IF NON-DUAL ATMAN IS INTUITED, ONE GETS 
ESTABLISHED IN ATMAS~ITISANTATI OR 

CONTINUOUS CONTEMPLATION OF THE SELF 

It is spiritually instructed for the benefit of Mumukshus, 
who are genuine spiritual practitioners, in the manner - "Because 
of the fact that in this manner by means of Jrlana (Self-Knowl
edge) the Anartha (life's torments and traumas) in the form of 
Dvaita (duality) are totally destroyed in all respects, one should 
determine Intuitively that this Atman (pure Being-Consciousness) 
exists in this manner and should engage his memory (i.e. con
stantly remember) in non-duality ; one should achieve the incli
nation, keen interest of the mind exclusively for (the ultimate 
goal of) cognizing the non-dual Reality alone." 
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Or, in the alternative, the spiritual teaching can also be 
interpreted as : "By cognizing this non-dual Atman one should 
endeavour to establish his mind firmly, steadfastly in remember
ing the non-dual Atman." If the second meaning is accepted and 
reckoned, then because it becomes self-established that - "Once 
Jfiana or Self-Knowledge is attained that alone will thrive, persist 
in the seeker's memory" - here in this context the teaching that 
- "This Atman's Knowledge (Intuition) has to be perforce at-, 
tained" - is most important. On the strength of Sruti sentences 
like - "This Atman is Brahman" - (Ma~"ukya 2) ; "It is the 
opinion of the Knowers (of Reality) that the One who is 
Prapaiichopashama (devoid of the world), Shanta (tranquil), Shiva 
(auspicious), Advaita (non-dual) is Himself the fourth; He alone 
is Atman" - (Ma~"ukya 7) - which expound Atmajiiana if one 
acquires the Intuitive Knowledge of Advaita Atman, then the 
Dvaita Jiiana (kanowledge of duality, diversity) which is opposed 
to the former and is false, unreal (i.e. misconceived) will by itself 
disappear, get sublated ; if it is falsified (i.e. got rid of), then 
because the defects like Raga (attachment), Bhaya (fear) etc. can 
never exist, there is no scope whatsoever for the Dvaitasmriti 
(remembrance of duality to be real) to exist as it does at present. 
Therefore, then the Advaitasmriti alone will get set, established. 
Hence, to say, here in this context, that it is stipulated by way 
of an injunction in the manner - "One should acquire Advaitasll1fiti" 
~ is not proper ; for, Advaitatman as well as the Jiiana (Intuitive 
Knowledge) about Him remains devoid of Kriya (action), Karaka 
(means of action), Phala (fruit of action) indeed. 

THE ERRONEOUS DOCTRINES THAT EVEN AFTER THE 
ATTAINMENT OF VAKYAJN'ANA (KNOWLEDGE BORN 

OUT OF SRUTIV AKY A) ONE SHOULD PERFORM 
OTHER SADHANAS 

Here in this context anyone may doubt in the manner : , 
"First, one should cognize Advaitatman by means of Sastra ; in 
order that cognition to become steadfast or strong, one should 
repeat the Sroptisantati (continuous remembering Advaitatman) -
thus here it is stipulated as an injunction." In fact, some dispu
tants have expressed their opinions thus vociferously. 

But this opinion is not proper ; for, as we have already 
stated that it is not possible at all for the Dvaitasmriti to subsist 
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or remain once the Advaitajiiana is attained. It is not possible 
also to doubt that - "It may be that that Jiiana has not become 
steadfast, strong." For, where is the cause for doubting in the 
manner - "If a sentence is Advaitatmapara or concerning the non
dual Atman, then from such a sentence the correct, proper 
Atmajiiana or Self-Knowledge is not produced" - ? Tnle, some 
people do doubt in the manner - "By means of a sentence 
Aparokshajiiana (direct Intuitive Knowledge) does not accrue". 
But, just as in the parable that - "Some ten dull-headed people 
were crossing a river ; after they reached the oppos,ite bank of 
the river, while counting their total number, each one counted the 
external nine persons only leaving out to count himself and all 
of them were agitated and anxious as they thought one of them 
(the tenth man) has been drowned in the river, out of ignorance; 
at this juncture a wayfarer counted in order each one of them 
and convinced each one of them in the manner - 'Y ou are the 
tenth person.' Instantly, each one obtained the Aparokshajiima 
that - "I am myself the tenth (missing, left-out) person" - in the , 
same way, here also when the Sruti instructs in the manner -
"The Turly atm an , devoid of any duality, diversity whatsoever, 
alone is thyself" - instantly for the Aparokshajiiana to accrue 
there exists no hurdle, impediment whatsoever. 

(Doubt) : If in this manner merely by VakyashravaJ).a 
(listening to the sentence) the correct knowledge of the entity as 
it really is (Yathmhajfiana) were to accrue, the stipulation of 
further Sadhanas like Manana (ratiocination, reasoning), 
Nididhyasana (contemplation) by way of injunctions (Vidhi) in , 
tre Sruti will be rendered futile, purposeless, is it not so ? , 
Further, the Sruti having stipulated yet other Sadhanas like Shama 
(control over the mind), Dama (control over the senses), 
Brahmacharya (celibacy) ; Yajiia (sacrifice), Dana (charity), Tapas 
(meditation, austerity) etc., according to this doctrine, becomes 
worthless, futile, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : Not so. Because, Manana and Nididhyasana 
also are needed in order to cognize Atman properly. In the case 
of one who does not possess the superlative capacity, qualifica
tion of attaining Jfiana merely by ShravaJ).a alone, for such a 
practitioner Manana as well as Nididhyasana is needed. Because 
of the fact that by means of acquiring perfectly spiritual 
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(purificatory) practices, disciplines like Shama, Dama etc. his 
mind, intellect gets mature and thereby the Aparokshajfiana ac
crues, these being stipulated as injunctions is not futile or falla
cious. Because in texts like GIta etc. it has been propounded that 
for those qualified seekers who perfonn Sadhanas like Yajiia, 
Dana, Tapas the beneficial fruit of Chittashuddhi (purification of 
the mind by way of giving up attachments, dislikes for external 
objects and other desires) is obtained and thereafter the qualifi
cation, capacity of attaining Joana is attained - those Sadhanas 
also being stipulated does not become futile at all. 

IS THERE ANY NEED OF ANY SADH4~NA FOR SHABDA.mANA 
OR KNOWLELDGE ACCRUING FROM WORDS 

Some people like Brahmasiddllikaras (MaQQana Mishra's 
followers) have here raised a doubt of the type : If a Vakya (a 
sentence) is Nirdushta (inviolable, irrefutable), then it is not 
proper, logical to say that for the word knowledge to accrue 
Sadhanas like Yajiia (sacrifice) and such other rituals are needed. 
Anyone who has the capability of interpreting a sentence as also 
the familiarity with Nirukta (one of the six Vedangas, that which 
contains glossarial explanation of obscure words, especially those 
occurring in the Vedas, or etymological interpretations), VyakaraJ)8 
(grammar) etc. can reckon the meaning of a sentence. Is it not 
so ? 

This doubt is not proper. For, if anyone's mind is not 
sufficiently refined (i.e. being rid of impurities like fickleness and 
extrovertedness, and being full of mundane desires etc.), then it 
cannot discriminate, determine that such and such alone is the 
meaning of a sentence. If it is contended that because a sentence 
is Nirdushta its meaning should necessarily accrue to everyone, 
then there is no cause or scope whatsoever for disagreement 
among various disputants with regard to the meaning or interpre
tation of a sentence. It is not reasonable to imagine, infer that 
merely on the ground of one possessing the exquisite, excellent 
instruments needed for Jiiana (Knowledge) even a person who 
does not have 'Chittashuddhi' (purified mind, heart) can attain 
Jiiana. For, even if one of the finest pair of spectacles is used, 
utilized (i.e. available for use), either by a blind person or an 
illiterate person, the skill or excellence of reading by means of 
the spectacles can never accrue. Therefore, the Siddhanta (final 
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spiritual teaching) is that - "Only to a properly qualified person 
alone the Vedas or sacred scriptures can communicate, convey 
the proper meaning and knowledge implicit in them, and not that 
to all and sundry the subtle knowledge born out of the interpre
tation of the Vedic (or Vedantic) sentences will accrue." 

Another point : The· Absolute, Ultimate Reality that the 
Vedanta Vakyas expound is Atman who is tIle innennost entity 
in everything. But by nature the common run of people are 
engrossed invariably in examining the external- objects through 
their senses alone. Therefore, only to those, whose Chitta (mind) 
is withdrawn from external objects of perception by means of 
Vairagya (renunciation) and whose mind has acquired the inner 
'Intuitive vision' by becoming Antarmukha Qntroverted) and has 
bec~e capable of cognizing Atman who is Atindriya (impercep
tible to the senses), nay who is beyond the reach of the senses 
and the mind - to such persons alone the cognition of the real 
purport of the Vedantic sentence will accrue. For that purpose 
alone those who are spiritual practitioners should acquire 
Chittashuddhi through the performance of Yajiia, Dana, Tapas 
and Pratyagdfishti (inner Intuitive vision, viewpoint) through the 
disciplines of Sh am a, Dama etc. Although among the Sadllakas 
for those who have very sharp intellect (superlative discriminative 
mental faculty) by means of merely listening to the Vedantic 
sentence once the full ilnport and subtle Intuitive significance of 
the sentence may accrue, those who have impediments like 
AgrahaIJa (non-comprehension), Sarpshaya (doubt), AnyathagrahaIJ8 
(misconception) with regard to the Padartha (the Reality, entity , 
signified by the words) have necessarily to repeat SravaJ)8 (lis-
tening to V edantic texts) and have to practise assiduously so as 
to imbibe the scriptural reasoning ; and these requirements are 
rightly to be anticipated in them. 

Therefore, the statement that - "Knowing that Advaitatma
tattwa is extremely subtle and all-pervasive, those seekers who 
wish to Intuit that Absoillte Reality should necessarily practise 
Sarvakarma Sannyasa (giving up, renotmcing agentship of all 
actions) as also endeavour to observe disciplines, spiritual 
excellences like Shama, Dama, Uparati, Titiksha, Shraddha, 
Salnadhana (i.e. Sha~ka Salnpat) etc." -, is quite reasonable in
deed. 
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JNANI REMAINS WITH NIRAHA~KARA (NON-EGOISM) 

In this manner one who has Intuited Advaitatmatattwa 
(i.e. a Jiiani, Self-realized one) cognizes, finds out that "Atman, 
WilO : (a) is beyond (the six mutations of life) hunger, thirst, 
grief, attachment, old age, death ; (b ) is beyond all empirical 
transactions ; (c) is of the very essence of Pure Being Wllich is 
Siikshat (direct), Aparoksha, (Intuitive) ; (d) is devoid of con
tinual ch-anges like birth, death etc. - Himself am I" - and 
thereafter carries on all workaday transactions as if one who is 
not knowing anytlling at all. Without exhibiting in the manner -
"I am a Jfiani of such and s-uch a calibre" - with regard to the 
abundance of Jiiana (Self-Knowledge), Vidya (erudition), 
Dharmasakti (deep devotion, attachment to religious virtues, rigll
teollsness) etc. and lives on without any defects like Dambha 
(hypocrisy), Darpa (pride, insolence) etc. whatsoever. Just as the 

Sruti - 'dttllC( i11{g0I: ql~f4 f.:rf4E'l i41~'i fdtalitt( - (Bri. 3-5-1) - has 

stated, after attaining Atmajfiana in its plenitude he (i.e. a Jfiani) 
lives like an innocent lad. In order to delineate the behaviour of , 
such a Jfiani, Shri SaIikara has quoted two verses in his Sutra 
Bhashya (3-4-50) : 

'lci~qiffi fct(;H~ld"4fui ~, 1 

a1 ..... q~:sq:&:lIrq '1.Cficf6q ~ ~ II 

~ ~ 'W(j ~ :q I (Of;ij ';fT¥ ';J CifS'a t1 '"l I 

~ ~ct=d ";( ~ ~ q;ff:qC( ~ 'lI~ul: II 

(Meaning : "The Jiiani who has observed a secret set of 
religious virtues (Dharma) maintains his behaviour without mak
ing it known to anyone ; he is roaming about on earth like a 
blind man, like an ignorant one, like a dumb person. He who is 
not known to anyone whether he is a Satpurusha (a holy man) 
or Asatpurusha (a wicked, unholy man), whether he is one who 

1. In the Ashwamedha Parva verses 46-52 of Mahabharata 

Epic it is stated 

alciilQffm fCf'Ir:q~I'1~Rti ~ I 

at'1.ca1 '1.i~OI ::q{;;qqcrt~"l -II 
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has not listened to and learnt Sastra or one who has excessively 
listened to the Sastra, whether he is of a good behaviour or of 
a bad behaviour - such a one alone is a Brahmat}.a.") 

f~~f\1f!t;fqtcfil<t f.t:~~ICfiI( ~ ~ I 
~ 

:qt1I:q{1f~Chd:t:q lIr\1l1f<i~q;) ~ 11~\911 

Meaning: "The Yati (recluse, mendicant) should have no 
appreciation or greetings (for others), and he should be free from 
rituals. He should have the body and soul as his support and he 
should be dependent on circumstances." 

WHEN mANA ACCRUES PARAMAHAMSAPARIVRAJYA BY 
ITSELF, AUTOMATICALLY, ACCRUES 

In the previous Karika it has been stated that the Jfiani 
should behave like a lacJa (dull-witted person), is it not so ? 
What kind of behaviour is that? To this question an answer is 
provided here in this Karika. 

The statements like - "without praise, without salutations or 
prostrations" - are meant to denote that - "He does not have any 
actions whatsoever which have to be (ordinarily) performed to 
satiate either the deities or the sages." It indicates that for him 
there is no stipulation of performing a Homa (sacrifice), Puja 

I 

(worship) etc. for propitiating a deity and whatever such rituals 
may be there; in the same way, the statement that he does not 
have any 'Svadhakara' signifies that the annual rites to satiate 
'Pitrus' (manes, ancestors) also do not entail him. It amounts to 
saying that for the Yati (i.e. Sannyasin) none of the scriptural 
rites or rituals like - "Putrotpatti" (getting progeny) for the 
conquest, success in Manushyaloka or this empirical world, Karmas 
meant for "Pitru1okajayaprapti" (success, conquest in the world 
of manes) and Upasanas (meditations) meant for "DevaJokaprapti" 
(attainment of divine, celestial world) - whatsoever is enjoined to 
be performed. Because he has attained the Intuitive Knowledge 
to the effect - "I am of the very essence of Nityamukta or 
perennially liberated state" - for him henceforth there are no 
'other wor!1ds' to be attained ; nor are there any more spiritual 
Sadhanas remaining for him to be performed. Just as the 

BrihadaraJ.1yaka Upanishad says: 'l{(f t a"t1t't14 fqr~(€tl ,u&t0ll: 
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S~~OIl41:t"i:l fq~ tt 01l41:t"i:l dt~ qu1l41:t"i:l SS<t<llql~ ~ "i:I'(Ri II' - (3-5-1). 
, 

The purport of this Sruti statement is that since for the Jfiani 
there is no desire whatsoever for the three worlds, he renounces 
entirely all the Kannas and the Upasanas and adopts a way of 
life of a Paramaharpsaparivrajaka (i.e. a wandering mendicant or 
monk who has 110 mundane possessions) .. 

For this reason alone, such a JJvanmukta (a Realized Soul 
in this very life-span) is eulogised in the Smriti in the foIlo\\ling 
manner: 

r=1(I~I'~q"1I<c4 r~;fq(OCf)l<q~fa'"l I 

f~1:ij; cq""4~: {I~ W ith£loj~: II 

- (Moksha Dharma 245-24). 

Meaning : "He does not have any desire whatsoever ; he 
does not perfonn any action with any desire for the attainment 
of its fruit at all ; there is no need for him to prostrate before 
any deity, nor is there any need for him to praise any deity. He 
is freed from all kinds of bondages. The deities reckon such a 
one as the true BrahmaJ}.8 (Brahmin)." 

For him there is no place to pinpoint and say - "This is 
his home" - as in the case of a householder. His living place 
means 'Ch alach ala , ; here 'ehala' means the body ; for, this 
keeps on changing repeatedly ; 'Achala' means Atmatattwa which 
is Kutasthanitya. When by virtue of his Prarabdha (fate, destiny) 
the forgetfulness of Atmatattwa occurs and when due to the cause 
of taking food etc. the Bahyas11l[iti (memory of external objects) 
occurs, then the home is the body alone which is Chala. But 
when there is no rise or occurrence of external, extroverted 
memory in this way, then Atmatattwa alone is his home; mean
ing, in his essential nature of Atman (pure Being-Consciousness) 
he rests steadfast, fully established quite naturally, habitually. 
Hence, he is called 'Chalachalaniketa '. For this reason alone, it 
has been stated in' the Apastamba Dhannasutra (2-21-10) that : 
One who is a Sannyasin should "give up the Agni (hearth) ; 
should remain without a known living place or home". 

Such a Jiiani will be "Yad[icchhika ", meaning - he is 
content with whatever is easily available, procurable without any 
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restrIctions, constraints as regards his, necessities of life like 
Kouplnam (a strip of cloth worn over the privities), a covering 
cloth, food etc. There are Smriti sentences to support this : 
"Kouplna and covering cloth - these he should wear sufficient 
for his needs" - (Golltama Dllarma Sutra 3-18) ; "Some people 
say that tllings which are thrown, discarded here and there should 
be cleaned and used" - (Goutama Dhanna Sutra 3-19). The 
meaning of the Gita sentence - "He is satisfied with Yadriccllha 
from whatever is easily obtained" - (Glta 4-22) - is this alone. 
This purport is described in detail in Moksha Danna as : 

r~~raA;fqWiI(: qf'~\iIlI ~'qI~lil I 
~ ~ ~ 

at{O~ Fct-tRCfiICfi1 ~'14;'1f~GI~It1: II - (Mo. Dh. 242-2). 

Meaning : "Without praise, without prostration, giving 
l.J> PU1J.ya (merits), Papa (~emerits) eating whatever food, is 
available, roam about in the forest in solitude". 

In this Karika, Paramahamsaparivrajya which is spontane
ously self-established by Atmajiiana (Self-knowledge) devoid of 
any association with any Kriyakarakaphala and which is attained 
by one wbo has Intuited, realized Advaitatmatattwa has been 

explained. For this the Sruti statement : 't(dJi ~ ~ a«f",~ Fq;i«: 1Ri 

";f Cfilqq~ fit; SI \JIll I CfiR1SltIt{) ~ ";J)Sllql(ql~ .-:' - (Bri. 4-4-22) -

meaning : "Those who are Jfianis inquire and think in the manner 
- 'By progeny wllat is to be achieved by us ? This alone is our 
Atman, this alone is our Loka (world)' - live without desiring for , 
progeny" - is the authoritative source. In this same Sruti (Bri. 4-
4-22) further it is propounded that an accessorial aid to Jrlana 
(Self-Knowledge) is this 'Parivrajya', which is of tIle fonn of 
'Sarvakannasannyasa' in which the, practitioner has to renounce 
all mundane, empirical rites and rituals as well as accessories like 
Yajiiopavita (sacred thread) etc. necessary for them, and is itself 
recommended for those who are still continuing their efforts to 
Intuit the Tattwa. Therefore, the ultimate purport of the Karika 
is that - A 'Mumukshu' (seeker of Liberation, Beatitude) who 
wishes to Intuit Advaita Tattwa should perforce be endowed with 
extreme Vairagya (renunciation, detachment from and disinterest 
in worldly matters}." 
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Meaning : "Examining the Reality in the context of the 
individual and in the external world, one should become identi
fied with Reality, should have his delight in Reality, and should 
not deviate from Reality." 

METHOD OF ACQUIRING TATTWANISHTHA 

Previously, it had been stated that the seeker should practise 
'Smriti Santana' or continuous, relentless remembering (contem
plation) of Advaita (non-duality, Pure Absolute Being-Conscious
ness), is it not so ? Here a doubt arises : "Only after the mind 
stuff assumes the fonn of the external object, the knowledge or 
cognition of the object ensues? But Atman does not have any 
form at all ! It being so, how at all is there any possibility of 
any Atmakara y'netti or a mental concept of the form of the Self 
being acquired ? If it is not there, then how at all can one attain 
.A.tmajfiana ?" 

For this, the solution is : 'Atmajiiana' does not mean -
'acquiring the mental concept of the form of Atman'. For, Atman 
is Himself, without being dependent upon anything else, familiar 
(i.e. innately, intrinsically known universally). It being so, where 
is the need at all for a Y.ritti (mental concept, thought-construct) 
about or pertaining to Him ? Since He is verily the Self (Intuitive 
non-dual Being, Experience per se) of the 'Jijiiasu' (the seeker 
of this Self-Knowledge), He does not have any hindrance, im
pediment obstructing His cognition. When the A vivekins (non
discriminative, ignorant people) have allowed themselves to be 
attached to or· bound by thoughts about aspiring for or hankering 
after the external (transient) objects alone, they naturally have 
acquired a deep-seated misconception, is it not so ? To get rid 
of this alone is Atmajfiana needed. Everyone entertains the con
cept of 'I' ; but in it there is intricately included a misconception 
which has blended (mysteriously, as it were), with Anatman (not
Self) which is not one's real Self. Getting rid of this misconcep
tion alone is the genuine Atmajfiana in esse. 

It being so, we should first discern that - "All the constitu
ents like the body, the vital force, the senses, the mind, the 
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intellect, the ego etc. - which are Adhyatmika (of the corporeal 
plane) - just like the rope-snake, dream and magic - are mere 
imaginary false appearances ; their reality (substrate) is Atrnan 
alone." In the same way, we should cognize that - "The earth, 
,the water etc. - which are Adhibhoutika (of the material, physi
cal plane) and their effects are all false appearances alone in the 
forms in which they are perceptible ; their essential nature is 
really Atman alone." Thus we should cognize that the world of 
duality (Jagat) which appears externally and the body, the senses 
etc: which appear internally - all these are - just as it is stated 

in the Srutis, viz. '~d~ret4Fqt{ ~ tiffiN lr atlt'il' - (ehh.), meaning 

"Everything is Atman alone ....... " -; 'cUill{Ptf oj fCfCf)I<t ;flq~lI'( -

(ehh. 6-1-1), meaning "Everything is merely a vain transaction 
of words, speech ; all changes are rllere names and fOllllS" - in 
their perceptible forms unreal, false alone. , 

Thereafter, on the validity, veracity of the of the Sruti 

sentence - 'ttreN tJ 3ilttil dtctiifij' - (ehh. 6-8-7) - we should 

become one with the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) Intuiting in the 
manner - "For all this world of duality which is being seen and 
for me - Atman is the Sadbrallma alone (i.e. the really real 
substratum). That Paramartlla Tattwa alone I am." 

In this manner, after discerning that - "Everything is AkhaJ)9a 
Tattwa (immutable, impartible Reality) devoid of a within and· a 
without, and that alolle is my essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness" - one who is delighting relentlessly is 'Atmarama.' 
One who has cognized the Atrnatattwa in the manner that -
"Below, above, behind, in front, to the right, to the left -
everything is Atman alone" - (ehh. 7-25-2), and ruminating, 
ratiocinating about It alone, who is ever delighting as an Atmarama 
with the Intuitive Experience of the Self as Pure Being-Con
s~iousness - such an enlightened person ramains steady, steadfast 
without slipping away from Atmatattwa. This alone is called 
"Atmanishtha " . 

THE OPINIONS OF SOME VEDANTINS HAVING 
MISCONCEPTIONS 

(1) Bhavanasanchayavada or Theory Of Attaining Moksha 
By Means of Suppressing Heaped Up, Accumulated Imagina
tions, Concepts : 
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Failing to discern the truth that - "The Paramartha Tattwa 
is eternally non-dual ; Ajiiana alone is the solitary impediment 
in the path of cognizing It" - some people had interpreted this 
Karika in a different manner. What they opined was : "By 
accumulating Atmabhavana or concepts about the Self if the 
seeker attains Samadhi, then, as a result of this, Moksha is 
attained. If the mind (Chitta) is fickle, wayward, then it amounts 
to the seeker having slipped down from the Tattwa ; but if all 
the Chittavrittis (mental concepts) are Nirodha (suppressed, re
pressed), and Samadhi (trance) is attained, then it is tantamount 
to the seeker having become one with the Tattwa alone ; by 
means of Vedanta Vakya (Upanishadic sentences) if the seeker 
cognizes the truth that - 'I am Brahman' - and practises that 
Jfiana itself repeatedly (Anusandhana) then he attains Samadhi 
and becomes one with the Tattwa Itself. His Chitta (mind) melts 
down all duality (Dvaita) and turns itself to\vards non-duality 
(Advaita) and finally itself gets merged in Advaitatmatattwa." 

This opinion is not proper, correct. For, by the valid means 
(pram8.1J.a) of the Vedas (i.e. the Upanishads here in this context) 
once a seeker attains the Vijiiana (Intuitive Knowledge, Experi
ence) of the type - "I am myself Advaitatman" - there does not 
subsist, remain any other Atmadarshana (Intuition of the Self, 
Reality) separately ; thereby, there is nothing else whatsoever to 
be done, performed in order to obtain It afresh, or anew. In the 
case of those who affirm that - "Merely by means of (listening 
to) the Vedavakya, Atmajiiana is not attained or It does not 
accrue" - Veda (scriptural texts) are rendered Apram8.1J.8 (invalid, 
unauthoritative). If by means of Sadhanas like Dhyana (medita
tion) etc. the Chitta (mind) is endowed with Samskara (refine
ment, purificatio~) and thereafter if the Chitta is destroyed, it 
amounts to this Dhyana being rendered futile; if it is not so and 
if it is accepted that even in the Muktyavastha (state of Libera
tion) Chitta exists in its Swarupa (essential nature of Being), then 
Advaita is never established at all ; for, it amounts to accepting 
that even then the two (dual) Tattwas (entities) of Atman, Chitta 
do exist indeed. If it is coptended that - "Only after the Chitta 
has trans fonne d, metamorphosed all Dvaita (duality, diversity) 
into Advaita (non-duality) it (Chitta) also gets destroyed and 
hence there is no cause, scope for this doubt at all" - even then, 
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because of the fact that it amounts to Advaita becoming a 
product of a Sadhana of Dhyana, that Advaita (Tattwa) is ren
dered to be Anitya (non-eternal). Shri Sureshwaracharya, the 
author of Brihadaral}yaka Vartika' has pointed out many such 
defects in the doctrines of -these 'Ekadesha Vedantins' (Vedantins 
with lop-sided views, opinions) and has finally declared : "The 
Bhavana (concept, belief) of the type - 'I am a Samsari (trans
migratory soul)' - persists in a Jlva without a beginning (Anadi) 
ever since Kotikalpas (crores of creations) ; if such a deep-seated 
belief, concept were to be destroyed merely by a Bhavana prac
tised for a brief time in one particular Jarona (birth), then what 
Pram aJ}. a (evidence, valid proof) is there to assert that by dint of 
that practice made in a brief period of time the Vasana (latent 
impression) continues to exist eternally ? It being so, what this 
Bhavanasanchayavidins propound as their doctrine is not 
correct, proper. By this means there can never be a deliverance, 
liberation from such Anartha (calamity) ~at all - (Bri. Va. 4-4-778, 
79). " 

It being so, one who is a Jijiiasu (seeker of Self-realization) 
should not entertain the misconception that - "I will become the 
Tattwa (Ultimate Realtity of the Self) by means of a Sadhana 
(spiritual practice entailing performance of something either at the 
body level or at the mental level) and thereafter 1 will try not 
to slip down from the Tattwa." Atman is verily our Swarupa (the 
essential nature of Pure, Absolute, non-dual Being-Conscious
ness), is it not so ? What is meant by saying - 'slipping down 
from one's essential nature of Being' - ? What is meant by 
attaining stIch a state of 'not slipping down from the Tattwa' by 
a Sadhana ? It is not proper to believe erroneously (or to 
entertain a misconception) in the manner - "For Atman who is 
of the essence of Ekarupa (one and the same nature) there exists 
a possibility of giving up His essential nature bec,ause of Chitta 
. Vikshepa (mental aberration) and sliding, slipping down ; or, 
one's essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness as the Self is 
to be obtained, attained afresh, anew in states like Samadhi etc." 
In truth, if one (i.e. the genuine seeker) attains the Jiiana (Intui
tive Knowledge, Experience) of the type - "I am ever (eternally, 
perennially) of the very essence of Brahman, Atman" - alone, it 
is tantamount to being one with Tattwas\varupa ; then only, there 
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is no qllestion of 'slipping down' from Swarllpa indeed. For tIle 
Gita statement - "Paralnesll\Vara exists eqllally in all Blliitas 
(creatllres and objects) ; even if tIley get destroyed, He is not 
destroyed ; one WilO llas cognized t11is truth - he alone l1as verily 
cognized tIle Tnltll" - (GIta 13-27) - this alone is tI1e purport, 
intended meaning. 

(2) The Theory That Even After The Attainment Of 
Joana There Can Be Dvaita : 

In tllis context there is a need fur examining the opinions, 
doctrines of some Inore Advaitavadins who propound a cause for 
Moksha. 

One particular group of Advaitins say : "Moksha is 
acquired by the mere removal of Avidya, Wllich is tIle 
UpadanakaraI)a (material cause) for the Adhyasapraval1a (continu
OtIS flo\v of misconception) of the type - "I am a Kartru (agent 
of action), a Bhoktru (an enjoyer). Therefore, if Avidya is Nivritta 
(relnoved, is got rid of) by means of Brahmavidya, then merely 
the Nivritti of Kartrutwa, Blloktrlltwa etc. will ensue but not 
Sakaladvaita (the whole gamut of dllality). Even so, by means of 
Bralunavidya, Pramatrutwa (cognizership) i~ ~l)t rid of. Then the 
world like Pritllivi, Ap etc. is not perceiveli by him. Just as those 
WI10 do not have certain sense organs do not perceive the respec
tive sensations like Shabda (solmd), Sparsha (touch) etc., in the 
same way here too it should be reckoned. Therefore, although the 
external world of Pritl1i'/i, Ap etc. exists as before, the Jiiani 
attains mere Dvaitanivritti alone but not Prapaficllanivritti at all." 

This opinion, tl1eory is not correct. For, at the outset what 
these proponents ha~ve imagined as 'A vidya which is 
Adhyasopadana (material cause for the misconception of the 'I' 
concept) is itself not established to be true, real ; in tl1at case, 
where is the question of that A vidya being destroyed by means 
of \·u.lya ? Sometimes these people keep on saying tilat -
.... \ \ \ akrita which is the state of the seed form of the world is . . 
itself tllis Avidya" ; but to say that that is the UpadanakaraI)a 
(tnaterial cause) for Pramatrutwa ('I' notion as the cognizer) there 
is no alltlloritative statement or supporting proof whatsoever. 
Apart from this, only to one wI10 has Pramatrutwa there occurs, 
accrues the cognition, knowledge of tIle Prameya (perceived 
object) ; btlt to say that - "There exists a Prameya devoid of a 
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Pramatru" ... is meaningless, ridiculous. It beil1g so, tIle statement 
that -~ "Even after the Adhyasa (lnisconception) of tIle Pramat!utwa 
is removed, the entities like Prithivi, Ap etc. Wllich are Prameya 
continue to exist" - is rendered meaningless indeed. 

Here anyone may raise a question of tIle type - "Merely 
by the removal, disappearance of one individual's PramatfUtwa, 
can it be possible to affinn that the whole world like Ppthivi, 
Ap etc. will become extinct ?" But tllis doubt is not correct. For, 
the world (that we have assumed to be existing really, actually 
before us) is merely an imagined world alone projected due to 
misconception ; apart from it no other world really exists at all. 
If that misconception is removed, got rid of, then the truth that 
- "The phenomenon of tIle world of duality never existed, nor 
was it removed" - will become very clear. This fact was previ
ously (1-16) clarified. If it were the case that a really existing 
world does not appear, then merely on that count it does not 
runount to saying that one has attained Nishprapafichatma Darshana 
(Realization of tIle Self devoid of the world of duality). Merely 
on the ground of a fonn not being perceptible to a blind man, 
who will ever transact in the manner that - "Form does not exist 

, -
anywhere in the world at all", - ? In the Sruti Atman has been 

described in the manner - 'stqsPC(\q~,q :tll~ f~lqqadi( ; it is a 

sentence which signifies a Nitya Satya (an eternal Truth) indeed. 
Tllerefore, the argument tilat - "Even af~er one attains Atmajiiana 
the Dvaitaprapaficha invariably exists" - is untenable. 

(3) The Theory Of Advaita Being Visible to Anubhava 
Engendered In An A vasthavishesha : 

There is another opinion ; that too is opposed to Yukti 
(logical devices). TIle doctrine of the proponents of this theory 
is : "Although Tattwajiiana removes, destroys all Karmas, A vidya 
and Raga, Dvesha etc. tIlat are produced, it is not capable of 
doing away with Prarahdlla Karma which is Srutisiddha (estab
lished on the authority of the Vedas). TIl ere fore , as long as tIle 
ilnpediment of Prarabdha Kanna exists, It (Tattwajfiana) is not 
capable of removing Dvaitaprapaiicha (the world of duality, di
versity). The concept tllat - "TIle Jfi.ani is also invariably seeing, 
perceiving duality ; at the same time, he is also endowed with 
Brahmatmanubhava (tIle Intuitive Experience of Brallman-Atman)" 
- is self-contradictory, is it not so ? - for t11is kind of an 
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objection tllere is no scope here. For, in the state of AsaIp.prajiiata 
Samadhi (a trance in ,vhich there does not exist any distinct 
knowledge, COllsciousness) there exists Atmaikatlvadarshana 
(Intuition of non-duality of Atman) ; but being ,vithin the 
control, grip of Prarabdha Karma on other occasions (i.e. 
when not in Samadhi state) there invariably exists Dvaita
prapaiichadarshana also. Therefore, the objection of the type -
'Because Dvaitadarshana is Vyabllicllarita (changing, transient) it 
is Mithya (false, unreal) only ; as long as the body exists, who 
call, and how, attain Apardksha Darshana (direct, Intuitive Knowl
edge, Experience) ?' - cannot plausibly raise its head here. For, 
only to a person who has got a body while the Prarabdha Karma 
is yielding its fruit tIle Aparoksha Jfiana has perforce to accrue. 
From our historical texts it is learnt that great sages like Vyasa 
and many others, though they were embodied, were Aparokslla-
jiianis. Hence, even for a Tattwadarshi (one WilO has realized tile 
Ultimate Reality of the Self) the Dvaita Prapaficha may invariably 
be perceptible." This is the opinion of these proponents. 

This doctrine also is not correct. For, if it is accepted tl1at 
- "At one moment Dvaita is seen and at another moment it is 
not seen" - then it amounts to saying that tllere may be Chyuti 
(ruin, loss) affecting, or accruing to, Atman's essential nature. 
Apart froin this, because an Anishta (undesirable result) of the 
type - "One who possesses a body will perforce have to have 
Pramat[utwa (cognizership, 'I' notion, egoisln) ; Dvaitadarshana 
also will necessarily have to exist" - is faced with, if one asserts, 

\ 

quite opposed to this logical deduction, saying that tllere can be 
Advaitadarshana simultaneously, coevally - then it becomes grossly 
self-contradictory. It is also not proper to deduce that - "Because 
of facts like - (a) Sages like Vyasa etc., WllO were embodied, , 
were stated in the Sastras to have attained Aparokshajfiana ; (b) 
from historical records also it was learnt tilat they were , 
Aparokshajfianis, on the strength of Srutarthapatti PramaJ)a (tIle , 
valid logical means of inference based on Sruti statements - used 
to account for this apparent contradiction) and 11ence we are 
constrained to imagine that even for those who are embodied 
there can accrue Aparokshajfiana and at the same time, together 
witll it, by virtue of Prarabdha Kanna Dvaitadarshana also may , 
accrue to him." For, if the Sastra expounds statements with 
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contradictory n1eanings tllen it will be rendered Apran1a~la (in
valid, llnautlloritati\'e). 

Here one doubt : TIle concept tIl at a body exists ; tIle 
pllenolnenon of Dvaitadarsllana exists - botll tll~se are tIle off
S1100tS, effects of Mithyajnana (lnisconception). Btlt because for 
a Jfiani there can never be any Mitllyajfiana, even if Dvaita 
appears as if it exists, in reality all tl1at is Mitllya (false, unreal) 
indeed. Therefore, froln the viewpoint of tIle Jiiani tllere does not 
at all exist any Dvaita, is it not so ? Merely becallse it appears 
as if tllere exists Dvaitadarshana, wllat is tIle ilnpediment for 
Jiiana ? 

(Solution) : This alone is tIle correct Intuitive Knowledge. 
Merely. on detennining the trutll tl1at - "The \vllo1e galTItlt of 
duality is false, unreal" - in consonance with AnubJlava (Intllitive 
Experience of Pure Being-Consciousness), it becolnes tantalnount 
'to (acknowledging) saying - 'Advaita alone is ParamanJla (Ab-

I 

solutely real)' - and hence even after Pramatrl1twa is Sllblated,. 
falsified there is no question whatsoever of believing at any tilne 
in tIle manner - "Ajrlana (ignorance) persists ; or even after 
Ajfiana is removed, Atman has two distinct states, viz. in one He 
perceives Dvaita and in another He does not perceive Dvaita." 
Tllis alone is the finally established (time-tested) Siddllanta. 

(4) The Erroneous Teaching, Doctrine That A Jiiani 
Also Has To Practise Advaitasmriti (l\lemory of Non-Dualit}y) 
Incessantly : 

For this same verse some have written tIle following com
mentary : The statement tl1at - 'By means of Jfiana that accrues 
from the Vedanta sentences A vidya is destroyed' - is verily tnle. 
But even so, as a result of the fact that A vidya existed from tilne 
immemorial even this Vakyajanya Jrlana (i.e. knowledge born out 
of the Vedantic sentence) is falsified, sublated by Avidya. To 
explain, A vidya is of two types : What exists as a natural 
pllenomenon is one A vidya, wilat Ilas COine into being during an 
interval, for a period in time, is another A vidya. TIle latter kind 
of Avidya whicll has come into being dtlring an interval envelops 
(Avarapa) the object which is Anatman (not-Self) ; this vanislles 
as sooh as Jfiana accrues. But in tIle case of tIle otller natllral 
Avidya (Swabhavikavid .. va), Wllich exists from tilne ilTIlTIelTIOrial,. 
it is not so ; even "after it is relnoved by Jfiana it reappears or· 
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rears its l1ead" so to speak. Becallse it is in everyone's experience . 
llni\tersally tIl at evell in Jnanis defects like Raga (attacillnent)" 
D\/eslla (Ilatred) etc. (to wit, tlley are indeed tIle ··offsll00tS of 

Avidya only) are seen sprouting Olit - (jlIst as a blade of grass 
\Vllicil llas dried IIp during tile \vinter, cOlnes to life during rainy 
season) \\re SllOllld reckon tllat, in tIle saIne manner, Avidya 
reappears recllrringly. Tllerefore, tIle adllerents Sl10l1ld not relnain 
satisfied Inerely kno\ving (intellectllally) tllis Atlnatattwa by means 

, 

of Sastra texts ; tlley Sl10l1ld keep on regaining that Advaitatma 
S11Jriti (tnelTIOry of non-dllal Self) repeatedl)'. TIlis opinion alone 

is signifie(i by, ilnplied in_ tIle verse : "('t(CiQf't4fRiicfi c;ote~cn" For tllis 

Opillion tllere is Slipport of tIle follo\ving Snlti also : '~mu 

rCl~llI ~ jic:ild ilIElOJ:' - (Bri. 4-4-21). meaning - .. Even after 

C.og11izing lilat Atlnan alone one \vho is a Vi\'ekin (discriminating 
seeker) shoul{i attain Pl-,!iiia (tIle Intuitive ('(JnSCiOllsness)." 

This opinion too is not correct. For, in ()llr \\'orkaday world 
\Vllell pet)ple Ilave 111iscollceived (\vrongly cognizc(i, ilnagined) a 
sea-sllell or. nacre as silver" tIle real callse for tIlis misconception 
of "silver'l is silnply tIle person not Ila\'ing cognized tllat sea-sllell 
properly, correctly" tllat is all ; but not that apart from the 
kno,\'le(lge or other\\'ise of the sea-shell there exists separately 
the kilO" ledge and ignorance of the false silver - none of us 
can ever ackno\vledge tllis far-fetched, bizarre concept. People 
tnistake or \vrongly reckon a sea-shell alone to be 'silver' be
calIse of Bllriinti (delllsion), is it not so ? In tlle same manner, 
\'v'llen a silnpIe, frank explanation of tile type - "Becallse people 
lla\,re not properly Intllited Atlnan as H.e is, He alone is seen by 
tllelTI in tIle ftvlitl1.;vakar11 (false appearance, forln) as tile world of 
dual ity" - is Sllfficient (to drive Ilo1ne tIle sllbtle teacl1ing, trlltll), 
if it is tnisinterpreted in a total) y different, distorted Inanner, 
ilnagining Vidya(s)\'idyas of the types - Jiiana which cognizes 
Anatlnall and tIle false, \\'rong kno\\fle(ige \\'llich 11as accflled as 
a result of not cognizing Anatlnan, respectively, tllen it slnacks 
of G()ura\ltj(los118 or defect of not attaching tIle proper dignity, 

, 
respect'l esteelTI for Sastravakya. 

Anyone Inay raise a doubt 11ere like : "'In Olir \\'or~aday 

\vorld" tllere is a transaction of treating PratYllks/1Ll (perception). 
Anunlal1a (inference) as Pranla~la (\'alid n1eans of kll0\vledge) .. is 
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it not so ? Tllerefore, we s110uld accept that tllere exist separately 
Vidya and Avidya pertaining to Anatman, is it not so ?" But, 
altllough before we wake up - in the drealn transactions, wilicll 
appear tllerein to be real alone, the Vastuvibhaga (divisions or 
distinctions of objects) like 'Wllat is real' and 'What is false, 
unreal' as also tIle ljjanavibhaga (divisions or distinctions of 
knowledge) like 'correct knowledge' and 'wrong knowledge, mis
conception' are appearing as if they are true - because of tIle fact 
tllat all tllat was merely a dream, on waking we detennine tilat 
all those transactions were false alone ; in the same way, it is 
reasonable and proper for Vivekins (wise seekers) to detennine, 
decide that both the PramaIJaprameya Vyavahara (transactions 
involving the cognizer and tIle means of cognitiol1) and the 
Satyamithyadivibhaga Vyavahara (transactions of dividing real 
and unreal or false phenomena) appearing due to A tmavidya 
(ignorance or lack of tIle Self-Knowledge) are false, misconcep
tions only. 

Now, these proponents say that - "BecallSe Raga and Dvesha 
caused by A vidya are seen to be existing in Jfianis too, it should 
be accepted that even after the ignorance witll regard to tIle Self 
is sublated (by Jiiana) it sprouts Ollt again" - is it not so ? Our 
rejoinder to this is : "One in whom tllere appear Raga, Dvesha 
etc. he has not re:l~ly attained Advaitatmabhava (the Intuitive 
Experience of non-~lual Self, Pure Being-Consciousness) at all. It 
being so, the st,ltelnent that - 'Even after Avidya is sublated, 
falsified it reappears and strikes down, destroys Vidya or Self
Knowledge' - is extremely ridiculous. This scllool of pllilosopllY 
existed even prior to tile Vartikakara (Shri Suresllwaracllarya, 
one of the direct disciples of Shri Sailkaracharya). TIle manner 
in wllich this fallacious doctrine lIas been refuted by lInn is : "If 
Avidya exists as before, even after Jfiana accrues, tllen wilat is 
the Prama1}8 (valid proof) to affinn that even after that A vidya 
is destroyed it once again does not reappear ?" (Bri. Va. 4-4-
914) ; "Between Vidya and Avidya there exist tIle Bl18va (con
cepts) of Badhaka (sublator) and Badhya (sublated) ; in fact, tllis 
is the relationsllip that exists between tlleln ; it being so, 110W 

can the A vidya wllich is itself sllblated ever falsify or sublate 
Vidya wllich is tIle sublator ? Tllere is notlling like fire, Wllich 
bmTIs out wood, is itself being burnt out by wood, is it not so ? 
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Even wIlen it was existing, this A vidya did not destroy Vidya ; 
it being so, to affirm that after it (Avidya) was actually destroyed 
it can sublate, falsify Vidya, what Pr81naI}.8 (proof) is tllere ?" 
- (Bri. Va. 4-4-915, 916, 917). Tllerefore, to assert tllat - "Avidya 
rears its head again and again ; and in order to destroy it 
Vidyasmriti l1as to be constantly observed, practised" - can never 
be proper, rational. 

(5) The Doctrine Of The Madhyamikas 
~ verse \vllich is like a replica of this Karika had # been 

composed by Madhyamikas (followers of a school of Bud-

dllisln), viz. : '~l;:qql'6qlfiGci; :q~q q~tt ~l;:4 Ci1r~4fd'"ll ~ fqeJd msftr q;ff=qt( 

~ 'iICillfa ~L"4dl'"l II' - (Madllyamika Vritti, p. 1124) - meaning : 
"Recognize tllat whicll is inside as S11unya (i.e. essenceless) ; 
recogl1ize tilat whicll is appearing outside too is verily Sllunya 
alone. (Recognize also) tllat no one - who cognizes, reckons tilat 
everything is Sllullya - exists." - This is, in fact, the literary 
meaning of this verse. Here in tllis context unless and until it is 
detennined as to what exact Ineaning 11as been adduced to tllis 
word 'Shunya' by tllese proponents, we cannot detennine tIle 
essential teaclling or otherwise of tilis doctrine. If tllese people 
have called tIle Paramartha (Ultimate, Absolute Reality) Itself, 
wllich cannot possibly be described or defined by any statement 
or words, by the word 'SIlunya' , tllen the pllenomena whicll 
appear to us within and withollt in our workaday world are not 
real in tIle fonns they appear. We call interpret tllis verse in a 
particular manner so as to mean: "Tile essential nature of Reality 
of tllis world of duality wllicll appears distinctively in tIle fonns 
of Pr31natru, PralnaQa and Prameya is Sllunya." Then, in that 
context, it amounts to merely saying that "Shunya" means 
another name for that Tattwa (Atman) which the Vedantins 
expound. Then it will have to be perforce accepted that there 
will not exist any difference, distinction bet,veen the tenets of 
the Vedantins and those of these Madhyamikas. Otllerwise, if 
it is contended that apart froin the Turlyatlnan, wllich is descirbed 
and propounded in the Mal}."ukya Upanishad as being 
'PrapaiichopasIJalna' (devoid of tIle world of dllality), 'S11anta' 
(tranquil), 'S11 iva , (auspicious), tllere exists separately an entity or 
phe11omellon called 'Shunya' - tllen it alTIOunts to saying tllat -
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"Being devoid of Vastusvabhava (essential nature, stuff of an 
entity "Or an existing substance) is itself Sllunya." Since we have 
to take up this second meaning itself for elaborate examination 
and discussion in the fourth PrakaraQa, let us stop this topic here. 
Mentioning merely that such a phenomenon of Shunya can never 
be established in any manner, we will proceed in our delibera
tion. 

BEING ONE WITH THE REALITY, GETTING FULLY 
ESTABLISHED IN IT ONLY ONE SHOULD NOT 

SLIP DOWN FROM THAT TAT TWA 

Now, the purport behind the second half of this Karika has 
been mentioned in a brief axiomatic manner alone. The gist of 
this latter half of this verse is : "One (the true seeker) should 
determine that all duality is A vidylikalpita (projected or conjured 
up by ignorance) in the manner in which this teaclling has been 
expounded in the Vaitathya PrakaraQa, and should hilnself re
main, stay put being one with Tattwa ; Advaitatrrianishtha (con
summate, steadfast establishment in the non-dual Self of the very 
essence of Pure Being-Consciousness) which is Itself the Tattwa 
(Ultimate, Absolute Reality) - one should be absorbed in It." 
Since this topic of Advaita Tattwa is being explained in full 
detail in the next, i.e. the third, PrakaraIJ.a (called Advaita 
PrakaraJ.1a) we conclude this second PrakaraQa here. 



III ADV AlTA PRAKARANA 
• 

1. RELEVANCE (RELATIONSHIP) OF TIDS PRAKARA~A 

Hitherto it has been depicted that what is detennined in the 
Upanishads as the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) of Orpkara in the 
manner - "It is devoid of Matras, the fo urtll , not suitable for 
Vyavahara," wherein the Prapaiicha has come to nought, Shiva 
(auspicious), Advaita (non-dual)" - is verily Parama"rtha beyond 
speech and mind. In tile same way, in the Karikas of the 
" Agama PrakaraQa" it was mentioned here and tllere that -
"Atman is Advaita (non-dual)." Thus what was mentioned there 
to the effect that - 'Atman is non-dual' - was merely' Pratijiia (a 
pronouncement, proclamation), but it was not substantiated by 
adducing Yukti (logical, dialectical arguments). There, no logical 
devices whatsoever were adduced and it was merely proclaimed 
with the opinion (belief) that the superior class of seekers of Self-, 
Knowledge would, merely by means of SravBQa (listening to the 
scriptural pronouncelnents) of the type - "Atman is Advitlya" -
immediately Intuit the Reality of the - Self. . 

Similarly, it was mentioned merely by way of a proclalna-
tion that Dvaita (duality) really does not exist in the manner -
"If one cognizes the Tattwa, there does not exist any Dvaita" -
(1-18). If it is said that the Parama"rtha is "Advaita" - it means 
that (a) It alone, singularly and exclusively, is Paramartha, as also 
(b) in It there does not exist even the least taint of Dvaita ; 
between these two subtle meanings, althougll tIle superior class 
of seekers who are endowed with sharp intellect may determine 
or discern the truth that Atman has no taint whatsoever of duality - , 
merely on the basis of Agama (i.e. Sastraic methodology of 
teaching in a traditional manner) of the fonn of spiritual instruc
tion (Upadesha) - the low or inferior class of students may not 
grasp the real import of this subtle truth. They may, on the otller 
hand, doubt in the manner - "When the duality is being actually 
perceived, if it is stated that Atman does not have any relation
Sllip whatsoever with it (i.e. duality), 110W at all can we believe 
it ?" For the sake of such people, too, it has been already 
explained as to 110W Dvaita is false by means of Tarka (logic, 
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, 
reasoning) in consonance Wit11 Snlti statements ; as also by 
Ineans of illustrations of Svapna (dream), Maya (illusion), 
Gandllarvanagara (a celestial city) etc. - pilenomena like 'Dris11ya
twa' (appearance as a percept), 'A dyan ta twa' (concepts of a tIling 
having a beginning and an end) were exemplified. Thougll Svapna 
etc. do appear, there is not the least bit of any taint of tllese 
pilenomena to Atman wilich is the substrata for them ; because 
these phenomena like Svapna, l\1aya, Gandharvanagara do 
not at all exist before they appear and after they are sublated 
also, they are invariably false indeed. In tile saIne Inanner, the 
duality that is appearing ill Atman also is 'Vitatha' (that which 
does not exist in reality as it appears). This tmtll was also 
depicted in the second Cllapter of 'Vaitathya Prakara~a.' By 
virtue of this tenet it was also detennined tllat the Karyarupa (the 
form of Its effect) of Advaitatmall (non-dual Self) is false. 

Now, if it is delnonstrated that - 'Atman by His very 
Svabhava (essential nature of Being) is devoid of any Kara1)atwa 
(category of being a cause) ; in Him there does not exist even 
an iota of KaraQatwa for Dvaita ; He is by Himself alone 
(Absolutely) Paramartl1a (the Transcendent Reality)' - tllen it may 
certainly be possible to establish tI1e truth that Annan, in the 
predolninant Absolute sense alone, is 'non-dual'. For, only if it 
is demonstrated in that manner it can surely be decided tl1at -
"The Paramartha, which is invariably the innermost Self of 
everything, has perforce to be non-dual" and thereby the 
Ajiiana (ignorance, lack of correct knowledge) with regard to 
Paramartha will totally be subIated, negated. As otherwise, 
merely if Its Karyarupa (fonn of effect) is sllown to be false, 
tllere may still be a doubt of the type - "In It there may be really 
Kara1)atwa (category of being a cause)" - lurking in everybody's 
Inind. Because tllere is an axiomatic truth t11at - 'Wllerever 
Karal)atwa exists tllere invariably Karyatwa has to arise' - even 
after it has been deillonstrated tilat the Karya (effect) is false, the 
people wit11 mediocre intelligence may doubt tllat 'Dvaita Vaitathya 
Siddllj' (the establishlnent of the trotl1 of duality being false) 11as 
not been completely achieved. Tllis Opillion 11as been mentioned 
in the BrilladaraJ}.yaka Vartika (of Slrri Sures\Varacllarya) in tIle 
manner: 
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(Bri. Va. 2-4-282) 
Meaning ; "Paramatman l1as two fonns of Karyarupa and 

KaraI}arupa ; both tl1ese are born due to the A vid)'a about that 
Atman WilO is Sarvantara (innermost Being of all) ; therefore, if 
that A vidya is destroyed - they too get destroyed." 

This opinion has been revealed in the Karika too, which 
states : "If the lnisconception witll regard to tllese two phenoln
ena gets destroyed, he attains to Turlyastllana (the fourtl1 Ahso-

, 
lute position)" - (1-15), is it not so ? Because in the Sruti - "He 
is not Prajiianaghana (a lump of Consciousness)" - (Ma""ukya 
Upanishad Mantra 7) it has been indicated that the 'Prajiiaswarupa' 
(essential nature of Consciollsness) which is of the fonn of a 
cause is also not present in Atman, it is true tIlat it amounts to 
both tile categories of cause and effect being negated alone ; but 
it was stated only by way of a Pratijiia (proclamation), tllat is 
all. Tllerefore, wIlen a doubt of the type - "Wllether tIle truth that 
Atman is of an 'Adv~ita' Swarupa devoid of botll cause and 
effect categories has to be known merely by means of Agama , 
(Sastra) alone or is it possible to discern it by Ineans of logical 
dissertation ?" - arises in our mind, in order to demonstrate tI1at 
this truth can also be discerned by nleans of logic this tllird 
Cllapter called 'Advaita Prakara~a' llas been beglln. 

In fact, tllis Chapter has not been commenced with the lone 
purport of demonstrating that - 'Advaita can be established by 
means of logical reasoning (discrimination) also.' SOlne people 
may doubt in tIle manner: "Even after we have accepted the fact 
that botil the pllenomena of cause and effect are false, WilY 
cannot it be deduced that - 'If Dvaita is false, Advaita also is 
false' ?" Buddhists like Nagarjuna etc. who are proponents of 
'S11unyavada' (tlleory of essencelessness) have undertaken tIle 
task of establisllillg the tlleory tllat - "No viewpiont - wllatsoever 
it may be - is proper." Therefore, SOlne people may possibly 
doubt in tllis manner: "Since Vedanta too is negating both the 
categories of cause and effect, it is also championing the cause 
of that Silunyavada alone. In order to remove such a doubt 
also, here it has become quite necessary to demonstrate tile 
fact that - "By means of Tarka also the universal and eternal 
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truth that Advaita is Paramartha can be established" - in a 
• • convIncIng manner. 

THE PLACE OF TARKA 

Because it is stated that - "Advaita can be signified by , 
means of Sruti and it can be establislled by Tarka (reasoning, 
logic)" - it should not be concluded that Tarka also, along with 
Sruti (Sastra PramaI.1a) , is an independent PramaIJ.8 (valid means , 
of knowledge). In the Sruti, which is the authoritative source for 
the Agama PrakaraI.1a, since Advitlyatman is self-establislled tlle 
special features of A vasthatraya which are superimposed upon 
Him (i.e. Advitlyatman or non-dual Self) are sublated (falsified, 
negated, rescinded) and the trutll that - "Atman is of Advaita 
Swarupa (of the very essence of non-duality, i.e. having nothing 
second to Himself)" - has been clearly explained. Therefore, to , 
some extent, the Sruti also has followed Tarka (reasoning) alone 
and llas, for the sake of the superior class of seekers, instructed 
the self-established " Tattwa . (Absolute, Transcendental Reality). 
Tllat very truth was explained fully in tIle Agama Prakarat:la 
Karikas. Since here in the present Chapter (Advaita Prakara~a) 
too - having followed or adopted that kind of Tarka whicll is , 
adopted with felicity in the Sruti but in consonance with univer-
sal Intuitive Experience (Anubhavariga Tarka) so that it does not 
contradict It, tile impediments like Samshaya (doubt), Viparita 
GrahaJ)a (misconception, wrong knowledge) are rescinded, ne-, 
gated and the real purport of the Sruti alone has been signified 
- it has been affirmed that - "By means of Tarka also Advaita 
can be established. " That is all. This explanation should be 
suitably made applicable to the second Vaitathya PrakaraIJ.8 also. 

Because Atmatattwa is not a PrameY8 (object of perceptual 
knowledge), It cannot possibly be established by any PramaQa 
wllatsoever ; because It is Swatahsiddha (self-established), there 
is no need wllatsoever for establishing It by means of any 
PramaQa. Even so, for tIle sake or benefit of those seekers WllO 
are endowed with limited or low-grade intelligence (discrimina
tive faculty) and are having predominantly an extroverted view-, 
point, tIle Sruti, adopting tile ancient time-tested traditional meth-
odology of 'Adhyaropa Apavada Nyaya' (axiom of Superimpo
sition and Rescission), deliberately superimposes on It certain 
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Dharmas (special features or attributes) which do not really 
exist in It and relatively rescinds certain other Dharmas, 
showing that they do not exist in It. Those preceptors who are 
well-versed in this traditional methodology of teaching are utiliz
ing as an aid to this teaching the empirical logical arguments 
(Loukika Tarka) in consonance with that methodology. Therefore, 
in the Vaitathya Prakarat:la, in order to clarify the truth that 
- 'Atman is Advaita', first Dvaitamithyatwa (the truth that 
duality is false) was indicated and then the Karyarupa (the 
form or category of effect) was rescinded by means of Tarka 
; but here in the present context the Kara~arupa (the cat
egory of cause - as a superimposed special feature) is re
scinded, refuted. Thus, because Advaita Tattwa is self-estab
lished alone, It reveals Itself to the properly qualified seekers 
without any hindrance or hurdles whatsoever indeed. 

- - "",-

2. AJATI PRATIPADANA PRATIJNA 
(PROPOSITION OF THE EXPOSITION OF NON-BIRTH) 

aqlft11flJRtt ~ ~ it~fbl ~ I 

SU!!{q:ij(\jf lfCf'?Atm 1iqol:~: 1I~11 
a«n ~1'4Cf)I':follq\illrt1 ftttdi lid'll 

~";f ~llId fCfif:;q\NIlllql;f :aq9=t1d: II~ II 

Meaning: "The Dharmaha (follower of a Dharma or one 
who has religious aptitude) who has relied upon or taken 
resort to Upasana (mental meditation) rests (exists) in latabrahma 
(a reality or entity which has a birth) in which everything was 
Aja (unborn) prior to creation. Thereby, he is said to be 
Kripal)a (a wretch, a mean person). Therefore, I will tell you 
as to how (Brahman or the Absolute, Ultimate Reality) which 
is AkarpaI)ya (not mean) and is having or endowed with 
uncaused or unborn Samata (quiescence, equanimity), though 
It is being born everywhere, is not being born, even the least 

hit. " 

THE BENEFIT ACCRUING FROM CONDEMNING AN UPASAKA 

In the Upanishads Brahman has been instructed, taught in 
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two fonns : (a) the UpIisyarupa (form of an object for mental 
meditation) endowed or associated with adjuncts which are t1le 
effects of names and fonns ; (b) the liieyarupa (form of object 
of Intuitive Knowledge). Between tllese two forms what is 

described in the Sruti in tIle Inanner - 'q;flqtt: snijl~l{lij 'il~q: 

~fl4f16~~~ 3iICfil:tllf'tI ti4df)qf =tf4CfiIQ: :acfal;£f: e4{tl:' - (Chhandogya 

3-14-2), meaning - "One who is endowed witll mental concepts, 
thoughts ; with PraJ}.8 Shanra (having the subtle body cOlnprising 
the vital force) ; witll Bl1a (Chaitanya) Rupa (of the nature of 
the Ligllt, Radiance of Plrre COllsciousness) ; with SatyasailkaJpa 
(having volitions \vhich really, unfailingly fructify) ; like the 
empty space (Akasha) all-pervading and subtle ; having a body 
- devoid of any attributes like Rupa (fonl1) etc. ; with the totality 
of Karmas (actions) whicll are fOWld in the fonn of macrocosmic 
universe ; witll the totality of all desires found in the world ; with 
all the fragrances found in tIle world ; with all tIle tastes found 
in tIle world ....... " - is that of "Sopadhikarupa" (form endowed 

, 
with adjuncts, attributes) ; what is described in the Sruti in the 

Inanner - ~~' - (Bri. 2-3-6), meaning - "Not tllis, not that" ; 

'a:t~(1q~oqq&l(4q<ltf'( - (Bri. 3-8-8), meaning - "Not gross, not 

Sllbtle, not short, not long" ; '31}(I<qfCt~fq~qqO£ll('( - and '''I~:~ 

';f ~:q~'( - (MaI.1Qukya 7), nleaning - "That which is devoid of 
sound, touch, fonn and taste and which is indestructible" ; "Tllat 
wllich does not 11ave any internal consciousness, or external 
consciousness" etc. - is that of "Nirupadhikarupa." Between . 
these two forms, because tile Upasyarupa is stipulated specially 
for tIle pllrport of Upasana alone, tilis is not belonging to or 
related to the Brallma Swarupa ; whereas because the 
Nirupadhikarupa is being Intuited universally even in states like 
Sushupti (deep sleep) and Samadhi (trance), it belongs to or 
pertains to Brahlna Swabllava. Because in the Vaitathya 
PrakaraJ.1a it has already been establislled by Ineans of Tarka in 
consonance with universal experience tllat - "TIIOSe- objects seen 
only in the waking and the dream alone - none of tllem is 
Paramartha" - it is proper indeed to determine or decide that 
- "Savishesha Rupa (the form associated with special fea
tures) does not belong to the Brahma S,vabhava." For that 
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reason only it was demonstrated, by Ineans of suitable Yukti, in 
tIle previous Chapter itself (2-31) tllat tIle distinctions of the type 
of Utpatti (causation), Pralaya (dissoilition), Baddha (bound), Mukta 
(liberated) etc. are not absolutely real (Param 81th a). Hence, it 
evolves by itself (obviously from aU this) that the Brahma 
Swarupa which is stipulated for the purport of Upasana does 
not belong to the essential nature of Being of Brahman. 

Some people who have not known this secret opine : 
"What is stipulated by way of injunctions in Vedanta (Upanishads) 
is Jiiana alone of the form or nature of Upasat:ta ; the 
Saprapaiicharupa (form associated with the world) of Brallman is 
itself Paramartha ; 'Brahman is born in the form of tIle world , 
of duality' - tllLlS the Sruti has also stated in the Srishti PrakaraJ)a 
(Chapter devoted to Creation) and hence a Jlva has to perforce 
meditate ,Illpon Sagll1)eshwara (tile Lord associated with different 
qualities) and attain Paramapurusha"rtha (the supreme goal of 
human existence). In the Upanishads there exist many sentences 
which describe the Brahma Swarupa, is it not so ? In all of tllem 
there exists exclusively the description of Brahman, but it is' not 

, 
the purport of tlle Sruti to indicate tIl at merely by knowing 
Bralunan intellectually, one attains Mokslla - thus they interpret 
the purport of tIle Vedas. Further it is their contention tilat - "The 

Srutis like 'lI' ameli lI' ~:' - (MaQ.4ukya Mantra 7), meaning -

'He alone is Atman, one should cognize Him' ; 'mS~teoq: ~ 

FqF'i1~lrBdoq:' - (ehh. 8-7-1), meaning - 'He should be searched out, 

He should be cognized' ; '31I~Mc:nql"eld', (Bri. 1-4-7), meaning -

'One should meditate upon Him as Atrnan alone' ; 'aU(li1 err aft 
~ECoq:t - (Bri. 2-4-5), meaning - 'Oh dear, Atman alone should 
be perceived' - etc. are sentences wllich stipulate by way of 
injunctions that one (i.e. the seeker) should perform Upasana of 
Atrnan by virtue of this Upasana tile Adrishta Moksha (liberation 
wllich is invisible and posthumous) which is Inentioned in the , 
Sastra will accrue, or A vidya will be destroyed." 

Because the root cause for their this erroneous contention 
is the misconception of the type - "Brahtnan is really of the 
essential nature of getting transfonned into the form of tIle world 
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of duality" - alone, this third Chapter of Advaita PrakaraI)a has 
been begun for the prime purport of removing (rooting out) this 
Bhranti (delusion) and at the same time signifying the Paramartha 
Swarupa of Brahman. 

THE PURPORT OF THE FIRST VERSE 

Those people who have known (Intuited) Brahman or Atman 
who is Nitya (eternal) and Aja (devoid of birth) assume, reckon 
tIl at 'Dharma' (meaning Jlva) [The word 'Dharma' is used in 
Vedantic parlance to mean 'Jlvatman' or a soul; for instance, 
refer to Kathopanishad 2-1-14] who thus exclusively or entirely 
resorts to or relies upon Upasanas alone in the manner: (A) "I 
am an Upasaka (meditator) ; I have to meditate upon Brahman 
and attain the Sayujya (merger) of Brahman" ; for this, the 

following Srutis are the authoritative sources -~ "i.{ql ~c!Fltilm -q 

~ fq"~d5q,~' - (Bri. 4-1-7), meaning - 'One who meditates 

upon this Brahman in this manner becomes the deity and attains 

the merger into of Devatas (deities) ; '~lf a11(qIS~~G<:f Q\d«i4~dfqd: 

~("l(I~fqd({fq' - (Chh. 3-14-4), meaning - "This alone is the 
Atman who is in my heart ; after leaving this world and I 
transmigrate, I will reach Him' - etc. (B) "Before the creation 
took place all this was Brahman alone which was devoid of birth. 
Now I am existing in Brahman which is born in the fonn of the 
world; by performing Upasana I will reach that very Brahman , 
alone" - for this opinion the following Srutis are the authoritative 

sources : 4«<fl CIT ~qlr~ 'ldiR \ijlll;d I ~ \illdlr~ "I1qRi I "lRI. }ltt~f\iefq~lR1 I 

~ rqf\il~lftt<t I ~ JI~f(1 It - (Tai. 3-1), meaning - "From which 

alone all these creatures are born, by which alone. after being 
born they are thriving, tllat which finally they reach and become 
DAne witll It - that Entity you cognize ; that alone is Brahman" 
- thus one has cognized an Alpabrahma (limited, inferior Brah
man) who is Parichhinna (divided) - and hence they consider him 
to be a Krip81}.a (wretched, low-class person) and DIna (sorrow
stricken, ruined or spoiled man). As against these Srutivakyas , 
there are also other Sruti statements whicll signify that the Upasya 

Brahman is not Paramartha. To wit : 'altf 'lIl~ ~qdlqql~s;lI)sm-
...:a 

~S~q~Rt ";{ ~ ~t - (Bri. 1-4-10), meaning - "One who is 
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meditating in the manner - 'This deity is separate, I am separate' 
- thinking that the deity is different or separate from himself -

he does not know the truth" ; 'l:ft qr I(d~~ '"n:ffqf~(qlsRi1~~ ~t?lfc'l 

tt \it a tN RI C4 a ~ C5J csffl ~ {lit I U tt~ C5J ~ C5J I (4 'ffit. "t C5J fit , l:IT en 1((1 ~ ~ 

illn:ffC4r~(qIS~I~CfiIt( ~ ~ "qul:' - (Bri. 3-8-10), meaning - "Oh 

Gargi, one who, without cognizing this Brahman devoid of de
struction, performs in this world a Horna (one kind of sacrifice), 
perfonns Yaga (another kind of sacrifice), who does penance for 
many thousands of years to such a person all those are practices 
which yield fruits which are non-eternal, ephemeral ; Dh Gargi, 
one who, without cognizing this Akshara Brahman (Ultimate 
Reality devoid of destruction), leaving this world and transmi-, 
grates, he is K[ipaIJ.a (a wretched fellow)" - This Sruti is the 
authoritative source for the above statement. For the teaching that 
- "The Brahmarupa which is Upasya is not Paramartha" - the 

Talavakara Sruti is the authoritative source : 'fI'J:CUS1'1r~d ~ 

qlil~ad I ~ It&r ~ _ ~ ~f~G~ql~a II', meaning - "That which 

cannot be indicated by speech, but by which speech itself is 
being stated - That alone you cognize as Brahman ; that which 
people meditate as 'this' (as their object) - that is not Brahman 
(at all)." 

THE PHENOMENON OF JANMA (BIRTH) IS FROM THE 
AVIDYA D~SHTI ; AJATI ALONE IS PARAMARTHA 

Because one - (i) who without being able to know (cognize) 
Atman who is devoid of any changes or mutations of birth 
whatsoever, either internally or externally ; and (ii) by virtue of 
Avidya, believes that he is Dina (miserable, sorrow-stricken) and 
has staunchly reckoned that : "I am born ; I exist in the born 
Brahman ; (iii) by resorting to or relying upon the Upasana of 
that Brahman, in due course of time (in future) I will reach 
Ajatabrahman (the birthless, unborn Reality)" and (iv) has thereby 
misconceived his own Self, who is verily the eternally-attained 
Brahma Swarupa, as one who has not yet attained that Brahma 
Swarupa - is a KriPaIJ.a (a wretched, worthless fellow) ; I will 
now tell you about that AkarpaIJ.ya or Brahman which is devoid 
of KriPaQatwa and is birthless ; one who has cognized that 

Reality is called a 'BrahmaQ.a'. '3l'.I1f Q\dG~ "t11ffr rq~(qIS{XtI~CfiIC( 
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~ IT i11~OJ:' - (Bri. 3-8-10), meaning - 'Now, one who has 
cognized this Aksl1ara (indestructible Entity, Reality) and leaves , 
this world and transmigrates, he alone is a Brahmru:ta' - this Sruti 
is the authoritative source for this statement. The cause for this 
Karpa1J.ya is invariably "to believe or reckon that Brahman is 
endowed with the divisions of ' Upasya' (object meditated upon) 
and 'Upasaka' (the meditator)" ; the real essential nature of , 
Brahman is opposed to that. For, the Sruti states that - "Where 
another thing does not appear (is not seen), where another thing 
is not heard, where another thing is not cognized - that alone is 
Bhuma (the ground Reality, the Absolute Reality as the substra
tum of all apparent appearances). That which is Bhuma - That 
alone is Amritam (immortal, deathless)" - (Chh. 7-24-1). There
fore, that Entity - at~aining (cognizing) which the A vidyaJqi.ta 
Kiirpa.I)ya (wretchedness caused by ignorance) is removed, rooted 
out - that 'AkarpaI)ya' (Entity • de~oid of wretchedness) I will 
tell you. That alone is 'Ajati' (unborn, birthless Entity) ; for, 
That Entity has no birth whatsoever. It has acquired Samata 
(quiescence, equanimity) ; for, It has no Vliishamya (incongruity, 
divergence, disparity) caused by any limbs, constituents or parts. 
A thing which has components, parts - its parts invariably have, 
or undergo, changes and hence the tiling will necessarily have a 
birth (Janrna). For instance, clay, having components or parts, is 
born in the forms of pot, pitcher etc. ; a seed having components 
is born in the fonns of plant and tree. But this Brahman -
because It is devoid of components or parts - cannot possibly 
have disparities or ups and downs ; in fact, It can never be born. 
Hence, This alone is ' AkarpaQya. ' 

, 
Here a doubt may arise : On the strength of Sruti sentences 

like - 4t1GIt'tJ4 ~4qli~d~ - (Tai. 2-7), meaning - 'That created Itself 

by Itself ; ~ GIS ~ 14\i1ltlq' - (Chh. 6-2-4), meaning - 'It 
wished : I will become many ~ I will be born' - etc. Bralnnan is 
known to be having birth, is it not so ? This world comprising 
Akasha (empty space), Vayu (air) etc. - is seen to have been born 
(created), is it not so ? The Vedantins also cannot possibly accept 
any other thing except Brahman as the cause for the world of 
duality, is it not so ? It being so, how at all can it be proper 
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to affirm a rule of law in the manner - "There is no phenomenon 
called Janma (birth) at all" - ? 

To this the solution is : Because, as exemplified above 
"There is no Janma whatsoever for the Paramartha Tattwa" - is 
itself the inviolable truth, even the fact that - "Its appearance as 
if It is born (created)" - is projected or conjured up - when 
observed from A vidya Dfishti alone. Though the rope exists as 
it is, its appearance in the Vikalpas (misconceptions, false imagi
nations) like a snake etc. is seen to exist, is it not so ? Although 
the moon is one and one only, due to a defect of the eyes it 
appears as if there are two or three moons, is it not so ? Merely 
on the ground of the appearance, does anyone believe that in 
reality, actually there existed a snake, as also actually there 
existed two or three moons ? No, not at all. Similarly, although 
there does not exist anything else whatsoever as a second 
entity apart from Parabrahman, nOle are there any divisions 
whatsoever within Itself - that Parabrahman appearing as if 
It is being born as various primordial elements like Akasha, 
physical entities and as Jivas endowed with various conglom
erations of the body, the senses etc. is itself caJJed 'Janma'. , 

In that case, what is the plight of the Sruti statements like 
- "Brahman is born as Jivas and the Jagat" - ? To this question, 
the answer is given in the next Ka:rika. 

3. THE JANMA ETC. OF THE WORLD IS -A VIDYAKA (PROJECTION OF IGNORANCE) 

011t't1 GlICfiI:tlq\Ntl~Efe:Iif)lilRcnr~d: I 

t:fel~q=sq e6~14la\i1fdIEtdr~~f(f'1'lII~ II 

Meaning : "Just as the empty space is born in the 
forms of Ghatakasha (pot spaces), similarly Atman is 'born' 
in the fonns of Jivas ; just as the Akasha is born in the 
fonns of Ghata etc., Atman is born in the fonns of Sanghatas 
(conglomerations). For birth this is an illustration (demonstra
tion). " 

TO SHOW THAT JIv AS ARE BORN GHATAKASHA 
• 

IS THE ILLUSTRATION 

It has already been stated that to conclude that Brahman is 
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not porn is itself 'Akarpat:lya', is it not so ? For this conclusion 
botll the reason and an illustration have been mentioned here. 
Because Paramatman is, just like Akasha, subtle and devoid of 
components or parts, He is Sarvagata (all-pervading). and Nitya , 
(eternal). Thus when it is stated in the Srutis that - "He exists 

-, -
in the fOnDS of Jivas" - the Srutis imply that just as the Akasha 
exists in the forms of Ghatakasha, Paramatman too exists in the 
forms of the Jlvas. Their real import is : "Existing in Its very 
Swarupa (essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness) Brahman 

- , 
exists in the Jivarupa also in this body." In Srutis like: "Having 
created it, (Brahman) entered into it only" - (Taittiriya) ; "This 
Parameshwara has entered herein up to the end of the nails" -
(Bri.) ; "He tore asunder the membrane of the skull and entered 
through this doorway" - (Aitareya) etc. because of the fact that 
it is being very clearly stated that - "That very Brahman has 
entered into this body in the Jlvarupa" - we have to perforce 
interpret them as indicating that Jlvas are not really born at 
all. 

, 
The Srutis do not have their final or real purport in stating 

that Jlvas are born. Some people may here raise a doubt say-
, -

ing : "In some Srutis it has been very clearly stated that Jivas 
are born, is it not so ?" For this too, keeping this illustration of 
Ghatakasha in mind, a consolatory explanation may be given. 
Just as the Mahakasha (the vast empty space) which is existing 
everywhere, when the earthen (empty or hollow) pots are pro
duced, appears as if it is born in the forms of Ghatakasha (the 
empty space within or in the hollow space of the pot), similarly 
Paramatman also existing in His own Swarupa, when the adjuncts 
like the body, the senses, the mind etc. are born - appears as if 
He is born in the Jivarupa. When we properly observe, just as, 
it becomes clear that though the Mahakasha exists as Mahakasha 
alone, when the pots are 'born' the empty spaces (Akashas) 
within them may appear to have been born due to Bhranti 
(delusion) ; in the same way, we have to conceive that those , 
Srutis have the real purport of denoting that Paramatman appears - , 
as if He is born in the Jivariipa ; but the Srutis do not at all 
have any purport in saying that actually or really the Jlvas are 
born. 
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Anyone may get a doubt of the type - "Just as in the 
illustration the adjuncts like the earthen pots are born, the con
glomerations of the body, the senses etc. are really being born 
and hence why should it not be imagined that through those 
media of adjuncts the Jlvas too are really born ?" But even the 
adjuncts also are not really born at all. For, the earthen pot is 
in reality earth, is it not so ? In fact, Akasha itself (i.e. the 
subtlest primordial element) gets transfonned in the order of 
Vayu (air), Agni (fire), Ap (water) and finally into Prithvi (earth) 
and appears in the form of the earthen pot. It being so, it 
amounts to saying that Akasha - with the adjuncts of earthen pots 
etc. - meaning the adjunct of Akasha itself - has been produced 
in distinct forms. In the same way, the conglomerations of the 
body, the senses etc. - just as the Akasha itself appears in the 
various forms of Ghata etc. - are projected by Avidya in 
Brahman alone and hence neither the Jivas, who are endowed 
with adjuncts, nor the body, the senses etc. - which are the 
adjuncts, are born at all. Just as the rope-snake etc. - all of 
them are imagined (misconceived) in Brahman due to Avidya ; 
because such depiction alone is the real, final purport of the , 
Sruti, it has no real purport in teaching or expounding that 
Brahman gets transfonned into Chetana (sentient, animate) and 
Achetana (insentient, inanimate) fonns. This truth will be further 
explained in some more detail later on. For that reason alone it 

has been stressed in the Sruti that - 'lr ~ ~sfbl~(1~I('iI4fq~ ~ dfQt4 

~ atlt'il dtel'lfe' - (ehh. 6-8-7), meaning - 'This subtle Reality is 
there, is it not so ? This alone is the essence of all this ; That 
alone is Satya (real), That alone is Atman, That alone art thou" 
- and reiterated that Brahman alone which is of the form of 
the cause of the world is the Reality ; Jiva is really Brahman 
alone (in the ultimate analysis). 

'1C:lfG~ Slctl~3 ilC;ICfiI~II~~ -qtIJ I 

31ICfiI~ (i"l{'illl;(t tI,wi)c1l Wss(qr~l II~II 

1. This Karika has been quoted by a Buddhist by name Shantarakshita in 
his treatise "Madhyamikalailkara Karikavyakhyana" - as found in a Tibetan 
translation of the treatise. 
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BOTH AT THE TIME OF DISSOLUTION (pRALAYA) 
AND SUSTENANCE (STHITI) Jiv AS ARE 

VERILY AJABRAHl\tIARUPAS 

Just as the adjuncts called 'Ghata' etc. which are thus 
A vidyalqita (projected by ignorance) are born and thereby Akasha 
appears as if it has been born in the fonns of Ghatakasha, in the 
same way although Brahman exists as It is, by virtue of the 
creation or birth of the Dehendriya Sanghata (conglomeration of 
the body, the senses etc.) which is AvidyakaJpita (imagined due 
to ignorance) It is appearing as if It has been 'born' in the forms 
of Jlvas - this truth has been demonstrated by means of yukti 
so far. In the same way, in these two Karikas it has been 
propounded that - "Jlvas are really Brahma Swarupas alone even 
during Pralaya (dissolution of all creation) and Sthiti Kala (the 
life-span of the soul)." 

Just as when the objects like a pot, a pitcher etc. are born 
it appears as if Akasha also has been born in the fonns of 
Ghatakasha etc., in the same way when the adjuncts of the pot 
etc. are destroyed, it appears as if the Ghatakashas etc. have 
merged in the Mahakasha (the vast empty space). Just as by 
virtue of the adjunct of many pots,_ tIle Mahakasha appears as if 
it exists as many forms of Gllatakasha, in the same way, by 
virtue of the adjuncts of many conglomerations of the body and 
the senses, many Jlvas appear as if they are separately and 
distinctively transacting indeed. Just as from the Paramartha Drishfi 
(the Absolute viewpoint) the Mahakasha remaining as Mahakasha 
alone, only due to the association with Upadhis and out of 
Bhran!i (delusion) it appears as if it is experiencing or undergo
ing Utpatti (birth), ' Sthiti (sustenance, existence) and Pralaya 

1. This Karika has been exemplified by the Buddhist, named Bhavya, 
in his treatise - "Madhyamakahpdayakarika" - as stated by Prof. Vidhushekara 
Bhattacharya, Calcutta, in his treatise - "Agamashastravritti". Whereas 
Vijiianabhikshu has written in his Sutrabhashya that this verse is found in 
Vishl}upural}a. 
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(dissolution, merger) in the forms of Ghalakasha, in the same 
way Bralunan - although It exists eternally witll0Ut any transfor
mations or mutations of the types of Janma, Stl11ti and Pralaya 
or death - It appears as though, in the fonns of many Jivas, It 
is experiencing Utpatti, Sthiti and Pralaya. For this reason alone , 
as the Sruti says : "This Purusha when being born begets a body 
and is acquiring tIle relationship with Shanrendriyas which are 
the cause for Dharma (religious merits) and Adharma (religious 
demerits) ; when He is leaving the body and transmigrating -He 
dies and is giving up the relationship with the Sharlrendriyas" -
(Bri.) - by virtue of an association with a body alone Jivas 
appear to be baving Janana (birth) and MaralJa (death). 
Because of the fact that the conglomerations of the body, the 
senses etc. are verily A vidyalqita (projections, misconceptions 
caused due to Avidya), for Jlvas - in the predominant sense (i.e. 
from the Paramartha Drisll~i or Transcendental viewpoint) - it 
amounts to saying that there do not exist any Janana (birth) and 
MaraJ).8 (death) whatsoever. 

WHY DO THE CATEGORIES OF ACTION, FRUIT AND 
ENJOYMENT APPEAR TO BE DIFFERENT ? 

. 
Anybody may raise a query of the type ;. "Thus in the fonn 

of Brahman if Atman is one and one alone, in our workaday 
world of various transactions it appears as though there exist 
many Jlvas and to each one of these Jlvas, in keeping with his 
own respective Kanna, different enjoyments of the fruits are 
accruing, is it not so ? Howat all can this be reconciled ?" For 
this query too a consolatory explanation based on the illustration 
of the Ghatakasha alone has to be mentioned. Because of the fact 
that if one pot is having relationship with dust, smoke etc. the 
respectiv~ Ghatakasha also appears to be tainted with impurities 
like dust, smoke etc. but all the other Ghatakashas do not at all 
have even this apparent relationship whatsoever ; in the same 
way, it -is appearing as though for each Karyakar8IJ.a SaJ)ghata 
(conglomeration of action and means of action) there exists one 
each Jlva separately, as also each Jlva is having relationship with 
different Sukhas and Duhkilas. The fruit of one's Karma does not . 
accrue to another. 
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THE IMAGINATION OF JiVATWA AS ALSO THE 
IMAGINATION OF MANIFOLDNESS OF JiVAS 

ARE OPPOSED TO REASON, LOGIC 

Here in this context, both Sarlkhyans and Vaisheshikas were 
doubting about the following defect in the teachings of Advaitins : 
In the doctrine of those who affirm that in all the bodies one 
Atman alone exists - if one Atman gets Sukha all other Atmans 
too perforce should get Sukha. If one gets Du~a all others 
should perforce get Dul:tkha only. But in our workaday world 
such a thing is not seen to be happening. Therefore, those who 
accept the principle of proper system for Sukha and Du1)kha have 
invariably to acknowledge that Atmans are many alone. . 

This doubt is not proper. For, in the doctrines of the 
Sarikhyans it has been accepted that the Purusha is Nirlepa 
(devoid of any taint or smearing) and that Sukha and Du1)kha etc. 
are the qualities of the intellect (Buddhi). At the same time, 
because they have accepted that Atman is Chinmatraswarupa (of 
the essential nature of Pure, Absolute Consciousness) there is no 
authoritative, reliable source or support whatsoever in their philo
sophical teachings to imagine any difference among Atmans. The 
SaIikhyans used to say that - "Because the Pralqiti was sepa
rately, distinctively providing each Purusha (self), Bandha and 
Moksha, we acknowledge that Purushas are many. Further be
cause of the facts that for each one of them Jan an a (birth) and 
MaraJ)8 (death) etc. are different or separate, as also at one and 
the same time, in one and the same manner all Purushas do not 
engage themselves in Karma - it has to be perforce accepted that 
Purushas are many" - This was their argument. But, as stated in 
the Karika, since that Bahutwa (manifoldness) can be made 
applicable by the illustration of the Ghalakasha alone, there is no 
justification or propriety in imagining many Purushas merely on 
this shallow ground. The Sankhyans also were saying that - "The 
Bandha-Moksha Vyavahara (transaction of bondage-liberation) is 
not Paramartha (absolutely real}." It was their doctrine indeed 
that for Pralqitis alone there were Bandha and Moksha. Apart 
from this, Shri BidarayalJicharya has proved that the doctrine 
that - "Pradhana which is Achetana (insentient, inanimate) is the 
cause for the world of duality" - is illogical by adducing many 
arguments in his "Sharlraka Mlmarpsa." Therefore, the doctrines 
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of the Sankhyans cannot possibly withstand the onslaught of 
reason or logic. 

Coming to the 'Vaisheshikas' doctrines now, they used to 
contend that - "Qualities like [tehha (desire), Dwesha (hatred), 
Sukha (happiness), Dul)kha (misery), Jiiana (knowledge), Prayatna 
(effort), Dhanna (righteousness), Adhanna (unrighteousness), 
Sarpskiira (latent impressions) - are all belonging to Atman and 
they were all different for each and every Atman." Since these 
disputants had opined at the same time that - "Because in Xtman 
there does not exist any defect whatsoever and thereby since 
Sarpskiiras (latent impressions in the mind) which are the cause 
for Srnriti -(memory) cannot possibly exist in Atman, He is 
Sarvagata (all-pervading)" - it is not possible at all for them to 
establish the fact that - "Such and such a body belongs to such 
and such a person." No one can ever establish a systematic 
theme of Sukha and Du/;lkhs in the doctrines of these dispu
tants. Apart from this, it is the theory of the Vaisheshikas that 
- "Atman is a Dravya (substance) ; and Itehha etc. (mentioned 
above) are His GU1).8S (qualities)." It is their opinion that because 
GU1).8 (quality) and GU1).i (entity endowed with or having that 
quality) are proved to be inseparable and inherent, there exists an 
eternal relationship called ' Samavaya' (inherence) between them. 
If this eternal Yi~lationship of Samavaya is ever existing, then 
Moksha can never accrue ; if they exist in different places or 
regions, then the doctrine that - "Itchhi etc. are the qualities 
of Atman" - itself will vanish into thin air. Especially if it is 
opined that the essential nature (Swabhava) of Atman are the 
Gw,as, then there can never at all be any relationship whatsoever 
between them. Because the Vaisheshikas were asserting that the 
. Samavaya Sambandha also was a separate, different Padirtha 
(substance, substantive entity), there has necessarily to exist another 
Sambandha (relationship) between that Samavaya Sambandha and 
Atman ; then in that event, there would have to be perforce yet 
another relationship between that and Atman - thus there will not 
be any finality reached at all. In any case, this doctrinaire tlleory 
of the Vaisheshikas cannot be sustained by reason (Yukti). There
fore, neither according to the Sarlkhyans' nor the Vaisheshikans' 
philosophical doctrines the Atmananatwa (manifoldness of Atman) 
gets established. 
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THAT ATMAN HAS SUKHA AND DUl.IKHA IS OPPOSED 
TO UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE 

These philosophical systems (schools) were in vogue in 
ancient times. Although they are not existing today, there do exist 
Vedantins as also other Dvaitins (dualists) \vho profess the cause 
of the theory of Atmananatwa. But their opinions are opposed 
to universal experience. For, the contention that Atman has 
relationsllip with Sukha and Du1!kha is rendered false in states 
like SlLf\hupti and such other states. It is a fact of universal 
experience known to everyone that in deep sleep Atman does 
not have the experience of Sukha. Some Dvaita Vedantins 
stubbornly start affirming on the strength of the memory of the 
type - "I slept happily" - that therein too Atman does have the 
taint of Sukha and Duhkha. But because of the fact that in the . 
experience of deep sleep it is quite familiar ,to everyone that 
therein there does not exist any cognition whatsoever of distinc
tions like 'I', 'You' ; 'Sukha', 'Du4kha' - etc. to disregard this 
universal experience and, on the other hand, to attach all impor
tance and value to the 'memory' that accrues in the waking with 
regard to this phenomenon of deep sleep in their reasoning is 
very clearly vain logic indeed. 

Anybody may raise an objection of the type - "To the 
question that - 'If it is asserted that Atman really does not have 
any relationship wllatsoever with Sukha and Du4kha, there will 
be a doubt as to who is baving Bandha ; besides, in order to , 
evade the Samsara Bandha to whom sl10uld tile Sastra instruct ?' . 
- To such other queries there is no solution whatsoever forthcom
ing from Atmaikatwavadins (proponents of the theory of Atman 
being non-dual), is it not so ?" But this objection is not proper. 
For, to this objection too by means of the illustration of the 
Ghatakasha - as mentioned in tIle present Karika - a solution can 
be provided. Just as by virtue of a relationship with Upadhis like 
the Ohata (pot) etc. even when defects like dust, smoke etc. are 
imagined to exist in Akasha due to A vidya but actually to the 
Mallakasha their taint is not there even the least bit and ,never 
at any tilne, in the same way even when the A vivekins (non
discriminative people) have imagined that Jlvas too in the 
Vyavahara A vas tIl a (state of empirical, mundane existence, mean
ing the waking state), by virtue of their association with the 
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conglomerations of the body and the senses, are having Suklla 
and Duhkha, from the Paramartlla Dris11ti - in the non-dual 
Paramatman who is of the essential nature of Nitya (eternal), 
Shuddha (pure, Absolute), Mukta (liberated) there does not at all 
exist even the least bit of relationship with Bandlla or Moksha 
etc. In fact, Dvaitins also often accept the Drishfi Bheda (differ
ent viewpoints) of Vyava1lara and Paramartha. Even Dvaitins 
also acknowledge that in order to teach or propound the 
truth that - "When the Dehadharmas (qualities belonging to 
the body) are being misconceived (Adhyasa) in Atman, even 
though it appears as though Atman Himself is baving birth, 
old age, death etc., from the Paramartha Drishti, Atman does , 
not at all have Janma, Jara, Mara.,a etc." - alone the Sastra 
exists, is it not so ? In the same way, in the teachings of Advaita 
Vedantins too be_cause they have acknowledged the fact tllat the , 
Sastra is there with a view to teaching that - "Although due to 
A vidya it is imagined that Atmans are many and that they have 
Samsaritwa, from the Paramartha Drishti Jlvas do not at all have 
any Bandha, Moksha etc." - there is' no contradiction in their 
philosophical teachings. 

In any case, in this manner, just like the illustration of the 
Ghatakasha and Mahakasha for Atmans in the Jlvariipa, both 
Utpattyadi (birth etc.) and Sarpsaritwa (transmigratory existence) 
are Kalpita (imagined, misconceived). Because in the Absolute 
sense it can be stated that - "Atman is one and one alone (i.e. 
non-dual) ; He is Nityamukta (eternally free, liberated)" - it 
should be concluded, discerned that the doctrinaire theories of 
Dvaitins who imagine that Atman and Anatman are absolutely 
real (i.e. existing really, distinctively) are not proper. 

~q Cf) life q I (§£II ~ it f\i tI;ij 'ffif 'ffif. I 

atICfiIi(I('4 ';f ~sm:r d,wfl~q r~Uf(f:l II~ II 
-.,:, 

Meaning: "Further, just as phenomena like form, action 
and name are distinctively separate here and there but only 
empty space (Akasha) does not have any distinctions, in the 

• 
1. Prof. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Calcutta, has inferred that in a 

Tibetan transliteration by Bhavya called "TarkajwaUi" there exists a Karika 
with the same opinion. 
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same .way, there should be a decision (arrived at) with regard 
to Jlvas." 

EMPIRICAL TRANSACTIONS OF TREATING NAMES, FORMS 
AND ACTIONS AS DIFFERENT, DISTINCT 

(Doubt) : In the doctrine of Dvaitins who say that Atmans 
are many, the fact of each person having a different name, each 
one having a different form or appearance, each one having a 
different action - thus each of these aspects being real separately 
becomes suitable, applicable. But in the Advaita Siddhanta (Phi
losophy of non-dualism) which propounds that Atman is one and 
one alone how at all can all these aspects mentioned above be 
applicable ? To provide a mere consolatory explanation to this 
doubt, saying that - '·AII this appears due to Avidya' - is not 
proper. For, when it is really and undoubtedly being perceived 
(by all) that Jivas are actually distinct, one from the other in the 
matter of names, forms and actions, if we go on imagining that 
all those things are merely A vidyaIqita - then whatever becomes 
inconvenient or unsuitable to the Vedantins' tenets - all that 
can. be nonchalantly brushed aside on the strength of this 
theory of 'Avidyikrita', is it not so ? Anybody who follows 
tenets which are in consonance with universal experience - how 
can he accept this kind of a doctrine ? 

(Solution) : For this a convincing solution is : Even for this 
doubt also it amounts to our having provided an answer by 
means of the illustration of the Akasha. Although the vast empty 
space is one and one alone, due to the differences or distinctions 
of Upadhis like a pot, a pitcher, a large room etc. we imagine 
in our workaday dealings that the pot-space, the pitcher-space and 
the room-space are all different and various ; and we think that 
they are having different fonns so that relatively the pot-space is 
small, the pitcher-space is bigger, while the room-space is the 
biggest; similarly, we imagine in our workaday transactions that 
we can bring a little quantity of water in a pot for drinking 
purposes, store large quantities of water in the pitcher and sleep 
and live in a big room - thus we think of various acts of utility. 
Just as in one and the same vast empty space the distinctions of 
names, fonns and actions are imagined ( conceived) due to the 
differences of the Upadhis (adjuncts) alone, in the same way to 
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accept the tenet that - 'Due to the cause of the adjuncts like the 
body, the senses Jlvas are also imagined to have different names, 
forms and actions' - there is no defect whatsoever. Therefore, 
Advaitins have detennined the truth that - 'In one and the same 
Atman thus the distinctions of name, form and action 
conceived only." 

~ICfiI~I~ E1C:ICf)I~n fqq;I(lqqcft ~ I 

~ss(q:t: ~T ~ fqCfiI(lq~ca CItn 11\911 

. 
are mlS-

Meaning : "Just as for the Akasha, Ghatakasha is neither 
a Vikara (a mutation, transformation) nor an A vayava (com
ponent), in the same way for Paramatman too h':'va is neither 
a mutation, transfonnation nor a component, part." 

(Objection) : The illustration that is given here is itself not 
proper or relevant - thus any Dvaitin may doubt. For, the various 
phenomena of names, forms and actions that are seen in the 
GhataJeasha etc. are actually existing distinctively, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : This is not proper. For, Ghatakasha is not a 
real effect or resultant change of Akashs. Just as an effect of an 
ornament takes place from gold, no one ever thinks or will accept 
the veracity of the statement that the vast empty space itself has 
undergone a change or transformation to become the congested, 
restricted pot-space, is it not so ? Does anyone say that just as 
the Karyarupas (forms of effect) like foam, bubble, ice etc. are 
caused from water, from the cause of Mahakasha (vast empty 
space) the effect of Ghatakasha (pot-space) has occurred ? Or, 
does anyone say that just as to a tree the branch is a component 
- of the real Akasha imaginary phenomena like Ghatakasha etc. 
are parts or components ? In any case, for the Akasha all the 
phenomena like Ghatakasha etc. are neither Karyarupa (forms of 
effect) nor Avayava (parts) ; for, Akasha itself is an entity 
without parts. It being so, it should perforce be admitted tllat 
due to the association with adjuncts alone the various names 
like Ghatiikiisha, Karakakiisha, Apavarakikasha etc. and their 
respective forms and functions too appear as though they are 
different and varied, indeed. In the same way, it can never be 
stated that Jlvas are the Vikaras (distinctive, mutated forms) nor 
A vayavas (constituents, components) of Paramatman. Therefore, 
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it amounts to saying that the common run of people are trans
acting in the Inanner that Atmans are distinct and various due to 
misconception alone. 

THE MISCONCEPTIONS THAT SOME DISPUTANTS HAVE 
ENTERTAINED WITH REGARD TO JlVAS 

Some ancient Vedantins like Bhartruprapailcha etc., despite 
all this being expounded so, had imagined that because Jivas 
have been called 'Vijiianamayas' (full of consciousness) in the 
Srutis, the Jlvas are verily the Vikaras (mutations) of Paramatma
chaitanya (the Pure Consciousness of the Supreme Self). Because , 
of the fact that in the Sruti it is stated that - "Just as the sparks 
fly off from fire, from Paramatman are born the Jlvatmans" -
Jlvas are the Alpsha (a pan) of Paramatman - thus some others 
had interpreted it. Even today some Dvaitins are saying that 
Jivatmans are actually the AIpshas alone of Paramatman. All 
this is not proper. For, since Paramatman does not possess any 
A vayavas, it will be wrong to tmderstand or reckon that Jivas are 
either the Vikara or AIpshas; especially if Atman is reckoned 
to be 'Savayava' (endowed with parts) there will be opposition 

, -
to the Sruti which states that Atman is 'Eka' (one and one only) 
and Advitiya (non-dual) ; because anytlling that is Savayava has 
perforce to be Anitya (non-eternal), these disputants will be 
confronted by an undesirable inference or concept that Paramatman 
is Anitya and Vinashi (destructible, mortal). Some other modem 
(present-day) Vedantins have imagined a relationship of Prakara 
(mode, manner) and Prakari (a thing endowed with that mode) 
between Paramatman and the Jlvas. But because it is not pos
sible at all to imagine whetller Dravya (substance) and GUl)3 

(quality) are Bhinna (different) or Abhinna (non-different), 
their theory also is defective. Some others have imagined that 
Jlvas are the embodiments of Paramatman, and just like the sun 
and his rays Paramatman is ArpSlli (one endowed with parts) and 
Jlvas are Arpshas (the parts) ; all these are mere concepts, 
imaginations alone and have no support whatsoever of any , 
Sruti or Yukti or Anubhava. Hence there is no necessity of 
examining or considering their doctrinaire, dogmatic theories at 
all. Therefore, it should be discerned that by virtue of the 
Upadhis projected by Avidya alone the empirical transaction 
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rl Jjvabheda (manifoldness and distinctions among Jivas) 
has arisen. 

~ 'qqftt i11~I'1i JII14 "If(1;j~: I 

(ftIT '"Iq('llcq~11Iql(qlrq qr~.u ~:1 lit II 
~ 

Meaning: "Just as for the boys Akasha is polluted by 
impurities, in the same way for the ignorant people Atman too 
is impure with impurities." 

THERE ARE NO IMPURITIES LIKE 
KLESHA (DISTRESS) ETC. IN JiVATMAN 

(Objection) : Let it be that Jiva is neither a mutation nor 
a part of Paramatman ; merely on that count can it be said that 
Jlva himsel f is Paramatman ? Paramatman means Atman who is 
of the essence of Nitya, Shuddha, Buddha, Mukta ; not one like 
the Jiva who is associated with impurities like Klesha (misery, 
distress), Karma (action), Phala (fruit) and is verily endowed with 
Antahkar8.Q8 (Mind) which is the native place for their Vasanas 
(latent impressions). It being so, to say that both of them are one 
and the same is a contradictory statement, is it not so ? In 
Paramatman Klcshas like Avidya (ignorance), Raga (attachment) 
etc. do not exist, nor Karmas which are of the forms of PU1J.ya 
(merit) and Papa (demerit) ; nor does He have any taint of 
Karmaphalabhoga (enjoying the fruits of actions) nor its Vasana , 
(latent propensities). These are facts which are Srutisiddha (es-
tablished by the scriptures). Therefore, the tenet that - "Paramatman 
means the Parameshwara whom all the Jlvas have to meditate 
upon and become blessed by Him" - alone is correct. In some 
, -
Srutis it has been stated that Paramatman Himself is the Atman 
of everyone; but if their literary meaning itself is taken to be 
the Tattwa (Absolutely real or True), then it will be rendered 
to be an extremely contradictory statement and hence it 

". 

appears to us that to say that - 'Those statements are 
, Arthavada' (of secondary importance) sentences which have 
been used for the purpose of eulogising, praising Upasana' -
• IS proper. 

1. Prof. Vidhushekhara Bhanacharya has written that this Kiirika: is quoted 
by Shantarakshita in his 'Madhyamakalailkara Karika.' 
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(Solution) : It is true that if, as you have said, there were 
really these Klesha etc. in Atman, we would have had to accept 
this indeed. But the truth is not like this at all. It has been 
already established on the analogy of the illustration of the 
Ghatakasha that Atman, whom the common run of people are 
reckoning to be a Jiva, is actually Nityashuddha (eternally pure), 
but A vivekins (non-discriminating, ignorant people)· only believe 
Him to be a Sarpsari. Therefore, the concept that Jlva has Klesha. 
and such other tribulations of transmigratory existence is verily 
A vidyiilqita and not Paramartha (really real). Just as the non
discriminating people believe that Akasha has pollution, they are 
misconceiving Jiva to be having Klesha etc. Although from our 
Vyavahara Drishti. it is appearing that Akasha possesses a blue 
colour, those people who have discrimination decide that empty 
space has no colour whatsoever, is it not so ? In the same way, 
those who have cognized the Reality of Atman will never 
believe that He has Saqtsara Dharmas. Although A vivekins are 
rushing towards a mirage with the intention of drinking water, 
thinking that in that region there exists water, the people who 
know the ground reality decide in the manner - "This is verily 
a mirage ; there does not exist any water here» ; in the same 
way, Vivekins decide that in Atman there does not at all exist 
Sarpsaritwa. Even the empty space being polluted in the lower 
regions or the water of the mirage etc., which the Avivekins have 
misconceived to exist, really do not exist, is it not so ? In the 
same way, the misery and other tribulations of Sarpsara that the 
common people have misconceived to exist, do not exist at all 
in reality in Atman - thus the seekers should discern. 

~ ~cq4 ~ al('ltljlq'1<f1(J~q I 

Mta ijcf~l~ llTICfiI~;:lIfitct~: II~ II 

Meaning: "In all aspects like dying, being born, going 
and coming, standing - in all the bodies the Jiva exists in a 
manner not different from Akasha. " 

ALL PHENOMENA LIKE JANMA, MA~A ETC. 
OF Jlv A ARE A VIDY AK1.UT A 

The topic which was explained with the help of the illus-

1. In some books herein there is a text like _ c :q1C61i1~IFq{1~: t 
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tration of the empty space so far is being concluded here. If the 
pot gets destroyed tllen the pot-space or Ghatakasha does not get 
destroyed ; neither when the pot is produced that empty space 
is born ; if the pot is carried away to some other place, the empty 
space does not travel along with it. Or if the pot is brought back 
the empty space does not return along with it. If the pot rests 
where it is, it cannot be said that the empty space has stood still. 
Neither the good qualities nor the defects of the pot taint in 
the least the empty space. Whatever changes may occur in, the 
pot, the empty space remains (Unaffected) as it is. Is it not so ? 
Akasha 4S a Dravya (substance) Wllich has no relationship with 
any otlier thing - called in Vedantic parlance 'AmUrttl Dravya' 
(formless substance) ; for this reason too, observed from the 
Absolute viewpoint, because even the phenomenon called 'pot' is 
a fonn of P{ithivi (element earth) only - which is the Karya 
(effect) of the subtlest primordial element of Akasha alone - none 
of the Dharmas (qualities or special features) of the earthen pot 
can possibly touch or taint Akasha. In the same way, that -
"None of the Dharmas of the Sharirendriya Sanghata (conglom
eration of the body, the senses) taints Atman" - is the Siddhanta 
(philosophical teaching) of Vedanta. 

~Tm: ~ctqtl d atl(qqllflfq:erGtdl: I 

3ufttcM ~cf~la4 qJ ;IlqqF"df6 fCied II ~ 0 II 

Meaning: "The conglomerations, like the dream, are 
created by Atmamaya (the illusory, magical power of the 
SeIt). There is no logical proof (yuktl) whatsoever to say 
(assert) that some of them are superior to the remaining groups 
or all are equal to one another. " 

ALL THE BODIES ARE AVIDYAKA 
(PROJECTIONS OF IGNORANCE) 

SO far it has been explained in accordance with the illus
tration of the Ghatakasha that thougll Atman is Aja (devoid of 
birth), Advaya (non-dual), by virtue of His apparent association 
with Upadhis (adjuncts) like the Dehadi Sarighata (conglomera
tions of body and the senses) He appears as many Jlvas and as 
endowed with various SaqIsara Dhannas from the Avidya Drishti ; 
it has also been propounded that, just as the empty space itself 
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has assumed the fonns of the pot etc., Atman Himself appears 
as .. the Dehadisailghata due to A vidya. Even so, because of the 
fact that there is every scope for the Avivekins, who believe that 
the various special forms projected by names and fonns are real 
only, wrongly believe (misconceive) that the earthen pot etc. are 

I verily the transformations or mutations of the empty space, and 
similarly that the bodies are the special fonns of transformation 
of Atman only - in order to fully establish the teaching that all 
of jhem are invariably Mithya (false) 'this verse has been written. 

Just like the earthen pot etc. the Dehadisailghatas, which are 
the adjuncts of Atman, are false indeed ; for, they are projected 
by the mind or imagined due to A vidya, just like the dream 
bodies alld bodies conjured up by magic (Mayalq-ita Dehas). No 
one believes that either the pots etc. appearing in a dream or the 
pots etc. conjured up by magic (Maya) are really the 
PariJ.].amavisheshas (special features caused by transfonnation). 
For, they are confined to the false Svapnavastha (dream state) or 
Mayavastha (illusory state). In the same way, the Shanrendriya 
Sailghatas too are projected by the Namarupamaya (illusory po~er 
of names and forms) which is itself caused by not cognizing 
Atman, and hence there is no reason whatsoever to reckon that 
they are real. It is not possible for anyone to stubbornly believe 
or reckon that the bodies which appear in the dream as also the 
bodies that are conceived or projected (illusorily) by a magician 
do really exist apart from Atman, is it not so ? In the same way, 
there is no supporting proof or evidence whatsoever to assert that 
the bodies of various Jlvas who appear in the waking do exist 
apart from and independently of Atman. They too are the effects 
of Namarupamaya, which appears due to the cause of not cognizing 
Atman. In the previous Vaitathya Prakar8.I)a itself it has alTeady 
been mentioned (explained) that - "People who are well-versed 
in Vedanta (Philosophical science) say that all this world of 
duality exists just like Svapna, Maya as also Gandharvanagara 
(celestial city)" - (2-31) ; is it not so ? 

THE BODIES APPEAR TO BE SUPERIOR OR INFERIOR 
BECAUSE OF A VIDYA ALONE 

Here a doubt may arise : The KaryakaraJ;18 Sailghatas do 
not exist in one and the same degree or manner in all the Jlvas. 
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It is stated in the Sastra that by virtue of PU1)ra (superior 
Karmas) one begets a meritorious body, by virtue of Papa 
(sinful) Kannas one begets the bodies (birth) of low-class animals 
and by virtue of mixed Karmas the human bodies are acquired. 
Therefore, due to a difference in the degree of their Dhannas 
(merits) and Adharmas (demerits) among the Jivas, in the matter 
of enjoying Sukha and DuQ.kha there has arisen a difference in 
degree. It being so, can it be said that all these bodies are, like 
the dream bodies or illusorily projected bodies by a magician, 
false appearances only ? 

(Solution) : This doubt is not proper. For, there is no cause 
to imagine that either by virtue of Dharma or Adharma there 
exists a difference in degree among the bodies of creatures ; or 
because they are all created out of the primordial elements, all 
the bodies are equal in all respects. For, invariably among the 
conglomerations of the body and senses appearing in the dream 
as also among the conglomerations of the body and senses which 
are imagined due to Maya - at that moment it appears as though 
there exists a difference in degree in the same manner ; but those 
conglomerations of the body and senses are not at all real. In the 
same way, when observed from the Paramartha Drish1i, among 
the ,\\'aking bodies too which are the effect of Nimarupamaya, 
caused by not having cognized the Atman, there is no room 
at all to believe that there exists really any difference in 
degree or any equality in all respects. 

THE DIFFERENCES OF OPINION THAT EXIST 
AMONG THE VEDANTAVADINS 

Giving the illustration of the Ghatakasha in the present 
Karikas, it has been propounded that in non-dual Atman, by 
virtue of the apparent association with the Upadhi, Jlvatwa is 
misconceived (KaJpita), is it not so ? In the Brahmasutra Bhashya 
it has been decided tllat just like the sun's reflection (Pratibirpba) 
Jlva is the Abhasa (reflected, false appearance) alone of Para
matman ; he is not virtually (actually) Paramatman, nor is he 
different from Paramatlnan. In order to indicate that in the 
Vyavaharika\l8stha (waking state wherein all empirical transac
tions ensue), -in which Jivas appear to be different, their distinct 
bodies are engendered so as to enjoy, experience the fruits of 
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Papa (demerits, sins) and PU1)ya (merits, righteous acts) in accor
dance with their respective Karmas, here in this context the 
illustration of Ghatakasha has been given ; in the Sutra Bhashya, 
however, the illustration of the sun's reflection has been given 
in order to signify that one Jlva's Karma cannot taint or affect 
another Jiva. By association with an adjunct if the water shakes 
the Pratibirpba or reflection (of the sun) too appears to be 
shaking ; just as this shaking does not relate to or affect all the 
other reflections, similarly in the case of the Jlvas too their 
respective Karmaphalas (fruits of actions) belong to the respective 
Jlvas only. In order to indicate this truth in the Sutra Bhashya 
the illustration of the Pratibirpba (reflection) has been given. In 
any case, these two illustrations have been mentioned with the 
prime purport of explaining, elucidating the teaching that 
among the Jlvas one's Karmaphala does not affect or occur 
to the other Jivas and not with the intention of teaching that 
actually, really Jlva is a part of Brahman (or Atman) or he 
is a reflection of Brahman. Not cognizing this truth, the present-, 
day Vyakhyanakaras (post-Sailkara commentators) have propounded 
their 'Avacchedavada' following the Akasha illustration and 
'Pratibirpbavada' by following illustration of sun's reflection 
and have thereby brought about two warring factions and have 
given rise to a raging controversy. With a view to explainfug the , 
opinion of a gloss called' Pailchapadika' on Shri Sailkara's Sutra 
Bhashya, a treatise called 'VivaraQa' was written by Prakashatma 
Yati. His opinion about this topic, in a quintessential form, is : 
In the doctrine of those who imagine the relationship between 
Jivas and Brahman akin to Ghatakasha and Mahakasha, because 
Brahman, who is within the BrahmaQt;la (the created macrocosmic 
univers~ like the Ghafakasha, is rendered ApUI1)a (incomplete, 
imperfect), and thereby has become Paricchinna (limited, circum
scribed) - Brahman who has not become A vacchinna (separated, 
distinct) will perforce have to exist apart from the macrocosmic 
world (A.1;1.l;la) ; in that event, the statement Qf the Sruti - "Brah-.. 
man is Sarvagata (all-pervading), Sarvaniyamaka (controller of 
everything)" will not be tenable. For, an Anavacchirina Brahman 
(impartible, unseparated Brahman or Self) cannot possibly exist 
in a region wherein the A vacchinna Jivas (partible, separated 
souls) exist. But in our doctrine which propounds that ... "Jlva is 
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the Pratibimba alone of Brahman" - since in one and the same 
container of water (Jalashaya) the Swabhavika Akasha (natural 
empty space) as also the Pratibirpbakasha (the empty space of 
reflection) can co-exist - and thereby since Brahman can in His 
own essential nature coexist in the region where the Jlvas exist 
there is no defect whatsoever. 

The A vacchedavadins (proponents of the theory of separate 
existence) point out a defect in the doctrine of the Pratibirpbavadins 
in the following manner : Because Jlva is a Pratibitpba it is not 
possible for him to cognize in the manner - "I am Brahman -who 
is BiIpbarupa (of the form or nature of a bright orb)." Apart from 
this, because the Bhrama (delusion) with regard to the object of 
the PratibiIpba (reflection of the orb) suits only to one who is 
of the form or nature of Birpba (a sentient, self-illumining object) 
alone, these disputants will have to perforce accept that to Brah
man alone by means of Tattwajiiana (knowledge of the Reality) 
Ajiiana Nivritti (deliverance, liberation from ignorance) accrues. 
Besides, even if it is accepted, as these disputants propound, that 
there exists Aikya (oneness) between Birpba and Pratibirpba, 
different from Brahman, who is different from Birp.ba, Jlva him
self has invariably to be appearing separately. Further, of Brah
man who is Amiirta (formless) - how at all can a Pratibirpba 
be born or produced? - This is the objection of the Avaccheda
vadins. , 

In the pristine pure Vedantic methodology of Shri Satikara 
there is not even an iota of scope for the dry dialectics of these 
two warring factions among the modern Vedantins. For, no one 
can ever compel or constrain, stipulating that there should 
necessarily exist a comparison or similarity between an illus
tration and the illustrated example in all respects and aspects. 
As per the Vedanta Siddhanta no one accepts that - "Jiva really 
ex.ists separately from Paramatman." Therefore, there is no scope 
or cause for raising a controversy of the type - "Whether a Jlva, 
like the Ghatakasha, is A vacchinna (separate) or like the Pratibirpba 
which appears in a mirror or water, he is a reflection of BJah
man ?" Because of the fact that the Bhedavyavahara (empirical 
dealings of differentiation) of conceiving Jlvas and Brahman as 
separate entities is itself Avidyakalpita (a projection, product of , 
imagination due to ignorance), it has been attempted in the Srutis 
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to show that - "Jlvaswarupa (the essential nature of Being of the 
soul) is really not different from Brahman" - Tllat is, all. 

In the present context, both the illustrations of Ghatakasha 
and Pratibirpba are completely suitable or applicable. Because the 
illustration of the Ghatakasha has been shown to be suitable in . 
the original text itself, there is no need whatsoever for examining 
it once again. The rele\'ant aspect in the Akashadrish~anta is : 
"Because Paramatman, like the Akasha (vast elnpty space), is 
having Nityashuddhabuddhamukta Swabhava (the essential nature 
of being eternally Pure, Absolute Consciousness - Liberated), tlle 
defects that people - with a deep-seated, staunch viewpoint or 
standpoint of the different, various Upadhis alone - have super
imposed upon (misconceived in) Him dlle to A vidya do not - nay 
can never - talllt Jlvatman." Now, if the Pratibirpba illustration 
is considered, just as the sun, by virtue of his relationsllip with 
the adjunct of water, appears to acquire or assume the difference 
of the fonn of a reflection and to acquire qualities or special 
features like becoming big or small, in tile same way although 
Atman, who is one and one alone, by virtue of His relationship 
with Upadhis, like different KaryakaraQ.a Sanghatas, acquires tIle 
Chidabhasarupas (false appearances of Pure Consciousness) as 
also the Dhannas of those Upadhis, in His real essential nature 
of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss He does not have any Vikaras 
(mutations, transformations) whatsoever and exists in one and the 
same form which is Nitya Shuddha (eternally Pure, Absolute). 
This is the relevant aspect here. 

In any case, because of the fact that by Ineans of these two 
illustrations also the trotl1 that - "Although for the Aja (unborn) 
Advaya (non-dual) Paramatman by virtue of an apparent associa
tion with an Upadhi Jlvatwa is appearing, from the Paramartha 
Drishti He exists in His pristine A vikaras\varupa alone" - is 
established, it is not proper or justifiable for Vedantins merely on 
the basis of illustrations (just like the other Tarkika Darshanakaras 
or founders of alien logical systems of pllilosophy) to create 
among themselves discordant or differing opinions in tllis matter 
and quarrel. 
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4. FOR THE TENET THAT - 'BRAHMAN IS 
- -

AJADVAYA SWARUPA' - THE VALID 
SUPPORT OF SRUTIS 

('l"i,~tft 1t" ~ cil~1I oq'@4I(1'~f~(\~4; , 
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Meaning: "The various sheaths like Rasa etc. are 
described in Taittirlyaka (Upanishad), is it not so ? T~at 
Parajiva WIlD is the Atman for all of them is Himself the one 
whom we have shown to be like Akasha. " 

THE TAITTIRiYA SRUTI'S PRAMANA FOR THE TEACHING OF . 
ATMAIKATWA (NON-DUALISM OF THE SEJ...,F) 

In order to signify that - 'Whatsoever has been propounded 
about the subject-matter of Xtmaikatwa (the non-dualism of the , 
Self) so far is having the authoritative support of the Sruti' - the 
following text has been written. Some Vedantins are arguing 
"Altllough the truth that - 'Atman is Prapaiichopashama (totally 
devoid of the world of duality), Shivaswarupa (of the very 
essence of auspiciousness) and Advaita (non-dual)' - has been 
demonstrated, depicted in the first Agama PrakaraQa, all that , 
has been mentioned by the Sruti as Upasanapara (meditation-
oriented). All the Upanishadic sentences have the fmal purport of 
teaching Upasanas only and by showing this fact alone there will , 
be full agreement ; otherwise, this will be contradictory to Sruti 
sentences which clearly mention about Jlvotpatti (creation of 
Jlvas) etc." ; and by their influence the true seekers should not 
be misguided or confounded and fail to discern the genuine 
spiritual teaching of Ajadvayatman (unborn, non-dual Self). For 
this prime purport alone so far it was demonstrated that 
Atmaikatwavada (theory of the non-dualism of the Self) is fully 
in consonance with Yukti (logical device) with the help of tIle 
illustration of Akasha alone. Now the following text is being 
begun to depict the truth tIlat - "All the Upanishads have the one 
prime purport of teaching Aja-Advitlya-Atman ; they are not 
there to propolll1d latabrahman (the Ultimate Reality endowed 
with birth)." 
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First of all, this Karika has begun to illustrate the authori
tative support of Taittirlya Upanishad. In the Anandavalli Chap
ter of that Upanishad the five sheaths covering Atman have been 
propounded one b)' one in the order of 'Annarasamaya', 
'PralJ.amaya', 'Manomaya', 'Vijfianamaya', 'Anandamaya'. The 
word 'Kosha' means a covering sheath of a sword. Just like the 
sheath covering a sword the five Koshas of the type of 
Annarasamaya etc. have 'covered up' Atman. Paramatman exists 
in all of them like the life-force - thus it has been propounded 
there. That very Paramatman is depicted here by the illustration 
of Akasha. 

(Doubt) : Here in this Upanishad statements like '3f~s~< 
, ,~~ ~, d· A- .. a:tlfi"ll ~RI"""UI"""q"'l'9'lI:, Oi..c.tIS'fI( anN' q;:r."fll: - etc. epIct tmans, IS It 

not so ? Wllat evidence is there to show that herein the Koshas 
have been taught ? 

(Solution) : Here the reason for calling the Prat:tamayadi 
sheaths Xtmans is : It is stated like that by assuming for the time 
being what appears to the Avidya Drishfi (viewpoint of the 
ignorant people) ; that is all. For the common run of people it 
appears as though the body which is Annamaya (full of, i.e. a 
product of, food that human beings eat) is itself their very 
essential nature of Being. When they come to cognize that this 
concept is not reasonable, they believe that PralJ.amaya Kosha is 
tlleir Atman. In this same way they go on believing the Manomaya 
and Vijnanamaya etc. to be Atman or the Self. Therefore, adopt
ing their this viewpoint, the Upanishad calls these Prat:tamaya etc. 
one by one 'Atman' and the really real Atman alone, who is 
innermost to everything and the substratum for everything, 'Puccha 
Brahman' (the Reality at their back, tail end, i.e. their very 
sustaining Entity). Therefore, in this context it has been taught 
that Paramatman, who is really the innermost Entity beyond these 
five Koshas, is Himself 'Atman' of all of us. Not even an idiot 
will think that for one body really there exist five Atmans, is it 
not so ? Therefore, it is proper indeed to reckon that in the 
Upanishad it has been taught in the following manner : First, 
from the viewpoint of the ignorant common run of people, to 
imagine each one of the Koshas to be Atman by indicating 
progressively that the preceding covering is merely a body and 
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currently what is taught is the real Atman ; and finally, from the 
Parama"rtha Dpshti (i.e. viewpoint of the Absolute Reality, Intui
tive Experience standpoint) it is propounded that Paramatman 
Himself who is innermost to all else is verily our Atman (one's 
innennost Self as his very core of Pure Being). 

Or, in the alternative, for this verse we may interpret it and 
COlnment on it in a different manner. In the sentences of the type 

- '~S~( a:tltcll ~uulq4:' - meaning, "There exists another Atman 

called 'PraQamaya' within this person" - that Atman who is 
endowed with the respective Upadhi of the form of that Kosha 
is indicated here. In our workaday world also it is seen that in 
one and the same Akasha there ensue empirical transactions of 
the type ~ 'Gha~akasha', 'Karakakasha', 'Apavarakakasha' - when 
it is associated with adjuncts lilce the pot, the pitcher, a room, 
respectively, and, by virtue of this transaction a misconception is 
entertained to the effect that these Ghatakasha etc. are different, 
distinct - is it not so ? In the same way, here in this context too 
by virtue of the association with Upadhis like the body, tIle vital 
force etc. Atman becomes an object for empirical transactions of 
treating Him as Ann amaya, Pral.1amaya etc. As a result of this, 
Lite people may believe variously in the manner - "Atman is 
Annamayatman, Pral)amayatman etc." In order to stress the fact , 
that - "The Sruti undertakes to teach in the manner - 'This Self 
is the Mukhy atman , devoid of any Upadhi and innermost to all 
else. ' This very Atman is being taught as : That which is 
'Satyam (real) Jiianam (conscious), Anantam (endless) - is this 

, -
Brahman' - " - it has been conceived in the Sruti that Atman 
is having the spt!cial features of the five Koshas and it states that 
: "Within this Atman there exists another Atman called 
PraI)amayatman" - and such other sentences. That Xtman about 

, -
whom it has been stated in the Sruti to be a Karyarupa Atman 
associated with Upadhis like Annamaya Kosha, PraQamaya Kosha 
etc. - and since all these Koshas are like the rope-snake etc., 
imagined or misconceived due to A vidya, for all of them He who - , 
is Atman whom the Sruti has described at the beginning itself 
as 'Satyajiianananta' - that very Xtman alone we have signified 

by yukti (logical device) in the verses like - '~It'tl ;/ICfili(lctwila:'. 

That is all, and what we have signified is not, like the logicians 
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say, an Atman who is imagined or conceived by means of the 
human intellect. With regard to tIle Atman whom the Tarkikas 

... 

have imagined, to assert that He really exists and that really He 
is a Samsari - there is no Pram 81.1 a (valid source or evidence) 
wllatsoever ; but the Jiva, whom we have mentioned, is 
SopadiJikatman (Self endowed witl1 an adjunct) alone as men-, 
tioned in the authoritative source of the Sruti. Therefore, this 
doctrine alolle should be accepted by Mumuksllus - This alone 
is the prime purport behind this teaching. 

ii~1~~1q~"tR 1m ~Cfilf~ld'{ I 

'l~ol4l~~( ~ "t{tUCfiI~I: ~Cfilf~1(1: II ~ ~ II 

Meaning : "Just as we have indicated in Madhujfiana, 
Parabrahman has been signified in dual fonns as 'in this 
Prithivi' as also 'in the womb'." . 

THE AUTHORITATIVE SUPPORT OF 
VAJASANEYAKA SRUTI FOR ATMAIKATWA 

Apart from this, in Madllujfiana - here the word 'Madhu' 
means 'Brahmavidya' ; for, that knowledge signifies Amritanva 
(immortality) and hence it provides immense happiness, pleasure 
to Mumllkshus. Because that Brahmavidya is taught in the 
'MadllubraJ111lal)a' which is to be found in VajasaneyibrahmaIJ.o
panishad (i.e. Brihadarat:lyaka Upanishad) that is called here 
'MadhUJnana '. For the expressions, 'in the Prithivi' and 'in tile 

womb' - there is a Sruti sentence : 'lF~:qIl4q'E4i 'I~&.:d a'itl"l<ils'td'llf: 

~ lI~:qlllqQtI((f :(1I<l{~\i1l1i<ilS,!dqll: ~SlIqq lr ~Sllql~~q'idfq~ ~ 

~ - (Bri. 2-5-1) - meaning - " Although the Upadllis of 

Prithivi, Sharlra are different, separate, Atman who is endowed 
with tllem is one only. He, who being Tejomaya and Amritamaya 
exists in Pritllivi, He alone is this Purusha who is endowed with 
the Upadhi of the body and is Tejomaya and Amritamaya ; That 
alone is Parabrahman which has become everything" - In the 

saIne way, from the expression - 'l1~i1lltq~' up to 4tt~:qlllqfiii4S1I('i1if~t 

- taking two Upadhis like Adhidaiva and Adhyatma - it has been 
taugilt that in both one Parabrall~an alone exists. Just as in tIle 

verse - 43i1q;1~1~ -;:r ~s~' - (3-6) - we have indicated Atlnaikat\va, 
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in the same way it has been stated in this Madhubrahmal.1a also. 
Tllerefore, the pllrport of this exposition is to assert that whatever , 
we have stated is in consonance with the Sruti Pramana . . 

Gflqleq;fl<1;:q(qq~ W~lflId I 

~I~I~ f~~d ~iSq ~ f[ {i'l:w,te'{ll ~ ~ II 

Meaning: "Because there exists Abheda (non-differ
ence) between Jlva and Atman, the teaclling that - 'Those t\vo 
are non-different' - being eulogised, whereas the teaching that , 
- 'Those two are different' - being condemned in the Sruti 
becomes equitable, reasonable." 

THE SCRIPTURAL LOGIC IN SUPPORT OF ATMAIKA TW A 
, 

Both in the Sruti and in tIle Smriti autllored by' Vyasa the 
Aikya (identity) of Jivatman and Paramatman is eulogised by 
means of Yukti in consonance with the illustration of Gllatakasha 

, -
as also by means of the Sruti PramaI}ya of Taittiriya Upanishad ; 
the Nanatwa Darshana (appearance of the manifold duality) which 
is seen by the common run of people dlle to their innate 
Avidyaswabhava (innate nature of ignorance) and is conjured up, 
as it were, by the Kutarkikas (dry-dialecticians) quite in contra-, 
diction of the Vedic lore is condenmed in the Sruti also. For 
example: 

, (a) '~~ fqf:q~ ~:, ~6!lIt'iI~GfiIG'1dl 'qqRi' - (Kena 2-5), 

meaning - "Realizing the truth of one and one Atman alone 
existing in all the movable and immovable creatures, the Vivekins 
(those who are discriminative in their aptitude) transcend this 
Vyavaharika Loka (empirical world of duality) and become im
mortal. " 

(b) 'a:(~1<1< ~lffttq1q~tSC1q~d'{ I 'i61;ci fcr~41(ii14 't(€11 ~ ":J 

ffli1fo I' - (Katha 1-2-22) - meaning - "Tllat Vivekin who has 

cognized Annan, who is devoid of a body, is eternal in the non
eternal bodies of deities, manes and humans ; and who has 
comgnized Mahavibhu (the Suprem~ all-pervasive Beillg) exists 
witll0Ut any grief." 

(c) '<fi ~ f~f~d !ltUlii m- oq)qi I mS:(jd ~ Cfilql~ ~ I i4~OIl 
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fqq~dr(1' I' - (Taittirlya 2-1), meaning - "Whosoever cognizes 

that Brahman exists in the Paramakasha (subtlest empty space) in 
the cave of the heart - he, in the Brahmarupa (the essential nature 
of the Ultimate Reality) who is Sarvajna (omniscient), experi
ences all the desires (the whole gamut of them) - all at once." 

(d) ~ 1ft l' • dN{q ;ng ~ ~ 'qqfd' - (Mw;u;laka 3-2-9), 

meaning - "One who cognizes this Parabrahman - he verily , 
becomes Brahman alone" - in all these Srutis the Intuitive Knowl-
edge that - "Jlvatman alone is Brahman" '- is eulogised. 

In the following SmPtis the Abhedajiiana (non-different or 

non-dual Intuitive Knowledge) is eulogised : (1) '~~ -qf reeF;&: 

~ '11«1 I ~~~:ql~f;j <4'd~14 "t«i lftT II' (Glta 13-2), meaning -

"Ob Arjuna, know that the Jiva who exists in all the abodes 
(bodies) to be Myself alone ; it is My considered opinion that 
the (distinctive) Knowledge of the Kshetras and the Kshetraja is 
Itself the correct Knowledge.~' . 

(2) 'tl4"1dtt ~ss('q14 ecf'it1lA itltiiA I eq:(~SlIt'l41\ifl. <t4I<1'd1ttf'lal"6€§fa' ... ~ ~ 

- (Manu 12-91), meaning - "That XtmayajI (one who is estab-
lished in the Self), who has cognized Atman in all objects and 
all objects in Atman, attains Swarajya (independent lordship)." 

(3) Cqql"'d{I(COI1 (fq "if ~ ~ ~~~~dl: I e~qi ~~ ';f uup: 

ifi1fq({ ",fq({ II' - (Moksha Dharma 351-4), meaning - "This 

Paramatman who is the innermost Self of myself and yourself as 
also all those who are embodied souls - is the Sakshi (the 
Witnessing Principle) for everyone ; no one ever can cognize 
Him." 

(4) '"tro (iqtd~~!J 3ql~Cfi) cqCf~d: I ~ ff q,l 'lent -mS~rqMdct 
FctCf)c.1 crq: II' - (Visln)u Pll¥lQa 2-13-91), meaning - "When in all 

the bodies one and one Purusha alone is existing, the statements 
like - who are you ? - I am such and such a person - are futile." 

, -
In the same way, in the following Srutis the Jivatmananatwa 

(manifoldness of Jivas) is condemned: (a) ·a~(q"ijt ~ I 3N d'E'lt 

'17.f cqqfd II' - (Tai. 2-7), meaning - "Anyone who brings about 

even the slightest division will be afraid". 

(b) '3N 1ft~ ~qt1ljql~~StIl6l;:qls8qf'tlra ';{ lr ~' - (Bri. 
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1-4-10), meaning - "Now, he who performs meditation on an
other deity in the manner - 'This deity is different, separate ; 
I am different, separate' - does not know (the truth)." 

(c) law ~s;:q~Jffi fq5{;:q{J\iJFI~ ~U4<?OCfiI \:fqRl I', meaning -
"Now, those who have known it to be different, to them there 
will be another King (lord) ; their world will get demolished." 

In the following Smritis the doctrine of Bheda (division, 
distinction) is condemned : 

(1) ''gIRl<if62f'i(It'ltrq aaq;lm ~\QCf? "'itlCf?' - (Vis~u PuraJ).a 2-
16-29), meaning - "Those who are having the viewpoint of 
delusion misconceive one Atman alone to be different." 

(2) '.q~~i:t d~I~I:t,ffi ~ - (Vis~u PuraI)a 6-7-95), meaning 
- "The difference, distinction too is caused by Ajnatta." 

(3) "R1;ftSdt;q~~R:' - (Vis~u PuraJ}.a 2-14-31), meaning -
"Dvaitins (dualists) are those who are having Mithyadrishti (view
point of misconception, false- notion}." , 

Thus the fact that - 'In the Sastra, the Abheda (non-
difference) of Jlva and Atman has been eulogised and their 
Bheda has been condemned' - suits the doctrine of Atmaikatwa 
and not the Nanatwa doctrine. 

The Kudarshanas (vain doctrinaire theories) which the con
genital logicians have imagined do not, in this manner, suit the 
Vedic teachings ; they have also been condemned in the Smritis : 

"lIT ~ iUGlI: ~dl11 <Uf(:q q;1~:q ,1<iCSC:q: I {IIqftdl ~tSifictll: ~ dq)f~tiQl 11" (IT: 

tI1dl: II' - (Manu 12-95), meaning - "Those Smritis which are 
alien (i.e. contradictory in their teachings or tenets), and whatever 
wrong philosophies are in vogue - all those cannot yield any 
benign fruits after death; (in fact) all of them will culminate in 
hell." Therefore, it is tantamount to saying that Advaita alone is , 
the real meaning or final pwport of Srutis (i.e. the Upanishadic 
lore). 

\JIlctl("tf;fl ~tlCkSi ~ UI!lN~: Slq,1rntt'll 

\:fPcw&t;t'QI-,ftuf d~&qt€i ~';f ~ Ilr~11 

Meaning : "Before creation, separation or difference 
between Jlva and Atman has been mentioned, is it not so ? 
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That was stated by way of Bhavishyadvritti (a futuristic con
cept) in a GOUI)8 (secondary) sense. For, Mukhyatwa (pre
dominant sense) is not reasonable, tenable." 

, 
THE REAL PIJRPORT OF THE SRUTI DOES NOT LIE IN 

DEPICTING JIVA AND ATMAN AS SEPARATE 

(Doubt) : The fact that Jlva and Paramatman are separate, , 
different has been mentioned in the Sruti (Upanishads) as also in 
the Karmakat.1Qa, is it not ? Because one who is Gramakama 
(desirous of acquiring land) should perform such and such a 
Yaga (sacrifice) ; similarly Pashukama (one desirous of having 
many animals) ; Plltrakama (one desirous of having a son) ; 
Ayushkama (one desirous of having longevily) ; Brahma
varchasakama (one desirous of attaining the lustre, brilliance of 
the Ultimate Reality or it can also be the vigour of a celibate) 
- for all such various people with such desires should perfonn 
particlliar Karmas for attainment of pa11icular fruits - in this 
manner various Karmas are stipulated by way of injunctions, it 
amounts to having stated that many Jivas invariably exist. In the 
same way, it has also been stated in tIle Vedas that different from 
Jivas, Parameshwara, who is endowed with immense wealth and 

other excellellt divine qualities, also exists. ~ GI~R 'i~cff El15d41'l' 
(Rigveda 10-121-1), meaning - "He has held together both the 
earth and the stellar region \, - thus also it has been stated, is it 
not so ? It being so, someho\v merely imagining only the 
IiianakaQQa to be suitable, can it be said that you have evaded , 
(tIle defect of) contradicting the Sruti ? Apart from this, there are 
sentences of the type of - "One who has cognized Hiln tran
scends grief' - (Cllh. 7-1-3) ; "That Atman should be searched 
out, He should be cognized'" - (Chh. 8-7-1) ; "One who has 
cogllized Brahman attains the Supreme State" - (Taittirl)'a 2-1) 
in the Jnanakat.1c;ia also ; are they not denoting that Jlva and 
Paralnatman are different ? It cannot be said that the Jlva, who 
aspires to get rid of his grief and become K[itartha (one who has 
achieved his goal), is hilllself Paramatman, is it not ? Is it 
possible to assert that the Jiva, who aspires to search out 
Paramatman and cognize Him, is himself Paralnatman ? One who 
by means of Brahmavidya has to attain Parama Purushartha (tIle 
prime purport of 1luman existelll'e) cannot himself possibly be 
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Bralunan, is it not so ? In any case, in this manner when in the 
, -
Sruti itself it 11as been stated that Jiva and Paramatman are 
different, how at all can we detennine tllat Ekatwa (non-duality, , 
identity of the two) alone is the tenet suitable to the Sruti. " 

(Solution) : Even before the Upanishadic sentences which 
mention about creation, the Vedic sentences, which state the 
difference between Jlvas and Paramatman from the Paramartha 
Drish~i, are not really signifying that difference at all ; in fact, 
they are teaching the GOU1)abheda (difference in· a se~ondary 

sense) alone that is apparent between Gha~akasha and Mahakasha . . 
Merely on the count of there being a sentence, there cannot be 
any establishment of the existence of any sllbstance whatsoever 
; the sentence should have Tatparya (culmination in pointing out· 
the veracity) in the object which it intends to signify. For ex
ample - "He cooks the rice" - in this sentence the objective or 
significance is not - "He cooks the already existing cooked rice" 
- at all ; its real purport is to signify that - "He is baking the 
raw rice so that it gets cooked in the future." In the same way, 
here too from the standpoint of the Bhavishyadvritti (sense of a 
future event) we should reckon that this has been used. 

(Doubt) : In that case, has it not been stated in the fol-, 
lowing Srishfi Vakyas (sentences mentioning creation) of the type 
- "That Entity from which these Bh':ltas (objects) are born - that 
is Brahman" (Tai. 3-1) ; "Just like the small sparks flying off 
from fire" - (Bri. 2-1-20) ; "From tllat this Atlnan the empty 
space was born" - (Tai. 2-1) ; "(That imagined: ) 'I will become 
many' ; 'It created Tejas (fire)" - (ehh. 6-2-3) etc. - that there 
was really a creation of the Jlvas and their respective Karyakar81)a 
Sanghatas (conglonlerations of body, senses) ? We have already 
stated that in KarmakaJ)Qa also there exist sentences which sifnify 
the difference between Jlvas and Paramatman, is it not so ? 

(Consolatory explanation) : Not so. For, these sentences 
do not at all have the final purport of indicating difference. To 
wit : First of all, tllose sentences which are in the Kannakal)Qa, 
stipulate as injunctions Kamyakarmas (rites or rituals performed 
specifically for the fulfilnlent of a particular desire), for the sake 
of those ignorant common run of people who hanker after 
Kannaphalas, by adopting their standpoint only, as also tIle 
Nityakarmas (daily routine rituals) for the purpose of Papakshaya 
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(destruction of demerits, sins) for those who are Mumukshus 
(desirous of attaining Beatitude here and now in this very life) ; 
therefore, it cannot be asserted that those sentences also have the 
final purport of teaching that Jlvas and Paramatman exist sepa
rately. For, in that event there arises a defect of imagining two 
different fmal purports (Tatparyas) for one and the same sen
tence. Further, those sentences in the Upanishads which describe 
the creation and dissolution of the world of duality have invari
ably the final purport of teaching Atmaikatwa alone. For, in those 
very Upanishads, in later portions, sentellces like : "That one 
who exists in this man and in the Aditya (the sun) is one and 
the same" - (Tai. 2-8) ; "I am Brahman" - (Bri. 1-4-40) ; "That 
thou art" (ehh. 6-8-7) - Atmaikatwa alone has been expounded , 
in very clear terms. We have already shown that in the Sruti, 
Bhedajiiana is condemned with the support of sentences like -
"One who does Upasana in the manner - 'This deity is different, 
I am different' - does not know the truth" - (Bri. 1-4-10). The , 
truth that all Srutis have the one prime or final purport of 
teaching Ekatwa (non-duality, identity of Jivas and Paramatman) 
will be established in the following texts substantiating this 
conclusion with Intuitive reasoning. Thus the fact that - "The , 
Sruti sentences pertaining to the creation and dissolution of the 
world of duality have the prime purport of teaching Ekatwa" -
is discerned from the vaiid but implicit reason that in the 
KarmakaIJQa, adopting the viewpoint of the ignorant common run 
of people as also invoking the Bhavishyadvritti axiom, those 
sentences are used. Therefore, it should be understood that there 
(i.e. in the KarmakaIJga) GOUl)artha alone is signified. 

Further, a doubt of the type that - "In the JfianakaIJ4a also 
there are sentences which state that Jivas and Paramatman are 
different" - was raised, is it not so ? For that too it should be 
understood that a convincing solution has been provided by this 
verse. For, there also in those very Upanishads there do exist 
sentences which stress and affirm Atmaikatwa alone in the con
cluding portions. 

This verse can be interpreted in another manner: To wit: , 
Although in the Sruti there are sentences which denote the 
creation of Jivas and the conglomerations of bodies and senses, 
they should be perforce understood to have been used on the 
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basis of GOU1)aprayoga (usage with a secondary sense) with 
Bhavishyadvptti ; for, in the Mukhyartha (in the predominant 
sense) there in that context they do not become suitable, tellable 
at all. To explain : Before the sentence which describes creation 
there is a sentence : 

'\(ifiQcuF,fflt4,( (Chh. 6-2-1), meaning : "One alone without a 

second to It" - which stresses Ekatwa alone. That very Ekatwa 
has been stated later on in the manner -

'dffif<i '"« 3t1t'U d't€Cqf~' (Chh. 6-8-7), meaning - "That alone 

is real, That alone is Atman, That thou art" - by assuming , 
Bhavishyadvritti the Sruti states in a secondary sense (GoUI)a) 
that Jivas are different from Paramatman. This too has been 
mentioned in consonance with the commonplace viewpoint of the 
ignorant people of the world alone ; therefore, it is also Gom:ta 
only. This usage has to be understood in the same manner when 
it is said: "I am cooking the rice." (i.e. with tIle Bhavishyadvritti , 
alone). Therefore, for the Sruti which mentions about the differ-
ence between Jivas and Paramatman the prime purport does not 
lie in teaching Bheda or difference. 

'1~:dh~rc.~ll1'italla: ~qf ::cnf~dIS"4tn I 

a4ll1: WSCldl(llJ 11m; ~: Cfif.4~::t II~~II 

Meaning : "By means of illustrations of clay, iron, 
sparks etc. the various kinds of creation have been mentioned, 
is it not so ? That is verily a device alone for the intellect 
to descend down upon Tattwajiiana ; in no way there exists 
difference. " 

THE SRUTIS ON CREATION HAVE AlKYA (IDENTITY) 
AS THEIR PRIME PURPORT 

(Objection) : Although it is true that prior to creation , 
Ekatwa alone has been stressed in the Srutis, after the creation 
takes place all this has verily come into existence, as also the 
Jlvas exist as separate entities alone, is it not so ? 

(Siddhanta) : We had already provided a convincing solu
tion to this objection in 3-2 in the manner : " Just as the 
Mahakasha has been born as Ghatadyakashas as also the ~arious 
forms of pots etc., the Jlvas and the various conglomeratiOns of 
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body, senses etc. are apparently born" - thus we have to discern. 
Is it not so ? Once again WIlY have you raised it ? 

(The Opponent who has raised the objection) : This is , 
not proper. For, what you stated as your solution is : "The Sruti 
has the prime purport in mentioning Mithyasrishti (apparent, false 
creation) alone ; in the absolute sense, it is not preaching creation 
at all" - is it not so ? This statement does not seem to be in , , 
agreement with the Sruti ; for, in the Sruti the illustrations of , 
clay, iron etc., have been mentioned. In the Sruti illustrations 
like : "Oh dear, just as if one lump of clay is cognized, it 
amounts to knowing all the effects that are produced from the 
clay" (ehh. 6-1-4) ; "Dh dear, if one ingot of metal (iron) is 
cognized, it amounts to knowing all the effects made out of the 
metal" (ehh. 6-1-3) ; "Just as small sparks are flying off from 
fIre" - (Bri. 2-1-20) ; "Just as a spider emits out its saliva as 
a thread and later withdraws it ; just as from the earth plants and 
trees are born ; similarly from the Akshara all else is born" -
(Mut:lQaka 1-1-7) - etc .. - entities like clay etc. which really get 
transfonned only are exemplified and not as in the illustrations 
of - "Just as Ghatakasha" or "Just as the conglomerations of 
body, senses which are born in tIle dream" - objects which are 
seen in false creations are exemplified. Therefore, what is dis-, 
cemed from the Srutj dealing with Srishti is : From Brahman 
which is Aja and Advaya really (actually) all this world of 
duality is created ; now (at present) really Jlvas exist ,·separately 
(apart) from Bra1unan ~ indeed. Thus although the Sruti is, in 
reality, propounding the creation of Jivas and Jagat you are trying 
to establish Mithya Srishti alone ; therefore, your doctrine is not , 
in consonance with the Sruti. " 

(Solution) : To opine in this manner is not justifiable ; for, , 
the Sfisbti Srutis have an alternative meaning too ; they do not 
have the prime purport in teaching real creation. 

(a) '" iiJJ~~ 11Pm iff fqqflil;ntj 1d~f ~ 41~C( I 

~ ~: w.mS1i ~ -.r 'Pffi A'il~ mft III 

- (Katha 1-2-18) 

Meaning : "This Atman of the essential nature of Pure 
Consciousness is not born; nor does he die. Neither was He 
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born from anything \vhatsoever, nor anything is born from 
Hiln ; He is without birtll, eternal, percllnially existing, an
cient ; even if the body is killed He is not killed." ; 

(b) I~ CU ~ 'iiJl9t\l1 atltlilsvroSllitSlIffis~ 'Qr' - (Bri. 4-4-25) -
Meaning : "That this Jiva alone is Atman who is great and 
birthless ; He is devoid of old age, devoid of deatll, of the nature 
of tile essential nature of ilnnlortality, devoid of fear - Brahman"-, 
- etc. - such Srutis are the authoritative sources for this above , , 

tenet. Because in these Srutis, Brahman is taught to be Kutasthanitya 
(Absolute and eternal) pointedly or specifically, it amounts to 
saying that there is no possibility whatsoever of Bralunan getting 
or being transfonned into the form of the world of duality. There 

, -
are several Srutis which expourid and proclaim that Jiva and 
Paramatman are one and the same onl),. 

The purpose for giving illustrations of the clay etc. is not 
to propound the tenet that - "Brahnlan gets trarlsfonl1ed to be-, 
come the Jagat or world of duality" ; for, in Srutis like - Dh 
dear, just as if one lump of clay is cognized it amounts to 
knowing all those things. Wllich are made out of clay ; just as 
the phenomenon of Karya (effect) is a mere nanle produced by 
speech and the nlaterial of clay alone is tIle reality" - (ehh. 6-
1-1) - because it has been stated that - "All Karyas (effects) are 
invariably false and 'the phenomenon of clay alone is real' - " 
and thus it has been stressed that KaraJ)8 (cause) alone is real 
- we have perforce to determine it in that manner. In the illus
trated example too, after stating that - "Tejas, Ap and Anna 
(earth) - these primordial elements are the effects of Brahman" 
- the implicit teaching that the products like fire etc, which are 
born out of them are not different from their respective causes , 
like Tejas etc. is clarified by the Sruti in the manner : "The 
Agnitwa (fireness) of AgJ1i (fire) is gone. The Karya (effect) is 
a mere nalne brollght about by Vak (speech) ; the fact that Agni 
is the three forms is itself the truth" - (ehh. 6-4-1). At the end 

of it all because the Sruti concludes declaring : 1~({IMr't< 'Wt 
driit=lla( (Chh. 6-8-7), meaning - "This alol1e is the Xtman (Sclf) 

for everything, This alone is Satyam (real)" - and has also 
stressed the fact tilat the Parama KaraI)a (the llltimate Cal!Se) of 
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Sadbrahman alone is the Reality - we have perforce to decide in 
this manner. Therefore, what we have stated, viz. "The conglom
erations of body, senses are created by means of Atma Maya" 
- (3-10) ; "Just as the Ghatakashas are caused and existing 
distinctly, similarly we should understand the creation etc. as also 
differences, distinctions etc. of the Jivas~' - (3-9) - is fully in , 
agreement with Sruti alone. 

In that case all this had been stated before, is it not so ? 
Then why is it that this verse has been written ? - If it is asked 
like this, we say : Previously it was merely stated that the Srishti 
of Jlvadebadisarlghata (creation of the conglomeration of body 
and senses of the Jlvas . or souls) signifies only Mithyiispshti 
(false creation). But now it is being shown here that for the , 
Srutis which describe the birth etc. the prime purport is teaching 
Atmaikya (non-duality of the Self) alone. Therefore, there is no 
defect of repetition. , 

If it is asked: "For the Srutis which describe creation, their 
prime purport does not lie in describing creation, but to signify 
another topic only - how at all can this conclusion be sus
tained ?" - the answer for this question we will explain now. 
Based on various illustrations of clay, metal, sparks etc. creation 
has been dealt with in different Upanishads in different ways, is 
it not so 1, All those various kinds of creation are invariably 
subtle devices adopted to prepare the intellect so as to be able 
to comprehend the teaching of Aikya (unity, identity) of Jivas 
and Paramatman. Besides it has already been stated that for , 
exemplifying those illustrations the real purport of the Sruti is not 
to teach that the 'effect' is really born, but only to signify the 
essential nature of the cause. In the illustrated example also, after 
stating expressly the Satyatwa (reality) of the KaraJ).8 (cause) in 
the manner - "That alone is Satyam (real)" - it is repeatedly seen 
to have been reiterated that Jiva is verily Paramatman in the 
manner - "That alone is Atman, That alone are you". On the , 
other hand, if it were the real intention of the Sruti of teaching 
that - "Jivas really are born" - alone, then it would have amounted 
to saying : (a) In order to attain Brahmaswariipa the seeker 
should perforce perform another kind of Sadhana like Upasana 
etc. ; (b) Brahmaswarupa does not exist just now but in the 
future, in another state of Being, It has to be acquired afresh. If 
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that were the truth, then a sentence - signifying an opinion that 
you are already here and now Brahman - of the type - "That 
alone are you" - would not have been used. But this sentence 
of - "That alone are you" - which implies that - 'Here and now , 
you are that' - is repeated often by tile Sruti. Therefore, it 
becomes established that the Srishti sentence is actually a subtle 
device adopted to enable the intellect to comprehend, grasp the 
truth that - "Jiva and Paramatman are one and the same" - but 
it has no purport whatsoever in signifying the birth of Jivas or 
their manifold fonns. For this reason alone, although in each , 
Sruti a different kind of creation has been- described, for all of 
them one and one Atman alone exists as the cause - this alone , . 

is the final purport for the various Srutis (describing various ways 
of creation) and hence, since such variant creations are invariably 
a subtle device alone, there cannot be any defect of tl1eir being 
mutually contradictory entailing this teaching. F or this reason 
alone, in the BrihadaraI.1yaka Bhashya Vartika Shri Sureswarachfu-ya 
states : 

Afit;lfl~lfzil "tIRa !i6!icqr~A~I"td: I 

"AftI!lfdrCl,ndllt'il AfsfilflUli ~z:ft~~ II 

"IIlB"IIlB ~luf 6!icqr~: A~·lIcqf.1 I 

1n fq Arsfi~' t41( ~1&flllT i41"tC(~dl II (Bri. Va. 1-4-401, 402) 

Meaning : "There is no rule of law to say that the method 
of creation should be one and the same. For, the important thing , 
or aspect for the Sruti is to teach the Tattwa (the Ultimate 
Reality) to Sadhakas (seekers) alone. In each sruti a different 
kind of creation has been described. By whatever method of 
creation if it is possible for the people to comprellend, discern 
the Pratyagatmatattwa (the, Absolute Reality of the innennost 
Self), that method alone is proper in this Vedantic spiritual 
science. The systelnatization that - 'The method should invariably 
be such and such alone' - is not to be found here." 

, 
THERE ARE SRUTIS WHICH APPEAR TO HAVE A DIFFERENT 
MEANING BUT WITH THE PRIME PURPORT OF SIGNIFYING 

A PARTICULAR INTENDED OPINION 

Here a doubt may arise : Howat all can it be proper to 
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say that the Sruti mentions Srishti without a prime purport ? If 
tllere" is no real intention of teaching creation, all tllose detailed 
descriptions of creation being InentioIled at various places will 

r 

render the Snlti to be invalid indeed, is it not so ? Even if we 
accept tIle latter contention, tllen the defect of imagining tIle , 
Sruti, Wllich is supposed to be Nirdushta (inviolable, infallible), 
to be unne~essarily Apram81.1a (invalid) entails us, is it n~ot so ? 

(Solution) : A satisfactory answer to this doubt is : "It is , 
not so. There are instances of the Sruti - in order to Sigllify or 
point out the meanillg in a manner in which it really intends the 
seekers to interpret or discern its real import - adopting a subtle 
device or ruse of describing quite a different topic in detail. 
Tllere is also an axiomatic trllth that wherever a fruit or benefit 

, 
is mentioned in the Sruti (called in Vedantic parlance as , 
'Phalasruti') in tllat topic tile Sruti invariably has its prilne 
purport. In its proximity itself if there is no nlcntion of benefit 
with regard to the topic stated by way of a subtle device, then 
for the Saphalasruti (sentence having benefit mentioned) the 
sentence \vhicll is AphaJa (not n~ving a fruit) is Ariga (subordi
nate, subservient). Thus the purport is to be detel1nined in COJ1-

sonance with a ~Iimarpsa N.,vaya (an axioln followed in the 
exegetical science fonnulated by the Mimarpsa pllilosopllY). That 
axiom Sl10u1d be adopted here also in this context. Merely on this 

, 
basis the Sruti is not affected and cannot be said to become 
Apram8I)ya (invalid). 

, 
In support of the tenet that in the Sruti there are illllstrations 

too - in order to point out, signify a particular opinion - quite 
a different. topic (apparently as Olle irrelevant or disconnected 
with the present subject Inatter or Opillion) being 111eIltioned. To 
explain : In BriJladara~)raka Upanishad tllere exists a portion 
WIlich narrates a Pra.IJ.asarpvada (a dialogue of tile vital force). 
There in that context the anecdote runs like this : In ancie11t tilnes 
once tIle deities pledged to defeat the delnons by recourse to 
Udgitha (a recitation of certain 1vlantras or hymns). They re-
quested Vak (the organ meant for speech) and such other sense 
organs one by one to recite (Udgana). \Vhile the sense organs of 
Yak etc. were reciting, by the evil infitlence of the Asuras 
(demons), each of them got identified with one auspicious topic 
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each. To wit, when Yak was reciting the Udgltha the benefl.t that 
accrued from speech it lent to the other sense organs, but in the 
auspicious act of pronouncing the hymns in a refined manner, 
especially, it got itself 'attached' saying in the manner - "This 
is mine". In the same way, because the Asuras went on influ
encing the other sense organs too with a sinful desire of iden
tification (Ahankara), they too became afflicted by 'attachment' 
in their respective special functions or faculties. Thus since all 
the sense organs like Yak etc. were smeared by sin, they realized 
tilat they could not any more recite properly (Udgana) and thereby 
were not fit to be Upasya (nleditated upon) and finally approached 
the PraI}.a (Brahman or Atman who is addressed here as 'Mukhya 
PraIJ.a' also) and begged of Hiln to recite the hymns (Udgana). 
The Asuras attempted to smear sin on to the ~1ukhya Pral.1a too, 
but failing in that attempt finally they themselves were destroyed 
. For tllis story being mentioned there - the real purport for the , 
Sruti is : "Because PraJ).a is endowed with qualities like Purity 
etc. He alone should be meditated upon" - alone and not to state, 
as mentiolled tllere, in reality there was the association of sin or 
there was a mutual dialogue among the Pra1)8S (sense organs) as 
its final purport. In the same way, here too it should be deter-, 
mined, decided that the Srutis do not at all have any prilne 
purport in stating Srishti etc., but they all have the one singular 
purport of teaching that - "Atman alone is Parammtha (absolutely 
real)" . 

(Objection) : Even in this above illustration that you have , 
mentioned it appears to be reasonable to imagine that the Sruti 
has a real purport in every aspect mentioned therein. If we 
assume Vagadi to mean the deities who are the presiding authori
ties for the respective sense organs like Yak etc., as stated 
therein, we can interpret it sayillg that among them there occurred .. 
a dialogue and finally the deities decided that among tlleln all 
Prat:la alone is all-powerful and supreme ; in tllis manner WilY 
cannot it be imagined ? Thereby, it does not amount to our , 
imagining ApralnaQ.ya to any part of that Sruti, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : It cannot be assumed like that. For, this 
Pranasamvada is not to be found in tIle same form or manner . ., , 
in all the Srutis. If it were tIle prilne intention of tIle Srutis to 
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signify that PraQasaq1vada is Paramartha (absolutely real) alone, 
then wherever PraQasarpvada occurs, at every place this story 
sllould have been narrated in one and the same form ; but it is 
not so. That story has been mentioned variously in, different 
contexts. For instance, in the story found in Brihadaral}.yaka the 
Vagadis are Udgltakartrus (those who are the performers of the 
recitation) ; it is described there that they themselves did the 
Udgana. But in Chhandogya Upanishad it is stated that they are 
Omkara which is an Avayava (constituent part) of Udgltha. In the 
Brihadara~yaka itself in another place (i.e. 6th Chapter) this 
PraQasaITlvada has been described in a quite different way alto
getller. To wit: It is stated therein that once tIle Vagadi PraI)as 
(sense organs), in order to decide as to who among them was 
the best, they all approached Prajapati (the first-born Lord of all 
creations) ; He, it is said, told them : "Among you he - who 
when he leaves the human body and gqes out, the body appears . 
to become AmarigaJa (inauspicious, degenerated) - he is the 
best." Accordingly, the PraI)8s (senses) one by one left the body 
but yet the body remained as before ; when finally the turn of 
Mukhya PraQa came and He made an attempt to get up and 
leave, immediately - just like a sturdy well-bred horse wrenches 
off the ropes tied to its legs, along with the pegs to which they 
are fastened - the relnaining PraI)8s (senses) felt as if they were 
forced to be pulled out of their respective places, stations and 
tllUS Mukhya Prat:la convinced all of them that He was the best 
among all of them. In the same way, in the Prashnopanishad 
yet another version of tIle mutual dialogue among the Prat:las is 
described. That dialogue, there, is purported to signify the truth 
that - "The power of keeping the body completely under control 
belongs only to the Mukhya Prat:la." In the Aitareya Upanishad, 
especially, there occurs· a dialogue pertaining to the question : 
"Tllat PraI)8 (vital force) which if he leaves the body or discards 
it the body itself will fall away ; that one wilen He enters the 
body the latter becomes capable of standing up once again - He 
alone is the supreme among all tIle Prat:las." Jllst as the delib
eration pertaining to whicl1 topic a dialogue took place differed 
in each context and in their details - in the same way, in various 
aspects like - in which order the Vagadi Prfu:las were examined, 
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in the number of the V agadi Pral)as who took part in the 
dialogue - in different places it is described in different ways. 

THERE IS NO AGREEMENT IN THE 
S~SHTIPRAKARAS (METHODS OF CREATION) 

Therefore, since this anecdote is mentioned in each section 
of the Vedas in a different manner, it becomes determined that , 
there is :no deep concern or interest whatsoever for the Sruti with 
regard to the question of this story being in a set, specific form. 
In the same way, we should discern the topics of Srishti etc. For, 

, -
in one Sruti beginning with Akasha the process of SriSllti is , 
mentioned, while in another Sruti beginning with Tejas (fire, 
Agni) it is described ; in some other places Prana etc. have been 

I 

menti~ned 'frrst ; while in yet other places without following any . 
order Srishti has been described. . . 

FOR THE S~SHTI SRUTI THERE IS NO OTHER 
FRUIT OR BENEFIT AT ALL 

Here too a doubt may be raised ; Srishti has not taken 
place in one and the same KaJpa (a day of Brahma, 1000 Yugas 
or 432 million years of mortals and measuring the duration of 
the world). Therefore, in each Kalpa it Inight have taken place 
in a different manner. Therefore, PraJ)asarp.vada and Srish~iprakaras , 
mentioned in the Srutis might have taken place in different , 
Kalpas in different ways. When in this manner the Sruti sen-
tences can be interpreted without any contradiction, unnecessarily , 
imagining that there exists opposition mutually among the Sruti 
sentences why should any defect of ApralnaQya be foisted on 
them ? - In this manner it may appear to some people. 

This cannot possibly be the proper Siddhanta (spiritual teach
ing). For, the defect of imagining that the Vedas have stated 
anecdotes which do not serve any worthwhile purpose or yield 
any benefit whatsoever will perforce entail these opponents. For, 
in the illustration in the PraI.1asarpvada barring the one topic 
(teaching) that - 'Mukhya PraI.1a Himself is supreme' - even by 
knowing the remaining story part no benefit or utility whatsoever , 
is likely to accrue to the Srotrus (Iistners). If the truth (teaching) 
that Pra~a is supreme is cognized by the seekers, there invariably 
exists a benefit of knowing that by performing PraJ}opasana 
(meditation on Prat:ta) one can acquire the fruit of that Upasana. 
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In the" same way, in tIle illustrated example of Xtmavichara 
(deliberation on tIle Self) also by cognizing the topic of Srishti 
in a suitable orderly manner there cannot possibly accrue any , , 
benefit to the SrOtrus ; since all those Srutis in the end culminate 
in propounding Atmaikatwa (non-duality of the Self), it is quite 
clear that they have the final goal, purport of Atmaikatwa Jfiana. 

, . 
In fact, it has also been mentiolled in the Srlltis that if the seeker 
cognizes Alma Swarupa (tIle essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness of the Self), who is Kutastha (Absolutely estab
lislled), benefits like AblJaya (fearlessness), Shasl1"'ata Sukha 
(eternal Bliss) etc. accnle. Hence, as' we have stated at the outset, , , 
viz. in the vicinity of a Sruti which mentions a Phala if a Sruti 
sentence which is bereft of any benefit, fruit is found, then 

, 
invariably the latter is the fonner Sruti's AJiga (that Wllich is 
subservient, subordinate in its import) - accepting this MimaIp.sa , 
Nyaya, to imagine or infer that Srisll~i Srutis are secondary in 

, -
importance to the Srutis which propound or teach Atmaikatwa is 
itself reasonable, tenable. 

(Question) : WIlY cannot it be imagined that with regard 
to PraQ.asarpvada too the real purport is : "In this manner" one 
should perfonn Dhyana (meditation)" ? 

(Answer) : This is not proper. For, by contemplatulg in the 
manner - "Pranas quarrelled with one another in a competitive 
spirit" - no desirable fruit can accrue. In the same way, it will 
not be proper to infer that undesirable fruits like rebirth etc. \vill , 
accrue to Srotrus from contemplating on Srishti etc. There is a 
rule of law tIlat for Dhyana a fruit proportionate to its intensity 
should perforce accrue. We may have to imagine that by medi
tating or contelnplating upon quarrel among PraI).as the fruit that 
accrues will be qtlarrel only ! That is not desirable for anyone, 
is it not so ? Therefore, it is proper only to infer that for the , 
Srutis on Srishti etc. the fruit is invariably Brahn1arupaprapti , 
alone. For tllis teaclling tllere is support of the Sruti also. To 

wit : The Sruti states ~ ('(tROt i{1it~"1lcfl'i(1'if.:Cit'iS0lro&: «tROt 

~ ~~'ilHqM'q§ ~\iHH ~l2f !lit~'1 ~'"'iclqM'iiJ I - (Chh. 6-8-8), 
Ineaning : "Listen, Iny boy ! From tIle effect of food search Ollt 

the cause of water and cognize it ; from the effect of water 
search out, my boy, the cause of fire ; from the effect of fire 
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search out Sat (Pure Existence) the cause, my boy". (This is 
actually the literal meaning). The implicit meaning of the sen
tence here is : "For Prithlvi (earth) Ap (water) is the cause ; for 
Ap the cause is Tejas (fire) ; for Tejas the calIse is Sadbral1man 
(the lJltim?te Reality of Bralunan) .. Oh my bo)' ! From the effect 
find out, cognize the cause." Following the axiom that - "Tile 
effect is not different from the calIse" - we sllould decide that 
Sadbra11man, which is the root cause fur everything, is Paramartlla . 

.. 
This alone is tIle prime intended purport of the Sruti. Therefore, 
it becomes certain that - "TIle ptrrport behirJd the statelnent of 
Utpatti (creation) is to teach a device to cognize Atmaikarnra , 
alone ; but to reckon that the Sruti also has a prime purport ill 

teaching Karyasatyatwa (rGality of tile effect) is not proper at 
all. " 

31T~i1lf?1](rqtU ~Q(41ti'te:~~: I 

aqltiotlqRIll;4 d~jCfj'441 II~~II 

Meaning : "Tllere are three Asllramis (People in differ
ent stages of life) with differeIlt viewpoints called Hlna (low), 
Madhyama (middle) and Utkrishta (superior). This Upasana 
(meditation) is instructed for their sake out of compassion." 

THE PLIGHT OF SENTENCES PERTAINING TO 
K~~;\'S AND UPASANAS 

Here a doubt may arise : If the tenet that - "Paramatman 
who is of Nitya-shuddl1a-buddha-mukta-swabhava alone is the 
Ultimate Reality, and all else is false, unreal" - is itself true, then 

, -
in various Srutis like - "011 dear, Atman alone SllOllld be sougllt 
out, He alone should be listened about, del iberated upon and 
contemplated upon" (Bri. 2-4-5) ; "There exists Atman WilO is 
devoid of SillS, is it not ? He should be searched out, He alone 
should be cognized" - (ellil. 8-7-1) ; "He should take a decision 
like tllis" - (ellIl. 3-14-1) ; "One Sllould Ineditate 011 Hiln as 
Atman alone" - (Bri. 4-1-7) etc. - why is it, apart from Jiiana, 
Upasana also is instructed ? WIlY is it Karmas also have been 
stipll1ated as injunctions in tIle manner - "As long as one is alive 
he sllould perform Agnill0tra Homa" - etc. ? For tllis, as stated 
in the 14th Karika, tllis solution may be provided : TIle Siddllantin 
lnay say tIlat from the standpoint of Bl1avishyadvritti - to wit, 
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keeping the fact that - "Later on in the Sruti, Atmaikatwa will 
be taugllt" - in mind, here the difference between Jlvas and 
Paramatman is mentioned in a secondary sense (Gou1)a). But tile , 
present doubt is : "WIlY is it that the Sruti in this manner 
assumes a difference which is not real and teaches Karma and 
Upasana by way of a GOU1)8 Vritti (in a secondary sense) ?" In 
this doubt the opponent's real intention is indeed : "Instead of 
assuming that which does not exist and stipulating both Karmas , 
and Upasanas, why cannot the Sruti directly teach everyone the 
Ajadvayatattwa (non-dual Absolute Reality) Itself ?" 

Another point : In some sentences like - "Atman alone' 
should be seen" ; "He should be sought out and cognized" ; - , 
"One should meditate on Him as Atman alone" etc. the Srutis 
are instructing Jiiana alone, and not as stipulated in the sentence 
- "He should in this manner Kratu (proposition) - any Upasana 
whatsoever which yields a fruit in due course of time. Even so, 
in those sentences, for the purposes of Atmadarshana (cognition , 
of the Self), Sadhanas like SravaQa, Manana etc. or the 
Dhyanakrama (method of meditation) called 'Nididhyasana' have 
been invariably instructed. If the teaching that - "In the Absolute 
sense Atman alone exists" - alone is true, then why at all were 
these Sadhanas stipulated? - For this doubt too here a solution 
has necessarily to be provided. 

For these the solution is : Because those people who are 
qualified, are endowed with different grades of viewpoints like 
Manda (low), Madhyama (middle) and Uttama (superior), they 
are belonging to different V~as (castes), having different Ashramas 
(stages of life) ; being endowed invariably with the superior 
viewpoint, all persons, are not of the calibre of superior class 
qualifiers for Tattwajfiana. People with Mandadrishfi means those 
who desire fruits which accrue in this world of humans as also , 
in the world of the Inanes (mentioned in the Sastras) ; for them 
Karmas are stipulated as injunctions (in the Vedas). Those with 
Madhyamadrishti means people who wish to attain Devaloka 
(world of deities) or through the doorway of Brahrna/dkaprapti 
(the world of the first-born, four-Ileaded creator called 'Brahlna' 
in the Sastras) eventually attain Atmaprapti ; for these high-grade 
practitioners Upasanas (meditations) which yield Adrishtaphalas 
(invisible fruits in other worlds) are stipulated. Although for 
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certain Upasanas even DpshtaphaJas - meaning, in fruits which 
will accrue in due course of time in this world itself - do exist, 
in the main, those people, who are qualified for Upasanas which 
yield fruits in the other worlds reached after death, are reckoned 
here to be those belonging to the 'Madhyamadrishti' category. 
Those who entertain an aspiration for cognizing ,Atmatattwa (non
dual Absolute Reality), which is devoid of birth and is non-dual, 
and who are endowed with the suitable qualifications for attain
ing that objective - they are called 'Utlqishta Drishti Adhikaris' 
(qualifiers with the best viewpoint). For that reason alone,· the , 
Sruti states·: "This Manushyaloka is to be attained by means of 
a son alone, by any other means it cannot be acquired ; by means 
of Karma the Pitruloka (world of manes) and by means of Vidya 
Devaloka accrue" - (Bp. 1-4-16) - in this manner for those who 
wish to attain a particular Loka the respective Sadhana is stipu-

lated. Although the sentences like - Catlc:2t~cftql;Rtd', meaning -
"One should meditate upon Him as Atman alone" - (Bri. 1-4-
7) ; "He alone should be searched out, He alone should be 
cognized" - (ehh. '8-7-1) etc. which are pertaining to Jiiana (Self
Knowledge) are similar in fonn to Vidhivakyas (sentences which 
stipulate various injunctions), they are deliberately, purposefully 
fonnulated in that manner - just like the Vidhivakyas - in order 
to turn the senses - which are externally-oriented (towards the 
material objects and their enjoyments) - of those, who are desir
ous of the Paramapurushartha (the supreme goal of all human 
endeavour and existence), towards the own innermost Self which 
happens to be the very core of their Being and the Ultimate, 
Absolute Reality of Brahman. That is all. For the sake of in
structing those Uttamadhikaris who by themselves direct their 
energies and attention to know Atmatattwa, or tllose who being 
prompted by these VidhiIiipa Vakyas turn towards Atman -

exclusively these Atmatattwa Srutis like - '3IlfQI<CU 1m' - (Bri. 2-

5-19), meaning - "This Atman is Brahman" ; cd~i{flt' (ehh. 6-
8-7), meaning - "That Sadbrahman alone are you" - etc. are 
mentioned. Therefore, Upasanas and Kannas are mentioned in the , 
Srutis for the sake of Madhyamadhikaris, as also for those en-
dowed with the lowest grade mind and intellect - but not for the 
Uttamadhikaris. 
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, 
Here yet another doubt may arise : Why should the Sruti , 

in this manner divide the Srotrus (listeners) into three different 
categories and instruct Jiiana, Up as ana and Kanna to people with 
different qualifications ? Why cannot it instruct Joana to all the 
people? , 

To this the answer is : The Sruti has not brougllt about allY 
difference or division among the listeners. By their very innate 
nature, and according to their respective Karmas these qualifiers 
are having different grades of mind or intelligence. In fact, for 

r , 

the Srutis all people are alike ; the Srutis' prime purport is : 'Let 
everyone attain tIle supreme or the highest Advaitatlna Jiiana 
alone !' But tilat Jfiana is not likcl}~ to be grasped all of a sudden 
by everyone. The mind-set and tile. background of tlleir lIlelltal 

make-up among people with Manda and Madhyama Drishtis are 
varied. Therefore, in accordance with their r,-~spectjve qllalifica
tions, and based on the universally familiar Dvaita (duality) alone , 
the Sruti has instructed different Karmas and Upasanas. For, no 
one among t11em wants the Moksha which is the Paramapunlshartha·. , 
Therefore, the Sruti instructs different Kamyakarmas (rituals me_ant 
to fulfil one's desires) of extremely extroverted Kamis (people 
full of mundane, materialistic desires). For tllose people who are 
having a pronounced proclivity or sense of pride in the V ~a 
(caste) and Ashrama (stages of life) and thereby who aspire for . 
fruits which accrue only in Paraldka (other worlds to which, they 
believe, one has to transmigrate after the fall of this body) - to , , 
SUCll believers in the Sastraic instructions the Sruti stipulates, by 
way of injunctions or commaIldments, Nitya (daily, routine) and 
Naimittika (incindental to any special cause) fitting their respec
tive Varna and Ashrama. For those who are introverted and . , 
aspire 'for different fruits the Sruti stipulates particular Upasanas 
which yield their respective fruits. Those who show a pronounced 
detachment to\vards the fnlits of this Manushyaloka as also the . , 
hereafter Pitruloka - to such people the Sruti instructs Upasanas 
needed to attain Devaloka. TllUS because there exist people who 
are qualified and are entertaining different kinds of PhaliisaA.ti 
(pronounced interest in fruits) but devoid of a suitable capability 
fir ]ilaJ.18 (Self-Knowledge) - merely on the ground that the , 
Sastra has instructed either Kannas or Upasanas according to 
their respective Vasanas (latent impressions or proclivities), it 
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does not face any danger of Apram81J.ya (invalidity) whatsoever; 
for, although from the empirical viewpoint based on the familiar 
differences of Kriya (action) and Karaka (illeans of action) the , 
Sastra stipulates either J<.arma or Upasanas, it does not at all 
propound that this distinctive division of Kriya-Karaka-Phala is 
Parama"rtha (absolutely real) as its prime purport ; it keeps on 
instructing in the manner : 'For such and such Purusha"rtha 
(human objective) such and such Karma is merely a device.' That 
is all. Thus because this Sadhya-Sadhana-Sambandha (relationship 
between the means of action and the result that is possible to 
achieve) is existing from time immemorial to that extent the , 
Sastra is verily a Prama1)a. , 

For the truth that - 'The Sastra does not at all have any 
prime purport in stabilising the Sadhakas (seekers,' practitioners) 
either in the' Karmas or in the Upasanas' - the strongest evidence 
is the fact that in the Jfiana PrakaraQa both Karmas and Upasanas 
are condemned invariably_ To substantiate this teaching tIle fol-

lowing Srutis are the authoritative sources : 11ft err ~G~ 
all·4fqf<cqISw:r~i\; _ ~ dq~'4<t 'if{f.t CC.{("('Hi(loll"dCC~cll~ "tlI\e:CCfd' 

- (Bri. 3-8-10), meaning: "Oh Gargi, one who withollt cognizing
this Parabrahnlan called 'Akshara' perfonns Homa (sacrifice) in 
this world for many thousands of years, performs Yaga (another 
kind of sacrifice) and Tapas (austerity, penance) that too will be 

invariably something having an end"; '1@1~ itsfq1~ ll.i' 
\i1{i¥It5 ~ ~;f\CCIN ~'- (MUI}.qaka 1-2-7), meaning : "Those idio~s 
who are thinking that this Kanna alone is propitious or conducive 
to prosperity and are praising it alone - they are having repeat-

edly old age and death" ; 1,,94OI'1("(1";f ~ ~"iIS4.n lJd1{ I ~ 'Ql c;:f 

~ ~ "F«!iQlea' (Kena 6), meaning : "That which cannot be 
contemplated upon by the mind, but That which, they say, cogllizes 
even the mind. - That alone you know to be Bramnan ; that 
which (people) meditate upon (making it as an object in the 

manner) 'this' - that is not Brahman" ; l~dlC1dl rqf~ 'tccm' - (Bri. 
2-1-14), meaning: "Merely by meditating on these Purushas like 
Aditya etc. alone it does not amount to cognizing Brahman." 

Apart from this, it can be discerned on the authority of the 
Vedanta Vachana (i.e. Upanishadic statements) that both Karma 
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and Upasana are Arlga (subsidiary) to Jfiana. The following Sruti 
sentences are expounding in clear tenns that, as stated therein, 

Karmas and Upasanas are devices for attaining Jfiana: ~ 

a~llc"i:I~"f 11$011 ~~~"r:a $ ~ dq~1 at"flllICfiOf' - (Bri. 4-4-22), 
meaning : "By Ineans of the meticulous study of Vedas, sacri
fices, charity (pIli I anthropy) , penance of the form of severe fast-

ing Brahmins wish to cognize this .Atman" ; 'ri ~ ct(C4~lilli"fRt 
dqjf\t ijqffbl ~ ~,~f.id I ilr~.~ iC61i1lf :q<f.id ri ~ ijQ8uI ilcflr1i' - (Katha 
1-2-15), meaning : "Oh Nachiketa, that supreme abode which 
alone all the Vedas teach, proclaim as their prime purport, which 
alone all penances proclaim as their goal and desiring to cognize 
which (the seekers) practise Brahmacharya (celibacy etc.) - that 

(Reality) I will tell briefly" ; "If: ~ ~ql~uilrq~~~ql.(uj 1ft l+'1lif'if4llfla 

..... Q(J(C4( P l(i'1¥ft*5~' - (Prashna 5-5), meaning : "Further, one 
who meditates upon this Supreme Self who. resides in this city 
by means of Oq1kara associated with all three parts ..... (he) will 
see that Purusha alone who is Paratpara (greater than the great) 

and who resides in every body"; '4lb1qAq(ifi 1(it ~!1iiijliH: 'Ii' 

IlrIi6llf\t' - (Bri. 4-2-2), meaning : "You, who have heard about 
and known all the Upasanas, what fruit are you going to get ?" 
In these two, viz. Kanna and Upasana, Kannas through their 
being aids in cleansing the mind (Chittashuddhi) and bringing 
about Antannukhatwa (introvertedness) are Sadhanas (means of 
practice) for Jfiiina (Self-Knowledge) ; Upasanas, which are of 
the fonn of Aparabrahmavidya (meditations on Brahman with 
various stipulated fonns as Its adjuncts) after yielding the fruit 
of Brahmaldkaprapti (attainment, i.e. transmigrating to the world 
of the first-born creator aspect of the four-headed Brahma) in due 
course of time (i.e. at the end of the Kalpa etc. as mentioned , 
in the Sastra), by virtue of their leading to Jilanaprapti (attain-
ment of Self-Knowledge) are responsible for Paramapurushartha
prapti (achieving the ultimate goal of human existence) ; with 
regard to Upasanas, especially of the form or nature of 'Nidi
dhyasana' - here and now while in this body directly they bring 
about JiJana (Intuitive Knowledge). Especially when Jfiana ac
Clues (dawns i.e. in the form of Intuitive Experience of Pure 
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Being-Consciousness-Bliss) because all Anatman (not-self) of the 
, -

nature of Sarirendriya etc. is rendered false, unreal (sublated) -, 
once again the Sruti does not at all teach either Karma or 
Upasana whatsoever. 

, -
Thus for the Sruti the liveshwara Tadatmya Ijjana (Intuitive 

Knowledge of the identity, unity of Jlva and Iswara) alone is its 
prime goal ; for the sake of those people who do not possess , 
just now the relevant, suitable qualification, tIle Sruti - out of 
compassion, as it were, and with tile good intention that th.ose 
people too should acquire stage by stage the requisite capability 
for this Self-Knowledge - instructs either Karmas or Upasanas in 
accordance with their respective qualificatiolls. This alone is the 
ultimate, fmal Vedantic Siddhanta (spiritual teachillg) . . 

5. THERE IS NO OPPOSITION BETWEEN ADVAITA 
PHILOSOPHY AND DVAITA PHILOSOPHIES 

tcf~~"iC'loqiH~I§ ~ f.:I~dl ~ I 

q<W( rc.(ifZl~ ~ ~ rq(iYl~ 11~\911 

Meaning : "Because Dvaitins (dualists) have a steadfast 
(deep-seated) certitude (resoJution) in their own respective 
systems of philosophy, they are opposed to one a~other. 

But this (our Vedantic system) is not opposed to them." 

DVAITA PHILOSOPHY IS NOT A PROPER SYSTEM 

(Objection) : Let it be that because Kannas and Upasanas 
are meant for the sake of Manda and Madhyama Adhikaris, the , 
Sruti has its prime purport in teaching Advaita alone ; but 11-:crely 
on this ground the fact that this philosophy is opposed to tIle 
remaining Dvaitins' doctrines cannot be evaded at all. For, the 
Dvaita Darshanas (dualistic' philosophies) which were established 
by (ancient and famous sages like) Kapila, Kat) ada, etc. also have , 
presented their respective philosopllies before the Sroqus, pro-
claiming in th~ manner : ."This alone is the proper Joana", is it 
not so ? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, the Advaita Siddllanta that has , 
been propounded so far is in consonance with Sastra as also 
Yukti. Hence, because the remaining pllilosophies are opposed to 
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, 
Sastt:a and Yukti, it evolves that they are Mithya Darshanas 
(false, improper systems) alone. Since in the 'Vedantamlmarpsa' 
(popularly known as 'Brahmasutras,) in the second chapte, it has 
been proved quite convincingly that philosopllical systems like 
Sfuikhya, Vaisheshika etc. are Yuktibahya (beyond universall~'· 
accepted reasoning or logic), l1ere there is no need to establish 
that truth once again. In fact, in this very treatise also the truth 
that - "Dvaitasamanya (the genus or generality of dualism) itself 
is false or unreal" - has been demonstrated. Therefore, in this ' , 
manner since Dvaita Darshanas are opposed to Sastra and ·Yukti 
there is no scope here to doubt that the Advaita Darshana is 
opposed to them. 

Not only on the ground that the Dvaita Darshana~ are , . 
opposed to Sastra and Yukti they have to be perforce said to 'be 
improper systems, but alst> because all· of tilem are prone, sus
ceptible to give full scope for Raga (a~chment) and Dwesha 
(hatred) tlley are not proper systems. To wit : Kapila, Ka~ada 
and such otl~r Darshanakaras (system-founders) llave decided 
that their respective SiddhaIlta itself is tile last word (i.e. the final 
truth, the absolute Reality). Among them there are two catego
ries : (a) One stipulates a rule of law that - "In this manner 
alone this is said to be- the Paramartha (Absolute Truth) and it 
is not in any other mann~r possible. " (b) The second stipulates 
a rule of law that - "This alone is Paralnartlla, not anything 
else." For instance : Saitkhyans who follow ·Kapila's Siddhanta 
state thus : kPradhana which is TrigU1}.atmaka (of the essence. 
of three qualities) in order to yield or provide endless nUlnber of · . 
Jlvas Bhoga (enjoyment) as also Moksha (Beatitude, Liberation) 
gets transfonned into various fonns like Mahat Tattwa etc. Fo, 
the Jagat (world of duality) that alone is the Upadana Kar81)8 
(material cause)." On the other hand, Vaisheshikas, who adopt 
the viewpoint of Ka~ada, opine that : "Just as many cotton 
threads combine together to form clotll, the atoms alone, inces
santly producing effects like DVY81)uka (binary), Trya1J.uka (ter
tiary) atoms in stages, produce the world of duality." Now these 
.Vaisheshikas do not accept the category or pllenomenon of 
Pradhana which the Sailkhyans are establishing by inference ; the 
Satkaryavada (theory that an entity which in the beginning 

\. 

existed in the fonn of KaraJ)a or cause gets transformed into 
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Karyarupa (fonn of an effect) which is accepted by Sankhyans 
is not accepted by tllese Vaisheshikas. 

Further, some disciples of Buddha say tilat five Skandhas, 
twelve Ayatanas, I 8 Dhatus, tIle external Adllibhoutika objects 
and the internal Adllyatmika objects - all these are real in all the 
three periods of time. According to their methodology formulated 
by themselves (i.e. not supported by or taught by the Vedas ; 
hence Buddhisln is a VedabaJlya Darshana), although they follow 
or adopt an atomic theory, they do not aclalowledge what KaIJadas 
(or Vaishesllikans) have propounded as Atman who is a Bhoktru 
or Iswara WilO is omniscient. Some other Buddhists are Kshanika . 
Vijiianavadins. Tlleir doctrine is that all empirical transactions 
are carried on by Vijiianasantana (a series of concepts or 
consciousnesses) alone. Furtller, Arhatas (Jains) say : Jlva and 
Ajiva - thus there exist only two' entities ; existing in various 
forms, thcs~ two only are utilized in our workaday transactions. 
With regard to all matters of discussion or debate, taking reCOllrse 
to wllat they call 'Syadvada' (theory accepting - 'it may be in 
this way also') these people aver that there cannot at all be any 
imposition of a restriction of tIle type - "Vastutattwa (the eSSl~Il\."" 

of an entity or substance) should be in this particular 111~1I11l\:r 

alone." Jivatman is of the dimension or proportion of the body ; 
he is of a nature having contraction and expansion. This is tlleir 
doctrine. In any case, in this manner among the Dvaitins there 
exist hundreds of systems of philosopllY. Among them each one 
expounds his own respective special methodology saying - "This 
alone is the Tattwa (tIle Reality), nothing else ; tllis Tattwa is 
established only in this manner and not in any other way" - and 
are deeply identified or attaclled, showing a pro,Dounced affinity 
towards their o\vn system ; besides, they regard tIle others as 
opponents, rivals and despise tllem and their systems. Because of 
their taking a steadfast stand and showing an innate idelltification 
with tlleir respective systems of philosophy alone, tiley are forced 
to become opponents to one anotller. 

Thus althougll the Dvaitins are associated witil mutual 
opposition among themseives, our tllis Advaita Darsllana, wl1icll 
is in consonal1ce with the teachings of the Vedas, is not really 
opposed to anyone of theln at all. Just as for one, who 11as total 
identification with l1is wllole body, docs not at all el1tertain any 
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hatred or hostility towards any limb like hand, leg etc., in the 
same- way here too it should be understood, discerned. For, 
Atman is the one Atman to everyone ; hence, even though 
anyone else i~ staunchly identified with any particular Dvaita 
Siddhanta, the Advaitin reckons tllem in the manner - "They too 
are our own people" - alone. Therefore, since there is no scope 
or room for Raga and Dwesha in this Advaita Darshana - this 
alone is the Paramartha Darshana (the Absolutely real philoso
phy) : This is the implicit purport here. This very opinion was 
expressed previously in the Vaitathya Prakara.,a also in the 
manner - "Advayatwa alone is Shivam (auspicious)" - (2-33) ; 
now, the same opinion is being established through Upapatti 
Gustification based on proof, evidence). 

~ Q(¥uei1 ft" tcr ~ a=at~ I 

~mtcr~";ffq(iU(~ lI~tll 

Meaning: "For, Advaita is Paramartha (Absolutely real) ; 
Dvaita is said to be its Bheda (division, distinction). For them 
(i.e. Dvaitins) in both ways it is Dvaita alone. Therefore, this 
(i.e. Advaita) is not opposed." 

TO DVAITA WmCH IS APARAMARTHA (UNREAL) ADVAITA 
WHICH IS PARAMARTHA CANNOT POSSIBLY BE OPPOSED 

If it is asked : "How is it that tllis Advaita is not opposed 
to Dvaitins ?" - we answer: For, Advaita is Paramartha, whereas 
Dvaita is the distinction, meaning its effect, of the Advaita 
Tattwa. Just as for the root of a tree, the tree, the branches etc. 
are effects, in the same way the dual forms are the effects of , 
Advaita alone. For, it is very clearly expounded in the Sruti as : 

'~~q ~~~'iQ :at1«l~Cfi~cflf,dl(l'l. .... datQd 'if! ~ A\ifl~~fd dij~S~\ifd' 
- (Chh. 6-2-2, 3) - meaning - "Oh dear, in the beginning 
Sadbrahman alone, without anything second to It, existed. It 
imagined in the manner - 'I will become many, I alone will be 
born as Dvaita (many)' - and created Tejas (fire)" - purporting 
to suggest that Sadbrahman alone, which is Advayarupa, came 
into being as Dvaita like Tejas, Ap, Prithivi etc. Further, there 

is a Sruti which says : '~9t(~,,: ~~'": 1rcU: lI\ifT: ~~I(ld"ll: ~OIrdtiOT:' 
- (Chh. 6-8-9) - meaning - "Oh dear, for all these effects Sat 
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(Reality) alone is the root cause ; Sat alone is the support ; Sat 
alone is the end." In states like Sushupti etc. when tIle mind does 
not exist at all tllere does not also exist any Dvaita (duality) 
wllatsoever ; when in the dream tllere exists a mind, Dvaita 
appears. Therefore, just as in the dream by virtue of the 
movement of the mind the duality that appears is verily the 
effect of Advaita, in the same way it evolves that the Dvaita 
that is appearing now (i.e. in the waking state) also is i~ its 
apparent form of appearance is Aparamartha (unreal in the 
absolute sense), as also it is the projected effect alone of the 
Advaitatattlv8 (non-dual Reality). TllUS, it is not proper to say 
that in this manner Advaita which is tIle cause is opposed to Its 
effects which" are not Paramartha, is it not so ? But, for the 
Dvaitins especially - in the Absolute sense too it is Dvaita alone, 
and what is reckoned as Aparamartha is also Dvaita alone., For 
instance, Dvaita whicll the SarikhyallS have believed to be 
Paramart11a (Absolutely real, in the ultimate analysis) is opposed 
to what they are opining as Aparamartha but which the KaIJ.adas 
ti.e. Vaisheshikans) accept as Dvaita ; vice versa, tIle Dvaita 
Darshana which the KaI)adas have accepted is opposed to the 
Dvaita Darsl1ana which they are proclaiming as Aparalnartlla but 
championed by tIle Sankhyans. Anyway, in this manner because 
both the Dvaita scllools are of similar doctrinaire theories, be
tween them one is opposed to the other. Tllis fact becomes 
evident. In this way, in all tIle theories of the Dvaitins the 
opponents' Darshana is Dvaita only as well as the Darsllana of 
tIle Siddhantin also is Dvaita alone ; hence, between those Dvaita 
Darsllanas since one cannot withstand the onslaught of tIle Yukti 
(dialectical arguments) of the other, both of them have to be 
inferred as the philosophies of deluded people indeed. For, it is 
not possible at all to aver that an object exists in two mu
tually opposed forms or kinds at th~ same time ; just as it 
is possible to conjecture til at Karmas can be perfonned in a 
particular manner as also in some other Inanner, it is not possible 
to acknowledge an imagined concept or inference saying that an 
object may exist in a particular manner as also in some other 
form also (at the same time). The Siddhanta of anyone school 
of Dvaitins has not been accepted to be the only correct, proper 
one by the other Dvaitins. If anyone of them is accepted as final 
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and correct, then it could l1ave been concluded in tIle manller -
"Alnong tIle various Darsllanas fonnulated by Dvaitins such and 
such alone is the real one" - is it not so ? Wllat about the 
Advaita Darshana ? - For this question tIle answer is : The 
universal Intuitive Experience like that of deep sleep etc. is 
in support of that Darshana indeed. Hence, this Advaita 
Darshana of ours is not opposed to any Dvaita Darshana 
whatsoever. 

It being so, because it amounts to accepting the fact that 
- "Dvaita Drish!i itself is the Darshana (philosophy) of Bhrantas 
(deluded people), whereas Advaita Drish!i is of people devoid 
of that Bhranti" - for this reason alone it amounts to sayillg tllat 
Advaita (non-dualism) is not opposed to those Dvaitins also. The 

Sruti : ~ 't141f1i: !l{+q ~' - (Bp. 2-5-19) - meaning - "Paramatman 
by virtue of A vidyaprajfla (consciousness projected by ignorance 
i.e. Inisconception) appears in many forms" - is proclaiming tllat 
tIle Bahurupatwa (lnanifoldness of forms) appearing in Atman 
(WllO is really non-dtlal) is, in tIle ultimate analysis, caused b) 
Avidyaprajiias (false concepts projected by ignorance). BeCatlSe , 
for tile Sruti, Wllich declares that in deep sleep there does not 
at all exist any second thing otller than Atma Chaitanya (pure 
Consciousness of the Self) there is complete support of tIle 
universal experience of deep sleep etc., no one can ever possibly , 
affinn that Advaita does not really exist. Besides, the Sruti itself 
pointedly stresses tIle tnlth in very clear terms tllat in Sushupti 

(deep sleep) Advaita alone exists wilen it expresses tllat ";f '9 ~ 
fkcft~t1M msc:ttfiiiilti 14(q:(~tt: - (Bri. 4-3-23) - meaning - "Therein 
a second tIling apart from Atman does not exist ; if it were so, 
it could l1ave been possibly seen, is it not so ?" Therefore, just 
as when a brave warrior, astride an intoxicated or agitated el
epllant, is ridi11g along COines across a mad In an challenging him 
vociferously in tIle Inanner - "I aln also riding on an elepllallt 
; I dare YOll to let loose YOllf elephant towards Inine" - because 
tile warrior has realized tllat tile challenger is a Inadcap and will 
not drive his elepllant towards llilll at all - in the saIne way, since 
the jiialli (Realized Soul) WllO lIas cognized Advaitatlnall lIas 
realized tllat all Dvaitins are deilided people, he will not endeavour 
to arglle witll tlleln. Tllat Brahlnajilani is verily tIle Self for tile111 
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also, is it not so ? For tllis reason only, the Advaita that we have 
accepted is not opposed to tIle opinions or doctrines of tllose 
Dvaitins at all. 

THE DISTINCTION THAT EXISTS BETWEEN ADV AlTA 
SIDDHANT A AND SHUNY A VADA 

l-Iere a special feature : The Sllunyavadins among Bud
dllists are not at all Dvaitins ; for, they refute all tIle vie\vpoints 
of Dvaitins of tIle type - Sadvada and Asadvada etc. and # those 
Sllunyavadins have not embraced any Dris1lti with deep identi
fication, saying that - "This alone is our Darsllana." Anyone may 
llere raise -a doubt of the type - "Tllerefore, the doctrine of those 
Sllunyavadins also, who are Advayavadins, is A viruddha (unop
posed to tile Dvaitavada) alone, is it not so ? It being so, wl1at 
is the superior greatness of Advaita Siddhanta ?" But 
Shunyavidins, on the strength of their own unique doctrine 
of 'Pratltya Samutpada' - meaning, depending on one thing 
another thing appearing as being born or, in other words, 
dependent origination - following purely a kind of critique of 
reasoning - propound that - "Dvaita in its entirety is 
essenceless" - and then \vith the purport of refuting all view
points in toto adopt a vain, dry system of dialectics and try 
to demonstrate to any opponent Anishta Prasakti (the defect 
of an undesirable conclusion being arrived at). But for the 
wilole gamut of logical or dialectical exercises duality is the Inain 
basis or support ; tIl ere fore, they are llnable to refute Dvaita. It 
is very clearly evident that for tllose WllO have undertaken tIle 
olninolls task of estabiisiling by logical means alone the doctrine 
of - 'Logic also is Nisswabhava (essenceless)' - invariably an 
unavoidable defect will entail. Furtller, if tllose Shunyavadins 
strengtllen belief, faitll - tllen anYOlle Inay raise a doubt of tIle 
type - "How COlne they are saying by virtue of their tenet that 
- 'Everything is Sllunya' - t11at it can be objectified by Anubl1ava 
(Intuitive Experience) of tile nature of Samadhi (trallce) ?" Now, 
for reasons tilat - (a) Tllat kil1d of (Slllillya) Anllbllava is Vaiyaktika 
(individualistic) - meaning not beIng a universal experience, equally 
corrunon to everyone, only occurring SOl11C\vhere to some people 
only; (b) \Tijiianavadins, WilO are also Buddllists but opposed to 
the Sllunyavadins, have from tllis (essenceless) Anubllava fonl1u-
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lated a totally different conclusion by Ineans of yukti or reason
ing :. the doctrinaire tlleory of Shunyavadins being claimed to be 
A viruddha to all other schools of pllilosophy is rendered to be 
a mere vain promise or pledge alone, and there is no Sadhakayukti 
(logical argument sustaining it) ~Yhatsoever. 

On the other l1and, with regard to this Advaita Siddhanta, 
on the strength of Sarvatrika (universal and equal to each 
and every person anywhere and at any time) Anubhava (In
tuitive Experience - not within the purview of the ego aloDe), 
because it is determining the 'Tattwa' (the Ultimate, Absolute 
Reality) on the strong and unshakable foundation of examin
ing the A vasthatraya (universal experiences of the three states 
of Consciousness) employing the two strong means of Agama , 
(Sastraic teachings handed down according to a time-tested 
traditional methodology of pedagogics) and Yukti (unique , 
logic propounded in the Sastras themselves), here in this 
Advaita philosophy there does not exist even the least bit of 
scope for any kind of Vivada (argument or debate). This is 
the salient feature of tIns universally acceptable plrilosopllY. Because 
all Dvaita Darsllanas are mere conclusions drawn on the basis of 
the waking state viewpoint alone (to wit, it is rendered to be 
lop-sided, prejudiced and highly coloured, as it were, being 
based on one part of life's experiences and not their totality), 
between tl1em, on the one hand, and Advaita Darshana which 
determines the Ultimate Reality based on the cOlnprehensive, 
holistic methodology of the A vasthatraya, on the other, there 
cannot exist possibly any opposition as such, and hence it is not 
possiblt! to raise any doubt on this COllnt. To the conclusion of 
the type. - "The object which serves as a source for a reflection 
is one and one only" - a conclusion, drawn merely based on an 
appearance, of tIle type - "TIle reflections of an object are many" 
- can never be opposed or contradictory at all, is it not so ? Here 
too we must understand it in a similar way. 

'illtlll f\tEl~ ~d"l;:qtUS'ii Cfitl:;q~ I 

d"tt4dl f\tEl'iI~ fW Qt4dl'i'ld ~ II ~'II 

l\1eaning : "This is different because of Maya alone ; in 
no other Inanner whatsoever that which is Aja (unborn, birthless) 
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can possibly become different. For, if it could really become 
different, then Am[itam (that which is immortal) will neces
sarily have to acquire Martyanva (mortality)." 

A DEFECT IF IT IS MAINTAINED THAT DVAITA 
IS REALLY THE EFFECT OF ADVAITA 

"It has been propounded that - 'Dvaita is a distinction of 
Advaita ; it is caused by Advaita' - is it not so ? In that case, 
Dvaita also, like Advaita alone, becomes Paramartha (real), is it 
not so ? From a real seed the tree that grows cannot reasonably 
be said to be not Paramartha (i.e. unreal), is it not so ?" - Thus 
a doubt may arise in the minds of some people. 

In order .to remove this doubt Shri GauQapada is saying : 
"This has become different due to Maya (illusion) alone." To 
wit : To the disputant who maintains that Dvaita also is Satyam 
(real) we put a question : Is it your opinion tllat the pllenomeno~ 
of Dvaita is not different from Advayatmatattwa (the Ultimate 
Reality of non-dual Self) Wilich is Sadrfipa (of the nature of Pure 
Existence) ? Or is it your opinion that it is different ? Let it be 
Satyam alone ; from this we (V edantins) do not suffer any harm 
whatsoever. For, we are not at all saying that Advaita is not 
Satyam. If it is not so, just as the tree is quite different from 
the seed, if you say that Dvaita is different from Advaita - tilen 
tllat is not proper. For, Atman is Niravayava (without parts or 
components). Just as the seed gets broken up and becomes a tree, 
it is not possible to say that Advaita gets broken up and gets 
transfonned into Dvaita. A seed with components may get trans
fonned into different parts like bottom (stem), branch, sub-branch 
or branchlet etc. ; in the same way, clay with components may 
get transformed into various forms like pot, pitcher, lid etc. ; for, 
there is no hindrance whatsoever for a partible object to get 
disintegrated and get transformed in this manner. But, Tattwa 
(Reality) which is Niravayava (devoid of pa11s) and JanmaraJlita 
(devoid of birth) can never get transfonned thus in whatever 
manner. Just as it is said by tIle Sankhyans that Pradhana gets 
transformed in the forms like Mallat etc. - this Ajatmatattwa can 
never get transformed ; just as the Vaisheshikans etc. propound 
that atoms in the order of Dvy~uka etc. become the Jagat also, 
this Ajatmatattwa cannot become Jagat (the world of duality). 
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Therefore, we have to conclude that - "Just as one and one 
Inoon only appears to be many due to the defect of cataract in 
tIle eye, and in poor light a rope appears to be of many fonns 
like a snake, a streak of water etc. - in tlle same way, Advaita 
(non-dual Reality), which is existing 'Paramarthically' (i.e. in tIle 
Absolute sense) due to Maya (illusion) alone, appears falsely 
indeed as D\'aita." No one will ever accept that apart from the 
one singular moon seen by all the people many moons are really 
existing and apart from the one rope the false appearances of a 
snake or a streak of water etc. are really born, . is # it not so ? 

(Objection) : Just as in the Inanner the Sankhyans have 
propounded, why cannot it be said (accepted) that Advaita has 
really got transformed into the Dvaitakara (form of duality) ? Or 
just as in the order the Vaishesllikans have propounded tIl at 
atoms, in tIle order of. Dl'YaIJuka (binary atoms) and TryaIJuka 
(te11iary atoms), become effects - why cannot it be accepted tllat 
Advaita has actually become converted into Dvaita ? 

(Solution) : To this the answer is : If it were true that 
Advaita actually, in reality, acqtlires tIle Dvaitarupa and gets 
born, tilen necessarily, as a concomitant result of it, Advaita will 
have to give up, or strip Itself, as it were, of Its Ajatwaswabhava 
(essential, innate nature of birthlessness) ; if it is said : "Let it 
be" - tllen it will have to be acknowledged that wllat is Amrita 
(immortal) becolnes 1\ 1:111ya (lnortal). TIle teaciling that - "Advaita 
is Arnrita" - is baSt" f \ l11 tIle sound reasonlllg of It being devoid 

of birtll, is it not so '! The purport of the Sruti·: .~ qr 1{\f 't'I~\JI 

3t1(qIS\ifUSlrUSlfffi"s~ q' - (Bri. 4-4-25) is - "That this Atman is 

Suprelne, more pervasive tllan all else ; is Aja (devoid of birth), 
Ajara (i.e. devoid of old age) ; Amara (devoid of death) ; Amrita 
(of the essential nature of not getting deatll, destruction) ; Abhaya 
(fearless). For tllat reason alone He is Bral101an." If it is asserted 
tllat, in reality, in the beginning Atman was Advaita and later on 
got I-limself divided or broken into the Karyarupa, then because 
it alnounts to accepting that He is actually born (in time and 
space and having causation), He acquires thereby Martyatwa 
(mortality). To assert tIlat - "It is non-dual, and at the saIne time 
It is tIle cause for Dvaita" - is a self-contradiction. For, in order 
that an effect should occur, there necessarily have to exist many 
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requisite tllings or conditions - externally ; or, witilin tIle thing 
itself an inherent nature of becoming anotller should exist. Both 
these conditions or stipulations are not applicable at all to an 
Entity of the essential nature of Advaita. If it is maintained that 
- "That wJlich is Advaita tllat alone is Dvaitayukta (inherently 
having a nature of becoming Dvaita or duality)" - then it amounts 
to saying - just as the statement that fire becomes cold - tlIat the 
entity gives up its intrinsic, essential nature of Being or· Pure 
existence indeed. Thus this conclusion drawn to the effect that 
- "An entity's essential nature itself gets transformed into an 
opposite state or condition" - is not acceptable to anyone at all, 
is it not so ? Tllere fore , tllis doctrine which is opposed to all 
Pramapas (valid means of knowledge) and which gives scope for 
all normal empirical transactions to be destroyed or disturbed -
should not be accepted. 

6. DEFECTS THAT ENTAIL IF JANMA IS ACCEPTED 
FOR BRAHMAN WHICH IS OF AJASWABHAVA 

at\i1ld~~ itlq\CI \ilIFdfq.Rl qlr~'1: I 
at\ifld1 ~ qyq) qt4tti Cfitlqlqr(1ll~oll 

Meaning: "To an Entity which is Ajata (birthless) alone 
the disputants have accepted a Janma (birth) indeed. An Entity 
\vhich is Ajata and Amrita (immortal) - how at all call It 
acquire Martyatwa (mortality) ?" 

THREE SCHOOLS IN JATABRAIIJ\IA l~ADA (THEORY OF 
BRAHMAN GETTING BORN) 

SOlne people WilO are the proponellts of latabraJ]mavada 
(the Absolute Reality of Brallman being born or llaving birth) 
aver tIl at for Brallman wllich is by Its very essence of Being is 
Amrita (immortal) llas birth. Among tlletll (1) SOlne say : Brall
man is of Dvaitadvaitariipa (dual-cull1-non-dual nature) ; Jlva is 
tile 'becoming or traIl s formation , of Brallffian ; he is Bh inn a 
(different) at the same time Abhinna (non-different) from Brah
man. (2) SOlne others say : By virtue of an association witll an 
Upadhi (adjunct), altllollgll Jiva is of a Bhillnabhinnarupa (differ
ent-culn-non-different fonn) of Brahman, wilen the Upadlli gets 
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destroyed he (i.e. Jlva) becomes one with the Paramatman. 
(3) Yet some others say: Between Jlvas and Brahman - just as 
between sparks of fire and fire - there exists a 'AIpsha-Alps111 
(part-whole) Bhavarupa Sambandha (relationship of such catego
ries). 

Thus following various methodologies those who have ac
knowledged the doctrine that for Brahman who is of Ajaswabhava 
too there is Janma (birth) - because they have accepted Jaruna 
being there alone, it has amounted to their accepting the doctrine 
of - "Brahman has Martyatwa". For, to the objection of the type 
- "That which is born, death occurring is certain ; because It is 
devoid of birth, an Entity which is by dint of its very essential 
nature alone is Am[ita (immortal) - how at all can It acquire 
Martyatwa ?" - those disputants will have to provide a convinc
ing solution indeed. Those disputants too (who are basically 
logical-minded) do not, nay cannot, accept the theory that - "The 
essential nature (Sv.rabhava) itself of a \'astu (entity) changes, 
mutates" - is it not so ? Hence, there exists this defect in tlleir 
doctrine. 

THE PRESENT-DAY JATABRAHMA V ADINS 

Among the present-day Vedantins some describe the 
Brahmatattwa in the following manner : "There are two aspects 
to the body of Brahlnan, called 'Chit' and 'Achit'. When this 
Chidachidriipa body is so very subtle that it cannot be said to 
be anymore distinct from Brahman, tilen Brahlnan exists in 
KaI8lJavastha (potent state of being a cause). When this Brahman 
which is in KaraI)avastha is acquiring the Karyavastha (state of 
becoming an effect), because Achidamsha (part of insentient 
substance), which was existing in the KaraQavastha devoid of any 
of tIle phenolnena like Shabda etc., with a view to becoming 
Bhogya (an object of enjoyment), acquires those Shabda etc. - a 
mutation called 'Anyathabhava '. (a different substantive nature) 
occurs to its Swarupa. Because then Chidamsha has perforce to 
acquire Bhoktrutwa, Wllicll enjoys the fruits of the respective 
Karmas, it undergoes a change of the type of Jiiana evolving or 

, 

blossoming. Thus the two fonns of mutations called 'Swaru-
panyathabllava' and 'Jfiana Vikasa' - are called by virtue of beiIlg 
'Vishishta' (extra-ordinary, special) endowed with special features 
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- Bralunan undergoes such a mutation called 'Vishishta.' In this 
way, the mutation of going froln KaraI.1avastlla to the Karyavastlla 
is common to Brahman who is the Prakari (endowed with the 
modes) and Vishishta (that which is endowed with special fea
tures), as also to Chidachit which are the Prakaras (modes) 
Vishesha1)a (special features). In this manner, in saying that 
Brahman acquires Karyavastha from Karanavastha there is no 
defect whatsoever" - This is the opinion of these disputants. , 

In the doctrine of these disputants although tile Srutis ~state 
that Brahman by Its very nature is Aja (devoid of birth), it 
amounts to saying that Brahman has really birth - and this fact 
is very clear. For, although these people are saying that the 
VisheshaQas only are undergoing change but there is no mutation 
to Brahman, they never accept that Brahman exists independently, 
giving up Vishes1lat:las, at som~ time or the other. Therefore, it 
is tantamount to their agreeing that Brahman also has Vikara. 
Suppose a man has pain in the hand, or in the leg or in the 
stomach, no one will say that his limb ollly had the pain but not 
the person, is it not so ? 

Here these disputants may say : '1-r CU ~ 1I161'i\i1 3tlfiltlS'ilUSlfUs 

1{ffis~ ;ng' - (Bp. 4-4-25) - from this Sruti sentence it is estab

lished that Brahman does not have Vikaras like Janma etc. ; we 
have accepted that only to Chidachit, which are the VisheshaIJ.as 
there is Vikara. Therefore this objection is not proper - thus these , 
people may argue. But a Sruti sentence signifies to us an 
Entity which already exists only, it is a Jiiapaka (reminder) , 
; no Sruti is a Karaka (creator of a new thing) ; it cannot 
create anything that does not exist. Therefore, it is not possible , 
to assert merely on the support of a (Sruti) sentence that Brah-, 
man is Aja and Nirvikari. Apart from this, in the above Sruti . 
sentence it has not been stated at all that the Vishesl1a1)8S (special 
features) have mutations but not Brahman which is Visheshya 
(that which is endowed with Vishesha(1as). It is stated here that 
- "This Vijfianamaya who exists amidst these PraQ.as is Mahan 
(great, all-pervading), Aja (birthless)," - as previously stated in 
(Bp. 4-4-22), that the Jivatman himself is Ajara (devoid of old 
age), Amara (deathless), Al11[ita (devoid of an essential nature of 
dying), Abhaya (fearless) ; he is verily Brahman. The fact that 
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for this above Sruti sentence this alone is the intended meaning 
c .... n .~, is ascertained from the next sentence: at'1lf ell q 'iCC d "If ~ ~~ , 

meaning, - "One who cognizes like this, he verily becomes 
fearless Brallman alone." 

Apart from this, in the Chhandogya Sruti : 'aaeJd. llIf 
SI~I~~ra' - (ehh. 6-2-6) - meaning, "That Brahman wished - 'I 
will become many, I will get born" - in this manner it mentions 
about the Sarlkalpa (volition) that Brahman had wished to be
come many. According to the doctrine of these disputants merely, 
on the ground of tIle VishesllatJ.as becoming many, Brahman 
especially cannot possibly become many, and hence this sentence 
will be rendered invalid alone. As otherwise, if it is accepted that 
Brallffian too becomes many - then the Siddhanta (their doctrine) 
that - "Brahman does not have any Vikara" - will have to be , 
abandoned. Apart from this, the followillg Srutis state that, prior 
to the creation : "All this was Advitiya Brahman alone" - (Chh. 
6-2-1) ; "This existed as Atman a.lone, nothing else whatsoever 
existed" - (Aitareya 1-1) etc. and the opponents' doctrine will be , 
opposed to all the above Sruti sentences. For, in the opponent's 
opinion even then (i.e. prior to the creation) it is accepted that , 
Bralunan existed as Chidachid Vishisllta alone ; but the Sruti is 
affmning that - "Bralunan alone existed." , 

In tIle same manner, in Srutis like - "Yau alone are That" 
- (Cllh) ; "I am Brahman" (Bri.) ; "This Atman is Brahman" 
- (Mal.19Ukya and Bri.) etc. it has been reiterated that Jiva is 
really Brahman alone, but it has not been stated that - "Jivas are· 
the VishesllaQas only of Brahman". Therefore, this doctrine of 
the opponent of 'Chidachitprakarabrahmavida' is opposed to , 
those Srutis. These disputants keep on giving a consolatory 
explanation for tllis contradiction : "In the Antaryarni Brahm at}. 8 

it has been very clearly stated that the insentient, inanimate 
phenomena like P[ithivi etc. and Atman are the body of Para-, 
matman ; therefore, there is invariably full support of the Sruti 
for our doctrine". But this Samadhana (consolatory explanation) 
is not proper ; for, the Antaryami Brahma~a which is in 
Brihadara~yaka has the prime purport of signifying the 
Swariipa of Antaryami and not. in. stating that Prithivi etc. 
are His body. By depending or relying IIp(1n the Karyakarat}.as 
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(actions and means of action) of deities like Prithivi, He becomes 
tlleir Ni}'amaka (controller) ; when tIle real purport of that sen
tence becomes fulfilled by indicating that - "Merely in the prox-

... 
imity of that Paramatman who is of the essential nature of Sakshi 
(Witnessing Principle) all the respective actions and means of 
actions of everyone are functioning according to regulations" -
to imagine a discordant meaning of the type that - "Paramatman 
has a body too" - exposes this doctrine to what is called 'Gourava 
Dosha' (meaning, wIlen a single meaning, being inferred for a 
particular part of a text, the intended purport is fully served, 
needlessly to imagine the meanings of two different sentences a 
defect entails). Therefore, it is not reasonable to follow the 
Antaryatni Brahmal).a, which has no purport at all of signifying 
Sasharlratwa (embodiedness) and to strike down the meaning of 

Sruti sentences like - Id=cccJOtfe' - (That thou art) etc. which have 

the prime purport of preaching Ekatlva (unity, identity) alone. 
Therefore, this 'Jatabrahmavada' is not in consonance with , 
Sastra. 

F or another reason too this doctrinaire theory can be proved , , 
to be Sastrabahya (alien to the Sastra or scriptures). In what 
way ? The answer is : In this very BrihadaraQyaka tllere is a 

sentence like : I~ 'CIT aR,sClJOtltcir,s'1"d(J,siillll: ¥fH: lI~I'1l1j'1 1{if' -

(Bri. 4-5-13). It is very clearl}' stated here that just as a lump 
of salt is in all its parts salty only, Brahman is everywhere is 
of the very essence of Intuition (cognition) alone ; as these 
disputants are stating, there is no statement or relevant sentence 
which implies that between Brahman, on the one hand, and Jivas 
and gross objects ()n the otller, there exists a Shariri-Sharira 
relationship, as also that Bralunan has undergone mutations of all 

kinds. Quite contrary to this, the Sruti sentence : '1fC'it: 1r iit'!iq1c:flftt 
1f l( ~ q~lIfdJ - (Bri. 4-4-19), meaning - "One who sees 

manifoldness in Brahman gets death after death" - stridently 
condemns those who see manifoldness or many changes , 
(Nanaprakara) ill; Bralunan. Further, the Sruti is stressing un-

equivocally in the manner : 11{Cfi.Cfll iac:oq"d~Aqcf f"l.' - (Bri. 4-

4-20), meaning - "Because this Paranlatmatattwa is not a Prameya 
(object for cognition) one Sllould not see manifoldness in It ,; he 
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should cognize that It is Ekariipa (of one and the same essential 
nature)." Therefore, it amounts to saying that tllis doctrine which , 
acknowledges Nanatwa (manifoldness) in Paramatman is Siistra-
bahishlquta (expelled by the scriptures themselves) indeed. 

Apart from this, for the various statements made by these 

disputants like : 
(a) "For Cllaitanya, Chidachit are the body"-; (b) for the 

substance called .,Chit (Chiddravya) Chit is a GU1)a (quality)" ; 
(c) The quality (GUt:1a) of Chidriipa (of the form or nature of 
Chit) acquires Smpkocha (involution, contraction) and Vikasa 
(evolusion, expansion)" - there is no possibility of any proper 
meaning being attached or made applicable. For, Chaitanya is, 
like the empty space, a Tatt,va (Entity)· which has no taint or 
touch of anything else. It is also not possible even to nnagine 
tilat It has any relationship with aIlything else. Both the words 
'Chaitanya' and 'Chit' 11ave the sam.e lneaning of 'Consciousness' 
(cognition), and it is not possible at all to imagine or infer that 
in Pure Consciousness too there exists an internal and inherent 
difference. Usually these disputants argue in the manner that 
because for objects of brilliance or light like a lamp, gem etc. 
we see them having a GU1)8 (quality) of Prabha (light, brilliance), 
for the DraV)ra (substance) of Chidriipa (of the form of Chit) also 
there can be a quality called 'Chit'. But lamp and gems etc. are 

• 
Savayavadravyas (substances having component parts or constitu-
ents), whereas Chaitanya is Niravayava (devoid of any parts) and 
is Sarvavyapaka Tattwa (Reality which is all-pervading). It being 
so, it is not possible at all even to imagine that Chaitanya or Chit 
is a Dravya (substance) or It may have qualities. Apart from this, 
in states like Sushupti (deep sleep), Samadhi (trance) etc. without 
th~re being any contact with anything else Chaitanya alone is 
experienced (Intuited) by us. Therefore, the yukti (device) -
wllich endeavours to imagine that Dvaita, which ~ is misconceived 
in Atl)1an from the waking viewpoint, is really existing in Atman 
- is opposed to Sarvatrika Anubhava (lmiversal or everyone's 
experience). In the same way, to imagine that even in the 
Pralayavastha (state of total dissolution) Chaitanya, which is 
Nirvishesha (devoid of any special features) exists alone by Itself 
and unto Itself - will be quite reasonable.· For this reason also 
to imagine Brahman, which is birthless, non-dual as also 
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Chaitanyarupa, to give up its Swabhava (essential nature) and to 
be born in the various forms of Jivas and Jadavashls is Kutarka . 
(vain logic) indeed - which imagines that a Reality, Wllich is of 
the esse~tial nature of immortality, acquires Martyarupa (form of 
a mortal being or object). On this count too this Iatabrahmavada 
has to be discarded. 

-;r 'If q N lid lff4 ~ if flfllt 16 (ffJJ I 

'R"~Mtjl'iIq)-.r Cfi\Q~( ttfcl&4m II~~ II 

l<C\Ua'1I'JOt1l ~t4 ~ IIi0R1 'i~11{ I 

,d4a::tI31dt<1@1f Cfili ~'t4fd A'ii~: II~~ II 

l\leaning : '4That which is immottal Calmot become mor
tal ; that which is mOltal cannot become in1ll1ortal too. For, 
the essential nature (of an entity) to become something else 
is not possible in any manner whatsoc,rer,. Tllat disputant in 
whose doctrine an Entity \vhi:h is by Its vcry essential nature 
is immortal becomes mortal, because in that disputant's doctrirle 
tllat Entity which is said to be immortal is invariably produced 
(artificially), how at all is. it possible for It to exist (always) 
as It is ?" 

JATABRAHMAV AD_~ IS OPPOSED TO ANlTBHA VA 
AS ALSO TO YUKrrI 

It has already been stated in the previous Karika that - 'An 
immortal thing cannot becolne mortal.' Therefore, it cannot be 
acknowledged that Brahman which is ever, eternally of an essen
tial nature of immortality becomes a Jiva WllO is mortal. Simi
larly, to assert that Jiva who is of the essential nattlre of mor
tality, at S0111e time or the other, becomes immortal is a mere 
conjecture ma<ie, quite opposed to what is seen in our workaday 
world. In our empilical world of duality none of us has seen at 
all anybody using an)' one of, say, a Inagical gem, a hymn, herb 
or a root of a plant and converting, transforming a thing which 
is of the nature of dying into one whicll is of immortal, deathless 
nature - is it not so ? In case if anyb(ldy has, by the employment 
of magical gems or hymns etc. and by virttle of tlleir Inagical 
powers, brought back to life any beiIlg or creature that had died, 
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evel! !here the statement that - 'The being had died' - is itself 
false ; it will have to be concluded that what we had believed 
to the effect that it had died was itself false. For, the essential 
nature of a thing, substance can never possibly change. Do any 
.discriminative people imagine that the heat that is the very 
essential nature of fire has got transformed into a cold state and 
thereby the fire has become cold ? Never at all. The Swabhiiva 
(essential nature) changes means the extinction of that Swabhava ; 
in other words, that substance itself has been destroyed - this is 
the real import of it. Similarly, if it is stated that - "Brahman 
is born as a Jlva" - it means that Bralnnan Itself becomes extinct, 
non-existent ; whereas, if it is stated that - "A mortal Jlva gets 
transformed into Brahman" - it means a Jlva's 'Jlvatwa' (soulhood) 
disappears. Jiva himself becomes non-existent or extinct - it 
means this alone. Therefore, to imagine that Brahman and Jiva 
are two different entities, as also that one gets transformed 
into another is totally wrong, improper. Hence, the common 
people have misconceived Brahman Itself to be Jlva ; although 
Jlva appears as a Jlva due to A vidya, even now at this very 
moment he is verily Brahman - to infer in this manner it is quite , 
rational. Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret the Snlti sentence 

'q ~ ~ \fqfCl' - (M~Qaka) - as meaning - "Giving up the 

Jlvabha;a (soulhood) which is projected by Avidya, a Jlva cognizes, 
Intuits his real, essential nature as Brabmarupa by means of 
Vidya (Jfiana)" - alone. 

Really speaking, the theory that - "Paramatman who is of 
the Amritaswabhava Himself' becomes Jiva" - is not proper at all. 
For, if that which is in Its essence Amrita (immortal) is Its very 
innate nature, then how can it be said that It became Martya 
(mortal) ? The thing which later on becomes Martya should 
earlier in the beginning too invariably should have been of the 
essential nature (Swabhava) of becoming Martya, is it not so ? 
Hence, the statement that - "In the beginning It was immortal" 
- is also false - we are compelled to deduce. For, a 'S"vabhava' 
(essential nature, core of Being) never changes. III that case, sllall 
we say - "A J<.ritaka (an artificially produced) Amrilatwa (inunor
lality) that substance had" - ? That also does not suit ; for, to 
say tllat first being Kritaka, later on a thing has become Amrita 
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is itself a conjecturet- which does not suit anythil1g whatsoever. It 
becomes an improbable statelnent indeed like : "Without the 
King's command they llad acquired ministership." In the same 
way, if it is said : " Jl va in the beginning is Martya ; by means 
of Upasana he becomes (gets transformed into) Amrita" - it 
really amounts to saying that that newly-acquired Arnritatwa also 
is Kritaka (artificially produced, i.e. it is false alone) ; how at 
all can it be gllaranteed tilat even such a Kritaka Amritatwa in 
the future will sustain itself ? Just as That which is in the 
beginning Amrita becomes Martya, this 'AmritaswarUpa' that has 
been produced artificially may become Martya - in this Inanner 
it is reasonable to slrrmise, is it not ? In any case, in. this doctrine 
neither Jlvatwa nor Brahmatwa is Aja (unborn) - meaning - it 
never exists as it \S without any change or mutation. Therefore, 
it amounts to their saying that - "Amritarn'a (immortality) is 
never Shashwata (eternal)" - and thereby it amounts to these 
disputants, saying that there does not exist any Moksha at all ! 

(Objection) : In that case, in your Siddhanta also how can 
it be accepted that by means of Upasana Amritatwa accrues ? In , 
the Sruti also it has been stated that - "By means of Upasana 
A.mritatwa is attained; from there one does not return" (ehh.) ; 
"To this region of hllman beings he does not again come back" 
- (ehh.) ; "To them there is nothing like coming back" - (Bri.) 
- in this manner in very clear terms, purporting to signify that 
- "Immutable Immortality (Nishchala AIn[itatwa) alone is attained 
by Upasana" - is it not so ? If it amounts to saying that the 
A.mritatwa that is attained by means of Upasana is mere Kritaka 
only, not only in the opponents' doctrine but also in everyone's 
doctrines, it will amount to saying that for Upasana an iffilnutable 
immortality cannot possibly be attained at all ! Then in that 
event, does it not amount to our saying, nay accepting, that the , 
Sruti itself \vhich propounds that - 'By Upasana Amritatwa can 
be attained' - is ApramaI)8 (invalid) ? 

Allotller doubt : If it is said that the Amritatwa that is . 
attained by means of Sa<.ihana is Kritaka and hence it is not the 
real Mokslla - then how at all can even the Amritatwa that 
accrues from Jfiana be Swabhavika (of an esselltial nature) ? The 
word 'Swabhavika' meat,s 'one's eternally existing Swarupa or 
essential nature' only ; how can it be 'Prapya' (that wJ.rich can 
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be acquired afresh) ? That Amritatwa which appears as if it is 
Aprapta (not acquired) due to A vidya can be acquired by Vidya, 
is it not so ? - Thus you (an opponent) may ask. In this theory 
it amounts 'to saying - "Avidya gets destroyed; Vidya is attained 
'(afresh) - and as a result of this Moksha accrues." Even in that 
event, it amounts to saying that - "By means of a Nimitta (cause) 
alone the Mokshaprapti (attainment of Liberation) accrues", is it 
not so ? Are you not saying that anything that is acquired due 
to a cause is Kjitaka (artificially produced) alone ? 

(Solution) : 1be 'Brahmaprapti' that is attained by Upasana 
is the attainment of Brahmaldka (the world of Brahma, the frrst-, 
born, Lord of Creation). For the Sruti sentences which say : 
"From there he does not return to Samsara" - the real meaning 
is : "As long as the Brahmaloka exists he does not return" -
alone. Because the Sruti states that - "This human being does not 
attain 4&4 varia (a state of coming back)" - it amounts to saying 
(i.e. it implies) that - "There exists another Manava Avartaprapti 
(attainment of a return to human birth)" - alone. "Here there is 
no Punaravptti" - this sentence also has the same meaning ; for 
this kind of sentences we have to interpret them to mean -
"These people (i.e. the Upasakas) return to this Sarpsara at 
Kalpantara (another Kalpa or duration of world, another creation). 
"In that case, the fruit amounts to being Kritaka only, is it not 
so ? Can such a thing be called 'AJnrita' (devoid of destruc
tion) ?" - in this manner one should not doubt. For, in that 
context the word 'Amritatwa' is used by 'GoUJ.1avritti' (in a 

secondary sense). In the Pura1)a sentence - 'atl'ld e'(1cf ~1t:t"''1a~ 
If til&4a' (ViShr;lU Purat;t.a 2-8-97), meaning - "Until all the Bhutas 
(primordial elements get dissolved, the Sthana (place) which is 
Shashwata (eternal) is also called 'Amritatwa' alone" - thus it is 
mentioned. Therefore, because the teaching that the Amritatwa 
which is the fruit of Upasana stipulated as an injunction (Vidhl) 
in the 'Upasana PrakaraI)a' (chapter dt!voted to Dleditations) 
becomes Kritaka is acceptable to us, it does not amount to your 
pointing out any defect whatsoever there. Whereas, there are 
some Upasanas mentioned in the Jiiana Prakarat;t.a itself ; for 
them the implicit meaning is : After the seeker goes to Bralunaloka, 
there in that region itself he gets Jiianaprapti and attains the 
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Amritatwa in the predominant sense (Mukhyartha) alone. In the 
Brihadara~yaka Upanishad it is stated that Yajfiavalkya has 
questioned King Janaka in the manner : 'What is the fruit of 
these Upasanas tIl at you are performing ? By means of these 
Upasanas which Tattwa (Reality) are you reaching ?" While 
explaining the real purport implied in this senterice~ Shri Sureswa
racharya has writtep. (in his Bri. Vartika) : 

caql{HIR (OIcdfvl q~alftlilf.l(d: I Sfi"l!V'ib41€1lot)Fd"li' .,fit6qfij 1fRa': II 

- (Bri. Va. 4-2-13) - meaning - "For all Upasanas stipulat~d in 
the Brahmajfiana Prakaral}a 'Kramamukti' alone is the fruit ; 
therefore, here Yajfiavalkya has questioned in the manner : 'As 
a fruit of these Upasanas wllere are you going ?' - ". 

Now, a Samadhana to the doubt - "Even to Jfiana how 
CaIl the Amritatwa in the predominant sense be the fruit ? By 
the cause of - 'A vidyanivritti' and 'Vidyaprapti' you are saying 
that Mukti accrues, is it not so ?" - has remained to be given. 
Here we have not at all accepted that tIle extraordinary events 
like - 'A vidya really exists in the beginning ; Vidya then is born 
and removes that' - are really events taking place in time. In fact, 
we have accepted Vidya and Avidya only from the Avidya-
vyavahara Drishti (the viewpoint of the empirical transactions 
being carried on due to Avidya or ignorance) alone. 

(Doubt) : In that case, you have at least accepted 'A vidya 
Dpshti', is it not so ? Then is it not your opinion that -
'One who has Avidya invariably accepts the events of Vidya
Avidya' - ? 

(Solution) : This is not proper. For, even the statement that 
- '1 have Avidya' - also is verily A vidyavyavahara ; in the 

Sruti : 'S!tl;qffiq clCHlqtflq' - (Bri. 4-3-2) - it is implied that both the 

transactions of Jiiina and Karma are false appearances alone. 
If it is asked - "Is there no transaction of the type - 'I do not 
know anytlling' - ?" - in answer we say : Because Anubhava 
(Intuitive Experience) by means of which a person cognizes the 
import of the sentence - 'I do not know anything' - that very 
Anubhava alone is the real essential nature of A tman, to say that 
-'Atman is the support for Avidya' - is also not proper ; that 
which is the Vishaya (object) to a particular person's Anubhava 
- how at all can that Vishaya taint or cling on to Atman who 
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is the Vis/layi (subject) and Anubhavaswarupa (of the very es
sence· of Intuitive Experience of Pure Consciousness) ? It being 
so, in tIle teaching of the Ajatabrahmavadin (i.e. Vedantin) be
cause Amritatwa is verily the essential nature of Pure Being
Consciousness of the Jijfiasu (the seeker), it is not possible at all 
to prove by any method of reasoning that It (i.e. Alllfitatwa) is 
Kritaka . . 

7. AJATIVADA ALONE IS ACCEPTABLE TO THE 
SRUTI AND NOT JATABR.~HMAVADA 

~S'ldmqIN ~\iIiq'n~ ~lfl !ftI: I 
~ff;ffl !f-(f)5~ ~ lf~~qfd ~ II~~ II 

Meaning : "Whether Srishti (creation) is real or unreal , 
- Sruti is equal to both. Therefore, that which is certain and 
reasonable - that alone can be the meaning or purport of the , 
Sruti and not anything else." 

IS THE LITERAL MEANING OF THE SRISHTI SRUTI . . 
SUITABLE (AGREEABLE) TO AJATIV ADA ? 

(Objection) : In the doctrine of those proponents who say 
that Ajatabrahman (unborn or birthless Brahman) alone is , 
Parama'rtha how at all can the Sruti which describes Srishti 
(creation) be a valid means ? The statement that - "Brallman is 
.4ja (birthless) i.e. an Entity Wllich is not born ; even so, It by 
Itself assuming another form gets created" - is a self-contradic
tory one, is it not so ? It being so, it amounts to saying that , 
Ajativada is not in consonance with Sruti, is it not so ? 

, 
(Solution) : For tIle Srishti Srutis tllere is no prime pw-port 

in describing creation at all ; in order to preach or expound . - , 
Atmaikatwa the Srutis use tllis metll0dology of creation as a 
pedagogic device - thus previously itself (3-15) we llave men
tioned. 

(Question) : In that case, why is it that here again tIle topic 
of Srisllti has been raised ? . . 

(Answer) : This verse undertakes here' to deliberate upon 
and explain as to 110W tlle literal Ineaning of the Sruti which 
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describes Srishti is agreeable to Ajatavada. Therefore, there is no 
defect of repetition. 

Here in this context the opinion of the latabrahmavadin 

is: (3iICfiI~t: ~~:) - meaning : "From that Atman the empty 

space was born" ; (d~,,"StEI\i1d) - meaning, "That created Tejas 
, 

(fire)" - etc. - in this manner the words in these Srutis are 
signifying a real event of birth - or an action of creation actually 
taking place ; but they are not saying that Brahman exists as It , 
is only ; therefore, our doctrine alone is agreeable to the Sruti. , 

But this is not proper. For, the literal meaning of the Sruti 
agrees with both the doctrines of J atabrahmavada and 
Ajatabrahmavada indeed. To wit, tIle action of creation is equally 
applicable to both - the real Srishti and the false Spshti. For 
instance, Sriman NarayaI).a, the Vishwarupadhara (the Lord, who 

has assumed the fonn of the entire universe) has stated: ''fIlii W 
11l« ~ lIflalii q1(~r{{ '11<<<' - (Moksha Dharma 339-45) - meaning : 

"011 Narada, this My fann whicll you are seeing is one created 
through Maya (magical power, illusive power)". Even for a false 
birth as in the statement - "In a dream from a pole a demon was 
born and came out" - this expression of creation being used is 

, -
in vogue indeed. In the Sruti neither a sentence like - "Akasha 
was really born" nor like - "That Sadbrahman really created 
Tejas" - is used with a special stress on the expression 'really', 
is it not so ? Therefore, there is no scope wllatsoever to stub-, 
bomly assert in the manner - "The Srishti Sruti propounds a 
Paramartha Srishti alone." . . 

(Jatabrahmavadin) : Words have two meanings, called 
'GOU1)8' (in a secondary sense) and 'Mukhya' (in a predominant 
sense) ; between these, first the Mukhyartlla alone sllould be 
adopted ; without a proper reason the GOUI).artha should not be 
accepted. Is it not so ? 

(Siddhantin) : Not so. The word 'Srisllti' itself means -
'the Spshti or creation that ensues from the Avidyadrishti.' We 
call 'Swapnaspshti' and 'Mayasrisll1i' etc. as 'Gou1)a' ; the cre
ation of the five eielnents like Akasha etc., of phenomena like 

-mountain, ocean, creatures, human beings, deities etc. we call 
'Mukllya'. But whether it is Goul).a or Mukhya, any Srishti for 
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that matter - just as an earthen pot and the pot-space - are created 
- due to A vidya only, creation ensues ; al1d to say that 
'ParamarthicaJly' (meaning, in the Absolute sense, really) creation 
takes place - there is no Pramfu}.a whatsoever available for us. 

For that reason alone, the Si-uti is proclaiming: 'ql<d ~ • 

fq@lIdUr1l4 '§ l:il-1ro\ - (Shwetashwatara 4-1 0) - meaning : "P.rakriti 

is verily Maya (magical, illusory power), Maheshwara Himself is 
Mayavin (the magician}." If we observe from the Paramartha 
Drishti the statement that - 'Apart from Paramatman no substance 
whatsoever is created' - can possibly be established to be true. 
Atman is devoid of birth ; to say that His Sv/abhava (essential 
nature of Pure, Absolute Being-Consciousness) changes, there is 
no Pram8I)8 (valid means of proof) whatsoever. Therefore, it 
evolves tilat all creation is verily Avidyaka (a projection of 
ignorance). For this reason alone, we have previously (3-25) , 
stated that - "The Sruti which describes Srishti is nlereiy a clever 
device to signify Atmaikatwa which is Paranlartha (the Absolute 
Reality). " , 

It being so, although the literal meaning of the Sruti is 
equally applicable and agreeable to real Srishti and Aparanlartha , 
(false) Srishti, that meaning in which the Sruti has its prime 
purport of teaching as also which fully agrees \vith Yukti (reason) , 
- we should perforce accept it as the 'Srutyartha' and to stub-
bornly assert that - 'The Mukhyartha should agree" and to Sllun , 
both the Srutis' Tatparya (prime purport of teaching) and a 
strong, formidable (inviolable) Yukti is not at all justifiable or 
rational. 

EVEN AFTER DETERMINING THE SRUTYARTHA IS THERE 
A NEED FOR YUKTI ? 

It was stated at the beginning of this Chapter that - "Yukti 
has been mentioned here in order to indicate that the meaning , 
of the Sruti is in accordance with valid means." But now in the 
present context it appears as though it is hinted that even after 
the meaning of the Srtlti is detemlined, tllere is a need for 
demonstrating the support of Yukti. It has to be deliberated upon 
as to what extent this is correct. 

A solution for this doubt is : The philosophical teaching 
(Siddllanta) is : "By deliberating upon the meaning of the 
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, 
Sruti sentences and then deciding alone one can attain 
Brahmatma Vijiiana (the Intuitive Knowledge that Brahman 
and Atmsi. are one and the same Ultimate Reality) and not 
by any other means or in any other manner too. It has been 
taught in the previous Chapters that - "When (the Jiva) \vakes 
up from beginningless Maya (illusory) sleep he cognizes the 
Advaitatattwa" - (1-16) ; "Just as one comes to cognize that the 
rope alone is Pal-amartha (really real), to detennine that Atman 
alone is Paramartha is the Paramariliajfiana" - (2-18). When a 
doubt of the type - "This is opposed to the valid means of 
Pratyaksha etc., is it not so ?" - was raised, it was decided on 
the strength of Karikas like - "This Dvaita is merely Maya (an 
illusion)" - (1-17) ; "The truth that - this universe is like Maya 
(magic), Gandharvanagara (a celestial city in mid-air) is (false) 
- is found in Vedantas (the Upanishads)" - (2-31) - that the 
teaching - "In the Vedantas it 11as been propounded that Dvaita 
is false" - was detennined. When the doubt of the type - "In 
that case, if the Vedantartha is that Dvaita is false alone, then 
how can tIle sentences which describe the birth of the Jivas by 
mentioning illustrations of clay and metal, as also the sentences 
which describe the birth of the Jivas' Karyakarana be reconciled 
?" • was raised, we provided a Samadhana by saying that all 
those sentences we have to interpret in a different manner - (3-
13, 3-10, 3-14, 15, 16). Our own tel1et of - "Advaita alone is , 
Paramartha" - was justified with the support of Sruti PramaQa (3-
11, 12, 13-18) and it was further depicted that Jatabrahmavada 
was opposed to Yllkti. 

But here how can it be detennined that Ajativada alone is , , 
approved by tIle Srutis ? There are also Snlti sentences of the 
type - "From Brahman the empty space (Akasha) was born" -, 
etc. is it 110t so ? How to detennine tllat the meaning of the Sruti 

sentence like - '11 atltc11 ~ fciiq:' - meaning - "He alone is Atnlan, 

He alone should be cognized" is :- "One should cognize 
Advaitatman alone who is Nityajiianarupa (eternally of the essen
tial nature of Intuitive Knowledge or Pure Consciousness) and 
Nityiijaswarupa (eternally of tile essential nature, devoid of birth) , 
alone" - ? When there exists a Sruti which expounds tIle birth 
of Akasha etc. from Atman, how at all can tIle meaning of -
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'Atman is Nitya and Prapanchopashama (in whom the world of 
dtlality 11as become extinct or has subsided totally) alone' - itself 
can be accepted ? We sllould not. Therefore, why can't we 
imagine tllat - "Althougll Brahman is Aja (devoid of birth), 
because It is endowed with many powers It is born in forms like - , 
Akasha etc. " - ? There are many Srutis which state that -
"Brahman gets transfonned in Karyarupa (forms of effect)" -, 
wllile the Srutis mention that - "Brahman is Aja" - are a few , 
in number only. Therefore, in accordance with Srutis like -

cd~lcql;f ~;qq!i«1' (Tai. 2-7) (It created Itself by Itself) and as 

decided in the Brahmasutra - 'otlC1il1d: qf{ulI"Il( - (Vedanta Sutra 

1-4-36) - meaning : "BraJlman which is Aja also gets trans
fonned" - it is proper for us to assume thus alone. Hence, it 
appears to be quite proper to imagine that - "Brallffian gets 
transformed both in the fonns of Jlvas and in the form of the 
Jagat (world of duality)" - This is the doctrine of the 
Jatabrahmavadin. 

For this the counter-stratagem of Shri Gau<;lapadacharya 
is : "That which is Nishchita (absolutely certain) as also Yukti
yukta (fully in consonance with logic or reason) - that alone can , 
possibly be tIle Sruti meaning." The real purport behind this 

,. 
statement is : That meaning of the Sruti sentence in which the , 
Sruti has its Tatparya (prime purport) that alone has to be 
decided to be the real meaning of the Sruti, but without proper 
deliberation it is not possible to determine any particular inter-

, 
pretation as the real Srutyartha. First of ,!ll, Tatparyalirigas or the 
stipulated requisites or symbols of detennining the Tatparya of a 
text - called' Upakrama' (the promise made in'the preamble) and 
, Upasamhara' (conclusion deduced at the end of the exposition) 
have to be examilled and then the meaning of the sentence has 
to be detennined. In the present context, the question that -, 
"Whether the Sruti's purport is to propound that Brallman is Aja 
alone or is it to indicate that Brahman gets transformed into 
various forms of Jagat, Jivas etc. ?" - has to be deliberated upon 
and a proper answer to it is to be detennined. To say that the , 
Sruti has its prime purport in teaching both is not tenable ; for, 
in that event it amounts to saying that - "Brahman is of the 
essential nature of being born" - as also, at the same time, tllat 
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- "Brahman is not of the essential nature of being born" - it 
becomes evidently self-contradictory. To say - "In that case, let , 
us assume or reckon any Olle of these two to be the Sruti' s 
purport" - also, it is not possible ; for, in the case of Karma 
(action), we can imagine, assume in the manner : "This can be 
done in this way ; or it can be done in that other way also." 
But it is never possibJe to imagine or infer that - "The Vastustithi 
(a ground reality) may be like this ; or it may be like that also." , 
Here in the present context - when once the Srutis which teach 
that Brahman is Aja signify their real implicit purport, there does 
not arise any Akarlksha (aspiration or hankering after) whatsoever 
about anything ; but Srishtisrutis are not like this at all. The , 
Srutis have undertaken the task of teaching exclusively the 
Brahmaswarupa in the manner - "That from which these ele
ments, creatures are born .. .... That Entity you cognize ; That 
alone is Brahman" (Tai. 3-1) ; so as not to entertain any aspi-, 
ration whatsoever, the Srutis have not stated merely - "The 
elements and creatures are born from Brahman" - and have 
stopped abruptly. We can possibly assume the Srishti that the 
Sruti sentences mention to be either Paramartha Srishti (the ab
solutely or really real) or Mayika Spshti (magical, illusory cre
ation) ; from that kind of assumptions there is no danger what
soever posed to the literal meaning of the sentence. Therefore, , 
we should interpret the Sruti sentence which pertains to the 
occurrence of creation in such a manner that it fully agrees with 

" the meaning of 'Ajatwa' that is determined to be the Srutyartha. 
In the same way, because the Vedanta Sutra is there to determine , 
exclusively the Srutyartha we have to detennine the final purport 
of the word 'Pan1J.ama' (transformation) that exists in the Sutra 
to mean 'Mayika Paril}iima' (illusory transfoflnation) alone so as , 
to be in consonance with tIle Sruti. , 

Thus even after the real purport of the Sruti is deter-
mined, in order to further establish the veracity of that 
decision in the manner - "That alone is the subtle (implicit) , 
meaning of the Sruti" - it becomes quite necessary to follow 
or adopt Yukti (Intuitive reasoning). For, the fruit of Brahma 
Jiiana has to be in consonance with Intuitive Experience 
(Anubbava) ; like the Karma Phala it is not something which 
accrues in due course of time after death. Therefore, tIle real 
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purport of the Sruti should necessarily be determined by 
Tatparyalingas like Upalcrama and Upasamhara, as stated before 
; thereupon that purport or meaning that was determined should 
invariably be tested for obtaining a steadfast, unshakeable con
viction by means of suitable Intuitive reasonings or methodolo-, 
gies (described in various Srutis) in the manner - "Is this deter-
mined purport in consonance \~lith Anubhava (lntuiti,'e Experi
ence) or not ?" Thus determination (Nishchaya) and Yukti (In-

r 

tuitive reasoning) - from both these that Srutyartha which evolves , 
- that alone is the real Srutyartha. This is the intended meaning, 
purport behind the Karika. , 

It being so, when the meaning of the Sruti is not deter-
mined alone, Yukti becolnes invariably a necessity. Those people , , 
to whom merely by nleans of Sruti Vakya SraV81.la (listening to 
the scriptural sentences) the truth that - "Atmatattwa is birthless" 
- is not decidedly, convincingly cognized, such of tllem should , 
utilize Srouta Yuktis (Intuitive reasoning or methodologies inbuilt , 
or mentioned in the Srutis themselves) of the type - "The 
Mayajanma ; Jagrat and Swapna being equal as expounded in the , 
Srutis" - etc. as also other Loukikayuktis (empirical, workaday 
reasonings or logical arguments) which are fully in consonance , 
with them, and then only the real purport of the Sruti teaching 
will have to be detennined or dicided. But even then it should 
not be assumed or wrongly understood that Anumana (inference), 
Upanlana (illustration), Arthapatti (inferential conclllSion) etc. \\'hich 
the hardcore logicians have accepted calling it by the name 
'Tarka' has to be acknowledged. The student of Vedantic spiri
tual science sl10uld invariably interpret all tenns like 'Tarka', , 
'Upapatti', 'Yukti' - to mean 'Srouta Yuktj' (scriptural, Intuitive 
reasoning) in consonance with Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) 
only_ 

8. BRAHMAN WHICH IS AJA, ADV4~YA AND 
AMRITA IS ITSELF THE SRUTYARTHA • 

~ "I~ra :qILtllllr~~ 'tlllINf«:4f1:1 I 

6I"'I'IJfI~ ~ '41'1'11 \iitl'l~ '§ If: II ~"II 
Meaning : "Because of the facts that: (a) "(Here) there , 

18 no Niinatwa (manifoldness)" - thus there is a SIUti ; 
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(b) "Indra by virtue of His ~fayas (magical powers) - (appears , 
as many" - thus the Sruti states ; (c) fut1her it says - "Though 
birthless He is bonl in many ways" - (this alone is the , 
Srutyartha). " 

}~OR THE SRUTI MAYASRISHTI ALONE IS ITS . . 
INTENDED PURPORT 

To the question : "What is the valid evidence to say that , . 
in the Sruti, Ajadvaya Tattwa alone is determined ?" .. the 

# 

anSlver is : If it were true that actually, in reality, creation had 
taken place, then since Nanatwa (manifoldness) becomes real , 
alone the Sastra which teaches that - "There is no Nanatwa" -, 
\vould not have been valid or tenable ; but, the Sruti is stressing 
in the manner : "Here there is not even the least bit of 
manifoldness" - (Bri. 4-4-1). Therefore, the creation that was 
imagined in order to teach Atmaikatwa amounts to be Aparamartha 
(not really real) indeed. Therefore, we are induced to determine 
that this too was - just like the PraQasamv-ada etc. - a well-, 
imagined device alone and the Srishti Sruti has no intended 
purport of signifying that actually Srishti occurred at all. In 

support of this conclusion is the Sruti statement : ~ '1llfl"': ~ 

t-m' (Bri. 2-5-19) - meaning : "Indra by virtue of His Mayas 
(magical powers) appears as many fonns" - which has utilized 
the word 'May~ (illusory, magical power) which signifies, con
notes that it is Aparamartba (not absoilltely real). 

Here in this context the opponent ma:'l raise an objection : 
In the Vedas the word 'Maya' is used as indicating ']iiana' 
(Knowledge). In Yaska's 'Nirukta' (3-9) (text on Lexicon) among 
the eleven names given for Jfiana this word 'Maya' also is to be 
found. It being so, how can it be concluded that the word 'Maya' 
means 'Aparamartha' (not really real) ? For this objection, the 
solution is : The word 'Maya' found in this context, though 
it means 'Joana' alone - the autilor has utilized it to signify 
Indriya Jiiana (sensory knowledge) \\~hich is A vid.riikalpita 
(projected, conjured up due to Avidya) alone. Although 
PratyagatmCJn (the innermost Self) is one and one only, as also 
Prajiianaghana (the very embodiment of Pure Consciousness like 
a lump of salt being salty all.over), the consciousness (awareness) 
that is engendered by means of the senses shows or depicts Him 
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to be"Iike : (i) the external phenomena; (ii) insentient or gross ; 
(iii) endowed with all kinds of distinctions like Shabda (sound), 
Sparsha (touch) etc. ; (iv) many Jlvas who are having different 
conglomerations of body, senses etc. brought about by Nama 
(names) and Rupa (forms) ; therefore, these distinct awarenesses 
which are Avidyamaya (of the essence of ignorance) are called 
by the epithet of 'Maya' (illusion) ; that is all, and Prajfia 
(Consciousness or Awareness), which is verily Xtmaswarupa (the 
essential nature of the Self as Pure Being-Consciousness), is not 
at all called 'Maya'. Becall~e of the facts that : (a) the really real 
(i.e. the Absolute, Transcend~ll~.al, totally beyond the empirical) 
Prajiia (pure COl1SciouSIle$~) .. th011gh being one and one only -
is signified here in the plural sense by the usage of the word -

'Mayas' ; (b) in the next part of the sentence : '~tlfq m: 1mT 

~t _ (Bri. 2-5-19) - these Prajfias are called 'horses' and are 

stated to be Ananta (endless) - and so, for the expression - "by 
means of Mayas" it becomes certain that the real meaning 
here is : "by means of Indriya Prajiiiis (sensory awarenesses 
or perceptions) which are of the Avidyarupa (of the nature, 
form of ignorance)" - alone. 

Thus although this Atman appears to have become many 
endowed with fonns of the phenomena projected by the sensory 
perceptions, there is no harm or danger wllatsoever posed to His 
Ajadvaya Swarupa (essential nature of birthlessness and non-, 
duality). In order to specify this aspect the Sruti clearly states : 

· apt. mSli ~ ~ ';f ~~{illfOt ~ 'itH"dIf.1 d~d'''61I'l.cfit.,q{li.,Oij{qilltllq~qlcql 

'Qf ~'If(('qj~lIij"a( - (Bri· 2-5-19), meaning : "He alone are 
those Prajfias called 'horses' ; this Brahman is devoid of a cause, 
devoid of an effect ; not having an interior nor an exterior ; this 
AtInan alone is the Brahman which is cognizing everyone by 
means of Anubhava (Intuitive Experience, i.e. Pure Conscious
ness). " 

Further, there is a Sruti sentence : '3f"lI~ql~ "llfJ rq\ifl~~' -

(Tai. Aral).yaka 3-13), meaning - "Being birthless alone, He is 
being born in many ways" - is it not so ? In this context too 
the fact that - 'Janma, which is to become In any , is to be 
discerned as due to Maya only' - is being indicated in the Karika 
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- 'f/I~~I ,,"~a '9 lr:', meaning - "By virtue of Maya alone He is 
born" - by a significant word - 'Tu'. In one and the same 
substance both the events, occurrences like - not being born and 
being born in many ways or forms - cannot take place simul
taneously in the real sense (Paramartha). If it is asserted in that 
manner - then it is akin to saying - "Fire is hot, at the same , 
time it is cold also" - and thereby it amounts to the Sruti stating 
sometlling the meaning of which is contradictory to its ·own , 
earlier statement. In that event, the Sruti will be rendered invalid 
indeed ! 

ThlJs apart from the two reasons of - (i) Dvaita being 
refuted, negated ; (ii) stressing the truth that - "Atman is Aja , 
alone" - ~since the Sruti mentions a PhaJa (a benefit, fruit) only 
to one who l1as cognized the Ekatwa (identity of Brahman-Atman 
as also their being non-dual) - it has to be concluded that this 
alone is correct and certain. Previously too (3-15) it has already 
been stated that Srishtijfiana (the knowledge about creation) is a 

, -
subtle device (adopted by the Sastra) to teach Atmaikatwa (non-, 
duality of the Self). In this regard the Sruti mentioning a Phalasruti 

(statement of benefit or fruit) in the manner - 'CJSr ~~: Cfi": m 
C(Cfi(q'llq~lId:f - elsa. 6), meaning - "To one who has cognized 
Ekatwa (non-duality) where is any scope for glief or attach-, 
ment" .; as also the Sruti wInch condemns Bhedajfiiirta (knowl-

edge of distinction) like - ~: lr 'ltSft1cnftl 1J '" ~ q~~fcr' -
(Katha 2-1-10), meaning - "One wI10 sees that there exists 
distinction here, he gets death after death" - should be remem
bered. 

~~(qql~l:sq liqq: ilRtn.~~ I 

ctft ~ "'9t~rC\ra Cfil(ui AFaN94a II~~II 
, 

Meaning: "Because the Sruti is condemning the Upasana 
of (meditation on) Sambhuti, it amounts to negating birth. By 
the sentence - "Who will create him once again" - it amounts 
to negating any cause." 

In the Sruti : • a1;fl"ij1i: ilfcHIRf ~S4'lfd!iql~a I mit 'ff 1i' ~ ~ 

1J 0 ~"'i('ql «IT: II' - (fsa Madh. 9) - in this manner the meditation 
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on Sambhuti (a deity) is condemned. From this it can be dis
cerned that 'Sambhava' - getting born - itself is condemned. 

Here an objection : This is a discussion about the parport 
of scriptural sentence found in the Madhyandina recension of 
ishavasya Upanishad. Therein it has been criticised in the manner 
- "Those who meditate upon Sambhuti (a deity) go to a greater 
AndhaIptamas (pitch darkness) than the one to which those WllO 

meditate on Asambhuti go to". But there the criticism has not 
been made merely for criticism's sake. How is that ? To ex-

plain : Later on (Isa. 11) it is stated : .. ';{ fi4·u~i ';{ 't{~t:c?tt:p{ 
'Q' I ft4"'1I~" ~ "tffiqf 1i1[~~~ II' - meaning - '"One who 

discerns both Sambhiiti and \/ivasha (Karma - action) in tandem 
and practises - he will conquer or cross over Mpt}11 (death) by 
means of Vinasha (KaIlna) and by rru~aDS of Sambhuti attains 
Am[itatwa (immortality)." From this it bet'oflies certain that this , 
Sruti has the main purport of signifying the tlllth that a seeker 
should cOlnbiIle, blend both these, viz. Sambhuti and Vinasha and 
practise, as a result of which a superior fruit which is of Amritarupa 
(nature of immortality) alone "till accrue. Here 'S~~bhllti' means 
'Devatopasana' (meditation on a deity) and 'Vinasha' means 
Karma (action, ritual) ; those who practise these can never attain 
AndhaIptamas (pitch darkness, greater hell) ; if it is maintained , 
that the Sruti's ultimate purport is only to condemn (merely for , 
it's sake), then the Sruti \\ill become Aprama1J.8 (invalid) alone. , 
In the same way, in tllis Sruti too later on with a view to 
teaching the Samuchhaya (blending, mixing) of Vid}~a (medita
tion) alld Avidya (Karma, rituals) each of them are found to have 
been criticised or condemned v/hen perfonned singly_ No Olle 

who is a Vivekin can ever accept the statement tllat - "Those 
people who practise Vid}/8 (Self-Knowledge) will attain 
Andhaqltamas" - is it not so ? It being so, in both these contexts 
it will be reasonable to' adopt the Mlrnarpsa Nyaj,'a (axiomatic 
truth propounded, adopted by adepts in etymological science) : 
"The criticism has no real purport in criticising that which is 
being criticised, but to eulogise that teaching which has to be 
praised (as beneficial for the student or seeker)". In ally case, 
here there is no room or occasion whatsoever for criticising 
Sanlbhava (being born) ; it being so, with the support of this 
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Sruti how at all is it possible to champion your imagination that 
- "Nothing is born)' - ? 

A solution for this is : True; as you say, here with a view 
to teaching that both 'Samblluti' and 'Vinasha' have to be COffi-, 
bined and practised together the Sruti. has undertaken to expound 
in this manner. Even so, the real intended purport of the sentence 
- "By means of Vinasha (Kanna) he crosses ~rityu (death)" -, 
is : By practising or perfonning Sastraic Kannas (rituals, rites) 
the practitioner crosses the 'Mptyu' which is of the nature of 
Loukikajiiana (empirical knowledge) and from that what accrues 
as Loukikapravritti (mundane behaviour). Similarly, by means of 
the Samuchhaya (blending, mixing) nf Sambhiiti and Vinasha -
meaning, combining Devatopasana and Karma if one carries on 
his spiritual practices, the seeker will, as a result, acquire a 
Samskara (a refinement of the mind) and eventually he will attain 
the fruit of crossing over or conquering the Mrityu of the nature 
of 'Sadhyasadhanaishana' (a desire for performing those spiritual. 
Sadhanas which yield a Sadhya or probable result) so that 
KarmaphaJafWga (attachment to\\'ards the fruit of the ritual or rite) 
manifests itself. In fact, this alone is taught by the Mantra part 
of 'By means of. Avidya he crosses Mrityu'. 

Here one doubt may raise its head : If it is true that 
'Avidya' means 'Samuchhaya' (blending) of 'Sambhuti' (Devata 
Upasana) and 'Vinasha' (Karma), then it amounts to saying that 
it (this Samuchhaya) is really Avidya alone; for, both Karma and 
UpasiJ1a are existing or functioning in the A vidyakshetra (region 
of ignorance) alone, and this is verily the Siddhanta (spiritual 
teaching). Howat all is it possible to practise Samuchhaya by 
blending such A vidya with Vidya ? When Adhyatmavidya (Self
Knowledge), which is like -light, dawns Samuchhaya, which is 
like darkness, cannot at all co-exist, is it not so ? For this doubt 
a Samadhana (consolatory explanation)l is : As stated so far, by 

1. Although this discussion about the objection and its solution is not to 
be easily understood by every one, for the sake of those who wish to learn the 
quintessence of the teachings of the Bhashyas this topic is explained here. The 
real purport of the sentence here is decided in accordance with the Madhyandina 
recensior, of the Isavasya Vpanishad. According to that text - with regard to the 
Sruti sentence .. "One who cognizes together both Vidya and Avidya" - the 
absolutely real (Paramartha) Vidya and Avidya alone should be accepted. In the 
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the Samuchhaya of Devata Upasana and Karma - one who 
crosses over Mrityu of the type of Putra (son), Vitta (wealth) and 
Karma (ritual, rites) - (Esha1)8 or desire which is of the form of 
Sadhana or spiritual practice, EshaJ.1a of Sadhya or the effect of 
fruits of Manushya Laka or human world, Pitru Laka or world 
of manes and Deva LOka or world of deities - both these types 
of EshaQas) r to him alone, by dint of the spiritual instruction 
of the Upanisilads, Vidya (Self-Knowledge) will necessarily ac
crue. For this reason, the Mantra portion of - "One who cognizes 
together both Avidya and Vidya" - with this kind of meaning as 
its purport signifies it. "Together" here means not 'at one and 
the same time' at all ; it really means 'in one and the same 
person' - alone. It being so, although for the sentenc'e - "Those 
who meditate upon Sambhuti go to a higher Andhal11tamas (re
gion of pitch darkness or hell)" the fact that it is Arthavada (a 
doctrine of secondary importance or by way of an eulogy) alone 
is decided for reasons like - (a) it is a remaining aspect of 
Samuchhaya Vidhana (stipulations pertaining to blending of the 
two), as also (b) the fruit of Sambhutyupasana has been men
tioned - since the criticism of Sambhiiti that is found here is mere 
Arthavada, should we accept for this sentence only GOU1)artha 
(i.e. a secondary meaning) ? Or because of the facts that - (i) 
in the sentence - "By means of Sambhuti he attains Al1l[ita 
(immortality)" - the Absolute, real immortality is not at all 
signified ; (ii) the sentence - "By means of Vidya he attains 
Amritatwa" - signifies MukhYamritatwa (the really real Immor
tality) by way of its prime purport - should ,ve accept here the 
tenet that the Sambhiiti, which yields the fruit of Amritatwa 
projected by Avidya, is really criticised ? When such a doubt 
arises, it is reasonable to assume invariably that tllis Sambhuti 
that belongs to tlle A vidya region itself is really criticised. There-

sentence - "Seeing a tiger in the dream, there exi~ted a sword in the hand of the 
woken-up person" - just as the dream tiger is not a real tiger at all from the 
waking viewpoint, similarly the 'Sambhava' (birth, JaIlma) that accrues from 
the Avidya viewpoint is ne"er the real one from the Paramartha Drishti. There
fore, that is negated, sublatcd by Vidya Drish!i in the Sruti ; to assume in this 
manner there is no defecf whatsoever. From this Avidya Drishti - meaning -
from the Vyavahara Drishti - it does not amount to saying by this that the 
Devata (deity) has not been born. 
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fore, here in this context to say that Sambhava (birth) is refuted, 
negated there is no defect whatsoever. 

SRUTI IS NEGATING THE CAUSE FOR JANMA 

In the same way, the Sruti : '-.mr 1{Cf Of G114~ q;) '*' ~ F:' 
- (Bri. 3, 9-28-7), meaning - "Who is it tllat makes ltim born 
again 1" - thus negates a cause which makes Atman to be born. 
After concluding the topic of Maya, it is not possible to 'really 
make Jlva, created by means of Maya, to be born once again, 
is it not so ? Similarly, the phenomenon of Manushya (hwnan 
being) appearing as a Manusbya is A vidya KaJpana (imagination 
or misconception projected by ignorance); once that Avidya dis
appears, the Jiva is verily Paramatman who is of Nityamukta
swabhiiva (of the essential nature of eternally liberated one). Then 
who is there to Inake him once again to be born ? Even in the 
beginning he wa~ really not born as a Manushya at all, is it 
not so ? The snake that was seen in a rope due to Bllrallti 
(delusion) was, e,,·en during the time of the Bluanti, was not bom 
at all ; it being so, after the conviction of the type - "This is 
a rope only" - is born, who call possibly make that snake be born , 
'once again' ? In the same way, because the Sruti has raised an 
objection of the type - "Even after determining the truth that the 
Manushya - who is, by virtue of his very essential nature verily 
Advitlyatman devoid of birth - realizing in the manner - 'I am 
verily Aja-Advitiyatnlan' - by means of Intuitive Knowledge, 
who can ever possihly make him come back once again as 
Manushya having birth and death ?" - it amOlL'lts to saying that , 
tlle Sruti stresses the teaclling that there is no cause whatsoever , 
for birth. Here the real purport of the Sruti teaching is : For a 
thing, whicll is born due to Avidya and then whicll has disap
peared due to Vidya,4 there is no cause whatsoe\'\.'[ \vhich can 
Jnake it to be born again. 

rIere there is a point which is to be deliberated upon. In 
the present context the circumstance in which the BrihadaraQyaka 
sentence has appeared is as follows : 

4f(i'lflqlt{tS(~ ';J 3~~itact. I ~: rn..,C'!l"l1 1ctO,: Cfi~I.,.el( 

A~8ft1 II ;lIa ~ ... Gflll~ q;) '*' ~ y.f: II - (Bri. 3-9-28-6, 7). 

Here this is a question which was pllt by Yajiiavalkya to 
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Brahmins who were in the gathering or conference. It means : 
"If a tree along with its root is wrenched off, pulled out, it 
cannot once again be born. If one who is mortal is pulled off 
by Death (Mrityu) how can he once again from which root be 
born ? Anyone may raise a question here : 'He has already been 
born ; hence there is no need of his being born, is it not so ?' 
But, "Who is it that can cause his Birth 'once again' ?" - this 
is the question raised by yajfiavalkya. In the Bhashya the real 
import of the question is described in the manner : "There has 
to be necessarily a root cause for the Jagat as also for Man to 
be born over and over again, is it not so ? Which is that root 
cause ?" It being so, here (in this context) from where can a 
Pratishedha (negation) come up ? - This doubt may rise in the 
mind of anybody. 

For this the solution is : This part of the sentence can be 
assumed to be an objection. We can also imagine an interpreta
tion of this sentence in the manner: "That one called 'Manushya' 
is, in the Paramartha (Absolute, Transcendental) sense, verily , 
Paramatman. When the Sruti has rooted out this Martyatwa 
(mortality) itself of the Martya (mortal being, i.e. Manushya) by 
signifying this (eternal) truth, once again how at all can he sprout 
out and from which root ? - such an objection itself Yajfiavalkya 
has formulated as a question and has successfully befuddled his 
opponents" - Here the opinion is : Just as a tree wllich is 
wrenched off along with its roots cannot possibly be born again, 
in the same way the Martyatwa that is totally rooted out by 
means of Vidya, how at all can it be recreated and from which 
root? Such a root is not to be found at all, "is it not? The real 
purport behind this sentence - realizing it as an objection - is : 
"Man appearing as Martya (a mortal) is due to Avidya ; when 
once the roo~ called 'A vidya' is wrenched off by means of 
Vidya, how at all can there remain an event of his being born 
or dying ?" This very opinion is expressed by the Sruti sentence 
coming in due course in this same Upanishad as follows : "Then 
the Martya becomes Arnrita ; here itself he enters into Brahman" 
- (Bri. 4-4-7). 

Now, the purport behind the present part of the sentence 

viz. ~ ~ ';( \i1111~' is : "Being born alone, He remains unborn" 

- meaning - 'At the very moment when He appears to have been 
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born, really He is of the Aja-Advaya-Swarupa:' Such a one -
who can ever make or cause him to be born ? At the very 
moment when it is known that He is bom, in reality (actually), 
it mounts to His not being born - i.e. after Avidya is completely 
sublated, falsified - where is the question of stressing that He is 
not born 'once again' ? Then, there does not exist any cause 
whatsoever which can bring about His birth 'once again', is it 
not so ? - This is the real intented meaning or opinion of the 
author of that sentence, viz Yajfiavalkya. 

In any case, the real intended purport in the mind of the 
person who put the question thus : "After Mrityu (death) roots 
out the Martyatwa (mortality) of the Martya (mortal, human 
being), once again from w4ich cause does he get born ?" - is : 
"Without knowing the fact that - 'Man is not really of the 
essential nature of being born' - the Brahmins will get deluded 
to think that (Yajiiavalkya) has asked in answer to this question 
a cause for Man taking birth and then will endeavour to find one, 
believing that there must be some particular cause. Then it will 
amount to my getting complete success in this discussion" - Thus 
it was Yajiiavalkya's opinion. 

Anyhow, thus an objection of the type - "Who is it that 
causes him to be born once again" - was raised and the truth 
that - "There is no cause whatsoever for birth" - has been fully , 
established in the Sruti. This, in fact, is the real purport behind 
the Karika. 

lr~ ~ra~tflrt1 6q18tlti ~1«f: I 

ttcf"~lql'1I~" ~s;f ACfillfl~ II~~II 

Meaning : "All that was stated in the beginning in the 
manner - 'That this one is (Atman) called 'Neti Neti' (Not 
this, not that)' - is sublated because of the fact that it is 
Agrahya (incomprehensible) ; then Ajatattwa (the birthless 
Reality) shines by Itself." 

SINCE THE SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTION IS MADE BY NEGATING 
ALL SPECIAL FEATURES ALONE, AJATMAN ALONE IS THE 

MEANING OF THE SRUTI 
, 

To decide that the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) that the Sruti 
intends to teach is Ajadvaya Atman alone, there is yet another 
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reason indeed. That is : By negating all special features in the 

manner - c3lij1d ail~d ~~' - (Bri. 2-3-6), meaning - "Therefore 
now we state the spiritual teaching or instruction about Brahman , 
- 'Not this, not that'." What the Sruti has taught - viz. that to 
cognize 'Atman' it is very difficult ; keeping tllis fact in view, 

" the Sruti undertakes to instruct that Reality over and over again 
adopting various pedagogic devices ; thus whatever teachings it , 
has instructed through those devices - all of them the Sruti later 
sublates, negates. From this extraordinary methodology all those 
phenomena which may be categorised as 'being born' and which 
become objects for the intellect (Buddhi) - all those things which 
are Grallya (comprehended by the intellect) are rerldered thereby , 
to have been llegated. To wit : In the Sruti sentence - "Marta 
(with fonn) and AmUrta (without torm) are the only two forms 
of Brahman" - (Bri. 2-3-1) .. for the word 'Sat yam' tile object 
that is signified by it is the C Panchabhutas' (the five primordial 
elements of Akasha, Vayu, Agni or Tejas, Ap and Prithivi) and 
these are divided illto two categories of 'Murta' and 'Amfuta' ; 
thereby from tile two Dpshtis (viewpoints) of Adhidaiva (the 
celestial aspect or part of the waking world), Adhyatma (the 
corporeal aspect or part of it which is the subjective aspect of 
ourselves witllin the body) also the essence of these ?vIUrta and 
Amurta are indicated; thereafter calling the 'Amurtarasa' (of the 
essence of formless phenomenon) as 'Purusha~ and teach that 
these Vishesharupas (special forms) t!re llaving forms of latent 
impressions like the colour of yellow etc. ; tllen Brahman, Wllich 
is described as 'Real of the real' - in order to signify Its essential 

nature, the Sruti has stated: 'aI\Qld1 atl~W ~ ~ 9f ;df'llr~Fct 

~tc4;q~{qrw' - (Bri. 2-3-6). Here by means of two negations' of 
the type - "Neti, Neti" - (Not this, not that) - all special features 
or characteristics are negated ; the real purport behind this state
ment is to help the mind of the Jijiiasu (the seeker) to get fully 
stabilised, established in Brall1nan alone which is devoid of any 
mundane dealings of verbal communication. involving phel10mena 
like Dravya (substance), GU1J.8 (quality) etc. - and which is verily 
a unifonn mass of Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness). Even after 
instructing in this matIner the Sruti - fully aware of the fact that 
all Jijfiasus cannot possibly disceln the Swarupa (essential nature 
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of Pure Being-Consciousness of Atman) which is devoid of any 
kind of special features wllatsoever and is very subtle - in order 
that they may be helped to concentrate their mind on such a 
sublime Reality, adopts repeatedly various pedagogic devices and 
teaches It through various methodologies. To wit : (i) Because 
tile five primordial elements like Prithivi, Ap, Tejas, Vayu and 
Akasha are each one subtler than the previous one in that order , 
mentioned here, the Sruti indicates that the previous element is 
woven as the warp and woof in the next higher (subtler) ele
ment ; then it teaches that in Brahman which is innermost to all 
else the subtlest element of Akasha (empty space) is woven as 
the warp and woof; that very Brahman is called "Akshara". The 
Sruti states : "That Akshara (Tattwa) is not Sthula (gross), not 
AQu (subtle) ; is not short, not long" etc. - (Bri. 3-8-8) - and 
removes all special features. Thereafter, (ii) by means of a system 
ci Sarikocna (the contraction) and Vikasa (expansion) of the 
Niyantavyadevatas (controlling deities) that very Brahman is once 

again signified ; later on too the Sruti states : tv 1{'1 ~ ~fqlcql' 
(Bri. 3-9-26), meaning - "That this is Atman called 'Neti, Neti' 
(Not this, not that)." By this, what was earlier (in the beginning) 
mentioned as a device' as in tIle manner - 'Prithivi etc. are . 
existing as the warp and the woof in It', as also 'The deities are 
the controlling authorities' - all such superimpositions are ren
dered to have been sublated. Thereafter, once again, (iii) in the 
dialogue between King lanaka and Yajfiavalkya, on the pretext 
of teac~ng the Atmariipas (forms of selves) of the type of 
Vaishwanara, Taijasa etc., since it is signified that the Nirvishesha 

, -
Brahman alone is what the Sruti describes as - "That this Atman 
alone is this Atman called 'Neti, Neti' (Bri. 4-2-4) - " all the - , 
fonDS. of Vaishwanara, Taijasa Atmans which th~ Sruti had in-
dicated by way of a device also stand sublated. Further, once 
more, (iv) after explaining the truths tllat Jiva who is full of 
desires is suffering in Samsara, and that one who has become 
Atmakama (desirous of the Self) by means of a Sadl1ana (spiri
tual practice) of giving up, renouncing all EshaIJ8S (desires) 
attains Mdksha (Beatitude, Liberation) - then the Sruti drives 
home the truth, teaching tllat when that Nirvislleshatman the 
seeker detennines as his own Self (Atman) he attains Moksha -
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, 
that very Nirvisheshatman the Sruti signifies as - "That this 
Atman alone is the Atman called. 'Neti, Neti' - " - (Bri. 4-4-22) 
only. By virtue of this teaching all the previous devices taught 
earlier stand sublated. (v) Once more in M~itreyi BrahmaQa 
because by means of illustrations like the sound of a drum etc. 
using the methodology of Samanya-Visheshabhava (categories of 
genus and particular) as a subtle device, that ven} Nirvishesha 
Brahman is pointed out as - "That this Atman alone is the Xtman 
indicated as 'Not this, not that' - ". (Bri. 4-5-15), it amounts to 
the device of Samanyavisheshabhava, etc., mentioned earlier are 
sublated, rescinded. 

THE REASON FOR THE SRUTI TO HAVE NEGATED 
WHAT IT HAD SIGNIFIED OR TAUGHT EARLIER 

The answer to the question (that may arise now) that.-
r 

"Thus what it has taught - all that the Sruti negates ; what is 
the reason for this ?" - is : Because the subject-matter which it 
has undertaken to teach is 'Agrahya' (incomprehensible to the 
intellect or mind) - unable to discern the truth that - 'An Upaya 
(device) is mentioned with the exclusive purport of pointing out 
the 'Upeya' (the subtle object meant to be pointed out)' - with 
the fear that the seekers may reckon that all the phenomena like 
MUrta and AmUrta forms, Prithivi etc. are spread out as warp and , 
woof etc. just like the Nirvisheshatman - the Sruti starts re-
scinding, negating all the special features it had deliberately 
superimposed on the Nirvisheshatman by way of a subtle 
device. If a question of the type - "Brahman is Agrahya ; 
therefore, one should not mix up or associate phenomena like 
Murta, Amurta etc. with Brahman and then cognize It - with this , 
purport alone as its motive the Sruti is negating all that it had 
mentioned earlier. Now how can this fact be reckoned ?" - is , 
raised, then the answer is provided by the Sruti itself in the 

manner : c. ~ f(~' - (Bri. 3-9-26 ; 4-2-4 ; 4-4-22 ; 4-5-
, -

15). TllUS everywhere the Sruti instructs about Atman in this 
manner alone. The implicit teaching in this methodology is : 
Atman who has been taught as 'Not this, not that' in. Madhu 
KaQ"a - that very Atman alone is being signified in this alter
native, different device. Merely on this count, it ShOllld not be 
reckoned that here the Upaya also should necessarily be grasped, 
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discerned just like Atman, who is the Upeya alone ; that is not 
the purport at all. For, this Atman does not have any adjuncts 
(Upadhis) whatsoever; He is Agrahya (not one that can ever be 
comprehended by the mind) ; it is not possible to directly 
comprehend Him by means of any Upaya whatsoever. It is 
proper indeed to adopt certain devices at certain places; but that 
is projected or conjured up by A vidya ; a mere misconception 
indeed. Only by sublating, negating that misconception the SW8lllpa 
of Atman has perforce to be co~ized (Intuited). To this extent 
that plays the role merely of an Upaya (subtle devic~) ; but the 
ultimate purport here too is not to associate or mix it with 
Atmaswarupa which is the goal of the device (Upeya) and then , 
cognize Him. For this reason only, it is being taught by the Sruti 
in the manner - "This one is that Atman called 'Neti, Neti' (Not 
this, not that)." Hence, because first that phenomenon which is 
objectified by the intellect (Bu~dhi) as something born is being 
taught by means of (or employing) an Upaya (subt~e devfce) and 
later all those phenomena are rescinded, negated in the manner 
- "Not this, not that" - it is implicit that - "One who cognizes 
the truth that - 'What is signified through Upaya has the Tatparya 
(ultimate purport, goal) of teaching the (!peya (objective to be 
known cognized by means of the device) alone ; but Atman, who 
is the Upeya especially, is one who exists everywhere in one and 
the s'ame form' - to such a. person Atmatattwa, which is Aja 
(unborn) internally and externally, reveals Itself by Itself." 

THROUGH THE UPAYA OF A FALSE APPEARANCE ALSO A 
REAL ENTITY CAN BE COGNIZED 

. 
(Question) : How is it possible to cognize Nirvisheshatman 

who is real through a device which is false ? 
(Answer) : To wit, for the purpose of knowing the Upeya 

(object to be known, inferred through the device) alone the 
Upaya is needed, ~ut there is no compelling need or pre
requisite at all that the Upaya should necessarily be a really 
existing entity. Because before the dawn of Jiiana (Knowledge) 

• 
the Upaya is a Vyavaharikasatya (empirically a real entity) that 
may serve as a device indeed. Just as for the knowledge of 
numerals the written lines on paper which are imagined to rep
resent the nwnerals, as also for the knowledge of the alpllabets 
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like A, B etc. aids or accessories like paper, like written lines 
etc., are serving as devices only - silnilarly here also it should 
be understood. Apart from this, except for the negation of the 
special features which are conjured up by Avidya no trans
action of using any other PramaQ8 is needed at all for the 
purpose of ~ogllizing (Intuiting) Atman who is Nirvishesha ; 
for, Xtman is Svayamsiddha (self-established). Therefore, any 
Upaya it may be, it has to be utilized here only 4 for the purpose 
of relinquishing and sublating the special feature which has been 
superimposed (Adhyaropita \'ishesha) and not for directly signi
fying Atman as such and such. When it is said that a particular 
Upaya is an Upaya for Atmajiiana, it means that the phenomenon 
which is supposed to be a VikaJpa (misconception) in Atman is 
an object which is invariably to be rescinded alone ; just as a 
rope-snake etc. being a Vikalpa is said to be an Upaya for the 
purpose of cognizing (the reality of) the rope, in the same way 
here too it Sllould be suitably discerned (to wit, the prime 
purport of using any deliberate superimposition of a quality 

r 

or special feature that the Sastra adopts as a doorway, so to 
speak, is to guide the seeker to trace back its finaJ cause of 
the. Self which happens to be the innermost Pure Being
Consciousness of the seeker and is self-established and self
effulgent). To cognize Atman means as soon as the Vikalpa is 
sublated what manifests by Itself and not what appears as a result 
or effect of any PramliIJa Vyapara (dealing or usage of any valid 
means). For, there is no need whatsoever of cognizing throqgh 
any Pramal}a Atman who is Swayamprakasha (self-effulgent) 
; besides, these Pramal}as etc. are being Dtisconceived in that -Atman alone and are appearing with His help only. 

This truth 11as been indicated in the Brihadarat:lyaka Virtika 

(of Shri Sureshwaracharya) as : c A'IIUI"1S1'iluj " Qql\ilti "=if 1fC\ ~ I 
.t1"'tni6I(~~dtl ~ \tc:filq 'ffil. II' - (Bri. Va. 2-4-2, 134), meaning -
"PramaJ)8 (valid means of knowledge), Apram8I}.a (invalid means), 
anything appearing as Prameya (object for the valid means) - in 
all these forms Chaitanyakara (an apparent form of Pure. Con
sciousness) alone is appearing indeed. " Further it is stated : 

• · ~ cf~·· t· U'IIUllltU'iIUI 1f l1ltTiiltl~ q "f I :t it 'lIlIT ~ t1GtI'ilq ... , ¥6: II - (BTl. 

Va. 2-1-552), meaning .. "PramaI}.a, ApramaJ)a, appearing like a 
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Prameya - all these phenomena which are helping us to attain the 
cognition o'f that Entity as It is - 110W at all can a doubt arise 
that such an Entity does not exist ?" 

EXAMINATION OF THE DOCTRINE THAT PARAMATMAN 
IS AN OBJECT f'OR PADAY.iJ(YAS <,VOROS AND 

SENTENCES TOO) 

Here Ma1Jq.anamishra, the author of 'Brahmasiddhi', and 
sOlne others are saying as follows : "Because Brahman is the 
object for all percepts or concepts, It cannot be said to be 
Aprasiddl18 (unfamiliar). For, apart from It tllere does not exist 
any other Jiieyavastu (known entity) at all. Therefore, it cannot 
be said that Bralnnan is not the meaning of the Pads or word. , 
Sastra ·indicates Prapaiichabhava (non-existence of the world), is 
it not so ? l'here, the Padartha (the substance, entity) is that 
which is known to us, Abhava (its non-existence) also is a known 
object only ; if botll these aspects are joined togetller the cog
nition of the Prapanchabhava ensues, accrues. Despite this, Brah
man is said to be Sastraikavedya (that which is known exclu
sively by means of the scriptures) ; for, the fact tllat there does 
not exist any difference or distinction (Bheda) whatsoever is to , 
be known from the Sastra alone and this is the reason" - this 
is one doctrine. Further, another doctrine is as follows : "In a 
far-off island there exist various queer birds of such and such 
names ; some of theln have legs of emerald, SOine with beaks 
of ruby, some others with wings of gold and silver - thus suppose 
there is a sentence ; in this sentence there is reference to a genus 
of birds as also its relationship Witll extraordinary manifold fea
tures which are already familiar to us and are cognized by us by 
means of several other valid means ; since these heterogeneous 
features being together is not known through any other PramaQ.a 
except this sentence and hence, just as those queer birds' exist
ence is known exclusively by this sentence alone, in the same 
way the KaraIJasamanya (genus of calIse) or Sattasamanya (genus 
of existence, being) known througll another relevant Prrunana 
may become an object of knowledge (Prameya) for a sentence ; , 
for exatnple, in the Sruti sentence - "From Wllich these elelnents 
(Bhutas) are born" - (Tai. 3-1) - by interaction (Samsarga) alnong 
different objects, as also in tile sentence : "It is not gross, nor 
subtle" - (Bri. 3-8-8) by distinction, difference (Bheda), because 
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it is not an object for another Pramana but having special, 
extraordinary features it may become an object for a sentence. 
For~ all sentences in general are capable of signifying any special 
feature which has not been cognized by our mind so far." 

Thus there are two schools of philosophy which champion 
the cause of the tenet that - 'Brahman is the object for a sentence 
(Vakyartha).' But these are not the proper tenets at all ; for, these 

are oppose~ to the Srutis like : .~ \iI~~'4Q alltftaCfi~qlf~q"l.' 

(ehh. 6-2-1) ; 'em) ~ f.tq~ I 3tAltq ii~er lift - (Tai. 2-6) etc. 

Because Brahman alone exists and there is nothing else sec
ond to It, it is not possible to describe It which is devoid of 
any' special features. For, none of the grounds or causes for 
any Pravritti (conduct, activity) like Jati (genera), Dravya 
(substance), GUlJ8 (quality), Sambandha (relationship) etc. does 
exist in It at all. Because in It neither A vidya nor its effects 
exist whatsoever, there is no scope whatsoever for either 
difference (Bheda) from or interaction with (Samsarga) an~ 
other thing which is appearing due to Avidya only. Hence It 
(i.e. Brahman) cannot possibly become an object for any' 
word or sentence whatsoever. Because Brahman is Advitlya 
tnon~dual) alone, it is not possible at all to imagine or conjecture 
any of the three differences (Bheda) in It, viz. Sajatlyabheda 
(difference in its own species), Vijatlyabheda (difference of be
longing to other species), Svagatabheda (difference inherent within 
the thing Itself) and thereby It cannot be imagined either to be 
a KaraI}.8 (cause) or Satsamanya (genus of existence). For this 
reason alone in the BrihadaraQ.yaka Vartika it is stated : 

• il~ij{i·M .t(eU<l q~qlCfqI efttls S tci"l: I 5':{iUiICiqlsa Ofltcilq'l Itci~q 13\ 4~' - (Bri. 

Va. 1-4-1408), meaning - "Because in Xtman there does not 
exist any particular thing's Bheda or Samsarga, Atman can
not possibly become the meaning (object) for any word or 
any sentence." Therefore, the Vartikakara (i.e. Shri Suresllwara
charya) has stated that - "Atman cognizes Himself by Himself 
by means Anubhava (Intuitive Experience or Pure Conscious
ness) ;" 

• q ~",:u(q 'I til stcrrsn- fJ IdCifiI% ~""IICl I ':f ,r~ tnr~fc:t<8 ld'Q1tiq q fJ~ II 

~ itldftt('ql!ta\«lci\ ld!liiq~ I dM~~"1 ~ SI('q.q~ftltflq~ II ~ f:itB 
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err "!'" CflI{oi ;S~~FC{6 II dflllSS(iiPf r~I1i;;('qI~I('qISstffl "'~'a(1: II 

"'C;thi·fel"'l~ciqMliifl1 ~ I at"'l~t'lIlO<ttlf .SFc4t511 ii(}qtft II- - (Bri. 

Va. 4-3-1806, 1807, 1808, 1809) ; 'at&llC{ijl::Jjilci f.J:(III'flacfq~l1d: I 

~ !l{§QC{:JIs ~ !('qlf\itftq~ II- - (Bri. Va. 4-3-1851). The purport 
implicit in these verses is : Because neither Avidya nor its 
effects (viz. Mithyapratya)Ta and Samshaya) do not exist in 
Him, Atman is Advaita (non-dual). If there is no A vidya, 
there cannot possibly exist any Dvaitabuddhi (awareness~ of 
duality), is it not so ? That phenomellon which is split up, 
divided into two parts is itself Dvaita (duality) ; absence of 
it alone is Advaita. Existing in two, three or many kinds is 
Dvaita ; because this does not exist in Atman, Pratyag~tman 
(innermost Self) is verily Advaitaswariipa (of the essential 
nature of non-duality). Thus discarding (or showing such , 
indifference to) the Sruti which has undertaken the task of 
negating, refuting Bheda and Samsarga and further, alas, 
these people are interpreting it in a different (distorted) 
manner ; what a great phenomenon this A vidya ! Because 
the categories of Samanya (genus), Vishesha (particulars) do 
not exist at all, It (i.e. Brahman) has not );Jeen associated with 
anything whatsoever, nor anything has been left out of It ; 
such an Entity (Vastu) is called 'Brahman'. 

Some others have opined: The Buddhi (sense of awareness) 
of the form or sllape of Atman (Atrnakara) that is engendered by 

the Smti Vakya of tt=tqlif\t· - (That t110U art) is capable of 

burning the Atmajiiana (ignorance about or of Atman, the Self 
as Pure Being-Consciousness) ; but the cognition that accrues 

from the Sruti sentence of .~, ~. (Not this, not that) is capable 

bf bringing about complete dissolution of distinction superim
posed 011 (Brahman or Atrn an) , but it does not 'know' how to 
become Xtmakara (form or shape of SeIt). Let it be any Vastu 
(entity), unless the knowledge of its conceptual form or shape 
ensues, the AjiJ.ana (ignorance) pertaining to the entity cannot 
disappear or be got rid of ; for instance, the 'snake' that is 
brought about due to the Ajiiana of the rope - without the Jiiana 
that kindles or illumines the rope merely by the negative knowl
edge (Nishedhajfiana) of the type - "This is not a snake" - it will 
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not disappear, is it not so 1. Therefore, only through the exami
nation of the words of 'Tat' and 'Twam' that are to be found 
in sentences of Vidh/rupa (fonn of injunctions) like "Tattwamasi" 
- alone, the s~atement of the type - "Neti, Neti" - may be capable 
of yielding the fruit of Mdksha (Beatitude) indeed, but directly 
the Joana that can yield Moksha cannot accrue from it ; Of, in 
tile alternative, by the strength or capability of the Jfiana that 
accrues from tIle Vidhivakya the Nishedhavakya may just repeat 
or reiterate the Badha (sublation, falsification) of Dvaita (duality) 
that has by itself disappeared ; tllat is all. In our Ylorkaday 
transactions too we get an experience of the type - '4TIlis is a 
rope only, not a snake" .. antj ttlis is quite falniJiar too, is it not 
so ? 

Tllis opinion is not proper. For, eVt~n if by any pa11icular 
sentence we attempt to signify Atnlan, tile function of llsing the 
sentence has perforce to culmillate in negating the Upiiya (logical 
device) adopted for indicating Atman. In places \,-'here the 
Nishedhavakyas (sentences used for negation) have been found, 
8S ,8 remaining part of those sentences, nowhere in any 
Upanishad - whichever it may be - once again a Vidhiriipal'akya 
(a sentence of the nature of an injunction) is to be found. In 
fact, in all the Upanishads, without exception, it is seen that 
a common path of signifying Xtmaswarupa by means- of 
sublating all special features conjured up by Avidya is being 
followed. First and foremost, the objection itself Wllich these 
disputants have raised, viz. "The Nishedhavakya cannot possibly 
give rise to Atmajiiana» - is not proper ; for, since Atman is 
Swayamsiddha (self-established) there is no need at all for 
signifying Him ; with regard to the illustration of the rope, we 
may even accept the statement that merely by means of a 
Nishedhavakya (negating sentence) its real essential nature may 
not possibly be signified ; for, the rope is a Pranleya (an object 
of a valid means of knowledge) ; it is not Swaprakashaka (self
effulgent). But in order to signify Atmajyoti (the Light of Self, 
of the essence of Pure Being-Consciousness and self-effulgent, 
self-illwnining) why should there be any need aIld of which 
Jfiana ? If we go deeper into the matter, even in the illustration 
of the rope, though the rope lies in front and is appearing, the 
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real, correct cognition of the rope has not accrued, and for this 
their (i.e~, the viewers') Bllranti (delusion) of the nature of 
misconception alone is responsible, is it' not so ? Therefore, it is 
not proper to assert that even after sublating Anyathiijiiiina 
(misconception), in order to signify a Vastu (entity, object) 
which lies in front there is a necessity of Jiiina (knowledge) 
arising out of Vidhi (injunction). Howat all can there remain 
anything to be done other than removing the Bhranti that 
exists pertaining to It in the matter of depicting Brahmavastu 
which happens to be verily our Atman alone ? Even with 
regard to the Veda Vakya - "That alone are you" - in this same 
manner \l!e should reckon the VakyapramiiI)ya (validity of the , 
scriptural sentence), and this tenet is ~ccepted by Shri Sailkara, 
as evident from his statement in Upadeshasahasri, poetry 18-4) : 

'ft:t'GJ~c*,6fi:1c;q \,,11 g"t44f F~fit Qj~ I (Wqlr'lcuft~' ~I d 'ttdiItfUr~:(IIij'~: lit 

- In this text it is 'very clearly mentioned that - "In Atman who 
is Swatahsiddha those Anatmadharma (qualities or special fea
tures that belollg to the not-Self) which are misconceived - by 
negating or sublating those (adventitious features) alone the 
Vedantavakya which is Vidhirupa (of the distinctive fonn of an 
injunction) is a Pram81)a (valid means of knowledge)." 

To conclude finally, what we have to discern here is tllis 
much only : (a) There is no dispute in regard to the fact tllat 
the Nishedhavakyas do negate all, special features that are mis
conceived or imagined in Atma Vastu ; (b) it is also possible to , 
interpret that the Sruti Vakyas describillg Spshli actually (have 
the prime purport of) teaching 'Mayaspshti' (illusory, magical 

, -
creation). The Sruti is proclaiming in the manner : "Atman by 
virtue of Mayas (His magical powers) is app~aring in manifold , 
fonns" ; (c) in addition to this, the Sruti stridently negates Utpatti 
(coming into being, birth) and Nanatwa (manifoldness, duality, 

.. , 
.diversity) ; (d) wbate\Fer devices the Sruti acknowledges and 
adopts in order to signify, teach Atmaswarupa (essential nature 
of the Self as Pure Being-Consciousness) in the beginning -
all those features are at the end negated, sublated by it ; now 
this 111Cthodology, called 'Adhyaropa-Apavada' (Superimpoli .. 
tion-Rescission), is invariably to be found in all the Upanisllads. 
From all these reasons, we have perforce to decide, determine 
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that the Sruti exclusively undertakes the task of teaching Ajadvaya 
Paramartha Tattwa devoid of any special characteristic whatso
ever. For this reason alone we have to interpret Srishtisthitivakya , 
as : 'The whole gamut of SJishti Srutis teach, exclusively and 
invariably, Mayika S(ishti (magical, illusory creation) - which has 
not really occurred at all.' 

THERE IS NO CONTRADICTION BETWEEN AJATIVADA 
Mjp ACCEPT~CE OF SATKARYAVADA 

1rM ft ¥flC4lU 'II ... ~ ';f I CI'tCICI: I 

d!(qm ;Wlq~ ctW \iffif dt4 .. ;lIlf~ 11~\911 

Meanil}g : "To Sat (that Entity, reallY,existing) by virtue 
of Maya a Janma (birth) becomes proper; but to say really 
it has Janma - it cannot be proper. In that doctrine of one in 
which It really is born, it a~ounts to saying that which is born 
will again be born." 

FOR THE SADVASTU (REAL ENTITY) JANMA· (BIRTH) 
IS BY VIRTUE OF MA YA 

, 
On the strength of several Srutis so far it has been deter-

mined that - (i) in all ways Atmatattwa is devoid of birth ; (ii) 
apart from It there does not exist any second thing or phenom
enon whatsoever; (iii) to such an Aja-Advaita-Tattwa of Atman 
birth is possible only by virtue of Maya and not in reality as an 
actual event. Now once again by means of yukti also that 
teaching alone \vill be decided. 

Here for the word 'Sataha' used in the Karikii we have to 
interpret it taking Panchami Vibhakti (the ablative c~e) and then 
the meaning of the sentence will be - Janma takes ·place from 
or is caused by Sadvastu alone ; if we assume ShashthI Vibhakti 
(the genitive case) for' that word, the meaning of the sentence will 
be that to the Sadvastu Itself Janma occurs. Because both these 
meanings are suitable in the present context, both of them will 
be explained in some detail. In the Absolute, Paramarthika sense 
nothing is born ; Xtman is Aja (birthless) - this alone is the 
'Ajativada' that is acceptable to Vedanta. In our empirical, 
workaday world whatever thing is appearing to be born - all 
those things are invariably appearing to be born on the basis or 
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support of an existing thulg alone, and not that froln an open~ 
elnpty space it is possible for atlything to be born. 1he fact that 
- "For any object that is to be born there should necessarily be 
a particular real cause" - is accepted by all common people as 
well as logicians. Btlt only 'Shunyavadins' (followers of Buddhis
tic tlleory of non-existence) have ackno\vledged the Ajativada of 
the type - "Anything beirlg bOln is itself not there ( existi~g) ; 
from anything, whatsoever it may be, nothing whatsoever is 
born. " Hence, their doctrine lIas to be refuted here. In the 
previous verse it has been stated that - "Since Atmatattwa is 
Agrahya (incomprellensible) - meaning It cannot be discerned by , 
any valid nleans of kno\\lledge (i.e. It is Apranleya), - the Sruti 
is negating all kinds of means or devices as 'Not this .. not that', 
is it not so ? There a dOlibt arises : When the teaclling that -
'Tattv/a is ever Agrahya' - is itself true, why can110t "~e say that 
It does not at all exist? But t11is dOllbt is nClt proper. For, every 
body is seeing that In Ollf wOikaday '~'urld Padarthas (things, 
substances) are belIlg bOlTI. Tllose substallces which appear as 
if tlley are born may not really exist in their true form ; hut 
merely on that count it callDot be said or concluded that they 
do not have any cause at all. Let us assunle that a magician 
demvnstrates as if he has· made an elephailt, a horse, a cart to 
conle into being afres}l. Merely on that score can it be said that 
none of those objects exists, in any form whatsoever ? At least, 
it has to be accepted that the magician exists really. He makes 
himseif appear in ail these forms of Inagical substances. That is 
all. In the same way, in order that this l\laya called 'Jagat' 
(world of diversity) to appear as if it is born, it is reasonable 
to believe that that W'orld also - seeking the SIJpport of 
Paranlatman alone who, like the Rlagician, witilout revealing 
HinlseJf, is hidilig and who is the Absolute Reality - is ap
pearing. For the illusory or magical effect that tIle magician has 
created by l~lt:ans of his magical power has to 11ave perforce a 
rca) Sadvastu as ii.s support, Sllbntrate: For this teaching there is 

tIle support of the Siuti : ~c ;fl~~iiU a:t~«1~ifiqq(fktfttl'(' - (Chh.) 

- meaning, ~'Oh dear, tIns ~ragat ('.vorld of duality) was in the 
beginning existing as one Sat alone witho-lit anything second to 
It" - \~ll11Ch is affirming tllat 'From Sadvastu alone iliis world of 
du;,Jity is catlsed· ; in any case; thus one of tht rfte~!ljnes is : 
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When this Jagat is being caused from Sadrupa Tattwa alone, 
it is created by virtue of Maya alone and not in reality. 

If we assume the meaning of the Shashti Vibhakti (the 
genitive case) for the word 'Sataha', then the interpretation of 
this sentence will be : When the Sadvastu (real entity) like a rope 

'etc. gets (apparent) births of the fonns of a snake, a streak of 
water etc., those births are caused by Maya (illusion, magic) 
alone alld not in reality. The rope really does not become a snake 
; mer~Jy it appears in the fonn of a snake. That is all. In the 
~al11e \vay, although Atman is not to be comprehended, grasped 
till PllgIl any sense or instrument of knowledge (experience), because 
Ni .. \ j,hesha Atman is Nira,"ayava (without parts or limbs, 
Coml)onents) He appears by virtue of l\faya - just like the 
rope appears like a snake, in the same way - as the form of 
the Jagat ; but He is not born really. This is the second 
meaning. 

This alone is the Vedantic 'Satkaryavada', which means 
- "That which appears keeping an existing entity as its support 
or substrate" ; or, in the alternative, "The existing entity itself 
by illusion (Maya) appears as a false - i.e. in another apparent 
- form." The SaIikhyans too have accepted 'Satkaryavada' ; but 
in their doctrine it is propounded that a phenomenon called 
'Pradhana', whicll is a TrigllIJ.atmaka Pralqiti (primordial matter 
endowed with three Glll}as, called Satt\va, Rajas and ~amas) 
really existing, really gets transformed, converted into categories 
like Mahat, Ahruikara etc. ; but they do not at all say that Karya 
(the effect) of Jagat (world of dllality) of the fonns of· Mahat, 
Ahailkara etc. is a false appearance. Thus in Advaita Vedanta 
a distinct 'Mayasatkaryavada' has been acknowledged ; in 
fact" that Vastu (entity), which really exists, itself appearing as .. 
if it has assumed another form is Mayasatkaryavada. Tllis theory 
has been previously, in the Agama Prakara~a. also, mentioned 

as : cR'1ct: ~'1lql~i tltUFqfa rqr~:fi1l1:' (1-6) - meaning, "Existing in 
tIle beginning only, all the existing entities (Bhavas) get Utpatti 
(creation, birth). l' Wllatever effect it may be, existing in the 
beginning in the form of Prajiia alone it comes into being - thus 
it has been propounded ;. and in the next Karika (1-7) also it has 

been stated: ctqC1ttlllltf~qfd ~R{~~CiiRqdl' - meaning, "Some 
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, 
others have imagined that Srishti or creation is equal to Svapna 
(dream) and Maya. (illusion)." Thus it is affirmed that the cre
ation of the world of duality is Mayika (illusory) alone. 

THE MISCONCEIVED THEORY OF VYAKHYANA VEDANTA 
(pHILOSOPHY PROPOUNDED BY POST-SANKARA 

COMMENTATORS) 

Here in this context we should necessarily remember a 
salient point, which we cannot afford to forget: 'Mayasatkarya
vada' means merely - "It is not Paramarthasatkaryavada (i.e. 
Satkaryavada in the Absolute sense)" ; but it does not at all mean 
that the Mithyarupa Jagat (the apparent form of the world of 
diversity, duality) is actually, really born or created (as an event 
in time and space). Some present-day Advaita Vedantins have 
defined this word 'Mayasatkarya' to mean that this Srishti is 
verily a 'Mithyasrishti' which is a 'kind of creation' ; although 
for the sentences like - "From the rope alone the snake is born 
due to Maya" ; "The rope itself by virtue of Maya has become 
the snake" - the intended meaning is that : 'All of us miscon
ceive or wrongly conceive (believe) the rope itself to be the 
snake (i.e. mistaking OIle for the other)' - these disputants have 
imagined that ill the rope an apparent snake (Pratibhasika 
sarpa) really comes into being by virtue of the material cause 
(Upadana KarsIJs) called 'Avidya' - just as a pot is born out 
of clay ! It is very clear that this queer doctrinaire theory has 
rendered even the empirically established illustration as a highly 
controversial topic ! For, in our workaday world no one does 
really believe that - "At the time of the delusion a particular kind 
of snake is really born and as soon as the Bhranti (delusion) is 
falsified, sublated the snake too dies and disappears from sight." 
Even (delusion) the disputants who are not Advaitins will never 
at all accept this theory ; there is no gainsaying tllis truth, is it 
not so ? 

Let it be. These 'Brahmaparil}alnavadi.l\" Jllay question in 
the manner : "Accepting the Mayasatkarya\ ada. just like the 
rope-snake, the Jagat appears in Brahman due to Maya - mean
ing, Brahman Itself appears in the apparent fOfln of the world" 
- this is the Vedanta Siddhanta ; without acknowledging this 
teaching, why can't we imagine, conceive that the Jagat is really 
born alone? 
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Prior to Gauqapadacharya some Advaitavadins had accepted 
the theory that - "Brahman gets really transfonned (PanI;.ama) 
into the Jagat." Now their tenet is being shown to be wrong in 
,tIle second half verse of this Karika by Yukti (reasoning). In the 
doctrine of those who opine that Brahman gets traIlS formed, it 
amounts ~o their assuming that ~ "It is not of 'Ajaswabhava' (of 
the essential nature of birthlessness) ; is not Nirvikara (devoid of 
mutations)." That means, it amounts to their giving up the 
Upanishadic teaching of - "Brahman is eternally existing as It 
is ; in It there was no change that occurred, in the past nor there 
will be any change occurring in the filture" - and thereby it will 
amount to their saying that Brahman is of an essential nature 
which invariably keeps on changing. Tllen it amounts to their 
doctrine giving full scope for the logical defect called 'Anavast/la 
Dos118 , (defect of not being able to reach a finality) in the 
manner : Bramnrul is tile effect (Karya) of a particular cause 
(Kara1)a) \\Thich existed prior to It ; that cause also was the effect 
of another prior cause existing ; that again becomes the effect of 
yet another cause - ad infinitum. Therefore, tllis BrahmapariI}.ama 
vada is not proper; the purport behind tIle Karika is : "Brahman 
is Aja (i.e. birthless) ; being J\rirvikara (immutable) It is 
appearing to our Avidya Drishti (vic"'point of ignorance) as 
of the form of the world of duality, diversity also (at the same 
time). Thus all disputants have to perforce accept. 

a::ero lillllli \if04i d~ffi tcf ~ I 
q;aclj~) ';f d~'" 'II~~I qrsfif ~11I~ II~lll 

Meaning : "Asat (that which is itself not existent) get
ting born either due to Maya or in reality .is not tenable. A 
barren woman's son cannot possibly be born either really or 
by nleans of Maya, is it not so ?" 

REFUT A TION OF ASA TKt\RYA \' ADA 

l"he tnlth that - "Asatkmyavada (the theory tha~ a thing is 
born from an wrreal or false phenolnenon) is not proper, tenable" 
- has been, it amOllllts to saying, estab!ish\!d by otrr acknowledg
ing Satkaryavada itself ; even so, believing it, to be reasonable, 
to stridently refute tile Asatkaryavada, now it is being undertaken 
to prove that that theory is not tenable. 
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'Asat' means that another phenome110n or entity which is 
of the essential nature that is opposed to Satpadaltha (a real 
existing el1tity) - thllS opine Naiyyayikas (followers of one of the 
famous six Darshanas or schools of pllllusophy of India). Vaishe
shikans (followers of another school of philosophy), Sankhyans 
say that the ,vorld of duality lIas con1e into being from ParamaIJu 
(atoms), Pradhana (pritnordial 111atter respectively. Vedantins do 
not ackno\vledge any killd of Satkarya\rada other than or apart 
from Mayasatkaryavada - to wit, an theory which teaches that 
froin allY otller Vastu (entity) Wllich i~ not Brahman the Jagat has 
co~e into being - "Such a Satkaryavada is opposed to Sruti and 
Yukti" - this truth was statt!d in the previous Karika. Now this 
Karika has undertaken the task of refuting the Buddhists' 
Asatkaryavada - which propounds that the Jagat is born 
from a cause which is ' Abhavarupa' (of the nature of non
existence). "Asat means 'Sarva bha va , (non-existence of every
thing) ; betore the world was born (came into being) Asat alone 
- meaning Sarvabhava alone - existed; from that alone the Jagat 
came into being" - this theory is not proper ; for, to assert that 

, such an Asatpad81tha (llnreal or false thing) existed before cre
ation there is no PrarnaJ}.a (valid means of evidence) whatsoever. 
The theory that - "Asatpadartha really or by virtue of Maya 

• 

has been born as the \vorld of duality which is Sadrupa (of 
the nature of a real entity)" -.is beyond all logical reasoning. 
There cannot possibly exist any difference, distinction w11atsoever 
between a barren woman's son and that 'Asat'. No one can ever 
accept the statement that a barren woman's son is born as anotller 
entity either in reality or by Maya, is it not so ? 

WIIOSE CONCEPT IS THIS ASATKARYAVADA ? 

(Objection) : To say that Buddhists are Asatkaryavadins is 
not tenable. For, Vijiianavadins (tIle Buddllistic Idealists) say that 
Vijiiana (intellectual consciousness, awareness) alone appears as 
the external objects ; that doctrine especially cannot possibly be 
Asatkarya, is it not so ? Now, Shunyavadins also are to be 
accepted by all as not Asatkaryavadins. For, they condemn 
Satkaryavada and in the same way, they condemn Asatkaryavada 
also. For instance, in 'Nagarjuna's Madhyamikakarika' tllere is 

the following verse : '~c4leM ~ 1«f: Ac:q4)s~ ~ I 3ted: Aflf<i: 
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Cfit4 ed!loq AfC4~"1 ~ I -:r eSlieSi e~e"l '-I1ff ACCdd ~ I 'Cfiti R4d'cfi) ~ 
~ f( ~ II - (Ma. Ka. 1-6, 7), meaning - "To an existing 

entity there is no need of a cause ; if it does not exist, for which 
thing is the cause needed? To the existing entity what can the 
cause do ? Because none of Sat, Asat or Sadasat can possibly 
be born ; to say that there should invariably be a cause for its 
birth, how can it be tenable ?" Thus in a very clear Inanner when 
the Buddhists have refuted the Asatkaryavada, is it proper to 
thrust this Asatkaryavada on their llead ? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, since they have refuted all VikaJpas 
(concepts) like Sat, Asat etc. alone, it amounts to their accepting 
Asatkarya only in a different form. 

(Objection) : Merely on the count that they have refuted, 
rejected saying - "This is not so" - does it not amount to saying 
that they have not accepted any doctrine whatsoever ? 

(Solution) : True. Even so, because of the facts that they 
have not accepted the Vyavaharika Janma (empirical birth), as 
also they have totally rejected Utpatti (coming into being, cre
ation) itself, there is no escape for them from self-contradiction. 

(Question) : Because they are accepting the fact that the 
phenomenon of Vyavahara is mere Samvriti (Avidya, ignorance) 
it does not fit or is not proper to allege that - "Merely because 
they have refuted Janma they are affected by the word of Vyaghata 
(opposition, contradiction), is it not so ? They do not at all accept 
the fact that Janma (creation, birth), Sthiti (sustenance, mainte
nance) and Pralaya (dissolution) are really occurring. In fact, they 

are saying very clearly : ~ 'tllli 'If'U tqCi) .1~cf~.lt 'If'U I CltilNI<t<ltn 

ltII4 (ft1T '1#('1 a~I'd:t - (Ma. Ka. 7-34, p. 57) - meaning: "Just like 
Maya, Svapna and Gandharvanagara, phenomena like Utpatti, 
Sthiti, Pralaya also should be understood", is it not so ?" 

(Answer) : This is also not proper. In our workaday world 
those people too, who accept phenomena like Maya, Svapna etc. 
to be false, reckon the Mayavi (magician), those people who have 
seen or obsetved Svapna (dream) and such others to be very 
much existing only. It being so, in complete contrast to univer
sal experience and without accepting the truth that even 
Mayavi etc. do exist and then to undertake to exemplify illus-
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trations of Maya, ~vapna etc. - such people will not 11esitate even 
to assert that a barren WOInan's son has a Mayajanma, is it not 
so ? Because it is so only, our calling these people, who have 
rejected both 'Sanlvritisatya' (Vyavaharic reality) and 'Paramarlha
satya' (Absolute, Transcendental Reality), 'Sarvasatkaryavadins' 
(disptltants rejecting everything as Asatkarya) is not wrong. Because 
we are examining this Shunyavada at the time of deliberatio~l on 
this subject in the next Alatashanti Prakarana, for the present tile 
deliberation on this topic may be stopped here. 

Now, Vaisheshikans (the proponents of the indigenous atomic 
theory) are, in fact, a type of Asatkaryavadins. To wit, the 
quintessence of their doctrine is : Before it is born, an effect 
(Karya) is Asat (false, unreal) alone. Because of the function of 
the Kara1)8 (cause) it is born an~ by a particular ~ind of rela
tionship called 'Saroavaya' (inherence) between its cause and the 
Sattajati (genus of existence, being) it associates itself with theln. 
We should ask them the question : Because Karyab118va (non
existence of the effect) is verily Asat (unreal), how at all can it 
be born merely on the ground of Kara1)avyapara (dealing, func
tioning of the cause) ? When it has not yet come into being or 
is not born yet, how at all can there ensue any relationship 
whatsoever between it ~d its Karana as also the Sattajati ? Take 
the case of the barren woman's son : First in the beginning, he 
being Asadriipa (of the nature of 'llnreaiity) and by the function
ing of Karaka (instruments or means of action) he is born eitller 
really or by Maya ; thereafter he becomes associated with ~r 

related to either Sattajati or some other Asadpadartha (false thing) 
- thus it calmot be said in his case, is it not so ? For that reason 

alone, on the strength of Yukti alone the Sruti is stating : '~ 

3t1!Ht~~~'ifi 3t1{f\~Cfi~ctlf,tft4 dfltlC{ijd: {f\NII~d I !fId~ ~ ~~c{ {4lf~R1 

mC1lil CfitiJOtijd: ij\NI14~rt1 I e~q ~~~'iU atltfl~Cfi~qIF,dlll'lII' - mean

ing, "Some people say that : 'This world was in the beginning 
Asat alone ; it was one alone without anyt11ing second to it. FrOIn 
that Asat, Sat was born.' My dear, how at all can this be 
possible ? Howat all can Sat be born from Asat ? - tllUS (the 
father) asked." 

(Vaisheshika) : Even in your doctrine too if Kara1)8 (cause) 
is real, tllen Karya (effect) too becol11es real only, is it not so ? 
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If you contend tllat it is of a different quality or nature otiler than 
Sat, it becomes Asat 0111y, is it not so ? Then does it not amount 

to saying tilat Karal).a is Asat ? Is not tIle Smriti stating : '';IT'nq1 
fqfJ~ 1«1':' - (Glta 2-16), meaning, ""fhere is nothing like Sat 

beconling non-existent" - ? There is no illustration to say that 
from Sat only Sat is born. From one eartl1en pot, another eartllel1 
pot is not bOITI.. is it not so ? 

(Solution) : Tnle. For tilat reason alone, th()ugh Sat is 
SadpJpa (of tIle essential naUlre of Reality) it is quite reasollable 
to say that It gets birth due to Maya ; tilUS t11e Karika states. 
What is a K81ya (effect) is not at all extremely or totally different 
(Atyanta Vil,'lkshaI)a) from tIle KaraJ}8 (cause) ; for, its nature 0r 
form is such tIl at it can neither be said ((Jr ascertained) to be 
Karat~a itself nor sOlnething other than KaraJ.).a. TI10Ugh the Karat:la 
does not lose its Swarupa (essential nature or core of Beirlg of 
a thing), because it assumes another fonn or shape it gets the 
name of 'Karya' (effect), is it not so ? Therefore, there is no 
defect in this. Hence, in the opinion (doctri~le) of' Ajativadins, Sat 
Itself gets a Janma by virtue of Maya ; but Asat cannot at all 
in any manner get a J anma. Therefore, there is no scope what
soever for Asadvada here. 

1ftlT~ &lfl'uti tx4~ "'lIlit l{:f: I 

crerr \il1~C(,;qI'q!ti fClW<~ "IllIlfll{:f: II~' II 

l\leaning : "Just as in the dream the mind vibrates by 
virtue of Maya in the form of duality, in the same way in the 
waking too the mind vibrates due to Maya alone. In tIle dream 
the mind being Adva}~a alone appears as if it is D,'aya (dual), 
and there is 110 doubt about this ; in the same way, in the . 
\\'aking too the mind being Advaya alone appears as if it is 
Dvaya. About this there is no doubt." 

HOW IS IT TfIAT SAT HAS JANMA ONLY DUE TO MAYA? 

(Question) : Sadvastu has Jann18 (birth) ; by virtue of 
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Maya alone (i.e. it is a Mayic or illusory birth alone) It has 
Janma - how is it possible to say this ? 

(Answer) : We 'Nill tell you, listen carefully. Just as the 
'snake' t11at appears in tl1e rope, though in its form of appear
ance, is a VikaJpa (misconceptioll) but in its real form of the rope 
is Sat (real) alt.ne, this is also similar to that. 

Those WllO discern the truth that even the Vil~alpa (miscQn
ception) called 'mind't is, in the ultimate analysis, .4trnru upa (of 
the essential nature of Self) alone - \\Tho is Paramartila alld 

Cllaitan)Tarupa - will cognize it (i.e. the mind) too as S,ldrJp8 (of 
tIle essence of Reality) alone. Just as that very Advaya Sadrupa 
mind itself appears in the dream as thougb it is Dyraya (dualit},) 
.. to wit, in the differentiated fonns of Grahya (grasped, known 
object) and Grahaka (grasping agent, knower), due to Maya - in 
the same manner, in the waking too the mind, being 
Advayavibhakta (non-dllal and non-differentiated) alone, by virtue 
of Maya, is appearing as if it is Dvaya (dual). In its real fonn 
it (i.e. the mind) is Advaya (non-dual) Paramatman (Supreme 
Seif) alone, but in its apparent empirical form it is appearing to 
be Dvaya. That is all. 

Because it is said that as the mind vibrates duality of the 
forms of Grahya-Grallaka appears, it should never be llnder
stood or reckoned that the mind is a particular kind of real 
entity. What the common people have believed to be the 
'mind' is, in reality, Advaya Atman alone. None among us has 
ever believed that eitller the elephant etc. - that appear in the 
dream as Grahya - or the eyes etc. - which see those phenomena 
therein as their Grahaka - really exist. All those pllenomena are 
verily our Atman who is Paramatman indeed ; tilat Atman is Pure 
Chaitanya (Consciousness) alone which is Kutastha (Transcenden
tal, Immutable Reality). That very Chaitanya is appearing in our 
empirical, workaday transactions as our mind; the fact that - "In 
tIle dream tIle flow and vibration of the mind is itself occurring, 
flashing in the fOlTIlS of Grahya-Grallaka" - is a statement, truism 
\\Thich all of us will have to accept from the empirical viewpoint 
indeed. Hence, since it is very clearly determined in the Vaitathya 
Prakara~a that there is no real difference of any kind whatso
ever benveen waking and dream, it evolves that.. "In the 
waking too, because the Paramartha is Adv3)'a it is 
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. 
Sachhinmiitra (Pure Being-Consciousness) indeed ; due to 
Maya the vibration and flow of the mind, which is miscon
ceived in that Sachhinmatra Atman alone, is tllis Grahya-

I Griihaka Dvaita (duality of the forms of the known object 
and the knowing subject)." Full support is lent to this teach
ing if we bring to our mind the: meaning of tIle Karika (2-
12) which says : "Atman Himself imagines by Hinlself." 

if;ft~:qfii~ tf :qlffif;-qct. ij~(I~('l.1 

lf~tf1 GJ'i;:ft'iI~ tf ~cij ql1ilfa II~ ~ II 

Meaning : "All this Dvaita which is Characharatmaka 
(of the nature of movable and immovable phenomena) 
is appearing to the mind. For, if the mind attains Amanibhava 
(the state of no-mind, mindlessness), then Dvaita does not 
appear at all." . 

EVIDENCE TO ASSERT THAT DV AlTA IS MERE MISCONCEP
TION (IMAGINATION) OF THE MIND 

It has been already stated that what is conceived as duality 
is, just like the rope-snake, a mere appearance of the mind's 
conjecture, misconception alone. The phenomenon of the rope
snake never exists apart from the essential nature of the rope ; 
even so, in our Ajfianavasthii (state of delusion, ignorance) it 
appears as though it is having a different form with a hood, the 
marks etc. ; in the same way, this pllenomenon of the mind too, 
being verily Pure Atmachaitanya, is appearing in the fonns of 
Grahya-Grahaka. If it is questioned : "What is the evidence, 
proof for this 1" - the answer is given here by means of a yukti 
(logical device) which is of the fonn of Anvaya (agreement), 
Vyatireka (contrariety, contrast). 

All this is mind alone; for, only when the mind exists this 
Dvaita is appearillg. Only if the mind exists, by virtue of 
Dvaitajiiana (knowledge of duality, perceptual knowledge) it appears 
as though we are having Sukha (happiness), DulJkha (grief). But 
when the mind is not there, neither the Dvaita nor tIle Bl10ktrutwa 
(enjoyership) of Sukha and Duhkha exists in the least. To wit, 
by means of Vivechana (discrimination) if we repeatedly examine 
with insight as to - 'What is tllis ?' - then by dint of Abhyasa 
(this practice) as also by Vairligya (sense of renunciation) in tIle 
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things of the external world, if we curb, restrain (Nirodha) our 
mind - just like we reject or rescind the (reality) of the snake 
that has appeared in the rope - or, in the alternative, if the mind 
gets by itself lapsed, merged (Laya) - just like it gets subsided 
by itself in deep sleep - Dvaita does not at all appear. 'In deep 
sleep when there is no mind there does not exist any duality 
therein' - is again a truism known to everyone indeed ; simila!ly 
by means of Nirodha (restraint, curbing) also the buth that - 'If 
there is no mind, there does not at all exist any Dvaita" - is well
known to Tattwadarshins (Realized souls, people who have In
tuited the Ultimate Reality of the Set!). Thus when there is mind, 
Dvaita is there ; if the mind is not there, Dvaita also is not there 
- by this kind of Anvaya-Vyatireka methodology it becomes 
established that - "Dvaita is merely a misconception, queer 
imagination (Vikalpa) of the mind alone." 

9. ATTAINMENT OF AMANIBHAVA (NO-MINDNESS) 
BY MEANS OF ATlllASATYANUBHODHA (SPIRITUAL 
INSTRUCTION ABOUT THE REALITY OF THE SELF) 

atl(illij(tllltfl~1 ":.t tiCfi~l4~ ~ I 

otZf1~1 ~ ~ Qlall~l~ d~U''lII' ~ II 

Meaning : "When the mind, as a result of the spiritual 
instruction about the Reality of the Self, rests without imag
ining (gives up volition), then it becomes no-mind ; for, since 
there is nothing to be grasped it does not comprehend, grasp 
anything whatsoever." 

DEVICE FOR ATTAINING THE STATE OF NO-MIND 

Now a doubt may arise : "It has been stated that - 'If the 
mind attains 'Amanlbhava' (state of no-mindness, mindlessness) 
Dvaita is not at all seen' - is it not so ? To this mind how at 
all that 'Amanastavastha' accrues ? ff the Swampa (pssential 
nature of Being) of the mind remains, then Amanasta cannot be 
obtained, attained ; so, if tilat Swariipa itself is destroyed, then 
especially how at all 'Amal18stwa' (no-mind-ness) accrue ? In 
fact, this doctrine that the mind becomes 'Amanas' (no-mind) is 
opposed to universal empirical experience ; for, if it is contended 
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that one substance attains the Swarupa of anotller thing, it amounts 
to saying that no substance - \vhatsoever it may be - has a 
Swarupa at all and tllereby you arrive at Shunyavada only ; in 
our \\"orkaday transactiollS in toto we will not have any trust 
whatst)ever. Is it not so ? Therefore, how at all is it possible for 
the Inind to acquire Amanibhava ?" 

To this a cOllsolation is : By meartS of Atn18satyanllbodha 
this Amanibhava accrues. To wit : If tlle Intuitive Knowledge 
(Experiellce) of tIle type - "Atman alone is real'· - is engendered , 
by nleans of the spiritual instruction based on tIle Sastra and 
taugl1t by "an Acharya (spiritual preceptor), tllen that instruction 
is called " .. ~tmasatyanubodha" - in Vedantic parlance. It is true 
that from our Loukika Drishti (empirical, workaday viewpoint) 
the objects are many, and since they exist witllout getting their 
respective Swarupas or essential natures of existence transformed 
or changed they are real. But from tIle Paramariha Drishti Atman 
alone is real ; all else is Mithya (false appearance) alone. This 
truth has been tallght by Uddalaka to his son (Sllwetaketu). Just 
as when the truth or reality of one substance or object prepared 
out of clay is cognized, it amounts to having known the reality 
of all effects, products of clay, in the same way if the Atmatatt\va 
is cognized, it amounts to having cognized the wilole of the Jagat 
(world of diversity) \Vllich is Its Karya (effect). For, as stated in 

the Sluti - 'c4l:qI{"1uf fqq,l(J 9t1'1~41\ (ChIl. 6-1-4), all that is called 
'Karya' is mere 'name' caused by speech. All the etTects pro
duced from clay like pot, pitcller etc. are real in our elnpirical 
dealings, being the effects of clay ; their names, forms and the 
action that is produced by them - since all these are different 
from one another, all those effects are real alone - thus the 
people carry on their dealings. But observed from the Paramartlla 
Drishti, that thing the essential nature of Beillg (Swarupa) of 
whicll does never change and remains as it is, tllat thing alone 
is said to be real. When we observe from that transcendental 
(Intuitive) vie\vpoint, all these various objects which we are 
calling by different names like pot, pitcher, lid etc. are mere clay 
alone and not things \vllich exist independently by themselves ; 
therefore, they are not real elltities,. clay alone is the one real 
substance in tl1is illlistration. Thus all that is called 'Karya' 
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(effect) does not exist apart froln its KaraI)a (cause) and is real 
only in its form of cause and hence the Karya called 'Jagat' also 
is not different from its cause of Paral.l1atlnavastu ; in fact, it is 
mere nalne brought about by mere speech ; its reality is verily 
Atman. One who discerns this truth cuilnillating in his Anubhal'8 
(Intuitive Experience) here and now as depicted by the Scriptures 
and as explained by the Sadguru (genuine preceptor) who is an 
Acharya (one well-versed in the traditional but secret methodol
ogy of delineatillg this subtle truth of Bralunan-Atman) to such 
a person the truth that - "The world in its elltirety is Atman" 
- wiil spontaneOllsly flash to the mind. Then, as the !flana 
(Intuiti \ ~ Knowledge) of the type - "The phenomenon of the 
mind too is verily a distortion, mutation of l\tman ; verily an 
effect of Atman - to wit, it is verily an imagined, tnisconceived 
appearance in Atman and nothing else" - is engendered as a 

, -
result of ha\'ing followed the Sastra Drishti as also the Acharya 
Drishti - the Inind does not remain as mind (any more) ; the truth 
that - "It is al\vays Atman alone ; the common people are 
miscol1ceivillg. Atman (i.e. their very Swalupa) as 'Manas' (mind)" 
- will be Intuited. 'lv.tind' means misconceiving that things are -
"Like th3t, like this" - and then guessing in various ways. In 
fact, SalikaJpa (imagination, volition) and Vikalpas (rniscon
ceptioll) tllemselves form the essential nature of the mind. Btlt 
when the truth of the type - "No object seen outside is different 
from Atman ; Atnlan alone is' the essence of every tIling" - gets 
rooted in our a\vareness, then becaus~ there is no Bahyavastu 
(external object) existing for the miIld to do SailkaJpa (ilnagina
tion, volition) - just like the fire, ill the absellce of firewood 
or any other mattt".f (fuel) to bllrn, gets extinguished in itself 
- the mind also, because there is no external object whatso
ever necessary for doing or having Saitkalpa, becomes quies
cent and becomes one with its source or substratum of Atman 
alone. This alone is called 'Amanlbllava'. When in this above 
manner Amanibhava accrues, Dl'aita (dtlality) is !lot 'perceived' 
at all. 

at Cfi(fq Cifi" 'Ii ~ ~ 1I11\li lfif'U d I 
Qf ~lt,,\ij f~M'I~'1I;j rq~YI~ II~~ II 
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l\1eaning : "Because of the facts that it is AkaJpaka (that 
which cannot be imagined), Aja (birthless), Atmajfiana exists 
without being separate from liieya (what is known). For that 
(i.e. Atmajfiana), Brahman Itself is the Jneya. It is Aja (birthless) 
and Nitya (eternal) ; one cognizes by means of Jiiana which 
is Aja, Brahman, which is Aja." 

ATMAN IS OF THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF NIRVIKALPAKA 
mANA (INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE DEVOID OF 

MISCONCEPTIONS) 

(Objection) : The Katbopanishad ·'4'1~4<'1I'<1oq'C (2-1-11) is 

stating that - "In order to cognize Atman mind alone is the valid 
means or instrument". If it is said that - "All duality is false 
alone and the mind too is false alone" - then there does not 
remain any Kara1}.8 (valid means or instrument) to cognize Atman 
at all, is it not so ? Even if we assume that also to be so, by 
means of what can we at all cognize Atmatatt\\ra which is 
birthless ? 

(Solution) : True. Before the cognition of the type : "Atman 
alone is Satya (real)" - the mind alone is the instrument for 
Jiiana. But merely on that count it is not possible to imagine 
that even after Atmajiiana accrues the mind remains as mind 

, 
only. What you have exemplified as the authoritative Sruti state-
ment, its real meaning is : Before Atmajfiana is attained or born 
the seeker should acquire the requisite SaIllskiira (spiritual refine
ment) of the mind both from the spiritual preceptor well-versed 
in the traditional methodology of teaching and the Sastra and by 
means of such a refined mind alone the Atmatattwa should be 
cognized ; in that manner after cognizing that Paramatma 
Tattwa alone not even the least bit of manifoldness or diver
sity remains, subsists ; for, by then the mind becomes one 
with Atman alone. 

This Atmajfiana is Akalpaka (not to be imagined .by the 
mind), meaning, none of the misconceived divisions like Jiiatru 
(the knower), Jiiana (knowledge), JIlana K-araJ).8 (the meaJ.1S of 
knowledge) exist in It. Tllcrefore, th is is Aja (birthless), meaning 
it is not a cognition, Intuition \\'Ilich is of the nature of being 
born afresh ; in fact, It is the very essence of (or substrate 
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for) cognition (mental awareness) which is eternal. Like tile 
rest of the Jiianas (intellectual knowledges) tllis is not separllte, 
different from the Jiieya (the obje~'t of knowledge, cognition). It 
is Ijjeyabhinna (not different from the blOwn object) ; meaning, 
It exists in the very essential nature of Brahman which is Its 
liJ.eya (known, cognized object) ; the Brahmajfianis are affirnting 
that - "Just as the heat is not separate from the fire, in the 
same way apart from the Jiieya called 'Brahman'. Its Jiiana , 
does not exist." The Sruti is proclaiming that - "For the cog-
nition of the coghizer there is nothing like a lapse, extinction at 
all" - (Bri. 4-3-2), while the Jijfiasu (one who wishes to know 
or cognize the Jiieya Brahman) is (practising) learning to cognize 
the Jiieya Atmatattwa by means of such a Jiiana, which is verily 
Aja and his Atmaswarupa, he should not get deluded to think, 
since it is stated that just as the Vijiianavadins say - "One 
cognizes the Aja by means of the Aja" - that Joana cognizes 
Itself by Itself. As stated above, when the mind attains the 
Amanlbhava - just as the sun is shining by himself - Atmatattwa 
(which is self-existent, self-effulgent to boot) manifests by 
Itself ; this alone is the purport behind the Karika. Because· this 
Atman is Jtlitya- Vijiiana-Ekarasa-Swabhava (of the essential 
nature of Pure Consciousness which is eternal and of one and 
the same core of Being), there is no need whatsoever of any 
other Jiiana to cognize Him ; this alone is the real ilnport of the 
verse. 

10. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
ATMASATYANUBODHA AND SUSHUPTI 

A1S1dw ~91~ r~rqCfi(Ait4 tft'id: I 

Aill(: 11 ~ ~: ~~ ';f dR'l¥t: 111"'11 

• Meaning : "(The seeker) should cognize (discern) the 
conduct of the mind of one who is having Vivekajiiana (In
tuitive Knowledge of the Self) which is opposed to (the 
COlnmon man's mind) and is N~rvikalpa (d~void of any mis
conception). The conduct (of it) which is in the Sushupti is 
different ; it is not equal to that.~' 
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THE STATE OF THE RESTRAINED MIND IS IN ITSELF 
OF A PARTICULAR KIND 

It has been stated that by means of the Anubodha (follow
ing the spiritual instruction) of the type - "Atman alone is real 
(in the Absoltlte, Intuitive sense)" - when the mind attains 
Amanibhava - just as a fire, without any firewood avaiiable to 
burn, gets extinguished - Manonirodha (restraint of tIle fllental 
functions) will ensue, is it not so ? Thus when the mind be.comes 
'no-mind', duality is not seen ; between such a descripti"\re state 
of the mind of a Jflatli and the state of tIle mind tllat rests in 
deep sleep wJlat distinctit)n exists 11as to be discerned now. For, 
in deep sleep there doe~ nf\t e).:i<;t any Pratyaya (mental concept) 
whatsoever; similarly 111 the Amanibl1a'/a that aCCDles as a restllt 
of this jilm18 (Intuitive Kno\vledge of 11~ Seli) \~t :lich is called 
'Atmasatyanubodha' there does not ex~:-.. t IDly Pratyaya whatso
ever ; it being so, what difference at all can there exist between 
these nvo states of the mind ? - such a doubt mel'" arise in tile ., 

nrinds of the Jijfiasus. But there is a very gteat distinction 
betlveen the Chittanjrod,ha~~thitj attained or engendered by 
Juana and the Chittala)'JJfithiti brought about Quite naturally 
by mere sleep. 

In (ieep sleep while the mind gets LaJ's (merged). existing 
as it is it disappears for a little while. In the materialistic 
(extroverted) people's minds, by nature alone A'lidya-1\1oba (at
tachment or delusion, concomitant with ignorance) exists ; \\-911 ell 
they are asleep their ltlind, without performing any function or 
action ... just as the creatllfes like -crocodiles etc. lie nlotioIlless 
in ()ne and the same state at deep levels in the sea - exists still ; 
that mind do~s not kll0\V or comprehend anything else ,vllatso
ever other than (a) to be asleep without doing ally fwlction ; 
(b) being acti,'e with Pratyayas raising itl it. A tiger \\t·llich is 
asleep, as soon as it wakes up, out of hunger statts IJreying upon 
a deer ; in the salne way, the mind of the common (ignoraIlt) 
people, remainu1g still (functionless) for some time in deep sleep, 
as soon as it wakes up (i.e. it beconles active) once again 
commences its usual activities of Pravritti (progressing towards 
an object) and Nivritti (receding fro In the object) \\·hich are 
engendered by A vidyallClSaIJ3 (latent impressiollS, proclivities 
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brought abOt1t by igtlorance). Kumbhaka11)a (a demoniac character 
mentioned in the epic 'RalnayaI)a') who slept contilluously for six 
months in a year - when lIe got up was Kllmbhakal1)a only, is 
it not so ? In tIle same way, the mind of those people who l1ave 
woken up froln sleep does not (cannot) get rid of the defects tilat 
lurk deep in it Inerely by going to sleep. But the state of the 
mind of these Vivekins (discriminative people) who have cognized 
the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality of th~ Self, Brahman) followillg, or , 
on the strength of, the spiritual instructions of the Sastra as ~well 
as tIle Acharya is not like this. For, their mind herefore (i.e. after 
attaining Amanlbhava) does not remain as a mind at all. From. 
the standpoint of the other people of the world (i.e. extroverted, 
extremely materialistic in tlleir outlook) they (i.e. Jilatlis) too may 
apI)ear as having a mind ; but from the standpoint of those 
Jfianis, apalt frOl!l Atnlan alone no duality whatsoever exists at 
all. In tnlth, their mind has become 'no"mlnd'. Hence, from their 
viewpoint in that mLY}d V\rhicll has attained 'Nishkarmatmaswabhava' 
(the essential nature of Pure B~ing, devoid of agentship of ac
tion), henceforth there is not even an iota of scope for Loulfika 
Pr8\'lltti - l\'ivritti (mur .. dane, errlpirical d~alings of hankering after 
outer objects or receding away from them). Tlley are, in truth, 
of the very essence of Nityaslluddhabuddhamuktaswabhava 
(eternally pure, eternally conscious and eternally 1iberated state). 

THE WRONG INTERPRETATION, l\1ADE BY SOME PEOPLE, 
OF THIS KARIKA 

Here, in this context, some people have imagined a different 
kind of meaning for this Karika of Shri GauQ3pada and tIle , 
Bhashya written by Shri Satikara on it. "TIley say : In Sushupti 
(dt;ep sleep) there exists a phenomenon ca1led 'Mulavidya' ,"rhich 
is the cause for all Samsara's travails and tribulations ; but in 
, r'\.samprajiiatasamadl1i' (a kUld of tr3.nce in Wllicll there is no 
awarerless whatsoever of anything else) there does not exist any 
M1llavidya. TllelLfore, betw"cen the state of tuind of Vivekins 
who have attained Jnarla by means of Asamprajiiatasamadhi and 
the state of l11ind of peop~.e of the world tIl ere exists a very great 
distillction. This is tlleir doctrinaire theory. 

In the opinion l)f sonle others : TIle 'Vaidharmy'a' (differ
eJ1Ce iII quality, degree, calibre) that exi~ts betwecll Sushupti and 
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lfianis' Samadhi (trance) is that in Sushupti the mind's Swarupa 
( essential nature) remains the SaIne as it is ; but in Samadhi it 
does not exist at all. Thus these two types of commentators have 
come out with their respective queer interpretations to this Kari~a 
and both are at variance, having adopted their own dogmatic , 
theories (but in contradiction to Sruti, Yukti and Anubhava) with 
ours. 

Now both these above commentaries (interpretations) are 

not proper. For, they do !lot agree either with Shri Gauqapada's 
text or with the Prakar81)a (topic) that we have taken. up for 
deliberation. In Shri Gau4apada's Ma~~ukya Karikas which 
he has graciously composed for our benefit, nowhere is there 
any casual reference or mention of this Mulavidya ; this fact 
we have already stressed .. Now, what we are deliberating upon 
here in this context is not pertaining to Pataiij ala Yoga Samadhi 
at all. When the deliberation on Samadhi is itself not relevant 
here why should the author all of a sudden write anything 
about the distinction between Samadhi and Sushupti ? - How 
this doubt did not arise or flash in the minds of these commen
tators - we do not know, we cannot sunnise ! Therefore, both 
these commentaries (interpretations) are not tenable here. . 

Another point: For both Sushupti and Samadhi there exists 
Samana (equal) Yogakshematwa (good and bad features) ; to wit, 
whatever GUlJas (good qualities) or Doshas (defects) suit for 
Sushupti, the same Gu~as or Doshas are suitable to Samadhi 
also. There is no support of any valid means to conjecture, 
surmise that there is a distinction of the type that - "In deep 
sleep Ajfiana, which is the seed (cause) for Saqlsara, exists, while 
in Samadhi it does not exist." For, when we experience those 
A vasthas the fact that duality is not seen is common to both ; 
on waking up (or emerging out of Samadhi) the examination, 
scrutiny of the type of - "Then I did not know anything" -
is again common to both states. He~ce in this regard there is 
no increase of a quality in one, nor decrease of that quality in , 
another. For this reason alone Shri Sankara in his Sutra Bhashya, 
in order to establish the truth that - "Though in Pralaya (disso
lution of the world, creation) no divisions exist, as soon as 
creation ensues those divisions may appear" - he has taken both 
Sushupti and Samadhi as illustrations .. He has written the follow-
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ing sentence : '1{eIT 11" mfii(;ttJlfIGqt~lql1t t4Ni (iqlifIFCfCfC4I'l atfCC'llllIAI'<ft 

r'it41~11t41~q)f~d(qlt( ~ y.t: 1fiD~ rCI'Stl·n \fqfd i(q'( ~ ilfq6qfa' -

(Sutra Bhashya 2-1-9), meaning - "Although in states like Sushupti, 
Samadhi etc. (devoid of Dvaita Darshana or appearance of du
ality) the natural A vibhaga (non-division) has accrued, because 
Mithyajiial1a (misconception) has not been removed, as soon as 
one wakes up once again, as before, there accrues divisions ; in 
the same way, here too (when Pralaya or dissolution takes place, 
although there are no divisions, at the time of creation once again 
the divisions may appear)." This is the purport behind this 
Bhashya sentence. Apart from this, the truth that - in Sushupti 
(from the Paramartha Drishti) there do not exist categories like 

A vidya, Kama and ,Karma - is being stated by the Sruti : 'am 
at~d<fa."<1 3tQ8dQltqIS'llI' (OIql( - (Bri. 4-3-21), meaning - "For 
this Jlva this Sushupti form is one, which has transcended Kama 
(desire), in which the demerit of Dharma (righteousness) and 
Adharma (unrighteousness), in whi<;h the Avidyabhaya (fear born 

, 
out of ignorance) is not there. " Further the Sruti says : C ~ 

ftralsft4dl \{qfc1 .... 3t:C;QI'ld 3u~:CI'1;QI'ld ~ tftuit 11' lriU tlqf1%i\CfiI1\ 

'~lIflf '4qRt' - (Bri. 4-3-22), meaning - "In this state of deep sleep 

the father is no longer a father ........ here the merit has not 
followed or accompanied one, nor has demerit followed one ; 
then he has got over all the miseries of· the heart, is it not so ?" 
Hence, even if observed in this manner too, it becomes certain 
that the theory of the Vyakllyanakaras iIl imagining Vaidharmya 
(different qualities or grades) between Sushupti and Samadhi is 
not proper, tenabl~ at. all. 

THE DIFFERENCE (DISTINCTION) OF SUSHUPTI 
MENTIONED IN THE .KARIKA. 

Therefore, here if we interpret the Karikavakya (sentence of 
the Karika) to suit the PrakaraIJ.a (topic which this Chapter is 
dedicated to expound), ttien the intended purport will evolve as : 
Because, while entering tile state of deep sleep, the common 
people have not yet attained the Atmatattwa Joana, at that 
moment, although the mind obtains the Amanibhava, it is not 
the absolute, final (real) Amanibhava at all. When we have 
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acquired deep sleep, altllougll the mind goes into tIle oblivion, so 
to say, for that Inuch time, because tllerein lurk invariably Vasanas 
(latent impressions of the past actions and enjoyments) which are 
the cause to engender many calamities whicll, in turn, are tIle 
root cause for Avidyamdha (attachment, delusion projected by 
ignorance), the mind has not acquired the capability of attaining 
the final Amanasta (no-mindness). When we have misconceived 
the rope to be a snake alone, if the latter for SOlne reason or the 
other disappears from sight for a while and once again is seen, 
can we avoid getting deluded that it is a snake ? No. For, our 
misconception of the rope has not -been falsified, sublated. Instead 
of this, if we get the correct knowledge that it is actally a rope 
and thereby the misconception is falsified or sublated, we get the 
sense of certitude that it is not a snake at all. Is it not so ? In 
the same way, in the present context too, although it gets sub
Inerged in deep sleep and disappears, the mind which had appar
ently become no-mind (mindless), has never reached the final and 
absolute culmination of the process. For, we have not acquired 
or reached the sense of certitude by properly cognizing (Intuiting) 
Atman in the manner - "All t11is is verily Atman ; and not 
Anatman (not-Self) of the forms of the mind etc." But when we 
attain the Intuitive Knowledge (Experience) of the type - "Atman 
alone (exclusively, non-dually) is Paramartha Satya (Absolute, 
Transcendental Reality beyond all vestiges of dttality or diver
sity)" - and simultaneously Whetl the seed of Pravritfi (mundane 
activity) which is the cause for all life's calamities projected or 
conjured up by A vidya - in other words, when the A vidyavasana 
(latent proclivities of mind projected by Avidya) - is destroyed 
as also the quality of Rajas, which is the fountaiIlllead of all 
miseries like Aloha (attacfuilent) etc. are destroyed, then the 
plenary, final, consummate Amanlbl1ava is attained. Here, in this 
context, one important point that we 11ave to remember is : If 
observed from the Paramartha Drishti, even in Sushupti Atman 
exists \\1thout any association whatsoe,rer \vith any Klesha 

(affliction, distress) like Avidyamoha etc. For, '3i~dGRr1EU~I:' -

(Bri. 4-3-21) in this manner, as we have already exemplified, , 
from the standpoint of the Sruti ,,·hen we observe, there too 
(i.e. in Sushupti also) Ao~ tman exists without Avidyakama-
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karma categories. Even so, if we observe from the empirical, 
workaday viewpoint, - to wit, when we notice from the waking 
viewpoint - therein the Pravrittibija (seed genninating later on to 
gi,'e rise to mundane, empirical activities) projected by Avidya 
invariably exists indeed ; for, as soon as we wake up once agaill 
the Vasanas (latent mental proclivities, impressions), \\'''llich are 
the root cause for all kinds of miseries, catastrophes of life, do 
remain, subsist as they are. Therefore, accepting the fact that 
there exists a distinction between the ManonirocLlJa (restraint, 
cessation of the mind) by means of filana (Intuitive Knowledge 
of the Self) and tIle Laya (temporary merger of the mind) in 
SUSllupti, this difference indicating comparative superiority 
and inferiority has been mentioned in the Karika - thus we 
have to discern. Thus, when we observe from the predominant 
waking viewpoint, it becomes evident that in Sushupti tIle form 
of behaviour or conduct of the mind in merging ('.~l.,,,'a) is 
occurring quite naturally or automatically, so to speak, being 
Paradhlna (dependent on external sources, helplessly). For, the 
17jshranti (rest, quietude) alone, which the mind acquires in 
order to solve or get rid of the strain or exhaustion caused 
by the performance of Karma, is deep sleep. But, in the 
waking itself by means of the Joana of the type - "Atman 
alone is the one Absolute Reality" - which accrues by means 

, -
of the spiritual instructions by the Sastra and the Acharya, 
the mind getting destroyed (falsified, sublated) occurs by self
effort alone. Therefore, tllere is a great difference between the 
1\f anolaya that occurs in SUSI1Upti and the Manonirodha that 
accrues from Jfiana. Hence, it is said that - "One should discern 
the behaviour, conduct of tIle tnind (Manah Prachara) of the form 
of Amanlbhava that accrues from Jfiana." 

l41lf~ f( ~ df~·I69d ~ (W'fl4a I 

~ R~ ~ ijll'1It11$ ttz:t;aa: II~"'II 

Meaning : "For, in Sushupti the mind gets merged ; if 
that itself is (by means of Atmaji\aI1a) made Nigraha (com
pletely controlled, overpowered), then it does not merge. That 
alone is the Nirbhaya (fearless) Brahman (Ultimate Reality), 
the Light of Knowledge which manifests, appears everywhere." 
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. 
THE CAUSE FOR DIFFERENCE IN BEHAVIOUR 

We have mentioned tIle cause for this distinction while 
explaining the meaning of the previous Karika. All the distinctive 
knowledges that accrue in the waking get conglomerated into the 
fonn of Vasana (latent impression) and beconle a dense mass of 
Jiiana, so to speak. When we observe from the Paramartha 
Drish~i, in the waking also Atman alone. exists really ; but till 
the Mithyajiiana (misconception) is sublated and by means of 
Jfiana this truth is fully established (to culminate in Intuitive 
Experience), the divisions of the forms of Jiiatru (knower)-lnana 
(knowledge )-liieya (object of knowledge) - just as to a person 
having cataract, in one moon alone the divisions like many 
moons appear - continuously manifest themselves. Although the 
truth that - "In the dream no division whatsoever exists in reality 
in Atman" - is acceptable to everyone till one gets awake, within 
the dream - just as in the waking - it has become certain that 
an uninterrupted division alone exists invariably ; and just as no 
o"ne then gets the conviction of the type - "This is verily a dream 
of the form of misconception" - in the same way, in the waking 
too till one attains Joana of the type - "Atman alone is real" -
the dealings of divisions like Jiiatru-Jiiana-Jfieya verily appear to 
be real indeed. In the same vein too, in the Sushupti also, 
observed from the Paramartha Drishti, although Atman alone 
devoid of any divisions is existing really, till we attain that Jfiana, 

. the Vasana of the divisions which is brougllt about by Mithyajiiana 
continues to exist. Thus in the waking Vibhagajiiana (knowl
edge of divisions, distinctions), in deep sleep the Vasana of 
Vibhagajiiana - both these features do not disappear for 
anyone - whosoever he may be - unless and until he attains 
-
Atmajiiana., For, both these are caused by Mithyajiiana (i.e. 
misconception) alone. Therefore, merely by getting Sushupti no 
one can ever acquire the Atyantika (plenary, consummate) 
Amanlbhava (no-mind state). Especially in Sushupti, neither 
, -
Sastracllfuya Upadesha nor Atmasatyanubodha can ever possibly 
accrue ; for, Sushupti means a state wherein the Nirvishesha 
Chinmatraswarupa (essence of nOll-dual Pure Consciousness 
devoid of any attributes whatsoever) alone has remained. For that , 
reason alone the Sruti has stated the reasons for no knowledge 
whatsoever being ever possible to be attained in Sushupti in the 
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sentence : .~ fq\ilI'1IFc1 rCl\ilI'1~ t 'ffir fqGfl'11Ri ';f fi rq~lIgFct4l1~fitqndl41 
fqEl~sfq·'11IlIMI( ';f S aC(i,dlC4'iM 'ffiffS;:qr~:cti qr~\i1I;ftql( - (Bri. 4-3-
33), meaning - "Therein He does not cognize anything whatso
ever, is it not so ? Even then (Atman) having been of the 
essential nature of a cognizer, He does not cognize (thus it 
should be understood) ; for, to the cognition of the cognizer 
there is never any lapse, loss whatsoever; for, He is Avinashi 
(indestructible). But, apart from Him, a second thing of any kind 
does not exist therein. Only if such a second thing were to exist, 
He could possibly have cognized it, is it not so ?" Hence, really 
speaking, though in Sushupti the Amanlbllava is apparently en
gendered, the mind has - from the Vyavahara Drishti - merged 
(Laya). That is all. This explanation is reasonable indeed. 

When this very mind is fully sublated by non-comprehen
sion or giving up identification with it (Nigraha) in the waking 
by means of Vivekavijiiana (Intuitive Knowledge born out of 
deliberation) - it does not merge (Laya) ; for, then the one who 
has cognized has already cognized (Intuited) Xtmaswarupa Itself 
which is never tarnished or tainted in the least by the Moha 
(attachment, delusion) born out of Ajiiana. In truth, then the mind 
has verily become one with Atman. It being so, the great 
difference between the Samadhi that is taught in Patafijala 
Yoga and this Samadhi of the essential nature of Amanibhava 
taught in Vedanta is : The Vedanta Samadhi is verily 
Xtmaswarupa ever devoid of any relationship whatsoever of 
phenomena like mind, Priil)8 (vital force) etc. When there is 
no Vivekavijiiana, this (Atmaswarupa) exists, remains as if 
Apriipta (unattained), but as soon as Vivekavijiiana accrues 
It appears as though It has been· Prapta (attained) to the 
Vyavahara Drishti (empirical viewpoint). But with regard to 
Pataiijala Samadhi especially, it is· of the nature of Chittavritti
nirodha (curbing, suppressing the mental concepts, thoughts ; 
it is of the nature of indicating merely the Viveka (discrimi
native deliberation) with regard to Chitta (mind) and Atman 
(Self) ; but not Atyantika (plenary, consummate). , 

Thus when the Samadlli expounded by Vedanta Sastra as 
of the fonn of Amanlbhava accrues, the mind verily becomes one 
with Brahman; that alone is Nirbhaya (fearless) ; for, then tile 
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Dvaitagrahal)a (comprehension of duaHty), which is AvidyaIqita 
(projected by ignorance) and is BIJayahetl.l (cause for fear, anxi
ety), does not exist whatsoever. The Srutis like Taittiriya (2-7) , 
are teaching that - "That alone is verily the Santa (peaceful) 
Abhayabrahman (fearless Ultimate Reality)." Tllat very S\varupa 
is Jjjanaloka (tlle eternally Witnessing Light of Intu1tion) wllich 
is all-pervading. But in Patanjala Yoga the Samadhi - wllich is 
taught as being attailled by Jfianaiolca but in increasirlg eradations 
like - 'a little clarity', 'medium grade clarity', 'superior grade 
clarity' - is not of this kind or nature. There the Samadhi that 
is obtained by means of the light of knowledge brougllt about 
by Yoga is propowlded ; but here in Vedanta what is taught or 
expounded as Jfianaloka is verily Brahmaswarupa indeed. It is 
like the Akasha (empty space) - Sarvavyapaka (all-pervading), 
Svayamjyoti (self-effulgent) Chaitanyamatra (Pure, Absolute Con
sciousness). In It never at all there is any scope whatsoever for 
Ajiianatamas (the darktless, indolence of ignorarlce). 

OJ'ij Ii ~ Sill ~ C1 Ii ~ I tI Ch'l4KQ Cfil{ I 

ijCfir'''fIt1 ~ ;f)q-ql(: CfiSQ~1 11~6.11 

Meaning : "This is Aja (birthless), Anidra (sleepless), 
Asvapna (dreamless), devoid of names and fonns ; always 
illumining, Sarvajiia (omIliscient) ; in no manner there is any 
trace of any Upachara (external show or conduct, praise, 
obeisance, no predication whatsoever)." 

ATMAmANI IS KlJ.ITA~TYA (ONE WHO H.~S ACIIIEVED 
FULFILMENT IN LIFE) 

Thus this Atmatattwa (Transcenderltal Reality of the Self) 
detennined by Sastra and yukti (logical arguments) can be cognized 
(Intuited) by Atmasatyanubodha (spiritual instnlction of tIle Ab
solute Reality of the Self) alone. (i) Because It 11as no cause 
wllatsoever for giving birth, It is internally or externally every
where Aja (birthless). (ii) By virtue of Avidya alone one begets 
birth, is it. not so ? This fact has been explained pre\'iously in . -
3-19, 3-24. That A\'idya gets destroyed by Atmasatyanubodha, 
and hence It is Aja. For that reason alone, It is Anidra (sleep
less): (iii) Being caused by Al1adimayanidra (beginningless illu
sory sleep) called A vidya, having woken up from Svapna and 
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having become Advayaswarupa (of the essential nature of non
duality) tllis AtlnasWaIUpa is Asvapna. Tllis opinion has already 
been expressed and explained previously in Agama Prakara~a 
(1-16). (iv) Further this Atmatattwa is Anamaka (nameless) and 
Arllpaka (fonnless) ; meaning, It is Advaita (non-dual). Because 
the '\vaking' of the nature of Jfiana (lllttlitive Knowledge) has not 
accrued, those nalnes and fornls were appearing, and were the 
cause for the deep-seated belief that Atman is Sadvitlya (dllal in 
fonn) , is it not so ? Now, because the practitioner ha'i 'woken 
up' fronl Mayasvapna, it is neither possible to call this Brahman 
by any name nor is it possible to know that It is of such and 
such a fonn. For this reason alone It is Anamaka and Atiipaka. 
(v) Apart from this, It is Sakridvibhata, meaning, always (eter
nally) shining, illuming only. If AgrahaIJ.8 (non-comprehellsion) 
called 'Sushupta' occurs, then the Pramatrurupa (form of 
cognizership) of Atman does not appear or is not manifested ; 
if AnyathagrahalJ8 (misconception or wrong cOlnprellension) called 
'Jagrat' and 'Svapna' occurs, then that PramatrurUpa of Atman 
appears - these two kinds of differences may occur. But even 
when we are misconceiving Him (Atman) as of the forms of 
Vishwa, Taijasa and Prajiia, for this Atman who eternally exists 
in the essential nattlre of Aja-Advaya alone tllere is no possibility 
whatsoever of these Avirbhava (disappearance) and Tirobhava 
(manifestation) -occurring. Although for the people on the earth 
the. events like day, when the sun appears, and night, when he 
does not appear, are actually occurring, both of tIle In do not at 
all pertain to the sun who is Nityaprakasllarupa (eternally of the 
essential nature of lustre, brilliance). Is it not so ? In the same 
way, for Ajiias (ignorant people) the 'I' forin appearing and not 
appearing do occur incessantly just like day and night. TIle 
reason for the Turiya (Paramatman who is Transcendental beyond 
tIle three states) - who is eternally, self-effulgent - not illulnining 
or sllining is Agraha1)a (non-cognition, non-comprellension), 
AnyathagrahaIJ8 (lnisconception, comprehending It in a different, 
wrong fotm) - these two kinds of wrong knowledges alone. 
When the Atmasatyanubodha accrues especially, because tIl at 
wrong knowledge (lnisconception) is not tllere at all and that 
Turlyatlnarupa is Nityachaitanyaswarupa (of tIle essential nature 
of eternally Pure Consciousness), It is 'Salqidvibhata' (eternally 
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shining) - this statement is reasonable. The Sruti : 'tlCJ)r''iildt 1N 
,,~<fflq;:t - (Chh. 8-4-2), meaning: "This world called 'Brahman' 

is eternally shining" - is the supporting, authoritative source or 
proof for the conclusion. 

In any case, in this manner removing or negating the 
misconception of the forms of Avasthatraya, that Aja-Advaya 
- \. -

.. Atmatattwa, which was expounded in the Agama Prakarat:ta, 
that very Tattwa has been shown to be Advaita which is Shiva 
(auspicious, sacred) by proving that all Dvaitavyavahara (empiri
cal dealings of duality) are Avidyaka (projections, effect of 
ignorance) in the Vaitathya Prakara~a ; once again the same , 
Tattwa is being shown to be Aja by means like Sruti and 
Upapatti (logical arguments) and the topic is being concluded. 
Once such a Brahmaswarupa is cognized on the strength of 
Atmasatyanubodha 'there does not remain in any manner any 
Upachara', meaning - nothing else remains to be done; but for 
such of those who have not been fortunate enough to have had 
such 'Atmabodha' - as we are going to describe herefore - just 
as there remains a duty of attaining Samadhi, in the same way, 
for one who is an Atmajfiani there does not remain anything to 
be done or any duty to be discharged whatsoever. This purport 
is implied in the Karika. 

EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY THAT TATTWAmANI 
ALSO HAS PERFORCE TO ACQUIRE SAMADHI 

Some people are saying that - "Even one who is a 
Tattwajiiani (Realized soul), in order to wear out the miseries 
of life, has necessarily to acquire Asamprajiiata Samadhi. 
Their this understanding is verily a delusion (Bhranti) indeed. 
For, since by means of Atmasatyanubodha the mind becomes no
mind and there does not at all remain any Kartrutwa (doership 
or agentship of action), there is no scope for or possibility of any 
duty to be perfonned then. Even after the Kartrutwa which is 
conjured up in Chidatman (Se)f as Pure Consciousness) is 
removed by means of Vidya (Self-Knowledge), because in the 
adjunct of AntahkaralJa (inner instrument of mind) which is 
endo\ved with Chidabhasa (reflective consciousness), there 
subsist invariably thousands of mutations ; since the self-
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established Kartrutwa c~ntinues to exist as long as the 
Manodravya (the stuff of mind) exists, those disputants have 
opined that that much portion of Kartrutwa remains for 
Tattwajiiani also. But this theory is not proper. For, to enter
tain tIle concept that - 'There exists Kartrutwa' - tIle cause is 
verily Adhyasa (misconception) brought about by A viveka (lack 
of discrimination) of the type of not having distinguished between 
the essential natures of the two tenns ' Atman' and 'Manas'. 
When observed from the Paramartha Drishti, neither to the 
Pure Atman there is Kartrutwa, nor to the mere mind too 
there is any Kartrutwa ; for, Chidatman is devoid of mutations 
(immutable), while the mind is Achetana (insentient) ; if we go 
still deeper into the matter and observe, because the mind 
appears only due to Avidyi, for such a thing Kartrutwa 
cannot possihly be made applicable in any manner whatso
ever. Besides, nowhere in the Upallishads it has been taught 
that by practising Patanjala Yoga etc. Mukti accrues. 

Here one objection can be raised : It is true that once 
Tattwajfiana accrues, for Moksha there is no need of any Sadhana 
(spiritual practice) whatsoever. Even so, in order that the mind 
gets peace, quietude, Klesha (misery) should get emaciated, worn 
out ; for that purpose, we can say that Samadhi should be 
acquired or atrained, is it not so.? 

(Solution) : This objection is not proper. For, as long as 
the mind really exists the Jiiana of Atmatattwa which is Aja
Advaya cannot possibly be attained at all. Just as the Sankhyans 
say, viz. "One should deliberate upon and know both Xtman 

/ 

and Manas (mind) and that alone is Tattwajiiana" - the 
Vedantins have not accepted that doctrine at all. In truth, 
Advitlya Atman alone is Satya (real) and this is verily 
Tattwajiiana ; therefore, when that Joana accrues the mind 
really does not subsist ; neither does the Sadhana that is to 
be practised in order to attain Samidhi for the sake of its 
quiescence also subsist. Therefore, once the Jiiana of the type 
- "Atman who is of Nityashuddhabuddl1amuktaswabhava alone is 
the Paramaithasatya (Absolute Reality)" - accrues, there does not 
remain any Kartavya (duty or responsibility) that has yet to be 
discharged. This alone is the Vedantic Siddhanta. 
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ijqif\itrllqfq1ld: ijcff:q'{1lttSfitltl: I 

§R'IHf: {if:;;;ailFa: {i"fIF'Hi.1(ffiS'qlf: 1I~\911 

Meaning: "One devoid of Va/( (speecll), one who has 
got over all worries or anxieties, one who is extremely peace
ful or quiescent, self-effulgent Light of Consciousness, Samadhi 
(mind having beconle one \vith the Self), urJI1oving, fearless." 

HOW COl\fE THAT ATMATATTWA IS OF THE ESSENTIAL 
NATURE OF ANAlVlAKATWA ETC. ? 

In the previous Karika it has been delineated that Atmatattwa 
is A11amaka (nameless), Ariipaka (fonnless), Salqidvibhata (self
effulgent Light of Consciousness) and Sarvajiia (omniscient) - is 
it not so ? For all those natures the reasons have been mentioned 
here in this Karika. This Atman is Sarvabhilapavigata, Ineaning 
one who is devoid of all speech. Here speech is exelnplified in 
a representative sense. Because He is devoid of speech, Atman 
is name-less ; not only this, but also because He has no 
Bal1yakaraJ)8 (exterl1al sense organs) whatsoever, it amounts to 
saying that qualities like Shabda, Sparsha etc. are not there in 
Him. This Atman is Sarvachintasamutthita, meaning in Him 
there is no tising of Buddhivritti (intellectual concepts) whatso
ever; to wit, He is devoid of Antahkara1)a (Mind in its entirety). 
Therefore, 'He is Arupaka (devoid of form)' - tllis statement is 
justified. In any case, the meaning of tIle first half of tllis verse 
is that - "Atman is devoid of any special features like Vyalqita 
(manifested) and A vyaJq-ita (unmanifested) forms." 

Thus, because He is devoid of any special characteristics 
whatsoever this Atman is Suprashanta, meaning, of the form in 
which the world of duality or diversity has completely subsided, 
merged ; further, He is Sakrijjyoti, meaning, eternally of tIle 
essential nature of Light of Consciousness ; to wit, He is Nitya 
Chaitanyarupa ; for that reason alone, 'Sakridvibhata' is used 
pre\'iollsly. He is 'Samadhi', \Vllich means keeping or maintain
ing a refined mind in a quiescent, peaceful state ; because by 
means of Pra.ina (Consciousness) which is the cause of that 
'Samadhi' tllis Atman is tQ be cognized, He too is known as , 
'Samadhi'. The Sruti sentence : "One who is Ashanta (devoid 
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of mental peace or equipoise) and Asamahita (having no control 
over his mind and senses) ......... cannot cognize Hiln by means of 
Prajiiana (Intuitive Knowledge)" - (Katlla 1-2-24) - is an authori
tative sentence in support of this COllclusion. Or, in the alterna
tive, because only when the mind gets establislled in Atman it 
attains Samadhana (peace, tranquillity), Atman is called 'Samadhi' 
- in this manner also the purport behind this adjective can be 
explained. For, unless and until the milld attains to Atman, who 
is eternally of tIle essential nature of Nirvisllaya (devoid of 
features), it cannot possibly attain Samadhana. For tllat reason 
alone, Atmatattwa is 'Sarvajiia' - meaning, having HiInself be
come everything, He is of the essential nature of Nitya Nirvisbaya 
Chaitao)ra - thus it was stated in the previous Karika. For that 
reason alone, this Atman is Achala, meaning, one who is devoid 
of mlltations, WilO is devoid of any cause giving rise to Vikshepa 
(projection, scattering of the mind). In this manner because He 
is Vikriyarahita (immutable), this Atman is 'Abhaya' (fearless). 
Because a Jiiani's Atman is of this essential nature alone, the 
BralLmatattwa that he has attained by means of Amanlbhava is 
stated by us in t]1e previous Karika to be of the essential nature 
of Anamaka etc. This is tile wilole purport of tllis Karika .. 

HERE THE DISCUSSION OF SAMADHI IS NOT RELEV .. ~T ; 
IT SHOULD NOT BE 

Because here the expression - 'SanladhirachaJaha' - is used, 
some modem scholars have conceived that "Here the 'Achala
samadhi' alone, which is popular in Buddhistic philosophy, 
has been exanlined". Btlt this does not suit, or tit in, even tl1e 
least bit, here in th.is context. For, this is a PrakaraJ)8 (Chapter) 
devoted to Atmasat)'anubodha ; for that topic, \vhat these people 
propound as the 'Samadhi' of the Saugatamata (Buddhism) does 
not possibly suit even the least bit. Apart from this, in the 
contt!xt of describ'ing the Atmaswabhava '\"hich is Ku!asth'anitya 
(Transcendental and eternal) how at all can this 'Samadhi' 
which is said to attain quiescence for a while become suit
able? Whichever Samadhi it may be, being Anvartha (hav
ing a meaning easily deducible from the etymology of the 
word, i.e., true to tile sense) can it become 'Achala' ? Never. 
Therefore, here Xtmaswabhava alone, which is of the ,'ery 
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essence of Kutasthanitya Chaitanya, is called 'Samadhi'. For 
this reason alone in the previous Karika it was stated that herein 
anything going by the name of Kartavya (duty) does not suit in 

any manner. It has been stated : -:fiq'ql(: ifiijat:t· - (3-26). There

fore, being deceived by the mere word 'Samadhi' the seeker 
should not raise the topic of Samadhi (trance) here in this 
context. 

m -;r Cf5( ~NI'~~' 1fSJ ";f rqa~ I 

atlcqij(ltj cro il'i'l'iilfa ~1iC1i ~ 111' II 

Meaning: "Where there is no worry, there is no grasp
ing, nor giving up. Then Jiiana (Consciousness) has come to 
a standstill (is established) in Atman ; becoming Ajliti (birthless) 
It has attained equipoise." 

HOW CAN THE ASSERTION - 'AFTER THE ATTAINMENT 
OF BRAHMATMAJNANA THERE IS NO DUTY TO BE 

PERFORMED' - BE JUSTIFIED ? 

We have mentioned the grounds for the four adjectives of 
'Anamakam', 'Ariipakam', 'Salqidvibhatam', 'Sarvajiiam' used in 

the previous Karika. Now, to the question -'~1q:qI(: Cfittat:t' 

('Performing any duty does not suit in any manner') - 'How is 
tllis proper ?' - an answer remains to be given. For that purpose 
this present Karika is forwarded. 

Brahmatman Himself is Samadhi ; this truth has been 
already stated, is it not so ? For that reason alone in such 
Brahmaswarupa there is no ' Graha' (grasping) ; nor 'Utsarga' 
(giving up). Where there is change or an object of change, there 
is such Loukika (empirical) or Vaidika (scriptural) transaction. 
There may be activities like Hana (giving up) or Upadana (ac
quisition) ; but in Brahman who is Sarvavyavaharatlta (transcend
ing all empirical transactions) both those transactions cannot 
possibly exist. For, apart from Brahman who is Advitiya there 
cannot possibly be any cause for change ; Brahman Itself also 
is not having any mutations. Therefore, here both Hana and 
Upadana do not exist - this is the implication here. In this 

• 
Brahman there is no worry or anxiety whatsoever ; for, since the 
mind has become no-mind and there being no external object at 
all for Jiiana (pure Consciousness); it (i.e., the ~ind) has 
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become Atmasamstha, meaning, it has become one with Atman 
i.e. it has attained the Atmarupa or essential nature of Pure 
Consciousness. 

EXAMINATION OF VIJNANAVADINS' THEORY 

Here Vij~anayadins like Vasubandhu etc. say that : ''l(CU . 
(q1~k14 'iR ~ci\q~~~ ~ I filrtf ~ij1I"1'iI:;CM IIIGll'lla a«61t( II' - (Trimshika . 
- 28) - according to this TriI!lshikavachana - 'When Vijiiana 
(intellectual awareness) does not have any Grahya (object to 
conceive) that remains in a purely Vijiianarupa (of the form of 
intellectual awareness) ; in Samadhi because Vijilana (Intelli
gence) does not have any Alambana (object) - none whatsoever 
- then it becomes pure Vijiiana alone' - this is the doctrine of 
Vijiianavadins belonging to 'Yogachara' school. But this opinion 
is not in consonance with reasoning. For, in the doctrine of the 
Vijfianavadins there is no Grahya (object) whatsoever apart from 
Vijfiana in reality; they have accepted that Vijfiana experiences 
itself by itself, is it not so ? It being so, how at all even in 
Sama,dhi Vijfiana cannot have any object ? Vijfiana has been 
called 'Vijfiana' because it invariably has a Grahyamsha (aspect 
of grasping an object) of the form of Vijiieya (object of knowl
edge) indeed. Therefore, if it is· stated that it (i.e... Vijiiana) does 
not have any Grahya, they will have to perforce accept that its 
Vijiianatlva (the capability of being aware of anytl1ing) itself will 
vanish. It being so, tt! imagine that Vijiiana, which is Kriyarupa 
(of the nature of action) and of Grahakaikaswabhava (the 
exclusive essential nature of comprehending or grasping), 
becomes Nirvishesha (without allY special features) in Samadhi 
is analogous to saying that for a river there exists a particular 
state of not flowing or moving. A river meaIlS a phenomenon 
of the essential nature of flowing. It being so, how at all can it 
acquire Sthiratwa (steadiness, immovable or motionless state) ? If 
it acquires such a state, does it not anlount to its destruction 
itself ? Therefore, in this Chapter there is no scope, even the 
least bit, for' Vijiianamatratavada' (theory of pure Vijfiana exist
ing by itselt). Because Vijfiana or Chitta (mind) is Vikalpita 
(misconceived) in Atman, who is tIle Witnessing Consciousness 
for even Vijfiana - which has many special features like being 
born, getting destroyea, manifoldness etc. - as also who is 
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Kutastharupa (of the essential nature of Transcendental Reality), 
when the mind becomes Atmasarpstha owing to Atmasatyanubodlla 
- meaning wIlen the Intuitive Knowledge that - 'Atman alolle is 
the Absolute Reality' - dawns or accrues, then Jiiana becomes 
'AtmasaIpstha' - this is the implicit meaning of the third part 

of the Karika. 

CONCLUSION OF AJATIV ADA 

SO far what was stated, viz., "Although Atmaswariipa is 
eternally Aja, Advaya and Ampta alone, from the viewpoint of 
the Ajiias (ignorarlt people) That also appears to be born ; 

therefore it WaS stated : : am) q~!~CfiI qUli'i\iUfa tI'1di '1at( - meaning. 

'Because It is eternally of tlu~ essential natllfe of not getting born 
and It is of the essential nature of beix:g witll0Ut any changes of 
increase or decrease whatever; only if this truth is cognized one 
gets .t.4karpa~lya (absence of llelplessness or destitution) ; how it 
is I will tell' - (2-2) - tllUS what was stated in the beginning was , 
established on tIle strength of Srutivakyas alld Y llkti ; now here 

.. 
with the fourth part of the Karika, viz. '0I\il1fi:t :e'ldi lffil( it is 
being concluded. 

What was described so far as j1~tmasatyanubodha is itself 
AkarpaQ.ya ; all else is KarpaQ)'a, a subject-matter of people who 
have superimposed llpon themselves Dlnatwa (llelplessness, des
tiultion) - thus it has beel1 stated here. For that reason alone, in 

the ~1anusll1!iti it has been stated : '~~;:q+ll"h~ itngultli ~frqa: I 

AI~t1t( ¥diitifi ff ~ qqfa ;n~r II' - (1'lanu 12-93), meaning -
"Cognizing this Tattwa alone is the cause for · JanmasaphaJya 
(fulfilment of Life's purpose) for Inan, especially a Bra11min. One 
who attail1S this alone is called a Kriralqitya (one having fulfilled 
Life's purpose), as also Dl-v{ja (twice-born)." 

3ffq:tr~lil ~ ~~: ijc:f~fl~: I 

~lfil'11 rG4'4fd (lfilll~q~ 'iq~~i'1: II~~ II 

Meaning : "This· has become popular (famous) as 
'.t..t\.sparshayoga'. This is somethIng not being seen by any 
y OgillS. Althougll it is fearless.. Y ogins, seeing fear in it, are 
afraid of it." 
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Thus this Paranla"rthadarshana (Intuition of the Transcellden-
,tal Reality of the Self) is capable of yielding Sanladlli (equipoise 
of the mind, Amanlbhava) which is Achala (ilnnlutable), Abl1aya 
(fearless). This has been called 'Asparsha)'oga' - meaning, \'-oga 
devoid of any relationship whatsoever with anything second to It 
- in the Upanisllads. In the Upanishadic sentences like - "Oh 
Maitreyi, I am not saying anything which is confusing, deluding. 
This Atman is A vinasl1i (indestructible) ; He has no qllality or 
nature \Vl1atsoever of being extirpated or eradicated. When Joana 
accrues, since the relationship or association with Bhutamatras 
(primordial elelnents) is lost (He has no particular knowledge of 
the type - 'I am so and so')" - (Bri. 1-1a. 4-3-14, 15) ; "If He 
is cognized, there is no more taint of the d~merit or defect of 
the fonn of Dhanna (merit) and Adhanna (demerit)" - (Bri. 4-
4-23) ; "That this Atman is MahaJ.1ta (supreme) and Aja (birthless). 
I-le is Ajara (Wldecaying), Am[ita (ilnrrlortal), Abhaya (fearless), 
verily Bralunan ; Brahlnan is f~arless, is it not so ? He who 
cognizes this tluth in th~_s matl11er, he becomes verily fearless 
Brahman" - (Bri. 4-4-25) etc. - it has been propounded that when 
Atmajiiana accrues to a seeker he has verily become Advitlya 
Brahman, devoid of any Sparsha (touch or taint) of anytiling else 
whatsoever. 

Even so, this cannot be acquired by those "'tho do not have , 
attained tIle Jiiaria expounded iII the Vedanta Sastra. Ajfiall1s -
meaning, tllose "rho are having identification \vith Parichhinnajfiaua 
(the distinctive knowledge) of tIle type of 'misconceiving' Atman 
to be the object for tIle 'I' -concept - \vhen they listen to this topic 
of Yoga of the form of tilis Jfi.kna (Intuitive Kllowledge) Wllicll 
is NirbJ1aya (feariess), they becolne afraid thinking tilat - "When 
tllis Jrldfta arClues, c;ince tIle Atmarupa (Ila~ure of Self) of the 
empirical fOrITl of 'J6 irself vatlishes, it alnounts to the destructioll 
ri AtnlaIl (Otle"s uwn beillg).'~ The experience of the type -
'Allam' (l,.concept) - eveIl ttlis fonn is not there for Annan in 
deep sleep ; then. without ther~ being any grief or misery 
what'i 0 ever, ParamUnandaprapti (attainl11ent of supreme Bliss) 
itself is attained. 1h~s tll1th is t11ere iIlvnriably in everyone's 
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experience indeed. Although they are seeing or witnessing this 
daily as their experience, the common seekers or practitioners of 
spiritual disciplines are afraid of 'Asparshayoga' which is of the 
essence of this Samyajjfiana (Intuitive Knowledge), fearing. that 
- ''If Amanasta (Amanlbhava) is attained, I myself will get 
destroyed or will die !" This is the intended, implicit meaning 
here. 

'ASPARSHAYOGA' IS NOT 
ANY SPECIAL KIND OF YOGA 

Here in this context, some people are deluded to think or 
believe that a particular type of Yoga (related to Patanjala Yoga 

. practices) called 'Asparsha Yoga' is taught. But for those who 
have discerned facts about the real purport of the Prakarat:la as 
also the earlier and later spiritual instructions (i.e. in what context 
this Yoga is taught) it will become clearly understood as to 
which Yoga has not been taught, and that the Darshana 
(Intuitive Experience) of Aja-Advaya-Paramartha Tattwa alone 
has been called by the name of 'Yoga' - that is all. Just as 
when we are awake there is Sparsha (touch, contact) with exter
nal objects or phenomena, in the Yoga Samadhi (trance as taught 
in Patafijala Yoga philosophy) there is no contact whatsoever 
with the external objects, is it not so ? In the same way, this 
is not a Samadhi Vishesha (special kind of trance) devoid of any 
contact or touch with external things ; in truth, this is verily 
the essential nature of Aja-Advaya Atmatattwa. In order to 
signify that this has no birth or destruction at all, Samyajjiiana 
(Intuitive Knowledge of the Self, Pure Being-Consciousness) 
has been called ' Asparsha Yoga'. TIle other Yoga types - let 
it be of any duration of being without any contact with external 
objects - it is invariably KaJaparicchinna (distinctive in time, an 
event in time) ; such Y oga Samadhi having been attained by 
anyone - whosoever he may be - the fathomless depth or 
sublimity of this Asparsha Yoga (of Vedantic spiritual 
science) of the nature of 'Samyajjfiana' is not known ; thus 
in order to eulogise the greatness of this Jiiana the commonplace 
variety of Yoga has been criticised here ; thus it should be 
reckoned. 
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Meaning : "For Yo gins by means of Nigraha (com
plete hescission of identification) with the mind alone 
Abhaya (fearlessness), Duhkha-kshaya (destruction of 
misery), Jiiana (Intuitive Knowleldge of the Self), Akshaya 
Shanti (indestructible Bliss) - all these accrue." 

THE SEEKER SHOULD ATTAIN ATMAmANA 
BY MEANS OF MANONIGRAHA ALONE 

"Those people - lvho are endowed with an excellent 
viewpoint (Uttama Drishti) and to whom nl~ither the mind 

-nor the senses etc. really exist at all apart from Atman who 
is of the essential nature of Aja-Advaya-Brahman, and who 
have gained conviction that all those phenomena are, jllst like 
the snake (appearing) in the rope, imagined in Xtman - since 
they have Intuited the truth that - 'Brahman of the very 
essence of Nitya Shudda Buddha Mukta is verily myselr - b~ 

means of Atmasatyanubodha, and since the Akshayashailli 
(eternal Bliss) called 'Moksha' is established in their vl'ry 
essence of Being - for such people there is no Sadhalla 
(spiritual practice) whatsoever that remains to be practised" 
- (3-36) - thus we have stated, is it not so ? 

Different from such people with superior viewpoint, those 
people WllO have adopted a Sadhanamarga (path of spiritual 
practice) and are elldo\ved with low-grade or middle-grade 
vielvpoints - meaning, people who have believed that - "Apart 
from Atman but associated with A tman there exists a thing 
called 'Manas' (mind)" - and for that reason alone getting 
disturbed by the fickleness and waywardness of the mind, 
they are desiring to get rid 01 the sellse of identification with 
the body seen in tiie manner - 'I am verily the body, the 
senses etcOl' - to all such Yogins (seekers of sp!rituaJ solace) 
who are not having the benefit of Xtmasatyanubodha the 
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great fruit of Abhaya (fearlessness) can be attained exclu
sively by Manonigraha. 

In this Chapter for the sake of such Manda-Madhyama
Drishli people 'Manonigraha' fonn of spiritual practice will be 
instructed in order tllat they may achieve Amanasta state and 
attain Nishtl1a (fully rooted, established state) in Advaitatman. 
Those who are endowed with Atmasatyanubodha - since they are 
Kritartha (those WilO have achieved the fulfilment of Life's purpose) 
and since for them Manonigraha is self-established and hence 
readily available, this is verily a Lakshal)a (a significant hallmark) 
for them. In fact, \vhat is Laksha~a for Kritarthas - that alone 
is recommended as a Sadhana for the rest of the seekers by 
the Sastra. For, the others have to perforce acquire through 
concerted efforts alone. Hence, here also for the benefit of those 
who wish to attain Atmajiiana by the device of Manonigraha its 
methodical details are being taught. 

(Objection) : Sadhana of the type of Chittanirodha (re
straint or cessation of the mental functions) etc. has been taught 
in the Yogashastra (patanjali's school of philosophy), is it not 
so ? If that itself is practised here, merely on that count does 
it not amount to procuring or providing a Sadhana for Atma
jiiana ? In that case, her~ once again why should Manonigraha 
be taught? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, Patanjala Yoga is a device for 
mere Nirodha (restraint, suppression) of Chittavritti (lnental con
cepts) ; therefore, it does not culminate or achieve its fruitition 
in Advaitatma Darshana (Intuitive Experience of non-dual Pure , 
Beil1g-Consciousness of the Self). The Sruti (i.e., the w·hole 
gamut of Upanishadic lore) is affirming that apart from 
Vedic Atmaikatwa Darshana by no other Dleans Moksha can 
be attained at all. Therefore, for that Jfiana as a device Vedic 
Dhyana (contemplation) alone has been taught in the Upanishads. 
Tllat Dilyana has other names like 'Adhyatma Yoga' etc. also. 
That alone has been instructed by tI1e name of 'Manonigraha' 
and not the Dllyana that has been taught in Yogashastra at 
all ; for, that has perforce to cillminate, end up in Dvaita 
invariably. Not being opposed to Vedas, those aids like Asanas 
etc. which are useful for this 'Mano11igraha' and l~'llich are taught 
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by the followers of }Togadarshana (i.e., Patanjali's Yoga plliloso
phy) - since using tll0se aids is proper here too - by that 
selective adoption there is no harm done at all. It should be 
discerned that although Manonigraha has been instructed here in 
this manner, because it has been instructed to the low-grade and 
middle-grade qualifiers invariably keeping in view the A vidyakalpita 
Dvaita (duality projected by or conjured up by ignorance) which 
is universally popular, this teaching will not cause any hindrance 
wl1atsoever to Aja-Advaita tenet. 

BENEFITS ACCRUING FROM MANONIGRAHA 

Let this incidental topic be kept aside. In this Karika the 
answer to the question - "What are the benefits accruing from 
this Mall0nigraha ?" - is provided .. Because as long as the mind 
exists the Dvaitadarshana (appearance of duality) invariably ex
ists, fear is unavoidable ; but by the Nigraha (full renunciation 
of identification) with the mind - (a) fear will be got rid of. 
Similarly, for the seekers (b) Duhkllakshaya (riddance from or 
destnlction of grief) also will accrue from Manonigraha alone, 
and (c) Atmajiiana also will accrue from this Manonigraha. The 
belief that the mind belongs to, or is associated with, Atman is 
caused by Mithyabhimana (wrong or misconceived identification) 
only ; therefore, if the mind is fully conquered tllis Dvaita 
disappears ; (d) Advaitatmajfiana also will be gained. In the saIne 
way, (e) Aksl18yashanti (eternal Bliss) - Moksha or Liberation by 
this nomenclature also will be attained by means of the 
Manonigraha alone. Because Manonigraha is a Sadhana (spiritual 
exercise, practice), the Moksha that is caused, engendered by a 
Sadhana will be rendered Anitya· (non-eternal), is it not so ? -
thus we should not doubt. For, Manonigralla does not at all 
mean fully conquering (Njgraha) a mind which really exists ; 
on the otller hand, it means : Although Atmatattwa is Advitlya 
alone, due to Avidya a misconceived identification (Mithyabhimana) 
that a mind which exists apart from Atman is associated with or 
tagged on to Atman is entertained. Tllerefore, an effort to get 
rid of that mind with a false appearance is itself called 
'Manonigraha'. Hence, there is no possibility wllatsoever of any 
hann being caused to Advaitasiddllanta merely by tIle Sadhano
pades118 (instruction of a spiritual practice). 
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a("ij Cfi a G~ 4,C!fi :iII ~ ~ CfiFG4 OS"11 I 

if~(~ AQ6~'~~GqR<§Gd: II~~II 

Meaning : "Just as the siphoning or measuring out of 
the sea, drop by drop, by means of the tip of a blade of grass, 
in the same way' (by means of a relelltless effort) \vithout 
any disgust or tedium the Nigraha (conquering) of the mind 
will ensue." 

(A) FOR MANONIGRAIIA NOT ALLOWING THE MIND TO GET 
DIMINISHED IN VIGOUR OR TO DECAY AS A DEVICE 

To the question - "How can this Manonigraha be 
achieved ?" - the answer is : By means of a steady, steadfast 
attempt - analogous to drying up a sea of all its water by pouring 
it out drop by drop by the tip of a blade of grass (i.e.!, seemingly 
impossible Herculean task) - of not allo\\fing the mind to get 
disgusted and without allowing it to sag or decay by means of 
such a supreme concerted effort the mind will become fully 
possessed, conquered, as it were. For that reason alone in the 
Bhagavadglta (6-25) it is stated: "By rrleans of an intellect fully 
gripped by Dl1[iti (alertness, awareness) one should step by step 
recede within unto oneself' ; "That Yoga should be practised by 
means of a Chitta (mind) without any disgust, teditun" - (6-23). 

o~ Ail~fllu, FqFl8cd Cfilqccfl.I~: I 

§RtlW '8it~1ttrrm ~~t{1tjl 1I't~1I 

Meaning: "One should hold firmly the mind which is 
spread out (i.e., drawn out and scattered by distractions) in 
Klimabhogas (manifold desires and enjoyments). If it merges 
or disappears and becomes Suprasanna (goes to sleep), it has 
to be Nigrahlta (fully controlled and awakened) . Just like 
Klima (desire), similarly Laya (merger) too (is a hindrance)." 

(B) METHOD OF GETTING RID OF LA Y A AND VIKSHEPA 

Merely making an effort without any disgust is not 
enough ; if the mind gets Viksllipta ( distracted or disturbed) 
either by any desire or by the enjoyment of an object of desire 
or if it gets spread out and squanders its faculties, then that mind 
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should be brought under full control (Nigraha), meaning, should 
be tied down to the Self and it sllould be sllbdued. And if the 
mind gets into Laya, meaning deep sleep in Wllich it becomes 
Suprasanna (merged), then that mind - to wit, if the mind without 
any contact either with tIle objects or the senses becomes un
ruffled, undisturbed, gets stabilised in the Pure Consciousness 
(Self) and becomes clear or pure devoid of any thoughts, iden
tifications etc. - then that sort of a pure mind sllould be gripped 
fmnly. If it is asked : "When it gets clear why should it be 
controlled ?" - the answer is : "Just as Kama (desire) is a 
hindrance to this Yoga, in the same manner if it gets Laya 
(merged in sleep), then also it becomes a hindrance indeed ; for, 
Laya is the cause for Vikshepa (distraction). Therefore, just as 
the mind which has been distracted, disturbed due to Kama has 
to be controlled, the mind having a proclivity towards Laya 
(getting merged in sleep) also should perforce be controlled. This 
is the implicit meaning here. 

!:li t1cf'ljtaiN CfiI'lifJ.lI~qcf~~ I 

aFii 'EI c:f¥ij~ftI \iffif ~ 9 q:(l4fd 1I'lC~ II 

Meaning : "'Realizing the truth that everything is Duhkha 
alone, (the mind) should be turned away from Kama ( desire) 
and Bhoga (enjoyment) ; if it is cognized that everything is 
Aja (birthless) alone, then nothing that is born is seen." 

(C) GETTING RID OF KAMA (DESIRE) BY MEANS OF 
PRACTICE OF VAlRAGYA (RENUNCIATION) AND 

JNANA (INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE) 

By an Upaya (subtle ruse, device) the mind should be fully 
controlled - (3-42) - thus it was stated, is it not so ? Which is 
that subtle ruse ? - this fact is being stated llere. After ratioci
nating or ruminating over tIle subtle truth - "All duality, diversity 
is invariably misery only" - in our mind and cognizing it with 
complete conviction, we should withdraw the mind from Kama 
and Bhoga. In fact, all Dvaita is the Vilasa (pastime or diver-, 
sion) alone of Avidya. The following Srutis signify that Dvaita 
is the effect, projection of Avidya : "Where it appears as though 
there exists another object there one will see anotller" - (Bri. 
4-3-31). "(In tIle dream it appears as though) someone is beating 
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Ine as also captivating me" - (Bri. 4-3-20) etc. Froln tIle Smritis 
it becomes known tllat Dvaita is the cause for Duhkha. 'It 011 
Kounteya (son of Kunti), the enjoynlents or plcasllres that accrue 
from Vishayasparsha (contact witil external objects) are verily tIle 
cause for Duhkha ; in those things \vhicll have a beginniIlg and 
an end a Vivekin does not take delight" - (Glta 5-22) - suel1 
Smritis can be exemplified here. In this world tIle tmtll that fronl . -
AdhJratmika (internally \vitllin the body), Adhibhoutika (external 
objects) etc. Kan18s (desires), Bhogas (enjoyments) giving rise to 
their respective DuJ:Jc..l]as (miseries), Wllich are una\:oidable, are 
known to be caused to each one of us indeed; in the same \vay, 
we can imagine or infer that in other worlds too enjoyments are 
the cause for DuQ.kha alone. The purport implicit in the Gita 
sentence is : Not only durillg the period of en __ i()Ylnent alone 
but also before they accrue we suffer from an anxietj of the 
type that - 'Tltey have not yet been acquired' - a~ also after 
they are lost or gone we suffer from resentment of the type 
that - 'They are not there now' - thus they are the causes 
for DuJ:tkha alone. Bringing all these facts to our mind if we 
feel a sense of Vairagya (renunciation), then the mind remains 
without opting for Bhoga. Allother device for l\'1anonigraha is 
the Jiiana Ahhyasa (repeated practice of Intuitive Kno\vl
edge), which is notlling but constantly remembering or ratio-, 
cinating the Sastraic instructions along with the ~-uktis men-
tioned in this Prakara~a to cognize the truth - "All this is 
verily Aja-Advaya Brahman" ; by means of this Jfianabhyasa 
we attain tIle conviction or sense of certitude that there is no 
wortllwhile object for tIle mind at all, and tIle hankering after 
Kama and Bhoga will disappear. 

There is a marked distinctioIl between the Jiianabhyasa 
mentioned here and the Ahbyasa that is taught in Patanjala 
Yoga. There in Patanjala Yoga an Abhyasa (repeated practice) of 
Satvika Ekagrata (mental equipoise of the quality of Satya) being 
repeated often endowed with the Samskara (mental proclivity, 
refmement) of tIle Nirodha (suppression) of Chittavritti (mental 
thouglltS or concepts) ; but here in Vedantic teaching although 
Dvaita appears as real, in reality all this is verily Aja-Advaya 
Brahman - thus Ahhyasa of Joana born out of Sastra-Acharya 
instructions has been signified. It is true that this Abhyasa is 
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not Sulabhasadhya (easily to be attained) for everyone. Even so, 
as being taugllt 110\V step by step we sllould merge tIle senses, 
tlle mind, the il1tellect 011e into the other in that order al1d finally 
we should endeavour to get established in Brahman alone of the 
essential nature of Aja-Advaya-Atman. The Adhyatma Yoga 
mentioned in the Ka!hopalli~had. the DhY!ln3 Yoga taught in the 
sixth chapter of Glta are tIle Sadhallas meant fOf thl'j Aja
Advaya-Atmajftana alolle. Only the external aspects of Asana 
(posture) etc. mentioned in Patafijala Yoga are helpftll 11ere also ; 
this fact we have mentioned previously itse1f . 

• 

~ lfiTr~ap;q=d fqf\;1<; 1l1¥1~t{~: I 

tiCfit114 fi!(\i1I;:ftl(~ ij'iAI'<i "ii ~~ IIWII 

Meaning : "If it gets merged, the nlind should be 
woken up. If it becolnes distracted or disturbed, then once 
again the ~ind should be brought under control. We should 
cognize that (111ind) \vhich is associated with Kashaya 
(the potent or latent \/'asanas or proclivities attached to 
external objects) and if it attains equipoise, then it should 
not be disturbed, shaken up." 

(D) E~1\fiNATION OF LA YAVASTHA (S~fATE OF MEI{GER) 

Thus evell after avoiding, or escaping froln, Viksllcpa, there 
is a chance of the Chitta (mind) getting into the sleep state and 
thereby getting Laya (merged) due to the potency of the seed 
fonn of A vidya, Kama etc. ; because that is also the cause for 
Anart118 (undesirable miseries), then the mind sllould be woken 
up, activated. The principle reasons for the mind to get into sleep 
are : (i) insufficient sleep ; (ii) food not being digested and 
remaining in the stomacll ; (iii) exhaustion - from these, as also 
(iv) neglecting Vivekabhyasa (practice of Intuitive deliberation, 
discrimillation) without putting in concerted efforts. Tllerefore, 
having enough sleep, eating Satvika food which is quickly 
digestible observing frugality, not doing any work lvhich is 
too strenuous - al) these features being introduced in our life 
style and routine, constantly practising Vivekabhyasa we should 
keep our mind alert alld attentive - this is the implicit mean
ing of the Karika. 
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If we observe properly and deeply, in the SUsl1uptavastha 
Jiva 11as become one with (merged in) Aja-Advaya-Atman's , 
Swarupa. The Sruti describes this as : "Just like pure water He 
is clear, Advitlya (non-dual), Sakshichaitanya (Witnessing Pure 
Consciousness), Ekaswarupa (of tile essential nature of unity). Oh 
Emperor, this alone is the Brahmaloka - said Yajfiavalkya" - (Bri. 
4-3-22). It furtl1er explains : "For this Jlva this alone is the 
Paramagati (Supreme Absolute state), tllis alone is l1is Paramasampat 
(extraordinary wealtll), t1lis alone is his Paramaloka (Supreme 
Transcendental abode) ; this alone is his Paramananda (Absolute 
Bliss), from one part of this Reality the rest of the creatures are 
thriving" - (Bri. 4-3-32). Even so, merely by deep sleep no one 
ever acquires Paramapurusillirtha (the Absolute Suprelne Goal of 
Life, i.e., Moksha). For, since all Jlvas are becoming one with 
Brahmaswarupa quite naturally witllout fmally, consulnmately 
getting rid of A vidya by cognizing (Intuiting) Brahmaswarupa, 
they are waking up again and again in tlleir respective Jlva Rupas 
in accordance with their respective· Karmas. From this view-, 
point alone in the Sri Badarayana's Vedanta Sutras it is written : 

'3t(qlr~q"dt4 ~sf\ioqr!(f)lI1.lItt: (Ved. Sutra 2-3-31), meaning - "Just 
as tile Pumstwa (manliness), which invariably was latent in the 
childhood, manifested itself in the youth state - the association 
with Buddhi, which invariably existed in a seed form in the deep 
sleep state, once again manifests itself in the waking." Therefore, 
from the standpoint of tIle practitioners WllO wish to practise and 
attain Manonigra11a to get Laya (merged in deep sleep) also is 
verily a defect. 

Thus wIlen tllere is Layaprapti (acquisition of sleep) even 
after the mind is woken up once again it may get Vikshipta 
(distracted, disturbed) ; then as stated previously witil the aid of 
Vairagya and Abhyasa again and again the mind should be 
hrougllt into equipoise. 

(E) KASHA YA P ARIHARA 

Even when both Laya and Vikshepa are not there, and 
when a state, wllich is in between tllese extreme states, is ac
quired the nund may be Sakasbaya, meaning embedded in or 
associated with the seed of latent impressions of previous plea
sures or enjoyments ; even then, with the l1elp of devices like 
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Viveka, Abhyasa, Vairagya - the mind should be purified, cleansed 
of its dross. 

(F) ACQUISITION OF EQUIPOISE IS DESIRABLE 

Tile mind \vhich is rid of these three defects (viz. Laya, 
Vikshepa and Kashaya) is fit to acquire 'Samaprapti' - meaning, 
it is turning to\vards equipoise ; then if it is stabilized without 
disturbing it, ill due course it acquires Atmarupa (the essential 
nature of the Self as Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss). This has 

been stated in Karika (3-37) : ·tlql~<iltffls~:t. 
Tllis Karika sentence has been written by Sri Gau"apada

cbarya following a sentence of Maitreyanatha in his work 

called 'Mahayanasutraiailkara' which runs like : ~ F:q=aflll 
.ItuftllI5~ci 1f1'i~Cl ~:, !f1'4AIC(1~~W dRlii4I<.1k1~ ~:' which is also 
accepted by Yogacharas (Buddhists) - Thus the autllor of 
- , 

'Agamashastra', Sri Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has sunnised. 
But the 'Shama' of Chitta that the Buddhists have acknowledged , 
is 'Nasha' (destnlction) ; in the present context what Sri Gau<;lapada 
has propounded is Aja-Advaya-Atmajfiana ; there is no relation
ship whatsoever between t11ese two approaches or viewpoints. 

Here 'Samaprapta' is the correct text ; for, in the Karika (3-2) 

-os\ilrfaQ'tdi aldi( - it is proclaimed that - "We are stating Aja
Atmatattwa which is immutable (devoid of any distinctions like 
increase and decrease)." 

·'1I~I~~Cl ~ ~ f.i:e'4: ll : Slijlql ~ I 

f~f(:q~ r~I(~<fi'q=a~Cf\'~~fCl Ql4t'td: II~II 

Meaning : "The happiness tllat is acquired there should 
not be tasted ; without having any association or COlltact one 
should be fully aware (with Pure Consciousness) ; if the non
vibrating or still mind goes out outwardly, by a concerted 
effort it should be brought back and unified with (nlerged in) 
Pure Consciousness." 

(G) GETTING RID OF SUKHASVADA 

Thus, if by means of Visbayavairagya we manage to see 
that the mind does not become extroverted and practise 
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Vivekabhyasa, then in the mind, whicll is directed towards t11e 
(innermost essence of Being) Self, if tIle Kashaya also is got rid 
of, then it will become fit for Samaprapti (equipoise). Here at tllis 
stage it appears as though all the defects or impurities are 
removed and the practitioner is lil(ely to be deluded tllat tllat state 
itself is the one essential nature of Sukha. But discemi11g in the 
manner - "TIns Slllu'1abhasa (a mere reflection \)f happiness) is 
projected by SattwaguIJ.a, conjured up by A vidya which is devoid 
of Vivechana (discrimination) between Vishaya and Visllayi" - 11e 
should remain without association with it. In tIlis Sukhabhasa 
(reflection of Bliss) \vllich accrues at the beginning of Salnadhi, 
only after we give up our association the mind attains Ekibha\;8 
(unity, consummate merger) in Atman, who is the really real 
Anandarupa (nature of Pure Bliss). 

(H) ESTABLISmNG THE MIND IN ATIVIAN ALONE 

Thus even after all kinds of hindrances, impediments (im
purities) are removed, the mind abruptly - by virtue of (due to) 
some remnants of previous latent impressions - may wander out 
towards the external objects of the world at large. Then again by 
a concerted effort it should be made to merge in tIle Self alone 

and stay put there. .1fffl 1fffl f~:t:q(Fd 'f~~:q::;q{'1'1~{'( I fldtdM 

r"lI~d«I(q~q em-~ II' (GIta 6-26) - meaning - "Whenever due 

to external objects like the Shabda, Sparsha etc. the mind wavers 
and wanders out, then and there by means of Vivechana (dis
crimination) decide that it is all A vidyaka (conjured up by igno
ranee) and drag the mind back, as it were, towards the Self and 
establish it there." This is verily the implicit purport of Bhagavan 
in tIle Glta verse. 

(12) BRAHMABHAV A (SENSE OF UNITY WITH 
BRAHMAN) ALONE IS THE FRUIT OF 

MANONIGRAHA 

~ -;y t1llla fire";f"if Fqfea'4d ~: I 
otf.:tit.l91q~I'ilti f;s&:l;i 'Ql C1~~1 II~II 

Meaning : "When the mind remains without getting 
merged, but without again getting distracted outwardly, with-
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out any vibration, without any Abhasa (reflection of anything) 
whatsoever, then it has verily becoll1e Brahman." 

IF BY l\lEANS OF MANONIGRAHA 'fI-IE l\1IND BECOMES 
PRASHANTA (EXTREMELY QUIESCENT) THEN IT IS 

BRAHl\'IA TW APRAPTI 

By virtue of Viveka-Vairagya, as Inentioned before, without 
giving any scope for Viksllcpa, after waking up the mind which 
has got Laya (sleep), without shaking even the least bit, without 
getting any Abhasa either of the external or the internal objects 
- if the mind rests still in that supreme state, then it sl10uld be 
reckoned to have become one with BraJlman (the Transcendental 
Reality). In this Karika tll0Ugh Kasha.vatyaga (giving up latent . 
proclivities of past pleasures) has not been mentioned, 011 the 
strength and aut110rity of the previous texts that too can be safely 
included. Just as a person realizes the truth that what was ap
pearing as a sllake is really, in its essence, a rope only, the Jlva 
givil1g up his separated, distinctive form as an entity> attains 
Amanlbhava, then he remains in his essential nature of Paranlartila 
Brahmatlna Rupa. 1"11is is tI1e implicit meaning of the Karika. As 
stated previously in (3-32) that by meallS of Atmasatyanubodha 
tile mind becomes 'no-milld', by meallS of this device of 
'Manonigraha" also that 'iery sanle 'Amanasta' - 111eaning, Intu
iting qUIte clearly as a profound transcendental Plenary Experi
ence of that Ultimate Brahmatmaswarupa - will be realized .. 

~fARKED DISTINCTION BETWEEr-~ THE FRuIT OF 
l\1ANONIGRAHA AND AS~IPF~JNATA SAMADHI 

In the Yogashastra (of Patanjali Rishi), according to the 
metllod of Cllittaniro,t'1a taught by it, all the thoughts (¥.rittis) 
disappear aIid the n1ind beu1g endowed with the remnallts of 
Samskaras attains 'Asampraifiata Samadhi'. In the Sadllana , 
called 'Manonigraha' in that Sastra, it has been propounded that 
by the tlrree devices, viz. (a) Dharal}.a, meaning to stabilise the 
mind in a special region (Deshavislleslla) ; (b) Dllyana - there 
in that region alone keeping the mind in one and the same form 
(uninterruptedly like Taila Dhara, or stream of oil) ; (c) Samadlli 
- there in that region itself the mind appears as though it is Ilot 
existing in its very essence - tI1e 'Asamprajiiatasamadhi' is 
attained. 
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fested as Bralnnan" - is it not so ? This Brahmananda is not, 
like tIle Visllayasuklla, something that culminates in Duhkha ; nor 
is it that which appears as 'Kritrimasukha' (deceptive happiness) 
prior to acquiring or going into Samadhi (trance) ; for, it is one 
which manifests itself by virtue of Atmasatyanubodha. 
'Manonigraha' means not only keeping the existing mind in 
full control, but also the mind after acquiring Amanlbhava 
finding its culmination in Atmasatyanubodha alone. By means 
of that 'Bodha' alone this Sukha (Bliss) will become our Intuitive 
Experience (Anubhava) ; for. It is 'Svastha' (still, quiet), to wit, 
in Its essential nature of the Self It has remained still and 
steady ; It is 'Shanta' meanillg, It exists in a form in which all 
the 'Anartha Prapaiicha' (the whole ganlut of the miseries of the 
world of duality) is destroyed ; It is 'Sallirvana', meaning, It 
exists in the essential nature of Kaivalya (Transcendental Real
ity) ; since It is Advaita (non-dual) It is Shivarupa (of tIle 
essence of auspiciousness) ; It is also 'Akath)ra', nleaning, It 
cannot be detennined in the manner - "It is such and such" -
and be described or signified by any word as It is of 
Nirvisheshaswarupa (of the essential nature which is devoid of 
any special feafllres or characteristics) ; It is 'Uttamasukha' ; It 
is the Ananda (Bliss) \\rhich is Intuitively ~xperienced by superior 
type of Yogis who are totally immersed in Aja-Advaita
Anusandhana (Intuitive practice of getting established in birthless 
non-dual Self of the essential nature of Pure Being-Conscious
ness-Bliss). It is non-different from 'lileyabrahma' (Brahman to 
be known through the Upaniashadic teachings) who is verily Ollf 

own Swarupa devoid of birth; It is 'Sarvajna' (omniscient) ; 
since It is everything and Nitya Chaitanyarupa, that Sukha is , 
Brahman alone - thus the Brahmajiianis affirm. The Sruti state-
ment : "That which is Vijfiana and Ananda is verily Brahman" 
- (Bri. 3-9-27-7), as also the Smriti sentence expressed by Sllri 

KrishQ.a Bhagavan : 'R~II;afH~ lR tillll;f §&tl'd"1'( I ~ ~1;a('ilU 

ilttl,(t1'1ifi@iti,(II' - (Gita 6-27) - meaning, "For the Dhyanayogi 

"rho has become one with Atman the RajoguI).a has completely 
vanished ; he 11as verily become Brahman ; he is Nisllkalmasha 
(devoid of any ilnpurity whatsoever) ; he gets ilrunensely great 
Suk11a", - is in .truth this ,'ery state of the Jfiani. In the sixth 
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. , 
On tIle otiler l1and, here in Sri Gaudapada's Advaita Vedanta, , 

because on the strength of tIle spiritual instructions by botl1 Sastra 
and the Acharya, the practitioller examines Intuitively Vastutattwa 
(the Ultimate Reality in Its Transcendental, Absolute essence) 
Itself, the ljjana (Intuitive Knowledge) of the type - "Everything 
is- verily Brahman" - accrues. Therefore, between both these 
Sadhanas and their respective Phalas (fruits) tllere exists a great 
distinction. Even so, neglecting this marked difference some 
adherents of Vyakhyana Vedanta Prasthana (method of ap-, 
proach of the post-Sankara commentators) calling themselves , 
Advaitins (\ledantins) are asserting that 'Sravana', 'Manana', 

, 
'Nididhyasana' taugllt in the Srutis are verily 'DharaQa', 
'Dhyana' and 'Samadhi, respectively, and that 'Darshana' 
means 'Samadhi' alone. Here because Atma,o is Sakshat (di
rectly, immediately) ,,4paroksha (Intuitively) Brahman- alone, 
there is no scope whatsoever for' Atmasakshatkara' (materiali
sation of the Self) - this eternal truth they have forgotten. It 
beconlcs very clear from the Badarayana Vedanta Sutra (3-2-
24) that what is taugllt tllerein as 'Samradhana' is not 'Samyama' 
that is propounded in Yogashastra (of Patafijali) whicll. is evi
dently, unequivocally a Dvaita pl1ilosopby. This fact is clearly 
hrougllt out in that Sutra-Bhashya itself. Therefore in this 
Prakara~a "Brahmanish!ha' that is taught here is to be de
termined in the manner that it is just like for the Adhyaropita 
(superimposed or misconceived) snake, Nishpatti (birth, pro
jection) of Rajjlvamsha (apparent reality lent, as it ,vere, by 
the real rope) is imagined - followillg the Vedantic method
ology_ 

• • ~ f • ""I""'!!t:q!!!l"'W'ttI...... ~II t:ij '{, t ;:o'f q 0l't Cf) 04 ""P'I§"'I"!!!!@ ...... Sr""""""Ittl"'P"ltt ..... L(1 

at"'q~~ iit;r ~ qR:q~a II~II 
Meaning : "This is quiescent, peaceful, endowed with 

liberation froln mundane exjstence - thus having detemlined, 
it is being described (in the Sastra) that It is indescribable 
supreme Bliss, birthless, Abhinna (noll-different) from a liieya 
(known entity) which is Aja (unborn), Sarvajiia (omniscient)." 

THE FRUIT OF MANONIGRAHA IS SW ARUP ANANDA 

In the previous Karika it lIas been stated : "Then it mani .. 
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Mantra of MaJ:t~ukyopanishad what is described as TUflyatma
sthiti sllould be compared with this opinion expressed in tllis 
Karika. 

- -
(13) CONCLUSION OF AJATIV ADA 

-;r Cfi~\N1l104a ~: ijtqcfl~ ';( fqfla I 

C(tI"6S=a4 et=4 ~ fCfi[Gqil \J1,q~ II"lll 

Meaning: "No .. ;!'~a is bonl ; such a COlltingency is not 
there at all. III That in \vhictl L.lere is not an iota of birth, That 
(Entity) alone is the Vr 141nl~sat:{" Wfofound Reality?) indeed." 

AJAT.l\BRAHMAN ALONE IS Pl'HE P-\RAMARl'!1.t\SATYA 

Wllatever has been stated so far li~:te ft1anonigraha, Srishti 
by means of illustrations of clay, metal etc., Upasall£l - all these 
are nlentioned as subtle devices to cognize, Intuit P aral11arthasatya 
alone and, in tnlth, none of tllem are really' real entities~ For, then 
for reasons that : In the tlleory propounding that tIle mind should 
be fully controlled (11anonigraba) the difference of the type - the 
mind as a distirlct entity apart from Atman ; the (lifference of -
Ishwara who creates and the world that He creates ; the differ
ences of - the person WilO meditates, Upasana and Ishwara WllO 

is Upasltavya etc. - invruiably exists - and thereby It will amount 
to saying those differences or distinctions tlielnselves are 
Paranlartllasatya and tIle Vedat)tic teaclling of - "Bralullan which 
is J1.ja, .~dvaya is alone the Paramirtha (Absolute Reali!)')" - \\~ill 

be vitiated. But in the doctrine that all these are tatlght merely 
as devices to cognize Paramartha, the}" do not t.ccome 
Paramarthasat}'a at all ; all that is taught by the Sruti as a 
device over and over ag~lin and it reiterates that "That -
Atman who is neg!lted in the Dlanner - Not this, not that' -

, 
is Itself this olle" ; thus because tIle" Sruti negates repeatedly in 

this manner - as it is stated in a part of the Karil~a (3-33), '81~~I;j 

~(l.fij' - the Aja-Ad,,-itiya-Atmatattwa alone \vill manifest Itself 
in the seeker's Intuitive Experience. 

It being so, what is 'Paramarthasatya' (the Absolute Trutll) 
is : No Jlva is really born ; nor the Karya Kara1}asanghata 
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(conglomeration of the body, the senses etc.) which is an adjunct 
for him is born. We have already mentioned that - "At a few - -, 
places the livasrishti (creation, birth of Jiva) which the Sruti has 
instructed is - just like the birth of Ghalakasha etc. - a Mayikajanma 
(illusory birth) and is mentioned as a device for the purpose of 
teaching the Tattwa to Jijiiasus (seekers) of the low-grade intel
lect". Therefore, for Atman who is by His very essential nature 
Aja - 'Sambhava' (a cause for His birth) - is not existing at all ; 
hence, the fact that - "No Jiva has birth" - is itself the Absolute 
truth (Paramartha). In the previous portion of the treatise among 
all the Vyavaharikasatyas (empirical truths) mentioned as a de
vice t'l signify the Tattwa the 'Uttamasatya' (the most profound 
truth) s : "In Brahman who is Satyaswarupa nothing in the least, , 
even a1 iota, is ever born". The Srutis like "The Real of the real 
- is Its name" - (Bri. 2-1-20) ; "That which is Satyam, Jiianam 
and Alantam is verily Brahman" - (Tai. 2-11) - etc. are the 
authoriative sentences for this conclusion. 



IV ALATASHANTI PRAKARANA 
• 

1 RELATIONSHIP (RELEVANCE) OF 
THIS CHAPTER 

THE GIST OF PREVIOUS CHAPTE~S 

On the pretext of determining the meaning of Olnkara in 
the first Prakaral}a it has been taught that - "Advaita alone is 
Paramartha (the Absolute Reality)." There it was instructed ($piri
tually) that - "Omkara, devoid of Matras (metres) or Padas 
(quarters), is verily Turyatman, who is not having any reLttion
ship with the qualities or special features of Atman, qf the 
A vasthas like waking, drealn, who is related to the A vartl1as ; 
further that Turyatman alone is verily Advaitatman who is Shiva 
(auspicious, sacred)." . In the second Prakaral}8 this same mean
ing (purport) was established by proving on the basis of Yukti 
(reasoning) of t~e type - "All the intern_al and external objects 
or phenomena are 'Vitatha' meaning 'false appearances' aone". 
There it was d-emonstrated that both the waking and the !ream 
are states of one and ° the same kind and therefrom j was 
established that - "All Dvaitavyavahara (transactions of Cllality, 
diversity) is . AvidyakaJpita (projected, conjured up by ign<rance) 
in Atman" ; thereby It was conciuded that from all this °it evolves 
that - Advayatinan (non-dual Self), who is Prapaiichopashm8 (in 
whom the world of duality is completely merged), is Hmself 
verily Paramartha". In the third PrakaraJ.la

o 

once more by neans ,. . 
of Sastraic statements (teachings) and Yukti (Intuitive reasning) 
directly, meaning Intuitively, Advaita (non-dual -Self) wasdeter
mined, TIlere in the following order several important enets 
were' revealed : (i) Though Jivas and their adJuncts of larya
kara1)a~arigllatas (conglomeration of the body~ the senses tc.) -
just like the Ghat~ashas and Gha~as, like the objects seel in a 
dream - are appearing to tJe born, that Janma is verily Niyika 
(illusory) - this truth is ' explairied ; (ii) the Srutivakyas vhicll 
describe the S[ishti (creation) are merely a device to srnify, 
teach the subtle truth of Atmaikya. (unity of the Self) - indating 
these by means of Upapatti (reasoning) ; and thereby establhing , . 

the fact that the Srutis. have the ultimate purport of teachinJAja-
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Advaya-Brahman alone ; (iii) because tIle whole gamut of dllality 
is merely Manod[ishya (a projection of the mind), Advaita alolle 
is tlle Uttanlasatya (supreme, profound trutll) ; (iv) Manonigraha, 
Srishti, Upasana etc. are subtle devices whicl1 are merely 
Apekshikasatya (relatively true) - thus it is concluded. Anyway, 
thus i~ the previous three chapters through the doorway of 
Anvaya (comparison-agreement) it has been taught that Advaita 

alone is Paramartha. 

THE SALIENT TOPIC OF THIS PRAKARA~A 
WOR1~H DELIBER.4. TION 

Now in this fourth Prakaral}.a through tIle doorway of 
Vyatireka (contreriety, contrast) also that very Tattwa is being 
established. For this Advaita Darshana the principal opponents 
ar(~ Sankhyans etc. WilO are follovvers of Astikadarshana (philoso-, 
phy which believes in the atlthority of the Sastra i.e., Vedas) as 
also Buddhists (who do not acknowledge Vedas as allthorit~tive 

sources). Because they oprose one another in their arguments, 
Dvaita which gives full scope for Raga (attacl1l11ent, affinity to 
one's own philosophy and preceptor), Dwesha (hatred towards 
other schools of philosopllY) and Klesha (miseries) is a 
!vfitllyadarshana (false, unreal spiritual precept) - this fact was 
indicated in the previous Chapter (3-17) ; because Advaita Darshana 
(non-dual philosopllY) is lI0t opposed to tl10se philosophies and 
does not give any scope for any Kleshas, it is verily the 
Samyagdarshana (the con'ect, real spiritual philosopllY) - thus this 
philosophy has been eulogised also (3-17, 3-18). Therefore, this 
Prakara~a has been written to analyse in detail and refute the 
Dvaita Darshanas on the ground that since they are mutually 
opposed to one another they are not the correct (Samyag) Darshanas 
and thereby, by contrast, conclude that Advaita Darshana alone 

is the Samyagdarshana. 

THE AXIOMS THAT ARE UTILIZED IN TIlE CHAPTERS 

In the previous three Prakarat}as for reasons like : (a) By 
an examination of Avasth.atraya, Advaitatattwa alone is Paramartha 
and the rest of the Vikalpas (ilnaginations or misconceptions) are 
appearing each by leaving out another ; in states like Sushupti 
etc. their essential nature itself does not exist and hence they are 
shovm to be Asatya (wrreal) on tile strength of ~4nub.h3,'a (111-
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tuitive Experience) and (b) then it has been established that -
"Advaita alone is Paramartha". - on the basis of Yukti in con
sonance with (or subsidiary to) Intuitive Experience - in tllose 
Chapters the axiom that is adopted is VIta (Anvaya, agreeme:clt) 
Nyaya (axiom) ; on the other hand, in this Chapter, for reasons 
that Dvaitins are arguing one against another and that nc; one's 
yukti (reasoning) remains established or sustained, it is shown 
that Dvaita Darshana is not yukti Yukta (in keeping with rea
soning) ; thereby the truth that - "Advaita alone is sustained" -
is proved meaningfully ; hence it is said that here A vita (Vyatireka, 
contrast) Nyaya is utilized, that is all ; but it should lot be 
misunderstood here that merely on the basis of Anvaya-Vyatireka
Anumana (inference based on the axiom of agreement and con
trast) - Advaita is established. Like the other Darshanas (schools 
of philosophy) here mere logic or reasoning is not believed ; in 

truth, Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) alone is important. 

WHY TillS NAME OF ALATASHANTI ? 

For this Prakara~a the name 'Alatashanti' is given with a 
purport behind it. To wit, Alata (a fIrebrand, torch) - when it is 
being swung round, the light of the fire draws, as it were, various 
kinds of figures and all of them are appearing falsely indeed to 
create an illusion. When observed properly the light exists in its 
singular fonn always (i.e. devoid of any multiple, manifold shapes 
of light) and it has never any taint or touch whatsoever with 
those shapes or forms. Is it not so ? In the same way, although 
Atmatattwa, which is Aja, Advaita, appears to be born, to move, 
to get divided into Grahya-Grahaka categories due to Avidya, 
from the Vidya Drishti It always (eternally) remains or subsists 
as Shanta, Shiva and Advaita. 'This truth is elucidated and estab
lished here. Anyway, thus through the device of showing the 
various defects found In other alien Darshanas, the eternal fact 
that - 'Advaita Darshana is truly the Samyagdarshana' - is being 
concluded and thus the name of - 'Alatashanti Prakarana' is a 
fitting nomenclature in all respects. 

2. MANGALACH~A (INVOCATION) 

il~'1ICfiI'ICfi~'1 'f1d;J. ~ '1'I:i\q'lI"l1 

i(41f\t~'1 4!t;«i ~ r,qcd lRIllI~1I 

. 
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Meaning : "I salute that Purushashreshtha (the greatest, 
holy man) who has cognized by means of Jiiana (Intuitive 
Knowledge), which is like Akasha (empty space) and non
di£ferent from Jiieya (the object of knowledge) those Dharmlin 
(Jiianis, Realized souls) who are also like the Akasha." 

THE GIST OF THE TEXT ON THE PRETEXT OF 
AN INVOCATION TO THE PRECEPTOR 

The reason for this invocatory verse written at the begin-, 
ning of this PrakaraQa is given by Shri SaIikara to be : "The 
Advaita Darshana Sampradaya Kartru (the founder of the tradi
tional methodology of teaching of the school of philosophy of 
Non-dualism) - in order to salute Him with Advaitaswarupa alone 
this first verse is composed. By this veneration of Acharya at the 
beginning of a treatise one's purpose is fulfilled by it". The 
intended purport of this comment is : For all these four Chapters· 
Advaita alone is the subject-matter. In the previous Chapters , 
Advaita has been propounded by means of Sruti and Yukti ; in 
order to create a high sense of reverence in the minds of 
Mumukshus (seekers of liberation) by signifying the truth that 
Advaita Darshana (the school of philosophy of Non-dualism) is 
one that yields the Purushartha (the goal of human existence) 
which is of the essence of Shanta (peace), Shivaswarupa (auspi
cious nature) withput giving any scope for Raga (attachment) and 
Dwesha (hatred) - the invocation, which salutes Paratattwa (Ab
solute, Transcendental Reality) as Advaitarupa (in the form of 
non-duality) alone, has been composed here; because all the four 
Prakar~as are propounding Advaitatattwa alone, though the whole , 
treatise itself being called a 'Sastra' is reasonable, since the very , 
quintessence of Vedanta Sastra has been provided in a concise , 
and concentrated fonn in this fourth Chapter Shri Sailkara has , 
conceived this PrakaraQa alone as a compact 'Sastra' (scientific 

text) and eulogised it. 

THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF 'BHAGAVANTA' 
WHO IS SALUTED 

"I salute Iswara who is called 'Narayat:la', that ~urusha
shresht1Ja (the supreme, Absolute Being) who is (a) all-pervading 
like Akasha ; (b) non-different from Atmans (Selves) who are 
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Jfieya· (known objects) ; (c) like the heat of the fire and light or 
brilliance of the sun, non different from these selves but verily 
their Swanlpa ; (d) who ever cognizes tIle Dhannan mealllllg 
Atmans (Jivas) and file external objects who by virtue of th~ir 
Jnana are also all-pervading like .. t\kasI1a alone. , 

The Vyakhyanakaras (post-San1cara COlT'-111entators woo pro-
fess to be his follo\vers only) refer to a legend that Shri 
Gaugapadacharya in tIle past did long and intensive penance 
keeping as his Upasya Devata (Deity to be meditated uP <J ft) 
Bhagavan Shri Naraya1J.a (popularly known as Shri Mahavis1u}ll) 
in Badarikashram, which was the residential abode of Nata and 
l~arayaf.la sages ; a highly pleased Bhaga'lan then matenalized 
before him and blessed him with 'Brahma Vid)ra'. Secoooly.. it 
is mentioned in tile epic 'Mahabharata' that Shl~man11araya{la (i.e. 
Shri MahavisI1Q.u) incarnated in four forms of Nara, Narayar:ta, 
Hari, Krisht:la in order to keep alive Dharma (righteousness, 
ethics, morals) ; among them Nara and Narayar:ta were highly 
dedicated to do penance, and NarayaI).a had a dialoguQ witll 

I 

Narada (a divine sage) and taught Nar:lY81)8 Tattwa (the Reality 
of NarayaI).a) ; there, in the Moksha Dharma Parva 335-1, it is 
found that Narayal).a is called by the epithet 'Dvipadam Varislltha'. , 
Because Shri Sarikara Bhagavatpada belongs to the traditional 
lineage of spiritual teachers of (NarayaJ:.1asampradaya) of Naraya~a, 
even to this day at the beginning of the Shantimantrapatha of , , 
Sankara Bllashva the followers of Slm Sankara recite a verse .. 
pertaining to the Guruparampara beginning witll NarayaI}.a. There-
fore, even if anyone of the above two theories is assumed, it can 
be stated unequivocally that the autllor is revering and invoking 
ShrimannaraYaI)a Bhagavan who is of the essential nature of non
dtlality. 

Anyway, this invocatory verse signifies Advaita darshana 
which is extrelnely different from the doctrines of the rest of tIle 
Darshanakaras who invariably propound that Jfiatru-Jfiana ... Jfieya 
are three distinct categories. 

THE TOPIC FOR THE AVANTARA TATPARYA (EXTRANEOUS, 
EXTRA PURPORT) OF TmS CHAP1'ER 

In this Prak~at)a Shri Gau4apadacharya has refuted all 
those who have followed or championed the cause of the reality 
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of external world of duality by adopting Yuktis (logical devices 
or arguments) in consonance witll Vljiianavada (Idealism of Bud
dhists) and thereafter he has refuted Vijfianavada itself by adopt
ing tile Yuktis fotwarded by those disputants in their own Siddhanta 
(philosophy) ; even though he has adopted the Yuktis of 
Shunyavadins (Nihilists among Byddhists), in order to drive home 
the iuea that - 'The rest of the doctrinaire theories ean be refuted' 
- he has exemplified here and there Yuktis of ShUnyavadins ; 
even so, he has continually but invariably pointed out that -
(a) Aja-Advaya-Siddhanta (i.e., Advaita Vedanta) is not merely 
to be comprehended by means of dry logic; (b) on the contrary, 
It has to be perforce cognized, Intuited by mea~s of Yuktis in 
consonance with Anubhava (Intuitive, Transcendental Experience 
of the Pure Consciousness) alone. TllUS with the intention of 
delnpnstrating tile fact that - 'Quite distinct and different from the 
logic that is acknowledged and adopted by the extroverted dis
putants is this Shrouta Tarka (logic which is in-built, adopted in 
the Srutis or Upanishads)' - he has vociferously, stridently pro
claimed (that less-known btlt implicit) fact by utilizing common 
words which are suitable to both Buddhistic doctrines and Vedanta 

philosophy in this invocatory verse. 
To wit : Since Vijiiana (intellectual ideation) is Nirvishaya 

(without any object), it is like Akasha (empty space), Asariga 
(devoid of any relationship) - thus opine Buddhistic Vijiiana
vadins ; since Akasha is Nihswabhava (devoid of any essence) ; 
it is Shiif1ya (essenceless) ; in the same way Jiiana (objective 
knowledge) also is Nihswabhava (essenceless) - thus the Bud
dhistic Shunyavidins assert. Refutirlg both these Buddhistic doc-, 
trines, and taking the support of the Sruti whicll expounds : 
"Atman is like Akasha is Sarvagata (all-pervading) and Nitya 
(eternal)" - it is propounded in this Prakar~a that - "Because 
Bhagavan is all-pervasive and Advitlya Cllaitanyaswarupa (of the 
essential nature of non-dual Pure Consciousness) His Jiiana (In
tuitive Knowledge) is 'AkashakaJpa' (imagined to be like empty 
space)." The implicit meaning of the expression - "tile Dharmas 
(external objects) which are akin to Akasha" - in the sentence 
is : 'Dhannas' are verily the transfonnations of Vijiiana (intel
lectual ideation or kno\\Tledge) and are not independent entities ; 
and hence they exist just like Akasha. This is the doctrine of 
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Vijiianavadins. Because they (i.e. external objects) are Nihswa
bhava (devoid of any essence) they exist just like Akasha (in an 
essenceless or unsubstantial form). This is the doctrine of 
Shunyavadins. Brushing aside or discarding both these dispu
tants, the Siddhantin (Shri GauQapadacharya) draws his conclu-r'" 
sion that - "Dhannas, meaning Atmans (Jivas), are also Advco/a
brahmaswarupas (of the essential nature of non-dual Brahmal) ; 
they are appearing to be different or distinct from one Cli,other 
due to their different Upadllis like tIle body, the senses etc. 

alone" - on the strength of Srutis like - ~ ~ lfltCf! q_4t<1,~qll 

fctillqFa- (Ka!ha 2-1-14) ; ~ fi' §F~~~¥t~" fA:' - (Katha 1-1-21) 

and thereby he has explained here that - "They too (i.e. Jlvas) 
are really existing like Akasha." In this part of the sentence itself 
it amounts to having said that - "Those Dhannas which exist in 
the forms of the external objects or phenomena are also existing 
just like Akasha." For, all of them are mere Vikalpas (miscon
ceptions," imaginations) and hence in the essential nature of 
Advayatman who is their substratum they exist just like Akasha , 
(empty space) alone. From Sruti statements like - "All this is 
verily Atman" - (ehh. 7-25-2) etc. it evolves in this manner. 

From this, it amounts to having signified the implicit mean
ing of the qualifying phrase - "By Jiiana (Intuitive Knowledge) 
\vhich is Jiieyabhinna (non-different from the object of knowl
edge)". To wit, because there is a rule of law that both 'Jiiana' 
and 'Jfieya' are known conjointly (simultaneously) - Jiiana is 
Abhinna (non-different) from Jfieya - thus say Vijiianavadins ; 
since both of them are Swabhavashunya (devoid of any essential 
nature of Being), Jfiana is Abhinna (non-different) from Jfieya -
thus opine Shunyavadins. Now both these doctrines are refuted 
and discarded and the Siddhantin has concluded : "Because 
everything is verily Aja-Advaya-Atmaswarupa, Jiiana (Intuitive 
Knowledge) is Abhinna (non-different) from Jiieya (the known 
object)". This conclusion can be known from the explanation of 

the Karika (3-33) : c atlC6tAiCfi'i;j il9i'('. 

In the same manner, the implicit meaning of the qualifying 
phrase - "Sambuddhaha" should be discerned. To wit: Just as 
in the doctrine of Buddhists it has been stated that as a result 
of Sadhanas like Dhyana (meditation, contemplation) etc. the 
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lower categories of A vidya were transcended and step by step the 
Sambodha (Intuitive Knowledge) pertaining to all the Vastus 
(substances, entities) existing in time-space accrued to Buddha -
here, in Advaita Vedanta Siddhanta, Bhagavan's Jiiana does not 
accrue (as a resultant effect) ; on the contrary, because of the 
facts that : (a) He is devoid of Vastupariccheda (divisions of 
various entities, substatlCes) in time and space ; devoid of divi
sions like Jfiatru, Jiiana, Jfieya; Nityatmaka (eternally of the 
essence of Pure Being-Consciousness) and Nitya b odh as warupa 
(eternally of the essential nature of Intuitive knowledge) ; (b) the 
categories of BoddlJru (Intuitive Knower) and Bodha (Intuitive 
Knowledge) - etc. are, in truth, special empirical fonns of that 
very Bodha (Atman's Intuitive Knowledge or Pure Conscious
ness), - it is stated that the one who has cognized ('Sambuddhaha') 
all the Dharmas (external empirical phenomena) by means of 
Jiiana which is Jiieyabhinna is this Naraya~a who is Samyag
boddhru. This is said by GOU1)aV{itti (in a secondary sense) alone. 
For this conclusion there is support of Vyasa's statements also : 

~ ,N4 ~Cfid~fq f.IllT -Q 1ft iilll:ftlt: 1I.rr.;r I 'I;al 'I;aaf AI~ldl 

AIIfI;ft4 tUdI Ft fq~ldl txilffe:ftll'lll ititl ,It&t ~Irc.dl .jIlquft4 ildl ~ ~ 

f.I1ut "if -1'1il fi arcT tI"4CfA~I;j ~ ~ wo itl&.l4 "if III - (Moksha 

Dharma 351-17, 18). 
In these verses it has been very clearly stated that Grahya 

Grahaka, Sagu1)a (with qualities), NirgUlJ.8 (without qualities) - all 
these are Paratattwa (Absolute Reality). Previously in (1-12) it 
was mentioned that Turlya is always Sarvadarshi (Witness of 
everything), is it not so ? That very truth has been affirmed in 
the manner - "He has zognized by means of Jiiana which is non-
different from Joeya" - in so many different words. 

, 

atwW~iiI t -;n1{ tlc«t~§W fA: I 

atrC4ql~rC4t'4:t~ allldtd wt'fI'4''lII~ II 

Meaning: "I salute that Darshana which is instructed in 
the Sastra and which has a name of 'Asparsha Yoga', which 
is blissful and beneficial (benign) to all creatures and which 
is devoid of any arguments and any opposition." 
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EULOGY OF ADVAITA DARSHANA YOGA 

Here salutation (reverence) to Advaita Darshana has been 
signified with a view to eulogising it. That which has no Sparsha 
(touch, contact) - no relationship whatsoever with anything - is 
called 'Asparslla Yoga'. The reason for calling this 4tYoga' is to 
stress the fact tllat this alone is the true Yoga - what the other 
disputants have accepted is not the Paramiirtha Yoga (i.e. the 
really real Yoga). It has been stated previously (3-39) : "This is 
not possibly to be seen by all Y ogins" - is it not so ? This is 

popular by the name of "Asparsha Yoga" in the Upanishads. 'crct. 
tor ti~"ct' - (Therein with what can he touch what ?) - this Sruti 
is an authoritative source for this conclusion. This is Sarvasattwa 

Sukha ; the Sruti : 'l(d~c"'1",<{4I;tjIA ttlSlI!lq\iftCCRr' • (Bri. 4.3-32) 
meaning : "By virtue of a part of this Bliss alone the other 
creatures are thriving" - is a Pramat:la for this conclusion. Or, in 
the alternative, although the Sadllana of Tapas (penance) is the 
cause. for a greater happiness it is of the nanrre of Dul}kha 
(misery) ; but this is Sukha (easy) for all creatures. Just as 
examining or scrutinizing and cognizing the real worth of a gem 
is possible without any strain, in the same \vay this can be easily 
acquired. In our workaday world the enjoyment of an external 
object - though it is Sukha (easy) - is not Hita (beneficial) ; but 
this is Sukha as well as Hita ; for, It is of the essential nature 
of Kutastha (illlIlJ.utable, steadfast Transcendental Reality) which 
never shakes or vibrates. 

Apart from tilis, It is Avivada (indisputable) ; with regard 
to this Tattwa (Transcendental Reality) there is no necessity 
whatsoever of debating or arguing, assuming viewpoints in favour 
and against. For, this Reality is also Aviruddha (unopposed) ; to 
wit, there is nothing else existing Wllich is second to It. For, all 
that is different from Brahman is, in the Absolute sense (in the 
ultimate analysis), not existing at all; because the duality which 
is appearing is A vidyakalpita (imagined due to ignorance), it is 
Asadriipa (of the nature of unreality). There is no possibility of 
any opposition whatsoever between this Yoga which is SadrUpa 
and Dvaita which is AsadrUpa. Although previously it was stated 
in 3-17 that - "This is not opposed to the doctrine of the 
Dvaitins", since Advaita is Parammha (Transcendental Reality), 
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It is the substrate for all Dvaitavikalpas (misconceptions of du
ality) ; there in that ~ontext it was only stated tilat - 'The 
philosophies of Dualists are founded on Mithyabhim'\!esha (false 
sense of faith itl a doctrine cherislled for a long tilne, misplaced 
sense of affinity to a teaclling), ; but here, the salient featlrre is 
- in order to depict the fact that - 'Because, in addition, among 
the Dvaltins there are mutual debates alld arguments, this Y oga 
is, in tflJth, A vi"v-ada alld A viruddha' - this topic is once again 
broached here. 

Because it is stated that - "Salutation to that Samyagdarshana , 
which has been instructed, taught as such a Yoga in tIle Sastra" 
- it amounts to saying that those who are Mumukshus should 

perforce aspire for cognizing this Yoga alone. 

WHAT IS MEANT BY ASPARSHA \~OGA ? 

To this Advaita Darshana the name of 'Asparsha Yoga' 
suits well ; for, in the state of duality conjured up by Avidya 
it is possible to touch the external object whi~h is Grahya by 
means ot"' the senses which are Grahaka ; in the Advaitavastha 
tllere is no scope for this transaction at all. Because the name 
Asparsha Yoga is very popular among Buddhists, some people 
have imagined that that Asparsha Yoga itself must have been 
reviewed in the Karika by Slu-i Gaugapada ; but that is purely 
a wild imagination indeed. For, in this text which has dedicated 
itself to the task of explaining and expounding the Vedanta 
Siddhanta to say that the Bllddllistic doctrine is accepted submis
sively and with reverence (salutation) is simply ridiculous. Since 
sllortly we are going to justify or vindicate the strong reasons for 
the usage of the technical terms and certain individual sentences 
of Buddhists in Alatashanti Prakaral)a, this topic need not be 
taken up. The word 'Sparsha' with the connotation of - 'to touch 
or contact the objects by means of the external senses' - is seen 

being used in Glta verses - 'qISlItx4~lf<Eg ~;ijq' (Gha 2-14) ; l(XItllf1. 

" tiC I i4f~i4rGlI< - (Glta 5-27) etc. ; hence, where there is no contact 
between the Indriyas and the Vishayas there that 'Advaitanubhava' 
(Intuitive Experience of non-duality) Itself can be called 'Asparsha 
Yoga' ; with this opinion in his mind alone Shri Gauejapada has 
written that - 'Asparsha Yoga is popular' ; this is reasonable 
indeed to conclude in this manner. Even calling this Darshana 
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'Yoga' is popular, familiar in places like '1'f fccqtqa ~ - (Gita 

4-1) etc. Therefore, there is not the least scope here to imagine 
that ' Asparsha Yoga' is a particular kind or special type of 
Samadhi (trance) which the Buddhists propound. 

THE SUPPORTING EVIDENCE TO AFFIRM THAT ADV AlTA 
DARSHANA ITSELF IS 'AVIV ADA' 

The implicit purport behind the usage of the two qualifying 

expressions like .~4\t'(q§<m mr:', ·iirqql~Src:.",,:q' is : Buddhists 

also have claimed that their philosophy alone is pleasant, easy 
(Sukhakara) for Sarvasattwas (all creatures), as also it is Hita 
(beneficial) ; for, being pleasant to the majority of the people, 
gives rise to beneficial, benign influence. "That alone is A vivada 
(indisputable, indebatable). For, Vivada (a dispute) arises from 
opinions like 'Asti' (exists) 'Nash" (does not exist) ; 'Shuddhi' 
(purity), 'Ashuddhi' (impurity) is also Vivada ; if we accept 
Vivada, then Duhkha (misery) cannot become Shanti (peace), and 
from Avivadaprapti (attainment of indisputability) Duhkha is got 
rid or' (Samadhiraja 9-28) - thus it has been clarified in 
Buddhistic texts. But because using mere Yukti (logical devices) 
they refute the opinions of 'Asti' and 'Nasti' etc. it is not 
possible to convince everyone that their Darshana (philosophy) is 
Aviruddha and Avivada. Similarly, it cannot possibly be accept
able to everyone if they assert, on the strength of individual 
experience of the type of 'Nirodha Samadhi', that their Darshana 
is Sukhakara and Hita to Sarvasattwas. I 

In the Advaita Darshana, on the other hand, Advaitatman, 
who is devoid of any divisions of time and space whatsoever, has 
been conclusively depicted on the strength of Yukti in conso
nance with universal Intuitive Experience, based on an in-depth 
examination of the three states of Consciousness so as to culmi
nate in everyone's experience. Therefore, it is the firm opinion 
of Shri GauQapadacharya that what is expounded here as the two 
special features (viz. Sukhakara and Rita) are fully applicable 
exclusively to Advaita Darshana alone. 

1. In the book - "Agamashastra" - a commentary in Sanskrit on 
Karikas by Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya this doctrine is dealt with in full 
detail. 
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3. BY THE EXHIBITION OF THESE DISPUTANTS' 
DISSENSIONS OR DISPUTES AJATIVADA 

GETS ESTABLISHED 

'l6fq 'i1IFaF".f.a qlr~~: ~r.q~q ft I 

01'1. d tct I ci't tftu nrc q ~W('f: q(fCt('( II ~ II 

'lCf ';f \ijilia rq;~<'l.d ~ \ijilia I 

rqq~;Jt ~ iqQ\ium 8nq~Rl ~ 11"11 

Meaning: "Only a few disputants agree that an existing 
entity has birth ; some other brave (wise) people agree that 
a non-existent thing has birth. None of the existing things is 
born, nor the non-existing thing can ever be born. Those 
Dvaitins I who are debating with one another in this manner 
are, in truth, commenting on Ajati (birthlessness)." 

THE QUARREL BETWEEN SADVADI AND ASADVADI 

Here it has been mentioned that Dvaitins (dualists) are 
always disputing with one another taking opposing views. Only 
a few disputants, viz. Sinkhyans, agree that - "Only to an 
existing thing there is birth" ; all Dvaitins do not accept this 
tenet. For, some others who have been calling themselves as 
Prajflas (wise people) - viz. Vaisheshikas and Naiyayikas accept 
the doctrine that - "A non-existent thing alone is born". Thus 
these disputants debating and· opposing with one another are 
trying to conquer one another in ,arguments. Vaisheshikas etc. 
who are Asatkaryavadins point out defects in Satkaryavada of 
SaIikhyans etc. To wit: Anything that exists already - whatsoever 
it may be - cannot be born; for, as it is already existing, where 
is the necessity for it to be born ? : This is their opinion. Apart 
from this, if an existing thing can 'he born, then it amounts to 
saying that .A.tman also may once again be born ; but Sailkbyans - , 
do not at all accept that Atman is born ; the Sruti is also saying 
that Atman is Aja (birthless). Therefore, what is existing cannot 

1. ' Advayaha ' - assuming this text here instead of 'Dvayaha ' 
Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has totally misinterpreted this verse. Refer to 
Introduction. 
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be born - This is Vaisheshikas' doctrine. In the same way, tI1e 
Sankhyan too blames the Asadvada accepted by the Vaishesllikas 
and others belonging to their group. To· wit : What is non
existent can never be born; a hare's hom which is totally non
existent in the beginning itself - how at all can tllere ensue a 
change like birth? To an entity in which any new change or 
mutation can take place categories like KaraJ).a (cause) and- Kary8 
(effect) can be made applicable, is it not so ~? Any· great change 
having taken place if an effect comes into being, then it amowlts 
to saying that that which was Asat (not existing, l.mreal) becolnes , 
Sat (existing, real) ; there is also a Sruti saying - "Fronl Asat 
(unreal) how can Sat (rell t!lillg) come into being ?'~ Tllerefore, 
that which is not existing can never be born - This is S~ilkhyans' 
doctrine. 

TllUS the Dvaitins, disputing with one another, have been 
following doctrines mutually opposed to one another. In fact, 
whether in the case of SatkaryavadiJ1S or in tIlt! case of 
Asatkaryavadins - it is not possible at ajI to solve the defects that 
are pointed out by their opponents ; for a thing that is already 
existing there is no possibility whatsoever of a birth ; to say that 
a thing, Wllich is Asat (unreal, non-existent), is born is not at all 
reasonable. To say that in YathartIJajiiana (a knowledge of the 
grotuld reality) there is a disptlte - is never tenable. It is a quite 
popular belief or truism that .. "All those Wll0 say that substances 
are born - among those disputants there will invariably be dis
agreement." Among these disputants .. whether he is a Sankllyan 
or whether he is a Vaisheshika - no other logician has accepted 
anyone of them as - 'Sarvottama Darshanika~ - (the best among 
philosophers) ; only if it is so, we can possibly say that - "Such 
and such a person's tenet alone is the correct Jiiana (Knowl
edge)'? - is it not so ? 

AS A RESULT OF THE DISPUTE AMONG JATIVADINS 
AJATI (BIRTHLESSNESS) GETS ESTABLISHED AS 

YATHARTHA (GROUND REALITY) 

Because these disputants are thus engaged in raging debates 
with one another; what gets disclosed and established from tlleir 
arguments is : As a result of tllese Dvaitins argulllg thus among 
themselves (without arriving at a final decision) it evolves that 
both Sat and Asat do not have birth and thereby it amounts to 
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accepting that 'Ajati' - Ineaning, nothing whatsoever is really 
born - is itself tIle Paramartha (Absolute truth). In fact, barring 
these two theories, viz. Satkaryavada and Asatkaryavada, no other 
theory can possibly be imagined, is it not so ? The implicit fact 
to be discerned here in this context now is : It amounts to saying 
or admitting that - 'From all these various arguments forwarded 
by these two factions, by virtue of their mutual squabbles -alone 
they have established (indirectly) that Ajativada (the theory that 
nothing is ever born) is correct.' 

Here we should keep in mind an important point, viz. : For 
an existing thing or an entity by virtue of Maya (illusion) a birth 
may be possible (3-27) - although this MayasatkaryavBda (theory 
that a thing, which is already existing, due to illusion may appear 
to have a birth) has been accepted already by the Siddhantin (i.e. 
Advaita Vedantin), Dvaitins who are lativadins (professing vari
ous theories of birth) have not acknowledged this doctrine or 
theory of Mayasatkarya. Because 'Mayajanma' means 'Ajanma' 
(birthlessness) alone, it should be discerned that it is stated here 
that as a result or consequence of the lativadins' mutual squabbles 

this Ajativada alone gets established. 

4. HO\V CAN THERE BE A VIVADA IN 
AJArfIVADA ? 

eql'4'iI"fI'i\iflrn ft<J¥{J~rql q~'ll 

fClCf.1 ~I~ or~: ~I tfSfCl Cf.1lct f.riI)w II~ II 

Meaning : "We \po take delight in welcoming or con
senting to the .t\.jati ,-,'hich_hose (disputants) reveal, atld we 
are not at all arguing with them. Know that in our doctrine 
thus there is Avivada (absence of dispute)." 

BECAUSE AJA-ADV AlTA IS SARV ANANYA (NON-DIFFERENT 
mOM EVERYTHING) IT IS DEVOID OF VIV ADA 

Thus by dint of their mutual quarrel what they have uncon
sciously, as it were, revealed is Ajati - i.e. the fact that both of 
them have unavoidably accepted Ajati itself to be correct - we 
have acknowledged ; but not that we, like them, have propounded 
or championed yet another argument and are OppOSlllg tllcm. 
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Without being able to resolve the defect pointed out in their 
own doctrine by the opponent, both have been rendered 
helpless, as it were, and thereby they have themselves helped 
project, evolve the fact that Jativada is Ayukta (irrational, 
unjustifiable) ; their decision itself we too have accepted -
that is all ; and not that we have propounrted or projected 
a different doctrine at all. 

5. WHY IS IT THAT AMONG THE JATIVADINS' 
THEORIES THERE IS A DISPUTE ? 

at\illd~q '14@1 at.fafii:egf:ij ql~~: I 

atGtld1 ~ 'Ilif I1t4df Cfit.l~&fF(f II~II 

~~qN~d~~q~~d~1 

lI"~@fItll\flcfl ';J Cfitlr;q, 'tfCCRlRlII"11 

tc4'tla~I'1m qfq 'Ilif i.iUra qt4dl'll 

ifiaita=tI'idQ1t4 cR ttllflIil1 r~~ill1: Iltll 

Meaning : "Disputants are acknowledging a "birth to a 
Vastu (entity) which is Ajata (birthless) indeed. Howat all can 
a Dharma (entity) which is Ajata (birthless) and Amrita (im
mortal) acquire Martyatwa (mortality) ? What is Amrita cannot 
become Martya (mortal) ; in the same way, what is Martya 
cannot become Amrita ; to say that Swabhava (essential nature 
of an entity) becomes another is not possible in whatever 
manner. In the doctrine of one - that Vastu (substance, entity) 
which is Amrita, in its very essential nature itself, is Martya 
- then in his doctrine how at all can that entity which is 
artificially immortal remains as Nischala (immutable) ?" 

DEFECT IN JATIV ADA 

The proponents of Jativada, championing the cause of mu
tually opposed doctrines or theories, have revealed the truth that 
this Ajativada alone is fully rational and justifiable ; for, all these 
lativadins - whether they are Satkaryavadins or .. Asatkaryavadins 
- have acknowledged a Janma for Atmatattwa which, by virtue 
of Its very essential nature of Being, never gets born and is 
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Ajatavastu (birthless Reality). The word 'Jaruna' connotes that a 
thing or entity begets a transformation, is it not so ? But how 
at all can there be any Martyatwa to the Amritavastu which is 
of Ajaswabhava (of an essential nature of birthlessness) ? In the 
Advaita PrakaraJ]a (3-2, 21, 22) these three verses were men
tioned with a view to refuting the doctrine of some 'Vedantins' 
who accept that - 'Brahman Itself, which is of the essential nature 
of Aja-Amrita, is born as Jiva'. Here especially it has been 
exemplified once again with a view to pointing out that this 
defect is commOll to the doctrines of all kinds of Jativadins. 

IT IS NOT THE INTENTION OF SHRI GAU1)AP ADA TO SAY 
MERELY THAT THERE IS NO BIRTH AT AIIL 

Since here the qualifying phrase like - "To a Vastu which 
is Ajata alone" - has been used, what is being stridently empha
sized or stressed here is : Here we do not accept the Ajitivada 
which is acknowledged by Buddhists. Ilow is that ? To wit : 
Those disputants are asserting that - "Because all Dharmas (things) 
are being born on account of Parapeksha (dependen~e on another 
external thing), it is proper to say that they are not born by virtue 

of their essential nature ; this alone we call '~MI"I;cqt of Dhannas." 
In fact, in order to establish this doctrine of theirs they are 
refuting Jativada. But Shri Gau(lapada has undertaken the 
task of dislodging in this Prakarar,a the doctrinaire theory of 
- "Dharmas are Nih.,swabhava (essenceless)" and then pro
pound expressly and exclusively (the Advaita Vedanta) teach
ing that - "They (i.e. Dharmas) are, in the Piiramarthic 
(Absolute) sense of the essential nature of Amrita (immortal
ity)." For this reason alone here an objection has been raised; 
"Howat all can there be any PanlJ.ama (transformation) of the 
form or nature of Martya (mortality) to a Vastu (entity, Reality) 
which is of the very essence of Alnrita (immortality) ?" The 
Yukti (logical device) that is used here is : "For the Pralqiti 
(essential nature) of a Vastu there can never accrue another 
form". In this context the implicit purport of the Achatya is : All 
lativadins - since they are invariably imagining a Janma for 
Brahmavastu which is of Ajataswabhava and is Amrita - are 
misconceiving various kinds of birth of the type - 'What is 
existing is born', 'What is not existing is born' - and thereby 
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they are becoming victims of this defect ; each group is facing 
the onslaught of the other group's logic, with the result all of 
them are receding or moving far away from Paramartha (the 
Absolute Truth). The doctrinaire theory that - 'A Vastu which is 
in its very essential nature Amrita becomes Martya' - is self
contradictory, is it not so ? In our Vedantic Siddhanta especially, 
we never swear by any doctrine and try to establish it ; but we 
are giving our consent to the Ajati alone which gets established 

by their mutual dispute or debate, that is all. 

eiFijf_c61 {q1'11Pc:tc61 tt6\i11 01,,61 ,,1« I 

~: ~ rq~c:n ~i1lq";f ;J81Fcl 1U 11'11 

Meaning : "Pralqiti is said to be Samsiddhika, Swabhavika, 
Sahaja, Alqita. That Pralqiti can never give up its essential 
nature. " 

IN OUR WORKADAY WORLD TOO PRAKWTI (NATURE) 
EXISTS UNCHANGEi> 

Let us keep aside the question of the Absolute viewpoint 
(Paramartha Drishfi) ; even if we observe from the empirical 
viewpoint Pralqiti (Nature) remains without changing. Which is 
this Pralqiti ? It is 'Samsiddhika Prakriti' ; to wit, that which 
is caused or has come into being by proper Siddhi (mystic 
power) ; for example, the A1}.imadyaishwarya Prapti (attainment 
of the excellence of mystic powers like becoming microscopic in 
fonn etc.) of Siddha Yogis (mystics). That Pralqiti does not 
change whatsoever in all the three periods of time viz. past, 
present and future. In the same way, Swabhavika Prakriti (na
ture in its own essence) i.e., Pralqiti which exists in its substan
tial fonn of primordial matter ; for example, the heat and light 
of fire etc. That Pralqiti which is Sahaja (natural) born alongwith 
oneself is called 'Sahaja Pralqiti' ; for example, the capability of 
birds etc. to fly and wander about in empty space is called 
'Sahaja Pralqiti'. Apart from this that Pralqiti which exists by 
itself without being caused by anything else is 'Alqita Pralqiti' 
; for example, water flowing down to a lower region without any 
effort is called 'Alqita Pralqiti'. All such Pralqitis (natural prin
ciples or laws) do not give up their essential natures. 
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Anyway, it is a universally accepted topic that even among 
the empirical Mitllyakalpita Vastus also Pralqiti remains Wlchanged. 
It being so, where is the need to say that in Atmatattwa, which 
is a birthless, Absolute, Transcendental Reality, PraJqiti (Its es
sential naUlre of Pure Being) cannot possibly challge ? - This is 
implied here. This truth that - Atmatattwa is in Its very essential 
nature Aja, Amrita - is popular in the Upanishadic lore : For 
example - "That this Mahanta (great) and Aja (birthless) Atman, 
is devoid of old age, death and is of a nature which cannot 
possibly have any taint of death, fearless, is Brahman" - (Bri. 4-
4-25) ; "This Atman who is om.'1iscient is not born, nor does He 
die" - (Katha 1-2-18) etc. Therefore, though Jlvas and other 
objects are, in the Paramarthic sense, of an essential nature of 
Aja-Amrita, they appear as if they are having birth - this truth 
is established as a result of the dissensions among these dispu-

tants. 

HERE FOR THE DHARMAS CALLED 'ATl\fANS' IT IS TAUGHT 
THAT BRAHMATMAN ALONE IS THEIR PRA~TI 

Here the secret is : Although Shlmyavadills (Buddhists), 
who are A vaidikas (people who have rejected the Vedas as an 
authoritative source) as also are Mahavainashikas (champions of 
the doctrine of ultimate essencelessness), are asserting that - "For 
Pralqiti the category of Anyathabhava (another apparent exist
ence) can never be suitable, applicable" - (Madhyamika Karika 
15-8, Vritti, p. 97), they are not saying thus accepting the 
doctrine - "All Bhavas (existing things) invariably have a Pralqiti" ; 
on the contrary, in order to create an Anishtaprasailga (inconve-, 

nient, undesirable situation) -for their rivals they are forwarding 
a logical argument thus asserting that - unlike the Pralqitivadins 
who propound that there is a Pralqiti - for all Bhavas there is 
nothing like a Pralqiti in an absolute sense. Chandrakirti, who 
has written a commentary on Madhyamika Karikas of Nagarjuna, 
has tnade an emphatic statement which is signifying this fact. He 
says: "What is that Dhannatwa (essenceness) of Dllarmas (ex
istent entities) ? - The answer is : The Swabhava (essential 
n~ture) of Dllannas. Which is this Swabhava ? - Pralqiti. Whicll 
is this Pralqiti ? - Shiinyatwa (essencelessness) alone, Naihswa
bhavya (nothingness as the essentiaJ nature) illdeed. What is 
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meant by Naihswabhavya ? Tathata. What is meant by Tathata ? 
Tathabhava, meaning, being devoid of mutations, always remain
ing steady. With regard to fire and such other phenomena their 
nature of always, perennially not being born - without desiderating 
anything else and not being artificial or affected (unnatural) - is 
itself called ' Swabhava' (essential nature of being), is it not so ? 
So far what we have stated amounts to : As a result of the after
effects of the disease of cataract called 'Avidya' the whole gamut 
of objects are seen or appearing; but they are not witnessed by 
one who has got rid of this Av!dyatimira (defect projected falsely 
by ignorance) by means of his Swarupa (essential nature of Pure 
Being) and in this unseen (falsified, sublated) form it is being 
witnessed by him Intuitively; that 'Swarupa' alone is said to be 
their Swabhava (their essential nature) - this truth is established. 
For that entity this is a LakshaIJ.8 (significant mark, symptom). 

Acharya Shri Nagarjuna has established the truth that - '8i,~q: 

(qitl~ f( r~(~f8: 1IUf"=if' (Madhyamika Karika of Nagarjuna 15-1) 

- meaning - ' 'Alq1trimaswabhava (essential nature which is not 
artificial or affected) is not desiderating anything else~'. Thus we 
have to discern here. Since this Bhavaswabhava which is unborn 
is not existing whatsoever, it is merely an Abhava (non-existent 
thing) and hence it is Aswabhava (that which is devoid of any 
essential nature) alone. With this .. purport in mind we must un
derstand or discern that - " B.biivas (entities) do not have any 
Swabhava (essential nature) - (Ma. Ka. Vritti 15, p. 94-95). 

But in this our Oupanisbad Darshana (Upanishadic or 
Vedantic philosophy) especially, in order to establish the teaching 
that - "All Bhavas have Brahmatwa alone which is Aja and 
Amrita as their Swabhava" - in this Karika it has been stated • 

that - "That which is Amrita cannot become Martya ; that which 
is Martya cannot become Amrita ; for Pralqiti the phenomenon 
of Anyathabhava can never be made applicable in any manner." 
Therefore, it is not possible here to doubt that there is any 
Sailkarya (admixture, intermingling) whatsoever between this 
(Vedantic) Ajitabrahmaswabhava Vada and the doctrinaire 
theory that - "No Bhava whatsoever has any Swabhava" -
which the -. Buddhists who are Mahavainashikas (staunch Ni-
hilists) have accepted. 
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Meaning : "All Dharmas by their very nature are devoid 
of lara (old age), MaraIJ.a (death) ; even so, accepting these 
Jara-MaraQa and with the same- belief they (Dharmas, i.e. 
Jlvas) are slithering, slipping down." 

FOR Jlv AS AJA-ADV A YA BRAHMAN ALONE IS PRAKRITI . 
This truth alone the author has been vociferously stating 

here : For which entity the disputants are imagining a transfor
mation to occur, which is that Pralqiti ? What is the defect in 
imagining in that manner ? - Providing answers to these principal 
questions alone is the instruction that is implicit here. 

, JaramaraI)a' (old age and death) - both these symptoms 
have been mentioned here by way of representation, symboli
cally ; the intended' purport is - 'those who have no mutations 
whatsoever.' 'All Dhannas' means 'all Atmans' ; in the invocatory 
verse they were referred to as - 'those who are like Masha 
(empty space)' those very people ; they are in their very essence 
without any changes, mutations ; although tlley are endowed with 
such an essential nature of Pure Being (Swabhava) - just like 
mortals who desire, wish for old age and death akin to imagining 
a snake in a rope - they go on misconceiving all kinds of 
changes like JaramaraIJ.a etc. in Atman and identi.fying themselves 
with such misconceptions of baving old age, deat!l etc. - they are 
slipping down from their Swabhava - meaning as if (they appear 
'to be) slipping down. For, to the Swabh§v8 (essential nature of 
Being) of any entity there can never be any Chyuti (slipping 
down, fall) - thus it has been already pointed out. Therefore, the 
real intended meaning of the sentence is : Imagining or miscon
ceiving Paramatman, who is in His very Swabhava 'Aja', to 
appear as if He has become, or has assumed the apparent forms 
of, many Jlvas - and due to that A vidya - those apparent, 
misconceived forms of Jlvas are experiencing Sarp.sara. For this 

conclusion Srutis like - '\if(J'It1 W lOf<qlfq~f.d - (Mw:u;laka 1-2-7), 
meaning - "They are again acquiring (are associated with) old 

age and death" ; 'a1fCftllln4d\ CfdJltI"fI:' - (MUQQaka 1-2-8) - mean-
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ing, "They are within A vidya (delusion)." Srnritis like - ~ 

dt&lc:rlilfcc(t:i (Glta 8-6) - meaning, "Always believing in tllose 

concepts (he identifies witlI, becomes that alone)" - etc. are in 
support of this teaching. 

Here the secret is : In states like SU8hupti (deep sleep), 
Pralaya (dissolution of the world at the end of a Kalpa) the 
categories like time and space too become one with, or merge 
in, Prajfiatman, is it not so ? Because of the facts that - (a) That 
Prajiiatman is Niravayava (devoid of pal1s, limbs) ; (b) l1as 
attained Samatwa (equipoise) - to such an Aja (birthless) Prajfia 
the category of KaraJ)atwa (causation) in the real, Absolute sense 
- does not suit or is not applicable whatsoever in any manner; 
in the same way, in the ,"Taking state also and in the state of 
sustenance, to Atman, who is the Witnessing Consciousness of 
all kinds of concepts like time, space, causation etc. and who is 
of Chaitanyaikarasaswabhava (esselltial nature of Pure Conscious
ness as His one "nd only non-dual nature), this category of 
Karat}atwa does not suit in any manner ; it being so, it gets 
evolved from this that - "To Atman - who is eternally devoid 
cf Karyakarat)abhava (categories of cause and effect) - being 
verily Aja (birthless), Ajara (devoid of old age), Amrita (immor
tal) is His Swabhava (essence, core of Pure Being). Even so, in 
order to strengthen this teaching, taking recourse to two Y uktis 
like - (a) neither the mutual dissensions between Satkaryavadins 
and Asatkaryavadins, (b) nor the Anyathabhava of an entity's 
Swabllava will in any manner be applicable - an elaborate debate 
has been carried out to teach that Atman is Aja and Amrita for 
the benefit of people with a low-class intelligence and not with 
any intention of teaching that Atman's Ajatwa, Amritatwa etc. are 
established merely on the basis of Tarka (logic, dialectics)." 

6. REFUTATION OF SATKARYAVADA 

Cfil(uj qfl4 t iliFf Cil{uj dt(lZl "'Itt~ I 

\in it 1114 Cfitl Ii \if f'ni f.Kff cR -:q ~ II ~ ~ II 

Meaning : "In whose doctrine cause itself is the effect, 
in his doctrine the cause itself is born. That which has birth, 
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how can it be Aja (birthless) ? If it is different or seperate, 
how can it be Nitya (eternal) ?" 

IN SAJJATIVADA THE RATIONALE BASED ON THE 
CATEGORIES OF CAUSE AND EFFECT 

Thus it has been shown that - "In the Jativada the defect 
of accepting that Swabhava itself changes or gets transfonned is 
unavoidable" ; and thereby any Ajativada, which is evolved and 
established due to their mutual opposition, has been demonstrated 
to be strengthened by means of Yukti ; that is all, and not with 
the intention of arguing with them. Now here it is being dem
onstrated that by virtue of their opposite opinions with regard to 
the relationship between categories of cause and effect too those 
disputants are implicitly revealing the fact that Ajativada alone is 
correct. 

Among these disputants Sailkhyans who are Satkaryavadins 
attempt to establish their point that - "Even prior to birth KMya 

. (effect) exists" - in the following manner : Catft~CfiI(UI(5ql~I'1Q'UIIC( 

e4ti'lql'llqlC( I 'flijifiOl ~ICflICfi(UIIC( CfiI(UI'lIC4I:aq 1ft( ~ - (Sailkhya 

Karika 9). The purport of this verse is : For reasons that - (a) 
what is not existing cannot possibly become a cause ; (b) we 
have to perforce reckon as a rule of law a particular Upadana 
(material cause) for its respective Karya (effect) ; (c) from ev
erything, everything cannot possibly be born ; (d) from a capable 
(probable) cause alone the capable effect is born, or a pot-maker 
etc. who is capable is invariably producing the possible effects 
like Ghata etc. ; (e) Karya has the same Swabhava of the KaraQa 
- the Karya exists even prior to its birth or production. 

The Vaisheshikas point out as to how the argument of 
these Satkaryavadins as mentioned above is unreasonable. The 
meaning of the doctrine that - "In whose doctrine the cause itself 
is the effect" - is : Just like the clay for the pot, the Pradhana 
which is the material cause (Up a dan a KaraI)a) and which gets 
itself transformed into the form or shape of the effect. Although 
the Sankhyans say that between the Karal}a and Karya there 
exists a relationship of the Ashraya (support) and Ashrayi (the 
thing resting on the support), for them (i.e. Sailkhyans) the real 
purport lies in asserting that the subsequent or later form of the 
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cause is itself the effect. But the usage of 'the supported' and 
'the support', especially, is meant for the purpose of merely 
denoting that for categories like Pralqiti, Mahat etc. there is 
invariably a different form. Hence, that aspect is not very impor
tant for them. With this fact in mind, they have stated that - "In 
whose opinion KaraJ)a itself is getting transfonned into the Karya" 
- Thus we have to understand this. It rneans, then, it amounts to 
saying that the Sailkhyan, who opines in this manner, affrrms that 
- "The Pradhana which is Aja itself has acquired the form of the 
Karya." The objection raised by the Vaisheshika is : Thus if the 
Pradhana is being born in various fonns of Mahat, Ahailkara etc. 
how at all can it be reasonable if it (pradhana) is said to be Aja 
(birthless) ? 

Here the Smikhyan may answer in this manner: Because 
Pradhana is not born from any other thing, it is said to be 'Aja', 
but we are not saying that from it another Karya is not born at 

, 
all, is it not so ? For that reason alone, the Sruti is stating : 

·31\i1lqq:ai eflrGdfQCM'fec:Ii( - (Shwetashwatara 4-5) - meaning -

"Pradhana which is TrigU1)atmaka (of the essence of three quali
ties like Satwa, Rajas and Tamas) is 'Aja' - " - is it not so ? , 

The solution for this is : To say or assume that this Sruti 
is referring to Pradhana which is accepted by the Sailkhyans, 
there is no valid proof, evidence. It has been determined in the , 
Brahmasutra text that the Sruti in question is mentioning 'A vyakta' 
(unmanifested seed form) which is within the control of 
Parameshwara and which is imagined in Him. But the Sailkhyans 
are also asserting that Pradhana which is independent (Swatantra) 
is itself Aja and from it categories like Mahat, Ahatikara etc. are 
produced. Tllerefore, ~ it has to be concluded that they are trying 
to establish on the basis of Anumanapram81).a (inferential logic as 
a valid means of kno~ledge) alone that category of 'Pradhana'. 
But if it is contended that from the cause of Pradhana effects like 
Mahat etc. are prod).lced, then it amounts to agreeing that one 
part of Pradhana gets split up and becomes Mahat ; in that event, 
how at all can it be reasonably sustained that it (i.e. Pradhana) 
is ' Nitya' (eternal) ? To say that thus there is a possibility of 
it splitting up, but at the same time it is Nitya - is Vyahata 
vachana (a self-contradictory statement), is it not so ? How can 
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it be proper to say that a Vastu (entity) which is Niravayava 
(devoid of parts) is born in different fonn ? 

(SaJikhyan) : Let us agree that because Pradhana means the 
state of equilibrium among the three qualities (of Sattwa, Rajas 
and Tamas) it has these Avayavas (parts) which are of the nature 
of qualities ! By virtue of Vinyasavishesha (special, extra-ordi
nary structure) of A vayavas (parts) let it be said that Pradhana 
may also have Utpatti (birth) ! 

(Refutation) : This is not proper, reasonable. For, how at 
all this statement to the effect - 'Sattwa etc. are verily Nitya 
(eternal), they are also born in the forms of Mahat etc.' - can 
be reasonably sustained ? If they are to be born, how at all can 
it be maintained that they are Nitya ? 

(Siitkhyan) : (The Sankhyans have accepted that the 
Swabhava of these Glll.1as is wavering, fickle ; they rise up by 
rejecting or discarding one another). Because getting transformed 
is itself their Swabhava and a sense or ,awareness of the type -
"They themselves are these" - follows continuously, they may be 
Nitya also, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : This is not proper. For, if there exists any 
Nityalpsha (aspect of reality) they cannot be born at all; when 
observed from the standpoint of the aspect of birth, they are 
verily Anitya. Therefore, there is no solution whatsoever for the 
objection : UIf it is being born, how at all can anything be Aja 
as well as Nitya ?" 

Cfi I (Oil tI fJ:t;if ("qq d: Cfi 14'1;f ~ I 

GfIQQI"lI(1('t CfiIQkt Cfil(uj w~ R II~~II 
, 

Meaning: "If it is contended that Aja is that which is 
non-different from KaraQa, how can the Karal)a which is born 
in the fonn of Karya be Dhruva (eternal) ?" 

TO SAY THAT CAUSE-EFFECT ARE NON-DIFFERENT 
IS NOT TENABLE 

Because the cause of the form of Pradhana is born in the 
shape of effects like Mahat etc., KaryakaraQa are mutually non
different - in this Sankhyans' doctrine to say that KaraQa is Aja 
as well as Nitya is Ayukta (not reasonable). This fact we have 
pointed out. In order to clarify, elucidate that very fact now Shri 
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GauQapada is saying : "If it is contended that the Karyas like 
Mahat etc. are Ananya (non-different) from the cause of Pracihana, 
then since it amounts to saying that Karya is verily. Karal)a it 
amounts to tIle Karya being Aja. Now yet another defect of the 
type - 'It is Karya and also it is Aja' - is faced by your doctrine. 
Previously it has already been revealed that there is a contradic
tory statemellt of the type - 'Karal}a is born, (at the same tit:ne) 
it is Aja and Nitya.' What we are pointing out now is another 
defect: 'It is a Karya, even so you are saying that it is Aja !' 
If you say - 'Karya is non-different from KaraQa' - then this 
defect entails you. In tIle concept that - 'Karat:la is non-different 
from Karya' - especially, how at all can it be justified to say -
'KaraQa which is non-different from Karya which is born is 
Dhruva (eternal)' - ? All that is born should necessarily be 
Adhruva or Anitya (non-eternal), is it not so ? It is not possible 
to' assert that different or distinct from the part that is born a 
separate Nityiirp.sha (eternal part) invariably exists. It is not possible 
to say that a part of a hen is kept for cooking and from its other 
part a chicken may be born, is it not so ? Such a silly defect 
alone will entail these disputants if they assert that - 'One part 
of Pradhana is Nitya, another part is born as effects like Mahat 
etc. ' 

BECAUSE IN VEDANTA A MAYIKA (ILLUSORY) 
KARYA-KA~A-VADA IS ACCEPTED TmS DEFECT 

IS NOT THERE 

Here there lurks a secret : Vedantins too are Satkaryavadins , 
alone. For, it is stated in the Sruti that - "Sat, without a second 
to It, alone existed; It imagined in the manner - 'I will become 

, many, I will proliferate' and created Tejas (fire)" - (ehh. 6-2-
1, 2). They say that the cause of.Brahman Itself gets transfonned 
into the shape of the effect, as also that Karya is not different 

from KaraQa. '~d«ICi4rq~ ~ - {ehh. 6-8-7), meaning, "For all 

this, this alone is Atman" - thus the Sruti says. 'dC("f;qcq,\ - (Ved. 

Siitra 2-1-14), meaning, "Karya is Ananya (non-different) from 
KaraI}a" - thus the statement of the Sutrakara also is there. Even 
so, in this philosophy (spiritual teaching) the defects that the 
followers of Vaisheshika philosophy point out are not to be made 
applicable. For, in this Siddhanta it is acknowledged that - "By 
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virtue of tlle distinctions of fonns, which is itself Mayika (illu
sory), called Nama (names) and Rupa (fonns) which is projected 
by A vidya and is appearing in VyaIq-ita (manifested) and A vyalqita 
(unmanifested) fonns, which cannot be defined eitller as Brahman 
Itself or something other than That - by virtue of such a 
Rupavishesha (extraordInary form) Brahman becomes the object 
for all empirical transactions like ParilJ-ama (transformation) ; 
even It being called 'Sat' (real) is within the purview of A vidya 
alone. But from the standpoint of Its own essential fonn or nature 
which is Paramarthika (Absolute, Transcendental) especially, 
Brahman has exceeded all empirical transactions and exists as 
Aja (birthless) and Advaya (non-dual}." This truth has been 

mentioned also in this treatise c~ 11' '1114141 ijfOaf ~ ~ ~ d~d:' 
(3-27). But in the doctrine of those who claim and profess that 
they are true Vedalltins and propound that - "For Brahman which 
is Aja changes like PariIJ.ama (transformations) etc. which are 
Paramarthika (i.e. in the Absolute sense)" - the defects pointed 
out above get attached or stuck like a very hard cement coating. 
Since such a defect has been explained in detail in the previous 
PrakaraI}.a itself, here it is not necessary to deliberate upon it 

. 
agaln. 

~ \i114~ 4tc4 4(ltt"'dQ1tc4 ",tm:t t t 

Gtldl"iiiit 'il1l4'1I~ftt ';r cqqttll Aij;tlfa II ~ 111 

Meaning : "In whose doctrine a Karya is born from 
one that is Aja, he does not have any illustration (to substan
tiate his theory). If it is said that from a born thing that 
object is born, then it amounts to saying there is no finality 
only. " 

WHETHER KA~A IS SAID TO BE 
JATA (BORN) OR AJATA (BIRTHLESS) 

EVEN THEN THERE IS INVARIABLY A DEFECT 

Apart from this, if in the doctrine of a disputant it is 
propounced that from a Vastu which is Aja and hence not born 
a Karya is born, that disputant will have no illustration wllatso
e\'er to adduce. The inference that from an Ajavastu also birth, 
production may take place cannot be correct, propor in the 
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absence of or without the support of a proper illustration. From 
this, on the basis of a literary meaning, it becomes established 
that - "From Ajavastu nothing can possibly be born." Instead of 
this, if it is accepted that - "From a born thing a Karyavastu (a 
thing as an effect) is born" - then th?t thing from another 

• 
Jatavastu (born entity), that in turn from yet another Jatavastu is 
born - thus without reaching any finality the logical defect of 
'Anavastha Dosha' gets entailed. In order to avoid this defect, let 
us accept that - "From an Ajavastu alone a Karya is born -
alone ! Otherwise, the categories of Karya, KaraI)a themselves 
cannot possibly be established, is it not so ?" - thus it is not 
possible to doubt. For, the Vastusthiti (ground reality based on 
universal experience) does not exist so as to fulfil our whims and 
-fancies. It is our aspiration that the categories of Karya-KaraI)a 
should invariably be established ; therefore, although there is no 
yukti (logical device) whatsoever, to assume whimsically a doc
trine that - "From a birthles'~ ,KaraJ}a also a Karya is born" - so 
as to satisfy our ambition can never be proper. We have already 
pointed out the defect that - "In whose doctrine it is propounded 
that from an Aja KaraI)a birth takes place - in that doctrine there 
is no illustration whatsoever to adduce." 

THE DEFECT IN ASATKARYAV ADA 

SO far the defects that the opponents point out in the 
doctrine that - "KaraQa itself is born in the fonn of Karya" -
were explained and demonstrated. Because the doctrine of 
Vaisheshikas, who are Asatkaryavadins, especially can never be 
tenable in any manner - here we are not showing the defects 
lurking in that doctrine. If observed from a particular viewpoint, 
since Vaisheshikas are propounding that the Karya, which is 
endowed with parts, starts functioning (Arambha) as a result of 
the Samyoga (contact, association) between the Karya and the 
Dravyas (substances) which have accompanied it, in the doctrine 
of those disputants also first (in the beginning) the Arambhaka
dravya (the functioning or motivation) having been there, they get 
transfonned into their Karyarupa - thus in another dubious or 
devious manner they too have accepted. Though this defect can 
be easily shown in their doctrine, many more irrational, improper 
doctrines of the type ~ "The Karya itself which does not exist 
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before its birth, after its birth by virtue of a particular relationship 
called 'Sarnavaya Sam ban dh a , (inherence) with its Karal)a it 
exists in the latter seeking its support ; it thus acquires a 
'Sattasambandha' (relationship with the genus of reality)" - etc. 
are imagined by them, and this, in the main, is a great defect 
in their theory. Is it possible to imagine in our mind a birth for 
a substance or thing which is as unreal as a hare's hom, cause 
for it, relationship of being a cause inhering or lurking in it ? 
Therefore, even though it is not desired by them they too have 
been compelled to accept a doctrine that ParamiiI;lus (atoms) 
themselves get transformed into forms of binary and tertiary 
atoms (DVYaI).uka, TryaI).uka) etc. Even the present-day (modem) 
empirical scientists by valid means like ParikShaI).8 (examination 
or investigation), Prayoga (experiment), SamvadlkaraI).8 (compari
son, analogy) etc. are establishing the atomic theory, and using 
methods of chemical reactions, they are arguing that from a 
compound comprising several atoms another new substance 
with another combination of atoms with its own new extraordi
nary qualities is 'born' or 'produced'. They too will have to 
accept inevitably, helplessly Satkaryavada alone. For, the Yukti 
that we have mentioned above cannot be refuted reasonably by 
them also. Because we have pointed out defects even in the 
doctrine that - "Satkaryavada is verily Paranlarthika" , "For a 
Vastu (entity or substance) which exists in the beginning itself 
due to Maya (illusion, magic) a birth ensues" - this tenet 
alone is capable of being sustained. Even the particle physi
cists, who have discovered the nuclear atoms, extremely mi
croscopic beyond electrons, protons and neutrons, and who 
have determined that they are all effects of nuclear energy by 
way of their fission or fusion and aU such matter is 'abstruse' , 
only, have in a different manner fully established Mayajanma 
alone. 

In any case, J>ecause in ,this manner both Satkaryavadins 
and Asatkaryavadins demonstrate their staunch sense of pride and 
predilection towards their own doctrine and point out defects in 
each other's theories, it amounts to their revealing Ajativada ; 
this theory which we had stated at the outset alone stands out 
as inviolable. 
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7. SINCE THE CATEGORIES OF CAUSE AND 
EFFECT DO NOT SUIT HETU-PHALA ALSO - -AJATIVADA IS ESTABLISHED 

'ffl(lr~: 'tid ~ ql'llr~i!1: Cfi(¥1f'11 "=i:J I 
TcU: Cfi<HftI :q1~lr~: ifi'i ft(iQqu4a II ~)CII 

Meaning : "Those who have accepted that Phala (fruit 
of obtaining the conglomeration of the body, the senses etc.) 
itself is the cause for Hem (merit and demerit) and for Phala 
Hetu is the cause, how at all can it be proper if they adduce 
Anaditwa (beginninglessness) tu b()th Hetu and Phala ?" 

ATl\1AN IS NOT OF THE NATURE OF I-IETU AND PHALA 

We have mentiolled so far that in tilis rrJanner in the 
doctrines of Jativadins, because of the facts that : (a) The pre
dicament that an entity's esential nature itself gets cllanged arises ; 
(b) it is not possible to decide about the exact relationship 
between Karya and KaraQ.a, it amounts to saYL~g that those 
disputants have indirectly demonstrated that Ajati itself is correct. 
Now it will be shown conclusively that because it is not possible 
at all to determine that Atman is of the nature of I-Ietu and Phala, 
Ajativada alone gets evolved out of it. 

We had so far nlcrely shown the Anishtaprasakti (resulting 
in an undesirable situation) tIlat - "If it is accepted that Brahman 
gets transformed into a Sarpsarirupa (fonn of a Inortal, transmi
gratory soul), it amounts to imagining that an entity's Swabhava 
(essential nature) too gets changed" - in the doctrine of the 
lativadins. But now a special feature is : Questioning in the 
manner - "Sarpsaritwa (transmigratoriness) whicll is of tIle nature 
of Hetu (merit and demerit), Phala (fruit of obtaining the con
glomeration of body, senses etc~) is itself not established frrst of 
all ; it being so, how at all can there be any scope possible for 
an imagination of the type that - 'Brahman gets transfonned into 
a Samsarirupa' - '7" - we will further strengthen the refutation 

, 
of the doctrine of preaching a birth for Brahman. In the Sruti : 

~ cq..,.. tt4'fl~cn'lct d~Of ct ~ .... 'tt' ~ ~ ~Mlt1'1l' - (Bri. 4-5-
15) - it is proclaimed that from the standpoint of those (Jfianis) 
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who have utilized the Paramartha Drishti (Intuitive Experience or 
Absolute viewpoint) and cognized the Ekiitman (non-dual Atman) 
alolle there is no Dvaita whatsoever of the 1nature of Kriya 
(action), Karaka (means of action) and Phala (fruit of action) in 
Atman. With the intention of refuting the categories of Karya 
(effect) and Kara1}.8 (cause) for Hetu-Phalas by drawing full , 
support from this Sruti statement in this Karika Shri Gau4apada 
has stated thu~ : 

Those people whose doctrine is : "For Hetu, meaning Dharma 
(merit) and Adharma (demerit), Phala, meaning the conglomera
tion of the body, the senses et~_ is the Adi (cause)" - and those 
people whose doctrine is : "Hetu is the cause for Phala" - thus 
for these disputants who are propounding Anyonya KaraJ)atwa 
(mutual causation) between Hetu (merits and demerits) and Phala 
(acquiring the fruit of having a conglomeration of the body, the 
senses etc.), how at all can the defect of Vyaghita (self-contra
diction) remain without confronting them ? The purport hnplicit 

, -
in the Sruti sentence is : To Atman who is Ananta (without an 
end) the form of a fruit or resultant of acquiring a conglomera
tion of the body, the senses etc. can never be applicable in any 
manner whatsoever. If it is contended thctt - "As a result of the 
Dhannas and tIle Adhannas that he perfonned he may possibly 
get this fruit of the fonn of Sarighata conglomeration of body, 
senses)" - then without first establishing the truth that - "To 
Atman this Sanghata exists really, absolutely" - it cannot at all - . 
be established that - "Atman is a Kartru (agent of action) for 
Dharma and 'Adhanna" ; by means of a doctrine, which is itself 
not establislled, one cannot possibly decide, prove another 
unestablished doctrine, is it not so ? In tile present context, in 
order to establisll that - "Atman is a Kartru of Dhanna and . 
Adhanna" - they have perforce to assume that Atman has the 
adjuncts like the body, the senses etc. In order to establish the
truth that - "Atman has a body, senses etc." - they have to 
assume that - "Atman has the Kartrutwa of those Dhanna and 

-
Adharma." Therefore it is clearly evident that for these disputants 
the logical defect of 'AnyOnyashraya' (mutual dependence) will 
attach itself unavoidably. 

(Objection) : It is verily our doctrine that - "Sarpsara is 
• 

Hetuphalatmaka (of the nature of merit-demerit giving rise to the 
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fruit of acquiring a conglomeration of a body, senses etc.) is 
Anadi" ; therefore, this defect does not entail us at all, is it not 
so ? 

(Solution) : Here a question : (1) Are you saying that 
between Hetu and Phala each one is Anadi (causeless, eternal) 
; or (ii) are you saying that these Hetu-Phala mutually having the 
relationship of cause and effect each with the other - is itself 
Anadi ; or (iii) since both these are existing with a relationship 
of cause and effect are you saying this Hetu-Phala-Santana (con
tinuum of these two categories of Hetu and Phala) is Anadi ? 
Here, first having accepted that there is invariably an Adi (be
ginning, causation) between Hetu and Phala and later to say that 
each one of these two is Anadi (beginningless, causeless) - how 
at all can it be proper ? Is it not a contradictory statement ? 

(prima facie opponent) : Because this Atman Himself who 
is of the nature of Hetu-Phala, is Anadi, we say that Samsara, 
which is also Hetu-Phalatmaka, is also Anadi. But what is the 
defect in saying - "For Hetu, Phala is the Adi (cause) and for 
Phala, Hetu is Adi (cause) " ? 

(Siddhintin) : In the first place, the statement that - C AtmCUl 
is Himself of the nature of Hetu and Phala' - is not correct. For, 
He is in His very essence (Swabhava) Kutastha (Absolutely 
immutable devoid of any changing categories like causation etc.). 
Atman who is Kutastha (Absolute) and Avichali (immutable) 
cannot possibly be said to be a KartpJ for a Kriya like Dharma 
and Adharma, is it not so ? Only if this condition or pre-requisite 
is possible, it can be said that He has any relationship with the 
Phala of the type of having a body, is it not so ? 

'~(J~: ~ ~lIIr't1rd§: Cfiew':q I 
a1IT \iI"'i 'i~ ij lilt !1SC IWld{ N§4tl1 II \,,11 

Meaning : "Those people in whose doctrine Hetu has 
Phala as its cause and Phala has Hetu as its cause - for them 
Janma will be as reasonable as saying from the son the father 
was born." 

A DEFECT ENTAILS IF MUTUAL CAUSATION 
IS ACCEPTED BETWEEN HETU AND PHALA 

Now let us examine the second theory among those we 
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have mentioned above. In this doctrine wherein for tIle Hetu the 
cause is Phala, and for tIle Phala the cause is Hetu - it becomes 
as ridiculous as saying from the father the son has Janma and 
from the son the father has Janma. 

~ ~~q;t1c1RFqdoq: ifiij(I(EIlU I 

'5alqC(~ 1I~1~4i1~ rqqlolqC(II~~11 

Meaning : "If there is birth or production of Hetu and 
Phala, you should perforce admit an order. For, at one and the 
sanle time if they are to be born like two horns, it amounts 
to saying verily that they do not have any mutual relationship 
at all. " 

HETU AND PHALA CANNOT POSSIBLY 
BE BORN TOGE~rHER 

If you reckon that the defect mentioned above is not proper, 
then an order in the birth of these Hetu and Phala in the manner 
- "Hetu is born first and Phala is born later" - you will have 
to perforce accept. If it is not accepted that from one thing only 
another thing is born, thell it is not possible to neglect or discard 
any order. For, if they were to be born together, it will amount 
to saying that there is no relationship whatsoever between the 
categories like cause and effect. For tllis an illustration : 'Like 
t\VO horns' ; just as between the two left and right horns of a 
bull there is no mutual relationship whatsoever - in the same 
way, l1ere too tllere cannot be any relationship. This is implied 
here. 

'fiCH1SNfJlltl ... : "Wl-;y "H q: Siflitzlffl I 

at Sf f{:f;;: "i:fi'fl~: 'h~ !iN I cdlIlSqilr II ~ '" II 

Meaning: "If in your doctrille Phala alone is born, then 
Hetu is not established ; a Hetu which is itself not born -
how at al1 can it create Phala ?" 

FOR UNEST ABLISHED HET'U AND PHALA THERE CANNOT BE 
ANY REL . .\ l'IONSHIP OF CAUSE AND EFFECT 

How can it be said that there is no relationship whatso
ever? - if this question is asked, the answer is : If from a Phala, 
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which is yet to be born and which is not yet born, just like a 
hare's hom etc., anything is to be born from Asat, then Hetu 
cannot possibly be established, cannot possibly be born. There
fore, just like the unknown or unfamiliar, unborn hare's hom etc. 
how at all can Hetu, which is itself non-existing, give rise to 
Phala ? Nobody has seen anywhere a relationship being there 
between two Asatpadarthas (false, unreal things), which are to be 
born mutually each from the other, themselves unestablished -
which .are just like the hare's horns - either of cause and effect 
or any other kind of relationship, is it not so ? 

~ta): q:J<t1IClfur.;: Cfi(flrij~i4~: I 

ifid«( 'lcfAlk45j q~ ft:tr.rol8qlll~tli 

Meaning : "If you say that for Hetu birth is from Phala 
and for Phala birth is from Hetu alone, then between these two 
which was born first ? Because it was born first, from it the 
other has to be established, is it not so ?" 

FOR HETU AND PHALA THE TEMPORAL RELATIONSmpS 
OF 'PRIOR' AND 'LATER' DO NOT EXIST 

Thus even after we have refuted the dogmatic theory in the 
manner that - "Because there is no relationship whatsoever be
tween Hetu and Phala, there cannot possibly exist any cause
effect relationship between them" - if you are still going to 
contend that they do get mutually established each by the other, 
we will ask the questions : Between Hem and Phala which is 
born first ? Which of the tWo was born first due to which the 
other came into being ? - Answer these queries. The implicit 
meaning of this argument is : Without the temporal order of the 
type - 'prior' and 'later or posterior' - one cannot be established 
by means of the other, is it not so ? 

atl(lrt=b(qR41t4 sti'1cfi\~s~"J-': I 

l(Ci iT ttcftu !t<\JIlfa: qr«lfttdl II ~'II 

Meaning : "Among the three (defects) - 'Ashakti' (in
capability), 'Aparijnana' (though the question is understood, 
the proper answer has not flashed) or 'Kramakopa' (infringe
ment .. of rule of order) - one will get attached. In this manner 
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in all respects Buddhists have - it amounts to saying - brought 
to light Ajati alone." 

IF IT IS NOT DECIDED AS TO WHICH OF THE TWO - HETU 
AND PHALA - IS FIRST ESTABLISHED, THEN A DEFECT 

ENTAILS THAT DOCTRINE 

As otherwise if your opulion is that it is not possible to 
detennine as to which of these two is first established, then you 
suffer from 'Ashakti' (incapability), 'Aparijiiana' (lack of com
prehensive knowledge). It will amount to saying that this is a 
Moughya (stupidity or dullness) of the nature of not being able 
to distinguish the Tattwa (Reality) in that though you have 
cognized, understood what I have said, the correct answer did not 
flash to your intelligence. This is reckoned by Naiyyayikas as a 
Nigrahasthana (state of non-comprehension) called 'Apratibha '. 
As otherwise, if you still maintain that - "No one can possibly 
decide as to which of these two gets established first" - it may 
amount to the defect of 'Kramakopa' (bringing about disorder in 
the orderliness). You tirst said that - "From Hetu, Phala is 
established and from Phala, Hetu is established" ; the orderliness 
of the type 'one after another they are born' - is made topsy-

. turvy, is upset. Having first accepted the orderliness of the type 
- "One after another they are born" - later, your statement to the 
effect - "The question of 'prior' and 'later' is not possible to be 
decided" - will not go without contradicting your promise, sol
emn declaration, is it not so ? 

By these disputants who are thus pointing out defects in one 
another's doctrines and who are staunchly believing and profess
ing themselves to be erudite scholars it amoWlts to affirming the 
truth of Ajati (birthlessness) alone publicized and popularized. 
Among them the Lokayatikas, believing or imagining that when 
the elements get transformed into the shape of a body - just as 
intoxication is produced - all the functions of vital force' like 
breathing etc. as also cognitive faculty are produced automati
cally, they say that the ~ody itself is Atman. This doctrine is not 
accepted by the other disputants. For, cognition (consciousness, 
awareness) etc. do not exist till the body exists - just like the 
Rupa (form) etc. which last till the body exists - Chaitanya (pure 
Consciousness) cannot possibly be a quality of the body - this 
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is their Yukti (logical argument). Vijiianavadins (Idealists among 
Buddhists) are asserting that apart from Vijiiana (intellect) neither 
the external object nor another Atman who is related to Vijiiana 
exists. For, their Yukti is : Associated or bound with the intellect 
alone there occur the dealings of PramaJ)8 (valid means of knowl-. 
edge) and Prameya (objects of knowledge) within tIle body. On 
the other hand, the Madhyamikas (another school of Buddhists) 
aver that - "Atman is neither one that exists, nor one who does 
not exist ; he is of the essential nature of Shunya (essencelessness)." - , 
Kanna Mimarpsakas especially say : Because there is a Sruti 

sentence : '1r l(tf ct~I!i'fft ct"l"lofIs"Iijj 1<f'f ~ 1IIftI' - (?) - meaning -
"This Yajamana (perfonner of a sacrifice) who is equipped with 
the weapon of a Yajiia (sacrifice) goes directly to Svargaloka 
(heaven)" - quite different from Vijiiana (intellect) there exists an 
Atman. But in their doctrine because between Hetu and Phala the 
question as to which is first has not been determined, the state
ment that between them there exists a relationship of cause and 
effect is not tenable - thus the other disputants point out a defect 
in their doctrine. Thus all these disputants who are supposed to 
be accepted as erudite scholars are propounding or following 
doctrines which are opposed to one another and hence it amounts 
to their evolving the truth that - "Jeevatman is not really born" 
- alone. Therefore, the truth of Ajati alone which gets evolved 
out of their debate we have acknowledged - this is Shri 
GauQapada's opinion here. 

1ft \il1l(! {) sit C{tttl"U: VcU til flt ij Iii f( 1t: I 

'=t' f( ijjfllij~ tg: ftr.;1 ijlflltct ~ II ~ 0 II 

Meaning : "The illustration with the nomenclature of 
'Bijarlkura' (seed-sprout) is always equal to Sadhya (a thing 
that is possible to be attained through an effort). A .Hetu 
(cause) which is Sadhyasama (equal to an effect, resultant of 
effort) cannot be suitable or proper thing to establish a Siidhya 
(effect of an effort), is it not so ?" 

TO SAY THAT HETU-PHALA SANTANA (CONTINUUl\f) IS 
ANADI (BEGINNINGLESS) IS NOT REASONABLE 

Now the third theory that we had mentioned in the com-
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Inentary on the 14th Karika is being taken up for consideration 
(Hetu, Pllala - both these are Anadi is the first theory ; Hetu
Pllala - both these have a relationship of cause and effect mu
tually between them - is tIle second theory ; tIle Santana or 
continuum of Hetu-Phala is Anadi is the tllird theory - which is 
being taken up for deliberation). 

(Jativadin's doubt) : It is our statement that there exists 
a relationship of cause and effect between Hetu and Phala. 
Clinging on to our mere statement without understanding fully 
our real intended purport, now you are pointing out 'Chhala' 
(obduracy, doggedness) in our statements in the manner - "Just 
like the father being born from the son" (4-15) ; "Like the horns 
of a bullock they do not have any mutual relationship" - (4-16) 
etc. ; now the Naiyyayikas say tllat - "To imagine a meaning 
different from the real intended purport of a speaker by taking 
the meaning of a statement without its later explanatory portion 
is called' Vakcllhala' (obdurate statement)" - (Nyaya Sutra 1-2-
112). Here what we merely stated as : "Between Hetu and Phala 
there exists a cause-effect relationship" - is without any special 
reason, purport bellind it. You have, in fact, imagined that there 
exists a mutual cause-effect relationsIlip between these two phe
nomena, as also between these two which are born together alone 
there exists a cause-effect relationship - thus quite a different, 
alien opinion you have imagined and you are pointing out these 
above-mentioned defects. But you have not taken into account 
our intended purport at all. We have not at all "tated anywhere 
either that from an unborn or unestablished Hetu tile Phalasiddhi 
(tIle birtll of Phala) or from unborn, unestablislled Pllala the 
Hetusiddhi (the birth of Hetu) takes place ; on the other hand, 
we have acknowledged the theory that like the Bijarikura (seed
sprout) between tllese two (i.e. Hetu and Phala) tllere is a cause
effect relationship. Here what is the defect ? Point out. 

(Siddhantin) : We will explain, listen. It is our opinion tllat 
the opponent mentions the illustration with tile name of Bijailkura 
- that illustration is always Sadhyasama (equal to the effect 
produced by a Sadhana or effort). For, that is also not estab
lished ; in fact, it has yet to be established. Even the question 
of - "Wllether there exists a cause-effect relationship between 
Bl}a-Arikura (seed-sprout) or not ?" - is itself to be decided. 
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(Objection) : The fact that there exists a cause-effect re
lationship between the seed and its sprout is actually perceived 
by our senses, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : Not so. Just as you have accepted the fact that 
there is an Adi (beginning) for Hetu and Phala, in the same way 
you have accepted that between Blja and Ailkura - to the pre
ceding one in a series - there is invariably an Adi. Just as the 
sprout that is just now born is born froin the seed and hence it 
is one with a beginning, since that seed also is born frot? another 
sprout it is invariably with a beginning - thus you have perforce 
to agree. Therefore, to imagine Anaditwa (being without a begin
ning, i.e., birthlessness) to individual units like the Blja-Atikura 
- amounts to a path being verily followed by a line of congenital 
blindmen. Similar is the case also with the theory that between 
Hetu and Phala there exists an Anadi (beginningless) cause-effect 
relationship. As othelWise, if you still contend that - "We are not 
saying that each of the individual Blja or Ailkura is Anadi ; the 
Blja-Ailkura Santana (continuum) alone is Anadi and this alone 
is our intended purport" - tllen that too is not proper. For, there 
does not at all exist 'Ekatwa' (unity, oneness) here. To wit, the 
individual units of Blja and Ailkura, especially, are many; they 
are not evidently a 'Santati' (3. series, continuum), is it not 
so ? 

These Anadivadins are not arguing that - "Apart from the 
Bija and Ailkura, quite separately, independently - different from 
those two individual units - there exists a Bijarikura-Santana." In 
truth, these individual units of Blja and AIikura themselves when 
endowed or associated with a relationship of the type of 'the 
previous one' and 'the later one' - they appear to be or conceived 
by us as 'Bljatikura Santana' - that is all. Therefore, neither the 
seeds nor the sprouts are Anadi ; in fact, apart fronl these Blja 
and Atikura there does not at all exist a Pada"rtha (substance, 
entity) called Bljailkura-Santana. It being so, in the illustration 
there is nothing whatsoever which is Anadi. The illustrated ex
ample also we should discern in the same manner. Hence, what 
we asked in ( 4-14) as : b Howat all your statement that there 
exists Anaditwa between Hetu and Phala is correct, proper !" -
is verily reasonable. In the same way, what we stated as : "Just 
as from the son the father is born" ; "Just as the two horns they 
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are unrelated alone" - also is not ' Vakchhala' (obdurate state-
ment). For, the theory or concept of mutual relatiollship of cause 
and effect and theory of cause-effect relationship for simultaneous 
birth itself are not tenable ; this truth we have already demon
strated by means of Yukti (logical devices) indeed. 

It being so, since the illustration of Bljailkura is Sadhyasama 
it is not a proper illustration. In the Karika the expression that 
- "It is a Hetu which is Sadhyasama" - is used in the sense or 
with the meaning of - "an illustration which is Samyasama 
(having similarity)" ; for, here the opposing disputants have not 
illustrated the BijaIikurasantana as a Hetu (cause) at all ; they 
have, in fact, used it as an illustration itself. Therefore, just as 
. a Hetu which is Sadhyasama and unestablished is not a proper 
cause, in the same wayan illustration which is Sadhyasama is 
not a proper, legitimate illustration. With this purport in mind it 
is stated that a Hetu which is Sadhyasama is not helpful for the 
establishment of the Sadhya (theory to be proved). This alone is 
the purport behind the Karika indeed. 

8. CONCLUSION OF THE DELIBERATION 
ON HETU-PHALA 

'lqfq(jqf\4ti<1tjvtl~: ql'tcftqCfi't I 

vtlqtjl=uF.; • ~ Cfitf y.f 'Of ~ II ~ ~ II 

Meaning : "Not to cognize the facts as to which is the 
previous one and which comes into being later - brings out, 
evolves in its wake Ajati alone. How can it be proper to say 
that - 'When one Dharma (entity) is being born, its precedent 
is not being known' - ?" 

• 
NOT TO KNOW THE PURVA «PREVIOUS, PRIOR) AND 
APARA (LATER, POSTERIOR) PROJECTS AJATI ALONE 

Previously in 4-19 it was stated that - "Buddhists - who are 
disputants with a high sense of pride thinking that they them
selves are erudite scholars - are bringing to light Ajati (birthlessness) 
in all respects" - is it not so ? How can it be said that they are 
projecting Ajati alone ? - To this question the answer is : 
Inability to cognize as to which of the two viz. Hetu and Phala, 
is existing frrst and which is born afterwards - illumines and 
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and shows up Ajati ; to wit, 110W can it be proper to say that 
tIle tiling that exists prior to tIle Dllanna (entity) is not known ? 
Tllose who find out (cognize) in the manner - "this thing is 
bOln" - should invariably come to know tIle cause that gives rise 
to that birth, is it not so ? For, only after knowing the relatonship 
that exists betweell the Janya (born object) and the Jallaka (that 
which gives rise to tIle birtll) the fact that - "This too is a J~nya 
(born object)" - is cognized. Although C~tuse and effect are 
Nityasambaddha (eternally related), merely on the grol.lnd of 
some saying - "We do not know the cause" - it amOtlnts to their 
agreeing that - "Ajati alone is the real truth." 

THE PURPORT BEIIIND REFUTING 
HETU - PHALA CATEGORIES 

Here the secret is : '~t ~ Cf1qull \fqfcr '1f(1f: ~'- (Bri. 
3-2-13) meaning - "One who performs righteous, meritoriolls 
deeds is born in a meritorious birth, while one WllO performs 
unrighteous, sinful deeds is born in an inauspicious, low birth" 

; 'aflf~ii~ Aqei~ ••••• ' - (Katha 2-2-7), meaning -"Some people, for 

the purpose of obtaining a body, attain a separate birth ; SOIne 

otllers attain Sthavaratwa (stationary existence)"; '-qtlf 'iiJiff lJf.IT 

~ - meaning - "As per one's Jiiana (knowledge) - Kanna 
(deeds) - Vasana (latent impressions, proclivities) (transmigration , 
is taking place)" - etc. - from all these Srutis it is to be known 
that Atman is 'Hetu-Phalatmaka ' (of the nature of cause and 

effect). Just as it is stated in the Mantra - ·,.4f::ci~q~ ~ldl~Cih~qtt.· 
- meaning - " The Creator created the sun and the moon as 

before" and ail "q'ft4, 'Hti1qctrQ 'Ia fi ~ it I FG;f ":if tiAfdtsOf' - (Gita 15-

3), meaning - "For (tllis tree of) Samsara no form is seen, no 
end is seen, no beginning also is seen ; the middle state also is 
not seen". - according to tllis Gita Smiriti sentence; tIle Siddllantin 
also has accepted tIle fact that - 'Samsara is Anadi'. But all these 
tenets the Siddllantin has accepted accepting 'M§yika Janma' 
(illusory birtll) alone as an 'Upaya' (subtle device) alone so as 
to teach that - 'Atman alone who is Aja and Advaya is Paramartha 
(the Absolute, Transcendental Reality)' - and not that in the 
Absolute sense t11c elnpirical entities have a birth, accepting 
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tl1ereby Jativada. When observed from tIle Paramartha Drishti, tIle , 
Sastra does not at all accept lativada. For, it is stated in the 

Sruti ; ~ en '1l;tf 'hIH"! 3i1t'iIS\ilUSifU~s~ 'Qf' - (Bri. 4-4-25) -

stressing that the Jivatlnan is Aja-Advaya Brallman alone ; '~ii4 

fJ t 'i1J 'tCffd 'if ~ ~f - (B;i 4-4-2) - signifying that by means 

of Jfiana alone one ~an attain tIle state of fearless Selfhood. For 
this reason alone, ill various verses of tIle Advaita Prakarat:la too 
it 11as been taught that - " Wllile dying or being born, he exists 
like A-kasha" ; "Now, all Sarighatas (conglolneration of the body, 
tIle senses etc.) are like those of the dream" - (3-10) ; "The 
different kinds of creation are mentioned in order to teach the 
Tattwa and to prepare the intellect (to be receptive)" - (3-15) ; 
"Tllis has become distinct or separate due to Maya" - (3-24) ; 
"Though Atman is not born, He is born due to His Maya" -
(3-24) ; "That this one is the Atman who is said to be Neti, 
Neti" - (3-26) etc. But here with a view to ackrlowledging 
Ajativada which is evolved, deduced from the mutua) contradic
tions of the disputants who accept the doctrines tilat - .... The Jiva 
is really of the nature of Hetu-Phala" - as also - "The Santana 
(continuum) of Hetu and Phaia is really Anadi" - their doctrinaire 

theories are refuted. ~ cqfq lIcfttlcilCfI'ltt. dt41"l cfi' ~ • - (Bri. 4-

5-15), meaning - "Where to Him every tIling has become Atman 

alone, there with wllat can he see wllat ?" ; '";f ~";f ctattff'bl cfflCfifll 

lfiffiJ 1JS: I -;r 6fi4Cfie1ti4l·j tqi1lq~ ACCdd t 
- (Glta 5-14), meaning -

"Parameshwara has not created for the people either their Kartrutwa 
or tlleir Kannas ; nor has He created any relationsllip between 
Kannas and Phalas ; the Avid)'asvabllavci itself is behaving (fune-, 
tiol1ing) in tllat manner" - thus in tIle Sastra also it has been 
clarified tilat any Vyavallara of the type of Hetu-Pllala etc. -
wllatever it may be - does not exist from the Paramartha Drishti. 

HOW COME THIS DIVISION OF VY A VAHARIKA AND 
PARAMARTHIKA D~ISHTIS ? 

(Question) : What is tIle authoritative proof, support for 
having divided tllese two Drishtis (viewpoints) as Vyavaharika 
(elnpirical) and Paramarthika (Absolute, Transcelldental) ? WIlY 
should it not be accepted that Atman is really Hetu-Phalatlnaka ? 
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(Answer) : For this the answer is : Since the waking state 
is the support or substrate for all Vaidika (religious, Vedic) 
and Loukika (mundane, workaday) transactions, it is called 
'Vyivaharikavastha'. That viewpoint in which that state alone 
is kept or taken predominantly as the ground reality (basis) is 
verily Vyavaharika Drishp. In fact, it has taken only one part 
of the liieya (phenomena to be known or objectified). We have 
acknowledged that all pervasive (Intuitive, Absolute) Drish!i 
as Paramarthika Drishti which - without entertaining in the 
least any partiality or preferential consideration with regard 
to any matter pertaining to the three universal states of 
experience of Jagrat (waking), Svapna (dream) and Sushupti 
(deep sleep) - objectifies everything completely or compre
hensively: For, apart from these three states of experience there 
does not exist any liieya (object of knowledge) whatsoever. The 
truth that by the Intuitive examination of the Avasthatraya hc,w 
the Siddhanta (spiritual teaching) that - "Atman who is Aja, 
Advaya and of Nityashuddhabuddhamuktaswabhava is Himself 
the Paramarthasatya (the Absolute Reality)" - is established, has 
been demonstrated in the Agama Prakaral}a. First showing by 
means of Yukti as to how the two states of Jagrat and Svapna 
are in all respects equal, then the truth that all Drishya (object 
of perception) is really Mayika (illusory, Vitatha or false) was 
proved· in Vaitathya Prakara~a. In the Advaita Prakaral.la it 
was shown as to how there is no opposition between Ajativada 
and Mayikajativada. Now in this Alatashanti PrakaraJ.1a espe
cially, because observing merely from the exclusive limited (pa
rochial) viewpoint of the waking state those disputants, who have 
accepted the categories of cause and effect to be absolutely real, 
cannot possibly detennine as to which of the two, viz. cause and 
effect is first, prior and which is later or posterior - and since 
this fact has been acknowledged - from their viewpoint also - it 
amounts to bringing to light Ajati alone; thus it has been proved 
by means of A vita (Vyatireka) Nyaya, and hence what we have 
mentioned as the distinction of Vyavaharika and Paramarthika 
Drishtis is irrefutable, inviolable indeed. 

~ en ~ cnftI ";f fifi[":;qt( ~ \J1lq~ I 

(i~Nt«{i'lfit ";f Fifir:;q'(I§ \iUlia II~~ II 
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Meaning : "No entity or object - whatsoever it may be 
- either by itself or from another is born. Sat (real), Asat 
(unreal) or Sadasat (real as also unreal) - in whatever manner 
- no Vastu whatever is born." 

TO ACCEPT JANMA TO BE REAL ALONE IS IN ALL 
RESPECTS OPPOSED TO LOGIC (REASONING) 

There exists yet another Yukti (logical device) to assert that 
- "Nothing whatsoever is born". That is : If an object is to be 
born, then in anyone of the following six ways it should be : 
(i) Itself by itself ; (ii) from another ; (iii) both joining together 
it is born; (iv) Sat (that which exists) ; (v) Asat (that which does 
not exist) ; (vi) Sadasat (existing yet non-existing). Barring these 
ways in no other manner whatsoever an object can possibly be 
born. Now let us examine each one of those ways of birth one 
by one : Here (i) first of all any object, entity - whatever it may 
be - cannot possibly be born from itself. For, it is already 
established as existing. Now there is no need whatsoever for it 
to be born afresh. This is too evident a fact. For example, an 
earthen pot cannot possibly be said to be born from itself, is it 
not so ? (ii) The fact that one object cannot be born from another 
is also very clear ; the object called 'pot' - how can it possibly 
be born from another object called 'cloth' ? Or from one piece 
of cloth how can another piece of cloth be born? (iii) Now, to 
say that one particular object from itself and from another - thus 
from both it is born - this is especially an ilnpossible event or 
matter ; for, it is a contradictory statement. For example, a pot 
is born both from itself and from a piece of cloth which is 
different from itself - thus no one utters a blatantly contradictory 
statement, is it not so ? It is very clear that just as from both 
Ghata (pot) and Pata (piece of cloth) a pot being born is not 
possible at all, in the same way jointly from both a piece of cloth 
being born also is not possible at all. 

(Objection) : It is perceptible that from clay a pot is born, 
from a father a son is born - is it not so ? Even when one 
particular object being born from another is seen, how can you 
reasonably refute the method or type of birth like - "One object 
is born from another" - ? 

(Solution) : True. There is an empirical transaction among 
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the ignorant, deluded people of the fonn of the usage of an 
expression - "is born". Without examining anything - whatever 
it may be - to conclude that it is real is not proper at all, is it 
not so ? Tllere fore , those persons who are discriminative have 
perforce to examine the usage of an expression by those deluded 
persons to find out whether it is like that really or not. The object 
for those Shabda Pratyaya (word-concepts) which is called 'Karya' 
(effect) - does not exist at all ; thus it becomes decided. On tlle 

strengtll of the Sruti : 'cCliU('tuj fqCfilij '1lq~4 ¥frij~~q ij~'l' - (Chh. 
6-1-4) - if we examine the Karyavastu (the entity or object Wllich 
is an effect of a cause), we can discern that tilat thing is merely 
a name alone and not a real entity. Hence what we have stated 
that - "Notlling can possibly be born from another" - is proper 
indeed. Therefore, there is no defect whatsoever in what we have 
stated. 

Now the question - "Whether the Vastu that is born is Sat 
(existing), Asat (not existing) or Sadasat (tllOUgh existing not 
existing) ?" - is to be decided. (iv) That is especially not Sat ; 
for, if it were Sat and it is already existing, it cannot be born ; 
for, about already existing clay, father etc. to say that they are 
born again is nonsensical. Sat means that thing which is already 
born, is it not so ? (v) If it is Asat, even then it is reasonable 
to say that it is not born ; for, like a hare's horns etc. where 
is tIle question of a thing which is never existing being born ? 
(vi) Now especially if it is said that it is Sadasat, tllen it is not 
possible for such a thing to be Lorn in any manner whatsoever ; 
for, Sat and Asat which are opposed to each otller - these two 
qualities existing in one substance alone is not possible at all. 
TIIUS it amounts to saying that among the six ways which we 
have imagined above, not in anyone of those ways a Vastu can 
possibly be born. Barring these six ways no other Inethod of birth 
exists. Therefore, it evolves that - "No entity - whatsoever it 
may be - is possibly born in any manner". 

EVEN IF NO CATEGORIES OF THE TYPE OF SAT, ASAT ETC. 
ARE APPLICABLE TO AN OBJECT TO BE BORN, IT IS IN ITS 

ABSOLUTE FORM OR NATURE BRAHMAN ALONE 

Here, on the face of it, it appears as though Shri GauQapada 
has followed, adopted a Buddhists' Yukti alone. For, in the 
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doctrine of the Sllunyavadins 'it has been propounded that ~ ~ 

~ '1Rcit ';f ~QJf "fILll~gd: I d(4hff wng fqa;(\ '1141: 1;;:4'1 ~ II -

(Madhyamika Karika 1-1), meaning - "Whatever objects they 
may be - either from thelnselves or froln others they are not 
born ; since for tllese two reasons and since no Hetu (cause) 
whatsoever exists, objects which are born do not exist anywhere 

. 
and none wllatsoever ; as also they are asserting that --;r ijilltiil 

tI~tI;ft~ ~t{cm ~ I ititi r;.t{dcta'l ~ Wr fl ~ II- - (Ma. Ka. 
1-7) - meaning - "When it evolves that an existing, not existing 
or though existing not existing - no such entity can possibly 
exist, then 110W can it be proper to say that a Hetu (cause) which 
brings about a Karya (effect) exists ? Even it being so, here in 
the present context what is relevant is only this much : It is 
merely stated here that for objects in their forms of cause and 
effect does not become rational or justifiable in any manner 
whatsoever. In the doctrine of the Buddhists 'Pratltyasamutpada' 
(if one thing exists another is born - the tlleory of dependent 
origination) theory is followed and it is deduced that in no way 
whatsoever as Sat, Asat etc. there exists for objects any Sattwa 
(existence) \vhatsoever. In tlleir doctrine it has been stressed that 
- "No entities ever exist at all" ; "They do not exist with any 
substrate whatsoever" (Madhyamika Ka. 1-1) - thus in both ways 
they do not have any existence whatsoever. But in the Vedantic 
teaching especially it has been ackno\vledged that there exists a 
, Mayika KaryakaraJ)abhava' (illusory cause-effect relationship) 
first ; then utilizing the tenet that - 'Since all phenomena in the 
form of Karya (effect) are mere Viicharambhana (fonns projected 
by mere speech or words), they are invariably non-different 
(Anyonya) from Kara1)a (cause) and not that they among them
selves have any cause-effect relationship whatsoever ; for, they 
do not possess any independent existence whatsoever' - finally, 
it is taught that - 'Brahman alone which is the substratum for 
everytlling is the Paramasatya (Absolute, Transcendental Real
ity).' "That alone is Satya" - (Chh. 6-8-7) is the Sruti which 
supports, substantiates this teaching. Thus we must discern that 
there exists a very great difference between the Buddhistic 
'Shunyavada' and Vedanta. 
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THERE IS NO SYSTEMATISATION OF HETU-PHALi\ 
CATEGORIES IN THE DOCTRINE OF 

KSHANIKA VIfflANAVADINS AMONG BUDDIDSTS 

We have so far exposed the defect that among all the 
proponents of the doctrines propounding that- in this- manner the 
Kriya-Karaka-Phala are different categories - there is no relation
ship whatsoever between Hetu and Phala. Now those who accept 
the doctrine that - "Janma itself is born" - and thereby a kind 
of unity or identity among Kriya-Karaka-Phala is accepted as also 
it is propounded that an object (Vastu) exists invariably in a 
KshaQika form (momentarily) - all these Buddhists are far away 
from yukti. For, in their OpiniOl1 barring the KshaI)8 (moment of 
time) which decides in the manner - "This is like this" - the 
Vastu does not exist for anotller moment at all. In their doctrine 
the commonplace transaction of the type .. "I did this action then 
and now I am experiencing its fruit" - \vhich is of the essential 
nature of a memory of a past experience (Anubhal/a-Smriti-Rupa) 
is itself untenable. Although all the common run of people are 
familiar with the 'Pratyabhijiiana' of recognizing at present an old 
or past object or phenomenon and reckoning in the manner -
'That thing alone is this' or 'That person alone am I' - this is 
not applicable in their doctrines. For, since they have accepted 
that any object - whatever it may be - is destroyed in a moment 
- no Anubhava (experience) whatsoever is possibly applicable in 
their doctrine; nor the memory of a thing which is not expe
rienced also is possible, is it not so ? Thus it is not possible for 
them to say - "The transaction of the type - 'Similar to that thing 
is this' - may occur from Sadrishya (similarity, analogy)" ; for, 
no one gets the Pratyabhijfiana of the type - "Similar to that 
thing is this" - at all ; however empirical transactions are defi
nitely occurring in the manner - "That alone is this" ; "That 
person alone am I" - alone. 

A DEFECT IN THE DOCTRINE OF THE PRESENT-DAY 
VIKARAPRA VAH."! VADINS (pROPONENTS 

OF THE FLOW OF CHANGE) 

The present-day followers of a theo!"'} of Bergson say : All 
the phenomena - both within the body (corporeal) and what is 
seen in the external world - are of the form of a flux of change 
alone ; a thing which is absolutely in a stationary state is not 
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existing at all. In truth, the Vastu Tattwa (the Ultimate Reality) 
is verily what is changing prior and posterior to the moment 
when we decide in the manner - "This is like this." This too is 

• 
an unreasonable doctrine ; for, in this theory there is no purpose, 
benefit whatsoever from Tattwajijiiasa (pursuit of Reality). Al
though phenomena which are stationary and those which are 
moving are, in the experience of all people, opposites, it evolves 
from their doctrine that all that is mere Bhranti (delusion) alone. 
Really speaking, If there is no object or entity whatsoever which 
is steady or stationary, how at all is it possible to say that the 
cognition -. "It is so" - is a delusion? Besides, in their doctrine 
it is not possible even to conjecture, imagine in one's mind as 
to what is meant by 'movement' ; for, as a substrate for move
ment they have not accepted even an empty space. Especially to 
accept movement for the Akasha also is not possible at all. In 
the same way, to imagine Jthat there exists a movement which 
does not desiderate any time factor is also an impossible propo
sition. For, the experience of movement has necessarily to occur 
in the manner - "From that time to this moment it was mov
ing" ; if not, for the word 'movement' there is no meaning at 
all. Apart from tlns, if everything is only movement, it will 
amount to saying that there cannot be any experience whatsoever 
of two movements; Of, in the alternative, that also will amount 
to being a delusion alone. And one movement is faster than . 
another or slower - to say. thus also it is not suitable or applicable 
in this doctrine. Although it is in everyone's experience in the 
manner - "Movement occurred in a particular moment .of time 
and movement towards a particular direction ; movement has 
come to a standstill" - such universal experiences they will 
perforce have to deny. Because in their doctrine categories like 
time, experience, vital force - all become one and the same 
phenomenon, it will have to be concluded that this doctrine itself 
is opposed to universal experience. Therefore, this theory of a 
flux of change is, in all respects, to be declared as unreasonable, 
irrational alone. 

l[-f \ij14~~: 'h~ ~ \C4'tIC4d: I 

atlr~;f rqfJ~ lItzi dt4 $Ir~;f fctEl~ II~~ II 

Meaning : "Hetu cannot possibly be born from Phala 
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which is Anadi (beginningless) or since it (Hetu) is itself 
Anadi ; Phala also due to its essential nature cannot possibly 
be born. For, a thing which has no Adi, it cannot possibly 
have birth." 

SINCE THEY ARE ANADI ALONE BOTH HtTU 
AND PHALA ARE AJA 

Another point : By your acceptance of the fact that Hetu 
and Phala are Anadi alone .. you have perforce to accept that Hetu 
and Phala are not at all born. We have already ill 4-14 refuted 
the theolY that I-Ietu arId Phala are Anadi by saying: "How can 
you say that Hetu and Phala h:rve Anaditwa ?" Now, by accept
ing that they are Anadi we point out tllis defect : J f tIlat is so, 
it amounts to your accepting Ajativada alone. How is it ? - To 
this the answer is : From a Phala, which do~~ not have Adi, Hetu 
cannot possibly be born ; you have not accepted at all that from 
a Phala, w11icll is Anadi and which is not born at all, Hetu is 
born - is it not so ? 

(Doubt) : What is the defect if it is said that from a Phala 
alone which is establislled as Anadi Hetu is born ? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, without any proper reason a Phala, 
which is established to be Anadi by its very nature, is born in 
tile fonn of Hetu - thus you do not agree, is it not so ? For, 
if you say so, it amounts to saying tilat it will have perforce to 
continue being born all tIle time, or if you contelld that Ph ala 
itself is of an essential nature of being born, then it will amount 
to saying that it is not Anadi. 

For this part of the verse, yet another meaning can be 
adduced : Hetu is not born; for, it is Anadi. In the same way, 
Phala also is not born ; for, it is in its very essential nature 
Anadi, that means, it has no beginning. This is the implicit . 
meanIng. 

Therefore, because YOll have accepted Anaditwa for both 
Hetu and Phala it amounts to YOllr accepting Ajativada alone. 
For, that tIling which has no Adi, n1eaning Kara1)a (cause), that 
has 00 Adi, meaning - Janma. (birth) is not tllere at all ; in our 
workaday transactions people will accept tIle fact that - "That 
thing alone which has a KaraJ).a, has a Janma" - but no one will 
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ever accept a Janma for a thing which has no KaraIJ8 (cause). 
This is the implicit meaning here. 

In any case, in this manner whether it is accepted that -
(a) a mutual causation between Hetu and Phala exists ; or 
(b) both of them are born together (simultaneously) ; or (c) it is 
assumed that the Santana (continuunl) of Hetu and Phala catego
ries is Anadi, it is llnavoidable to be entailed with various types 
of defects in J ativada. Especially if it is contended that both of 
them are .4u1adi in their very essential natures, it amounts to 
acknowledging Ajativada alone. Thus the Jativada being-r~ndered 
untenable in any manner, it finally amounts to the lativadins 
revealing the truth that - "Aj ati alone is the Siddhanta". 

FOR THE WORLD WHICH IS KRIYA-KARAKA-PHALATMAKA 
THERE CAN BE MA YIKA.JANMA ONLY 

Here there lurks this secret : Because between the waking 
, 

and the dream states of Consciousness there does not exist any 
distinction whatsoever and though the phenomena that appear 
internally and externally in both I)f them are false, within these 
two states the phenomena appearing in their respective Avastha 
seem to be having the distinctions of 'false' and 'real' indeed. 
As per their respecti~/e places, botll the 'Chittakala' (mentally 
formulated time category) and the ' Bahyakala' (external time 
category) are appearing atollg with tlle category of 'Akasha' 
(empty space) seen to be tIle support. Further, all the phenomena 
that are seen in these time-space as substrates appear to be of 
the fonns of Dravya (sllbstance), GU1)8 (quality) and Kriya (ac
tion). Besides, when the Kriya (action or movement) of the 
forms of Paril.1ama (transformation) and Parispanda (hectic 
vibrations or pulsations) appearing therein is compared to some 
other Vastus which remain steady or stationary as they are, then 
it appears as though in certain Vastus the two fonns of PariQama 
and Parisnanda do exist. This \vhole world which is beset with 

.;L 

such worlders as tlrree periods of time viz. past, present and 
future and the concomitant categ()ries of Kriya-Karaka-Phala does 
not exist witllout any traces or taint of it left behind and subsides 
in Sus11 upta A vasthii ((leep sleep state) and becomes one with the 
PrajiiatJnarupa (state c·f unalloyed Pure Consciousness). Even so, 
it exists therein (in such a subtle but potential form) without 
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vitiating Atman in the least by its Dharma (qualities) ; further it 
is being witnessed by everyone that from that Prajiiatman alone, 
without bringing about any change whatsoever in that Atman (i.e. 
Prajfiatman), the world of diversity or duality is attaining a 
'Mayika Janma' (illusory or magical birth or creation) both in the 
waking and tile dream. All this has been clarified in the previous 
three PrakaraI}as. In this manner, without cognizing the truth of 
life that - "Atman, who is never at any time is born in the form 
of Kriya-Karaka-Phala, apparently acquires a Mayajanma" - the 
various disput<L.~ts, observing merely from the Jagrat A vastha 
Drishti (viewpoint of the waking state experience only), are 
assuming or putting on, as it were, the Mithyabhimana (false 
pride- or egoism) to believe that - "All the perceived objects are 
really being born (in time and space with some causation)." 
Thereupon they are refuting one another's doctrines arguing in 
tile manner - "The objects are born in this particular manner only 
and not in that manner" - and they are all revealing the truth 
that Ajativada alone is correct. This much alone is clarified here. 

9. AS A RESULT OF THE QUARREL BETWEEN 
VlmANA VADINS (IDEALISTS) AND 
BAHyARTHA VADINS (REALISTS) 

AJATI STANDS REVEALED 

~: \if;c(\itti111;:tttn '~~Itfld: I 

ijcffi1flflflq(1~Jf:q ll(d~l~dl ~ 11~)f11 

Meaning : "Any cognitive knowledge mus~ have a cause ; 
otherwise, Dvaya (duality) will become non-existent. Since 
extreme distress or anguish is also seen, it is our opinion that 
there is dependence on another." 

OBJECTIONS RAISED BY REALISTS AGAINST IDEALISM 

It has been stated so far that by the opposing opinions or 
doctrines of disputants who have been following Satkaryavada 
and AsatlCaryavada etc. Ajati itself is established. With a view to 
strengthening this tenet further the contradicting doctrines of the 
Idealists and the Realists have been exemplified here. 

The Vijiianavadins' (Idealists') doctrine is : Apart from the 
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intellectual awareness (Vijiiana) externally no other really real 
(paranlaltha) object whatsoever exists. For, only if Vljrlana is 
there the external object appears, if not it does not appear. 
Therefore, it amounts to saying that Vijfiana itself is appearing 
in the dual form as the fann of cognition and the fonn of an 
object. 

The objectioll, against this doctrine, by the Bahyarthavadin 
(Realist) is : For Prajfiapti (cognitive knowledge) - Ineaning for 
cognition or becolning aware of an object - externally, outside 
there should necessarily be a cause. Nimitta l1ere means an 
external object. Apart from tile cognitive knowledge there sllould 
necessarily exist an extelnal object ; for, without any object being 
tllere externally the cognitive knowledge of sound, touch etc. 
cannot accrue or occur. As otllerwise, if it is accepted that 
without there being any object whatsoever externally cognition 
(consciousness) may occur, tllen it amounts to saying that cog
nition, without tIle external objects being there, has itself the 
capability of depicting, showing phenomena like sound, touch etc. 
Then, in tllat event, "At all tilnes the cognitive knowledge of all 
objects may take place" - it will amount to admitting such a 
ridiculous principle. Another reason also can be adduced here. It" 
it is not so, you will have to agree that tl1ere is no duality 
whatsoever ; Dvaya means various types of Pratyayas (concepts 
with a stamp of certainty or percepts occurring) ; if there is. no 
external cause for them, then it evolves that these various Pratyayas 
should not have occurred. As per the doctrine of the Vijfianavadins 
none of the following : The variety or diversity of Shabdapratyayas 
(percepts of sound) which are appearing in various forms of 
pleasing, llarsh, loud or soft sounds ; tile variety of Sparshapratyayas 
(percepts of touch) -which are appearing as being hot or cold ; 
the diverse Rupa~Dratyayas appearulg as black, yellow, red etc. ; 
tIle variety of Rasapratyayas appearing as sweet, sour, bitter etc. ; 
the variety of Gandhapratyayas appearing as fragrant, stinkillg 
etc. - can possibJy occur. Especially to say that - 'Pratyaya 
Vaichitrya (variety of perceptual knowledge) does not at all 
occur' - is opposed to uni\'ersal experience, is it not so ? Besides, 
since cognitive knowledge is of one and the same fonn or nature 
without the external objects like sound, tOllCh etc. there cannot 
possibly be any cause for such variegated percepts occurrillg in 
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this manner. In a clean crystal - without there being any external 
adjuncts with colours of red, black etc. - no variety of forms can 
possibly be seen, is it not so ? Therefore, in order that such 
variegated percepts occur or appear, it is quite reasonable and 
proper to imagine, sunnise that there should necessarily exist a 
Bahyartha (external object) which is the cause for such perceptual 
knowledge. This indeed is his opinion. 

The Buddhists are using the word 'Prajiiapti' not only with 
the meaning of cognitive knowledge but also with tIle meaning 
of 'sound'. Even then, if there have to be a variety of sound 
which is used for the naming purpose, the correspon~ing external 
objects which ar~ meant (signified) by those words should nec
essarily exist distinctively ; if not, this Shabdavaichitrya (variety 
of sounds) callnot possibly exist - thus a meaning for this part 
of the Karika has to be imagined. For the expression -
'Dvayanashataha' - if a meaning of - the categories of Grahya 
(comprehended object), Grahaka (comprehension)' for the word 
, Dvaya' (dual) - is assumed, then it will have to be perforce 
accepted that in order that a cognition of the categories like 
Grahya-Grahaka of the type - 'Prajiiana' (cognition) 'Prajiiata' 
(cognizer) ;' 'Prajiiapti' (the final cognitive knowledge), 'Prajiiapya' 
(the named external object) - to accrue or occur .. - there invariably 
exists an extem~l object as a cause; if not, it amounts to saying 
that this distinction of Grallya-Grahaka should not appear at all. 
In this manner a meaning will have to be imagined for this part 
of the verse. 

Paratantra (dependence on another thing) - which is the 
opponent's doctrine - is proper and as they say - "Apart from 
Vijfiana there should necessarily be a Bahyartha (external ob
ject)" - to assert in this manner there is another Yukti too ; as 
the Vaibhashikas (a buddhistic school of philosophy) and the 
Vaisheshikas (Indian school of philosophy propounding atomic 
theory) assert that apart from Vijiiana for an external object to 
exist 'Saliklesha' - meaning, grief being experienced - is a strong 
evidence. If there are no causes like fire etc. in the external world 
why at all should an Anubhava (experience) of the appearance 
of Duhkha, brought about by touching fire, occur ? In the same 
way, if there is no contact or association with the benefit accru
ing from an external object why or how at all can there OCCllr 
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Sukha ? For these questions there is no consolatory answers in 
the pllilosophy of Vijiianavadins. Besides, Vijfianavadins have 
propounded : "Klesha (grief), Karma (action), Janma (birtll) -
these three together are called Satiklesha" - (Trimshika, a Bud
dhistic text, p. 28) - thus they have also accepted a doctrine. It 
is their opinion (theory) that due to Sariklesha (defilement of the 
mind) Samsara and due to Vyavadana (by purification of the 
mind) Mukti occur. 

In any case, it is the doctrine of the Bahyarthavadin (Re
alist) that the Bahyapadartha (the external object) which is the 
cause for Pratyayavaichitrya (variety of percepts), Grahya-Grahaka 
Bheda (distinctions of the comprellended object and the compre
hension) and Sarlklesha Anubhava (experience of grief) - should 
necessarily exist. 

~: ijr~fiI'tI(qr'"l6tfa !1rij)~lIf~lt( I 

f,;'\f"''d\4lf,;'\f'l'dcqr ... tiq~ 'id~t.1ltlll~"11 

Meaning : "For Prajiiapti (cognitive knowledge) there 
should necessarily be a cause - this fact you have accepted, 
being convinced by Yukti (reasoning). The fact that ~ 'Nimitta 
(cause) is not Nimitta' - has been accepted by us on the 
ground of Bhutadarshana (cognition of the Ultimate Reality)." 

THE REASON GIVEN BY VImANA V .. ~DIN TO SAY 
THAT THE B .. t\HYARTHA DOES NOT EXIST 

Thus for the objection raised by the Realist the Idealist's 
answer is : All right, there is the Pratlti (long-cherished, deep
seated belief) of Dvaya-Sailklesha (grief from duality or external 
objects) - on the basis of this Yukti you are trying to prove that 
in tIle external world, apart from Vljfiana (intellectual awareness), 
there should necessarily exist an object which is the cause, is it 
not so ? But we are saying that tilat Nimitta (cause) is not really 
the cause based on Paramiirtha (tIle ultimate reality). To wit, what 
is called a 'pot' does not exist at all (separately, independently) 
apart from the form of clay ; in the workaday world the common 
people believe that apart from a horse a he-buffalo exists ; but 
in that manner we do not see at all these phenomena of Vijrlana 
(irltellectual awareness) and Bahyanimitta (the external cause) 
existing separately. In the same way, the phenomenon of a piece 
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of cloth is not seen as cloth at all by those who have cognized 
tIle truth that cloth is entirely tIle cotton threads alone. Similarly, 
those threads too are not seen separately apart from tIle cotton 
staples. In the same strain of reasoning, those who exalnine 
anytlling existing as it really (in its real material form) exists -
if tiley pursue till both 'the sound' and "the percept' end up tllere 
is nothing at all that is seen as an external ' Nimitta' ( callse) 
whatsoever. 

THE COI.JNTER-ARGUMENT BY BAIIY ARTHA VADIN 

(Objection) : Thus even after you have refuted pllenomena 
like Ohata (pot), Para (cloth) etc. something or the other invari
ably remains as a cause, is it not so ? Then 110W do you say 
that no cause whatsoever relnaills ? Besides, to assert that apart 
from Vijiiana nothing ever exists is not reasonable. The fact tilat 
tlle appearances (percepts) of the type - "Tllis is Vijfialla ; this 
is an object" - distinctly is in everyone's experience, is it not 
so ? Merely on the ground that the Vijfiana accrues in the fonns 
of 'Ghatavijiiana' (pot-awareness), ' Patavijiiana" (cloth-awareness) 
as a separate awareness for each object, you do not deny in the 
manner that that kind of distinctive awareness also does not exist 
at all, is it not so ? Therefore, just as in the manner of witnessing 
(perceiving) an object alone Vijiiana has to thrive, in the same 
manner the external object too has necessarily to appear as an 
object for Vijiiana, and to tllis extent alone you should perforce 
accept (the reasoning) in accordance witll tIle \'astusthiti (ground 
reality). For, Vijfiana and Vishaya are botl1 appearing endowed 
invariably with a relationsllip of Vishayi-Vishaya, respectively_ 
For this reason alone we have to acknowledge, in COllsonance 
with universal experience, that tIle pbjects like Ghata, Pata etc. 

, 

exist in many numbers as also those who know or cognize tllem 
also exist in many numbers. For, evell \vhen the Vijfiana is 
unitary or singular in our workday transactiollS, the objects like 
pots, cloth etc., are seen separately, distinctively ; as also tIle 
knowers or cognizers of these objects are also seen separately 
and distinctively. If it is contended that tllere is no other cognizer 
(than oneself), then consequently, you will have to perforce agree 
that there are no differences of tIle type - 'Instlucting about the 
Vijiianavada' and 'Cognizillg or understanding it' - etc. Apart 
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from this, because the phenolnenon of - 'The existence of an 
object' - is an object (percept) for tile Vijfiana, it is to be 
accepted as separate only ; for, only after a relationship between 
an already existing entity or object and Vijiiana is brought about 
the Vijfleyatwa (the ability to be aware or conscious of some
t1ling) ensues - tilUS to conclude is reasonable. Astitwa (existellce) 
is Tattwa (ground reality) which is found in an entity or object 
(Vastu) without any desideration of or dependence upon another 
thing ; but it becoming a Vijiieya (an object of awareness, 
cognition) especially is a tIling that accrues only after it is related 
to the Vijfiana (cognition, awareness) of the Vijiiatru (cognizer). 
Therefore, what you said: "Having seen or realized the Paramartha 
(ultimate reality) we are saying tllat a Nimitta is really not a 
Nimitta" - is not proper. For, you have perforce to acknowledge 
- even if you don't desire so - the fact til at -"Only wIlen 
Paratnartha is seen, then orlly the Bahyartha· exists" - is it not 
so ? 

SOLUTION TO THIS OBJECTION PROVIDED BY THE 
VIJNANAVADIN 

To this the solution that we provide is : You said that 
whether it is any object of tIle fonn of pot or cloth etc., or 
whether it is the cause for it of the form like the clay or cotton 
thread etc., they are invariably an object to the Vijfiana - is it 
not so ? Even in that illustration also, you too will have to 
perforce acknowledge that - without assuming any special feature 
in the Vijiiana of tIle type - Ghata Vijfiana, Pata Vijfiana - those 
objects of Ghata, Pata etc. existing is not tenable ; and so til ere 
exists a Vijfiana of the fonn or shape of tIle Vishaya or object 
; only after accepting that Vishayakara (fonn or s11ape of the 
object) merely on that count it amounts to having realized the 
Tattwa (the ground reality) of the categories of Vishya-Visllayi, 
and so why should we at all acknowledge another object external 
to or outside Vijfiana ? You further said that - "There exists a 
phenomenon called 'existence' associated witll a Padartha (an 
object) and it is distinct froln Vijneyal'ishaya (cognized object), 
is it not so ?" Since tllat fact tilat - "There exists a phenomenon 
called 'existence' - has perforce to be imagined by Vijnana and 
then has to be cogllized, it amounts to saying (accepting) til at 
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apart from Vijiiana there is nothing else whatsoever existing and 
so from tllis it does not amount to your showing any defect at 
all in our doctrine ! Even for the arguments \\~llich you forwarded 
in the manner : " Vijiiana (cognition) and Vijiieyapadartha (cognized 
object) - since bOtll these are to be known or cognized mutually 
being dependent on (related to) each other, you wil] have per
force to accept tilat - bOtll those phenomena (viz. Vijriana and 
Vijfieyapadartha) do exist, objects are many, tl,ose who cognize 
tllem are also mallY" - it amounts to our providing merely an 
answer by this above counter-argument alone ; for, apart from 
Vijiiana we are not seeing any of these whatsoe'ler. TIle defect 
of the type - "In that case, if you contend that there does not 
exist another Vijiiatru (cognizer), the empuical dealings of in
structing about Vijfianavada, understanding it etc., \\9ill have to 
disappear" - cannot also be possibly forwarded; for, even when 
asserting tIl at externally there exist sotne objects, without allY 
relationship with Vijfiana being there no empirical transaction is 
possible at all ; it is enough if it is agreed that all these 
transactions are caused due to an excessive or abundant change 
alone in the Vijiiana. 

ANOTHER COMMENTARY TO TIlE 
SECOND HALF OF THE ,TERSE 

For the latter half of this verse a different version like ~ 

OI'td<::ti"fl( can be adopted by separating words (Padachheda) and 

another commentary also in tIle following nlanner may be made : 
Nimitta (the cause) is really not a Ni~itta - thus we say because 
tflere is "~bllutadarshanat" - meaning - an ~bject, \vhich is not 
real in the llitimate analysis, appears. For this the illustration is : 
In things like rope etc. \vhat appears as snake etc. Because wIlen 
phenomena like the rope-snake, a celestial city, dream, Maya etc., 
are appearing, without there existing any object': externally, the 
forms or shapes of Grahya-Grahaka are seen ; ill the same 
manner, even in situations where you say - "Really we are seeing 
Ghata, Pa~a Vishayas" - it is reasonable to infer that there do not 
at all exist any real objects outside. For, the fact that - "Exter
nally objects appear to be existing" - is common (equal) to both 
the illustration and the illustrated example. Since what you are 
calling 'Nirnitta' (cause) is invariably an object for the illusory 
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appearance (a delusion), it can be rightly said to be not a real 
cause. For, \\,hen tile Bhrantidarshana (illusory appearance or 
delusion) of a rope-snake etc. does not exist, apart from the 
Nityanirmala (eternally pure) Vijiianaswarupa (essential nature of 
awareness, cogniti()n) no external object whatsoever is seen at all. 
It can be said that this is just like the knowledge of the Inad 
people; those objects which appear to Inelltally deranged persons 
are not seen as such by people who are not mad, is it not so ? 
Because a 'caus~' that is imagined in the manner - "In this way 
it should necessarily be in our workaday transactions" - is not 
to be seen wllatsoever in states like deep sleep etc., it has to be 
realized that our seeing objects is merely a BhrCL.?Jtidarshana 
(illusory appearance or a total delusion) indeed." 

Further, even if we interpret the word 'Prajnapti' to mean 
Shabdaprayoga (usage of word), then also it amounts to saying 
that 'Nimitta' is not a Nimitta (cause) alone. For, it is realized 
by us that the ground reality (in the ultimate annlysis) is like that 
alone. To imagine a rule of law in the manner - "Wherever there 
is a usage of words there should necessarily be a Padartha 
(material object) which is Shabdavachya (signified by the word)" 
- there is no cause whatsoever. In the Larikavatara Sutra (a 
Buddhistic text) it is said : "Oh great intellectual (wiseman), it 
is seen (in the workday world) tllat Asatpadarthas (false, unreal 
objects) are being dealt with or signified using words ; to wit, 
'a hare's horns', 'a tortoise's body-llairs', 'a barren woman's son' 
- etc. are indicated by words by people in general ; Oh great 
wiseman, they are neither real objects nor are they unreal objects 
too ; even so, they are communicated by means of words. 
Therefore, what you stated tllat - 'Because there is a transaction 
of words, all elltities or objects do exist' - that argument is not 
proper - (Lanka. Sutra P. 104). 

By this it amounts to our ref1lting 'Dvayadarshana', 'Sariklesha 
Anubhava' (4-24) - of doctrines; for, Dvaya (pratyayavaichitrya, 
Grahya-Grallaka Blleda) Sarlklesha (suffering brought about by an 
object) - there is no PramaJ)a whatsoever to prove that these 
phenomena exist apart from Vijfiana ; because that they are not 
seen by people who are in deep sleep and suell otller states, it 
evolves that their appearance is mere Bhranti (deillsion) alone ; 
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and hence they occur with regard to Abhutartha (non-existing, 
unreal phenomena) alone. Thus also it can be concluded. 

f£fif ';( ~~'lINd ;ut4"'I~ • '=if I 

~ 11' CldfiUtif -=tTtIf'lltt«fd: 1tJi II~~II 

Meaning : "The Chitta (mind) does not touch the ob-
ject ; for that reason only it does not touch the Arthabhasa 
(the reflection or appearance of an object). For, Padartha (an 
object) is verily Abhuta (not rea11y existing) ; therefore, apart 
from it Arthiibhasa also does not exist." 

IT IS AN ESSENTIAL NATURE OF CHITTA (MIND) TO 
SIGNIFY AS IF THERE EXISTS AN EXTERNAL OBJECT 

(Objection) : If there is no object whatsoever externally, 
why is it appearing ? If distinct, or a variety of, objects are not 
at all existing, then how at all is it possible for some among them 
to appear to be near and some far away, as also for them to 
appear to desiderate sufficient temporal, spatial and causal re
lationships among them ? If it is true that all tllese phenolnena 
lurk within tIle mind alone, all tllese should llave perforce ap
peared within the mind internally alone ; objects which have 
distinctions like being near or far-off should not have appeared 
to exist outside at all, is it not so ? 

(Counter-argument) : Even if we assume that externally 
objects do exist, you answer the query - 'How does the mind 
cognize the respective distinctive features of the objects ?' In 
fact, you have already acknowledged that - 'Chitta exists inter
nally (to the body) and the Artha (object) exists outside, exter
nally' - alone, is it not so ? When the Chitta touches the object, 
let there be various, distinct y'rittis (concepts) engendered in the 
Chitta ; even tIl en , that Vaichitrya (variety) of those Vrittis has 
perforce to be cognized by the Chitta, but it should not cognize 
the external objects with the shapes of Ghata, Pata etc. Even so, 
tllOUgh the Cllitta cannot cognize the special features thelnselves 
that lurk within it, is it not a great wonder that the Chitta does 
invariably cognize tIle external object in the distinct manner -
'This is such and such a thing' - ? 

(Objection) : All the people l1ave believed that - "The 
external object alone appears in all such ways" - alone ; how 
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is it possible to refute, discard what is thus seen in our expe
rience by a mere Yukti deducing that it is not tenable ? The 
Chitta cannot by itself possibly create the object, is it not so ? 
No one is thinking in tIle manner - "In my Chitta (mind) a tree 
or a hill is created", - is it not so ? A mental concept to tIle 
effect - "Tllat ",llich is existing alone is appearing to me" - is 
engendered. It cannot also be said - "All this is Bl1ranti (delu
sion)" - for, since Saphalapravritti (an empirical progress witil the 
tangible fruit) is caused, it becomes certain that it is a valid 
transaction alone. Even knowledgeable people are saying : 

·R"IUj(l1sefRrdq~ A<tF~ijl"t4rtt aJ~ AJOfIUI'l' (Nyayasiitra Bhashya 

1-1-1) alone. Based on the belief that it is a fire, when people 
hold out their hand and if the fnlit of burning accrues (is 
experienced), then all the people decide that their belief was 
Prama1J.ika (valid), is it not? Naiyyayikas describe tIle sequential 
order of causes for a Pratyaksha Jfiana (perceptual knowledge) in 
tilis mal1ner :"Atman gets the Sarpyoga (contact) with the mind ; 
the mind gets the~ contact with the senses ; the senses get in 
contact with the Artl18 (external object) - only thell Pratyaksha 
(Juana) accrues". It being so, why is it that the fact that - "The 
external object really exists" - is not becolning comprehensible 
to you? 

(Counter-arguments) : Because of the solitary, exclusive 
reason that all tIle people are thus thinking, are you saying that 
tlle Bahyartha (external object) is real, or because the Chitta does 
not have capability of SIlO wing the external object, are you saying 
thus ? Or, because tIle well-wisllers like Naiyyayikas are tllUS 
affinning alone, are you saying tllat the BaIlyartlla is Satya 
(real) ? In any manner, it appears to us that this your doctrine 
is unreasonable alone. To wit : (i) If it is maintained that for the 
exclusive reason that it is appearing thus to all people, tIl en to 
this we have already (4-25) given a counter-argulnent like : 
"Nimitta is not really a Nimitta" ; we have also pointed Ollt (4-
24) that the Dvayasailklesha (misery from duality) appear due to 
Bllranti. Merely saying that - "To all tile people it is appearing 
in til at manner alone" - there is no prominence or greatness 
acquired by cognition at all. (ii) Your second Yukti tllat - "If 
there is no external object the Chitta cannot SllOW it" - is also 
not proper-; for, in tIle dream thougll there is no Ballyartlla, the 
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Cllitta is seen showing an external object in that manner. In any 
case, thus because there is no cause of an external object, it 
(Cllitta) does not signify the external object by touching it ; even 
to say that it SllOWS a phenomenon which appears like an Artha 
(object) also is not proper. In the dream there does not exist any 
Artha whatsoever ; therefore, therein the Chitta does not show 
any Arthabhasa (reflection of an object) also ; in fact, it is itself 
appearing as Artl1abllasa. In tile same way, because the Jagrat 
Chitta (the waking mind) also is verily a Chitta, here (in the 
waking) too without touching either Artha (object) or Arthabhasa 
(reflection of an object) the Chitta itself appears as the Artha 
- to conclude thus alone is reasonable. Here a doubt: It is proper 
to say that in the dream due to sleep the exhausted mind, though 
~here is no object, by virtue of Bhranti shows or projects an 
Artha ; but in that manner there is no scope for the Jagrat Chitta 
to show Arthabllasa at all, is it not so ? To this doubt, a 
consolatory answer is : We have already shown that - "There is 
a Yukti to affirm that the phenonlenon of an object itself does 
not exist" ; for the sake of an illustration, we have exemplified 
the (universal) experience of a dream also. Therefore, because the 
Jagrat Chitta also is invariably a Chitta alone, it is proper indeed 
to say that it has no contact, touch with Artha ; for that reason 
alone it is also proper indeed to conclude that apart from Chitta 
there does not exist Arthabhasa also. When Artha itself does not 
exist, wherefrom can Arthabhasa come into being ? Therefore, 
just as if a particular woman states that - 'I embraced a 
Vandhyaputra (a son of a barren \voman), - it becon1es a mean
ingless, ridiculous statement, in the same way even if there does 
not exist any Artha, to assert that to the Chitta there occurs an 
actual contact with an Arthabhasa is a meaningless statement 
indeed. Therefore, to say that for Pratyaksha Jfiana there should 
necessarily exist either Artha or Arthabhasa is not proper. This 
truth is now established. 

No\v (iii) you had quoted the statement of the well-wishers 
(Aptas) called Naiyyayikas (in support of your doctrine), is it not 
so ? On the basis of the above Yukti that statement (quotation) 
too gets established as Ayukta (unreasonable) alone. Even if we 
agree that apart from Chitta there exists a certain Arthabhasa 
(reflection, shadowy phenomenon appearing as an entity), we will 
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have to say that what those people, supposed to be well-wishers, 
had described about the methodology of Pratyaksha (perceptual 
knowledge) is not tenable at all. For, Atman is not one who 
belongs to the species of the mind, He is devoid of Sparsha 
(touch) etc; how at all can He acquire any contact with the mind 
? "Even if we accept that somehow this contact also takes place, 
then we will have perforce to answer the query - "Why should 
Atman in one particlliar known, stipulated moments of time alone 
get in touch with the mind ?" - with a proper reason. For, 
without any reason whatsoever if any Samyoga (contact) were to 
take place, then all through Atman will have to be getting in 
contact with the mind, Of, in the alternative, He may not at all 
get in touch with it - it amounts to saying thus. Even though at 
a particular moment of time there is no Pravritti (progress or 
motivation) in Atman and there is no Samyoga whatsoever, the 
Artha (object) itself through the medium of the senses may get 
prompted or induced (Pravritta) and may become an object for' 
perceptual knowledge - thus also we cannot possibly sunnise 
even. For, in that event there is no reason to say that - 'Among 
the many objects in the external region only one particular known 
object at one particular moment of time (that one object) alone 
through the medium of the senses proceeds or progresses.' There
fore, it seelns to us that \\'llat you quoted is merely an 'Anaptdkti' 
(non-beneficial, unhelpful statement of a so-called well-wisher). 
Apart from this, you too will have to perforce agree that in this 
matter to exemplify Aptokti (statement of a well-wisher) also is 
nl)t proper. For, those very Aptas have verily opined that -
... Pramiti (the end fruit of cognition i.e. kno\vledge) is a thing 
which has to culminate in Pratyaksha (perceptual knowledge) ; 
once after the object or entity is perceived by means of Pratyaksha, 
Jijiiasa (the ambition or desire to know) ceases" - (Nyayasutra 
Bh.l-1-3) 

With regard to the present topic we have already established 
the truth that - 'Artha (object) is Abhuta - meaning, Aparanlartha 
(unreal) ; we have also demonstrated that the Chitta (mind) has 

. the capability of appearing in the form of an object~ on the 
strength of the illustration of the dream. By this line of argunlent 
alone it amounts to our refuting totally the present-day (mod
ern) empirical, physical scientists' theory that : "The change 
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or mutation in the eyes brought about by the returning, reflecting 
rays of ligllt from the Artha (external object) pass through tIle 
nerves of tile eyes and reach the brain and give rise to (cause) 
the knowledge of the respective or particular external object in 
the mind". For, in the dream although no such material:; or 
instruments whatsoever exist, the Chitta appearing in the form or 
shape of the external object is is everyone's experience. For this 
a PramaJ)8vachana (authoritative statement) is : "Abhuta (un
real) Parikalpa (pllantasmagoria) is neither a Grahaka (com
prehending subject) nor a Grihya (compreilended object) for 
anything whatsoever; on the other hand, it is merely a Vastu 
(entity) devoid of any GrliI1Jia-Gvriihakatwa (categories of cog
nizer-cognized). Just as in states like dream etc., - apart from 
Vi.Jnana (consciousness), outside (in the external region) Rupa 
(form) etc., (i.e. the five kinds of sellsations or perceptual 
knowledges like sound, touch, form, taste and smell) are not seen 
in the waking too. In fact, Vijiiana itself in the forms or'shapes 
of appearances of these five-fold· sensations is engendered 
(transformed) indeed. To say that - 'That Wllich is the cause for 
a particular thing, without that cause it is fonnulated or engen
dered' - is not reasonable. Therefore, just as in states like dream 
and such other experiellces, in the waking too the Vijiiana (con
sciousness) due to Sarvabijaparipaka (tile ripening or fruition of 
all the seed fonns) - is born as Arthabhasa (an apparent appear
ance, reflection of an object) - thus alone it should be dis
cerned".- (Madhyanta Vibhaga Sutra Bhash)'atlka, p. 10 of 
Sthiramati's sentence). [This is the sentence which Prof. 
Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya has exemplified in his commentary 
(Vritti) on 'Agamashastra'] 

f.1fltij ';f ~ m "fIi~IMtq§ ~ I 
atr:tr~\?I rqq~rij: ~ tttll 'ifqiqFa 11~\911 

Meaning: "The Chitta -does not ever touch whatsoever 
the Nimitta (cause) in any of the three ways. Without any 
Nimitta how at all can there ensue any Viparyasa (contrariety, 
error, delusion) ?" 

CONCLUSION OF VIJNXNA V ADA 

(Doubt) : It amounts to saying that without a Nimitta 
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(cause) like a pot etc." to say that it appears just like pot etc., 
is Inere Viparyasa - meaning Bhranti (delusion). If tllat is so, tilen 
you will have to perforce say tIl at - "A viparyasa (absence of 
deillsion) is (exists) in such and such a place". Has not the 
Nyayabhashyakara (commentator on the Nyaya Sutra) stated that 
- " In order to detennine what a particular thing is not in the 
manner - 'such and such an entity', there should necessarily be 
a causal support or substrate ; to wit, when detennining a pole, 
which is not a human being, to be a man, there should be a 
Pradhana (a causal support) ; without having seen a man, to 
determine a pole, which is not a man (Ap urusha) , to be a man, 
it is not possible at all, is it not so ?" - (Nyaya Sutra Bhashya 
4-2-32). Although in the waking the objects like Ghata etc. are 
not existing, if it is to be assumed that Chitta appears as the 
Ghata etc. - then for that Bhranti there should necessarily be an 
'Abhranti' (non-delusory entity) existing as a substrate. What is 
it ? - You have to say. 

(Solution) : To this our answer is : In all the three periods 
of time, viz. Bhuta (past), Bhavishyat (future) and Vartamana 
(present), in none of them the Chitta (mind) touches the Artha 
(external object) at all. If we were to say that - by assuming an 
object like Ghata etc., as Nimitta - in anyone particular moment 
(point) of time the Chitta appears as of the form or shape of 
Ghata etc. then when compared to that thing the Chitta. appearing 
in a different place in the shape of the Ghata etc. would have 
amounted to a Viparyasa (delusion). But it is not like that at all. 
What we have said is that - "The Chitta does not at all touch 
or have contact with either the Ghata or the Ghatabhasa" - is it . . 
not so ? If being so, how can it possibly amount to saying that 
- "Without the cause of Ghata the phenomenon of the appear .. 
ance of the shape of Gha~a is a Bhranti" - ? In fact, without there 
existing any Ghatadi Padartha (entity of the type of a pot etc.) 
to appear in the form of Ghata etc, is itself tIle essential nature 
of the Chitta. For this the authoritative statement is : In the 
Lankavatarasutra [This statement is quoted in 'Agamashastra 
Vritti' by Prof. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya on page 101] there 
is a statement that - "Because Viparyasa alone really exists, 
whatever things are being seen all those phenomena are verily 
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Nihswabhava (essenceless) indeed ; those are not existing at all" 
- (Lankavatarasutra 10-123). 

10. REFUTATION OF VImANAVADA AND 
- -

SHUNYAVADA 

dt¥ilil GUlla m r:q~Cl~4 -;r \i1l14d I 

dfll q_ttR1 ~ ';nffi"i. Q_C4Ri a ~ II~lll 
Meaning : "Therefore, Chitta is not born, nor is the 

Chittadpshya born ; those \vho see its birth, tlley are seeing 
the imprints of steps in emnty space only_" 

VImANA ALSO IS ASAT ALt.)~E LIKE B,~mARl'HA 

Beginning with the Karika - '~: If:~=a(q,\ - (4-25) up to 
now Shri Gau<etapada has accepted the methodolog)7 of tIle Bud
dhist who is a Vijiianavadin (Idealist) in refuting the doctrine of 
the Bahyarthavadin (Realist). Now keeping his YtiA7i (logical 
deVice) itself as the reason, he begins to refute the doctrine of 
the Vijiianavadin himself. 

Because what the Vijiianavadin has stated, viz. "Without 
the Ghala etc. being there the Chitta itself is appearing in the 
forms or shapes of the Ghata etc." - is agreeable to Paramartha 
Darshana (the philosophy of the Transcendental Reality of Vedanta) 
- ['Vijoanavada is agreeable to Paramfutha darshana' - means, it 
suits or is in consonance with Yukti (logical arguments). For, 
without VijiJana (empirical consciousness, awareness) the Vastu 
(object) is never seen at all. But from the Vyavaharika Drishti 
both Vijfima and the object of Vijfiana have invariably to exist. 
But from the Paramartha Drishti both these do not· exist what-. . 
soever apart from Atman] - it is agreeable indeed to us (Vedantins) 
also. For this very reason \ve opine tIl at - "E\'en the Chitta 
appearing as if it is born should necessarily have occurred with
out any real birth - to deduce thus is reasonable. Therefore, 
Chitta is never born at all. The doctrine that - 'The Chittadrishya 
(appearance as an object for the mind) is not born' - is acceptable 
to both, is it not so ? In tIle same way, Chitta also is not born. 
It being so, though that Chitta is not born, the Vijnanavadins 
have imagined - 'It is really (actually) born, as also that it is 
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Kshar;Jika (momentary, ephemeral), it is Duhkhl (miserable), it is 
Anatman (not-Self)' - is it not so ? In that event, they are capable 
of tracing tIle signs, or imprints of the steps of the birds etc. in 
Akasha (empty space) ! Just as it is impossible to keep track of 
the imprints of the steps of tIle birds who have flown away in 
the sky, in the same way to see the birtll of the Chitta in the 
Nirmala Chinnlatraswarupa (Pure, Absolute essence of Conscious
ness) Atman is also not possible at all for any Vivekin (discrimi
native person)." 

(Vijiianavadin) : Because Vijfiana is of the essential nature 
of light, to say tl1at it experiences itself by itself is not at all 
contradictory ; in that manner alone we are cognizing, is it not 
so ? 

(Siddhantin) : Not so ; for, in that event even though the 
doctrine of tIle Bahyarthavadin tl1at - "Because the external 
object is appearing distinct from Vijfiana, that too should be 
accepted to be real alone" - had died away, it may amount to 
your ha\'ing Ollce again resurrected it by sprinkling AJnrita (am
brosia) ! On tIle other hand, if you contend that - "Because the 
object is appearing being under the control of the Vijfiana alone, 
apart from tllat Vijfiana it is not a separate entity" - then you 
too will perforce have to agree, though you don't desire so, that 
- "Because Vijiiana too is appearing being within the control or 
purview of Kutastha Chaitanyarupa Vijilanasakshi (Absolute, Wit
nessing Consciousness of Vijfiana and of the very essence of 
Pure Consciousness) alolle, apart from that SakSlli (Witnessing 
Pure Consciousness) it (i.e. Vijfiana) is not distinct." 

(Doubt) : In that case, WIlY should anything 'illumine' 
Vijfiana whicll is of Prakashaswarupa ? Whetl both Vijfiana and 
Sakshi are of the Prakashaswabhava, how at all can it be rea
SOllable for you to stiplliate a rule of law that - "Vijiiana alone 
is Bhasya (that which is iilumined) and Sakshi alone is Bhasaka 
(that which illumines)" - ? 

(Solution) : j-\lthough a light is of the essential nature of 
brilliallce, it haS l1ecessarily 3, Cl1aitanya Grallyatwa (the ability 
of being comprellended, cognized by Pure Consciousness) which 
is distinct frOID it, is /it not so ? Althollgll Vjjli.ana without being 
able to illtunine itse(f by itself is illumining all external pllenom
ena, it needs Atmachaitanya (Pure Consciousness of the Self) to 
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illumine it ; because Atmachaitanya which is illumining it is by 
virtue of a rule of law of the very essence of illumining (all else), 
It is not a Grahya (a thing which is comprehended or cognized) 
for anything else whatsoever ; It is always Grahaka (cognizing 
agent) alone - Thus what we stipulated as a rule of law is proper 
indeed. 

Thus if it is contended that - "Because a Vastu is being 
cognized alone, it erists" - then because both Bahyartha (the 
external object) and Vijiiana (intellectual or empirical awareness) 
are invariably perceived alone - you should agree that both exist. 
As othelWise if you argue that - "That which is perceived by 
another, which is distinct from itself,· does not at all exist apart 
from tile Grahaka which cognizes it" - then you will have to 
perforce agree that both Vijfi.ana and Bahyartha are Asatpadartha 
(unreal phenomena) indeed. Thus the arrow unleashed by the 
Vijiianavadin is likely to boomerang and hit him alone. For this 
reason what we said, viz. "Therefore, Chitta is not born ; 
Chittadrishya too is not born ; those who say that we are seeing 
that Chitta being born in Chidatman are verily those who are 
seeing the imprints of the steps of the birds in the sky" - is quite 
reasonable indeed. 

AS A RESULT OF THE DISPUTE BETWEEN VIJNANA VADINS 
AND SHUNYA V ADINS TOO AJATIV ADA GETS ESTABLISHED 

Here by virtue of a sentence mentioned to the effect : 
"Therefore Chitta is not born ........ " it amounts to Shri 
GauQapadacharya vociferously (unequivocally) declaring that -
"Because the votaries of the various Nikayas (schools of philoso
phy) within the Buddhistic fold are disputing mutually among 
themselves, it amounts to bringing to light Ajativada which is 
acceptal1le to Vedantins indeed." 

To wit, the Shunyavadins' doctrine is : "Just as the 
Vijiianavadins are refuting the birth of objects on the ground that 
the Chittadrishya is not seen apart from the Chitta in all the three 
periods of time, in the same way the birth of the Chitta, which 
these disputants (i.e. Vijfianavadins) propound, can also be re
futed ; for, the birth of the Chitta also is not seen. In the 
Aryaratnaku~asutra it is stated : "Oh Kashyapa, howevermuch 
you search for the Chitta, it is not found. That which .is not 
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found, that thing is not seen. That which is not seen, that is not 
Bhuta (an entity existing in the past), not in Bl1avishyat (an entity 
coming into being in the future) or not a thing existing at 
present ; that which is not in the past, not in the future or one 
that is not existing now - such a thing has no Svabhava (essential 
nature of Being) at all" - (Madhyamika Sutra Vritti p.12) etc. 
[This is the quotation from Chandraldrti '8 "Madhyamika Sutra 
Vritti."] - Therefore, since it is not seen in all the three periods 
of time Chitta also is not born. The Vijfianavadin tnay say l1ere 
that - "Because the Chitta appears to itself by itself, the defect 
that - 'The Chitta is not seen' - does not affect us" - but that 
argument too is not proper. For, to say that - "A thing itself sees 
itself' - and thereby imply both Kannatwa (to be an action) and 
Kartrutwa (the agentship of all action) to one and the same object 
is not reasonable. This fact has been signified in the following 
manner in "Aryaratna ChlI4aparipriccha" : If tllere is an 
object, the Chitta is born) is it not so ? If that is so, then do 
you say that the object is different, Chitta is different ? Or, do 
you say that that entity alone is Vishaya, that alone is Chitta ? 
First of all, if you say that the object is different and Chitta 
(mind) is different - then it amounts to saying - Chitta are two 
in number. Instead of this, if you maintain that - that which is 
the Vishaya (object), that itself is Chitta, then how is it possible 
to see Chitta by Chitta ? It is also not possible to see Chitta by 
Chitta itself. An ilillstration for this : Just as it is not possible 
to cut the edge of a sword by the edge of the same sword, just 
as by the tip of a fmger to touch the tip of the saIne finger, it 
is not possible - in the same way by the Chitta to see the same 
Chitta it is not all possible" - (Ma. Vri. p.16). 

For this the counter-argument of some Vijiianavadins is : 
If it is properly observed - there are no categories of Grahya and 
Grallaka at all. The form that is not possible to be cognized 
by means of another is indicated by negating that which it 
is not. Where there is no other light seen, that alone is indicated 
in the manner - 'The Ijght illumines itself by itself - that is all ; 
for, not to be illumined by another is itself its Swarupa 
(essential nature of Being). When the ligllt etc. are illumining, 
other thing does not have Prakash a twa (the ability to illumine). 
For that reason alolle, we give the illustration of a light or lamp 
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for Vijiiana. Even when the sense organ of the eye is functioning 
in the dark, the Artha (object) is 110t seen ; but in the vicinity 
of the light it appears and hence it is said to be 'Dlpaprakashya' 
(that which is illumined by tIle light). However, the light etc. are 
not so ; therefore, we say that they illumine themselves by 
themselves. Here it cannot be said that the sense organ is a 
Grahaka. For, it is by dint of its very Swarupa (essential nature), 
illumining (Prama~a Va. Bha. p.426). 

For these Navlna Vijfianavadins' doctrine too in tIle Karika 
portion of - "Chitta is not born" - it has amounted to our 
providing a solution. To wit, if the ultimate ground reality is 
observed, then since that Chitta too is Sakshigrahya (cognized by 
the Witnessing Consciousness) that too is to be known as not 
born. In states like Sushupti (deep sleep) etc. Chitta apart from 
Sakshi Chaitanya has not at all been seen by anybody. The 
Vijiianavadin may say : "What we call 'Alambana Vijiiana' is 
itself being called 'Sakshi' by you ; here only the name is 
different but not the opinion." But this is not' proper ; for, 
'Alambana Vijiiana' means the KshaI)ika Vijiiana Santana (the 
serial flow of momentary awareness of the mind) ; to say that 
it exists in all the three states of Consciousness there is no 
PramaI)a (valid proof, evidence) at all. If it is affinned like that, 
then there is no Upapatti (reasonable argument) whatsoever to 
answer the question: "How is it the Chittaswabhava that is seen 
in Jagrat (waking) and Svapna (dream) is quite queer each from 
the other ?" Everyone has accepted the truth that in both 
these states the Svabhava of the mind is distinct. Hence it is 
not possible at all to deny or refute that truth. In the doctrine 
of these KshaQ.ika Vijiianavadins it is not possible to make the 
observed fact of - 'I who slept alone have woken up' - tenable 
by means of Yukti. Therefore, these disputants' doctrine is verily 
the bravado of seeing the imprints of the steps of the birds in 
the sky ! 

By refuting the doctrine of the ancient Vijiianavadins of 
our country it amounts to our refuting the present-day Western 
Vijiianavadins' or Idealists' theory. The half verse with the 
meaning - "Therefore, Chitta is not born, nor Chittadrishya too 
is born" - is verily a thunderbolt of a weapon sufficient to refute 
their doctrinaire theory ; for, the Yukti of the type - "Chitta is 
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not capable of cognizing itself by itself' - is based on llniversal 
experience. No type of disputants ,vho have endeavoured to 
examine the special features of Chitta (mind) can ever pos
sibly refute or deny that Sarvasikshi (Witnessing Conscious
ness of, everything) which is witnessing, cognizing that Chitta 
itself ; for, if anyone denies, refutes Its existence, it alnounts to 
denying any support or substrate whatsoever for tIle examination 
or consideration itself of the essential nature of the mind, psyche. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SHUNYAVADIN IS OPPOSED TO 
UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE 

The Shunyavadins (Nihilists) - who are, ,vhile they are 
seeing the phenomenon of everything being 'Shunya' 
(essenceless), asserting that their cognition also is Shunya -
are showing more bravado than the Vijfianavadins indeed. 
We may say that they are people who can catch hold of the 
empty space (Akasha) in their clenched fist. Atman who is 
witnessing botll the Vijfiana and its Abhava (non-existence) is of 
an essential nature which is all-pervading like tIle empty space, 
never having any lapse (of Pure Being or Existence) and Chitanya 
Swarupa (essential nature of Pure Consciousness). Any attempt or 
effort which undertakes either to objectify Him or to determine 
that He is of Shunyaswarupa is - just like the attelnpt of catching 
hold of the sky or empty space in one's clenched fist - an , 
extremely impossible task indeed. For tllis assertion the Sruti 
sentences - "You cannot see Him who is witnessing tIle Drishfi 
(vision) itself' - (Bri. 3-4-2) ; "To the Drisllti of a Witness there 
is nothing like getting destroyed at all" - (Bri. 4-3-37) - which 
are in consonance witlI universal experience (Anubhava) - are the 
authoritative sources. 

'"rHE STATEMENT THAT MADHY AMIKAS ARE 
MAHA VAINASHlKAS (GREAT NIHILISTS) IS NOT 

A MERE ALLEGATION OR DEFAMATION 

(Doubt) : Alleging that Shunyavadins opine tllat - "Every
thing is Sllunya (essenceless) and their philosophy also is Shunya" 
- is merely a vain, shallow blame of loading something Wllich 
they have not accepted on their 11ead, indeed ! Just as t11ey have 
been refuting Astitwa (existence) they have been refuting Nastitwa 
(non-existence) also, is it not so ? Has not Nagarjuna in l1is 

• 
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Madhyanllka Karika 5-8 stated : "Those people of low-grade 
intelligence who are - like the Astitwa, seeing Nastitwa also -
they do not know the Sllivatattwa devoid of any Drashtavya 
(sight) whatsoever" - ? The commentator of this text, Chandrakirti 
also has explained the original text in the following Dlanner : 
"Those, who have a steadfast belief in, or affinity tow2.rds, tIle 
categories of Astitwa and Nastitwa because they are of low-grade 
intelligence, do not see NirvaJ)a (Beatitude) Wllich is Drashtavyo
pashama (wherein the perception has come to a standstill), which 
is Mangalakara (benign, auspicious), devoid of any Kalpanajala 
(ratnifications of thought-constructs), of the very essence of liiana
Jiieya Nivritti (liberated, freed from all knowledge and objects of 
knowledge), devoid of old age and death, Nishprapaiicha (devoid 
of the world of duality), Shunyatarupa (of the fonn of essence
lessness)" - (Ma. Ka. Vritti p.40). It being so, how at all can it 
be proper for you to lleap unreasonable allegations on them 
falsely? 

(Solution) : This is not a false or unreasonable accusation 
at all ; in fact, it is a genuine repetition or quotation of what 
those Shunyavadins have said. For, those Shunyavadins have 
stated in the following manner very clearly : It is declared that 
- "Because it is cOgIlized that withollt there being the cataract 
of the eye called 'Avidya' the Aryans (virtuous people) are not 
seeing - that Swarupa Itself is the Swabhava of these phenom-

ena." 'atfF:4'1: tc4'iltflf(f.r{q,,: 1IUrTf' - (Ma. Ka. 15-7) - meaning, 

"Not desiderating another entity is itself a Swabhava (essential 
nahlre) which is Akritrirna (genuine, not deceptive or affected)" 
- thus OlIT preceptor has decided. "Because this Swabhava of the 
type of - 'Bhavas (entities) not being born' - is nothing whatso
ever (i.e. non-entity, unsubstantial), merely it is Abhava alone and 
hence by virtue of their being Aswabhava (essenceless) alone, tIle 
Bhavas (objects, entities) have no Swabhava (essential na~e of 
Being) at all" - thus it should be reckoned. - (Ma. Vri. p. 95). 

Thus those disputants who are saying that no Bhava (entity) 
- whatsoever it may be - has any Swabhava (essential nature of 
Being) at all - it amounts to their saying that tlleir own Atman 
also does not have any Swabhava whatsoever. Apart from this, 
they raise a doubt of the type - "Bhava-Abhava categories do 
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exist, is it not so ? For, one - who has begun to examine their 
S\varupa - does exist indeed ?" - and answer it saying - "If 
Bhava does not exist, then we should ask - 'Of which thing is 
this an Abhava ?' One who is totally different from the catego
ries of Bhava and Abhava and who is capable of cognizing - how 
can he cognize Bhava and Abhava categories themselves ?" (Ma. 
Ka. Vp. 5-6, p.40). Thus nothing whatsoever exists. One who 
examines them, i.e. 'I', also does not exist. Because they say 
thus, what we have stated that - "They opine that everything is 
Shunya and their own Darshana also is Shunya alone - thus they 
argue" - especially is not at all a false, unreasonable allegation 
or accusation 'at all. This fact is established now. Further, they 

say : '~iilq Q(iflci ~ 'IJCi i:n'ilq~q " I qltliRi ':t qlfliRi "ffiCf f( !~Illle~ II' 

- (Ma. Ka. Vri. 14-6, p. 96). meaning - "Those who say that they 
are perceiving Swabhava as well as Parabhava, Bhava as well as 
Abhava - they are not cognizing the Tattwa (Reality) of 
BUddhopadesha (instruction of Buddha)" - thus they are even 
criticising their own people as not being Agamajfias (those who 

know the traditional method of teaching). c':T ~ ~ CU~ d\'i1lt(. 

lICf Fqfftll~' - (Ma. Ka. Vp. 160) - meaning - "We do not say 
whether it is Shunya or Ashunya. One should perforce say it is 
Shunya ; it may be said to be Ashunya also ; both are there, both 
are not there - thus for the sake of empirical dealings we have 
stated." (Ma. Ka. 22-11, Vri. p. 94-169) - thus they say that 
even 'Shunya Darshana' is Shunya only ; "Although the sky 
or empty space, a hare's horns, a barren woman's son - all these 
do not exist at all, they appear ; in the same way, all Bhavas 
are being imagined by people" - (Ma. Ka. Vri. p. 196) - thus 
if we have called these disputants who are asserting that all 

Bhavas are extremely condemnable - 'tlcf~~qlr~ ... :' - it is in 
consonance with their doctrine alone. In this there is no defect 
or mistake whatsoever committed by us. Thus we should properly 
discern. 

THE INFERENCE THAT SHUNYA MEANS THE TATTWA 
WHICH IS THE SUBSTRATE FOR ALL MENTAL CONCEPTS 

IS NOT HAVING ANY TRUE SUPPORT, EVIDENCE 

In recent times some scholars - [This opinion is expressed 
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in Prof. T.R.V.Murthy's 'Central Philosophy of Buddllism' -
which is a treatise describing or explaining tIle doctrines of 
Madhyamika Tattwa Darshana] - have cOD,jectured in the man
ner : The Shunyavadins are calling the Paramartlla alone which 
is non-conceivable by the intellect or beyond the alllbit of the 
intellectual knowledge by the name 'Shunya' and not calling 
either Sarvabhava (a phenomenon devoid of all essence) or TuclJha 
(something contemptible) Shunya. For this assertion the authori-

tative or supporting statement is : 'y-.a{ln-q«<l=tii5f.: ijC{fd~~: -

(Bodhicharyavatara 9-2) - meaning, "That whicll is not conceived 
by tIle intellect (Buddhi) is itself the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) ; 
Buddhi itself is said to be SamV[iti (cover, concealment)" - tl1US 

it is the meaning of the half verse. For this Paramartl1a another 
name is 'Prajiiaparamita'. It becomes Abhivyakta (clearly mani
fested, revealed) as one's experience only after determining the 
truth that all the Dharmas ( entities) are seen or appearing by 
virtue of the system of Pratityas81nutpada (dependent origination). 
Therefore, the allegations made against the Shunyavadins is in
deed a mistake, wllich is unreasonable. One should not doubt in 
the manner : "In that case, it will amount to saying that 
Prajiiaparamita itself is Tattwa and thereby Shunyavada also will 
be rendered to be a particular Drishti (viewpoint) alone, is it not 
so ?" For, 'Prajfiaparamita' is of the Swarupa (essential nature 
of Pllre Being) which examines, analyses all viewpoints ; how . 
at all can tllat be included among the Vimrishya Drishtis (view
points which are themselves being examined or analysed) ? 
Because it is itself a Vimarshaka (examining agent or subject) 
atone, it is not another viewpoint - thus it gets evolved. For this 
his opinion this new researcher quotes certain authoritative, sub-

stantiating statements and they are : ''L"4al .:tcfc;;te1"'1i R f.r:ij(oj 

f\iR: I ~ 9 ttl"4dl Cifi2~JW1ijlf4l~ "'tIM 11'- (Ma. Ka. 13-8, p.88) 
meaning, "Shunyata (essencelessness) is one which invariably 
refutes all Drishtis (viewpoints) ; it being so, those to whom 
Shunyata also is meant to be a Drishti they are impossible (i.e. 
outrageous or intolerable) people" - this is the meaning of this 
Nagarjuna's Karika. Further, to say that - 'Prajfiaparamita' is 

itself Paramartha the autlloritative quotation is : C wijllql<fttdl 7~II~q,4 
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W tftllzf(l:' - (Abhisamayalankaraloka Sutra, p.28) - a statelnent of 

Dillnaga ; 11ere both tIle words - 'Prajfia' and 'Tathagata' are said 
to be one and tIle same entity alone - this is their (Shunyavadins ') 

opinion. ~ ~ y.lf(r.f lli83q: 4dti"fillT Cfil4 ~::lf&C'l1 f44CfiI4qRr~tiqrija)-qj 

fq~ ~~~t!f -:q (f~i.lttCflIc:il 'ldCfl)RR'ilfC4ffl ~ R~lql(fl:Icl1· -

(Abhisamayalankaraloka Vritti, p.94). Here too Prajfi.apal·amita is 
called 'Bllutakoti' and hence it is saying that it is 'Paramartha 
Tattwa' - tllis is the new researcher"s (i.e., Prof. T.R.V.Murthy's) 
opinion. It is his sunnise that this being called 'Buddhamatru' 
is a significant poillter to conclude that Prajiiaparamita itself is 
tile Paralnarti1a (Ultimate Reality). 

In this regard our considered opinion is : This researcher's 
surmise is not proper. For, Nagarjuna and others having 

described in their works that Prajiiaparamita is ':ecfRcf~q:flli~l.:q' 
is not to be found anywhere. (i) To the question : 'If the fact 
that - Prajiiaparanlita is til\! substrate for all Vikalpas (concepts) 
.. were itself tlleir opinion why did tlley not stress this fact ?' 
- there is no possibility of an answer being met here. 

(n) ''(;qttl ttcftlec:l1i' - the meaning that tllis examiner has 
given to the Nagarjunakarika : - is not the proper one. For, this 
verse has been written to remove the wrong belief in case anyone 
reckons that Shunya also is a Bhava (entity, existing real thing). 
Chandrakirti also has written a cOlnmentary expressing the same 
opinion. His relevant statement is : "How to remove, and by 
wllat, Bhavabhinivesha (steadfast belief that real objects exist) in 
tile minds of those who have a deep affinity in believing Shunyata 
also to be a BhaV8 (real entity) ? Those people who are smearing 
or tainting a defect on to the great medicinal herb have been 
invariably refuted by Tathagatas who are supreme diagnosticians 
and great medical experts" - (Ma. Vp. p.88). Therefore, this 
evidence whicll the Professor 11as adduced is not the genuine 
supporting proof at all. 

(iii) • AijftqrUttdl ,1:t'4&:4 -m CltlF'ld:' - Especially with regard to 

the statelnent : The fact that it is endeaVOtlring to determine the 
question - 'For the word 'Prajiiaparamita', which is the Gou1)artha 
(secondary meaning or sellse) and which is tile Mukhyartha 
(predolninant Ineaning) ?' - is known froln tIle Vakyashesha 
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(remaining portion of the verse) : ct4IQ1IC1I~t4ci1~'1 dl'iU<d Q:4Q'iI·f4l:' 

- is the latter half part. Both Advayajnana and Tatllagatatwa are 
Sadhya (possible to be achieved) ; tIl ere fore, the word 'Prajfia
paramita' signifies both those in the Mukhyavritti (predominant 
sense) ; Grantha (text) and Marga (path) - both these are signified 
in the GOU1}.aV[itti (secondary sense) ; for, as Tadarthya - since 
it is wanted, needed for Sadhya - both those are called in t~at 
manner. The statement - "A plough is life" - means - "It is a 
valid means for living" - is it not so ? In the same way, here 
too the word 'Prajiiaparamita' indicates both the text and the path 
in the secondary sense only - this is the implied meaning of the 
sentence. Therefore, here to say that - 'Parama'rthatattwa (the 
Absolute Reality) Itself is Prajfiaparamita' - there is no support 
seen. It being so alone, in the text called 'Abhisamayalarikara' 

there is a sentence : ·A~lql<i,",d' ~1:tq,4 1fT atll'ld:· ; on the validity 
of this sentence - "Here Prajfiaparamitii means Tat11agata alone" 
- (Abhi. Sam. p.lS3) - thus it is stated. Haribhadra has quoted 

this sentence in Abhisamayalankara and 11as exemplified: ·Ailff 

tl3lql\ iil<ilq&j ijt1'1 'i&lI'l· - (Abhi. Sa. p.28) - the purport being -

"Because it is vociferously, stridently stated that Advayajiiana is 
'Mayopama' (an illustration for magic or illusion) - how at all 
can it be accepted tilat such a Jfiana is 'Paramartha' (Absolute 
Reality) ? Haribhadra himself has at another place - it is to be 
found - stated : 'Rupa (fonn). etc. are phenomena devoid of 
Swabhava - how come l' - thus raising a doubt, he has an
swered : "Because it has been propounded that Prajfiaparamita is 
something that is Swabhavashunya (devoid of any essence), it 
amounts to propounding that the rest also are devoid of any 
Swabhava" - and in support of this he further says: "Prajiiaparamita 
is something which has neither Samanyarupa (genus of form) ; 
nor is it something which has any Vishesharupa Laksh81J.a (symp
toms indicating any special form)" (Abhi. Sa. p.59). 

(iv) ~ 1f 'ittllildCfilfil '1.dchlfbt'ilfcnil i4"1d A~Uql<it:tdl· - By means 
of this, it amounts to our clarifying the intended purport of tIle 
(above) sentence. For, there it is stated expressly that Dhannakaya 
alone, in the predominant sense, is Prajfiaparamita. Tllis has been 
mentioned in the Abbisamayalankara itself in the following 
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manner : CA~lIql<fttdl ~1~ttFi4 1rr lttll4ld:' - by virtue of this Nyaya 

(reasoning, axioln) in the Mukhya Vritti (predominant sense) 
Tathagata who is Dllarmakaya is Himself Prajfiaparamita S11abda
vachya (the o~ject indicated by the word 'Prajfiaparamita') ; 
therefore, because by' worshipping the 'Matru' (mother) which 
illumines that, it amounts to worshipping Dharmakaya who is 
Sarvajiia JiiaJ18 (olnniscient) - a very great merit accrues" -
(Ablli. Sa. p.l81). 

(v) To the question - "Is it tllat Prajfiaparamita is called 
'Buddhamatru' ?" - it is said that - "It is not for the reason 

• 

that it is tIle Paramartha which is the Upadanakarat;l8 (material 
cause) for Buddha also ; on the otller hand, we have called it 
like that for the mere ptIrport of indicating that - 'If it is 
practised, 'Buddhatwa' is attained' - thus it may be understood. 
Apart from this, it is furtller stated that : "Because in the 
'Bodhisattwavastha' by the practice of Matru one attains 
Buddhatwa, by that means Sarvajiiatwa also accrues. While one 
is in the Buddhavastha, by exhibiting or demonstrating Prajiia
paramita to the disciples Prajfiaparamita is influenced by Sarva
jiiajiiana - in this manner since there is a relationship of Hetu 
(cause), Phala (fruit, effect) between these two, if o.ne salutes, 
invokes Prajfiaparamita it amounts to invoking Sarvajiiajiiana alone" 

.,. 

- (Abhi. Sa. p.298) - thus it has not only been stated that 
Prajfiaparamita is the cause for Buddhatwa, but also that the fruit, 
benefit of Buddhatwa being instructed is to be seen - and hence 
in what manner we have adopted (stated) their doctrine is the 
correct one - this fact is decided beyond doubt now. 

(vi) Further, even Tatilagata also cannot possibly be said to 
be the Paramartllatattwa. For, in the textual portions like - "One 
who has come into being by desiderating anotller Bhava (entity) 
- he cannot be reckoned to be Atman ; one who is not at all 
Atman - how at all can tl1at Tathagata exist ?" - (Ma .. Ka. Vri. 
22-3, p.158) ; "Tathagata has no Swabhava (essential nature of 
Being) ; this Jagat (world) also does not have Swabhava" (Ma. 
Ka. Vri. 22-16, p.162) - etc. it has been propounded in such , 
portions of the Madllyamika Sastra that Tathagata also is of 
Nihswabhava (devoid of any essential nature of Being) .. 

(vii) Merely on tIle one ground of having called by various 
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names like "Bhutako!i" etc., it cannot possibly be asserted that 
Prajfiaparamita is Paramartha ; for, by indicating it also these 
names· might have come into vogue. Tllis fact also Haribhadra 
has expressed clearly also : "The pllenQrnenon of Bllutakoti is 
Dharmadhatu (origin of" Dhanna) ; because it signifies it Prajila
paramita has gained that name" - From all these several reasons , 
it is established tllat in the Buddhists' Sastra - the doctrine that 
- "There exists a Paramartha which is the substrate for all 
concepts (VikaJpas)" - is without any authoritative or convincing 
support or 'evidence. 

THE EXAMINATION OF PRAmAP ARAMI'"r A 

Whatever all this may be. Even if we assume that the 
Buddhists affinn that - "Prajfiaparamita is tile substrate for tile 
entire VikaJpa Prapaiicha (imagined world of duality)" - alone, 
then the defect of their giving up their doctrine of Nairatmya 
(absence or non-existance of Atman) entails theln ; besides, it 
amounts to their accepting that very Sarvatmavada (theory that 
everything is Atman alone) alone which is acknowledged (nay, 

expounded by) Vedantins WllO say : ~ ~Sfbl~d~lti4r'i~ ~ -
(ehh. 6-8-4), meaning - "Tllis extremely subtle Reality is there, 

" is it not so ? That alone is the essence of all this world." - etc. 
This is not acceptable or desirable at all at anytime to the 
Sllunyavadins. As otherwise, if it is contended that this 
'Adv8),aparamartha' (non-dual Absolute Reality) is quite different 
from that whicll the Vedantins propound as 'Advaitaparamartha', 
even then it may amount to saying that it is verily Vijiiana whicll 
their fellow-Buddhists Vijiianavadins propound. For, that 'Prajfia' 
is invariably to determine that no Dhanna (object, being) -
whatsoever it may be - is not born, is it not so ? Because it 
exists along with Dl1armas which are ParaSJ1a11ipeksha (mutually 
dependent upon one another for their existence) only, the doctrine 
that it exists is itself untenable. Just as Vijfiana cannot survive 
or tlrrive witl10ut the Bahyartlla, in tIle same way with regard to 
this Prajfia also we have to conclude. "Because 'Prajfia' means 
the Dhamlatwa (essential nature of being) of the Dhannas (be
ings, entities), tilis defect cannot possibly taint our Siddhanta 
(philosophical teaching)" - thus too it cannot be argued ; for, 
Vijiianavadins also can contend in the same manner. Some 
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Vijiianavadins (Idealists) are also asserting always that - "The 
impurity of the form of Grahya-Grahaka is appearing due to 
Avidya alone; but Vijfiana is NityaninnaJa (ever pure)." To say 
til at - "One can attain the experience of Prajiiaparamita in a 
particular kind of Samadhi which is got by means of the 
Shunyabhavana (feeling of essencelessness)" - also will not be
come an uncommon feature of Shunyavadins ; for, the Yogachara 
Vijfianavadins (yet another school of Buddhists) also invariably 
propound that Vijiiana is experienced in a particular Samadhi. It 
being so, the defect of 'keeping or "taking an individualistic 
experience which is not acceptable to everyone equally as their 
supporting evidence' is faced equally by these two disputants 
indeed. Apart from this, just as this Prajiiaparamita, Wllich is not 
of an ascertained, settled nature of Dhannas, is fonnulated in the 
waking state, in the same way, according to any other particular 

r 

disputant's doctrine, the Prajfiaparamita's Siddlli (attainment) also 
may become possible in tIle dream state wherein it is of a fixed 
or settled fonn of Dhannas existing therein. The fact that that 
Prajfiaparamita sllould necessarily be quite different from the 
Prajfiaparamita of the waking state is to be accepted by everyone 
indeed. It being so, for the doubt of the type - "Between these 
two, which Prajnaparamita should be enthroned and l1ailed as the 
real one ?" - there is a great deal of scope to be raised in this 
doctrine. 

Let this too be there. Only after deciding, on tIle basis of 
Yukti (reasoning) only, the fact that there is no Swabhava (es
sential nature) whatsoever for Dharmas (entities, beings) - this 
Prajfia is established on the" basis of Parishesha Nyaya (aphorism 
according to which a verdict is based on the remainder of a 
statement in a text), is it not so ? The genuine doubt tllat -
"Without the support of Sarvatrika Anubhava (universal ex
perience) how at all can this be installed on the high pedestal 
of Prajiiaparamita ?" - may also be anticipated reasonably. It 
is not possible to raise an objection of the type - "Even that 
Anubhava - whether it is real or unreal, false - how can we say ? 
- since there is a scope for suell a doubt to arise, this counter
argument is not proper" - also. For, no one can ever say that 
this Sarvatrika Anubhava itself does not exist, and hence that 
Yukti alone which has its (i.e. Sarvatrika Anubhava) support is 
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to be necessarily accepted by everyone as 'Sadyukti' (proper, real 
logicaJ device) ; if not, if by means of any particular yuktyabhasa 
(shadowy, fake reasoning) another Yuk~i is struck down, we may 
have to accept that too (such a pseudo-reasoning also) to be a 
Sadyukti ! Therefore, it becomes established that this Darshana 
(Philosophy) which the Shunyavadins have imagined, conjectured 
in order to stabilize their this dogmatic theory of - "All the 
Dharmas are verily Sllunya" - is not to be acknowledged at all. 

SHUNYAVADA IS OPPOSED TO SARVATRIKANUBHAVA 

Because this Shiinyavada is opposed to Sarvatrlka Anubhava 
also this should not be accepted by those people who aspire for 
Shreyas (Beatitude). To wit, beCatlSe, with regard to the two 
states of waking and dream, when one exists or is experienced 
the other is not there at all - the truth of life that both those 
states are evidently unreal or false appearances il1deed is evolved 
on the basis of universal experience alone ; it being so, it evolves 
from this that the Sakshi (Witness) to these two states is Atman 
who is NirvikaJpa (beyond any imagination object or concept) at 
all and that He alone is verily everyone's Atman. In spite of this 
universal truth, discarding such a clincher as tllis Sarvatrika 
Anubhava, these disputants have obstinately affmned that Atman 
too is verily Shunya. But to insist that Atman does not exist it 
is not possible for anyone - whosoever he may be ; for, he who 
persists in saying tllat Atman does not exist - he himself 'exists' 
as Atman. Here in this context anybody may say : "Svapna 
(dream) means an Anubhava ,vhich is cognized only by a par
ticular individual ; it being so, how at all can it be reasonable, 
proper to say that Atman is established on Sarvatrika .Au1ubhava 1" 
This objection is not proper. For, everyone has acknowledged 
that Svapnanubhava (the experience of dream) does exist, and 
hence there is no room what'loever for any difference of opinion 
to arise with regard to it. Here we are not at all endeavouring 
to prove that the Bhavas (objects, phenomena) which appear 
within the dream are either real or false, unrWlI on the 
support of Sarvatrika Anubhava. On the other hand, we have 
undertaken the task of merely signifying the truth that -
"One who witnesses both the waking and the dream is Atolan 
for everyone" - ; that is all. To say that - Atman who is 
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established in this manner does not exist - is not possible whatso
ever. Merely on this count it evolves that Shunyavada is 
opposed to Sarvatrika Anubhava. If observed deeply, to prove 
that - 'TIle waking is a state which is common to everyone, while 
dream especially is an uncommon state experienced by that 
particular pqson or individual' - is not possible at all for any
one; in every Avasthi (state of Consciousness) the world 
that appears lurks, subsists within that particular A vasthi 
alone - this truth has been already demonstrated in the Vaitathya 
Prakara~a ; in the forthcoming verses too this truth will be 
proved. Therefore, it stands established that this methodology of 
Shunyavada is certainly opposed to Anubhava. 

THE TATTWA (PHENOMENON) OF PRAJNAPARAMITA 

Here in this context there is an important point which has 
to be pondered over carefully and discerned : Here the Buddhists 
have endeavo~ed with great gusto to prove that - "Prajiiaparamita 
helps determine the Naihswabhavya (essencelessness) of all 
Dharmas (beings, things)" - is it not so ? It is not our intention 
to show that in this doctrine there is not the least bit of truth 
at all. For, what these disputants have accepted as this Prajiia 
(awareness) is merely a Vritti (concept) of the An tahkar8J) a 
(mind) alone ; this is depicting everything always being associ
ated with the Abhasa (reflection, shadow) of Atman who is 
Prajiianaghana (a veritable lump or homogeneous mass of Con
sciousness, ~~wareness) indeed. What is seen there (i.e., in the 
Mind or psyche reckoned in its entirety) - of whom it is an 
Abhasa - that Atman is verily PrajIianaghana ; for, He is of the 
Chaitanya Swarupa which is Kutastha (Absolutely existing) and 
A vyabhicharita (immutable). Merely in His vicinity, as it were, 
the AntahkaraIJB (i.e., Mind) becomes Chidvyiipta (pervaded, 
permeated by Pure Consciousness) and Chidabhasa (reflected 
as if it is Consciousness. awareness) and assumes various 
mental concepts or thought forms and acquires various names 

of 'Prajiiana' etc. In the Sruti : Iq~d"« q'n:Qdtll ij;rtHql~1I4 fi4~114 

A;rt14 ~f4ICiR'lfC14;ft"1 '\ffi: ~: ijlfi(Af: ifIg(~: ~ em 1fcr. ijqfU~~dlr.t 
A~I'1~ '11"'~~lr;r '1cifc1 II t, - (Aitareya 3-2) - Ajfiana, Vijiiana, Prajiiana 

- etc. all these are also stated to be the various names of 
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Prajiiana. For that reason alone, the people by virtue of tlleir 
Prajiia (awareness) are deluded to think that all this is totally 
ascertained, determined. That Prajfia which is being called by 
various names like Chitta, Buddhi, Vijfiana etc. is - frein the 
Vyavahara Drishti - one each for every person ; for, it l1as 
perforce to function with a particular adjunct (Upadlli) being 
alone. According to the methodology which the Y ogis have 
accepted, that (i.e. Prajfia) increases by Bhavana (meditation or 
contemplation) and when it reaches its consummate stage it 
becomes extremely pure and. radiant and yields particular Siddhis 
(magical or mystic powers). Those who llave attained such Siddhis 
and who are endowed wi!h VishYlddha (supremely pure) Sattwas 
(tll0se having such Chitta) are called 'Sarv3.jiia' and 'Siddbas'. 
Because in this A vastha having atteined Dhaimas (excellences) 
like being extremely pure alld immellsely subtle one remains in 
close vicinity to Atman, not only Inay this Prajfia be capable of 
determining the Paramartha of all Dhannas (beings, objects) but 
also the Yathatmya (essential nature of Pure Beillg as It is) of 
Paramatman WllO is really Asanga (unattached) ; but for that the 
S8J11skara (refmement) especially gained tluough the Up adesh a 
(spiritual instruction) by an Acharya (preceptor) who has acquired 
the Agama (traditional methodology of teaching tlle Reality in , 
accordance with tile time-tested Sastras and Sarvatrika Puma . 
Anubhava) has yet to accrue. Now, t~is Prajiia ,vhich is there 
as the Abhiisaswarupa (the very essence of Being for this 
reflection), being an Atman (Self, the very core) alone for all 
Prajiias (various empirical awarenesses), ql.lite different from 
all of them, being SalYBSakshi (the Witnessing Principle of 
everything), is it not ? - That alone is the Pratishtha (sub-

r 

strate) for tIle whole universe. For this conclusion the Sruti 

sentence : 'lrif Cfdl~l~si ~ AfafiOd A~I~:fJ ~: liT ~Fcttidl lIil4 q. 

- (Aitareya 3-2), meaning, - "All this has an eye called Prajfia. 
It is established in Prajiiana ; the people are the Prajiia eyes ; 
Prajfia Itself is the Pratishtha (substrate) ; Prajfiana Itself is 
Brahman" - is the authoritative source for it. This Prajiia which 
is Nin'ishesha (devoid of any special attribute), which is Niraiijana 
(devoid of any blemish), which is Nirmala (devoid of any im
purity), Nishkriya (devoid of any action), S .. hiva (auspicious), 
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S11linta (blissfully quiescent), Eka (unitary), Aja (unborn), Advaya 
(11on-dual) is Itself Brahman (the Ultimate, Absolute Reality) ; 
because It is the Atman for everyone, It cannot possibly be and 
in any manner either rejected or acquired by anyone - whosoever 
he may be. Therefore, what we said earlier tllat whether it is any 
attempt of making or converting this Atman as a Kanna (action) 
[i.e., any attempt at predication of Him], or whether it is an 
attempt to reduce Him to Shunya (essenceless) alone is akin to 
the vain endeavour of catching the empty space in one's fist is 
proper indeed. In this matter nothing more remains to be said in 
detail. 

THE TEACHING WITH REGARD TO 
PRA TITI (CHERISHED BELIEF) ABOUT CHITT~4 ~fIND) 
AND CHITTA D/.USHYA (OBJECTS SEEN BY THE MIND) 

Here there lurks a secret : It is a well-known fact of life 
that all of us know indeed, viz. in states of Adarshanavrittis 
(absence of any mental concepts) like Sushupti, Samadhi etc. 
wherein there are no concepts whatsoever of distinctions like 
external and internal, nor distinctions of Vijiiana (intellectual 
awareness) or Vijiieya (object of intellectual awareness) - Advitlya 
Atman alone WilO is verily Prajiianaghana (a homogeneous mass 
or lump of Pure Consciousness), is in one's Anubhava (Intuitive 
plenary experience). In. such a kind or species of Avasthas - it , 
is stated in the Srutis that - the whole universe of the fann of 
duality has blended alld beCOlne one with Vijiianatman (Self, 
Pure Awareness or Consciousness) which is of the essential 

nature of Paramifrtha (Absolute, Transcendental Reality) : '-U"ll'lT 

~ q4ifu ql~1~ ijArdecS~ ~". d~4'R 3{iCi'lr.t ijAfttfidd ..... ' - (prashna 
4-7) etc., meaning - "Dh, Soumya, just as the birds return in the 
evening to tlleir respective residing nests in a tree, in the same 
way all that (i.e. the diverse phenolnena of the universe) return 
to Paramatlnan and become one with Him. Prithivi (earth) and 
its Tanmatra (subtle element) of Prithivi, Ap (water) and its 
Tanmatra, Tejas (fire, light) and its Tanmatra, Vayu (air) and its 
Tanmatra, Akasha (empty space) and its Tanma~a, the Indriya 
(sense organ) of Cllakshus (eyes) and tIle seen object, the sense 
organ of Shrcitru (ear) and the object of hearing, the sense organ 
of GhraIJ.a (smell) and the object of smell, the sense organ of 
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Rasana (taste) and its object, the sense organ of Twak (touch) 
and its object, the organ of Vak (speech) and the Vaktavya 
Vishaya (object of speech), hands and the objects they hold, the 
organ of Upastha (procreative organ) and its object of pleasure, 
Payu (the excretory organ) and the matter which it excretes, 
Padas (legs) and Gantavya (going), Manas (the mind) and Mantavya 
(that which is thought about), Buddhi (intellect) and the object 
that is to be cognized by the intellect, Aharikara (ego) and the 
act of owning, Chitta (memory) and the object to be remembered, 
Tejas (fire) and the object to be illumined, Pra1)8 (the vital force) 
and the object to be upheld - all these have become one with 
Paramatman ; This Purusha (Being) who is Vijiianatman and who 
sees, touches, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, cognizes, does any act, 
- He too merges in the Paramatman called ' Akshara' . That 
Tattwa (Reality) which is Advaya, Eka, Shiva and Shanta and 
which is being experienced in these A vasthas like Sushupti (deep 
sleep) etc. - that is Atman alone. This Atman alone who is 
devoid of any changes of increase or decrease, devoid of divi
sions like Pramatru (cognizer), Prama.IJ.a (valid means of cogni
tion) and Prameya (the object of cognition) - is being realized 
by those who observe (Intuitively) deeply within the dream and 
the waking experiences - thus it is stated. It is not possible to 
think or fancy that for the Vyalqita (manifested) and A vyalqita 
(unmanifested seed-fonn) Prapaiicha (world of diversity) which 

, 

keeps on appearing in all the three A vasthas there may be 
another cause which is its substrate. Even the Prapaiicha which 
appears in the diversified form of Pramatru, Pramar,a and 
Prameya - at the very time of its appearance too - is being 
illumined by Sakshi Chaitanya alone and appears as if having 
an existence totally depending, relying on It (i.e. the Witness
ing Pure Consciousness) alone and not existing by itself in
dependently at all. Therefore, because it becomes tantamount to 
saying that - this Atman alone, who is of the essential nature 
of Advitlya, Aja, Advaya imagines or conjectures Himself by 
Himself in a manner which is impossible to be argued out and 
settled in the form of the world comprising Pramatru etc. it 
evolves that - "Atman both in the form of Chitta (mind) 
and in the form of Chittadrishya (objects seen by the mind) 
is manifesting Himself - all this is verily Ma)'ika (illusory) 
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, 
indeed." Thus alone it has been taught in tIle Sruti sentence : 

~~: ij4ftf' - meaning "He alone is the cause (the womb) for 

everything. " Shri Gau<:iapadacharya also has explained, clarified 
the real purport of the Upanishadic sentence in his Karikas like 
- "This is the essential nature of the Deity" - (1-9) ; "This 
Dvaita (duality) is Mayanlatra (merely illusory)" - (1-17) ; "The 
deity called 'Atman' is conjuring up Himself by Himself by His 
Maya" - (2-12) ; "Inside (internally) those which are Chittakalas 
(mental temporal concepts) are merely imaginary" - (2-14) ; 
"First He imagines the Jlva" - (2-16) ; "This is that deity's Maya 
alone" - (2-19) ; "Everything is that which is created by Atmamayi 
(Atman's illusory, magical po\ver) alone" - (3-10) ; "This is 
separate only by dint of Maya" - (3-19). Here we have elabo
rately explained and demonstrated this much only : Without 
realizing, cognizing this Tattwa (Transcendental, Absolute Reality 
of Brahman-Atman) Buddhists like Mahlivainashikas (Nihilists) 
Vijiianavadins (Idealists), Bahymhavadins (Realists) - just like 
the four congenital blind people who touched the various parts 
of an elephant and made wild, bizarre conjectures - have been 
imagining this Atmatattwa in all sorts of ways, arguing with one 
another and finally have helped re,'eal this Ajativada. 

11. THE CONCLUSION OF THE YUKTI WHICH 
ESTABLISHES THE FACT THAT IT IS NOT 

POSSIBLE FOR SV ABHAV A TO CHANGE 

at\iud \Jf1C4~ it+iiI«\i1IFct: AffFct«td: I 

A,~(~eUi1lrU"1 CfitlfitCl iffq sqFct II~' II 

Meaning : "That which is not born is itself born, is it 
not so ? Therefore, Ajati is Pralqiti ; to say that Pralqiti 
changes is not possible in any manner." 

NOT BEING BORN IS ITSELF THE SVABHAVA OF CHITTA 

Because we have proved, demonstrated that none of Karya
Karana Sambandha, Hetu-Pllala Sambandha, Vijfiana-Bahyartha 
Sambandha - (relationships) can possibly be justified, defended, 
it has been thereby established that Brahman is devoid of birth 
and Eka (one). Now, it was stated at the beginning (4-6) that -
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"For the Ajata Dharma alone the disputants are saying there 
exists Jati (birth), is it not so ? Tllat was established by taking 
recourse to the Yukti - "To adduce Anyathabl1ava (an alien, 
unnatural existence) to Pralqiti (essential nature of Being of a 
thing) is not proper", and then the resultant effect of that logical 
device is being concluded here. 

Chitta means Ajatabrahman alone ; this truth we have 
already indicated by making it tenable by means of Yukti. Be
cause the disputants are imagining that this Ajatabrahman alone 
is 'born' in the fonn of Chitta, it amounts to saying that Ajati 
alone - not being born itself - is its Pralqiti (essential nature of 
Being). Because to affinn that the Tattwa, which is of the 
essential nature of not being born, is born in the form of Chitta 
- amounts to saying that for Pralqiti itself there exists another 
alien, unnatural existence (Anyathabhava) - it is not proper, 
reasonable. The name 'Pralqiti' is not suitable, applicable to the 
Swarupa (essential nature of Being) of an object which keeps on 
cllanging, is it not so ? Hence, all disputants who champion 
Jarul1avada perforce have to agree that 'Jati' - 'being born' - is 
Mayika (illusory) alone. This fact we have already explained in 
the commentaries on 4-6 and 7 ; that should be adduced here too 
and understood. For, here too on the pretext of refuting the 
Buddhistic tenets the Ajadvayabrahmavada alone has been con
cluded and not merely the refutation of lativada - meaning, - the 
doctrine that entities (Vastus) are born - alone is not the ultimate 
goal. 

12. IN PARAMARTHAJATIVADA (THE DOCTRINE 
OF THE ULTIMATE REALITY BEING BORN) 
BANDHA-MOKSHA ARE NOT ESTABLISHED 

• 

OI'1I~(~qtEi "=if ttfll(fq ~ ~t\4Fc1 I 

at '1 ~d I ill rG'1 cfilfrij ttl ';f 'tfct 6Z4 Fct II ~ 0 II 

Meaning :. "It cannot be established that Samsara 
which is Anadi (beginningless) has an Anta (end). Moksha 
which has Adi (beginning) cannot also be established to be 
Ananta (endless)." 
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YET ANOTHER DEFECT THAT LIES IN JATIVADA 

In tIle doctrine of tllose disputants who say that - 'Sam sara 
(i.e. Bandlla)-Moksl~a, which occur to Atman, do really exist' -
there lies a defect of the type that - 'Prakriti acquires another 
(alien) nature' - this fact has been signified so far. Now Shri 
GauQapada is pointing out yet another defect in their doctrine. 

If it is contended that both Bandhavastha and Moksllavastlla 
are Parainartha (Absolutely real) alone, then it has to be agreed 
that they occur one after another ; for, just as the acts of standing 
still and wandering about are not possible at one and the same 
time, in the same way Bandha-Mokslla - which are mutually 
opposed to each other - cannot possibly exist to one and the 
same person always. If it is contended that they occur one after 
the other, then it will have to be conjectured either they have a 
cause or there is no cause wllatsoever, is it not so ? First of all, 
(i) especially it is not possible at all to say that Bandha-Moksha 
occur without any Nimitta. For, if Bandha is accepted to be 
Nimimitta (devoid of a cause) then it amounts to saying that it 
can never be got rid of ; if Moksha is assumed to be Nirnimitta.· 
then it runounts to accepting that there is no need whatsoever of 

. practising any Mokshasadllanas. Then, in that event, Bandha 
being Heya (that which can be discarded, given up), Moksha 
being Upadeya (that which can be acquired) - this distinction 
itself will be rendered untenable, inapplicable. 

(ii) Furtller, if it is contended tilat they have anotller cause, 
then they themselves become non-existent and it amounts to 
saying that they are not Paramartha alone. As otherwise - (iii) 
If it is furtl1er contended that - 'Samsarabandha being Anadi 
exists t at the beginning itself, whereas Moksha, occurring after 
that, is Nitya (eternal) ; for, by means of Jfiana alone Moksha 
has invariably to accrue' - then, that way also it does not suit. 
For, to say that Samsara which has no beginning will come to 
a standstill - is not possible to be establislled by Yukti ; for, in 
our workaday world tllere is no illustration to show or support 
the theory that a thing which is Anadi is having an Anta (end). 
It is not possible to doubt in tl1e~ Inanner : ~Tl1e seed-sprout 
continuum - though it is Anadi - is one tllat has an end, is it 
not so ?' ; for, the phehomenon of 'Santati' (continuum, series) 
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is not a Vastu (entity) - thus we have already provided a solution. 
Therefore, that which is Anadi - for it there is no possibility 
of an Anta occurring. 

In the same way, when Juana, which has an Adi, accrues 
- for the Moksha - which is born or caused - Anantatwa (end
lessness) does not become suitable, applicable. If it is said that 
- 'Just like the destruction of Glla!a etc., though it is having an 
Adi it may be Ananta, is it not so ?' - that is also not proper; 
for, the phenomenon of 'Vinasha' (total destruction) is not a 
Vastu (entity), but Moksha is Bhavarupa (of the nature of an 
existing entity). Therefore, to assert that - 'Moksha, which has 
an Adi, may be Ananta' - Vinasha cannot be an apt illustration ; 
for, then the undesirable theory of - 'Moksha is not Paramartha 
(absolutely real)' - entails it. Apart from this, Nasha is not an 
entity at all ; because, just like the hare's horns which are 
not entities at all, Nasha (destruction) too is Avastu (non
entity), the theory that - 'It has Adi but no Anta' - is not 
tenable. The concepts like - Pragabhava (non-existence prior to 
birth), Pradhvamsabhava (non-existence after destruction) etc. in 
Abhava (non-existence) which are imagined, conjectured by lo
gicians are mere phantasmagoria indeed ; for, there does not at 
all exist special features of the type - 'It is such as this ; it is 
such as that' - in Abhava (non-existence). 

atl<lq~ ':q lIi1IRia qd¥il~sfiJ d"dt.ff I 

~: tlii~lI: ~SFqdt:n lCf t1f~dl: Ill~11 

*lAtfI"I'1dl Wtri ~ FCCAraQEla I 

d+'iI(lfJ"t1ch~'1 rtt~CI ~ a~: II~ ~ II 

Meaning: "That thing which does not exist in the 
beginning and at the end, it does not (exist), in the same 
manner, in the present time too. The objects, being equal or 
common to what is false alone, are appearing as if they 
are not false. To think that they have benefit is like giving 
scope for a contradictory opinion in the dream. Therefore, 
because they have a beginning and an end they are said to 
be false alone." 
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SINCE THE OBJECTS SEEN IN THE WAKING ARE FALSE 
ALSO BANDHA-MOKSHA DO NOT EXIST 

In tIle Vaitathya Prakara~a (2-6 and 7) for these very 
verses a commentary had been given. Because - (a) in the waking 
for the various objects there exist beginnings and ends ; (b) tlleir 
being endowed, invested with Altha (existence), Kriyakari (capa
bility of acting, functioning) gets falsified in the dream, it evolves 
that they (i.e. objects) are false, unreal alone - with the intention 
of driving home the truth that - 'Both Bandha and Moksha, that 
have necessarily to accrue (occur) in the waking alone, are verily 
false, unreal' - here once again those very same verses have been 
repeated. That is all. 

d fAf1f"T~ CfiIl4t4Ik1f.1~I(f;tIC( I 
~~~. 'ldl1i~~: ll~~ll 

Meaning: "All the beings or objects (Dhannas) which 
appear in the dream are verily false ; for, they appear within 
the body. Howat all is it possible to see those Bhutas (things) 
in this limited or restricted space ?" 

SINCE THE CAUSE OF BANDHA DOES NOT EXIST ALSO 
SAMSARA ETC. DO NOT EXIST . 

From this verse uptil - 'Q6ull\N11 4IRtlC4( (4-37), in all these 

verses there exists an explanation alone of the expression "We 
say Nimitta is Animitta indeed" - (4-25). InJ order to clarify that 

, t ' 

statement alone here the illustration of the drerun has been ad-, 
duced. Although Shri Sankara has taken up the dream illustra-

tion in the Bhashya on the Karika (4-26) : '~";f ~fillllc=qtfi\ - in 

the original it is not seen ; especially here, on the other hand, 
/ 

the Karikakara himself has shown the fact that between the 
waking and the dream there exists a similarity in all respects, and 
on the strength of that evidence - wanting to conclude the prime 
purport of the Prakara1).a of 'Ajativada' - this Avasthasamya 
(equality, similarity of the two states) has been explained. Apart 
from this, incidentally with a view to showing that Sarpsara and 
Moksha do not really exist, it is being established that - "Jagrat 
(waking) too is, like the Svapna (dream), Mithya (unreal or 
false)." This is being explained in these verses. Therefore, adduc-
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ing the dream illustration here in this context is quite apt and 
reasonable. 

All the Atmans (beings) WilO appear to exist endowed with 
special attributes of KaryakaraJ}.asarighata (the conglomeration of 
body, senses, mind etc.) in the drealn are verily false ; for, they 
appear within the body only. How is it possible to see so many 
creatures in such a restricted space ? Just as in the Vaitathya 
Prakara~a, we should discern that here also from the waking 
viewpoint alone this illustration has been given. Really speakillg, 
in the dream neither the Chitta (mind) nor its cause exists in 
substance ; neither Dvayadarshana (perception of duality) nor the 
experience of Sarp.klesha (misery) exists substantially (i.e. in 
reality) therein. In the same way too, in order to drive home tllis 
truth 'that - In the waking also neither the C11itta (the mind) nor 
the Chittad[ishyas (mental concepts) exist whatsoever' - it is first 
stated that the substantial conglomerations of body, senses etc. do 
not exist therein. 

';( ~ cW-f IIMI Ci61~ 1'E4Ir-t~"'IC( -rm I 
ARt 5"'flif. tI efta fi:q 1:. ~:r rCl fJ ~ 1I~)f II 

Meaning : "It is not proper to say that they go therein 
and see the objects ; for, in order to travel therein the suf
ficient telnporal regulations do not exist in that space or 
region. Besides, no one who wakes up - whatsoever he may 
be - exists in that region (of the dream}." 

IN DREAM THERE DO NOT EXIST ANY GATI (GOING) 
AND AGA TI (RETURNING) 

Just as tllere exists in the waking a rule of law with regard 
to the question as to how much time is needed for anyone to go 
anywhere and again return - in tllat manner there does not exist 
any rule of law in the dream to the effect that tIle same time 
is needed for such an event. For, tIle time therein is not that long 
or protracted at all ; the space is limited, restricted. Therefore, 
it is not possible to assert that therein one really travels to 
another region and sees various objects. 

rqSlI~: lI1' e",~ ~ Of Aqe~ I 

~ ~ ~r;q;F-:ffl ~ftr¢";f qfl~rCf II~'-\II 
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Meaning: "One who has had a discussion with friends 
and then who got awakened, does not believe (that). And if 
he had taken or borrowed something, the one who has woken 
up does not see (it}." 

WHAT IS SEEN IN THE DREAM 
DOES NOT EXIST IN THE WAKING 

Just as to go to another place, tllere does not exist sufficient 
time or space, in the same way in order to ~ee an obj eet the 
necessary organ of sight or the a~tion does not exist therein (i~e. 

in the dream) - thus it has been stated here. A person often 
discusses with elders or subordinates etc. and decides to do a 
particular thing in a particular manlIer, is it not so ? In the 
waking it is realized that that particular discussion itself did not 
really take place ; by such decision or action ~hat was to be 
achieved that fruit also is not found in the waking. Even for a 

different reading of .~ ';f AqeJd' the same meaning is tllere. 

Gold or any other valuable thing that is acquired in the dream 
is not to be found in the waking. For this reason too, in the 
dream a person has re[llly gone to another place - tllis phenom
enon is rendered false. 

In any case, it has been evolved, established that because 
thus there does not exist at all any KaraI}8 (valid means of 
action) for Dvayadarshana (perception of duality) or tIle Kriya 
(action) necessary to achieve a particular action, or tIle Anubhava 
(experience) of the Sarpklesha (misery) that is engendered by 
perfonning a particular job - there is no cause whatsoever (which 
is real and rationally viable, feasible) entertained or envisaged for 
the Svapnacl1itta (the dream mind). Apart from tllis, because the 
Chitta that exists in the dream is invariably of a quite different 
esse.ntial nature than that of the Jagrat Chitta (waking nlind), 
immediately on waking - tIle dream mind by itself becomes non
existent, and for this reason also it is false indeed. 

Thus tIle two verses that are mentioned 11ere have a mean
ing whicll was previously explained in the commentary on -

'3tcnbftc1l;;Q CfiIt1fC4' (2-2) ; even so, in order to demonstrate the truth 

that - "That which appears as a Nimitta (cause) for Chitta (mind) 
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is really not a Nimitta at all" - these verses have been mentioned 
agaill. Hence there is no defect here of repetition. 

~ ::qlq~Cfi: CfiIQ: "Itl41~{4 G~f'1IClI 

~ Cfillttdtlf ~ f:qij'iIlC4'iq~Cfi'llll~ II 

Meaning : "The body that is there in a dream is verily 
unreal ; for, another body which is different from it is being 
seen. Just as the body, in the same way all that is Chittadrishya 
(seen by the mind) is Asatya alone." 

THE BODY ETC. WHICH ARE SEEN IN THE DREAM 
ARE ALL FALSE INDEED 

The body which appears to be wandering about in the 
dream is false indeed ; for, apart from it, in the region of the 
dream itself, the waking body often appears. It is not possible at 
all to imagine that for one and the same person especially two 
bodies exist, is it not so ? Just as the body seen in the dream 
is unreal, in the same way for the same reason - to wit, another 
(a similar) body is being seen in the waking also and as soon 
as we wake up it gets falsified or sublated - the whole gamut 
of the objects seen by the dream mind is determined, established 
to be Asatya (unreal) indeed. 

Thus it is now established that all the Dpshya (scenario) 
seen outside (or externally) and inside (or internally) in a dream 
is verily false, unreal. In the same way, in the waking too 
everything is false only; for, it is also Chittadrishya (that which 
is seen by the mind) alone. Therein (i.e. in the dream) what is 
stated as 'Chittadrisllya' is only for the sake of UpalakshaI)8 (as 
a representative example) ; here (i.e. in the waking) not only 
the Drishya (what is seen) but also since Chitta (mind) is 
itself Chittadrishya, it is Asatya (unreal) alone - thus we 
should conjecture. In the original the intended purport behind 
the word - "Avastuka" is : All that which is seen (i.e. object 
for the mind) exists without any substantiality alone. We have 
perforce to determine by the usage of the 'Ka' pratyaya 
(the suffix of 'Ka') that therein there does not even exist tIle 
Va-sana (subtle impression or taint, proclivity) of any Vastu (en
tity) apart from the Drastru (seer). Because the waking too is 
equal or similar to dream in all respects, it is also verily Asat 
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(unreal) alone - this is the real import of the PrakaraJ)8 (whole 
Chapter). 

THE UTILITY OF (PURPOSE SERVED BY) HAVING 
ADDUCED TIIE DREAM ILLUSTRATION 

Here what we have to discern is : Assuming what is 
established (or rather staunchly believed by everyone) in our 
workaday transactions (Vyavahara) that the states of waking and 
dream are different, distinct states - alone and then further assum
ing for the time being that the dream beings, as also the dream 
body, senses etc. are false and according to that same line of 
argument or reasoning and adopting the tenet that the waking is 
also false, lmreal - this Y ukti which the Vijfianavadins use - we 
utilize (follow) here too and have concluded that - 'Chittadrishya 
- all of it - is false'. However, the Vijfianavadins - keeping as 
their objective the doctrine that - 'The Svapnachitta does not 
have an object at all' - and on that analogy that - 'The waking 
mind too does not really possess an object at all' - are attempting 
to establish on the basis of inferential logic. Although in the 

Vaitathya PrakaraJ.1a in the Karika portion of - 'tqC1"'I"RdttU~ 

;Cfi'lI!4wftfqul:' - (2-5) etc. after it was propounded that : "There 

is no difference whatsoever between the waking and the dream ; 

for, both these 'exist within (internally)' - (3Rf:ttll=tICl) - although 

the Parama Siddhanta (final spiritual teaching) of - 'Cfieq~fltlcq'1lcql'1'l' 

(2-12), meaning - "Atman Himself has imagined, conceived in 
Himself the Jlvat\\'a etc. forms" - has been depicted, tllcre it was 
undertaken to melltion that - "The Aja-Advaita-Atman, who is 

, -
instructed through the traditional Sastraic methodology (Agama), 
can also be taught by means of Upapatti (reasonable arguments)." 
However, here the cause or reason for assuming this different 
methodology is only to show the fact that : First, according to 
the method of the doctrine of Vijfianavadin refuting the lativada 
(doctrine of birth) which is acceptable to the Bahyarthavadins 

• 
(Realists), and then, by utilizing that same Yukti of Vijfianavadins 
(Idealists) alone with a view to refuting their doctrine of - "The 
Utpatti of Chitta (the birth of the mind)" which is acceptable to 
them - the mere Anumanaprakriya (inferential methodology) itself 
Wllich is approved by them only is adopted ; from tllis the truth 
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that - "As a result of the debate among tllese disputants even, 
the truth that Advayatman is verily (birthless)" - gets evolved. 

13. BECAUSE THERE IS NO MlTTUAL 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WAKING AND 

DREAM ALSO AJATIV ADA GETS ESTABLISHED 

llIUII\NIl i IRdcrttl!1: ~C1 ~ I 
digfCfl'!1 d~q eWfI'IRdf'f6tla 111\911 

Meaning: "Because it appears just like the waking 
alone, t4e dream is felt to be having that alone as its cause. 
Because it is endowed with the causation of that, to him alone 
the waking exists - thus it is felt." 

THE WAKING STATE IS NOT COMMON (SIMILAR) 
TO EVERYONE 

SO far we have - following the dream illustration - estab
lislled the truth that - "Ajati alone is Paramartha" - by showing 
that though the waking world appears with the differences of 
Grahya-Grahaka invariably, it is Asatya alone. Now in order to 
indicate the truth that - 'By means of establishing the fact that 
there does not exist any mutual relationship between the waking 
and the dream also Ajativada alone is established' - this forth
coming textual portion is dedicated. 

First of all, because the waking state is common experience 
to everyone it is quite different, bizarre from the dream and 
thereby the deep-seated belief of those people who have reckoned 
it (i.e. waking experience) to be Paramartha (Absolutely real) 
alone is being refuted. The intended meaning of the verse is : 
To say that the waking object is not really existing this too is 
a cause. Because the dream - just like the waking - is appearing 
with forms like Grallya-Grahaka, some people have believed that 
for that dream experience the waking itself is the cause. Because 
the dream is the eftect of the waking alone, we should invari
ably infer that one who sees the dream - he alone has the 
waking state and should not assert that for the rest of the 
people too it is commOD. In fact, one who sees tIle dream - to 
him alone the dream experience exists and not to the others -
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thus all of us have invariably agreed, is it not so ? Even so, that 
dream appears to all tll?Se people who exist therein as if it is 
'common experience' at that particular time (i.e. during the dream 
time), is it not so ? In the same way, the waking too which 
is its cause, though it appears to be a common experience to 
everyone (those who are within the waking state), really it -
just like the dream - belongs to the one individual (who is 
awake), indeed ; to believe that it is common experience to 
everyone there is no valid reason whatsoever. Here we should 
discern the secret that in this context, assuming the 
Vyavaharikasattwa (the empirical reality of things or phenom
enon) alone and on the basis of the axiom (Nyaya) of Adhyaropa
Apavada (Superimposition and Rescission) it has been stated that 
- "To him alone it is Sat or real" - thus we have to reckon. 
However, here from the Paramartha Drishti it has not been 
acknowledged at all that really the waking is the cause for the 
dream. [In fact,· there r cannot be any mutual relationship inferred 
between two phenomena which never co-exist in one and the 
same time-space continuum and there is no possibility whatsoever 
of those two co-existing at any future period of time]. 

atqIGt4lwrij~(qI~ e45~I'd'll 

-;r;:r 'iC1I~'idf'l tt"tci1~ Cfi~4'q'1 111111 

Meaning : "The phenomenon of being born itself being 
Aprasiddha (not established), it is being said that everything 
is Aja (unborn). Because this is the truth, to say that a non
e~isting thing is born can never be tenable in any manner 
whatsoever. " 

TO SAY THAT DREAM IS THE EFFECT OF WAKING 
ALSO IS NOT TENABLE 

As stated in the previous Karika thinking that - SOine people 
may believe that the statement that the dream is an effect of the 
waking is itself the absolute truth - here it is shown that that 
statement is not one that can be acknowledged. 

Here the opponent may raise a doubt of the type : Even 
if we agree that the waking is the cause for the dream, it cannot 
possibly be said to be, just like the dream, false only. For, dream 
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is merely a Vikalpa (wild imagination) ; but, on the other hand, 
the waking, being a common (experience) to everyone, is an 
entity which really exists. Although, since the dream is caused, 
brought about by the Va san a (sutble impression) of the waking, 
it may be said to be verily the effect of the waking - one who 
is in the waking and due to whose Vasana alone the dream is 
caused - his alone is that Vikalpa indeed. A rope may be the 
cause for an imagined snake ; one who imagines it also may be 
said to be its calIse ; merely on that count, it does not amount 
to saying that the rope also is false and the person who imagines 
it also is false only - is it not so ? Apart from this, it is seen 
also that there eAists a great difference between waking and 
dream; to wit, dream is extremely fickle, unsteady; for, it keeps 
on changing from moment to moment. One person alone in 01le 

day alone may see many dreams which are extremely bizarre, 
each from the other. But waking is not like that at all. Everybody 
- those who are in tile waking - are recognizing it in the 
manner : "That alone is this" - is it not so ? 

(Solution) : To this our answer is : For the A vivekins (non
discriminating people) this alone is proper ; but from the view
point of the Vivekins (discriminating people) it is not established 
that - "Any object whatsoever is born." Therefore, because 'birth' 
itself is not established, in the 'Vedantas' (i.e. Upanishads) it is 
stated that - "Evetything is Aja (birthless) indeed. " We have 
already mentioned in the Vaitathya Prakara~a a proper con
solatory explanation for the doubt raised about the difference 
(or contradiction, opposition) between the waking and the 
dream - which the opponent also has agreed. That same solution 
should be remembered here also. 

Now, what the opponent has reckoned that - "From the 
waking the dream has been caused (is born)" - that understanding 
too is not proper. For, in our workaday world no one has seen 
a false thing baving been born from a real entity ; none of 
us has ever seen anywhere non-existing hare's horns etc. being 
born, is it not so ? For the illustration of the rope-snake which 
the opponent had mentioned we have already given a counter
argument. Neither is a snake born from a rope, nor it merges in 
the rope ; neither in the dream the snake is born, nor does it 
merge ; neither from both these it is ever possible for it to be 
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born. Hence, it is merely a misconception (wild imagination of 
the mind) alone - thus we have already stated. Therefore, even 
if we accept that waking is real, from it a non-existing dream 
can never possibly be born ; it being so, to say that - 'From 
the waking, which is itself non-existent, a dream that is non
existent being born is not possible in any manner' - where is the 
need at all? 

THE BENEFIT FROM THE YUKTI THAT IS 
EXEMPLIFIED HERE 

Here this aspect should be carefully discerned and imbibed. 
When it is established that - "Between the waking and the dream 
there does not exist any relationship of cause and effect" - by 
the reasoning of the type - "All this is Aja (birtilless) alone" -
even after such an extremely satisfying consolation, explanation 
has been provided - the {eason for having provided yet another 
yukti (logical device) is : It is indeed the intention that·- "To 
those who have a great fascination for logical, dialectical argu
ments let there be a firm conviction created with regard to any 
subject-matter that is established by the valid means of Agama , 
(Sastra or a traditional methodology of teaching)". That is all, 
and not that by means of this purely inferential or syllogistic 
logic the Ajativada can be established. In all the three previous 
PrakaraQ.as too it has already been propounded in a more detailed 
and clearer manner the truth tlIat there is no relationship what
soever between the waking and the dream. Even after we have 
demonstrated, proved by means of some Upapattis (logical argu
ments) of the type - (a) Both the waking and the dream are verily 
Viparyasa (delusion, mistake) by means of the reason that they 
are both having Adi and Anta ; (b) they are the support or 
substrate for objects or phenomena which have Chittakala and 
Dvayakala ; (c) both those states are merely the Manahspandana 
(vibration of the mind) caused by Maya (illusion) etc. - if there 
are any persons who are not able to comprehend the teaching 
that there is no relationship whatsoever between the two 
states of Consciousness - for such people bow at all by merely 
listening to the bare singular Yukti of the type - "From that 
which is existent a non-existent thing cannot be born" - any 
abiding, lasting faith be created ? 
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atti\N114lRd W~ q1(4rn d ... lf: I . 
atijCl~sftrW~ Ara~'" -;r q~qf(1 II~'II 

Meaning: " Seeing what is unreal in the waking and 
getting engrossed in it, a person sees that in the dream also. 
(But) seeing tllat which is unreal in the dream, one who has 
woken up does not see it." 

WHAT IQND OF A CAUSE-EFFECT RELATIONSHIP EXISTS 
BETWEEN WAKING AND DREAM ? 

(Doubt) : You only had said that - "For the dream that (i.e. 
waking) alone is tile cause" - (4-37), is it not so ? It being so, 
now your saying that - "Utpatti (being born, COining into being) 
is something which is unestablished" - is opposed to that, is it 
not so ? 

(Solution) : Please listen, we will tell you as to what kind 
of Karya-KaraI)a-Bhava has been accepted by us in our doctrine, 
teaching. Seeing an Asatpadaitha (unreal object) which is wildly 
imagined - just like' the rope-snake - in the waking, getting 
completely engrossed in it and thinking about that alone in the 
dream too he sees Asatpadarthas alone in tIle fonns of GraIlya
Grahaka. And in the dream having seen the unreal object alone, 
on waking up he does not see it. Because in the original text of 
'Drishta Cha' the word 'Cha', meaning - 'and' - which is a word 
signifying or connoting a link or combination, has been used, 
what is seen in the waking is often not seen in the dream - there 
is such a possibility - this meaning should also be added here. 
In any case, thus what Asatpadartha alone one sees in the waking 
he sees that kind of a phenomenon again in the dream ; merely 
on this ground we have stated that the waking is the cause for 
the dream but we have not stated it at all invariably assuming 
that - (a) whether the cause or the effect is absolutely existing 
; (b) the object which one sees in one particular state an object 
equal to that alone he sees in another state. Everywhere all 
Drishya (seen objects) is Kalpita (imagined) alone - thus we have 
previously (2-16) stated too. Therefore, from the Paramartha 
Drishti the tenet that - "There is no relationship \vhatsoever 
between the sets of objects seen in the waking and the dream" 
- is itself our Siddhanta (spiritual teaching) indeed ; for, 
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between two objects which are unreal - like between a barren 
woman's son and bow made out of hare's Iloms - there is no 
relationship whatsoever, is it not so ? In the same way, the fact 
that there does not exist any relationship whatsoever is reasonable 
also. 

..I Q"l4 e "~Cfi::j ij { e c=:e "!1cfi Cf'IT I 

e:aq e"gcfi .. 1m. e"tiCfiflij{¥ff: II)to II 

Meaning: "An Asat (unreai) thing which has a Hetu 
(cause) which is Asat does not exist ; neitl1er there exists a 
Sat (real object) which has a Hetu (cause) which is Asat 
(further), a Sat which has a Hetu which is Sat also does not 
exist ; then how can there exist an Asat \y,hich has Sat as its 
Hetu ?" 

THE PHENOl\fENON OF: 'JANMA' WHIClf IS SUBSTANTIAL 
ITSELF DOES NOT EXIST AT ALL 

Having accepted the theory that between the waking and the 
dream there exists a cause-effect relationship which is Mayika 
(illusory), we have said like this. But from the Paramartha 
Drishp, for any) object or thing there being a possibility 
whatsoever of any cause-effect relationship existing with any 
other object in any conceivable manner is not tenable, suit
able at all. 

To wit: A hare's horns etc. - such an Asat object being 
a cause for another Asat - for example, for a flower in the sky 
etc. - there is nothing of this kind at all anywhere. In the same 
way, for an existing eartheI} pot etc. a hare's horns etc. which 
is Asat being an effect is not seen in our workaday world: In 
the same way, we have not seen a Satpadartha (a real entity) also 

, 

for which Sat alone is the cause. Then, where is the question of 
seeing an Asatpadartha (tlJ.~eal object) which is the effect of a 
Sat (real object) ? There is no other manner or method whatso
ever in which this relationsllip of cause-effect can possibly exist ; 
nay, even to imagine th~t a relationship exists it is not possible 
at all. Is it not so ? Therefore, from the viewpoint of discrimi
nating peopie the relstionship between cause and effect categories 
is itself not established - this is the implied meaning here. In tIle 
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Karika : .~ err'tRCU cnfq' - (4-22), keeping in mind the essential 

naMe of a Vastu (entity) that is being born it was stated that 
- "It cannot possibly be born by itself or from another" - etc. 
; here, after stating that the types or kinds of objects, which may 
possibly have the cause-effect relationship, are so many only (i.e. 
enumerating and exemplifying them) the teaching that - "Among 
those kinds, in no manner whatsoever, an entity, object ever is 
born" - alone has been justified in another method. Hence there 
is no defect of repetition here. 

Shunyavadins too have written a Karika - "It is not possible 
for an object (Bhava) to be born from a Bhava" - (Madh. Ka. 
21-12, p. 151) etc. which has this very same opinion, and have 
depicted their own Siddhanta saying in the manper - "Disputants 
(V adins) are always arguing among themselves, one with the 
other, and hence nothing whatsoever is born; this doctrine alone 
evolves from it." But between these two doctrines (viz. that of 
the V edantins and of the Buddhistic Shunyavadins) the salient 
differences between them are : "In the Nagarjuna Karika the 
Jativiida (doctrine of birth) has been refuted from the view
point of the waking alone and there itself it has ~ come to a 
standstill ; but here because it is decided that - 'Between the 
waking and the dream there does not at all suit any cause
effect relationship in any manner' - the truth that both the 
states are merely wild imaginations has been signified in 
everyone's experience; further, our methodology has reached 
out, extended up to the Sakshi (Witnessi~g Pure Conscious
ness) which is totally different from those two states indeed. 

Although in the Vedanta Siddhanta also the teaching that -
"Ajatabrahman also is born in an illusory (Mayika) manner" -
has been acknowledged, it is not opposed to Ajativada ; this fact 
we have already stated in the past. Especially those who assert 
that - "In the Absolute sense alone (i.e. in the Paramarthika 
viewpoint alone) there is birth" - for such people it is not 
possible at all to justify or provide any proof for 'birth' in any 
manner whatsoever ; therefore, from their doctrine also it has 
amounted to their having evolved Ajativada alone ; this particular 
fact has been established here. Hence, the Yukti that is mentioned 
is inviolable, incontrovertible indeed. 
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Meaning : "Just as in the waking due to misconception 
beings which cannot be imagined are touched (contacted) by 
him as if they are real, in the same way in the dream too due 
to misconception only he is seeing the beings therein only_" 

IN WAKING AND DREAM NON-EXISTENT TIDNGS ONLY 
ARE WILDLY IMAGINED 

'Although the waking and the dream are unreal alone they 
have a cause-effect relationship' - thus those who say, their doubt 
is once more solved and thereby Ajativada is being firmly estab
lished here ; due to Viparyasa - meaning, because one lIas not 
deliberated upon the extreme difference (Vailaksha~lya) that exists 
between the Vastu (entity) which is Sadrupa (of the very essence 
of Reality) in the Absolute sense, on the one hand, and the 
waking and dream states, on the other - the misconception 
(Viparltabhava) that is caused has got itself embedded, rooted in 
the mind - and hence just as anyone in the waking state 
imagines that he is coming in contact with phenomena like the 
rope-snake etc. which are Ac~intya - meaning, which can neither 
be imagined as things having changes like birth and destruction 
etc. nor as things having a particular cause - as if they are 
Bhutavastus (really existing entities) -. through the respective 
senses - in the same way due to Viparyasa (misconception, 
delusion) he is seeing therein only the various beings ; in fact, 
he is wildly imagining (VikaJpa) that he is seeing; really speak
ing, they are not born out of the waking. 

Here the reason for exemplifying objects like rope-snake 
etc. only which are Achintya (untllinkable, for which it is not 
pOSSIble to imagine any birth and death, nor having a particular 
thing as their c3use) alone is : In order to refute the theory 
(doctrine) that - 'The dream is born or caused by tile waking' 
- the example that is given should necessarily be COffilnon both 
to the general run of people and the examiners ; that is all, and 
not at all for any reason like - 'For misconceptions of the type 
of a snake etc. obje~ts like rope etc ... \\'hich are tIle substrate, are 
Suchintya (capable of being imagilled, conceived I,y the mind) 
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and thereby Paramartha (Absolutely real).' In the Vaitathya 
Prakara.,a (2-6) it was stated : "It exists as equal alone to the 
objects which are false and appears as if real" - and thereby it 
was affinned that - "All objects are false only" - is it not so ? 
Therefore, all the objects that exist in the waking and the dream 
are verily Asat alone ; for them it is not possible at all to imagine 
any kind of cause-effect relationship whatsoever. This alone is 
the implied purport here. 

Here an important point that should necessarily be 
remembered is : Objects like rope-snake etc. are Achintya ; 
neither their essential nature of Being nor their cause can 
possibly be imagined by the mind - thus Shri Gau"apadacbarya 
has stridently, vociferously stated. It is not possible at all to 
imagine that these are born from either the external things 
like the rope etc. or the internal mind, or even from both 
these together. Therefore, these are mere (wild or weird) , 
mental imaginations alone - thus Shri Sailkaracharya, the 
Bhashyakara, also has written. It being so, the present-day 
commentators (called Vyakhyanakaras) have misconceived and 
misinterpreted these authoritative and traditional teachings to 
say : "In the rope the snake etc. have (actually) taken birth 
after being transformed (pariIJama) as a result of a particular 
type of A vidya (which they have newly, erroneously coined as 
'Mulavidya')." Thus having forwarded a new conceptual theory 
which even the common run of people cannot possibly be
lieve, they have erected a huge barrier, as it were, to genuine 
Vedantic Intuitive deliberation. Since this new-found doctrine 
is opposed to Ajativada - the teaching that - "Whether it is 
Sat (real), or Asat (unreal), or Sadasat (real as also unreal), 
nothing is ever born at all" - this present-day dogmatic doct
rine (of Mulavidyavada) should be shunned by every discrimi
native seeker ; thus a conclusion gets established by itself. 

14. THE REASON FOR ADVOCATING THE 
EXISTENCE OF BIRTH IN THE VEDANTIC 

SIDDHANTA ALSO 

aQ(1'*IICl t4qli1I(I~m,q~t£1ql~~I'l1 

\illrd~ ~f1ldl !t(\i1laf51tidi ~ II)C~ II 
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Meaning: "For the sake of those who are saying that 
the Vastu exists because it is appearing as also because of 
religious duties, practices and for the sake of those who are 
always afraid of Ajati the tenet of Jati (birth of things) is 
being instructed by the Buddhas (knowledgeable people)." 

JANMA IS INSTRUCTED AS A DISCRIMINATIVE DEVICE 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF A VlVEKINS 

Knowledgeable Advaitavadins too are instructing about Janma, 

is it not so ? '1«it en ~ 'iOJf.r ~14~t - (Tai. 3-1), meaning -
"From which these creatures are being born" - etc. - by such 

Srutis also ; lOT( ijcf.E4 A'qc(:' (Gtta 10-8), meaning - "I am the 

cause for everything to be born" - etc. - by such Smritis also 

; 'll ij.fCfilcloq Cfi{Jfa ~ - (Moksha Dharma 30-2-12), meaning -

"He creates everything at the time of creation" - by such 
Purat.tavachanas - it has been stated even by Jiianis that Janma 
exists, is it not so ? But all these are not instructed to indicate 
that really (in the Absolute sense) there exists a phenomenon of 
birth. On the contrary, it is taught by way of a subtle device - , 
(Upaya) to Astikas (belie~ers in the Sastras) of limited ability of 
discrimination (Alpavivekills) who have staunchly believed that 
the objects really exist, because the objects appear in the external 
region and they are accessorial aids, instruments for perfonning 
or observing the religious duties as per the scriptural VallJ.ashrama 
Dharmas - so as to enable them to cognize, Intuit the Aja-Advaya 
Tattwa. "Let them first assume this Janma to exist ; after they 
follow and practise Vedantic teachings, automatically the truth 
that - 'Aja-Advaya Itself is the Tattwa (the Ultimate, Absolute 
Reality)' - will be Intuited, cognized" - this alone is tIle purport 
behind all these teachings and not what is instructed just now -
i.e. 'Janmavada' is itself the Paramartha (Absolute Truth). 

In that case, if it is asked : "For those Jijfi.asus why is it 
that directly the Ajati itself has not been taught ?" - then we 
answer : "Because they are always afraid of Ajati." Because 
those Shrotriyas (people who listen to the scriptural texts) are 
endowed with Sthulabuddhi (gross, indiscrete intelligence), they 
have staunchly believed that Ahampratyayagamya (what people 
are saying - 'I', 'I') Atman alone is the really real Atman as also 
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Kriya-Karaka-Phala (action-means of action-its fruit) are Paramartha 
alone ; therefore, for them Aja-Advaya-Vastu means 'fear' al
ways. To wit : Their fear lurks in the manner - "If Ajati alone , 
is real, then why should Srutis like - 'A Brarunin should perfonn 
sacrifice' ; 'One who is a Svargakama (desirous of attaining 
heaven) should perform Yaga (sacrifice)' - etc. will be rendered 
invalid ! Even tIle empirical transactions will have to be treated 
as false only, is it not so ? In that case, we ourselves - it amounts 
to saying - do not exist, is it not so ?" Therefore, according to 
their level of understanding the teaching about tile existence of 
'Janma" has been ilnparted. Tllat is all, and not that this instruc
tion of the existence of Janma is meant to indicate it to be verily 
Paramartha (i.e. Absolutely real) ; "Because this entire world of 
duality is born from Brahman alone, exists in Brahman alone and 
finally merges in Brahman alone, it is verily of Brahmaswarupa 
- let this Viveka (discrilnination) dawn in them too in stages, 
gradually!" - with this prime intention alone this phased-out 
methodology of teaching is adopted. It has already been stated 
that - "This is verily a Upaya (device) for coming down to the 
level of the intellect (i.e. it becomes witllin the purview of the 
common man's level of intelligence, comprehension) ; but there 
is no distinction whatsoever" - (3-15), is it not so ? The same 
tenet is being mentioned in a different manner as : "The reason 
for the knowledgeable people to have instructed Jati is that it is 
meant for those who are afraid of Ajati." That is all. 

INSTRUCTION ABOUT 'J~fA' IS NOT AN ERROR 
ON THE PART OF JNANIS 

(Doubt) : Although the pllenomenon of Janma itself is 
really existing, why is it instructed that it exists ? From this does 
it not alnount to their (i.e. Jnanis, tIle knowledgeable traditional 
teachers) being verily cheats ? 

(Solution) : Not so.. Because they keep in Inind, or take 
into consideration, the level of understanding, comprehension of 
the seekers (who wish to qualify for this highest, sublime lalowl
edge) and tllen instruct in this Inanner, it is not possible - not 
reasonable - to level tllis kind of a defect, blame wllatsoever 
against tIle Jiianis. In fact, it is a subtle attempt on their part to 
llave first assumed that very staunch belief of those who have 
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given full credence to the deep-seated belief that - "Because tIle 
object is appearing and i~ an instrument for the perfonnance of 
Karmas, it is really ex.sting" - as a subtle device and then to 
have taught tile Paramartha (the Ultimate Reality). They have 
first accepted the Janlna which is established in l !r workaday 
transactions and then they have taugllt in tIle manner that - "All 
tl~is is a Mayika (illusory) S[ishfi (creation) caused by ~rahman 
alone ; it is not at all created by insentient things like Plead/lana 
(or Pralqiti) etc." Because this Upadesha (spiritual instruction) 
based on the Adhyaropa D[ishti (viewpoint of deliberate Super
imposition) is rescinded, sublated later on in the Upadesha on 
Aja-Advaya-Tattwa, there does not exist ~ny error whatsoever in 
their teaching. With this very purport in mind the kno\vers of the 
Sampradaya (traditional methodology of spiritual instruction) have 
stated : - (GIta Bhasllya, 13-12), meaning - "By virtue of the 
axiom of Adhyaropa-Apavada (Superimposition and Rescission) 
tre Tattwa (Reality) which is Nishprapaiicha (devoid of any 
world of duality) is taught in full detail." 

(Doubt) : Even if it is so, does not the defect of having 
uttered a lie entail tllem ? Even though the phenomenon of birth 
does not really exist, they have taught that it exists, is it not 
so ? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, they have not at all instructed, 
preaclled so in the Paramarthika . (Absolute) sense. Altllough tile 
Shishyas (disciples) have believed firmly that the Dvaitavastu 
really exists, in the Absolute sense, none of tIle Dvaita-Vikalpas 
(misconceptions of duality) of the type - 'Sastra', 'Sllishya', 
'Guru' etc. does exist whatsoever in reality ; this alone is the 
ParamaItha Siddhanta (the Absolute pl1ilosopllical or spiritual 
teaching of Advaita Vedanta). It being so, the fact tllat tIle 
knowledgeable people (i.e. lfianis) are teaclling 'Mayika JanIna' 
is also mentioned from tIle A vidya Drisll~i alone. For tllat reason 
alone, we llad previously stated : "Tllis doctrine was taught for 
the purpose of Upadesha" - (1-18). Tllerefore, it is not possible 
at all to doubt at any time any defect wllatsoever being there in 
Aja-Advaya-Vada. 

3t\ilI~flIIijtli atU!lq(1utl"qRl ~ I 

\ifIFac{Jql-;r eN4Ri ~-lCZf~ 'ifqsqfa 11)t~11 
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Meaning : "Those who are afraid of Ajati because the 
Vastu is appearing and have given it up, for them 111c defect 
of having accepted Janma is not established; even if there is 
a defect, it will be a small one indeed." 

FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TAKEN TO THE VEDIC PA'fH EVEN . 
BY ACCEPTING JANMA THERE IS NO DEFECT 

(Question) : Why should the Jfianis instruct those qualified 
seekers who are Vaidikas (following the Vedic tenets) and who 
have obstinately held on to the belief that Bheda (difference, 
distinction) does exist ? If they affirm that there exists Janma, 
how at all can it be said that by that a defect does not arise ? 

(Answer) : Those who - out of a deep-seated belief that 
the Vastu exists because it appears as also it is an instrument, 
implement needed in the performance of righteous scriptural 
rituals - have discarded Aja-Advayavada and are bellavi!lg con
trary to its teachings - to such people who are afraid of Ajati 
no defect will entail them because of their belief in the existence 
and of Jati, because they have full faith (Shraddha) in Veda
pramaJ).ya (authorIty of the scriptures as "alid texts) and they 
have taken resort to a sacred path which is Vedokta (stipulated 
by the Vedas). For, they have followed a Vivekamarga (a path 
of discrimination) alone which removes the defect of Jati (birth). 
For that reason alone, the Karmas alld Upasanas ,stipulated in the 
Vedas are instructed for their benefit, is it not so ? The real 
intention behind this scriptural instruction is : "Let Chittashuddhi 
(purification of the mind), Antannukhatwa (introvertcdness) -
these qualities be engendered in them and systematically, step by 
step, they will consider the source of Vedanta ; let this Ajati 
Tattwa alone flash in their hearts !" For that reason only, since 
they are invariably guidil1g along the royal (safe) path which in 
the ultimate analysis will enable them to reach Aja-Advayavada 
alone - they are not affected by the latidosha (defect of accept
ing, believing in Jati or Janma)'; to wit, at least in the end they 
will unfailingly reach the Paratattwa (the Absolute Reality). Al
though a small defect to the extent that in them the Ajati 
Drish!i (the viewpoint of hirthlessness) which yields the fruit 
of Sadyomukti (Beatitude, Liberation here and now) has not 
dawned yet a small defect does occur in them, they will 
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certainly reach (attain) Brahman either (i) through the path 
of deliberating upon the Vedantopadesba in accordance with 
the level or standard of their respective understanding or 
comprehension and by the method of deciding the truth that 
the Karya (effect) is Ananya (non-different) from the Kiral]3 
(cause) and such other methods or (ii) by the path of Pararncl'h
wara Upasana (meditations on the Supreme Lord) attaining 
Kramamukti (phased out Liberation i.e. attainment of Brahma
loka). Whereas, the Nastikas (atheists, sceptics and non-believers) 

- will according to the sentence - 'QllHncaq c6\~q am ql~"Ljf ~ 
- (Glta 16-20), meaning - "Without attaining, reaching ~le, they 
obtain a low, wretched state alone" - they go down to a mis
erable state of being. But these people (i.e. those who have taken 

to a Vedic path) - as per the Lord's assurance - '~~q Afd"l,;ftf, 
~ ~ ~: AUI'lllFd' - CGita 9-31), meaning - "Oh son of Kunti, My 

devotee never gets destroyed, this truth you know to be certain" 
- at the end at least they will surely attain Sadgati (a Blissful ~ 

state). 

aqE1"4ltl tt'tloql(Jt+lICflliit<tl qtfl"6q~ I 

aQ<t1"uEl t1t1I:qI(I~fir ~ aei\=afI~ IIWII 

Meaning: "Because it is invariably appearing and in the 
same way our scriptural rituals are being performed also - just 
as the Mayahasti (illusory, magical elephant) is believed to be 
a real elephant, in the same way since it is also appearing and 
by virtue of Dhannachara1)8 (observance of religious rituals 
and disciplines) also the exterrlal object appears- to exist in
deed. " 

THAT DVAITA IS NOT REAL IS ITSELF PARAMARTHA 

(Doubt) : Why should it not be decided that the object 
which is appearing outside is really existing alone since it is 
appearing as also it is an accessorial aid for Dharmacharat.1a ? 

(Solution) : Not so. For, though an object is appearing and 
is an accessory for performance of duties, still it may not be 
really existing. For this an illustration is : The elephant conjured 
up by Maya (magic) as also the elephant that appears in a dream 
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do appear to exist ; they too - just like a real elephant is used 
as accessorial means for a ride etc. by Inounting upon them and 
for sucll otiler purposes are used. Merely on that count, no one 
believes them to be really existing elephants. Therefore, whetller 
anytlling is appearing or wiletiler it is being used as an accessory 
for certain acts or wlletller being called by any nalne - none of 
these can possibly be the proper reason for deciding that a Vastu 
(object) really exists. 

IN THE ILLUSTRATION THE APPEARANCE AS WELL AS 
THE UTILIZATION ARE MERELY ABHINlVESHA 

(PERSEVERANCE OF BELIEF ALONE) 

Here the purport behind giving Mayailasti, dream elephant 
as illustrations is to indicate the truth that - "Merely on seeing 
that both appearance and utilization seem to exist, it cannot be 
said tilat the Vastu really exists" - and not with any intention of 
signifying that eitller Mayahasti or Svapnahasti really appear or 
there really exists their utilization for any particular job. This fact 

will be mentioned later on in the Karika : (at'idlf1tR~'liI~' -
(4-73), meaning - "There exists an Abhinivesha (perseverance of 
belief) in a non-existing thing and not that there exists any 
duality" ; in the Vaitathya Prakaral.1a too it has already been 
stated that - "The wise people in Vedanta have detennined that 
this world is unreal, false just like dream and Maya as well as 
Gandllarvanagara (a celestial city)" - (2-13). The same fact is 
being utilized to prove here also that as a result of the dispute 
and disagreement among the disputants the truth that - 'Ajati 
alone is real' - gets evolved. 

15. AS A RESULT OF DISSENSION AMONG THE 
VARIOUS DISPUTANTS AJATIVADA ALONE IS 
EVOLVED ... CONCLUSION OF THIS TEACHING 

\i1ICt1I'iIt4 itt"tliilti qt(qJ'ilti • "=if I 

• fc • 3t\i1I~t1qq~tqqijll'1 'l1l:ij'"l'l{'lII~11 

Meaning: "Although it is latyabhasa (merely a reflec
tion of birth), Chalabl1asa (a reflection of movement, vibration) 
as also Vastwabhasa (reflection of an entity), Vijiiana is Aja 
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(birthless), Achala (immovable), A vastu (non-entity), Shanta 
(quiescent), Advaya (non-dual}." 

JATI ETC. ARE IMAGINED IN AJA-ADV A Y A-ATMAN ALONE 

(Question) : With regard to which really real Entity (Para
martha Vastu) are these Janma arid such otiler Asadbuddllis (false 
concepts) engendered in A vi vekins ? 

(Anslver) : We will mention ; that Paramarlha (Absolute 
Reality), though It is devoid of Janma, appears as if 11aving a 
birtll. An imagination of the type - "Such and such a person is 
born" - is an example for this. Though the Ultimate Reality is 
not at all born, tilis Vikalpa (misconception) is caused. Similarly, 
altllollgh that Paramartlla Tattwa is verily Achala (non-lnoving), 
It appears as if It is moving. For tllat reason alone, people are 
misconceiving in tIle manner tllat - "Such and such a person is 
going." In the same way, altllough that Tattwa is not a Vastu 
endowed with any Dharmas (qualities, special attributes), people 
are misconceiving in tIle manner that - "It is endowed with such 
and such qualities, special features" ; for the people to miscon
ceive in the manner - "Devadatta is white-complexioned, is tall" 
- this alone is the reaSOD. 

Here because illustrations like Jatyabhasa (misconceptions 
of birth), Chalabhasa (misconceptions of movement)" etc. have 
been mentioned, we should not think that the Karikakara had an 
opinion that a separate Padartha (entity) - really having birth, 
movement, special attributes, being not quiescent and being dual 
- exists. Here from the AvidyakaJpita (conjured up by igno
rance) Vyavahara Drish!i (empirical viewpoint) objects with 
Jatyadi attributes are accepted indeed ; it is true that in tIle , 
Sruti : "The Paramartha Satya becalne both Satya and Asatya" 
- (Tai. 26) it lIas been stated like that also. But when observed 
from the Paramartha Drish!i it has already been shown in the 
Vaitathya Prakara~a that - "All Dvaita like Jaoma etc. is 

, 
really false only" ; tilat too is in accordance witil Snlti teac11ing , 
alone as evidently clear from the Sruti statelnent - "Vikara 
(mutation) is VacharambhaQa (mere an exercise in speecll) and 
it is a mere name ollly" - (eilil. 6-1-4). Hence, although there 
does not at all exist any Vastu ,vith the SvalJhava (essential 
nature) of having real birth, from the Vyavahara Drishti 
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what are seen as if to exist like Jati (birth) etc. are assumed 
to be Upamiina (illustrations) only ; this fact we should 
discern. 

THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF PARAMARTHA CHAITANY A 

In any case, this is certain (detennined) that - "Paramartha 
Vijiiana (the Absolute, Transcendental Reality of Pure Conscious
ness) which is Aja, Achala, Nirdharmaka keeps on appearing just 
like objects having various attributes of Jati (birth) etc. of the 
type - 'He is born, he goes about, he is tall, he is white
complexioned' etc .. " Here the 'Vijiiana' does not mean the 
predicative fonn or nature of aV/areness or consciousness (i.e. at 
the empirical level). Especially the 'Alaya Vijfiana' which the 
Buddhists propound is not at all relevant here. For, in the 
Karika : "Therefore, Chitta is not born at all" - (4-28) - itself 

that has already been refuted ; ~ -;r \illltd f-r.ftll{' - (4-46) - meaning 

- "Thus Chitta is not born" - in the next Karika also it is being 
refuted. Apart from this, because Alaya Vijfiana is of the nature 
of 'Vijiianasant8na' (continuum of objective awareness) which is 
associated with Nitya Avachhinna (perpetually separated, distinct) 

Chalana (movement) - it is not fit to be transacted as ·:qt1I'1iltii( 

(as if moving). If it is questioned - "In that case, why is it here 
in this context Parama"rtha Tattwa (the Absolute, Ultimate Reality 
of Pure Consciousness) is called by the word - 'Vijfiana' 1" -
the answer is : It is· for the purpose of indicating the fact that 
- " As a result of the dispute between the t\vo factions among 
Buddhists, viz. Vijiial18vadins (Idealists) and Bahyarthavadin (Re
alists) the Vijnana~z:ahman alone which is Aja and Advaya is 

established." For this conclusion the 8mti 'fq~fI~"tl44"ill' - (BTi. 
3-9-27) meaning - "Brahman is Vijiiana, and Ananda" - which 
has called Brahman by the word - 'Vijfiana' - is itself' the 
authoritative source. To the question - "What is the Swarupa of 
this Paramartha Vijfiana ?" - the answer is : Since It is devoid 
of Prapaiicha (world of duality) like Jati (birth) etc. It is 'Shanta' 
(quiescent, Blissful) ; since It has never any opposing entity or 
object It is 'Advaya', Pure Consciousness, without anything , 
second to It and non-divisible. For this concillsion - the Srutis 

like : ·rq~II'1'1~~' - (Bp. 2-4-12), meaning - "It is verily a mass, 
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· • f. · f. fii;. · '(Sh h h lump of ConscIousness" ;~&fi<¥1.:t q '"till( - wetas wa ara 
6-19), meaning- "It is devoid of parts, of action, It is peaceful" ; 

C~Cfi~qlr,tft~'C - (Chh. 6-2-1) - meaning - "One alone without 

anything second to It" - etc. are the authoritative sources. 

~ ';f \i1lqa f.q'd~~ 'ftIf at\lll:~: I 
~q~Cf fq\ijI91~ ~ qt1Ri rqq4~ II~ II 

Meaning : "Thus the Chitta is not born, thus the Dharmas 
(beings) are said to be Aja (unborn). Those people who have 
cognized rilltuited) thus only will not fall victims to Viparitajiiana 
(misconception, erroneous knowledge)." 

CONCLUSION OF THE YUKTI THAT CmTTA AND 
CmTTADRISHYA ARE NOT BORN 

Hitherto it was depicted that - "Therefore, Chitta is not 
born' - adopting the Vijfiavadins' yukti, viz. Like the Chittadrishya 
Chitta also is never born at all, is it not so ? By explaining this 
tenet with the help of various reasons and illustrations, it was 
established that Ajati alone is Paramartha (the fmal Absolute 
Truth). In order to conclude that very topic this verse is em
ployed. 

By means of these Yuktis what was previously stated viz. 
"Chitta is never born" - is proved to be correct. By means of 
these very Yuktis - the Brahmajiianis reckon that - "Dharmas, 
meaning Atmans (beings), the Padarthas (objects) which are 
Chittadrishya are verily Ajaswarupas (of the very essence of 
birthlessness) ; for, they are not separate, different from Atma 

Tattwa which is Aja-Advaya." The Srutis like - c~ ~1'1lfit fCfiifif' 

- (Bri. 4-4-19), meaning - "Here there does not exist even the 
least bit of distinction" - etc. which are proclaiming this truth are 
the authoritative sources for this conclusion. Here the word -

'1f'If:' - the plural word 'Dharmas' is used because there are many 

Upadhis (adjuncts) ; even those Upadhis too are really, in the 
Absolute sense, Aja-Advaya-Atman and hence we should discern 
that - "The fact that - 'Atmans are also Aja' - becomes self
established. " 
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THE BENEFIT ACCRUING FROM THE COGNITION OF AJATI 

Those who cognize so as to culminate in their experience 
that this Atmatattwa is in this manner devoid of J anma, of 
Chalana and of Dhannas but is verily of the essential nature of 
Vijiiana (pure Consciousness) which is Shanta, Advaya - tlley 
become capable of llaving given up their Esha1)atraya (the triad 
of attachments, desires) like PutraishaI)8 (attachment to children, 
wife, kith and kin), VittaishaJ)a (attachment to one's assets) and 
LokaishaJ)8 (desire for name and fame or to attain higher regions 
of existence) and they vii! 1 never fall once again in the ocean of 

Avidya. The SlUti : ~ ~ ~: Ci': ~ ~Cficq"l:1q~C(d:t - (Isa 7), 
meaning - "One who has searched out (Intuited) Ekatwa (unity, 
non-dual Self) - there which attacllIDent, which misery possibly 
can exist ?" - is the authoritative source for this conclusion. 

16. ILLUSTRATION FOR THE TEACHING THAT 
JATYADI (i.e. BIRTH etc.) ARE NOT 

ABSOLUTELY REAL 

5It~qSfilrc{4iI~lij'i(1ld(lqf.<ti 1ffH I 

QIUJQleCfiI'1le fl4~I'1{1qf.<d Cffn II~II 

Meaning : "Just as appearing as if to be straight, crooked 
etc. is (merely) the turning or movement of the frrebrand 
(torch), in the same way appearing in the forms of cognizing, 
cognizer is verily the movement of Vijiiana." 

ILLUSTRA TION FOR THE TENET THAT VIJNANA 
(pURE CONSCIOUSNESS) REMAINING AS IT IS, STILL 

APPEARS IN VARIOUS FORl'tIS 

In order to clarify whatever has been taught so far about 
the Paramartha Darshana (Spiritual teachings or philosophy of the 
Absolute Reality of Pure Being-Consciousness) an illustration is 
being given here. Just as a moving, swinging torch or firebrand, 
though it subsists as it is, it appears as if many forms like 
straight, crooked etc. exist in the light, in the same way what 
appears in the various fonns of Vishaya (objects) and Vishayi 
(the subjective consciousness) is verily the movement of the 
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Vijiiana (Pure Consciousness) alone. This so-called, apparent 
movement of this Vijiiana is also verily Avidya1qita (a projection 
brought about by ignorance) ; really speaking, (from the Absolute 
viewpoint) Vijiiana is not at all moving. Vijiiana is 'born' as 
Chitta due to Maya alone, is it not so ? To an entity which is 
absolutely Achala (devoid of movement) how at all can there be 

movement ? This truth has already been stated in the Karika -

c at"llil{1i( - (4-45), meaning - "It is birthless, motionless." 

FOR VImANA VIBRA nON IS NOT THERE 
AS ABSOLUTELY REAL 

But those who affirm that - 'Vijfiana has really a vibration, 
motion which is its essential nature, as also for Paramatman, who 
is of the Vijfianaswarupa, there invariably exists a particular 
power of vibration, motion' - are Bhrantas (deluded people). For, 
if that Spandana (vibration, motion) is Nihsakshika (without a 
Witnessing Principle, Consciousness), then it amounts to saying 
that it has no PramaJ}a (valid means of proof) whatsoever. But 
if it is said that it l1as a Sakshi (Witnessing Principle or Con
sciousness), then it will have to be perforce accepted that that 
Sakshi is always (eternally) devoid of any Spandana whatsoever. 
Even to imagine, conjecture that for the Vijiiana (pure, Absolute 
Consciousness beyond time-space-causation categories and duality 
itself), which is Kutasthanitya (Absolute, eternal) and Sarvasakshi 
(Witnessing Principle of everything) there exists a phenomenon 
of vibration, it is not possible whatsoever, is it not so ? Further, 
to assert in the manner that - "For that Atman, devoid of any 
parts, there exist two parts - one which is of the form of 
Kutasthas akshi , and the other of the form of Its Sakshya (wit
nessed object) which is capable of motion - at one and the same , 
moment of time" - is not tenable in logic. The Srutis like -
"(That Atman) is Nishkala-, Nishkriya and Shanta" -
(Shwetashwatara 6-10) ; "One who is birthless outside and in
side" - (Mtu:lc;laka 2-1-2) ; "That this Atman is Mahanta, Aja, 
Ajara, Amara, Amrita Brahman" - (Bri. 4-4-25) - etc. are repeat
edly proclaiming this Absolute, Transcendental nature of Being 
of this Atman. Therefore, it is not proper to say that for Atman 
who is of Vijfianaswarupa there exists an independent Spal1dana
shakti (power of motion, vibration). In truth, Vijfiana does not at 
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all mean a predicative fonn of consciousness, awareness ; only 
if it is so, we will have to imagine that to that too there exists 
a proclivity, innate nature of motion, is it not so ? Further, it is 
not at all false to say that this Vijfiana is endowed with a 
potential power needed for the creation (birth), sustenance and 

dissolution of the world ; Srutis like - cq(j(04 ltlllbfC:tfCil.q ~t -

(Shweta. 6-2) - etc. meaning - "His Parashakti is said to be 
varied indeed" - are authoritative sources for this statement. 

Therefore, for the Karika expression - ·rq{l11f'4~d'l', meaning -

"The motion of Pure Consciousness" - we have to interpret it 
to mean - "appears as if a motion due to Avidya" - only . 

• 
3tttt~lIl-t'4(rlld'l'1I\1I(11'1\ij ~ I 

3tW"<'ii;J ~ijl"'1'1I'tltl'l;f ~ II'tG II 

Meaning : "Just as a motionless firebrand remains Aja, 
and without appearing in a different fonn of light. in the same 
way the Vijiiana devoid of motion remains A}·a without the 
alien (apparent) forms of appearance." 

ILLUSTRATION FOR THE TENET THAT WHEN AVIDYA IS 
REl\IOVED ADl'AITA (NON-DUALITY) ALONE SUBSISTS 

Although when the firebrand is moving it appears in various 
forms, when it is not being moved it does not appear in various 
forms and remains in its true form as it is, in the .same way 
Vijfiana, in the absence of (disappearance of) Avidya, does not 
appear in the forms of Janma etc. and remains Aja in Its non
dual form as It really is (in Its Absolute, Transcendental Being). 

3t~I~ t'I~tll~ t ';fTS'1I{,1I at;:qM '!rJ: I 
o;rms;:q51 ntW'<lillctUd Arq'lIRl w II~ II 

9J f.1ifdf 3t<f1ldlij ,cqcqlilllqci14Id: I 

fcliill~sN. ~(l'1lijtzUfq~tiJd: 11,,0 II 

Meaning: "When the firebrand is swung round the 
designs of light have not at all come from another source ; 
when it is not swung round neither do they not leave it and 
go to another region or direction, nor do they enter at all into 
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the firebrand. They have not come out of the firebrand ; for, 
they are not real objects. With regard to the Vijfiana also those 
appearances must be existing in a similar maImer; for, their 
being an appearance is a common feature (between tIle two)." 

rq4tJ~ +'4"<"II~ ~ ';ffss'tlel 3i;;qc?1~: I 

-;r ms:ttS1 ~{:q~liI fqijll4 fq$llRi W II~ ~ II 

~ ~lft1lta rcc41I~I,~oqcql'1lqcil.ld: I 

CflI4q;I(OJdl'tICJIC( 1ffflsfq~cll: • W II", ~ II 

Meaning: "When Vijfiana is shaking the appearances 
have not come from another thing ; when it is not shaking 
they do not go to any other region or place away from 
Vijiiana ; neither do they enter into Vijfiana too. TIley have 
not come out of Vijiiana ; for, they 11ave no Vastu Swabhava 
(essential nature of being a Sllbstance) at all. Because there is 
no relationship of cause-effect they are always existing as 
Achintya (inconceivable) only." 

ABHASAS (REFLECTIONS, APPEARANCES) ARE ALWAYS OF 
THE NATURE OF BEING INCONCEIVABLE 

When the firebrand is being swung round many fonns of 
light are seen in it, is it not so ? No one believes that those fonns 
have come from some other object and have entered into the 
firebrand. When the firebrand is not swung round, none of us 
ever thinks that those shapes or forms of light have left it and 
gone somewhere else, nor do we believe that they have entered 
into the firebrand itself. In the same way, when Chaitanyaswarupa 
Atman is appearing in various fonns of not-selves those appear
ances are not born ; nor do they come from somewhere else and 
enter into Atman ; when we decide that Atman is Advitlya alone 
by means of Jiia118 (Intuitive Knowledge) it is not possible .also 
to reckon that they have actually entered into Atman Himself. 
Whether in the case of the illustration or wllether it is in the case 
of the illustrated example of Annan, appearances are always mere 
appearances alone. Tiley have neiuler any resultant effect, nor do 
tlley have any cause ; tllerefore they are verily Achintya, mean
ing, they are mere appearances alone and it is never possible to 
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conceive or conjecture in the manner : "They came from such 
and such a cause ; they gave such and such a fruit ; tiley 
traversed to such and such a region." Just as in the illustration 
although there exists one firebrand alone, in it we, out of a 
deluded vision, imagine things (shapes) which do not exist at all, 
in the same way people themselves (in their deluded A vidya 
state) misconceive the Dvaita that is appearing in Atman and 
are .estioning about it. This Dvaita is neither something 
different from Atman, nor is it in its apparent form Atman , 
also. In the Bhashyas of Shri Satikara these apparent false forms 

are described as : cd~I;:q(qI'4I'ff~cfil;ftlf'{', meaning - "An appear

ance which can neither be determined as that very particular 
thing nor something which can be determined to be other than 
that thing and defined." But tIle present-day Vyakhyana Vedantins 
are affirming that - "They are Anirvachaniya which are Sadasad
vilakshat.ta, meaning - they are Anirvachaniya Bhavas (indefin
able eritities) which can neither be possibly defined, detennined 
as Sat (real) or Asat (unreal)." In any case, it is quite certain 
that they - in the real, Absolute sense - do not exist at all. 

HERE VImANA MEANS 
ADVITIYA CHAIT ANYA ALONE 

The Buddhists too affinn that because the external objects 
are verily Vijiiana (intellectual awareness, consciousness) alone 
they do not possess Gati (going somewhere), Agamana (coming 

from somewhere). 'a:t;lC4ffl '1IN:qlllld -;'f ft1cscsfd -;r iliUfd I qlcUd: cit ~i1tf1Sl2f 
~: \tC"'ld: Ta,( II' - (Bodhi Charyavatara 9-143), meaning - "It 
has not come from somewhere else, does not exist (subsist), does 
not also go anywhere ; what difference is there between Maya 
and this ? Even so, the foolish peo\>le are saying that this is 
real !" - thus they are also saying. Even then, because it has been 
stridently, vociferously stated that - "In this manner Chitta too 
is not born" - (4-46) - thereby Vijfiana is not different from 
Atman who is Aja, Achala and Vijiiapti (the end product of 
Intuitive Knowledge) - that Vijiiana too like the various shapes 
of the firebrand is verily a false appearance - thus we should 
discern. Some people among the Vijfianavadins are saying : 
'Vijiiana itself is born in the fonns of Ballyartha and is having 
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Sarildesha (misery) ; when it gets transfonned into NirvaJ.)arupa 
(liberated state), it attains Vyavadana (disappearance)' - is it not 
so ? By virtue of tllat part of the verse whicll says : "1'hey have 
not come out of Atman who is of the essential nature of VijiJana 
(pure Consciousness)" - these Buddhists' doctrine also stands 
refuted. 

Now, those disputants (among the Buddhists) who are as
suming that for all Dhannas (beings, entities) Shunya (essence
lessness) alone is the Tattwa (Ultimate Reality) and are asserting 
that - "Seen froin whatever viewpoint or aspect, it has no 
Nirodha (suppression), no Utpadana (production), no Agamana 
(coming), no Nirgamana (going)" - quite contrary to universal 
experience, are saying so on the basis of dry, vain logic that all 
those things do not exist ; such people are, in fact, like (the 
idiots) who are trying to box the empty space and hence they 
have no access to an entry whatsoever into the purport of this 
Karika, so to speak. Therefore, we should never doubt that in this 
teaching of Vedanta the doctrinaire logical theory of these oppo
nents - WllO are outside the purview of the Vedic teachings 
(Vedabahya), which is devoid of Yukti and Nishprayojana (totally 
without any lasting benefit) - is mixed up or interpolated. On the 
contrary, Shri GauQapadachaya - in the true Veda~tic traditions 
- has ta)lght : "The external objects are all Achintya (inconceiv
able) ; they are imagined (misconceived) in Atman who is Advaita
Vijfianaswarupa ; it is not possible to say whether they are 
Tattwa (Atman Himself who is the Absolute, Transcendental 
Reality) or Anyatwa (something other than Atman). Hence, if 
they are observed from the Paramartha Drishti, they do not have 
any relationship whatsoever of Janya (that \vhich is produced) 
and lanaka (that agent which produces or callses the birth) 
between them ; they are mere appearances of the various shapes 
of light of the rotating firebrand as if they are straight or 
crooked. " Those who realize this truth attain the fruit of 
establishing thelnsel yes as Paramatmaswarupa alone which is 
Nityashuddhabuddhamukta V ijiianatnlan. 

~ ~oq{4"l1: t41C{~~~{4"~ til 

,oq(q,,;:q~lcit lU f4ttfUli ~qqEld II"~ II 
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Meaning : "One substance may be the cause for another 
substance ; one thing may be the cause for another. But to say 
that Dharmas (beings, souls) are either Dravya or different 
from another is not tenable." 

THE CAUSE-EFFECT RELATIONSmp IN THE ABSOLUTE 
SENSE IS NOT TENABLE 

-Atman is of the essential nature of mere Vijfiana (Pure 
Consciousness) which is Aja, Advaya and Kutastha. In Him 
Chitta, the Dharmas (objects, entities) of the forms like Jlva etc. 
are misconceived ; they are merely A vidyaspandana (vibrations 
due to ignorance). Just as in a swinging firebrand the various 
shapes of light like straight, crooked etc. are seen, these Dhannas 
too seen in Atman are verily false appearances. It is being 
established that there does not exist any Karya-KaraIJ.abhava 
whatsoever between them. To say that there exists a cause-effect 
relationship between them is opposed to Yukti indeed - this fact 
is being proved now. 

Those who assert that between Chitta and Dharmas there 
exists a Kar)7a-KaraQabhava - according to their teaching also 
one Dravya (substance) may be the cause for another; for the 
word 'Dravya' here the meaning is : 'A really existing Vastu or 

entity.' In the previous verse, because the expression - c~oqcql'tlctcflcld:t 

(because Dravyatwa or substantiality is not tenable) - has been 
used. we have to perforce determine that for the word 'Dravya' 
this above meaning alone is apt. In any case, the KaryakaraJ)avadins 
(disputants who champion the cause of cause-effect theory) also 
have accepted that - "Dravya alone - really that which is an 
existing entity (Vastu) - may possibly be a cause for another 
Dravya, but anything which is Adravya (non-substantial), A vastu 
(that which is not a Vastu), can never be a cause for something 
which is not a Vastu." It is true that from a really existing Vastu 
like a rope etc. an Avastu like a snake etc. is 'born' ; but in 
that example, there is no real cause-effect relationship at all. 
Hence, it is seen in our workaday world that - "A real entity 
alone should necessarily be the cause for a real entity." In the 
same way, "The cause is separate. The effect has necessarily to 
be separate from it ; a thing cannot itself be the cause for 
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itself' - thus it is acknowledged by the Paramartha-Karya-Karat:ta
vadins. For a cause like a seed there Sl10uld be another thing like 
a sprout which is separate as a Karya (effect) - thus it is seen 
in our empirical world of transactions ; no one ever accepts that 
- "For a seed the seed alone is the cause; for a sprout the sprout 
alone is the cause" - is it not so ? 

But whether it is the Jivas or other Dharmas (objects) - to 
say tllat they are Dravyas is not tenable. For, they are - just like 
the various shapes of light seen when a firebrand is swung round 
- mere false appearances alone. Therefore, they are neither Dravyas 
nor are they anything separate from the Chitta. Even the 
Vijiianavadins do not accept tllat - "The imagined things like a 
snake, a streak of water etc. in a rope - just as the buffalo is 
different from a horse - are different from one another" - is it 
not so ? In the same way, any Dhanna which is the vibration 
or motion of A vidya is not a Vastu ; Dllarmas - whatever they 
may be - among themselves are also not different from one 
another. They are also not different from Chitta. Therefore, tIle 
Karyakar81)abhava (relationship of cause-effect) is not at all ten
able. 

(Objection) : Are you saying that Vijfiana is Shanta, 
Advaya, as also that alone is Atman ? From that all else is 
caused, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : True. But why we call that Vijfiana, known as 
Atman - 'Dravya' - is for the purpose of indicating the truth that 
- 'Although it is not a Dravya, when compared to the Dhannas 
which the people have imagined (misconceived) to be Dravya, 
tilat alone is the real Vastu.' That is all and not that Atman is 
really (i.e. in the Absolute sense) a Dravya at all. Let it be. Thus 
Atman Himself who is said to be relatively a Dravya is verily 
everything ; He is neither tIle cause for anything that is separate 
or different from Him nor an effect. For that reason alone tIle 

Sruti defmes Atmatattwa as c3{'l4'l'14Q(' - meaning, "For Atmatattwa 
there is neither a prior nor a posterior." Hence, because there" is 
no cause-effect relationship whatsoever, Abhasas (reflections, 
appearances) are always Achintya (inconceivable) - (4-52) - tlluS 
what we had said is itself correct. 
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17. BY MEANS OF THE CONVICTION THAT 
THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP OF CAUSE-EFFECT 
DELIVERANCE FROM S.4MSARA (TRANSMIGRA

TORY EXISTENCE) ACCRUES 

~ lJ F.q~\JI1 iI'4~=ti m -;r ~rf\i1~ I 
~ ~gq;etl~lra Rfq:tIRl Ii;f\n.or: II~~II 

Meaning: "Thus neither Dhannas are born from Chitta, 
nor the Chitta is born from Dharmas. In this manner those 
who are Vivekins will imbibe (cognize, realize) the teaching 
that Hetu-Phalas are never born at all." 

HOW COME THE TEACIDNG THAT BETWEEN CIDTTA AND 
DHARMA AND ADHARl"\1A THERE IS NO CAUSE-EFFECT 

RELATIONSHIP ? 

Thus because - (a) the birth etc. of Abhasas (reflections) are 
mere appearances, (b) Atman is Sarvananyaswarupa (of the es
sential nature of everytlling) ; (c) apart from Hinl there is no 
Paramarthavastu (Absolute Entity or Reality) whatsoever - to say 
that He is the 'cause' is untenable. Therefore, it is not possible 
for the Chitta (mind) itself which the common run of people have 
assumed (misconceived) to be the adjunct of the J[va (transmi
gratory soul) to be born; for, it is not separate from Atmac]laitanya 
(Pure Consciousness of the Self) at all. Thus it is evolved. For 
that reason alone, from the Chitta - the Dharmas - meaning, the 
external phenomena, are not born at all ; the Chitta too is not 
born from those external objects (reflections or appearances). In 
fact, all Dharrnas (phenomena) are verily the mere Abhasa (ap
pearances) of Atmavijilanaswarupa (the essential nature of Pure 
Consciousness of the Self). No one believes or thinks that either 
the silver Wllich is the mere appearance of sea-shell is born from 
the snake which is the mere appearance of a rope, or the rope
snake is born from the nacre-silver - is it not so ? 

In the past it was stated that - "Thus the Chitta is not born" 
(4-46) because the Chitta, wllich the Vijnanavadin has accepted, 
is not seen apart from Atman. Whereas here, the special feature 
is : Even if we agree to the methodology of those who have 
assumed that - "The relationship between cause and effect cat-
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egories is Paramartha (absolutely real)" - we have demonstrated 
- on the strength of Yukti of the type - "Because Chitta etc. are 
Adravya and they are not different from one another - there is 
no cause-effect relationship atnong them" - the truth that - "Nei
ther from the Chitta the external Dhannas (phenomena) are born, 
nor from the external Dhannas the Chitta is bom~" 

THE BENEFIT THAT ACCRUES IF ONE DISCERNS THAT 
CHITTA ETC. ARE NOT BORN 

Thus by virtue of discerning this truth that for Chitta etc. 
there is no cause-effect relationship, those who are Jfianis - for 
this reason only - enter into the Intuitive realization of this 
profound teaching that - "Neither from a Hetu (cause), which is 
of the form Or nature of Dharma or A dll arm a , the body which 
is the Phala (resultant effect), nor from tilat body the Dharma or 
Adharma phenomena are born" ; to wit, they cognize the truth 
that - "In Atman these Hetu-Phala do not exist whatsoever." 

lflqtgq;<:1I~ ~lt<lIqt~q;<ffi~q: I 

~ ~gCfi<:1I~~ :tlf?d ,gq;<ffi\<:q: II~~II 

Meaning: "As long as the influence of Hetu-Phala 
exists, these Hetu-Phalas are being born ; if the influence of 
Hetu-Phala dies out, Hetu-Phalas are not born." 

FOR THE BIRTH OF HETU-PHALA ABHINIVESHA 
(AFFINITY OR DETERMINATION) 

ALONE IS THE CAUSE 

Here in this Karika answers to the following questions have 
been given : (a) Those, who without having this liiana (Self
Knowledge) are having Mithyabhimana (false pride) of the type 
that - "Hetu-Phalas are really existing" - to such people what 
hann is caused ? (b) But if that Mithyabhimana is not there, tllen 
what benefit accrues? To entertain an Abllimana (misconception 
of the type) - "I have Hetus (the causes) of the type of Dharma 
(merits) and Adharma (demerits). Performing these Dllannas and 
Adharmas, in due course of time I am born in a particular species 
of creatures and then I enjoy the fruits of those merits and 
demerits" - is itself called 'Hetuphalavesha.' As long as a 
person misconceives this Hetuphalavesha in Atman and possesses 
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that kind of a mind, these Hetu-Phalas ,viiI be incessantly born 
in 11im - to wit, perfonning acts of merit or demerit and expe
riencing or enjoying their respective fruits - this attitude will 
continuously, without any break, proceed. But if this Abhinivesha 
is got rid of or given up - just like a person who is possessed 
by an evil star or force is relieved of that evil by tile strength 
of Mantra (Vedic 11ymn) or llerbal medicine - if this deep-seated 
misconception of the mind is exercised away by Tattwajfiana -
then the birth or generation of Hetu-Pllala will not occur any-

more, as stated in the Smti'~ ~ !luqql~ ~ f.tt",:j: q(q 

<QIUlt1~fa' - (Mul).Qaka 3-1-3), meaning - "Then to the Jiiani these 

PUIJ.ya (merit) and Papa (demerit) do not taint or touch at all ; 
there will occur Paramasamya (suprelne similarity, identi~cation) 
between him and Paramatman indeed." 

c:uqiYCh<tllalll: ijel(t<tIC1GIlid : I 

~ ~sq;(1I~" ijtU< ~ AqfJCt II~~II 

Meaning : "As long as Hetuphalavesha exists, the trans
migratory existence is spreading out. When the Hetuphalavesha 
wears out, one does not acquire Sarpsara. For, then D!lanna
Adhannas which are tIle cause for Samsara do not exist at . 
all. " 

THE EXTINCTION OF ABHIMANA (VAIN PRIDE, FALSE 
IDENTIFICATION) OF THE FORM OF - 'I AM 
KARTRU-BHOKl RURUP A' IS ITSELF MOKSHA . . 

(LIBERATION, BEATITUDE) 

As long as the Abhimana (vain pride, misconception) of the 
type - "I am of the essential nature of experiencing the fruits of 
Dharma-Adharma after I perfonn them" - exists in one till such 
tilne the Samsara has spread out its ramifications. The moment 
this Abllimana gets extinct, or disappears, there is no acquisition 
whatsoever of Samsara ; only if there is the cause the effect 
exists, is it not so ? Therefore, in order to get rid of this 
untenable (wrong) belief completely a person who is discrimina
tive in his approach to life should necessarily acquire Aja-Advaya
Atmavidya. 
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18. JANMA-NASHA (BIRTH-DESTRUCTION) 
ARE VERILY AVIDYAKA (PRODUCTS OF 

IGNORANCE) 

~,flIl GJllI~ trCtww .. 1m. t;rt I 
ij~la"f 1Fii ij4!fC8~~"f "ilrnt t II~"II 
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Meaning: "From the viewpoint of Sarpvriti (empirical 
transactions carried out due to A vidya) everything is born ; 
therefore, there is nothing like Shashwata (eternal). From 
the Paramartha Drishti (viewpoint of the Transcendental, 
Absolute Reality beyolld time-space concepts) everything is 
Aja (birthless) alone ; from It there is nothing like Uccheda 
(extirpation, destruction) at all." 

JATI IS AVIDYAKA ; AJArCI IS PARAMARTHA 

(Doubt) : Even after stating that apart from Atman, who is 
Aja there does not exist anything whatsoever, you are mentioning 
that both Hetu-Phalas and Salnsara have Utpatti (birth) ! Is it not 
a contradiction of wllat you said first and later ? 

(Solution) : There is no defect whatsoever in this. To 
wit : From the viewpoint of Sal11vpti - meaning from the stand 
point of empirical transactions which are Avidyakalpita - every
thing is being born ; from this Avidyadrisllti, there is no entity 
whatsoever which is Shashwata (eternal). TllUS because from the 
Avidyavyavallara Dris1lli there is nothing like Shashwata, we said 
tilat - "As long as this Hetu-Phalaveslla exists Samsara has its 
ramifications." But when we observe from the Paramartlla Drishti, 
this Vishwa itself is Aja (unborn) ; therefore, Jatj (being born) 
- is itself not there at all. Hence, observed fronl tilat Paramartha 
Drishti, Hetu, Phala etc. - for none of tllem there is any destruc
tion whatsoever. Therefore, our mentioning Utpattinasha for Salnsara 
is not opposed to Ajativada. 

HOW COME THIS DIVISION (DISTINCTION) OF SAl\1V~ITI 
AND PARAMARTHASATYA ? 

Here 'Vc{fcf' means 'tile empirical transaction witll regard to 

'Avidya', - 'tifQtta ijq"iVIEI~ q{"lefd=(q'i~lIl', meaning - 'Tllat thing 
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which has concealed, hidden the Paramartha - that is Sarpvriti'. 
When we examine and observe from the Paramartha Drishti -
although everything is Brahman which is Aja, by virtue of, or 
due to, Sarpvriti - meaning - because from the viewpliint of 
Vyavallara which is itself projected by Avidya It appears as 
though It has split up into the forms of Pramatru (cognizer), 
Pramal)a (means of cognition), Prameya (cognized object) etc. -
it amounts to saying that there exists an apparent 'concealment' 
of Its essential nature. Further, because for such people having 
or entertaining this Drishti of Saqtvriti this Bahya Drishti 
alone (i.e. extroverted viewpoint) exists, there is an apparent 
impediment of the forms of Ajiiana, Sal!1shaya and l\tithyajiiana 
with regard to Brahmajiiana which is one's inner Atntan ; 
therefore, they do not get, attain Brahmajiiana. 

Buddhists too have acknowledged 'Sal!1vritisatya' and 

'Paramarthasatya' - such two kinds of realities. '~m 

tl5qlr~ ~4I~i f4~~I~1 I cffiCfiij~Jdijt'i -:r{ ~ ~ q{'1ltIa :t_ (Madhyamika 
Kariki 24-8, Vritti p. 180) - thus alone says Nagarjuna Kariki 
- meaning - "Relying on two kinds of Satyas (realities), Bud
dhists are preaching Dharma ; they are - Lokasarpvritisatya, 
Paramarthasatya." But the reason that they have adduced for 
dividing Satya in this manner is quite a different one altogether. 
Chandraldrti who has written a commentary on this, explains it 
thus: 

(i) 'Sarpvriti' means - 'that which is hidden all around' ; 
Ajfiana conceals the Tattwa (essential nature of Being) of all 
Padarthas (obj eets, entities) ; therefore, it is called 'Sarpvriti'. 
(ii) One thing beillg born from another thing, meaning, one thing 
depending on another is itself 'SaqJ.vriti' - thus also we may 
say; Of, in the alternative - (iii) 'Sarpvriti' means, Samketaha (an 
indication, sign, allusion), the empirical transaction Vyavahara of 
Abhidhana (name) and Abhidheya (named object), Jfiana-Jiieya-
Vyavahara (transaction of knowledge and object of knowledge) 
- etc. such Lokavyavahara (workaday or empirical transactions) 
- we may also describe it like this' - (Madh. VIi. p. 180). It is 
their doctrine that - "Without assuming Abhidhana-Abhidheya
Vyavahara as Paramartha (absolutely real) it is not possible to 
teach Paramartha (the Absolute Reality), as also if It is not taught 
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it is not possible for anyone to cognize, know It - keeping, 
assuming Lokasalllvriti as a device alone the Paralnartha is in
structed." - (Madh. Ka. 24-10, VIi. p. 181) ; it is called 'Sarpvpti', 
because it is 'Yuktibadllya' (that which is sublated by a device, 
or it is something which is sublated by means of Anllbha va 
(Intuitive Experience) of Yogis. Here 'Yukti' means 'Pratitya 
Samutpada' (dependent origination) ; that alone is the Prarna.IJ.8 
(valid proo±) for Shunyata (essencelessness). Further - 110W it is 

'Anubhavabadhyatwa' ? To wit: 'u lIr~ ~ cnnlt'1l4; .... Ism I 
illQ{~ ~1fq~~OI cnfil~s(~:fa~m::' - (Bodhicharyavatara 9-4) - [This 
sentence is quoted by Prof. T.R.V. Murthy, in his "The Central 
Philosophy of Buddhism"] - meaning - "The belief of PralqitajaLlaha 
(materialistic, extroverted people) is sublated by the Yogic 
Anubl1ava (experience of the Yogis) ; because the experiences of 
those Yogis too are of various grades, the higher-grade experi ... 
ences sublate the lower-grade experiences." Thus if we accept 
tIle teaching (doctrine) that one's experience, then cancels or 
strikes down another's experience on the strength of which 
Anuhhava can we possibly strike down and arrive at the 
decision as to who are the best among the Yogis with the 
highest Anubhava ? Howat all can we have a guarantee that 
that particular Anubhava is of the final order ? 

On the other hand, in our Vedanta Siddhanta how is this 
Samvriti Paramartha Viveka ? The answer is : From the . . 
waking viewpoint to imagine Pramatrutwa (cognizersllip, 'I' notion) 
in Annan as also the PramaQ.a-Prameya etc. Vyavahara which 
depends upon that Pramatrutwa is 'Sarpvriti.' This Sarpvpti is 
misconceived due to Avidya. A vidya means a misconceived 
(deep-seated) belief born out of mixing up Atman who is real and , 
Anatman which is unreal. Slrri Satikara has explained in detail 
in his Sutra Bhashya that - "All the Sarpvriti which is of the 
fonn or nature of Vyavallara is verily Avidyakalpita." On the 
contrary, Paramarthasatya means - 'though the Avasthas like 
Jagrat are leaving out one another, quite distinct from all of them 
that Rea!ity Wllich exists in one and the same essence of Pure 
Being and Wllich is Sarvasiikshi (the Witnessing Principle of 
everything) is Atman alone. "The Vyavaharas (empirical trans
actions) of the type of PramaJ.la-Prameya-Vyavahara etc. which 
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are Avjdyakrita (projected by, conjured up by Avidya or 
ignorance) are called 'Sa~vritisatya', because they are not 
sublated as long as this Paramarthasatya is cognized or In
tuited, and not because they are sublated either by mere 
Yukt; (reasoning) or by the Anubhava of Yogis. Here the 
salient, special feature that is pointed out is : What the 
Buddhists call 'Samvriti' as that Yukti as well as Anubhava . . 
is verily that Sarpvriti which is included or comes within the 
purview of Vyavahara - Avidyaka (a product of Avidya) 
alone." 

WHAT EXACTL Y IS IT REFUTED IN THIS VERSE ? 

Here we have to discern dlat : 'iQ4i:la:t ,'iittr{i( - (From the 

viewpoint of the Paramartha everything is Aja alone) - by this 
sentence, having indicated the truth that - "Everytlling is Nitya 
(eternal)" - merely Uccheda (destruction) alone is not sublated ; 
on tIle other hand, it has been pointed out that when observed 
from the Paramartha Drishti both 'Shashwatatwa' and 'Ucchedatwa' . . 
do not exist at all. For, in Atman who is of the essential nature 
of Prajiianaghana (a sheer mass of Pure Consciousness) there is 
no possibility or scope whatsoever for any kind of VikaJpas 
(extrelne imaginations, misconceptions) like Nityatwa (etemality) 
etc. For tllat reason alone, in tlle epic 'Mahabharata' it has been 

stated that fa:;i~~iQl ~'Irta 'tlq~bQl ';f rt4fla:' - (Moksha Dllarma 

219-6) - meaning - "Here it does not culminate either in eradi
cation, extinction, or in existence." If it is asked: "In this Karika 
it appears as though 'Nityatwa' is accepted by the expression -
'Everything is Aja alone' - is it not so ?" - the answer is : It 
is stated like that only to sublate Janma which is imagined, 
misconceived due to SaIpvriti, and not to indicate that in Atman 
there exists another Dharma (special attribute) called 'Ajatwa'. 

This fact will be clarified later on in the Karika - aaJ\iJ: iih~dij1f1'11' 

- (4-74). Therefore, nothing contrary to our Siddhanta has been 
stated here at all. Since it has been mentioned that - "Due to 
Sarpvriti everything is born" - it should not be misunderstood or 
misinterpreted that it has been accepted here that everything is 
really born indeed ; on the otller 11and, it should be discerned that 
whatever objects or phenomena seem to be born - all tllose are 
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'born' due to Sal11vpti - thus first it should be assumed by way 
of superimposition - and then by way of rescission, it is taugqt 
that - "Nothing whatsoever is Shash"'ata (eternal). Hence, the 
real purport behind this half verse is : "From tile Paramartha 

D[ishti, Atmaikatwa (unity - non-duality - of Atman) alone 
exists ; It is devoid of Uccheda but It is 'Shashwata' ; but 
from the point of view of SalJlvriti Uccheda as well as 
Shashwata - both exist." 

'Af 1f 1ftr \il11I.a ~lIlt.a a ~ d~d: I 
\it ... 'i141 q4 ~ lIT"" '11'11 ";f rC4fJ~ II", II 

Meaning : "Those Dharmas which thus are born, they 
are not born really. Their Janma is analogous to Maya; that 
Maya too does not exist." 

SA~TIKAJANMA (EMPIRICAL BIRTH DUE TO AVIDYA) 
IS MAYOPAMA (SIMILAR TO ILLUSION) 

Atmans (beings, Jivas), external Vastus - these Dhannas 
(phenomena, beings) are believed to be born by the ignorant 
people, is it not so ? How are those Dharmas born ? They are 
born due to Samvriti alone but not in reality at all. 'Those beings 
or objects are born due to Samvriti' - this statemel1t also signifies 
that they are Mayopama, meaning - 'Just as Ma}'a (illusion) is 
born' ; 'just as objects or phenomena are born due to Maya 
(illusion), in the same way these are born' - this is implied here. 
Because it is stated - "The birth of those Dhannas is - 'just like 
the birth due to Maya' or 'just like Maya itself is born' - brought 
about" - it should not be imagined, reckoned that 'Maya' is a 
really existing entity ; that phenomenon of 'Mt1ya' also is some
thing non-existent ; 'Maya' is a name given to something that 
does not exist at all. Therefore, Janma - just like Maya (magical 
act, illusion) - meaning just as Maya is not really existing - in 
the same way - the intended purport here is that - 'The 
Janma of Dharmas (beings) is really not existing' - alone and 
not that - 'Due to a particular cause called - Maya - they are 
(really) born' - at all. This truth should be discerned here. 

IICQI'1lttl'1ttl( ift\illC( \illq~ d;qcil~Q(: I 

~f.rc;q)-.r ilt"~ a,;;iI! ciI'i1"t1 II~'II 
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Meaning : "Just as from a totally illusory (Mayamaya) 
seed a totally illusory sprout is born, and just as that is not 
Nitya (eternal) as also not destructible, similarly we should 
make this illustration applicable to Dharmas and comprehend 
the intended purport." 

MAYAJANMA REALLY MEANS AJANMA ALONE 

If a question of the type - "In that case, how could it be 
said that the Janma of those Dharmas is Mayopama (analogous 
to an illusion) ?" - is raised, then the following answer is 
given: From a seed - whicll is Mayamaya (completely illusory) 
and has as its very essence lTiere appearance alone - a sprout, 
which is also Mayamaya, is born, is it not so ? Btlt the Janmadi 
(birth, growth etc.) of that sprout are not real entities at all. For 
that reason alone, that sprout is neitlle-; Nitya nor destructible 
also ; for, it is an Avastu (non-entity), is it not so ? That which 
is A vastu cannot possibly be said to be either eterr.al or destruct
ible, is it not so ? In the same way, we should understand the 
Janma and Nasha of all Dharmas ; the purport here is : It cannot 
be said justifiably that they too really have either Janma or 
Nasha. For, everythillg is verily mere Maya, conjured up by 
Avidya, which is quite natural . 

• ~ tffir q; a:q)~: "",va) en cti'l ~ I (4'tlcUC( qd'tI~5 w.f~ 

~: II- - (Moksha Dharma 259-41) - meaning - "If all Dhannas 
are tlluS existing by virtue of that cause alone called 'Swabhava' 
(essential nature), to say there is extinction for them too - which 
is that ? Which is, then, the thing that is Shashwata" ? - this 

sentence of Moksha Dharma text affinns this truth alone. 

"Shashwatavada" means, the doctrine of the cause being 
eternal ; "Uccheda~ada" means, the doctrine that the cause gets 
destroyed - refuting both these doctrines by means Yukti (reason
ing) is the Buddhistic Siddhanta (Philosophy of Buddhism). 
Because everything is verily Aja-Advaya-Atman, to prove by 
means of Yukti as well as Anubhava that "In Atman both these 
'Shashwata' and 'Uccheda' are mere conjectures, misconcep
tions" - is Vedanta Siddhanta. In order to signify this truth 
alone here the Buddhistic technical terms of 'Shashwata', 'Uccheda' 
are themselves being used - thus we should discern. 
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19. WHEN OBSERVED FROM PARAMARTHA 
DRISHTI THE DVAITA PHENOMENON . . 

IS NOT PERCEPTIBLE TO V AK (SPEECH) 
AND MANAS (MIND) 

~ ~tNif~lIT"dlltll"dlf\t'U I 
~qvd';f~ rq~CfiRl" ~1:aq~ II~oll 
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Meaning: "Whatever Dharmas there are, which are 
Aja - in them there are no 'Shashwata' or 'Ashashwata' 
concepts. Where there are no categories or concepts (words), 
there Villeka (discrimination) is not recommended." 

DHARMAS ARE REALLY BEYOND THE 
PURVIEW OF SPEECH 

If observed from tIle Paramartha Drishti in all Dhannas -. . 
which are eternal, of one and the same essence of Chaitanya or 
Pure Consciousness and Aja with regard to Atmans and the 
external objects - it is not proper, reasonable to say that either 
they are Shashwata or Ashashwata. Where there are no words or 
concepts available whatsoever to name, there the distinctions like 
Nitya and Anitya cannot possibly be stated; for, in Aja Atman 
there are no special features whatsoever. Previously in 4-58 it 
was stated that - 'Dharmas in their apparent' forms, their birth is 
like a Maya Janma ; it is not possible to say whether they are 
Nitya or Anitya' ; but in this Karika it is being stated that -
"Because from the Tattwa Drishti - (a) they do not exist apart 
from Aja Atlnan ; (b) in the essential nature of Pure Being of 
Aja Atman they do not possess any special features whatsoever" 
- they are not objects for Vak (speech). 

Here the expression - 'quJf ";f qa.a' (words are not capable 

of indicating them) - has been mentioned as a UpalakshaI.1a 
(implication of something in addition, synecdoclle) only ; by this , 
implication, we should include the mind also ; for, the Sruti -
"Without objectifying (signifying) Brahman the words as well as 
the mind return" (Taittirlya 2-9) - is stating thus. 

~~ &41'tlti fqW oqt1fa '11441 I 

Cf'.IT "II Q&lIl'ilij m oqt1Rt '11441 II~ ~ I 
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• • • 
Of~'''''11 ~ ,~n"llij N ~14I" ..... ij~lll"""'q: II~ ~ II 

Meaning : "Just as in the dream the Chitta is shaking 
(vibrating) as if it is dual due to Maya, in the same way in 
the waking too the Chitta is sllaking as if it is dual due to 
Maya. There is no doubt with regard to the fact that in the 
dream the Chitta (itself) being Advaya alone appears as if it 
is dual ; in the same way, in the waking too it being Advaya 
only (the Chitta) appears as if it is dual - there is no doubt." 

DHAR~IAS BEING OBJ"ECTS TO VAK AND 
MANAS IS MAYlKA (ILLUSORY) 

(Objection) : The statement til at - 'TIle speech and the 
mind cannot possibly objectify Dharmas' - is opposed to Pratyaksha 
(perceptual knowledge, experience), is it not so ? The fact that 
people are objectifying them by means of speech as well as the 
mind and expressing in the manner - "This is Satya ; this is 
Anrita" ; "This is Shashwata ; this is Ashashwata" - is percep
tible, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : We have stated that - "All tllese are - from 
the Paramartha Drishti - Aja-Advaya Atman only ; if this truth 
is remembered, then it will not be possible to indicate them after 
discrimination either by the speech (words) or the mind." Really 
speaking, although all of them are mere Advaya Vijfiana alone, 
it is seen in our empirical transactions that they are objectified, 
is it not so ? - this is nothing but the objectification of their 
appearance ; and they are thus appearing because the Chitta is 
vibrating due to Maya. For tllis the illustration of the dream is 
adduced in the Karika. 

Previously in 4-49 it was stated : "Both the seed and the . 
sprout are MaySmaya (totally illusory)" - that was said from the 
viewpoint that - "Those who are witnessing the Maya are also 
knowing, cognizing them at the moment of their appearance 
only." In fact, that seed-sprout seen is neither Nitya nor does it 
get destroyed - thus it was mentioned. For those onlookers who 
are seeing the various phenomena like the seed-sprout etc. which 
the Mayavin (magician) is showing (projecting) merely as a 
pastime, pleasant recreation, there is no abiding interest in delib-
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erating upon questions like - "Whether those seed-sprout etc. are 
Nitya or Anitya ?" - is it not so ? Thinking in tIle manner that 
- "All this is verily Maya; neither they are Nitya nor are they 
destructible" - alone, they (i.e. onlookers) are indifferent towards 
that question, is it not so ? But, in the dream though tIle Chitta 
is invariably vibrating illusorily, the cognition of the truth that -
"All this is verily 11aya" - does not occur to anyone whosoever 
during that period of the dream ; the Dhannas that exist therein 
are verily objects for Shabdapratyaya (the concepts projected by 
the words) of the type - 'Shashwata, Ashashwata' - this is the 
special feature in this case. Just as in the case of Tattwa, which 
is verily Advaya, It is appearing as if It is Dvaya due to Maya, 
and even so during that time those Dhannas therein are invari
ably objects for Yak and Manas - in the same way it is so in 
the waking too ; thus a similarity between the illustration of the 
dream and the illustrated example of the wakL1Jg is pointed out. 
These very same verses are also mentioned in the Advaita 
Prakara.,a also; (Therein, instead of the word 'Chitta' the word 
'Manaha' has been used, that is all). There, in that context, they 
were stated in order to establish by means of Y ukti the teaching 
that - "For a Sadvastu there may be a Jannla due to Maya" ; 
but here the special feature of these verses is to prove the fact 
that - "Even the objects which are created, projected by Maya 
may become objects for the speech and the mind." Tllis point is 
to be discerned. 

20. AI~L DUALITY IS NON-DIFFERENT 
FROM CHAIT ANYA 

~"ICi1? Roqq ~ ~ t ~ Mdl"(1 

atU6~11. ~~\ifI1. cnsftr 41C1I"(Q1lllftrlJJ1.1fCU 1I~111 

(OCSI"IcfcMiICi!!flll«l ';{ fqc.a 'ffiJ: 1t1i I 
lrtIT "d~ctq a~ (OCSI "IcfcM =ai'i 15lI~ II~ 'It II 

oqfiNlli,M "fIliI\! t ~ «i1 dl"(1 

alU'iNfI"( ~~"f'"(cnsftr f'ilql"( Q1lctfd tff~tI~f II~~II 
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\il1~~ijlOuftcntd":t FqE1:ti CRI: 1ftl~ I 

ct'lT d~4~a~ \il1i4dNil=arlisq~ II~ ~ II 

Meaning: "One who sees the dream wanders about in 
the dream and is seeing A1)gajas (creatures born out of eggs), 
Swedajas (born out of warm vapour or sweat, like insects) 
existing in all the ten directions and whatever creatures he is 
seeing always - all of them are objects for the dreamer's 
Chitta alone ; they are not existing apart from it. In the same 
way, the Chitta also of this dreamer is seen by him only. One 
who is running about in the waking is seeing either creatures 
born out of eggs or insects born out of sweat in all the ten 
different directions as also whatever creatures he is seeing 
always - all of them are objects for the waking person's Chitta 
alone; they are not existing separate from it. Similarly, it has 
to be accepted that the Chitta of these waking persons is verily 
an object to the respective waking person alone." 

THE DUALITY THAT IS AN OBJECT FOR VYAVAHARA IS 
NOT DIFFERENT FROM CHAITANYA (pURE CONSCIOUSNESS) 

It has already been stated that - "The duality that is object 
for the transactions of speech and mind is not Paramartha 
(Absolutely real) ; because it is Chittaspandana (vibration of the 
mind) it is verily Maya." That Chitta too - because it is not 
existing in the Absolute sense, it amounts to saying that all 
duality is verily Asat (false, unreal). Thus it has been concluCted 
here. 

All the Jlvas who are seen by one who is carrying out the 
transactions in the dream, are invariably perceived by his Chitta 
alone. Therefore, apart from that Chitta those creatures do not 
exist at' all ; the fact that - "The Chitta itself is imagined 
(misconceived) in the various forms of Jlvas etc. seen in the 
dream" - is known to everyone. Apart from this, that Svapnachitta 
(mind of the dream) also does not at all exist by itself apart from 
the dreamer. In the same way, it is reasonable to accept the 
proposition that all the Jivas also seen in the waking do not exist 
apart from the waking person. 

What was previously stated viz. : "Therefore, Chitta is not 
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born" - (4-28) - that teaching alone is strengthened by a proper 
cause. Because the Chitta of the \vaking person does not at all 
exist by itself apart from his Atman, really it is not born at 
all ; by means of the very Yukti, which the Buddhist has 
acknowledged to say : "Apart from Chitta the Chittadrishya 
does not exist" - it becomes established that - "Apart from 
Atlnan who illumines the Chitta even that Chitta also does 
not exist" ; thus this truth is clarified here. It has already been 
demonstrated in the Vaitathya Prakaral}.a that - (a) "Waking, 
dream - the Atman who illumines both these is one and the 
same" as also - (b) "There is no Vailaksh8l)ya (distinction) 
whatsoever between waking and dream" ; adding those teachings 
also here, the seeker should discern the teaching that - "Atman 
who illumines both these states of Consciousness is alone 
(unitarily, non-dually) Paramartha (Absolutely real)." 

~ tI;:q1W4Ci~4 W fcti d~t<flFt1 ~~ I 
\¥!_oll'l~!lt:t4 (1;qd~C4 ~ 11~\911 

Meaning: "Both of tllem are objects for each other. We 
are not saying as to which is existing. Both are devoid of 
Laksha1)as (hallmarks, signs) ; by that Buddhi (intellect) alone 
(this truth) is cognized." 

THE EXISTENCE OF CHITTA ~nND) AND CHETYA 
(OBJECT CONCEIVED BY THE MIND) IS RELATIVE 

(Objection) : Why should we accept that the Chitta by 
itself is not separate from one who sees, perceives ? That which 
cognizes the external Dharmas (beings, objects) is itself the 
Chitta - thus only it can be stated, is it not so ? 

(Solution) :. Our answer to this is : Apart from the seer or 
perceiver the Chitta by itself, independently cannot at all be 
established. For, its existence too - just like the external objects 
- is verily Sapekshasatta (relative existence). To wit, both Chitta 
(mind) and Chetya (mental concept to) are to be invariably 
established being dependent ltpOn (mutually related to) each other. 
That whicll cognizes the externally existing Dharmas like Jiva 
etc. is itself Chitta ; and that which is object for the Chitta is 
itself the Dharma - thus mutually depending upon each other 
these two are being known and none of- them is singly established 
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to exist independently. Therefore, it is never possible to say 
which of them really exists. In tile dream neither the elephant nor 
the Chitta which perceives the elephant is really existing, is it not 
so ? Even so, it is being seen. In the same way, in the present 
case or context too, the Vivekins (people who are capable of 
such Intuitive deliberation, discrimination) do not at all cognize 
that either Chitta or Chittadrishya is really existing. This alone 
is the implicit purport. 

BETWEEN CmTTA AND CHETYA THERE IS NO 
RELATIONSmp OF PRAMAlYA (VALID MEANS OF 

COGNITION) AND PRAMEYA (THE COGNIZED OBJECT) 

How is it that both Chitta and Chetya do not exi~t ? - The 
answer is : Both these are Laksha.I)ashunya (devoid of signs of 
recognition) ; for both there is no Prama.I)8 (valid means of 
cognition) ; for, by the Mati (belief) alone, that is, by the belief 
or concept of the type that - "This is Chitta ; this is Chetya" 
- alone it is appearing and not that it is established on the basis 
of any Pramat)a. Due to the awareness of the type - "This is a 
pot" - the pot is appearing; that Ghatabuddhi (awareness of pot) 
also is not established independently ; it is, in fact, established 
because it is 'cognizing' the pot. It being so, it is not possible 
to affirm or ascertain as to which of them is established by 
which. This is the implicit meaning here. 

~ tq CIIf'l~ -;ftq) "Illfa ~sA -:q I 

crtIT~ 3I1ft"d t:tqRt ';J t:tqRt ~ II~'II 

~ Itllll'lq -;ftq) "I14~ ~sA~ I 

crtIT ';ftcu 3I1ft"d \tqRt ";f ii q Rt ~ II ~ , II 

~ ~fi:tdcfil-;ftq) \ill lIa ~sA ~ I 

C1Q";ftcn apfi"d 'IqRt -;y 'iqRt ~ 11\90 II 

Meaning : "Just as the Jlva who is caused by the dream 
is born and dies, in the same way all these Jlvas are caused 
and become extinct. Just as the Jiva who is Mayamaya is born 
and dies, similarly all these Jivas are caused and become 
extinct. Just as an artificially produced Jiva is born and dies, 
in the same way all these Jivas are caused and become 
extinct. " 
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THE JlVAS WHO EXIST IN THE WAKING 
ARE ALSO NOT REALLY EXISTING 

493 

'Nirmitakajlva' means a Jiva produced by means of Mantra, 
herbs, roots etc. Although Svapnajiv8 (dream soul), Mayamayajlva 
(an illusory soul), Nirmitakajiva (artificially produced soul by 
means of Mantra, herbs etc.) - these are not really existing, they 
appear as if they are born and are dying; in the same way, the 
Jlvas who appear in the waking are also not existing at all really. 
This is the total meaning of the three verses. In the same way, 
although the Chitta is not really existing it appears as if it is 
existing - thus also we should add to the meaning of the verses. 

HERE THERE IS NO SCOPE FOR INTRODUCING 
THE EKAJlV A V ADA 

Here, in this context, by the expression - "All these Jlvas" 
- to interpret it to mean - 'except the waking Jlva all the other 
Jlvas' - and then we should not conceive of any scope for 
'Ekajivavada' (the theory of one and one Jlva only). For, this 
Prakarat:la is written with the intention of signifying, teaching that 
the commonality of Jlvas is itself not existing really. In the next 

verse it is vociferously, stridently stated : ~ Cfi~\Ntlll~ \iftq:' -

(4-71), meaning - "No Jlva whosoever is born." Therefore, both 
Chitta and Chetya are without any PramaQ.a ; we should discern 
here the fact that - "The empirical dealing of 'Jlvas' is due to 
Samvriti alone" - is relevant here . . 

- -21. CONCLUSION OF AJATIVADA 

-;r C4i ~ \Nt 1(4 « \iftq: tf "i q1 m";{ Fq fJ a I 
~'d5'd4 e~ 1fSJ fChr:;qiij "'I(f~ II"'~ II 

Meaning : "No Jlva whosoever is ever born ; there is 
no cause for his birth also. That state wherein nothing even 
the least bit is born - that alone is the supreme state." 

AJATI ITSELF IS THE ABSOLUTE REALITY 

The preceptor is concluding that the teaching - "Ajati Itself 
is Paramartha" - becomes determined from the fact that - "It is 
not possible to decide that the apparent forms of Chitta and 
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Chetya are such and such." In fact, that no Jlva is born is itself 
the Absolute Truth (Paramartha). TIle stateG1ent that - "Jlvas 
being born is like the birth of Svapna-Maya-Nirmitaka Jlvas" -
is meant for the purpose of indicating tllat Vyavaharika Janma 
(empirical birth) is Mayika only and not with the intention to say 
that either Chitta or Chetya (the concepts of the mind) are really, 
absolutely existing. Chitta meallS verily mind. The statenlent that 
- "The milld is born from Paramatman" - in the Mundaka . . 
Upanishad (2-1-3) - is to denote t11at all the Vikara (I(arya or 
resultant effects) or elnpirical mutatiollS in general are verily or 
merely an exercise in words; really speaking, in Atman there is , 
no mind whatsoever existil1g indeed. For this the Sntti that -
"(Paramatman is) Aprana, Amanaska, Shubhra" - (Mu~~aka 2-
1-2) is the authoritative source. 

It being so, in tIle Absolute sense no Jlva is e\ler bonl ; 
for him to be bon} there does not exist any cause wh~tsoever. 
Whatever statements were made previously to refute tIle various 
lativadas were all Vyavaharikasatya (empirical reality) alol1e ; but 
Pararnarthasatya (Absolute reality or truth) is : "Nothing what
soever even an iota of it is really born." 

This verse has already appeared (3-48) in the Advaita 
Prakara~a also. There the purport of the verse was to signify 
the teaching that - "No devices (Upaya) whatsoever are real; the 
Aja-Advaya-Tattwa which is the Upeya (that Reality indicated by 
the devices) is the Paramasatya (the Ultimate Reality)." But here 
the purport for the verse is to conclude the demonstration of the 
truth - "By the disputes and differences among the various 
disputants Aja-Advaya-Tattwa (the birthless-non-dual-Transcendental 
Reality) alone gets evolved." 

The teaching that - "No Jlva is ever born" - does not 
become relevant in the Bllddhistic doctrine ; for, all the different 
schools or factions of Buddhistic Philosophy are invariably 
Nairatmyavadas (doctrines of negation of Atman's existence). But 
this teaching here is exclusively committed to Advaita Vedanta 
alone. In the 'Introduction' this fact has been clarified. 

r:q"d~f.Gt1~a4 QltilUIGCfiqt\;lI'll 

m f~Fctq4 Rt=lI'te&~i t.T q)1Fctd'lII\9~ II 
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Meaning : "This Dvaita (duality) of the form of Grahya 
and Grahaka is verily the vibration of the Chitta. Chitta is 
Nirvishaya (devoid of any object) ; by this, they say it is 
Asanga (norY-attached) only." 

CHITTA ALSO IS ADVAYATATTWA ALONE . 
It has already been stated previously that - '34,4 'if Sql'1I:e'l' 

(4-62), meaning - "All Dvaita of the fonn of Grahya-Grahaka is 
verily Mayika, a vibration only of the Chitta." "Because that 
Chitta, in the Absolute serlse, is Atnlan alone, it is verily 
Nirvishaya" - thus it beconles evolved. Thus because it is 
Nirvishaya, knowledgeable people say that Chitta also is always 

Asariga (non-attached). The Sruti : latij,~ 1J1i ~:' - (Bri. 4-3-15) 
- is an authoritative source for this conclusion. To wit : That 
which is Savishaya (having an object) - to that thing there is a 
Sariga (attachmellt, contact) with its object ; but this Chitta in its 
intrinsic fonn being verily Atman, devoid of the categories of 
Vishaya (object) and Vishayi (subject), it is Nirvishaya indeed. 
Hence it is Asatiga. 

HERE FOR THE WORD 'CHITTA' THE MEANING IS NOT 
'VImANA' OF THE BUDDmSTS 

Because it is taught here that - "This is verily the vibration 
of the Chitta" ; "Because the Chitta is Nirvishaya, it is Asanga" 
- there is enough scope for the common uninitiated people to 
misconceive that it is verily Buddhists' 'Vijiiana'. For, Vijiiana-

vadins among Buddhists also say : 'F:qij'lISlfi:i4 ri ~ m Aqda I 

IIlijlIUtiCfi'iJlla", at1CiiI(ilft4 ';f Fqtla' (LaIikavatara 3-121), meaning - "All 

this is verily Chitta ; Chitta alone exists in a dual form of Grahya 
and Grahaka ; in this there is no division of 'I' and 'mine'." But 
if the true seekers discern the subtle teaching of Shri Gau<;lapada 
here in this Karika to the effect that - "Chitta is always Nirvishaya 
anti hence it is Asariga" - then it becomes clear to them that this 
is not what the Buddhists refer to as Vijiiana. For, Buddhists do 
not accept the teaching that - "Because Vijiiana is always 
Nirvishaya, it is Asanga." On the other hand, they affinn that -
"Vijfiana transfonns itself by itself into the fonn or shape of 
Vishaya ; if it gives up its impurity of Grahya-Grahaka, tllen it 
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attains Nirv81)8 (Beatitude)." Apart from this, because what was 
stated in the previous Advaita Prakarana as Aja-Advaya
Brahmavada in the manner - "This is Advaitavada which refutes 
the birth of Dvaita itself' - by saying - 'No Jlva whosoever is 
born' - that very Aja-Advaya-Brahmavada alone has been reca
pitulated here too - Chitta alone subsists exclusively·. Because this 
PrakaraQa is emphasizing the truth that - "Chitta is merely 
Chittadrik (mind as seer)" - also this teaching is contrary to 
Buddhists' Vijiianavada. Hence, we should understand that this 
teaching - "Chitta, being Nirvishaya, is Nitya as also Asanga" 
- is not in the least convenient to the Buddlristic doctrine. 

22. THE INSTRUCTION ABOUT AJATI ALSO IS 
FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF SA~~TI (EMPIRI

CAL TRANSACTIONS) ALONE 

~m 'fifi¥qdei{NI q(qla:t .U~~ I 

q{d~lf\tti'tMI t41i11rQ; Q('1lefa: 11\9~ II 

Meaning : "That thing which exists due to Kalpitasaqlvriti 
- that thing does not exist in the Absolute sense. It may exist 
by virtue of Paratantrabhisarpvriti (dependent upon a progres
sive, serial causation) ; but, in the Absolute sense, it does not 
exist at all." 

SASTRAS ETC. AS ALSO THE OBJECTS MENTIONED 
IN PARASHASTRA (TEXTS OF OTHER PHILOSOPIDES) 

ARE NOT PARAMARTHA (ABSOLUTEL Y ~REAL) 

(Doubt) : If you agree that because it is Nirvishaya, Chitta 
is Asatiga, then Asarigatwa (non-attachment) itself does not get 
established, is it not so ? You have invariably acknowledged the 
distinctions with regard to various objects (Vishaya Vihhaga) like , , 
Sastra, Shishya, Shasta (the preceptor who teaches the Sastra or 
science) etc. is it not so ? It is not possible to deny that those 

r 

distinctions do not exist ; for, if your Sastra too is said not to 
exist, then what it teaches - viz. Aja-Atmatattwa also - it amounts 
to saying - does not exist, is it not so ? It is not a desirable 
conclusion for you indeed. Apart from this, in this Prakara:Qa, you 
have refuted the philosophical teachings of schools like SaIikhya, 
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Vaisheshika, Boudha etc., haven't you? Now you have to accept 
that they too invariably exist. For, if it atnounts to saying that 
there is no object which is to be refuted - then it is tantamount 
to saying that this refutation also does not exist. That too will , 
not be desirable to you; for, without refuting the rivals' Sastras 
your own Siddhanta cannot possibly be sustained, is it not so ? 

(Solution) : This defect especially does not at all exist in 
our philosophy. For - (i) first of all, what you insist in saying , 
that Sastra, Shishya etc. should necessarily exist - we have 
accepted that by virtue of KaipitasaIp.V[iti (deliberately conceived 
empirical transactions). Because they are imagined by way of an 
Upaya (device) for teaching the Paramartha, all these 'exist' only 
from the Adllyaropa D[ishti (viewpoint of deliberate superimpo
sition) but not from the Paramartha Drishti (viewpoint of the 
Absolute Reality). We have already stated in the Agama PrakaraJ.1a 
that - "This tenet is taught only for the purpose of Upadesha 
(spiritual instruction), but if (the Paramartha) is cognized there 
does not exist this duality" - (Agama 1-18). Therefore, for that 
Vishaya that exists due to Sa111vriti alone - for the Chitta, which 
is Aja from the Paramarthika viewpoint, there does not accrue 
whatsoever any Savishayatwa (being associated with an object or 
having objectivity). 

(ii) Further, you had raised a doubt of the type - "Because 
you are refuting the objects which are established by the rivals' , 
Sastras, it amounts to your admitting that they exist ; from this, 
you doubted that Chitta becomes susceptible to Savishayatwa, is , 
it not so ? For this, our solution is : In the opponents' Sastras 
the objects or phenomena like Pradhana, Paramat:1u etc. which 
are acceptable to them exclusively are only existing due to 
Kaipitasarpvriti - meaning, Avidyavyavahara Dpshti - alone and 
not absolutely existing. In the same manner, what they have 
acknowledged as Satkaryavada, Asatkaryavada etc. - all such 
dogmatic theories - if observed, analysed properly from the 
Paramarthika viewpoint - do not exist at all, and hence from 
those objects, which are Avidyakalpita, for the Chitta no 
Savishayatwa whatsoever can attach itself. Because tlleir doc
trines are also being refuted adopting a methodology accept
able to those opponents (disputants) alone, that excercise of 
refutation also is Si~vritika (i.e. due to A vidyakalpita 
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Vyavahara) alone. By this no harm whatsoever is caused for 
the Paramartha. For killing a snal{e in the drealn by a stick of 
the dream no Papa (sin or demerit) or Punya (merit) entails him 
in the waking, is it not so ? Therefore, what we said, viz. 
"Chitta, meaning Atmatattwa, is said to be always Asanga" - is 
quite reasonable indeed. 

a{\if: Cfi~d ij ~5tU 1f('11 a-t ~I '4 \if: I 

Q(t;;JIfl:tf.1 ~tlfl ~,~f \J1111~ g lJ: I ~)CII 

Meaning : "What is said to be Aja is also from 
Kalpitasarpvriti alone ; from the Paramartha Drish!i Aja also 
does not exist. By virtue of or due to Paratantra Abhinishpatti 
(manifestation of dependence on another thing) He is born 
from Samvriti alone." . . 
EVEN THE CONCEPTION OF IDS BEING AJA IS ALSO FROM 

SAl\1V~TI ALONE 
, 

(Doubt) : If Sastra etc. are also A vidyavyavahara alone, 
then it evolves that the conception of His being 'Aja' also is 
A vidyaka alone, is it not so ? What solution is there for this 
(anomaly) ? 

, 
(Solution) : True; just like Sastra etc., we say from 

Kalpitasarpvriti alone that He is 'Aja'. 
Here, we should discern the division of Sarpvriti in this 

manner : 'Saqlvriti' means A vidyavyavahara.. Just as in that 
Vyavahara also the division of 'Satya', 'Anrita' is familiar in our 
workaday transactions, in the same manner it has been accepted , , 
in our Sastra. The Sruti - "(Paramartha) Satya became both Satya - , 
and Anrita" - (Taittiriya 2-6) - is saying this. For that Sruti 
statement the implicit meaning is : Brahman alone which is 
Paramarthasatya assumed the two fonns of the sea-shell which is 
SaIJlvritikasatya and of the silver of the sea-shell which is 
Sarpvptikanrita. "That which gets established, determined by 
Pramal)8 (valid means of proof) - that thing is Samvritisatya ; 
when a thing gets sublated, negated as we examine it by 
means of PramaJ.1as that thing is Saqtvfityanrita" - thus we 
should discern. Although Kalpitasarp.vriti also is Avidyakasaqlvriti 
alone, the preceptors have perforce to utilize this for the 
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purpose of teaching the Tattwa. But in this context what is a 
special feature is : 'Lokasal!lVfiti' is brought about (conjured up) 
by A vidya ; because in our empirical transactions we have (quite 
naturally) assumed those things which are Mitll}'arupa (of the 
fonn of false appearance) to be Satya, for tIle COlmnon run of 
people the Samsara .l4nartha (the calamity of tranSll1igratory ex
istence) is caused from it ; on the other hand, in the case of 
Kalpitasarp,vriti because it is Vyavahara alone imagined (deliber
ately, knowingly) for the purpose of teaching the Tattwa to 
others, from it no harm whatsoever is caused to anyone whoso
ever. If those knowledgeable people who have cognized the 
reality of Akasha (empty space), even thOllgh tIley transact in the 
manner that - "Akasha is blue" - in reality the empty space is 
not in the least blue, is it not so ? Similarly, we say, from 
Kalpitasarpvpti, that - "Atman is Aja" ; by tllis there is no harm., 
whatsoever caused at all to Annan. 

ATMAN IS SAID TO BE AJA WITH A VIEW TO NEGATING 
BIRTH ITSELF 

From the Paramartha Drishti, Atman is not Aja at all. We 
are saying that Atman is Aja only for the purpose of refuting the , 
assumption in others' Sastra that - 'He is born', and not that it 
is our intended purport that in Xtman in reality (in the Abso
lute sense) there exists a Dharma (quality or attribute) of 
Ajatwa (birthlessness) at all. In the Kalpanabhedas (various 
imaginations) of the type - 'He is born', 'He is dead' etc. the 
Dharma of 'Ajatwa' of Atman is not really involved. Therefore, 
even the concept of 'He is Aja' is assumed or suggested (super
imposed) from Sarpvriti alone. If Jatatwa (being born) is Sal11vriti, 
for the purpose of negating that what is conceived (as a counter) 
as Ajatwa (birthlessness) also is from Sa1l1vriti only, is it not so ? 
Because Pratiyogi (the opposite concept) of Jatatwa is Sal11vritika, 
relative to that the Kalpita Ajatwa also ShOllld necessarily be tilat 
much Avidyaka alone. This is the illtended purport here. 

'KALPITA', 'PARATANTRA' ETC. ARE NOT 
BUDDfIISTIC TECHNICAL TERMS 

Here in this context some people are deluded to think that 
in Shri Gauc;iapadacharya's commentary the Buddhistic doctrines 
have got mixed up. Their doubt is : The Buddhistic surmise is 
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that objects have three kinds of natures like Kalpita, Paratantra 
and Parinishpanna. "From whichever kind of Vikalpa (concept) 
whichever kind of object is Kalpita (imagined) it is called 
'Parikalpita' - it is not something that is really existing ; by 
means of Pratyaya (a distinct percept) what is caused is a 
'Paratantra Swabhava'; 'Parinishpanna Swabhava', means 
'what was stated before not existing now' (Trimshika 20-21). 
Vasubandhu (a Buddhist scholar) has given the following ex
amples for these terms: (1) On the strength of a Mantra (hymn) 
the form that is magically created - for example a Mayahasti 
(magical elephant) - is Kalpitaswabhava ; there the elephant's 
form exists, but the elephant does not at all exist. That is called 
~Parikalpita' ; (2) its shape is 'Paratantra' ; (3) there the elephant 
does not at all exist - this alone is 'Parinishpanna Swa bha va , 
(Trimshika Vivarat:1a 27-28). Although Grahya-Grahakatwa does 
not exist people imagine (misconceive) it to be existing and 
hence it is called 'Parikalpita' ; 'Paratantra' means 'Because it 
is born from Hetu-Pratyaya (a percept as cause) it is said to be 
'Paratantra' ; Paratantra is always non-existing and this alone 
is 'Parinishpanna' - this is the explanation they give. The Bud
dhists' doctrine is : 'Parinishpanna' is the real Swabhava (es
sential nature) of a Vastu (entity) ; whereas Parikalpita, Paratantra 
- though both these are Asat alone, they do exist from the 
Vyavaharika Drishti and hence they are called 'Swabhav8.' 

It being so, in the Karika sentence : "That which is existing 
due to Kalpitasarpvriti" - that does not really (absolutely) exist ; 
"It may exist due to Paratantrabhisarpvriti, but not Paramarthically 
(i.e. in the Absolute sense)" - how the Sougata Buddhists' highly 
imaginary, misconceived ideas or theories of Parikalpita-Paratantra 
can possibly find a place or have any scope - we just cannot 
divine. Especially in the above Karika sentence the scope for, or 
relevance of, the three Swabhavas propounded by the Buddhists, 
viz. 'Kalpita', 'Paratantra' and 'Parinishpanna', is not at all there ; 
nor for them any illustrations have been given here by Shri 
Gauqapada. Apart from this, in this argument for the repeated 
usage of the expressions - "Kalpitasarpvptya" (due to highly 
imagined Vyavaharika transactions), "Paratantrabhisarpvritya" (the 
empirical dealings superimposed due to a percept as cause) in 
which the word 'Sarpvriti' is being repeated - there does not 
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appear to be any tangible purpose being served ; for, the Bud
dllists have accepted that whether it is 'Kalpita' or 'Paratantra', 
it is invariably Sarpvritika, meaning - Avidyaka (projected by, 
conjured up by A vidya, ignorance) alone, is it not so ? On the , 
other hand, according to the explanation given by Shri SaIikara , 
for this Karika, it is stated : "Sastra, Shishya etc. exist due to 
'KalpitasamVfiti' alone; for, on the basis of the Nyaya (maxim) 
of Adhyaropa (Sllperimposition) and Apavada (Rescission) for the 
purpose of spiritual instruction alone these concepts, categories of , 
Sastra, Shisllya etc. are deliberately conceived, is it not so ? In 
reality (considering from the Absolute viewpoint of the Ultimate, , 
Transcendent Reality) even Sastra etc. do not at all exist, and 
hence for the Chitta there is no object at all. This teaching gets 
evolved inviolably and irrefutably." In the same. manner, alien 
concepts like 'Pradhana' (of the SaIikhyans) and 'ParamaQu' (of 
the V aisheshikas) - which have been taken up for consideration 
only from the viewpoint of refutation - there is 'existence' from 
the 'Paratantrabhinishpatti' (ad\'ent or manifestation of depen
dence on another thing) only ; they are accepted here from the 
viewpoint of Sarpvriti (empirical transactions conjured up by , 
Avidya) alone acceptable to the opponents' Sastras. They have 
been refuted by meallS of yuktis (logical devices) acceptable to 
the respective disputant (followers of various schools of philoso
phies or Darshanas which are predominantly logic-oriented and 
dogmatic or doctrinaire in approach) after confrontiIlg them with 
logical conclusions undesirable to tlleir respective doctrines, but 
we have not at all accepted that they do really exist even while 
refuting them. In the same way, the commentary on the sentence 

- .3I\if: q;~dti1fl41' - also should be discerned. The refutation of 
'Janma' which the alien Darshanakaras have imagined (miscon
ceived) is invariably from the standpoint of Adhyaropita Vyavahara 
(superimposed empirical dealings) exclusively for the purpose of 
Tattwopadesha (teaching of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality) alone, 
but we have never at all accepted that 'in the Absolute sense, 
Janma exists. In any case, thus only from Paratantrabhinishpatti 
- meaning, invaliably assuming those doctrines which are estab-, 
lished in the opponents' Sastras - it has been stated that - "He 
is Aja" - and hence it should be discerned that this teaching can 
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be suitably applied to the teaching that - "He (Atman) is born 
due to Samvriti alone." . . • 

The is also another textual variation like - ·q(d;;;7J~fiir.tIq~~t 

- but that is not correct. Or, for that also somehow a meaning 
can be adduced. 'Paratantra ' (dependent upon another), meaning, 
due to 'Abhinishpatti'. By virtue of Janma it is 'Paratantra', 
meaning, under the control of another ; this is stated desiderating 
another ; this is said by assuming the Padartha (an object sig-, 
nified by a word) that is established in another's Sastra. There-
fore, it may also be explained in the manner - "It is born due 
to Sarpvpti". Here "~alllvri~i" rrleans 'Avidyakavyavahara' ; be
cause this Sarpvpti conceals Paranlartha, it is given this name. In 
,!ny case, thus everything becom~s r(~conciled. 

23. THE FRUIT OF P ARAMARTIL-\ JNANA 

t31'l(1INf;s~'ln~~Cf5T';f FqfJa I 

&~lqlc(1f~ APtIli:ffi ':{ \il1<i~ II~II 

Meaning: "There exists Abhinivesha (staunch affinity 
to, identification with) in what is non-existent, but therein no 
Dvaita exists ; only if it is cognized that there is no Dvaita, 
it evolves that it is not born because there is no cause." 

BY THE KNOWLEDGE OF NON-EXISTENCE OF DUALI'fY THE 
PARAl\1APURUSHARTHA (IJLTIMATE, SUPREME GOAL OF 

HlJMAN EXISTENCE) ACCRUES 

Observed from the Absolute point of view, because Vishaya 
(an object) does not exist whatsoever there is 'Abhutabhinivesha', 
meaning : Though there is no duality existing:- there is a persis
tent identification or belief that it exists. In that Advaitatman 
duality, especially, does not exist whatsoever. Just as in phenoln
ena like Svapna (dream), Maya (magical show), Gandharvanagara 
(celestial city) etc. there exists mere appearance - and if properly 
observed, no substance really exists - in the same way, here aiso 
when \ve cognize Aja-Advaya-Tattwa the duality is sublated. 
Because thus for birth Mithyabhinivesha (vain, false identification 
or affinity) alone is the cause, merely by cognizing the truth that 
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the non-existence of duality does not exist one is not born at all. , 
For this conclusion the Sruti : "Being Brahman in the beginning 
itself, he reaches (merges in) Brahman" - (Bri. 4-4-6) - is the 
authoritative source. 

~';f~ 'tfi'ijqlf.(qqQjql"( I 

~ ';f \:ijlqa ~ ~(iil'ilit Cfid~: II'-'~ II 

Meaning : "When the Hetus (causes) like Uttama (su
perior, best), Adhama (lowest, inferior), Madhyama (middle
grade) are not existing, then Chitta is not born ; when there 
is n.o cause how at all can Phala (the effect) arise ?" 

IF T!ll:RE IS NO STAUNCH IDENTIFICATION, DHARMA AND 
ADHARMA DO NOT EXIST; JANMA ALSO DOES NOT EXIST 

The Vart}a-Ashrama Kannas, if performed without any de
sires but along or associated with Upasanas (meditations), are 
responsible for Devatwaprapti (attainment of divinity) and hence 
those Karmas are cailed 'Uttamahetus' (superior causes) ; even 
if they are performed witllout Upasanas, merely by means of 
VaIl).a-Ashrama Karmas. fruits like Svargaprapti (attainment of 
heaven) accrue; "After the enjoyment of the Phala (fruit)," - it 
is mentioned in the Smriti - "the practitioners acquire a Jaruna 
endowed with an excellent region or country, community or 
caste, race, religion, longevity, intelligence, behaviour, wealth, 
happiness, discriminative power." Those Karmas which help acquire 
the lives of mute creatures are 'Ad'lamalletus'. Dharmas (merits, 
righteous Karmas) mixed with Adllarmas are 'Madhyamahetus' 
responsible for Manushyatwa (human birth). By virtue of the 
differences in Dharlna and Adharma the various types of Janmas 
are obtained - this systeln is described in Manu Smriti and such 
other Smritis. All these three kinds of Ret-us (causes) do not at 
all affect or arise in that person who has cognized Brallffian who 
is beyond all Kalpanas and who is Akartru (non-doer, i.e. devoid 
of Kartrutwa, Bhoktrutwa projected by Avidya) ; although for 
people who are devoid of discrimination it appears as though the 
sky or empty space is polluted by impurities, one who is a 
Vivekin that pollution is not visible at all, is it not so ? We 
should discern it here in the same manner. 
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Thus when the Hetus are not born at all, then Chitta is not 
born at all ; to wit, Atman with the Chitta as an adjunct does 
not acquire the Janmas with the body, the senses etc. - this is 
the implied meaning here. For, there is no possibility of a Janma 
being acquired either by a mere Chitta or mere Atman devoid of 
any adjunct whatsoever. We have already stated in the Advaita 
Prakara.,a that - "By virtue of an association with a Kalpita 
(misconceived, superimposed), Upadhi (adjunct, attribute) alone 
Janma etc. are being caused." 

The reason for our statement - "When there are no Hetus, 
one is not born" - is : Without there being any Hetu, the Phala 
cannot come into beirtg itl any manner ; there is no scope 
whatsoever for the fruit called J anrna to accrue. There is a S1l1fiti 

also to this effect : ·iift~I;:q,~q<ff.IIA ':t <leR lJtlf y.:r: I ~I"I<'.~~] 

cM~"Ifcql ~qEl~ y.:r: I' - (Moksha Dhanna 211-17), meaning - "Just 
as the seeds burnt in a fire do not sprout out, in the same way 
the Kleshas (miseries) which are burnt by Jiiana do not once 
again taint or affect Atman. " 

atr"lr'i'afll f:qijt4 1USjNFlI: If'ITSiilll1 

at\ifld~q ec«:zt f:q=aii~4 11" dEJd: 11\Sla11 

Meaning: "There is a teaching that - 'A Chitta which 
is Animitta (devoid of a cause) is not born' - is it not so ? 
That is nothing but (the Anutpatti or non-birth) which is Sanla 
(one and the same everywhere) and Advaya (non-dual) of a 
Chitta which, being Ajata (birthless), has become everything. 
For, it is verily Chittadrishya (object for the mind)." 

THE FRUIT OF mANA IS ALWAYS IN ONE AND 
THE SAME FORM 

What kind of Anutpatti (non-birth) is it of the Chitta which 
we have described as - "When the causes like Dhanna (merit) 
and Adhanna (demerit) become extinct, the Chitta is not born" 
- ? Is it that now the birth being real, after the Jiiana accrues 
it becomes extinct ? It is not so. What we said previously that 
- "After one cognizes or Intuits the Paramartha, any Nimitta 
whatsoever of the form of Dharma and Adharma becomes extinct 
and thereby there is no Utpatti (birth)" - that (Paramartha) is n9t 
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a new one at all ; on the contrary, the Paramartha, ever, in all 
states of existence, remains, subsists in Olle and tIle saIne state, 
meaning, Nirvisl1eslla (devoid of any special features whatsoever) 
nature. For, a Tattwa which is ever Sama and Advaya there 
cannot possibly exist variations like being Mukta and not being 
Mul(ta, is it not so ? The Anutpatti of the Advaya Cllitta Wllich 
has become everything, without being born, is verily its Swabhava 
even before the cognItion of the Tattwa indeed ; for, both these 
phenoITlena - i.e. the Nimitta (Hetu) of the fonns of Dllanna and 
Adharma and the Jal1ma Wllich is the Pllaia ,- are verily 
Chittadrishya (objects of mind only). Hence even then it is Asat 
alone. We sllould here resort to that verY Ytlkti which is 

J 

mentioned in the Karikas - "The Cllittadrisllya is not born" -
(4-28) ; "Cllittadrishya is Avastu (non-substantial)" - (4-33). 
Therefore, rnerely because of Abhinil'esha (vain or false affinity 
or clinging on to a belief) due to whic11 \1.-e have assumed a 
thil1g, which really does not exist, tv exist - it is not at all 
possible to imagine either that - .. e Due to Dvaita whicll is the 
Nirrlitta, Paramartlla is ASalva (not eVt!rything)" - or that -
"Paramaltha is of a Swabhava (nature) of being born with a 
Janma which is a resultant effect." 

If it is not so, it amounts to ilnagining that - "Jiiana 
removes something vlhicll exists, as also brings into being some
thing that does not exist" - quite contrary to universal experience. 
Therefore, the correct lmderstandil1g is : There is no Ajiiana 
that is not capable of being Niv~·itta (removed), there is 110 

Joana which is not born." 

!C(t!!fI SRr~ =a d i lf~f t!I ~tl41"11!ji'4 1, I 
lila lfIrcfi (ltUS CfiM &I ,,4 q~&I ~ja lI\9ll1 

l\leaning : "If one cogrlizes the truth that being without 
any cause is its~lf trle Reality, he altains a place, state \\Thich 
does not accept (:icsiderate) any cause which is extraneous, 
which is d~\roid of Shoka (lnj~eri, grief), desire and which is 
Abl1aya (fearless)." 

BY PARAMARTH1-\ .,lNA.NA HETU (DEA~L1NGS OF DHARMA AND 
ADHARMA RESI~O!~'iIBLE FOR JANMA) BECOMES EXTINCT 

Because the Dvaita which is the CaljSe for virt!, - which is 
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explained by means of a Yukti in the manner - "All this is verily 
Chittaspandita (vibrations of the mind) ; Chitta is verily Nirvishaya ; 
it is verily Advaya" - does not exist at all, - if one cognizes the 
truth that - and does not see (entertain) the motive for Devadiprapti 
(attainment of the position of a deity) which is of the form, 
nature of Dharma (merit) and Adharma (demerit) - then true 
seeker realizes that - "only if there is Dvaita the Abhimana 
(pride, identification) of the type of believing in the existence of 
Hetu (cause) and Pllala (effect), exists and for the attainment of 
the Phala one perforce accepts the Hetu ? Because one has 
cognized, realized the Paramartha, Dvaita itself is not there and 
then how at all can there be any scope for .. ~ccepting Hetu ? 
Therefore, if one does not accept Hetu, meaning - if he gives up, 
renounces the three types of desires, aspirations like PutraishaI)a 
(desire to have progeny), VittaishaJ)a (desire to possess, amass 
wealth), LokaishaIJ8 (desire to attain supreme worlds of higher 
beings, fame, name in the world etc.) - he attains, reaches a state, 
position which is devoid of Shoka (griet) , desire and fear -
meaning devoid of A vidya - i.e. he will never be born again." 
This is the (order of reasoning) implied here. , 

For this conclusion the following Sruti sentences are the 

authoritative sources: 'ersT q;)~: en: m:', meaning - "There what 

attachment (can there be) ? What grief (can there be) ?" ~ 

q:fllfll;:q4'l~1'1t4 sr6ql~r'lre cftd!(~Cfi:', meaning - "When (he) sees the 

Isa (Lord) who is of queer nature, then he cognizes the truth that 
- 'All this is verily His greatness, excellence indeed' - and 

becomes rid of Shoka" ; '11 CfiICC :ftt\Jfr~a ersT ersT I qlff"dCfiI'lfli Cfidl(lf;>ftg 

~"ri Afqffi4fcr CflI'iI:' - (Mundaka 3-2-2), meaning - "He is being 

born here and there due to desires ; but for one who has attained 
totally all the desires and has become Kritatma (one who has 

attained the Self), here itself all desires become extinct" ; '11" ~ 
'Iqre 'If ~~' (Bri. 4-4-25), - meaning - "One who cognizes in 

this manner, He verily becomes one with Abhaya (fearless) Brah
man." 

"I 'i\1lfttf.l ~ ~II t( tt-~ dot q d~ I 

C1@C'ilci 1J~ f.lftie,!i fqfoicttfd 11"'\ II 
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Meaning: "Due to Abhinivesha for Abhuta (a non
existent thing) he engages himself is something which is equal 
to that. Once he realizes, cognizes that there is no real entity, 
he becomes Nissariga (detached) and recedes from it." 

FOR ACCEP'fING DHARMA ETC. AJNANA 
ALONE IS THE ROOT CAUSE 

How can it be said that - "Merely by cognizing affinity 11e 
will not (in this manner) accept the Hetus" - ? To this, our 
answer is : "For, since there exists invariably an Abhinivesha 
(innate to the belief) that - 'The non-existent thing is existing' 
- Chitta gets prompted to indulge in something which is analo
gous, similar .to itself." The manner in which the Chitta engages 
itself in its transactions is : "This thing exists ; by accepting this 
cause this thing should be acquired ; by accepting this cause this 
thing should be got rid of" - is it not so ? Therefore, merely 
by cog11izing that there is no Vastu existing, that Chitta becomes 
Nissailga (detached) and recedes, and once again it does not 
accept any cause or motive. 

REALLY SPEAKING, CHITTA'S PRA VRITTI AND NIVRfTTI 
ETC. ARE ABHUTA ABHINIVESHA ALONE 

Here if we consider only the literal meaning of the verse, 
it means only this much : "Due to the Abhinivesha of the type 
- 'Though there is no Vastu, it is there' - the Chitta is prompted 
to act ; merely on cognizing the truth· that - 'The Vastu does not 
exist' - it recedes." We should determine, decide that - "Even 
so, "Though there does not exist any Va stu externally, tllere 
invariably occurs an Abhinive~ha of the type - 'The Vastu is 
there' - alone; in the same way, 'This is good; this is bad; this 
is desirable, this is undesirable' - we have such a staunch belief 
; tilen, feeling that 'I am having attachment or hatred towards it, 
and in order to obtain or get rid of it I have S81J.ka1pa (wish, 
volition) and Pravritti - all these are verily Abhinivesha that we 
entertain. In t1le same wa}' Yle should also determine that a 
belief like - "With a conviction that - 'The Vastu does not exist' 
- I should give up the Adhyasa (n!isco'1ception) of the type -
'This is good, this is bad' - and then recede from such a 
transaction" - also is veril)'· Abhinivesha. If it is so, tllen only 
thr;re will be agreement, reconciliation betweell the {:~I'tcnce -
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"The Anutpatti of tIle Chitta is Sarna, Advaya" - (4-77) and this 
present sentence. In the same way, among tIle verses prior to or 
posterior to this verse, in their respective contexts we should see 
that they are all reconciled and discern that everything is 
Abhinivesha alone. We should also understand that the statements 
like - "He attains to an Abhayapada (a position or state of 
fearlessness)" - (4-77) ; "Then a Nishchala (unshakeable) Sthiti 
(state) accrues" - (4-80) - are also made only from Kalpita
sa~vriti standpoint alone. 

A,"dtol UQQijt4 r~:t:q{'11 N~ ~rtl: I 

Fqqll: 1IN !;&I"Ii dNiI'4'1\i1'i611'llllo II 

Meaning: "Then the condition or state of the Chitta 
which has receded but which does not proceed forWard is 
verily Nishcllala (motionless, still). "fhis is an object for the 
Jiianis, it is Samya (of one alld the same nature), Aja, Advaya." 

WHEN THE CIDTTA BECOMES NIHSANGA (DETACHED) 
IT IS VERILY SAMA, AJA, ADVAYA ATMAN 

In any case, in this manner with the cognition that - 'There 
is no ~Vastu' - it recedes and withol1t engaging itself in another 
object which is similar to it, it rests - for such a Chitta~ its state 
then is Nishchala (still). Because it has become quite certain that 
at the time or moment of Joana this Chitta remains or stays put 
perennially introverted (Uparata), it has attained a resolute, stead
fast or distinct state, which is devoid of any kind of motion, 
vibration whatsoever and whicll is verily Brahman - that is of 
Nityachalaswabhava (eternally motionless essential nature). This 
Chittasthiti (state of mind), which is verily of Brahmaswarupa, 
Advaya Chaitanyamatra (non-dual Pure or Absolute Conscious
ness), exists only in the Intuitive Experience of Paramarthadarshis 
(Self-realized souls, Jiianis) ; this cannot possibly be known by 
the Ajiias (ignorant people) who have Abhinivesha (a staunch 
clinging or affinity) for Mitllyavastu (unreal, false appearances of 
material objects) ; what is appearing to their C'hitta is Sal11vritika, 
meaning - projected by Avidya ; it is Sadvitiya (associated with 
duality) ; when its parts or components become uneven or 
imbalanced it is born, lTIOVeS and then gets d~stroyed. But this 
truth is known only to Jfianis ; therefore, ~ince by its very 
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essential nature it is Niravayava (partless) it is Samya (the same 
everywllere), the compOilents do not get split up and are not 
born, it is Nirvisllesha (devoid of any special attributes) ; it is 

also Advaya (non-dual). This alone was mentioned as - 'atG1lfa 

ijt!di 1J'ffJ( - (3-38) in the previous Chapter. Tllere it was stated 

that 'r~Sliii"Qt d=a~I' - (3-40), meaning - "Then it became Brahman" 

- is it not so ? Because it was a fnlit accruing from Manonigraha, 
it was stated like that ; but here the special feature is : That very 
same tIling has been mentioned as a fruit of Jfiana (Intuitive 
Knowledge of the Self) which is devoid of duality - tllat is all. 

Here by the expression - 'fqqtt: ~ ft" ~"I~It( - (It is an object 

for tIle Buddhas or Jfianis) - it is neither indicated here about a 
particular Samadhi (trance) nor the meaning that - 'For those who 
are not Jfianis to attain that Samadhi it is very difficult' ; on the 
contrary, it is affirlned that althougll this state which is Aja, 
Advaya is Nityasiddha (eternally established and available), it can 
be known (Intuited) by that Experience (Anubhava) alone whicll 
Jiianis have attained ; for, Ajfiana (ignorance, lack of knowledge) 
alone is the hurdle or concealing cover (impediment) for it. That 
is all. 

• • Fc at\i1q'1~q~ct Ailiid 'iq (1 ~lt'l.l 

er:;f''i I eft ~ 'flit tj I ft<Eq 'lfcfcr: III ~ II 

Meaning: "It is devoid of birth, of sleep, of dream, self
il1umning. This Dharma (Entity) is by its very essential nature 
shining (illumining) incessantly." 

ATMAN WHO IS APPEARING TO JNANIS' ANUBHA V A 
IS OF KUTASTHA (ABSOLUTELY IMMUTABLE), CHINMATRA 

(PURE CONSCIOUSNESS), PRAKA,SHASWARUPA 
(ESSENTIAL NATURE OF BRILLIANCE) 

Tile special attribute of C Oi\i1'1r-'1~&f(Oq Cit( has been used in the 

Agama Prakara~a (1-16) and in tIle Advaita Prakara~a (3-36). 
Because It is witllout Agralla1)8 (not having cOlnprellension), 
Anyatllagra11a1)a (misconception) - it is that whicll is devoid of 
mutations like Janlna etc. - tllis is the implied mealling llere. 
Because It is verily a mass, lump of Pure Consciousness 
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"Swayamprabhata." (By Itself It is shining, It is self-effulgent), 
It need not be illumined by another. Tllis aspect itself has been 

described in the Advaita PrakaraQa as ·~~If\til=\ - (3-33). This 

Dharma (Entity, Reality) called Atman is "Sakridvibhata", 
meaning - an eternally illumining, shining entity - to wit, by 
virtue of Dhatuswabhava (Its very core of Being) It is 
Chidaikaprakasharupa (of the very essence of non-dual Light of 
Pure Consciousness). By virtue of Dhatuswabllava means - by 
virtue of Vastuswabhava (essential nature of Being, the Ultimate 

Reality) alone. The Sruti states that : 'ot cr;r lfff "iifa ';f =ci~dl{ifi I ~ 

~ 'Iiftf ~sll"l7.f: I m 'tid'ijiilfa tICt dfEI iilijl ec:fFrt4 ~qlfd II' 
- (Mundaka 2-2-10), meaning - "There even the Slln does not 
shine, the moon or the stars do not shine ; tllese lightnings also 
cannot shine, then where is the question of this fire shining ? 
When He is shining all -these are following Him and are shining, 
indeed ; by means of His Light alone all this is shining." 

COMMENTARY ON A VARIANT TEXT 

There is also a variant text like - '~: ~"lIqd:t . In that 

context too it means : The Swatantravastu (independent Entity) 
of the essential nature of Paramatman or Supreme Self by virtue 
of Its very core of Being is eternally shining and hence It is 
'Swayamprabhata '. That which was, due to Sarpvpti, not shining 
in the beginning, by virtue of Jiiana It is 'shining' - for this 
empirical tr?nsaction 'It' becomes an object; but observed from 
tIle Paramartha Drishti - since It is ever shining, It is by Itself 
shining - this truth is cognized by the Jiianis. This is the implied 
meaning here. In the Advaita Prakaral}a also it was mentioned : 

·3t\i1qr~~Lttctct'i-tlttCfi'i(&qCfi'( I ~f;iUd :ecf~'(' (3-36) - in order to sig

nify the teaching that - "By means of Atmasatyanubodha (Spiri
tual instruction about tb.e Self as the Absolute Reality) when one 
cognizes (the Atmaswarupa), there does not remain anything else 
to be done with regard to that Brahman Knowledge" but here it 
is stated that - "After having cognized the Truth there does not 
exist anythil1g second to It, that Cllitta which has receded (i.e. 
has become introverted and quiescent) - its Brahmlsthiti (state of 
total merger, rather becoming one with tile Ultimate non-dual 
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Reality of Brahman-Atman) is Swayamprabhata (self-effulgent) ; 
for Its illumining It does not desiderate anything else at all" -
This much alone is the differente between these two variant 
texts. 

Here in this context - a modern scholar, Professor 
Vidhushekhara Bhattacllarya has imagined that - "Although Shri 
GauQapadacharya has used here the term 'Dharmadhatu' which 
is in vogue in Buddllistic literature, because he was not familiar 
with the Buddhistic philosophy (doctrines) he has imagined two 

variant expressions like ''flit '11!l~'qlqd:' and ''Pit 'IT!l: ~iilqd:'. But 
in none of the hand-written manuscripts this latter variant text 
(i.e. Dhanno Dhatuhu Swabhavataha) is to be seen ; in case even 
if we assume that in some hand-written manuscript it does exist 
- in that event also, we can conceive of a suitable interpretation 
in the manner - 'Because this Paramartharupa Dharmadhatu, 
meaning - the Vastu or Reality which is the substrate for every
thing, of the essential nature of Paramartha (Ultimate, Absolute 
Reality) - by Its very core of Being is Nityaprakasha (eternally 
self-effulgent), for It there is no need whatsoever of a Light 
which accrues from Chittasamadhana (quiescence, equanimity of 
the mind) etc. ; for, It is Advaya'." 

The word 'Dhatu' being used in this sense or with this 
connotation is to be seen in the Sutra Bllashya also. For instance, 

look at this sentence : ~ ~ ~4R: 1!c;~r-1N1 rC1~I"t'lt!l{rchtlltl iilltltl 

'11~JrqC4(( a:t~Cfi~1 Fq'qloq~ -M rC1~I~~I!1<m;· - (Sutra Bh. 1-3-19), mean
ing - "One and the same Paramesllwara alone who is Vijiianadhatu 
(the very core of Being of Pure Consciousness) and Kutasthanitya 
(eternally Absolutely immutable), due to Avidya - just as by 
virtue of Maya there exists the Mayavi - appears to the common 
people in various forms ; there is no other Vijiianadhatu." It llas 
already been stated that - "Both Chitta and Chetya - because they 
are devoid of any special signs or symbols - do not exist 
whatsoever" - (4-67) - is it not so ? Tl1erefore, since this 
Dhannadhatu is Advaya as also by Its very essence of Being -
Nityaprakasha - It is Swayamprabhata ; that is all, but this 
'Dhannadhatu' is never illumined by any otller entity. This is the 
implied meaning. 
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Here in this context 'Dharma' means Paramatman alone. In 

the Sruti -'~ 'fit:' (Ka~hopanishad 1-1-21) this word is seen 

being used in the sense of 'Paralnatman'. The reason for givil1g 
Him this natne-of 'Dhatu' is : Being the substrate for all Vikalpas 
(of the mind) this Paramatmatattwa 'wears' (Dhara.1Jat) them. Just 
like the A,fulabhutadhatuvastus (primordial elements as the basic 
entities), because It has assumed Its uncommon or unusual form 
also, It has been given this name. Here 'Dllannadllatu' can never 
evell possibly be suspected to Inean 'S11unya' (essencelessness) -
which tile Buddllists, who are outside the pllrview of the Vedas, 
l1ave assumed. For, witll that meaning the Karika's purport does 
not become suitable, agreeable at all. The Buddhists' doctline is : 

·a~dl 'jjlCf,lfEQ~If.:tfli~: (q{"'I~i.fi:) I 'Pftllgflillf4f41: :ft4a1lil: +I'iltid: II .. 

(Madllyantavibhaga Sutra 1-15) ; ·a:t'1;:tt~ISrqqllrftt{tf;t(,1.tt4:1nii\: I 

~~(qI::;q!q~ttfOli q4fllital ~ Ai'l'{II· - (Ma. Vi. Sutra 1-15, 16) -

[Prof. Vidhushekhara Bllattacharya has quoted these rn'Q verses 
culling theln from "Madhyantavib11aga Slltra", of Maitreyallati1a, 
in his book 'Aganlashastra'. In the first verse the synonyms of 
'ShLL'1yata' are found; in the second the meaning of introspection 
those words is to be found]. The implicit meaning of these verses 
(which is their opinion) is : Beginning with Samyagdrishti up to 
Sam .. vagvimu.kti jiiana (the sllbtle knowledge of Liberation) what
ever the Aryadllarmas are there - for all of them since it is the 
cause, 'Sllunyata' alone is tile 'Dllalmadhatu' for them. 

But neither the topic of those Dhannas nor their Hem 
(cause) is to be found here. Especially the qualifying attribute of 

c3t"''1r'1~JOftqC1l( can never be suitable for 'Shunyatwa'. Because 

the common people, who are seeing a dream due to Anadilnaya, 
have an Abllinivesha towards Dllannas viz. 'Chittadrisllya' due to 
Sal11vriti - tiley experience Nidrasvapna like, 'AgrallaQ.a', 
'AnyathagrahaI).a' ; but when these (ignoraIlt) COlTIlnon people 
acquire tile '\Vak~llg' of the nature of Joana of the type - "We 
are really Aja-Advaya-Atmans only" - then invariably the Intui
tive Knowledge of tIle type - "That Paranlatman WilO is Anidra, 
Asvapna, Salqidvibhata is Himself our Atman" - accrues ; 
'Paramatmarupa will shine by Itself as their Atman' - in this 
interpretation the qualifying attribute of 'Ajamanidramasvapnam' 
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is rendered quite suitable. Therefore, here tllere is no scope 
whatsoever for tile Buddllistic doctrine to be introduced or inter
polated. Our explanation alone is the one vlllich is a suitable 
commentary for the topic Uilder discussion and deliberation. 

24. THE TATT\VA WI-IICH IS AJA-~WVAYA IS 
CONCEALED BY MITHYAGRAHA1V.4 

• 

(MISCONCEPTION) 

!i@'ilFt4~d ~ ~:li fC4f'1lfd ~ I 
tqfll ifi{lf"if lI4\"4 m 't11q11tn Ill~ II 

Meaning: "By assu111ing any particular Dhanna (special 
attribute) this Bhagavanta gets alvlays hidden very easily ; and 
always He gets manifested with difficulty." 

ALTHOUGII ATMAN IS NI1"YAPRAKASHARUPA, HE IS ONE 
HAVING THE CO\'ER OF MISCONCEPTION 

Even after affirming in this manner, if the question is raised 
as to - 'How come this Paramartha Tattwa of Nityaslluddhabuddlla
mllkiaswabllava is not known by the cotnlnon run of people ?' 
- the answer is : Because of comprehending, grasping - meaning, 
because of Abhimana (the pride or identification "Nitll) tIle belief 
that 'we are grasping' ; to wit, because of Mithya Abhinivesha 
(vain, false sense of affinity, clinging on to a preconceived 
notion). 'MithyagrahaI)a' means 'not really comprehending' ; 
'Mithya Kopa' - means 'enacted (false) anger or dramatic acting 
as if angry' alone, is it not so ? In the same way, due to 
MithyagrahaQ.a - meaning, dlle to the false notion or misconcep
tion that we are comprehending, knowing sOlnething .. alone this 
Btlagavanta, meaning the Divine Being WilO is Nityaswatantra 
(eternally independent) and Advaya, tllough He is Nityaniravara1}8 
Inanaswarupa (eternally devoid of being concealed and of the 
very essence of Intuitive KIlowledge), easily without any strain 
gets hidden. Just as the Slln is 'covered up' by a cloud, lIe is 
'concealed' by the cover of misconception. Seeing duality is the 
only cover for Atman who is Bhagavanta ; no other real 
cover is needed ; and He manifests Himself with DulJkilB (grief 
or diffictllty). Although He is verily of the essential nature of 
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eternal manifestation due to the Abhinivesha of the type of 
- "We are comprehending a Mithyavastu" - there has been 
an apparent impediment for His brilliance, effulgence as Pure 
Consciousness. Just as for a person who has turned or directed 
his attention towards another direction or region, though a golden 
necklace worn around his neck is shining, it is not perceptible 
- in the same way, although the Tattwa is Swayamprakashaswarupa, 
for the extroverted (Bahlrmukhachitta) people it is very difficult 
to cognize or Intuit and hence it is stated here - "Always with 
Duhkha It gets manifested". For this reason, although both the 
Upanishads and the Acharya (preceptor) are teaching lvith 
the aid of various methodologies and pedagogic devices, for , 
the Ajiias it is not possible to cognize Him. The Sruti states 

this : &~oq;ij)sfiI ~ "li ";f fcrti: I 311~:q~1 qibl ~:tl{il~ (1 ... 1' -

(Ka!hopanisllad 1-2-7), meaning - 'Although many people listen 
to this Atman' s Swarupa, they are not able to cognize It ; one 
who preaches is of a wonderful nature ; one who obtains or 
secures Him is a wiseman." 

HERE BHAGA VAN MEANS ATMAN ALONE 

"In this Prakar~a the deliberation on 'Dharmadhatu' is 
taken up ; Shunyata alone which is Dharmadhatu has been called 
'Bhagavan' here" - thus some present-day research scholars have 
opined. It is their belief that previously from Verse 4-80 to 4-
84 because there was discussion about the state of the Chitta 
alone, here there is no scope for Atmavichara at all. But the 
purport of the PrakaraQa is to refute the doctrine of the 
Vijiianavadin alone, in the manner - "Chitta is not born, nor is 
the Chittadrishya born." Apart from this, here in this context the 
teaching that - 'Both these are not born' - alone is not rele\rant ; 
011 the contrary, what is really, more importantly relevant is : 
'Just as Chittadrishya is not separate froin Chitta, in the same 
way apart from Atman, who is Chidrupa, Chitta does not exist.' 
Therefore, in the PrakaraQa wherein it is taught that - "Aja
Anidra-Asvapna Advaita Atman alone is Paramartha" - how at 
all can there be #any scope for Shunya ? - This question these 
research scholars alone have to answer. If one keeps in mind the 
fact that - "In order to demonstrate the truth that Atman alone 
is Aja - a proper yukti has been utilized in this Ajati PrakaralJ.a" 
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- tllen the truth Here in this context, there is no relevance of 
Shunyavada of Buddhism - will become very clear. 

atmt ~1f£1f«t'1ltd1r(1 '1lmt'1l~m en!"': I 

il8~(loqttl'qI~{IC{oiI~q '4Ircl'fl: IIt~ II 

Meaning: "He exists, does not exist, thOllgh existing 
does not exist - in tllis manner, never at all He exists ; 
moving, steady, both and non-existent - by these one, who 
is childish, is incessantly covering Him up." 

THE VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH THE EXAMINERS OR 
OBSERVERS MISCONCEIVE 

Because they are endowed with subtle observations, even 
the 'knowledges' of those who are famous as scholars are ren
dered to be verily 'covers' for Bhagavanta ; it being so, where 
is the question of mentioning about the knowledges of foolish 
people who are highly Inaterialistic ? - This topic has been 
proved here in this verse. 

Some people have believed, with regard to Atman, that He 
is Sattayukta Asti (He exists), meaning - He is (associated with 
existence) ; He does not exist - thus the Ksha~ikavadins among 
the Buddhists, as also the Lokayatikas, meaning - Charvakas 
(materialists) have believed; the Ardhavainashika (half Nillilists) 
Digambaras (among the Jains) have believed that tIle Tattwa 
may be existing (Syadasti) or may not also be existing (S.,vannasti) 
in Sadasat fann. The Buddhistic Shunyavadins believes that the 
Tattwa does not at all exist ; being devoid of both the opposite 
categories of Astirnra and Nastitwa, It is Nihs"rabhava (essenceless), 
Nirupakhya (indefinable). 

Here Asti (exists) - this fann is ChaIa ; for, it belongs to 
Anityavastus (non-eternal objects) like an earthen pot etc. Nasti 
(not existing) - this form is Sthira ; for, it has never any special 
attribute or feature whatsoever. Asti Nasti (though existing, non
existent) - this form is Chalasthirarupa ; Nastinasti (never ex
isting) - is especially Atyantabhava. For, in it Astitwa etc. - no 
such categories whatsoever ever exist. 

Because due to the Abhinivesha alone of the non-existing 
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concepts like Asti etc. of the forms of Chala etc. are appear
ing in the Bhagavats,varupa, devoid of any special character
istics wllatsoever, all these people like Sadvadi etc. are inces
santly covering up Bhagavanta due to their J\-fithyagrah8IJ8 
(misconceptions) - meaning, they staunchly believe that the 
Bhagavattathva is concealed alone. This is tIle implied purport 
here. For, although the sun is Nityaprakasha Swarupa alone, the 
foolish ignorant people think tllat the clouds - Wllich are being 
seen with tIle help of 11is rays alone - cover up the sun ; in tile 
same way, these disputants too are trying to cover up Bhaga,'anta 
with their own Mithyagrallana of the type of Asti, Nasti etc. ; 
but this Bhagavanta - in the Absolute sense - is verily of 
Chaitanyasvabhava which is eternally shining (manifested) ; 
by means of His brilliance (Pure Consciousness) He is illumin
ing everything ; all concepts too are being illumined and 
manifested by His Chaitallyaprakasha alone. Even so, the non
discriminating people are carrying on their disputes as if to 
conceal Him by means of tlleir respective beliefs, concepts. 
Altllough these disputants have reckoned themselves to be PaIJ{litas 
(scholars) and though some of their followers too are believing 
so, because they have not cognized the Paramartha, they are just 
like children - ignorant of the Truth indeed. 

THE ASTITWA VADA (THEORY OF EXISTENCE) THAT IS 
FOlTND IN THE SRUTI IS KALPIT ASAMVRITI . . 

(Doubt) : In the Sruti - 'Oftd1~ciN('1il1cq:t - (One should 

reckon that He exists alone) - also, Astitwa (concept of existence) 
alone is tatlght, is it not so ? It being so, is it proper to have 
ridiculed the Astitwavadins calling them 'childisll' ? , 

(Solution) : This is not at all wrong. For, the Sruti has no 
prime purport in instlucting Astitwa (empirical existence). For the 
purpose of cognizing the truth that - "Tile Tattwa is devoid of 
any special characteristics" - using as a device this Astitwa as 
m Adhyaropa (superimposition) - tllis instruction is imparted. 
Because of tI1e facts that : (a) all tllrough the people's intellect 
(sense of awareness) is associated with the sense of the type -
'It exists' - with regard to the Karya (effect, object) of the 
external world; (b) even if tIle Karya of tIle world gets 'merged' 
(Laya), it cullninates in the sense of - "It exists" - alone ; (c) 
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even the Buddhi (intellect) wllich cognizes tllat the object does 
not 'exist' is itself invariably associated witll tile Pratyaya (con-

I' 

cept of certainty) and gets merged - tl,e Sruti in order to refute 
or negate the 'Asadvada' (theory or concept of non-existence) 
instructs in the manner - "One should cognize, reckon (this 
Atman) to exist alone." But here too it is not the ultimate , 
intention of the Sruti to indicate that - " Astibhava (concept of 
existence) itself is tIle Tattlva (Ultimate, Absolute Reality)" - at , 
all. When the Sruti teaches the Tattwa devoid of any Upadhis 
(adjuncts) whatsoever, it instructs only by negating all special 
characteristics in the manner - 'Not this, not that'. Therefore, 

, 

in the Sruti quoted by the opponent who l1as raised the doubt, 

it is also stated that : 'at'EJl~c()qt1iE1tlf d~~: AtfiGFd' - (After 

cognizing It to be existing, the Tattwabhava or tIle object of the 
Ultimate Reality will become (Prasanna) revealed or manifest". 
Therefore, there is no contradiction whatsoever in the instruction 
of the Sruti. 

Hence, what we stated tllat - 'Even those disputants WilO 

have become known to be erudite, gredt scholars are verily 
childish ill this regard' - is correct indeed. ThllS wIlen it is said 
that even for examiners (or researchers) there is }yfithyadfishfi 
(false vie\\tpoint), ,,"vhat is there to be gainsaid ab~ut extroverted 
people w"ho are by their very nature foolish, puerile ? 

ONLY FROM THE VIE\VPOINT OF LOI(AS4MV~ITI 
(Ur~I"ERSAL EMPIRICAL DEALINGS DUE TO 

MISCONCEPTION) ASTI"rWA E'rC. ARE AVARA~A 

Here there lurks a secret to be discerned : 'Saq1vpti' is of 
two kinds \,iz. Lokasarpvriti arid Kalpitasarpvriti. Bet\veen tll~se 

two, because Lokasa~vriti is caused by misconception alolle, 
where'/er concepts like Astitwa, Nastitwa etc. are belic\'ed to be 
real - in all such cases it anlounts to our having invariably 
concealed the essential nature of Bhagavallta. On the contrary, 
in the case of KaJpitasaqtvriti, because the knowledgeable tra
ditional preceptors have, for the purpose of teaclling the Tatrn'8 
(Absolute Reality), followillg the A dl1">raropa-Apavada-Nyaya 
(maxim of deliberate superimposition and rescission), assumed 
tentatively certain special attributes or features for Atman - by 
this superimposition really no A varana whatsoever ensues. Even 
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when they assert that - "Atman exists" - in their mind, in the 
real sense, the misconception of the type - "In Him there exists 
a quality or special attribute of 'existence' or 'being' -" - is 
not engendered, and hence there is no defect tainting their 
Antal)kar81)8 (mind) at all. When observed from this viewpoint , 
- even when the Sruti teaches in the manner - "One should 
cognize that Atman exists only" - it is an empirical transaction 
carried out due to 'Kalpitasarpvriti' (deliberate superimposition) 
with the intention of turning, inducing the intellect (discriminative 
faculty) of the Jijfiasus towards the Tattwa alone; but not stated 
in order to establish the mil1ds of Jijfiasus ill AstitW8 (the 
empirical concepts of existence etc.). For, if it is assulned that , 
- "The ultimate purport of the Sruti in indicating, instructing that 
Atman is really an object for an intellect entertaining the sense 
or awareness of 'existence' " - then \vhat we stated in the , 
beginning as a preamble with the aid of the Sruti ill the maImer 

- atc:J qli41 ";f '1'1("11' - (Kathopanishad 2-3-12), meaning - "Stating by 

speech (or words) or imagined by the mind, He cannot possibly , 
be cognized" - will be rendered false. Apart from this, in Srutis 

like : ·at;:q~ tt"f~;:qsll~¥IIf( - (Katha 1-2-14), meaning - "It is dif .. 

ferent from Dharma, is different from Adllanna" ;. at!lI<'t+G:tf,(, -

(Katha 1-3-25), mearling - "It is devoid of sound, touch, form, 
taste, smell" - thus all aspects of Avaral}a have been very , 
clearly sublated, negated. Therefore, the Sruti saying - "He 
exists" - is not at all defective. Tn the same way, even if it is 
stated - with the intention or perfect understanding that 
everything (nay, all duality) is Kalpita (superimposed upon) 
in Atman - that "Bhagavanta is 'Sarvarupa' - " - there will 
not be any defect whatsoever tainting that teaching ; for, even 
stating in that manner is verily from the viewpoint of 

KalpitasaqlVfiti. In the VishJ.lupuraQa it is stated that - cv;qltftfit 

rq~~q::tlf.:l Fq~cf'1lr1 rct~fil{4I fCiill~:q I ";JW: ij5~1'l:q ~ l{C( ~ ~~mt 

1Ii4IHa ':if rqAq4: II' - (Visht:lupura1)a 2-12-38), meaning - "The 
brilliant bodies lil(e stars etc. are verily Vishnu, big mansions are 
verily Vishnu, forests too are verily Vishnu, mountains, cardinal 
directions. too are verily Himself ; rivers, seas, all are Himself ; 
whatever things exist, whatever things do not exist - all those 
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are verily Himself, oh dear, great among Brahmins) !" - even 
this statement sllould be understood in the same manner. There
fore, what was said by us - "In various forms like Asti, Nasti 
etc. the Avivekin has concealed Atman" - is correct indeed. 

25. ATMAJNANI IS OMNISCIENT, ONE WHO HAS 
FULFILLED THE PRIME PURPORT OF LIFE 

cfilCil~::qd~ l(dl~ iI~ltfiji~SSCIO: I 

\tfIQI'1IM{f'icil ~~: 11 ticfii~ II'~II 

Meaning : "That Bhagavanta who, because He is com
prehending the fOUf categories Of. comers (of empiricism), is 
always covered up - one who has seen (cognized) such a 
Bhagavanta who is devoid of any taint of these categoIies is 
verily a Sarvadarshi (omni-perceiver)." 

P4.\RAMATMAN IS DEVOID OF FOUR CATEGORIES OR 
CHATUSHKOTI (CORNERS) OF EMPIRICAL DEALINGS 

OF THE TYPE ASTI, NASTI ETC. 

In that case, how is this Paramarthatattwa (existing) ? Only 
if It is blown, people are not called 'A vivekins" but are recog
nized as Jiianis, is it not so ? - if this question is raised, the . 
answer IS : 

Asti, Nasti, Asti-nasti, Nasti-nasti (He exists ; He does not 
exist ; though existing He does not exist ; He never exists at all) 
- in this maImer the various disputants have decided these four 
Kotis (categories) - is it not so ? By the comprehension (aware
ness) of these categories alol1e that Bhagavanta is always covered 
up. It has amounted to their misconceptions having apparently 
covered up that Bhagavanta. This 'Avarat:la' is confined to the 
respective disputant alone and it is not applicable to every
one. Therefore, in the Vaitathya Prakara~a it was stated that 
- "That entity which the preceptor propounds (shows) - tIl at 
entity alone the disciple comprehends (sees)" (2-29). These, in 
fact, do not taint or touch the Atmavastu at all ; meaning, by 
means of the cognition of these categories of Asti, Nasti etc. 
though Paramatman appears as if He is covered up by tllese 
empirical concepts, in reality they have not reached out to Him. 
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For this, tIle Sruti : i1f ~ ~ ~t'l4lt'1l ~ ';f f(~' - (Bri. 3-9-
26), meaning - "That this alone is the Atman tall gIlt as Neti, Neti 
(Not this, not this) ; He is Agrahya (incomprehensible) ; for, He 
is not to be comprehended with any means whatsoever" - is the 
authoritative source. 

HERE 'BHAGA V AN' MEANS NIRVISHESHA ATMAN ALONE • 

(Objection) : '~IW1'llr:cbiC~JQ4cfl4d\i1it4~qd: I 't4Iq"ii§<qf=atIPt flf-lr 

ta1CIIRJ:;I:' - (Visln}.upurai1a 3-5-79), meaning - "Barring those 
qualities Wllich are to be discarded, ule remaining qualities or 
excellences like Jnana, Bala~ :~llakti, Aish\\'arya, Vlrya, Tejas etc. 
with all such Kalya~agll.,as {ber-!gn, beneficent qualities) He is 
endowed that Paramatnlan alone is fit to be call~d 'Bhagavan'. 
Thus sages like Parashara etc. are S&.)"lr..g. It being so, how can , 
the assertion of 8hri SaIikara that - ''']?aralnartha Tattwa alone 
which is devoid of all the attributes, categories like Asti, Nasti 
etc. is the meaning for that word 'Bhagavan' " - be proper, 
justifiable ? 

(Solution) : There is no defect whatsoever ill t11is. For, 
though Paramatman who is verily the Atman (i.e. the very sub
strate) for qtlalities like Jiiana, Bala etc. is not the object for any 
Shabda (word) or Pratyaya (concept), in cOlllparison with Jivas 
who are endowed with Ajiiana (ignorarlce), Ashakti (powerless
ness) etc. He is stated - in GOU1)avritti (a secondary serlse) - to 
be endowed with bellign and beneficent qualities like Jfiana, Bala, 
Shakti etc. Here even the difference of GUlJa (qualitJ-') and 
GUlJ.l (one endowed with that quality) does not really exist. 

In the sanle VisllDU Purana it has been stated : 'atitl<4~:q(fllufq d:t4 . . 
t 9I~oi1 ~ I 'i\ifIClj \i'lcf'%§GG:: fRii04~ iijq:qWf:' - (Vish. Pu. 6-5-71), 

meanillg - "Though that Paramatman is not at all an object for 
words, for namesake He is called 'Bhagavanta' to signify rever-

, 
ence as a fonnallty." Even in the Sruti which the dOllbting 
opponent had quuted tlle difference of GUQa and GU!}l is refuted 
and it has been stated that Jfiana, Bala, Shakti etc. alone are 

Bhagavanta. For the expression -~ t-~1ullrcd1:t:' - the meaning 
is : Barring tIle Heyadharmas (qualities which are to be dis
carded) like GUI).a, Kriya wllich are conjured up by Avidya, the 
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benign hallmarks of Bhagavanta like Jfiana, Bala etc. are called 
by the word 'Bllagavanta'. Apart froln this, this Bhagavanta 
called 'Brahman', being Nirvishesba (devoid of any special 
attributes), is Sarvatmaka (the very essence of everything) ; 
hence apart from Him the phenomenon called 'SaguJ.1abrahman' 
does not exist whatsoever. It has been stated by the kno'vl
edgeable sages, on the basis of (or from the view-point of) 
Kalpitas3rpvriti alone .that - 'He alone who is SarvaguJ.1atmaka 
merely by His will (volition) has assumed (worn) the bodies 
of everyone'. This very Nirvishesha Brahman Itself, endowed 
with the special attributes of names and forms projected by , 
A vidya, has been recommended in the Sastra for the benefit 
of low-class an\.1 middle-class seekers for special Upasanas 
(meditations ). 

Hence, the sage Parashara has said : 'tI"IWCfiCi"lHUI!1ulltti'f,1sm 

\4l(lfi6~I(IIC{d'ldCil.r: I ~i6I'l6ldlf1i"lc?t~6: 1f{(lflIi1I~,*~ilr;;:ffl1J:t - (Vislu;lU 
Pura.t:la 6-6-84), meal!ing - "He is endowed with all benign and 
beneficent qualities ; by virtue of one part of His power He 
has covered up the wilole ganlut of the empirical, physical 
objects ; merely by His will, whatever serene, excellent bodies 
lIe likes He wears or assumes and whatever good has to accrue 
to the whole world ttiat He provides." Therefore, here there is 
no defect whatsoever in our calling Nirvishesha Brahman 
'Bhagavan' . 

HOW COl\'IE A SEER OF NIRVISHESHA Tl\f~~N 
IS OMNISCIENT? 

That Muni (sage) who has cognized such a Bhagavanta is 
verily a Sarvadarshi ; meaning - he alone is Sarvajfia, a PaJ)gita 
(scll01ar) who has known the Paramartha (the Absolute, Ultimate 
Reality). Aja-Advaya-Atman alone is every tIling, is it not so ? 
Therefore, one who has cognized tllal Atman is said to be 
Sarvadarshi. 

4· • • 54 I cq \II 4iCtT 'l~ ~I ;U CI ull .... q G~'i~&PW'IIlI""''l1 

at91Ii{Sllr~"f41w:a r~Zid: q<Jfl8~ Ill~11 

lVleaning: "Because he has attained complete Omnis
cience (PUI1)asarvajiiata) as also Advaya-BrahmaJ)ya (non-dual 
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Brahmanhood), devoid of categories like beginn.ing, middle 
and end, herefore how can he perfornl any Kanna at all ?" 

BRAHMAfflANI IS K~TAKWTYA (ONE WHO HAS ACHIEVED 
WHAT IS TO BE ACHIEVED IN LIFE) 

Because it is said - "One who has attained this 
Purnasarvajfiata" - it amounts to baving signified that just like 
Darshanakaras like Kapila, Buddha etc. who have cognized 
only the Anatman akin to ApurQ8 (incomplete) Sarvajiiatwa 
(omniscience), this is not Akritsna (incomplete, immature). 

Just as it is stated in the Sruti : 'CflM! 'flTCU rq~lI~ ticfF"I4 rq~mi 
'qqfa' - (Mu1).Qaka 1-1-5) - "That Entity which if cognized it 
amounts to cognizing everything" - that person who has cognized 
that Brarunan is called here 'PUfQasarvajiia'. That person who has 
Intuited that Brahman is verily Advaya BrahmaQ.a. On the autllor-

ity of the Sruti sentence : 'If I@~a.« rqr~ti1IS~ldCfiI\( tftr ~ ,,1«10(:' 

- (Bri. 3-8-9), meaning - "Oh Gargi, that person who cognizes 
this Akshara (Reality devoid of destruction or emaciation) and 
goes away from this Loka - he alone is Brahmat:ta" - (the 
definition of the word 'Brahmana' or what is called in our . 
common parlance 'Brahmin' is given here) - 'One who cognizes 
Brahmatman and transcends the Samsaraloka which is the object 
for Mithyagraha1J.a (also called Adhyasa in Vedanta, i.e. 'I' notion) , 
is himself called 'BrahmaQa'. Apart from this, just as the Sruti 

says : '~~ '1 Ft;'i I i1161Ulf£l', meaning - "For a Brahmin this 
alone is the Nitya (eternal) Mahima (greatness, excellence)" -
because one who has cognized Brahman which is described as 
"Neti, Neti" is himself one who has attained the Nitya Mahima 
which is devoid of any increase or decrease, in the predominant 
sense, he is said to be 'BrahmaI}.a'. Because the person, who has 
attained this 'Brahma1)yapada' (state of Brahmanhood) which is 
beyond Utpatti (birth), Sthiti (sustenance), Laya (dissolution), has 
verily attained the Labha (profit or preciol1s benefit) of Atman 
who is Advitiya - herefore what can there remain for him to be 

done or achieved ? For this reason alone, in the Sruti : '3tIt'tI;f 

~ rq~H1ql<l 31q'it'ftfd ~: 1 fq;fif:cq"( Cfi~ Cfil'ilq l1tl(C4je\N\{<l II' -

(Bri. 4-4-12), meaning - "If a l1uman being cognizes in the 
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manner - 'I am tllis Bralnnan' - desiring which object and for 
quenchillg, satiating which desire can l1e torture tIle body?" -
thus it is stated. Even the Srnritis too are saying : "Greater tllall 
Atmalabha tllere is no other Labha" - (Apastamba Sutra 1-8-22-
1) etc. In the Bhagavadglta also it is stated: "For llim by doing 
anything there is no benefit whatsoever that has to accrue" -
(Glta 3-18). 

fqSUOli fc1~~ ~1Jll: wlCfid ai4~ I 

G:'T: iiCfiFa~I~(qI~ci ~ lJii ~ II'~ II 

l\ieaning : "For the wise the dignity is this alone ; this 
alone is said to be the natural Shalna (control ot' the mind) 
; because by its very nature it is Dunta (tamed, subdued) this 
alone is Dama (control over the senses), Olle who has known 
like this, attains Shama." 

THERE IS NO NEED FOR A mANI TO MAKE ANY EFFORT 
TO ACQUIRE SH.4.MA, DAMA E'fC. 

, 
(Qllestion) : Because tllere is a Sruti sentence like : "One 

who llas cognized in this manner should become Sllanta, Danta, 
lJparata, Titikshu and endowed with Shraddha and recognize 
Atman in hims~lf alolle~' - (Bri. 4-2-28), even a Jfiani should be 
perfonning Sadhanas like Shama, Dama etc. prescribed by the 
, -
Sastra, is it not so ? Since there is also a Gita statement like -
"Tllis is verily called 'Jfiana' , what is different from this is 
Ajiiana" - (Glta 13-11) the seeker should be practising Sadhanas 
like Amanitwa etc., is it not so ? 

AnSlver : l~ot so. For, to be established in Atmaswarupa 
alone is the natllral Vinaya (humility) for Bralunajfianis. For 
them this alone is said to be the natural Shama. Because by Its 
very nature Brahmatman is Upashanta (quiescent), tllis alolle is 
their Dama. Just as the ignorant people's senses whisk away tIle 
mind due to its Raga-Dwesha, they do not at all drag the nlind 
of these Jiiallis. It being St), where is the qllestion of a Vidhi 
(scriptural injllnction) stipuiating that a Brahmajfiani Sflould prac
tise discipli!1es lil<.e Shalna, Dame. etc. ? 

Therefore, since the person who has cognized such an 
Advayabrahman is established in Braillnaswarupa alone, he is 
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always endowed with the essential nature of Shama-Dama etc. 
These Sadllanas in tlleir entirety rest in llim as thougll they are 
decorative ornaments. Like the Mumukshus (seekers desirous 
of Liberation in this very life-span), the Jiiani need not at all 
practise these. 

26. THE QUINTESSENCE OF OUR OWN 
METHODOLOGY 

~q~ tflQt1ui ~ ~ ~r~Cfir~tiq~ I 

3iq~ ~Q~lai ~ ~ ~r~Cfifittiq~ Ilt\911 

3iq('(qjQt1At ~ ~cfil'd<f'ird ~al{ I 

~~~fc$i-mJ~: ACfa'lfdal{ I Itt II 

Meaning : "That duality which is associated with sub
stance and awareness is called 'Loukika '. That which is devoid 
of substance but having UpaJambha (recognition or compre
hension otherwise than from memory, the same as Anubhava) 
is called 'Shuddhaloukika'. But that which is not having either 
substance or cognition, awareness is called 'Lokottara' ; thus 
the knowledgeable people are always talking about Joana, 
Jiieya and Vijiieya." 

RELATIONSHIP OF THE TEXT 

Because in this manner the philosophies of the various 
disputants are mutually opposed to one another and are respon
sible for Raga-Dwesha, the fact that all of them are Mithyadarshanas 
(false, pseudo-philosophies) has been proved by means of tlleir 
own respective Yuktis alone, and thereby it has been demon
strated convincingly that the Aja-Advaita-Darshana (i.e. Advaita 
Vedanta) itself which is devoid of the four-cornered logic or 
dialectical categories (called 'Chatush Koti') as also which does 
not give ally room for Raga and Dwesha etc., is a Marigalakara 
(auspicious and beneficent) and by its very nature a Shanta 
(blissful) philosophy (i.e. spiritual science), and hence it amounts 
to our having concluded tIle truth : first, as stated in 4-2, this 
Darshana is devoid of disputes or controversies and secondly, it 
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is not opposed to any tIling else. Now Shri GauQapada undertakes 
to expound, tll0Ugh briefly, this llis own Vedantic Prakriya (metll
odology) alone. In fact, to observe the three states of Con
sciousness of waking, dream and deep sleep (and to cognize 
the Vedantic truths) is itself the unique Vedanta Prakriya. So 
far by means of Yukti the truth that Aja-Advaya-Atmatattwa 
alone is the Paramartha llas been shown, is it not so ? This alone 
is in consonance witll Sarvatrika Anubhava (universal Intuitive 
Experience) ; (a) Whereas the philosophies of the various dispu
tants which are predominantly logic-oriented do not possess this 
capacity; (b) though keeping the Buddhists' Yuktis in the fore
front in this PrakaraIJ.a the teaching has been expounded, the 
objective of inculcating the fact that - 'Between the first Agama 
Prakaral}a, which has begun its teaclling based predominantly on , 
Sruti instructions, and this fourth Alatashanti Prakara~a there 
is complete agreement' - is the important benefit that accrues 
from tIle detailed consideration of this genuine, unique Vedantic 
methodology_ By this it amounts to having concluded the entire , 
gamut of the Sastraic teachings. 

IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE PARAMARTHA LOUKlKA, 
SHUDDHA LOUKIKA AND LOKOTTARA ARE A DEVICE 

The state of Consciousness which is the support or substrate 
for the whole galnut of A vidya Vyavahara (elnpirical transactions 
conjured up by ignorance) of duality which comprises Sarpvriti 
Sadrupa Vastu (a substance which is endowed witll empirical , 
reality) awareness - meaning the Sastra, the Shishya and the 
Shasaka (preceptor) and which is the support for Dvaita of the 
type of Grallya and Grahaka - is 'Loukika', means Jagarita 
Avastha. In fact, in Vedanta this alone is accepted as the 'Jagarita 
Avastha' (i.e. this is the Sastraic definition of waking in Vedanta) 
but our cOlnmonplace empirical waking is not at all accepted as 
really endowed with any sl!bstantiality_ It has already been stated 
tllat - "TIlat tIling which exists due to (from the viewpoint of) 
Kalpitasarpvriti does not at all exist (Absolutely) froin the 
Paramartha Drishti" - (4-73), is it not so ? Without the 
Sarp.vritivastu, mere cognition or awareness existing is called 
'Shuddha Loukika', meaning 'Svapna'. Here the sllbtle teaclling 
of Vedanta that - "The \vaking state is gross and is common, 
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equal to everyone, while the dream state is different from the 
waking whicll is grosser than tIle dre ruTI , and it is visible, per
ceptible exclusively to tIle dreamer - is sa~d from the wakillg 
Sarpvritidrishti (viewpoint of empirical reality) aloIle" - should 
not be forgetten. For, it has been taught here that the Avasthatraya 
which is established by virtue of Sarp\'pti is itself the 'Upaya' 
(a subtle device) for the Paramartha Darsllana (the Intuitive Ex
perience of the Ultimate, Absolute Reality of Vedantlc spiriulal 
science, phiiosopllY). 

Further, the essential nature of deep sleep is being described 
in detail. That state of Consciousness in which there is neither 
Vastu (substance), and knowledge or cognition of it nor the dual 
aspects of Grahya and Grahaka is called 'Lokottara', meaning 
'Sushupti or deep sleep'. The word 'Loka' connotes 'being 
cognized and cognizing ; devoid of both these, that state which 
is tIle seed or cause .for all empirical procedures (Pravritti) is 
'Lokottara', meaning deep sleep. 

THE IMPLICIT MEANING OF WORDS LIKE 'LOUKIKA' ETC. 

For the words like 'Loukika' etc. that are used here in this 
context we should not conceive tllat they nlean merely tIle waking, 
the dream etc. On the contrary, we should reckon that they 
connote both meanings of StJlana (place, region), Sthiini (the 
occupier of the region) or Avastha (the state) and the SakslJi 
(Witnessing Principle) of the state viz. Atman. Just as we have 
to assume tIle implied meaning of the sentence - "We should not 
enter the town" - (Gautalna Dhanna Sutra 1-4-32) so as to imply 
both the town and the residents of the town, in tIle same way 
here also we have to interpret it. In fact, in order to determine 
the Paramarthaslvarupa of Atman who is A ,·a.~thavanta (as
sociated with a state) alone these words like Loukika etc. are 
utilized. For that reason only we should discern that here for the 

expression - c~fdtJld¥( - found in the second verse above the 

intended purport is tIl at the Paramartha TattWa associated with 
this device has been signified in this mamler. 

To wit : "Joana means that Intuitive Cognition (Knowl
edge) by means of which people cognize, without desiderating 
any instruments or senses or mind whatsoever, all the three states 
like Loukika, Shuddha Loukika fu~d Lokottara - i.e. they cognize 
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by means of Jfiana wllich is Nirvikalpaka (devoid of any con
cepts), Anubllavarupa (of the very essence of Intuitive Experi
ence)." 'Jfieya' means all the three states like Loukika etc. taken 
together. For, apart from these there is no otller phenomenon 
whatsoever to be called Jiieya (object of knowledge). For this 
reason alone, it was stated in the Agama Prakara~a til at -
"Including the Adhidaivika (celestial plane, region) also tIle entire 
Prapaiicha (world of duality) is implied in tIle Loukika (waking 
state)". The implied purport here is that - "Saitkhyans and the 
otller disputants - all of them - whatever Tattwas (entities) they 
have imagined are all misconceived and included in these three 
states alone." Hence, if we cognize the Tattwa of all these three 
(i.e. tIle Absolute Reality which is the substrate, backdrop of the 
tllree states of awareness), it is tantamount to' cognizing every
thing. Further, the word 'Vij fieya' means : When we observe 
these tllree plenary experiences of Loukika, Slluddlla Loukika and 
Lokottara, that Paramartha Tattwa which becomes 'Sakshatkara' 
(Intuited spontaneously and effusively), meaning - the 'Turyatma' 
Tattwa which is Aja (birthless), Advaya (non-dual). Thus, be
ginning with Loukika, \Vllat is 'existing' up to Vijfieya is both 
the Upaya (device) and the Upeya (the object pointed out by the 
device) - thus the 'Buddhas' - i.e. Parainartha Darshis - affinn. 

FOR THE WORDS LIKE LOUKIKA ETC. THERE IS NO 
PURPORT OF INDICATING THE 'JNANAS' OF 

YOGACHARA PHILOSOPHY 

In the Buddllistic school of philosophy called 'Yogachara' 
these three words of Loukika, Sllllddha Loukika and Lokottara 
are used for three kinds of knowledge. But those meanings 
cannot possibly be adopted or assumed llere. According to that 
Buddhistic p11ilosophy, 'Lollkika' means the commonplace Gral1ya
Grahaka Visl1ayajiiana (empirical subject-object knowledge) wllich 
is universal. 'S11uddha Loukika' Ineans Paratantraswabhava Jiiana 
(knowledge dependent upon an external agency). 'Lokottara' means 
the Nirvikalpa Jnana (a\vareness devoid of any special attriblltes 
or features) that accrues or ensues in a state when there is neither 
1l~ Grall aka chitta (comprellending mind) nor the Grahyavastu 
(object which is cOlnprehended) ; because it has transcended tIle 
Loka (empirical world of duality) it is called 'Lokottara'. Tllen 
to tIle Yogi, who lIas elltered into the Vijfiaptimatra (pure aware-
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ness, consciousness), a resultant fruit accrues - thus the Yogacharas 
opine. [For this doctrine refer to Madhyamika Vritti, page 185]. 

But here (in Shri Gaugapada's Karika) for tIle purpose of 
cognizing the Vijiieya (object of Intuition) called 'Turiya' as a 
device the A vastllatraya of the type of Loukika etc. and its Jiiana 
(Intuitive Knowledge) is taugllt. Tllerefore, both these Prasthanas 
(approaches) are different, distinct from each other. Because special 
characteristics lil(e - "Dvaya is called Loukika" etc. - which 
describe the Jiieyas"Tarupa (tIle essential nature of the object to 
be known) are mentioned, thus it should be interpreted differently 

here. 'lI atl(ql ~ ~:' - (MaJ}.c;iUkya Mantra 7) - thus the Turlyatman 

has been described in the Upanishad, is it not so ? That very 
thing is expounded by using the word 'Vijiieya'. Apart from tllis, 
the proponents or followers of Y ogachara philosophy have not 
accepted at all the fact that - "Apart from the Chitta or Inind 
which is the Griihaka (comprehending principle) tllere exists a 
Vijfieya (an object of comprehellsion)." In their teaclling - for the 
Chitta alOlle which is devoid of 'San1klesha' is called . 
'AIayavijiiana' ; they have accepted that such a Chitta becomes 
Anasrava (u1dependent), Dhruva (eternal, immortal) by virtue of 
Advayajiiana (non-dual knowledge) which is NirvikaJpa (devoid 
of special attributes). 

OBJ-ECTIONS AND SOLUTIONS WITH REG~~RD TO TIlE US
AGE OF WORDS LIKE LOUKIKA ETC. 

(Question) : No one among the ancients has called all the 
three states like the waking etc. by names like Loukika etc., is 
it not so ? These words are profusely used in Buddhistic texts 
only. It being so, in the sellse that no one has previously used 
- why is it that these words are used to cause deillsion among 
the Shrotrus ? . 

(Answer) : Since the words like Loukika etc. are Yougika 
(in keeping with the syllogistic meaning) tlley can be used by 
anyone - wllOS0ever he may be - in the sense of - 'colnmonplace, 
known or familiar to everyone' etc. as they like. There are no 
conventions stipulating that these words should be interpreted in 
such and such a manner with a particular meaning only. It is true 
that Y ogacllaras use these with certain conventional meanings. 
But in these senses they are using them as Paribhashika (tech-
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nical terminology) and hence they cannot compel everyone to use 
them witll tIl at technical meaning alone. This is not a chapter 
devoted to divide Jfiana ; tIle author Shri GauQapadacharya also 
in the past had not divided or separated Jfiana in this queer 
manner. It is self-evident from these verses that by meallS of the 
devices of Jfiana and Jiieya, he llas taken up tIle sllbtle task of 
recognizing (Intuiting) the Vijiieya. It being so, it is incompre
hensible or inscrutable to explain away as to how could this alien 
methodology of Yogachara be suddenly (abruptly) brougllt forth 
here? When the opinion that - "In the first Agama Prakara~a , 
through the device of Avasthatraya (that is found in the Sastra, 
Upanishad) the Turlya is propounded or taught and then that very 
Turiya is being concluded here" - is compatible, to interpolate 
an alien methodology not relevant to the context is not justifiable 
also. 

Apart from this, the word 'Loka' being used significantly 
for Avasthas cannot possibly be said to be extremely unfamiliar 

... 

to Vedic scholars. In the Sruti : '1r "'WI: ~,.fIcthtilqjeil<fd' - (Bri. 
4-3-7), meaning - "He being equal to the mind traverses inces
santly both the Lokas or worlds" - thus as an illustration for 
A vasthadvaya (two states of waking and dream) tllis word being , 
used in the Sruti is seen. Further, the Sushupti (deep sleep state) 

being referred as 'Paramaloka' is found in the Sruti : .~~ lJ\IU 
m-:' - (Bri. 4-3-32), meaning - "This itself is the supreme world 
for Him." Besides, it is not possible to assert that there is no 
prompting, justifying reason at all for using the words like 
Loukika etc. to indicate the states like waking etc. In the waking 
there exists invariably 'Sarvaloka SadharaJ.1atwa ' (commonality or 
univer-5ality acceptable to all tIle people). The facts that - in tIle 
dream the experience is confined to only the dreamer and in deep 
sleep all the Lokavyavaharas (empirical transactions) are extinct, 
invisible - are in everyone's experience (Sarvatrika Anubhava). 
Instead of this, in the teachings of Y ogacharas the doctrines that 
- Paratantra and Parinishpanna are objects for Shuddha Loukika 
Jfiana and Lokottara Jfiana, respectively - are to be known froln 
Vyaktigatanubhava (individually-acquired experiences). But those 
words are not as suitable, compatible as they are in our Vedantic 
Siddhanta - thus too it can be concluded. Therefore, the author 
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Shri GatlQapada having utilized these words in tllis manner is not 
at all wrong ; he has, in fact, used tllese special words purpose
fully and fully conscious of their im~ort. 

Further, '~~: Aq,1rndJ\ - thus the word 'Buddha' is used, 

is it not so ? That word is used witll the purport : "Tllose people 
w110 have cOgtlized the Viveka (discriminative purport) of tlle 
words Jiiana, Jneya and Vijfieya as we have now stated - they 
only are Paramartha (Absolutely) 'Buddhas' ; not those who by 
virtue of their Yoga practices etc. are hOllouring themselves, 
saying that they alone are Lokottaraprajiia (knowers of the Ab-

solute Reality)." For this the Moksha Dhanna Smriti : I~ 

\JI.'Hil4i<."4 iUiitUlfli fCC{P:td: I 3Ut'i~I:f :C!1't~t"~q qlOlf'<i dtcRllOIUI'( I ~ !~I I 

~: fCfi't"4C( !4('1tt101,( II- - (Mo. Dh. 249 - 10, 11), meaning -

"This alone is the fruition of human birth ; especially for a 
Brallmin's birth this alol1e is the fruition ; meaning, Atmajiiana, 
Shama - to remain engrossed in these with all dedication and 
devotion. One who has cognized this becomes a Buddha (a Jfiani) 
; what otller special attributes of a Buddha are there ?" - is the 
authoritative source for the above conclusion. 

-27. SARVAJNATWA (Ol\INISCIENCE) ACCRUING 
FROM A V ASTHATRA YA VlfflANA 

"iR~ f~rq~ ~lli~UI rqr~d tql4'( I 

(lfcf~dl ft~ 'iQdl, 'f8INlI: IIG'II 

Meaning: "If one cogllizes Jfiana and three kinds of 
Jfieya in a systematic order, for such a great wise man eve
rywhere Sarvajiiatwa (omniscience) will accrue by Itself (spon
taneously) here and now." 

EXPLANATION OF THE THREE \VORDS LIKE mANA ETC. 

To the question : What is the benefit accruing from the 
cognition of Turya through the three devices like Loukika, Shuddha 
Loukika and Lokottara ? - the answer is provided by this verse. 

Some people llave interpreted the 'Jfiana' used here to mean 
'Manovrittivisl1esha' (a special mental concept) ; but tilat is not 
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correct. For, here tIle Jrlana (Intuitive Knowledge - Experience) 
pertaining to tIle tllree states like Loukika etc~ alolle is relevant. 
First of all, Loukika is of the essential nature of the external 
Grahya-Grahaka phenomena ; hence, its knowledge cannot pos
sibly be oJ' tht! form or nature of the Grahaka Manovritti (the 
comprehending melltal concept) - \vhicll is one part of tllat "'hole, 
plenary Consci0uslless. To vlit : The external cOlnprehension of 
tIle form of sensual perception is that which is of the nature of 
the external objects like sound, touch etc., while the Jfiana \vhicll 
objectifies the internal Sukha, Manorupa Dtlhkha etc. is of the 
nature of mental concepts or mentations. It being so, how at all 
can we accept that the ljjana (Consciousness, plenary Awareness) 
wllich comprehends the Loukika of the form of Grahya-Grahaka 
both internally and externally in all its entirety is merely a Jiiana 
of the form of the mental concepts which are one part included 
within that plenary Consciousness ? In fact, it is \vell-known to 
all of us that in order to cognize both the senses and the 
nlind there invariably exists in all of us a separate 'Nirvikalpaka 
Jiiana' (Pure Consciousness devoid of any mental concepts) 
called in Vedantic parlance 'Sakshadanubhava' which is quite 
apart from the two i.e. - the senses and the mind. In tIle same 
way, to comprehend cognize tlle S11uddlla Loukika, Lokottara -
both these is verily tllis 'Sakshadanubhava Joana' (Direct, 
Intuitive Experience or Knowledge). Although this Jrlana (Intui
tive Knowledge and not intellectual concept) is not Savishesha 
(endowed or associated with special attributes) like the Alanovritti 
(mental concepts), due to the difference in the adjuncts It may 

become three types and hence in the expression - .~ ~ f~fq~ ~' 
- even if the special attributes of Trividha (three kinds) is used 
to be made applicable to Jiiana and Jiieya on the basis of a 
maxim called 'MadllyalnaQi Nyaya' to be endowed witlI - it will 
not be wrong. In tIle statement - "If cognized systelnatically in 
a particlliar order" - it sl10uld be understood that the reference 
is to Manovrittirupa Jfiana alone pertaining to the einpirical cat
egories like Jfiana - Jfieya ; for, cognizing in an orderly manner 
is verily Y.rittijiiana (mel1tal concept). 

THE ORDER IN THE PROCESS OF COGNITION 

Now, here in this context tile order in cognition is First, 
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we should cognize the gross Loukika. To cognize that - 'TIle 
Vaishwanara (Cosmic Person), endowed with the total adjunct 
of tllat Loukika Avastha, is itself the ' Jfiana' of Loukika. By 
sublating that - as stated in the Vaitathya Prakara~a, cognizing 
that both these (i.e. waking and dream states) are Sarvasama 

(equal, identical in all respects) to sublate, falsify Loukika ; tIlen 
to determine that botll these are Vitatha (verily false appearances) 
- to determine it to be Taijasa, endowed with an adjunct, is itself 
the Jiiana of Slluddha Loukika. Thereafter, if we sublate that 
Slluddha Loukika, the Lokouttara Jiiana accrues. If it is recog
nized that Shuddha Loukika also is Mithyarupa (of a false, unreal 
nature) alone, then we acquire the cognition that between Shuddha 
Loukika and Lokottara there is no difference whatsoever ; for, 
then whether a second tIling appears or not, we get a sense of 
conviction, certainty to tIle effect that - 'By this no special 
feature whatsoever is caused in Atman' ; now only the mere 
name of an 'Avastl1a' remains, subsists for Lokottara. Apart from 
Atman who is endowed with an adjunct that 'Avastha' too gets 
completely extinct, as if to suggest that - 'It is an object to be 
grasped or derived by means of the proverbial sixth sense.' As 
regards the statement that - 'It is the seed for the worlds of 
Loukika and Shllddha Loukika' - what about it ? We answer : 
It is a mere KaJpana (mental concept) conjured up due to Saqlvriti 
alone. Even if we had imagined that Loukika and Shuddha 
Loukika are totally different from each other and that between 
them there is a cause-effect relationship - because all such beliefs 
are the effects of Sa111vpti alone, if we go deep and analyse these 
states with the Intuitive awareness, in the Absolute sense tllere 
is no difference or distinction between these two ; just as tllis 
truth is realized to be true with a stamp of certainty, similarly 
here the apparent distinction between Shuddha Loukika and 
Lokottara also should be discerned. 

In any case, thus among these three Loukika etc. states 
to merge or sublate the previous one into the next is their 
true cognition. Now, the particular Upahitatman (Atman associ
ated with the adjunct of a state) who is Sthani (confined to that 
particular state) cannot possibly be imagined not to be existing 
in any state. Although these Loukika etc. are getting separated 
one from the other - rather each one of them is leaving out 
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the other - the Chinmatraswarupa (the essential nature of 
Pure Consciousness) of Atman does not change whatsoever 
anywhere. He does not also get extinct anywhere. Thus after 
detennining that - 'For Xtman tllere is no taint or touch of any 
A vastha,' the concept or belief that He is endowed with A vasthas 
also gets extinct. 

Anyway, thus all the three states becoming extinct, if we 
cognize P aramatm an , who is Paramarthasatyaswarupa, Aja, Advaya, 
Abhaya, and devoid of the categories of cause-effect - in a 
manner described in the Agama, Vaitathya and Advaita PrakaraQas 
- He by Himself - meaning, Atman' s Paramarthaswarupa alone 
- will subsist. 

TO THAT PERSON WHO HAS COGNIZED LOUKIKA ETC. 
SARV AJNATWA ACCRUES OF ITS OWN ACCORD 

In order to eulogise this 'Turyatma Joana' it lIas been 
stated like this : To that person the Omniscience will accrue by 
Itself. Because He Himself is everything and is Sarvajii8111pa (of 
the very essence of Omniscience) Turyatman is called 'Sarvajiia '. 
This omniscience whicll is, In truth, his very essence of Being 
- meaning, prior to his body (mortal coil) is given up or falls 
off, when he is still alive - accrues spontaneously of its accord 
to this great wise man of this Vedantic wisdom here and now 
itself. Because he has merged (sublated) J-Joukika etc. and is 
endowed with a. Buddl1i (intelligence, wisdom) which is 
Sarvalokatishaya (exceeding and exce!1ing all tile worlds) and 
which has imbibed the knowledge pertaining to Atmavastu, he is 
called 'Mahadhiyaha' (one endowed with great and sublime 
knowledge, wisdom). Because it has been stated: "If one cognizes 
the Trividhajfieya in an orderly manner tllis Sarvajiiatwa accrues" 
- one should not get deluded to think that this Jfiana is a 
particular kind of Paricchinna (distinctive) Jfiana Wllich is attained 
afresh. In truth, It is always and everywhere existing. Once we 
cognize that Swarupa, that Joana has beconle verily 
Atmaswarupa and hence the implicit meaning here is that It 
exists (beyond the time concept) without any change at any
time whatsoever. For such a Paralnartl1ajfiani - unlike the other 
disputants who are endowed with Jfiana arising out of Y oga 
Siddhis etc. - his Joana does not have any birth and destruction 
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at all. As stated in the Karika - ·it«tiq'iGi A~'i~"fIGifq~sfflt (3-33), 

meaning - 'It is verily Brahman whicll is Jfieya. In truth, by the 
Aja Jiiana the Aja Tattwa is always being cognized.' 

28. THE DEVICES FOR ATTAINMENT OF JNANA 
ARENOTPARAMARTHASATYA 

,q~lll'4qlq:ttl~ rq~lIl;:qQqIUI(1: I 

~t(f~stfc$:rrgq~AiM!~: 11,011 

Meaning: "The fC'llT phenomena of 'Heya', 'Jiieya', 
'Apya', 'Pakya' - s110uld ~e fully, clearly cognized. Among 
them, barring Vijfieya, in the other three cognit!on exists - tllUS 

the wise people say." 

mANXNGA UPADESHA (INSTRUCTION SUBORDINATE TO 
INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE) 

Because it has been stipulated : "When the three kinds of 
Jfieya are cognized in an orderly manner" - people may wrongly 
think, believe that those three are existing Absolutel}' really ; so 
in order to prevent this miscollception, here it is renlted. Heya 
means the trJee states of Loukika etc. If it is asked : How come 
these are to be 'Heya' - meaning, those which are to be given 
up, discarded? - then the explanatiorl is : In Annan these Jagrat, 
Svapna and Sushupti (i.e. Loukika, Shuddha Loukika and Lokottara, 
respectively) are 110t existing whatsoever - thus, just as the 
apparent superimposed, misconceived appearance~ of snake etc. 
are merged in the rope - these three states are to be sublated or 
merged in Atman ; thus it has to be cognized and hence, even 
when a particular state is existing because it is Chidbhas}ra 
(a reflection of Pure Consciousness) as also Chidv)rapta (being 
pervaded by Pure Consciousness), these three states do not 
exist whatsoever apart from Atman, who is Chidrupa (of the 
very essence of Pure Consciousness) - thus determining also, 
any particular state can possibly be sublated (discarded) and 
the Turiya Tattwa can be determined, hence they are 'Heya'. 
Thus when Vaishwanara, who is having the adjunct of the waking 
- by (lneans of Pravilaya complete merger of) the waking - is 
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detennined to be Turlya (.Atman) alone, there is no scope for 
imagining any other A vastha whatsoever and hence there is no 
need \vhatsoever for any further attempt to be made to detennine 
that He (i.e. Vaish\vanara) does not exist. Even so, in order that 
it may become easy to comprehend and follow for people WllO 
are endowed with low-grade and middle-grade intelligence (wis
dom, discriminating faculty), adopting a systematic order alone 
which is familiar in our workaday world this Pravilaya of the 
three states is mentioned (explained) - thus we should discern it. 

Further, in this verse the word 'Jfieya' means the Par-amarilla 
Tatrn"a alone, i.e. Turlya alone devoid of the four-cornered cat-

, -
egories. in the Sruti - "Always existing in Atmarupa is verily this 
Jfieya" - (Shwetashwatara 1-12) - is the autlloritative SOllfce for 
calling Atman alone 'Joeya'. Apya means tIle three disciplines of 
'Par.tqitya', 'Balya' and 'Mouna' which a Yali (sage) who has 
given IIp the external three Eshe1.1as (desires like PutreshaQa, 
VitteshaI).a, LokeshaQa) has perforce to earn, aCl']uire. In the 

Sruti : 'dflUC( ,1ifgul: qlMlfl4 f"if4a iiU~'1 f{,l'lOlilC( I "I~ ;:r qlMlfl4 ;:r 

r~rqEll'l ~:' - (Bri. 3-5-1) - meaning: "One who is a BrahmaQ.a, 
cognizing (discerning) Pa1!~itya Witllout any residues by means of 
Balya, should aspire, endeavour to remain stea/ly ; then after 
having COfllpletely controlled, conquered Balya a~JJ Pa:QQitya, he 
should become a Muni" - thus it has been statec, is it not so ? 
There in that context 'Pa~4itya' means to acqllire Atmavijiiana 
(the Intuitive Ktlowledge of the Self as Pure Being-Conscious-- , 
ness) from the Achalya and the Sas1ra. 'BaJya" means to stay put 
in the 'strength of Jfiana' (i.e. to get established in the Intuiti,'e 
Experience of Pur~ Consciousness) and like an innoc~nt boy or 
child to remain witll0Ut Danlbha (deceit, fraud, trickery), Darpa 
(pride, arrogance) etc. 'Mouna' means fully dedicated, engrossed 
(Tatparya) in Atmachintana alone. These three are called 'Apya' ; 
tlley are to be acquired. 'Pakya' - Ineans, those defects like 
Raga, Dweslla, Moha etc. which have to be fully cOllquered by 

becoming ripe, mature by experience. The Smriti : 'Cifi~I~ qiJff1{: 111; 

em) if;i Aqcfa', meaning - "Whetl by Ineans of Karmas the Kasllaya 
becomes ripe enough, then Joana accrues" - is the authoritative 
support for this. 
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All these four disciplines - meaning, as devices for Jiiana 

are to be discerned first of all. 

THE JNANOPAYAS (DEVICES FOR ATTAINING mANA) 
ARE INSTRUCTED FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF KALPIT A 

SAMVRITI ALONE . . 
Among these, barring the Paramartha Tattwa which is Vijfieya, 

the remaining Heya, Apya, Pakya - in these three - UpaJanlbha 
meaning, (cognition) - is A vidya KaJpana alone - thus say the 
Jiianis. All these three are not Paramarthasatya. Whatever the , 
Sruti has instructed as a d~vice - all that it indicates finally as 
'Neti, Neti' - thus, as previcllsly st(l .. ted in 3-26, here too it is 
from the standpoint ~f I(."\Jpit~lSnJ11vriti alone and llence these 
Heya etc. have to be reckolled from the Adhyaropa Drishti. Once 
the fruit of Vijiiana (Intuitive KrloVv·leuge) accrues, they too are 
Asatya - thus it will be rescinded (Apa'/a~fa) - iIl this way we 
should understand. 

Especially in the case of Turya who is Viiiieya, though 
first there exists Vijiieyatwa, after the Vijiiana (Intuitive Ex
perience) accrues, a special feature happens to be - "The 
Sadhaka who is the Vijiiatru (knower, cognizer) is himself the 
Turya" - such a conviction is born. 

THE WORDS 'HEVA', 'mEYA' ETC. ARE NOT THE TECHNI
CAL TERMS USED BY MAHAYANAS (BUDDHISTS) 

Because the \vords - 'Heya', 'Jfieya' and 'Vapya' are used, 
as also the usage of the word 'Agraya~a', some modem scholars - , 
like Prof. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya (author of 'Agama Sastra') 
have imagined for these \vords the meanings of 'Parikaipita' and 
'Paratantra' etc. which are very familiar in Mahayana Buddhism. 
This is verily a mere figment of imagination. For, this is not a 
PrakaraQa whicll undertakes, or has the prime purport of, ex
pounding doctrines of Parikalpita etc. at all. Nor is there any 
benefit accluing by using those alien tenns. Merely because the 
words like Heya, Jiieya etc. are used, there is no cause whatso
ever to stipulate and compel everyone that everywhere - i.e. 
wherever these words are used by anyone - they must be inter
preted to mean the same as the ~lahayana Buddhists have as
sumed ; for, e~~en for common people to use these words in the 

manner - 'Cfi14eit '(q:' (One should give up, discard a bad path) ; 
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.~ ~: atl:ecfoq~"C(' (One should reckon as to which is a righ

teous path, and follow it'" - tllere is no restriction or objecnon 
at all. If suppose a person uses these words like Heya etc. with 
a particular connotation, merely on that count there cannot be any 
restriction ",rhatsoever that those words should not be used with 
any other meaning and purport, is it rtot so ? Besides, in Adhyatma 
Grantllas which undertake the task of demonstrating the Muktimarga 
(path of Liberation) tllese words of Heya etc. being used is also 
found. For instance, in the Samyagmati PrakaraJ.1a (17-82) , 
of Upadesbasahasri Shri Sailkara has \vritten in the follo\ving 
manner: 

~lflltf;:rw.f(ffi~~ ~~llcfi '&It;:r I 
~ ~lIl'4tftd 4(ii'ifi4·,d d'iilllct fq:gtf:'t II 

fq~, ~ d( '1t1, CC 'iUra ¥Of f.:t. 'ferti ~ Ch&t16' CCdld: I 
~ ~ 

~: ecfCfitl t41~qillt{f~ffi itlitiofrSCfICdCfi('4: II 

Meaning : "Cognizing that - 'The thing from which both 
Bandha (bondage) and Moksha (liberation) are callsed' - is to 
be completely Heya (to be discarded, given up), if one dis
cerns the Dvaita which is Jiieya and that one unitary (non
dual) Entity which is called 'Paramatattwa' which is Jiieyatlta, , 
Vishuddha in consonallce with the teachings Snlti and Munis, 
the aspirant transcends Shoka-Moha and becomes a SaIVajiia, 
Sarvakarta, devoid of Samsara Bhaya, Krita Kritya and 
Brahmana." IIere in this verse both the words of Heya and 
.Tfieya are used in the sense of - 'He)'a' is that which is the 
cause for Bandha and Moksha, ,vhile the Tattwa (Absolute 
Reality) which is not Jiieya (known by the intellect) is Itself 
, J fie)ia ' . " 

29. THE CONCI--,USION OF SHASTRARTHA 

lIf'(ilISSCfiI~lq~lIl: ~ '{tiT a:t~IGq: I 

~~";f f( ;l!1~ltci Wtrt ri1i:19i fq):;q~ II' ~ II 

l\1eaning : "All Dilarmas (beings) by their very natllre 
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are, like the empty space, beginningless - thus we must 
reckon ; in theln nowhere even the least bit of manifoldness 
exists. " 

THAT ATMANS ARE MANY IS SAID FROM 
THE STANDPOINT OF SAMVRITI ALONE . . 

Thus it has been expounded - both by means of the Yuktis 
of the opposing disputants as also our own metll0dology - the 
truth that Paralnatman, ~'ho is Aja, Advaya, is Hilnself Paramartha. 

, 

Now all the teachings of the Sastra will be concluded. Here what 
was first accepted from tIle Adhyaropa Drish!i, viz. - "Because 
the states like Loukika, Shuddlla Loukika etc. are distinct, sepa
rate - Atmans are many" - is being refuted. 

TIle seeker should not believe either that tIle states are 
different or Vishwa, Taijasa etc. who are the A vas tlla van tas 
(Cosmic Beings endowed with the adjllncts of tile respective 
states) are different. For, this 'Nan a twa' (manifoldness) is men
tioned from the standpoint of Kalpitasarpvriti (deliberate superim
position) but not that it is really (Absolutely) existing. From the 
Paramartha Drishti if we observe, Dharmas, meaning - Atmans 
(Jlvas), in their very essential natures are - just like empty space 
- subtle, Niranjana (who are devoid of any taint or touch of 
special qualities), Sarvagatas (all-pervading) ; in the original text 
the metaphor of 'like the sky or empty space' is mentioned to 
signify that their Swarupa is extremely subtle etc. and not tl1at 
they are 'equal to, similar to Akasha or empty space.' Because 
'Dllarmas' is used in the plural sense, one should not reckon that 
to emphasize this fact. Only Atmans are really, invariably many 
- but 'Everywhere' means 'at no time and in no state - what
soever' - even the least bit of manifoldness exists - thus it is 
stated. The difference is appearing due to the Upadhis alone ; 
since the adjuncts are Avidya Kalpita alone, in the Absolute 
sense there does not exist any Dhanna-Nanatwa whatsoever. This 
is the implied purport here. 

HERE THE WORD 'DHARMA' MEANS 'ATMAN' ALONE IN 
THE PREDOl\1INANT SENSE 

Although it is true that Shri GauQapadacharya uses the word 
'Dhanna' to indicate both Atmans (sentient bei11gs) and Al1atma 
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Padarthas (insentiellt tllillgS), 11ere the fact that lle has used it 
in\'ariably to indicate 'Atlnan' is evidellt froIn the purport of tIle 
Chapter. In the tlext verse since he has \\Tritten that - "All are 
Adibuddhas (froin the beginning conscious) - it can be discerned 
tllat here, in tIle main, the manifoldness of Jlv8s (selves, indi
vidual trallsmigratory souls) is negated, refuted. For, in order to 
help attain (tcacll) Aja-Advaya-Atmajnana here, in the main, 
negating or refuting Jivananat\\!a itself is more essential. It has 
been taught in this chapter that - "No Jiva whosoever is born" 
- (4-71 ). Similarly, in tIle Advaita Prakara~a also, it was begun 
by saying - "The DhaI1na (Jlva) who has taken refuge in Upasana 
exists ill .Tatabrahman (the world of Brahnlan WilO is born, cre
ated)" - (3-1) and in tIle end it was concluded by teacllillg tilat 
- "No Jiva is born" - (3-48) and hence in order tllat there is 
agreement behveen that and tIle sentence found in this verse -
here to accept tIle meaning of 'JIvas' for tIle word 'Dllal1naS' is 
itself reasonable ; because having strt:ss·~d tilat - 'There is no 
11va-Nanatwa' - it amounts to refuting, negating tlle various 
conglomerations of body, senses, Inind as adjuncts for Jivas 
(transmigratory souls), there is no defect whatsoever entailing us 
e\'en if a 'BIihymha' a (far-fetched or an extraneous meaning) 
for the word 'Dharnla' is accepted. Even so, here in the lnain 
sense tIle fact tllat - we should reckon for the word 'Dharlnas' 
the meaning of 'Jlvas' - should not be forgotten. 

In tllis verse 'Kwachana' (anywhere) means - \\rhether it is 
in the Advaita Avastha or whrtll~r it is in the Jlva Avastha 
obtained due to Avidya ; 'Kinchana' (evel1 the least bit) means 
- whetller it is observed from the Paramatma Drishti or wllether . . 
it is observed fronl the viewpoint of Jlvas being different froln 
one anoliler - i.e. whetller separately or whether without any 
difference - in allY manner, Nanatwa (manifoldn~ss) does not 
exist. This alone is the inlplied meal1ing here. This saIne teaching 

was tnade in the V~~tatllya Prakaral,a by the sentence : c"llcq\fl~wt 

~ ;r ~11fl1 ifiti~~ , ;r 1~ ';ijUtififir.qf~rij dfC4fq~ fcf5: II' - (2-34), 

meaning - "This entity - whether in tIle fonn of Atman or in the 
fonn it appears - in no manner it exists. Nothing wllatsoever, 
either mutually diffcrcllt or without being different, ever exists -
thus the people Wll0 know the Ultimate Reality have cognized." 
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3ilf~~",I: A'~ct ~ 'Ilff: ~f.:tf«t1I: I 
• 

~~ci \tctfd 1SIRt: lTISIlt1tiu~ Cfi~~ "' ~ II 

Meaning : "All the Dhannas by their very essence of 
Being are determined to be Adibuddhas (of the nature of the 
effulgence of Pure Consciousness from the beginning). One 
who has such a Kshanti (patience, forbearance) becomes fit for 
Amritatwa (immortality)." 

THAT ATMANS ARE JNEYA IS SAID FROM 
SAMVRlTI VIEWPOINT ONLY . . 

Since it is stated : "Just like the empty space one should 
reckon" - in the above verse, anyone may misconceive that the 
tenet that Dharmas are Jneya (those who are to be cogllized, 
known)' - is also Paramartha (Absolutely real, true) and so, here 
in this verse it has been refuted. All Dhannas, by their very 
essence of Being, are invariably 'Adibuddhas' - meaning, from 
time immemorial 'Buddhas' or Chitprakashaswarupas (of the 
essential nature of the effulgence of Pure Consciousness). It 
means that just as the sun is Nityaprakashaswarupa (eternally of 
the essence of brilliance), in the same \\Fay these Dharmas (Jlvas) 
too are Nityabodhaswarupas (eternally of the essence of Pure 
Consciousness). To these Atmans never at all there exists any 
Ajiiana exists ; only if it is so, in order to remove their Ajfiana, 
Jiiana will become necessary and thereby it will amount to their 
being Jfieyas, is it not so ? Or, there is no room for doubting 
in the manner : 'Whether these Atmans are like this or like 
that ?" - they are not of that nature either. For, they are of 
Nityanishchita (of an essential nature which is ever or eternally 
established or determined) alone. In the case of these people who 
are of Jfianaswarupa there is no scope whatsoever for Ajfiana, 
Samshaya or Mithyajilana to exist. 

ONLY IF ONE COGNIZES THAT - 'ATMAN IS OF AN 
ESSENTIAL NATURE OF CERTAINTY' - MUKTI ACCRUES 

That Mumukshu (the seeker of Liberation) who has attained 
the profound patience, forbearance to realize, as stated above, tilat 
- "I am a Nityabuddha ; because all these Atmans are verily 
Nityabuddhaswarupas, they are Sunishchitaswarupas (of an essen-
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tial nature of certainty)" - and who has cognized tIle truth tllat 
- "There is no need for tllem to cognize tIle Tattwa afresll or 
to communicate It to others - just as to see the ever-sllining, 
resplendent sun there is no need of any help of any otller light 
or of showing to others - in the same way, to these Atmans also 
there is no need of Jfiana - and further who llas reckoned that 
- "Our Atman is neither lnanashraya (a substrate for knowledge) 
nor liianavishaya (an object for knowledge)" - he alone is the 
fully qualified person for Moksha. This is the implied purport 
here. 

3t1f~!(11"(1I GljtG~: ACfi~q 5f.lcfdl: I 

"ri 'PU: wusf\iill 3Fif ttlui rq~II(G'( II' ~ II 

Meaning : "All the Dllannas are Adishantas (of a qui
escent nature from the beginning), devoid of birth or birthless, 
by virtue of their very essential nature they have completely 
receded (i.e. are liberated from duality). Being in one and the 
same nature, they are non-different. (They are all) Aja, Samya 
(one and the same) and Visharada (who have mastered this 
Vidya, scholars)." 

A TMANS ARE NITY ASHANT A (ETERNALLY QUIESCENT) 

Just as there is no need whatsoever to attain Intuitive 
Knowledge (Jfiana) afresh with regard to Atlnan, in tile same 
manner there is no need to acquire afresil Shanti (tranquillity, 
peace of mind). For, all tllese Atmans are Nityashantas (eternally 
of the nature of peace, tranquillity) ; in fact, tlley are, not born 
at all. By their very essence of Being tiley are Sunirvritas, 
meaning - of the essential nature of being liberated. If it is 
asked : "In that case, are they Shunyaswarupa (of the essential 
nature of essencelessness, nought) ?" - tIle answer is : Not so ; 
for, tiley are non-different froln Aja-Advaya-Brahlna. If it is 
asked : "In that case, is there no difference whatsoever among 
them ?" tIle ans\ver is : No ; all these are, in tIle essential nature 
cf Ad\'aya, Sarna, Abl1inna ; therefore, tl1ere is no need of 
quietening of any undesirable thillg or attainlnent of desirable 
object. When they are all of one and tIle saIne essential nature 
of Beil1g - by doing what, Wllich excessive tIling can possibly be 
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caused in them ? If any111ing is done, then that desired object 
endo,ved with qualities like illcrease or decrease will necessarily 
have to be one among the following four : Utpadya (that which 
is produced), Apya (tllat Wllich can be procured), Vik81ya (that 
which can be transformed), Samskarya (that in which a quality 
is brought about and a defect is removed). Atnlatattwa is not one 

of these four at all. The Sluti : '-;r ~ Cfi4ufJ ~ Cfi~lltl~ (Bri. 4-4-
23), meaning - "Tins greatness (Mahilna) does not get increased 
by Kanna nor does it get decreased by it" - is the authoritative 
source for t11is conclusion. Therefore, Atlnatattwa is birthless, tilat 
which exists in one and the same state and blemishless. 

THE QUINTESSENCE OF THESE THREE VERSES 
WHICH SHED LIGHT ON PARAMARTHA 

The secret teaching that is to be discern~d here in tllis 
context is : It was stated in 4-90 that - "Barring Vijficya, in tIle 
remaining there is Inere Awareness or Pure Consciousness" - and 
also tIlat Heya etc. - these three phenomena are Inere appearal1ces 
but that they are not really existing entities - is it not so ? How 
can it be said that Heya etc. do not exist ? Wllat exactly is that 
entity or substance which is Jl1e}Ta (object to be known) ? - in 
answer to tllese qllestions these above th-.ree verses have been 
written. 

(1) TIle reason to infer that all tIle three like Heya etc. do 
not exist is to be discerned as : Dllarmas (Atmans) are all 
'Akashakalpas' (misconceived objects in empty space). They are, 
in fact, endowed with essential nautres like Sarvagatafl;va (all
pervasivel1ess), Nityafl;va (etemality) etc. ; for, they are _ verily 
Aja-i\dvaita-Paramatman. Therefore, they do not have states like 
Jagarita etc. - This is the implied meaning of the first verse. 

(2) Because it has been stated that - 'Paramartha is Anidra, 
Asvapna - thus one should cognize' - it may amount to saying 
that Dhannas (Atmans) are Jrleya (things to be kno\vn) and 
Anatnlans (not-selves). In order to dislodge this doubt - it was 
taught that - "That statelnent also was made from the standpoint 
of Kalpitasarpvpti alone ; if observed from the Paranlarthic stand
point Jfieyatwa also does not exist; for, all Dhamlas are in their 
very essence of Being Adibuddhas and Sunishchitaswarupas ; if 
the seeker cognizes in tllis manner - tllen merely on that count 
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Amritatwaprapti accrues." This is the implied meaning of the 
second verse. 

(3) Because it has been stated tIlat - "One WllO has cognized 
in tllis manner becomes the fit person for Alnritatwa" - it may 
amount to saying tilat - "For the purpose of S11anti (quiescence) 
of Bandhadullkha (tIle misery arising out of bondage) there is a 
Sadhana still remaining - that of Kashayapaka (ripening, maturing 
of desires, proclivities lurking in the lnind) etc., as also the 
attainment of Amritatwa afresh still rell1aills." In order to signify 
that there are no such residllal Sacihanas, it is taught that - "All 
Dharmas are by their very essence of Being 'Adishanta, 
Sunirvritas' ; tllerefore, when observed from tIle viewpoint of 
Paramartha there is notlling whatsoever to be done or perfonned 
in order to attain or acqllire Shanti etc." This is the implied 
Dleaning of the third verse. 

Here the salient features of Shri Gau~apada's teachings 
are : (i) Those WilO are Upasalla\radins (proponents of Upasana 
as the ultilnate means for Beatitude) - and are arguing to uphold 
their doctrine that - 'Jlva by practising Upasanas (meditations) 
alone attains Brahmatmatwa after the fall of tIle body' - these 
disputants have been refuted in the first verse. (ii) He has refuted 
tIle doctrines of 'Sakshatkaravadins' (proponents of the theory 
of materialization of Atmajfiana) - WI10 propound that - "Only 
after attaining Sakshatkara by means of Brallmajiiana or Jiiana 
Abhyasa (repeated practice of Jfiana or Brahman Knowledge) 
Avidya can possibly be got rid of' - in the second verse. 
(iii) Further, he has refuted the doctrinaire theory of Videhamukti-
.vadins (proponents of Beatitude only after deatll) in tIle tllird 
verse. These disputants opine that - "Only if the Jlva practises 
Sadllallas like Jiiana and Dhyapa etc., after the fall of the body 
the fruits of Duhkhashanti and Mokslla accrue to him." 

It is true that in the Upanishads, Sadllanas like Upasana etc. 
have been taught ; it is also true that it has been instructed tllat 
by means of exalnining the three states of Consciousness one 
sllould acquire the Jfiana Atlnan, who is devoid of the tl1ree 
states ; it is true tilat it 11as also been taugllt tilat by Jiiana alone 
KaivaJyaprapti (attainment of Beatitude) accrues ; but all that is 
taught from tIle standpoint of Kalpitasarpvriti to the respective 
qualified seel(er according to his level of Inental faculties and 
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purity, but merely on that count there is no liann or danger 
wliatsoever caused to the teaching of Paramartha Satya as de
scribed in these three verses. In truth, Nityasatya (eternal Truth) 
wllich is Parama"rtha (Absolute, Transcendental) is : "All Dhannas 
or beings are of the essential nature of Aja-Advaya-Atman who 
is of Nitya-slluddlla-buddha-mukta-swarupa" - indeed. 

Here in the second verse, the benefit of using the word -
"Kshanti" is : In tIle Buddhistic philosophy tIle Siddllis (spiritual 
extra-sensory perceptians or powers) called 'Kshantis' - which 
they have accepted - are described in texts like "Samadhiraja" 
etc., is it not so ? In that text, it is begull teaching in tIle manner 
- "One who aspires for Samyaksambodhi should cognize three 
Kshantis" - (Sam. Raja 7) - the various Ksilantis which the 
practitioners have necessaril), to acquire and their special features 
are described. But here in tllese Karikas, the word 'Kshanti' is 
used in order tp indicate tIl at tIle forbearance or patient self
control called 'Nityatrupti ' (eternal satiation, sense of fulfilment) 
- which is described as : "Dharmas in their very essence of 
Being are Akashakalpas, Nityabuddhas and Nityanishchita
swarupas ; they are also Nityasllantas and Sunirvritas" - sllould 
perforce be reckoned in this context. 

~~II(fj 1I-a "IIRd ~ fq~{tli 11GT I 

.q~r~'=1I: 1tl.ql~I~t¥ilij ~qulI:~: II'~II 

Meaning : "To those who are al\\pays wandering about 
in Bheda (distinction) there is no Vaisharadya (scholarship, 
spiritual Knowledge). Those disputants who affirm about dif
ference, distinction have leaned heavily on the side of differ
ence ; therefore, they are said to be Kripa1)as (low-level, 
indiscriminate, wretched persons)." 

IGNORANT PEOPLE ARE IMPURE AND LOW-MINDED 

Those who have cognized the Paramartha Tattwa, which is 
devoid of tIle divisions, categories like Jfiatru, Jiiana, Jiieya -
whicll we have described - tlley only are BralunaQas who are 
AlqipaI)8S (not low-minded) ; but the rest are verily Kripal}as 
(low-minded, wretched people); Those who have cognized (be
lieved innately) that objects are distinct, various - in otller words, 
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who are Dvaitins - they have heavily leaned, tilted themselves 
towards differel1ce alone ; in otller words, tlley follow and lll
dulge in variety, diversity - meaning, they are suffering in Samsara 
only. Those who are always wandering about in diversity, differ
ence cOlljured up by Avidya - i.e. in the path of duality, di\iersity 
- they do not possess Vaisharadya (spiritual wisdom, Kno\vl
edge) ; they do not ha,'c VisllUddhi (purjty of heart and mind). 
Therefore, tlley are considered as KripaI}.as by Brahmajiianis. 

~ ~ '!I ~ ~ 'tfqti4R1 !If-iW:qdl: I 

~ ~ ~ '1(;'~191I(1ij=at cfficfil ";f ~ II'~II 

Meaning: "Whosoever are Sunishchita (convinced about, 
steadfast) with. regard to Paramartha Tattwa which is Aja and 
Samya - they alone are Mahajl1anis (great Realized souls) in 
the world ; this fact is 110t known by the COlnmon people of 
the world." 

THOSE WHO HAVE COGNIZED AJATMA~ ARE MAHAJNANIS 

The fact tllat - "Tll0se, who are not Mallatma (noble or 
holy), are not scllolars and are totally outside the Vedanta spiri
tual science - such low-grade people with Alpaprajiia (low intel
ligence, wisdom) cannot possibly comprehend this Paramartha 
Tattwa" - has been mentioned here. Wllosoever they Inay be -
tll0se who have got the conviction of the t~pe - "This is proper, 
correct in this way alone" - with regard to Paramartha whicll is 
Aja and Samya - they only are recognized in tllis world to be 
the Mahaprajiias (great erudite scholars), who are supposed to 
have cognized the Tattwa Wllich is supretnely great (Niratisllaya) 

, 

and Aparicchinna {indivisible, ilnpart ibIe ). '1'1 :l' Sruti is sayillg : 

cdr~~JIt~df6 1f ~ ~ il6tlf'lflftt If ~ lJCf \4qFCi' (Bri. 1-4-10), meaning 
- "Even now he who cognizes in the manner - 'Tllis Bralunan 
alone I am' - he alone will becolne all tllis." Tll~ comn1on run 
of people who are havillg their mind steeped in desires and 
proclivities of duality cannot possibly cognize, comprel1end this 
path of the Jfianis. This is just like - the person who is dreamillg 
cannot comprellend the state of a wakeful person. For this con-

clusion Smritis like '1icf 'ldlt'ft ~ ijcf\dF~d(4 ':q' I ~sflf 1Wt !lijlOfllq~fq 
qan.Ot: II' (Mokslla Dllanna 293-23), meaning - "In the path of 
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one, \\,rho is the Atman of all creatures, beings, who provides 
wllat is beneficial to all beings - even tIle deities lose tlleir way, 
for, they are searclling for tI1e footprints in a regioll wilere tllere 

are no footsteps". cllji;fl.ur'iql~SCifiI~ .If{'1~cfrtR1oarn' (?), 'lU f.mr wf~ 
dflti "'Film tf:qtft' (Gita 2-69) - meaning - '~Just as in the sky (tI1e 

footprints of) the birds (are not visible, in the same way the 
Jfianis' Swarupa) is incomprellensible ; "That Wllicll is night for 
all creatures, in that one who is engrossed in, identified with 
Paramatma Tattwa - he is really awake" - are autll0ritative 

~ 

sources. 

atoil tIC4 \it tI ~U;: ... Sfi l;ij ~ 41 Hfi1 till d I 
~ ~ Fffi ~1'1'1ijs~i ~ ctflred,(11 '~II 

l\leaning : "It is said that among the Dllarmas who are 
birthless, this AJaajiiana (Intuitive Kno\vledge which is birthless) 
exists without getting Sarpkranta (transferred). Jfiana does not 
go anywhere else, is it not so ? Due to this, it is said to be 
Asariga (detached). 

THE mANA OF AJATMAN IS ATl\1ABHINNA (NON-DIFFERENT 
FROM ONE'S SELF) 

(Question) : How can it be said that they are Mahajiianis ? 
WIlY is it tilat this is not known to the rest ? "That whicll is 
Aja is Jfieya ; tilat Sadllana (instrument, means) which enables 
us to cognize It is Joana ; one who has verily attained tIle 
Ajatmajiiana is Jiiatru" - in tllis manner tlleir Jfiana also exists 
divided in categories like Jfiatru, Jfiana, Jfieya, is it not ? It being 
so, their Jfiana too is Parichhinna (divisible) Jfiana alone, is it not 
so ? 

(Answer) : Because it is not different, apart from 
Advayatman, from the standpoint of the Jiiatruswarupa of Atmans 
who are the Aja, tilat is, never born, Dharmas (Jivas, beings) -
Ijjana (Intuitive Kno\vledge, Pure Con~ciousness) is Aja (birthless) 
alone.. without being different or separate from Jfiatrus - just as 
the heat and light that exists in the sun is not different, sepa:cate 
from him - in the same way, It is apart without joining or 
combining with anotiler entity or object. In fact, Dhannas who 
are different from 'Jfiatru' do not exist at all. Therefore, thus 
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Jfiana eXlstmg in the Atlnans who are Aja - just as the Jfiana 
or knowledge of the ignorant people mixes or associates itself 
\\-'itll tile Jiieya (object to be known) which is different frOin them 
- does not blend witll them, and hence that Jfiana is called 
'Asariga' (unattac11ed, detached). 

Previously \\illat was stated as - "Juana \\'11ic!1 is like ;\..l<asha 
or empty space" - was f9r this reason alone. Because everything 
is the effect (product) of Akaslla, it is not possible to say tI1at 
Akaslla is conjoined with anotiler object; similarly, because tllere 
is nothing w11atsoever Wllich exists apa11 from Ajatmas\\'arupa 
and since every tIling is verily tIle Swarupa of Jfiatru - those ,\\'ho 
have cogllized It have cognized Akhal)Q8 CllinmatTa Tatty·va (the 
Absolute Reality Wllicl1 is imInlltable, whole Pure Consciousness) 
which is non-different from Ajatmaswarupa by means of Jfiana 
- meaning, they have cognized by means of Pure, Absolute 
Illtuitive Experience alone - their Jfiana is said to be Asmjga 
(unattached). Therefore, tl1at statement that they are Mahajfianis 
is correct indeed. 

at~"II~sflr ~~ \J11~"II~sfC4qrt.qd: I 

attt~ldl ~ 9f1r«t FCfi5drSSQ{oli5Fd: 11'\911 

Meaning: "To one who has not cognized (It) 
even though a little of Vaidhal711ya (dissimilarity) occurs, 
Asarigatwa (non-attachment) never exists ; then where is the 
question of saying that he has no A varaJ}achyuti (remo\'al of 
covering) ?" 

FOR DVAITINS THERE IS NO ASANGATWA ; THEY ARE -¥ WAYS AJNAS (IGNORANT) ALONE 

For the rest of the people who llave 110t cognized Ajadvaya 
Bralunatman, altllough a little bit of Jfiana of dissimilarity with 
regard the Tattwa accrues, in StIch a cognition of tIle nature of 
Ajfiana some other extraneous tIling always gets conjoined and 
hence there can never possibly -be any Asangatwa ; it being so, 
how at all can the remo\'al or destruction of AjfianavaraQa (cov-

ering of ignorance) occur ? The Sruti states : - c~ fu ittt~!c:;:{4dt 
~ I 3iff dt4 'tli 'ictfd' (Tai. 2-7) - meaning, "When this person 

thinks of even tIle least bit of difference, then lIe begets fear". 
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Therefore, one sllould not imagine even the least bit of differ
ence. 

3i<Ha;uct(OIl: ~~: R1ir(1r~4t"1I: I 

~!;;:I{'(Itlr~~14Ri~ "'IlllCfiI: lI'~tll 

Meaning : "All DhalTIlas are verily devoid of AvaraJ)a 
(cover) ; by nature itselt" they are Nirmala (pure). From the 
beginning they are Buddha (knowers), Muktas (liberated). 
Because they are capable, they are cognizers." 

AmANA v ARANA ALSO IS NOT . 
PARAMARTIllKA (ABSOLUTELY REAL) 

(Question) : Because it is said : "D\'aitins have no escape 
from A varaI.1a" , it amounts to saying that in your philosophy 
A vara-Qa' (cover) is accepted by you. Is it true ? 

(Answer) : No. To no Dharma (Atman, being) there is any 
Avara-Qa (covering of Avidya) whatsoever. VIe are not saying that 
Atmans have a Bandha (bondage) of the type of covering of 
A vidya etc. and that by an effort tlley should get rid of it ; in 
fact, all Atmans (Jlvas) in their very essence of Being are 
Nirmala (pure) ; there is no need wllatsoever of their getting 
purified by any Sarpskara (refinement). They are verily from the 
beginning Jiianis (Realized souls) ; there is no need whatsoever 
of destroying Ajfiana (or Avidya) and then attaining afresll Jiiana 
(Self-Knowledge). All of them from the beginning (eternally) are 
Vimuktas (liberated ones) ; there is no need whatsoever of their 
attaining afresh a state called 'Mukti'. Thus all of them are verily 
of Nitya-slluddha-buddha-mukta-swabhava. 

Despite it being so, on the basis of (adopting the viewpoint 
of) Kalpitasarpvriti we have said that - "By means of Jiiana -
Ajiiana is removed, destroyed and after the A varaI)a gets removed 
(Chyuti) Mokslla is attained." That is all. Therefore, here there 
is no contradiction whatsoever. 

HOW IS IT PROPER TO SAY - "JNANIS COGNIZE" ? 

If a question of the type : "TIley are Mahajiianis ; wilat 
they have kno\vn, the COtnlnon people cannot cognize" - (4-95) 
it was stated previously by you. How is it ? Those who are in 
the beginning Aprabuddha (devoid of awareness of Reality, i.e. 
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who are ignorant) later on attain the discriminative knowledge or 
cognition, is it not so ?" - is raised, to that our answer is : They 
(i.e. Mallajfianis) are 11aving the capability of cognizing (the 
Ultimate Reality) ; in fact, their very essence of Being is en-

« 

dowed with the power or capability of Awareness, Conscious-
ness. Therefore, we have said: "TIley cognize". Don't we say : 
"Being eternally of tIle essential nature of light, the sun 'is 
shining' ? Similarly, if we say that - 'Those Mallajfianis, who are 
verily Jiianaswarupas, cognize' - what is wrong? Sometimes we 
say that the mountains, which never move about, are 'standing' 
- is it not so ? In the same way, we should discern here that 
those who are of the very essence of liianashakti (the power of 
being aware or conscious eternally) are said to be - "They 
cognize" - in a manner of speaking. 

ifi'ia ";f ff ~;;@'I ~ ~ tllf~~: I 

~ !flU~tO ~ ~di""f iflfltd"lil" II 

Meaning: "The Jiiana (Pure Consciouslless) of Buddha 
(the Mahajnani, Rea!ized soul) WilO is the all-pervading prin
ciple (cause of all creation) does not move out and reach the 
Dharmas. All Dharmas and Jiiana also are like this alone. This 
truth the BZlddlla (the founder of the sect of Buddhism) has 
not taught." 

THE ESSENTIAL NA"fURE OF JNANA IS 
ADVITiYA (NON-DU .. A.L) 

(Question) : "Why cannot it be said that for the expression 
- "They cognize" - the meaning is : "TIley are having the action 
of cognizing ?" In tIle GouI)aprayoga (usage in a secondary 
sense) of the type - "The mountains are standing" - because in 
the expressions used in a predominant sense of the type - "The 
horses are standing" - etc. tIle quality connoting a state of .tlle 
'action of going' - exists in the n10untains too, it may be tllere 
by namesake. But - "Atmans arc, in the predominant sense alone, 
cognizing" - thus why can't we ilnagine ? 

(Answer) : The word 'Tayin' means 'one WilO is pervading 
everywhere like the Akasha or empty space'. Thus for Jfiana -
which is Sarvavyapi (all-pervading), Paramaltha (Absolutely, i.e. 
beyond the concepts of categories of time-space-causation, nay 
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beyond all duality, relativity), of the very essence of Aja-Adva)~a
Tattwa (birthless, non-dual Reality) - there is no need wllatsoever 
of conjoining another object or entity and then cognizing It. For, 
It is Aja and Achala (immovable). Or, 'Tayin' may be inter
preted to mean 'Pujya' (venerable) or 'Prajnavanta' (having the 
Intuitive Knowledge of the Reality). The etymological derivation 

of this word coming from the root - viz. caJ JJr.;) AC41(UId.\:' - can 
thus be interpreted. In any case, since the Jfiana of a Jiiani 
(Realized sO'll) is veril)' Advitlyatmaswarupa, there is no need 
whatsoever for It to get ill eontact, tOUCll \vith an object and t11en 
to signify or help get its CO~llition. 

In the same \\'ay, be-cause all the Atmans (beings) are 
Paranlartllically Akasllakalpas (misconc~ptions in ernpty space), 
they do not touch or contact an()tller o"bjec1.; at the beginning of 

this cllapter it was stated : ·~i~"1I'fiI"I4ic?4t{ llli~ 'l1T ilil;f)Q'lI1. I ~lIlftt~ ... 

ij~4:t - (4-1), the purport of Wllich is - "Jilatru-Jneya-Jfialla - all 
these are all-pervading" - is it not so ? What was stated in the 
Upakrama (beginning) is being concluded in the Upasamllara 
(concluding verse). This entity called 'Brahmatma Tattwa' is 
- like the Akasha or empty space - Achala~ Avikriya, 
Nirava)'ava, Nitya, Advitl)7a, Asanga, Adrishya, Agrahya, that 
which is devoid of hunger, thirst and such other defects - of 
the essential nature of Jiiana, is it not so ? Therefore, the 
illustration, analogy of the empty space thus being given is quite 

, 

reasonable indeed. This teaching is implicit in tIle Sruti statement 

: ~ it ~~{ee.FcrqRcilcil fqtl~ atfq;ufll("qlt( ';f '§ ftdlli&fM ams~f&:'titi "lfcJ.. 

~. - (Bri. 4-3-23), meaning - "For the sight of the seer there 

is no lapse or extinction whatsoever ; for, It is A vinasl1i (inde
structible). There is notlling second to It which is apart froln It 
and wllich is different frOll1 It ; only if StIch a second tiling 
exists, one can possibly see, is it not so ?" 

DIFFERENCE BEf\\'EEN ADVAITAJNAN:\VADA 
AND THE BUDDIDSTS' JNAN~'\ V ADJ\ 

Tllis Advayajfiana -has not been taught by Buddha, i.e. 
Gautama Buddha (the founder of Btlddhism). It is true that what 
he had preached - to wit, he llad refuted the external objects and 
had imagined that \'ijiiana (il1t~11echlal awareness) a.lone exists -
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is very close to Advaitavastu (non-dllal Absolute Reality). How 
is tilat wilich lIe had taugllt was close to Advayavastu (of Vedanta) 
? - The answer is : For, in his doctrine Vijiiana alone is suitable 
to carry on the trallsactions of Jfialla-Jiieya without any depen
dence on the Bahyartha (external objects) ; this reason is qllite 
close to, as also partly acceptable to, Vedanta wilen it is com
pared with the opinion of tIle Bahyarthavadins (Realists). But 
because by this very Yukti - withollt any dependence wllatsoever 
on Ksha~ikavijiiana - by virtue of Avidya alone it can be 
established that all Pramana-Prameya-Vyavallara is carried on -
it is detennined that Advaita which is Prapafichopashanla (in 
whicll the world of duality is extinct), Shi"8 (auspicious) exists 
; for this reason alone, we are saying that their Vijiiana,'ada 
is close to Advayavastu. That is all ; but here Shri Gaugapada 
has not at all opined that eitller the Buddhistic pllilosophy or 
KsllaQika Vijfianavada is ..;lose to Advaita Vedanta. The Buddhis.
tic doctrine is negating the Vyavaharika Anubhava (empirical 
experiences of everyone) and thereby assuming and teaching that 
the external objects do not exist, is it not so ? That doctrine is 
not accepted at all 11ere - tllUS we have to understand. 

As regards the doctrine of Sarvashunyavadins (Ni11ilists -
anotiler sect among tIle Buddllists who propound tl1at everything 
is Absolutely essence less) it undertakes to show, prove merely on 
the basis of Yukti (logical argull1ents) tlIat - "All substances are 
Nihswabhava (essenceless)." But Inere Yukti has no\vhere finality 
and hence tlley have no scope - evell the least bit - of advocating 
the AdvayaJ"iianavada (tIle theory of llon-dual Intuitive Knowl
edge) ; for that reason we have not considered it here in detail 
at all. In fact, the teaclling that - "Advaitajiiana which is Paramartlla 
is expounded exclusively in the Upanishads" - is very close to, 
dear to the heart of Shri GaueJapada. 

30. COMPLETE HARMONY IN THE TEACHINGS 
OF l'llE FOUR PRAKARANAS 

• 

ALL TIIE PRAKARANAS EXPOUND AJAD\l A Y A T ATTWA 
ALONE 

Here what the true seeker has to carefully, cautiously dis
criminate (ratiocinate) and ascertain is : In the Agama Prakarar,a 
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on the basis of examining the three states of Consciousness the 
tllree metres (letters) of Omkara were analysed and tile 
Advayatattwa - which is extremely different from Abhidhalla 
(name) and Abhidheya (named object), which is not accessible to 
speech (!nd mind, which is devoid of any mental concepts like 
Antahprajiiatwa (internal awareness), and Ba11iprajiiatwa (external 
awareness) etc., which is Ajanidrasvapa (devoid of birth, sleep 
and dream) - was determined following the instructions of the 
Upal1ishads alone. In the Vaitathya Prakaral).a that very saIne 
Nirvikalpattna Tattwa was dereonstrated by meallS of Upapatti 
(logical devices). and it was tacght that that very Xtma Tattwa. 
which is Prapaficllopashall1a, Slllv£! and Advaya should be cognized 
by the true· seeker to be his very essence of Pure Being and that 
he should get himself established in It. In the Advaita P .. akara~a 
also it was expounded that Advaita alol1e i~ Sat) ru (Real) and then 
-for the benefit of the Madllyamadhikaris (middle-grade qllalifiers) 
- as a subtle device adopted to get oneself establislled in the 
Brahmaswarupa - the Manonigraha (complete cessation of the 
mind and its merger in Atnlan) was taught and it was concluded 
that Ajadvayatlna Tattwa alone is the Suprenle Truth. In tllis 
fourth Alatasllanti Prakaral}a, especially, by virtue of the dif
ferences of opinion alnong various disputants it was sho\vn as to 
how the truth that -. 'Ajadvayatma Tattwa alone is Paramartha" 
- gets evolved and at the end of the Chapter once again utilizing 
his own methodology of the form of A vasthatraya it was proved 
that - "Ajadvaya Brahma Siddhanta is, in all respects and always, 
inviolable, irrefutable." Tllerefore, between the Upakrruna and 
Upasmahara there is complete harmony - this fact gets evolved 
and established. 

'IN THIS \'EI~SE THERE IS ADOPTION OF BUDDIIISTIC DOC
'fRINE' - IS AN IRRELEVANT STATEMENT 

In this manner when the Shastrartha (the Ultimate Truth 
propounded by the scriptural texts) is being established "from the 
teachings of all the four Chapters, some people v.,rith a pride that 
they are research scholars, unable to detect the difference be
tween Boudhaprastllana Siddhanta (the spiritual teaching based on 
Buddhistic methodology) and Vedantaprastl1ana Siddhanta, as also 
some o tIl ers, who profess to be Vedantins who are having a 
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staunch affinity in proving the greatness of their respective school 
of philosophy, are affirming that : 

(1) In the GauQapada Karikas at various places the Yuktis 
which are found in Buddhistic texts are seen to be copied. (2) 
Between the Pada (words), Vakya (sentences) found in various 
Buddhistic texts and some Padavakyas found in this text there is 
a pronounced literal similarity to be seen. Therefore, there is 
scope for inferring that - "Shri GauQapadacharya also was either 
a Buddhistic preceptor or a 'Pracchannabouddha' (pseudo-Bud
dhist) who had a reverential attitude towards Buddhistic teachings 
and was going about as a Vedantacharya." Not being satisfied 
with this much of derogatory comment, some research scholars, 
who have undertaken an academic analysis of the teachings as 
propounded in certain ancient texts, have even ventured to show 
that it is not possible at all to ascertain whether an independent 
author by name 'GauQapadacharya' existed or not ! 

In order to silence all these critics this one penultimate 

verse of the Alatashanti Prakarat).a is sufficient. For, I~di"'" 

'i1f1td'( , meaning - 'This is not a topic which Buddha taught" 

- this sentence emphatically proclaims that - "Vijiiana (Innlitive 
Knowledge) which is devoid of divisions like Jfiatpl-Jfieya-Jfiana 
and which is of the essential nature of Kii!astha Chaitanya (Im
mutable Absolute, Pure Consciousness) has been taught only 
(exclusively) in Vedanta" - both in the Upakrama (preamble) and 
the Upansamhara (conclusion). It being so, who at all can pos
sibly say that Vedanta Siddhanta is similar to the Siddhanta of 
Buddhists who are Ksha.t)ika Vijfianavadins ? 

For this sentence some present-day scholars like Prof. 
Vidhushekhar Bhattacharya etc. have written a commentary 
and that is : Because Sarvadharmas (all religious,. righteous 
qualities) and Joana is known to all the people, these have not 
been taught by Buddha ; these are phenomena which exist from 
time immemorial. What is to be understood, discerned by each 
one by himself is not taught ; it is not possible also to do so 
; whether Tathagatas (enlightened beings) are born or not, the 
Dharmata (righteousness) of Dharmas (beings) does nQt get evolved. 
It exists invariably at all times and hence this is not what Buddha 
has taught afresh. 
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It is not possible for this commentary to be suitable or 
correct. For, the question - 'Whether this has been taught by 
Buddha or not ?' - is not at all relevant here in this context. 
Whether Buddha has taught it or not - irrespective of that - those 
who are Vaidikas (people having implicit faith in the teachings 
of the- Vedas which are said or believed to be given unto the 
world by the Lord Himself) cannot possibly believe that his 
teachings are Paramartha. Hence, if we say that Shri 
GauQapadacharya has written that - "This (truth) has not been 
taught by Buddha" - then the wise people may think (interpret) 
that - "Because he has stated some peculiar, irrelevant thing, we 
need not take that into our reckoning." Therefore, instead of 
discarding what has been actually stated thus by the author and 
imagining needlessly what has not been stated, if we comment 
in the manner - "A Jfiani' s Jfiana does not go out and associate 
Itself with anybody's religious teachings ; in the same way, 
because all Atmans are Ananya (non-different, identical with) the 
all-pervasive Jiiana, they cannot possibly associate themselves 
with anything else" - then not only there will be full agreement 
or concord between Upakrama and Upasamhara but also it be-, 
comes fully reconciled with the Sruti statement - "Where there 
exists Advaita with what, what else can He possibly see ? .•. " 
- (Bri. 2-4-14). Apart from this, by this statement it amounts to 
depicting (confIrming) that - "This Jfiana is not that which been 
taught by Buddha" - i.e. the extreme difference that exists be
tween the Buddhistic philosophy and this ancient Vedanta phi
losophy. Therefore, the true seekers should conclude and get 
convinced that here in this context there is no scope for any fake, 
irrelevant commentary. 

HERE THE EXTREME DIFFERENCE THAT EXISTS BETWEEN 
BUDDHISTIC DOCTRINES AND VEDANTIC TEACIDNGS HAS 

BEEN FULL Y CLARIFIED 

In addition to this, in this Alitashanti Prakara.,a after 
solving (i.e. refuting) the doctrines of the Realists that - "The 
external objects exist" - by means of the Vijiianavadin's yuktis 
and then the latter's doctrines are also refuted by using his (i.e. 
the Vijfianavadin's) own yuktis alone by reiterating the statement 

- 'd+&tltl "'Ilia ~ - (4-28), meaning - "Therefore, Chitta also is 
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not born" - to drive home the tenet that the Vijiiana (awareness) 
also, which has a different name of 'Chitta' is Aja, Asailga, 
Advayatman. Because all Atmans are verily of the essential 
nature of Aja-Advaya-Atman, by their very nature they are of 
Nitya-shuddha-buddha-mukta-swarupa - this truth has been clari
fied. At various places repeatedly the defects that are to be found 
in the Asatkaryavada, which is acceptable to the Buddhists, are 
revealed. As against this, the geniune spiritual teachings of our 
own Vedantic philosophy - which states that : "The Tattwa 
which is Sat is born due to Maya" - is affmned. This teaching 

which is in consonance with the Sruti : ''6I'il14'i1~ "!'« rc-'il14~t -
(Though· not born, in manifold ways He keeps on being born) -
how at all and in what manner is it possible to assert that such 
a philosophy is equal to, or similar to, either Kshat.tika 
Vijiiinavida of Nairatmyavadins (disputants who reject the ex
istence of Atman or the Self as Pure Being-Consciousness) or the 
doctrinaire theory of those (Nihilists or Shiinyavidins) who 
revere Pratltyasamutpada (dependent origination) and assert that 
everything is verily Shiinya (essenceless) ? This question should 
be deliberated upon Intuitively by the research scholars (who 
wish to cognize the Tattwa). 

IN Tms PRAKA~A WHAT IS THE REASON FOR 
FOLLOWING THE SHABDAS (WORDS) AND 

YUKTIS (LOGICAL DEVICES) FOUND IN BUDDmSTIC TEXTS 

In this Chapter in order to depict the fact that there 
exists an extreme difference between the methodology of 
Buddhism and the methodology of Vedanta in a clear-cut 
manner so as to loom large before everyone, Shri Gau4apada 
bas used those respective individual statements of the Bud
dhists with a totally different meaning altogether. Shri 
Badarayat.lacharya, the author of 'Shariraka Mimamsa Sutras', has 
used in that highly logic-oriented text Paribhashika Shabdas (tech
nical terms) like 'Pratyaksha' (perceptual knowledge), 'An umana' 
(inferential knowledge), 'Pradhana' (primordial or primeval matter , 
before creation) etc. in order to signify the Sruti (Upanishads), 
Smriti (works of individual sages), Brahman (the Absolute, Tran
scendental Reality beyond all empirical transactions or duality), 
respectively; in the same way, here also we should discern (the 
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fact that Shri Gaugapada has used these apparantly Buddhistic 
tenns to wean away those misguided people towards the true 
Vedantic Knowledge). The real purport behind his usage of some 
queer Yuktis which the Buddhists have presented as also some 
of their illustrations being quoted here is to show (drive home) 
clearly that their Yuktis are opposed to their own Yuktis and 
teachings. All these aspects were discussed and depicted in the 
introductory Chapter itself and hence on this count too here the 
true seeker should discern that there is no scope whatsoever even 
to doubt that there is similarity between the Buddhistic doctrines 
and the Vedantic teachings (much less, to surmise that Shri 
Gau4apada has borrowed or copied the Buddhistic methodology 
; for, the two methodologies are poles apart). 

INVOCATION AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE TREATISE 

5~~f'"lftt.luft('"I;i ijlwi r~illl«'li 

!~I q<q:U;u(ff .. qt!fi4l1{tQl"~'l1l ~ 0 0 II 

lVleaning: "That Pada (blissful state) - which, being 
very difficult to attain, highly profound (serene), Aja, Samya, 
Visharada, is devoid of Nanatwa (manifoldness) - cognizing 
such a Pada we salute It to the best of our might or strength. 
" 

SALUTATION THROUGH EULOGIZATION OF THE 
P ARA TAT~WA (ABSOLUTE, TRANSCENDENTAL REALITY) 

At the beginning of this PrakaraI}.a Grantha (an individual's 
treatise), studying the Upanishad alone the Agama PrakaraQa has 
been started. Because for the Upanishad at the beginning there 
was Orpkara alone, by its very study atld remembrance alone it 
was tantamount to the author having invoked (the Paratattwa) at 
the beginning of the treatise. Now, because the Tattwa which is 
Nityanirastadvaita (eternally non-extinct, non-dual) has been de
cided, detennined by means of Agama (traditional methodology 
of tf,aching the Ultimate Reality) and Upapatti (reasoning in 
consonance with universal experience), Shri GauQapada is observ
ing, performing the traditional MangaJa (auspicious conclusion) 
through eulogy : 
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Durdharsha, means - 'Because all the four-cornered logical 
paradigm of the type of 'Asti, Nasti (exists, does not exist) etc. 
which were previously mentioned are non-existing, those people 
who are following their own respective doctrines and are arguing 
out - though they are scholars - they are not able to cognize this 
Tattwa ; and hence it is too difficult to reckon. Thus it has been 

stated in the Sruti : 11 ~ al.,qJwFqiCOi( - (He is too difficult to 
be cognized ; He' is one who has entered into an impervious 
place which is secret, highly obstruse, estoric). 'Atigambhira' 
means: For those who have not acquired the necessary Intuitive 
Knowledge - to such people, It is fathomless, deep like an 

ocean, extremely difficult to enter into. In the Sruti : 'rtlfct: ~ 

Cflctt.il ct4Fd' (Taittinya Naray~apanna) - it is stated that : "Just 
like the deep ocean is difficult to enter deep into, this T attw a, 
which is still interior even to A vyalqita (i.e. the unmanifested 
seed form of the manifested world of duality), only J.Ushis (sages) 
who are Jiianis can possibly cognize." 

What is the reason for this Tattwa to be Durdharsha and 
Atigambhrra ? The answer is : This is Aja, Samya and Visharada. 
'Aja' means - devoid of Janma and such other changes, mutations 
; 'Samya' means - because It is Nirvayava (without parts, com
ponents) It is that Reality devoid of such incongruities, disparities 
of having parts, components; 'Visharada' means - because It is 
Asariga, It is Pure without having any contact with anything else. 
Apart from this, being Ananatwa, meaning - devoid of the 
differences of Jnat[u, Jiiana, Jiieya, It is AkhaJ;lga (a massive 
continuum) Chaitanya (Pure, Absolute Consciousness). 

Howat all a Tattwa of such an essence of Pure Being be 
perceptible to pc('ple steeped in the viewpoint of duality who are 
always seeing distinctively this duality which is variedly divided 
? Despite it being so, because It is the Atman (very Self, core 
of Being) for everyone, is of the essence of Nityabodha (eternally 
aware), It is always Self-effulgent alone. To those who are 
engrossed in perceiving the external objects and dealing with 
them this Tattwa appears to be Durdharsha and Atigambhlra. But 
to those who have earned, acquired the benign grace of the , 
preceptor, the Sastra and Paramatman there does not exist any-
thing else whatsoever which is more Sudarsha (clearly perceptible 
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or Intuited) and Supravesha (easy to enter into or fatho:n). As 

stated in the Vedic sentence: 'dfFiwil: qvi ~ ~ qllcifa ~:' (Tai. 

Narayanapanna 1-3-6) - meaning, - 'Those who are knowledge
able It is always visible." 

Cognizing such a Tattwa and attaining Its very Swarupa, we 
are saluting that 'Pads' (sutble or serene state). Howat all can 

, 
anybody salute this Tattwa which the Sruti describes as - 'atctitt, 

at6llQii14, atiUaJ, at(tl~UI, atf:qwttf, atoqq~IlI' - (MaI)Qfikya 7) ? The 
answer is : Though in Its very essence of Being It is A vyavaharya 
(not available for any empirical transactions, beyond all empirical 
dealings) alone, we are making it perceptible to our empirical 
dealings and that form alone we salute. Although It is non-dual 
without anything else as second to It, when seen from the 
Vyavahara Drishti alone It appears to all Pratyayas (mental con
cepts) ; in fact, whatever is perceptible to all the senses always , 
is verily that very Pada - thus following the Sastra Drishti, being 
engrossed in Its Being, seeing (Intuiting) that Tattwa alone we 
salute that Pada - in order to signify this fact, the qualifying 
statement that - "to the best of our capacity, ability (we 
salute)" - is mentioned. 

THE QUINTESSENCE OF THE MANGALASHLOKAS MEN
TIONED BY THE BHASHY AKARA (I.E. SHRI SANKARA) 

at\ijiifil \ijA~'i ~4t4~'"<'lra ~ 'IFaii'tli AI'I\~ifi "~Cfi'll 
" fi4f~¥4~ .. q¥4~lfif ~~"ulI .. i AUld'tqf~,'1'i1f q'diilcilsfiir II~ II 

SALUTATION TO PARABRAHMAN 

The purport of this invocation is : (a) Although Brahman 
which is familiar in Vedantlc literatllre is Itself Aja alone, by dint 
of Its Aishwarya Yoga, meaning. by a relationship with Its 
Mayashakti which is in Its full control - It has assumed a 
relationship with birth ; to wit, It appears in both the forms as 
Sthavara Jangama (stationary 311d moving) creatures and 
Chetanachetana (sentient" and insentient) beings. Just as deities, 
sages etc. by virtue of their Dlagical po~'ers, without desiderating 
the help of any other acce~~ory, merely r!y meditation or contem
plation acquire whatever fl.rnls they lik,~, in the same way this 
Brahman, for the sake of SllO\\ Crillg Its benign grace on the 
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spiritual practitioners, merely by Its wish, volition assumes vari
ous fonns and thereby has acquired Mayajanmas. (b) Though It 
is Agati as also Kutastha and Achala, without there being any 
cause-effect categories It is Gatimanta (endowed with the capac
ity of going anywhere) - to wit, Gantru (one who goes), Gantavya 
(the act of going and reaching a region), Gati (going) - this 
division i.e. the Gatitrayavibhaga (three divisions of transmigra
tion or going) like Devayatla, Piquyana, Kshudrajanma - this 
Tattwa has assumed. In the same way , (c) though It is Eka (one, 
non-dual) without anything second to It, It is having AneKatwa 
(manifoldness) - meaning, Jivas, Jagat, Iswara - such fonns It has 
assumed. 

These Janma, Gati - mentioned above - are not states when 
observed from the Paramartha Dpshti ; from the ignorant, de
luded viewpoint of people who are perceiving the various objects 
in their external viewpoint due to Samvriti alone this is appar
ently like that. Such a Miiyajanma (illusory birth) etc. is being , 
referred to by the Sruti also. Although It is appearing in all such 
ways to people with a deluded viewpoint, It is capable of de
stroying the fear of those who surrender unto It and salute It -
to wit, It destroys their A vidya which is the root cause for all 
kinds of duality, diversity. In fact, by Its benign grace alone they 
attain the Intuitive Experience of the type - "I am myself that 
Brahman alone which is Aja, Ajara, Amara, Amrita." 'Such a 
Brahman I salute' - is the purport of the verse. 

1Iif a ,II (SI a.o \JI (H F-J ~ ct~'1Iz:il S Oij «'l 

'1. d 1;CC I dI iifq fl. "I1;CCrct (d\JI"l"l.U' Eii\ ~: 

CfiI+iRfIS~lij'1ofl:tC(i1~¥M '1.d~ffi%f '1.\dIlftt'f"l q~!I+fI9 
QI«Qlft4cbs&f II~ II 

SALUTATION TO THE GRAND·PRECEPTOR 

The purport of this verse is : Aviratajananagrihaghoare, 
meaning, that which is dreadful since it is full of cruel crocodiles 
of the type of continuously (without interruption) obtaining vari
ous bodies - in such an ocean of Satpsara, seeing the creatures 
who are getting drowned in it, by means of his Prajiiii (Intuitive 
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Knowledge) as the churning rod or pole - in the ancient times 
by churning the ocean of milk called ' Veda', from it by the grace 
of Shriman Narayat:ta what was earned by hard work - this 
Am.rita called 'Brahmajfiana' - which was not got even by the 
deities who had acquired the Amrita (ambrosia) from the 
Am.ritamathana - that preceptor who took it out and gave it to 
the Jivas who were immersed in Samsara out of compassion -
to that revered preceptor by name, Shri Gaugapadacharya, and 
grand preceptor who has been also revered by all - I pour my 
salutations at His feet. 

ildlijlltfflq;'iltll {tFatiFttltilqtl ~1;a&{J81;f4CfiI~ qwi)atWliiq ~ 

Cltt"sq\il:f! «;qft,.~m~·.q II 

iI(lIf{1ql~dI'1i '!ft1~I~Ilt"1i1S1Ifi(t&lill CI~1If1 dNlcft qlq;ft~ 

'tq'til~:1~ ttcfitl~;fI:t~ II~ II 

SALUTATIONS TO THE PRECEPTOR 

The purport implicit in this verse is : In the dreadful ocean 
of the type of repeated births to me who was getting drowned 
and floating - thus I was suffering ; the darkness of my heart 
was removed completely by the brilliance of the light of whose 
feet, to those who have taken refuge at whose feet TattwashravaI)8 
(listening to discourses on the Absolute Reality), which is of 
greater value than everything else, Shanti (peace), Vinaya (humil
ity) accrued - to the feet of such a preceptor, Shri 
Govindapadacharya who drives away the fear of Samsara - with 
all my devotion I salute. 

OM TAT SAT 
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, 
About The Author 

His Holiness Paramahamsa Sri Sri Satchidanandendra 
Saraswati Swamlji, the founder of Adhyatma Prakasha 
Karyalaya and author of over 200 reputed works on Advaita 
in Kannada, Sanskrit and English, blessed the earth with his 
presence for 96 useful and rich years (1880-1975). 

His works are characterised by vast and deep schol
arship, clear and precise perception and an attractive and , 
lively style. His authentic interpretation of Sailkara has been 
greatly recognized by both the East and the West. He was 
.not just a rare and accomplished individual but a mighty 
and magnificent institution. 

About This Book 
Shri GauQapada has established by taking as his cen

tral authoritative source the MaQ.cJuky~ Upanishad, which 
though smallest in size (only 12 Mantras or verses) among 
all the Upanishads yet the most famous one, the following 
profound Siddhanta by means of logic fully in consonance 
with Anubhava (universal Intuitive Experience) : "On the 
support of Anubhava of A vasthatraya or three states of 
consciousness, Atman of all of us is verily Ajadvaya Brah
man alone which is Nityaniravastha or eternally devoid of 
any state ; That alone is the Paramartha satya". Further, he 
has not only clarified as to what exactly is' the wide 
difference between the predc,minantly perverted logic -
orinted Vijiianavadis and Shunyavada, on the one hand, 
and Vedanta on the other, but also has convinced all true 
seekers about the facts that : (a) Vain logic can never stand 
its ground all through ; (b) all the devices adopted by the 
logically-oriented Darshanas or schools of philosophy are 
all meant for the worship (Aradhana) of Paramatman. 
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